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JUSTICE NEWS
Department of Justice
Office of Public Affairs
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Wednesday, October 17, 2012

Man Pleads Guilty in New York to Conspiring with Iranian Military Officiais to
Assassinate Saudi Arabian Ambassador to the United States
Manssor Arbabsiar, aka Mansour Arbabsiar, pleaded guilty today in federal court in the Southern District of New York
to participating in a plot to murder the Saudi Arabian Ambassador to the United States while the Ambassador was in
the United States. Arbabsiar, a 58-year-old naturalized U.S. citizen holding both lranian and U.S. passports, was
arrested on Sept. 29, 2011 , at New York's John F. Kennedy International Airport. He pleaded guilty today before U.S.
District Judge John F. Keenan.

The guilty plea was announced by Attorney General Eric Helder; Michele M. Leonhart, Administrator of the Drug
Enforcement Administration ( DEA); Lisa Monaco, Assistant Attorney General for National Security; Preet Bharara,
U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York; and Stephen L. Morris, FB I Houston Special Agent in Charge.

Arbabsiar pleaded guilty to a superseding information that charges him with three counts. Count one charges Arbab siar
with traveling in foreign commerce and using interstate and foreign commerce facil ities in the commission of murderfor-hire. Count two charges him with conspiring to do so. Count three charges Arbabsiar with conspiring to commit an
offense against the United States, namely, an act of terrorism transcending national boundaries. He faces a maximum
potential sentence of 25 years in pri son (10 years on counts one and two, and five years on count three). Arbabsiar is
scheduled to be sentenced by Judge Keenan on Jan. 23, 2013, at 11:30 a.m.

ln connection with his guilty plea, Arbabsiar admitted that, from the spring of 2011 to the fall of 2011, he conspired with
officiais in the lranian military who were based in Iran, to cause the assassination of the Saudi Arabian Ambassador
while the Ambassador was in the United States. Arbabsiar acknowledged that at the direction of these co-conspirators,
he traveled to Mexico on several occasions during 2011 in order to arrange the assassination of the Ambassador.
Arbabsiar admitted that, with his co-conspirators' approval, he had arranged to hire a DEA confidential source (CS-1 ),
who claimed to be a representative of a drug cartel, and CS-1 's criminal associates, to murder the Ambassador.
Arbabsiar further admitted that he agreed to pay $1.5 million to CS-1 and had discussed with CS-1 a plan to murder
the Ambassador at a restaurant in Washington, D.C. - a plan that was approved by Arbabsiar's co-conspirators.
Arbabsiar then arranged for a $100,000 down payment, in two installments , to be wired to CS-1.

As noted in the complaint and indictment previously filed in Manhattan federal court, t he Qods Force is a branch of
the lranian lslamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). The Qods Force conducts sensitive covert operations abroad,
including terrorist attacks , assassinations and kidnappings, and is believed to have sponsored attacks against
Coalition Forces in Iraq. ln October 2007, the U.S. Treasury Department designated the Qods Force under Executive
Order 13224 for providing material support to the Taliban and other terrorist organizations.
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"A little more than a year after his arrest, Manssor Arbabsiar has admitted to his role in a deadly plot approved by
members of the lranian military to assassinate a sitting foreign Ambassador on U.S. soil," said Attorney General
Holder. "Today's plea and the disruption of this plot should serve as a reminder of the exceptional efforts of our law
enforcement and intelligence agencies in protecting America against terrorist attacks and in holding accountable those
who plan such actions ."

"The dangerous connection between drug trafficking and terrorism cannot be overstated, and this case is yet another
example of DEA's unique role in identifying potentially deadly networks that wish to harm innocent Americans and our
allies worl dwide," said DEA Administrator Leonhart. "Using DEA's elaborate and sophisticated investigative expertise
to infiltrate violent drug and terror organizations globally, we successfully identified this threat and worked closely with
the FBI to prevent a potentially deadly outcome."

"Thanks to the collaborative efforts of many U.S. law enforcement and intelligence professionals, this international
assassination plot hatched in Iran was thwarted before anyone was harmed and a key conspirator has pleaded guilty.
This case underscores the evolving threat environment we face and the need for continued vigilance at home and
abroad," said Assistant Attorney General Monaco.

U.S. Attorney Bharara stated: "As was originally charged, and as Arbabsiar has now admitted, he was the extended
murderous hand of his co-conspirators, officiais of the lranian military based in Iran, who plotted to kill the Saudi
Ambassador in the United States and were willing to kill as many bystanders as necessary to do so. Arbabsiar
traveled to and from the United States, Mexico and Iran and was in telephone contact with his lranian confederates
while he brokered an audacious plot. The audacity of the plot should not cause doubt, but rather vigilance regarding
others like Arbabsiar, who are enlisted as the violent emissaries of plotting foreign officiais . This office will continue to
pursue the co-conspirators in this plot and others in Iran or elsewhere who try to export murder. Thanks to the great
work of the FBI , DEA and the prosecutors in this office, Mr. Arbabsiar must now answer for his conduct."

"Today's guilty plea entered by Mr. Arababsiar is the culmination of exceptional intell igence and law enforcement
efforts," said FBI Special Agent in Charge Morri s. "1 would like to thank the investigators, analysts and task force
officers at the FBI and DEA in Houston, our Legal Attaché Office in Mexico City, and ail partners in the Intelligence
Community who worked tirelessly on this case. Of special note l'd like to recognize the exemplary leadership from
Department of Justice's National Security Division and the U.S. Attorney's Office in the Southern District of New
York."

According to the complaint and indictment filed in Manhattan federal court, as well as the information to which
Arbabsiar pleaded:

Arbabsiar met with CS-1 in Mexico on multiple occasions between May 2011 and July 2011 . During the course of
these meetings, Arbabsiar inquired as to CS-1's knowledge with respect to explosives and explained that he was
interested in, among other things, attacking an embassy of Saudi Arabia and the murder of the Saudi Ambassador to
the United States. ln a July 14, 2011, meeting in Mexico, CS-1 told Arbabsiar that he would need to use at least four
men to carry out the Ambassador's murder and that his price for carrying out the murder was $1 .5 million. Arbabsiar
agreed and stated that the murder of the Ambassador should be handled first, before the execution of other att~lfinex
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that Arbabsiar had discussed with CS-1 . Arbabsiar also indicated that he and his associates had $100,000 in Iran to
pay CS-1 as a first payment toward the assassination.

During the same meeting, Arbabsiar also described to CS-1 his cousin in Iran, who he said had requested that
Arbabsiar find someone to carry out the Ambassador's assassination. Arbabsiar indicated that his cousin was a "big
general" in the lranian military; that he focuses on matters outside of Iran and that he had taken certain unspecified
actions related to a bombing in Iraq.

ln a July 17, 2011 , meeting in Mexico, CS-1 noted to Arbabsiar that one of his workers had already traveled to
Washington, D.C., to surveil the Ambassador. CS-1 also raised the possibility of innocent bystander casualties.
Arbabsiar made it clear that the assassination needed to go forward, despite mass casualties , telling CS-1, "They want
that guy [the Ambassador] done [killed], if the hundred go with him f**k 'em." CS-1 and Arbabsiar discussed bombing a
restaurant in the United States that the Ambassador frequented. When CS-1 noted that others could be killed in the
attack, including U.S. senators who dine at the restaurant, Arbabsiar dismissed these concems as "no big deal."

On Aug. 1 and Aug. 9, 2011 , Arbabsiar caused two overseas wire transfers total ing approximately $100,000 to be sent
to an FBI undercover account as a down payment for CS-1 to carry out the assassination. Later, Arbabsiar explained
to CS-1 that he would provide the remainder of the $1.5 million after the assassination. On Sept. 20, 2011, CS-1 told
Arbabsiar that the operation was ready and requested that Arbabsiar either pay one hait the agreed upon price ($1. 5
million) for the murder or that Arbabsiar personally travel to Mexico as collateral for the final payment of the tee.
Arbabsiar agreed to travel to Mexico to guarantee final payment for the murder.

On Sept. 28, 2011 , Arbabsiar fl ew to Mexico. Arbabsiar was refused entry into Mexico and was placed on a retum
flight destined for his last point of departure. On Sept. 29, 2011, Arbabsiar was arrested by federal agents during a
flight layover at JFK International Airport in New York. Several hours after his arrest, Arbabsiar was advised of his
Miranda rights and he agreed to waive those rights and speak with law enforcement agents. During a series of
Mirandized interviews, Arbabsiar confessed to his participation in the murder plot.

Arbabsiar also admitted to agents that, in connection with this plot, he was recruited, funded, and directed by men he
understood to be senior officiais in lran's Qods Force. He said these lranian officiais were aware of and approved of
the use of CS-1 in connection with the plot; as well as payments to CS-1 ; the means by which the Ambassador would
be killed in the United States and the casualties that would likely result.

Arbabsiar also told agents that his cousin, who he had long understood to be a senior member of the Qods Force, had
approached him in the early spring of 2011 about recruiting narco-traffickers to kidnap the Ambassador. Arbabsiar told
agents that he then met with CS-1 in Mexico and discussed assassinating the Ambassador. Arbabsiar said that,
afterwards, he met several times in Iran with Gholam Shakuri, aka "Ali Gholam Shakuri," a co-conspirator and lranbased member of the Qods Force, and another senior Qods Force official, where Arbabsiar explained that the plan was
to blow up a restaurant in the United States frequented by the Ambassador and that numerous bystanders would be
killed. The plan was approved by these officiais.

ln October 2011 , after his arrest, Arbabsiar made phone calls at the direction of law enforcement to Shakuri in Iran that
were monitored. During these phone calls, Shakuri confirmed that Arbabsiar should move forward with the plot to
murder the Ambassador and that he should accomplish the task as quickly as possible, stating on Oct. 5, 201}\Wfi~
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doit quickly, it's late..." Shakuri also told Arbabsiar that he would consult with his superiors about whether they would
be willing to pay CS-1 additional money. Shakuri, who was also charged in the plot, remains at large. The charges
against Shakuri are merely accusations , and he is presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.

This investigation is being conducted by the FBI Houston Division, the DEA Houston Division and the FBI New York
Joint Terrorism Task Force. The prosecution is being handled by the Terrorism and International Narcotics Unit of the
U.S. Attomey's Office for the Southern District of New York , specifically Assistant U.S. Attorneys Glen Kopp, Edward
Kim and Stephen Ritchin. The Counterterrorism Section of the Justice Department's National Security Division and the
Office of International Affairs of the Justice Department's Criminal Division provided substantial assistance. The
govemment of Mexico is also recognized for its cooperation in this matter.

12-1251
Office of the Attorney General
Updated September 15, 2014
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U.S. Department of Justice
United States Attorney
Southern District ofNew York
The Sllvio J. Mollo Building ·
One Sai111 Andrew 's P/a:a
New York. New York /0007

October 16, 2012
BYE-MAIL
Sabrina Shroff, Esq.
Federal Defenders of New York
52 Duane Street, 10th Floor
New York, New York 10007

Re:

United States v. Manssor Arbabsiar
Sl 11 Cr. 897 (JFK)

Dear Ms. Shroff:
On the understandings specified below, the Office of the United States Attorney for the
Southern District of New York ("this Office") will accepta guilty plea from Manssor Arbabsiar
("the defendant") to Counts One, Two, and Three of the above-referenced Superseding
Information (the "Information").
Count One of the Information charges the defendant with traveling in foreign commerce
and using interstate and foreign commerce facilities in the commission of murder-for-hire, from
at least in or about the spring of 2011, up to and including on or about September 29, 2011, in
violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1958. Count One carries a maximum term of
imprisonment of ten years; a maximum fine of the greatest of $250,000 or twice the gross
pecuniary gain derived from the offense, or twice the gross pecuniary loss to persans other than
the defendant as a result of the offense; a $100 special assessment; and a maximum term of three
years' supervised release.

\~
V\

~

·
Cou nt Two of the Information charges the defendant with conspiring to travel in foreign
commerce and to use or cause another to use interstate and foreign commerce faci lities in the
commission of murder-for-hire, from at Ieast in or about the spring of 2011, up to and including
~on orab~t,.ïeptember.29, 2011, in violation ofTitle 18, United States Codes, Section 1958.
Count~ca1Ties a maximum term of imprisonment of ten years; a maximum fine of the
greatest of $250,000 or twice the gross pecuniary gain derived from the offense, or twice the
gross pecuniary loss to persans other than the defendant as a result of the offense; a $100 special
assessment; and a maximum term of three years' supervised release . .
Count Three of the Information charges the defendant with conspiring to commit an
offense against the United States, namely, an act of terrorism transcending national boundaries,
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in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 2332b, in violation of Title 18, United States
Code, Section 371, from at least in or about the spring of 2011, up to and including on or about
September 29, 2011. Count Three carries a maximum term of imprisonment offive years; a
maximum fine, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 3571 of the greatest of
$250,000, twice the gross pecuniary gain derived from the offense, or twice the gross pecuniary
loss to persons other than the defendant resulting from the offense; a $100 special assessment;
and a maximum term of three years' supervised release.
The total maximum term of imprisonment on Counts One through Three is twenty-five
years.
In consideration of the defendant' s plea to the above offense, the defendant will not be
further prosecuted criminally by this Office (except for criminal tax violations as to which this
Office cannot, and does not, make any agreement) for: (i) his participation in a conspiracy to
murder a foreign official, from at least in or about the spring of 2011, up to and including
September 29, 2011, in violation ofTitle 18, United States Code, Section 1117, as charged in
Count One oflndictment 11 Cr. 897 (JFK); (ii) engaging in foreign travel and using interstate
and foreign commerce facilities in the commission of murder-for-hire, from at least in or about
the spring of 2011, up to and including September 29, 2011, in violation of Title 18, United
States Code, Section 1958, as charged in Count Two oflndictment 11 Cr. 897 (JFK); (iii) his
participation in a conspiracy to engage in foreign travel and the use of interstate and foreign
commerce facilities in the commission of murder-for-hire, from at least in or about the spring of
2011, up to and including September 29, 2011, in violation ofTitle 18, United States Code,
Section 1958, as charged in Count Three oflndictment 11 Cr. 897 (JFK); (iv) his participation in
a conspiracy to use a weapon of mass destruction, from at least in or about the spring of 2011, up
to and including September 29, 2011, in violation ofTitle 18, United States Code, Section 2332a,
as charged in Count Four oflndictment 11 Cr. 897 (JFK); and (v) his participation in a
conspiracy to commit an act of terrorism transcending national boundaries, from at least in or
about the spring of 2011, up to and including September 29, 2011, in violation of Title 18,
United States Code, Section 2332b, as charged in Count Five of Indictment 11 Cr. 897 (JFK); it
being understood that this agreement does not bar the use of such conduct as a predicate act or as
the basis for a sentencing enhancement in a subsequent prosecution including, but not limited to,
a prosecution pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961 etseq. In addition, at the time of sentencing, the
Government will move to dismiss any open Counts against the defendant. The defendant agrees
that with respect to any and all dismissed charges he is not a "prevailing party" within the
meaning of the "Hyde Amendment," Section 617, P.L. 105-119 (Nov. 26, 1997), and will not file
any claim under that law.
The defendant hereby admits the forfeiture allegation with respect to Counts One and
Two of the Information and agrees to forfeit to the United States, pursuant to Title 18, United
States Code, Section 981(a)(l)(C) and Title 28, United States Code, Section 2461, all property,
real and persona!, that constitutes or is derived from proceeds traceable to the commission of the
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offenses. It is further understood that any forfeiture of the defendant' s assets shall not be treated
as satisfaction of any fine, restitution, cost of imprisonment, or any other penalty the Court may
impose upon him in addition to forfeiture.
In consideration of the foregoing and pursuant to United States Sentencing Guidelines
("U.S.S.G." or "Guidelines") Section 6B 1.4, the paiiies hereby stipulate to the following:

A. Offense Level
1. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3Dl.2(b), Counts One, Two and Three are grouped together into a
single group because the counts involve the same victim and two or more acts or
transactions are connected by a common criminal objective.
2. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3Dl .3(a), the offense level applicable to the group is the offense
lev el for the most serious of the counts comprising the group.

Count One - Murder-For-Hire
3. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 2El .4(a)(2), the applicable base offense level is 33 because
U .S.S.G. § 2A 1.5 provides the base offense level applicable to the underlying criminal
conduct; i.e., conspiracy or solicitation to commit murder.
4. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 2Al.5(b)(l), the offense level.is increased by 4 levels because the
offense involved the offer or receipt of something of pecuniary value for undertaking the
murder.
5. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3A 1.4, because the offense is a felony that involved, or was
intended to promote, a federal crime of terrorism, the offense level is increased by 12
levels.
6. In accordance with the above analysis, the applicable Guidelines offense level for Count
One is 49.

Count Two - Conspiracy to Commit Murder-For-Hire
7. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 2El.4(a)(2), the applicable base offense level is 33 because
U.S.S.G. § 2Al .5 provides the base offense level applicable to the underlying criminal
conduct; i.e., conspiracy or solicitation to commit murder.
8. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 2Al .5(b)(l), the offense level is increased by 4 levels because the
offense involved the offer or receipt of something of pecuniary value for undertaking the
murder.
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9. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3A 1.4, because the offense is a felony that involved, or was
intended to promote, a federal crime ofterrorism, the offense level is increased by 12
levels.
1O. In accordance with the above analysis, the applicable Guidelines offense level for Count
Two is 49.

Count Three- Conspiracy to Commit an Offense Against the United States
l l. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 2Xl.l, the base offense level is the base offense level for the
substantive offense, i.e., the commission of an act ofterrorism transcending national
boundaries. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 2Xl .1 (b)(2), a decrease by 3 levels is not warranted
because the defendant or a co-conspirator completeçl ail the acts the conspirators believed
necessary on their part for the successful completion of the substantive offense.
12. The Guideline applicable to the substantive offense is U.S.S.G. § 2A 1.1 (a). Pursuant to
U.S.S .G. § 2Al. l(a), the base offense level is 43.
13. Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3A 1.4, because the offense is a felony that involved, or was
intended to promote, a federal crime of terrorism, the offense level is increased by 12
levels.
14. In accordance with the above analysis, the applicable Guidelines offense level for Count
Three is 55.
15. Accordingly, pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3Dl .3(a), the offense level applicable tothe group is
55.
16. Assuming the defendant clearly demonstrates acceptance of responsibility, to the
satisfaction of the Govemment, through his allocution and subsequent conduct prior to
the imposition of sentence, a two-level reduction will be warranted, pursuant to §
3El .1 (a), U.S .S.G. Furthermore, assuming the defendant has accepted responsibility as
described in the previous sentence, an additional one-level reduction is warranted,
pursuant to § 3El.l(b), U.S.S.G, because the defendant gave timely notice ofhis
intention to enter a plea of guilty, thereby permitting the Gove_mment to avoid preparing
for trial and permitting the Court to allocate its resources efficiently.
In accordance with the above, the applicable Guidelines offense level is 52.
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B. Criminal History Category
Pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 3A 1.4, the defendant is in Criminal History Category VI.

C. Sentencing Range
Based upon the calculations set forth above, the applicable Guidelines range is Iife
imprisonment. However, because the total statutory maximum sentence permitted by the charges
in Counts One through Three is twenty-five years' imprisonment, the applicable Guidelines
sentence is 300 months (the "Stipulated Guidelines Sentence"). In addition, after determining
the defendant's ability to pay, the Comi may impose a fine pursuant to U.S.S.G. § SEI .2. At
Guidelines level 52, the applicable fine range is $25,000 to $250,000.
The parties agree that neither a downward nor an upward departure from the Stipulated
Guidelines Sentence set forth above is warranted. Accordingly, neither party will seek any
departure or adjustment pursuant to the Guidelines that is not set forth herein. Nor will either
party suggest that the Probation Office consider such a departure or adjustment under the
Guidelines, or suggest that the Court sua sponte consider any such departure or adjustment.
The parties agree that either party may seek a sentence outside of the Stipulated
Guidelines Sentence, suggest that the Probation Office consider a sentence outs ide of the
Stipulated Guidelines Sentence, and suggest that the Court sua sponte consider a sentence
outside of the Stipulated Guidelines Sentence, based upon the factors to be considered in
imposing a sentence pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 3553(a).
Except as provided in any written Proffer Agreement(s) that may have been entered into
between this Office and the defendant, nothing in this Agreement limits the right of the parties (i)
to present to the Probation Office or the Court any facts relevant to sentencing; (ii) to make any
argumentsregarding the Stipulated Guidelines Sentence (or where within such other range as the
Court may determine the defendant should be sentenced) and regarding the factors to be
considered in imposing a sentence pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 3553(a); (iii)
to seek an appropriately adjusted Guidelines range if it is determined based upon new
information that the defendant's criminal history category is different from that set forth above;
and (iv) to seek an appropriately adjusted Guidelines range if it is subsequently determined that
the defendant qualifies as a career offender under U.S.S.G. § 4B 1.1. Nothing in this Agreement
limits the right of the Govemment to seek denial of the adjustment for acceptance of
responsibility, see U.S.S.G. § 3El.l, regardless of any stipulation set forth above, if the
defendant fails clearly to demonstrate acceptance of responsibility, to the satisfaction of the
Government, through his allocution and subsequent conduct prior to the imposition of sentence.
Similarly, nothing in this Agreement limits the right of the Government to seek an enhancement
for obstruction of justice, see U.S.S.G. § 3C 1.1, regard Jess of any stipulation set forth above,
should it be determined that the defendant has either (i) engaged in conduct, unknown to the
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Govemment at the time of the signing of this Agreement, that constitutes obstruction of justice or
(ii) committed another crime after signing this Agreement.
Tt is understood that pursuant to U .S.S.G. § 6B 1.4(d), neither the Probation Office nor the
Courtis bound by the above Guidelines stipulation, either as to questions of factor as to the
determination of the proper Guidelines to apply to the facts. In the event that the Probation
Office or the Court contemplates any Guidelines adjustments, departures, or calculations
different from those stipulated to above, or contemplates any sentence outside of the Stipulated
Guidelines Sentence, the parties reserve the right to answer any inquiries and to make ail
appropriate arguments conceming the same.
It is understood that the sentence to be imposed upon the defendant is determined solely
by the Comi. It is further understood that the Guidelines are not binding on the Court. The
defendant acknowledges that his entry of a guilty plea to the charged offenses authorizes the
sentencing court to impose any sentence, up to and including the statutory maximum sentence.
This Office cannot, and does not, make any promise or representation as to what sentence the
defendant will receive. Moreover, it is understood that the defendant will have no right to
withdraw his plea of guilty should the sentence imposed by the Court be outside the Guidelines
sentence set forth above.

It is agreed (i) that the defendant will not file a direct appeal; nor bring a collateral
challenge, including but not Iimited to an application under Title 28, United States Code, Section
2255 and/or Section 2241; nor seek a sentence modification pursuant to Title 18, United States
Code, Section 3582(c), of any sentence at or below the Stipulated Guidelines Sentence of 300
months' imprisonment, and (ii) that the Govemment will not appeal any sentence at the
Stipulated Guidelines Sentence. This provision is binding on the parties even if the Court
employs a Guidelines analysis different from that stipulated to herein. Furthermore, it is agreed
that any appeal as to the defendant's sentence that is not foreclosed by this provision will be
Iimited to that portion of the sentencing calculation that is inconsistent with (or not addressed by)
the above stipulation. The parties agree that this waiver applies regardless of whether the term of
imprisonment is imposed to run consecutively to or concurrently with the undischarged portion
of any other sentence of imprisonment that has been imposed on the defendant at the time of
sentencing in this case. The defendant further agrees not to appeal any tenn of supervised
release that is less than or equal to the statutory maximum. The defendant also agrees not to
appeal any fine that is less than or equal to $250,000, and the Govemment agrees not to appeal
any fine that is greater than or equal to $25,000.
The defendant hereby acknowledges that he has accepted this Agreement and decided to
plead guilty because he is in fact guilty. The defendant admits that the facts set forth below and
in Exhibit A are true, and were this case to go to trial, the United States would be able to prove
these specific facts and others beyond a reasonable doubt. Further, the defendant agrees to
allocute at the guilty plea proceeding to the facts set forth below and in Exhibit A.
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From the Spring of 2011 through the Fall of 2011, Manssor Arbabsiar and
his co-conspirators, officiais in the Iranian military who were based in Iran
(the "co-conspirators"), agreed to cause the assassination of the
Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to the United States (the "Ambassador"),
while the Ambassador was in the United States.
Acting at the direction of his co-conspirators and in furtherance of this
agreement, Arbabsiar traveied intemationally to Mexico on several
occasions, including from Iran, in order to ·arrange the assassination of the
Ambassador. These trips occurred in May, June, July and September of
2011. In Mexico, Arbabsiar met with a person ("the Individual") who
claimed to be a representative of a sophisticated and violent Latin
American drug cartel that had access to military-grade weaponry. With
the approval of Arbabsiar's co-conspirators, Arbabsiar arranged to hire the
Individual and his criminal associates to murder the Ambassador, while
the Ambassador was in the United States. Arbabsiar agreed to pay $1.5
million to the Individual.
Arbabsiar discussed with the Individual a plan for the Individual and his
criminal associates to travel to Washington, D.C. to murder the
Ambassador at a restaurant there. The plan was subsequently approved by
Arbabsiar' s co-conspirators.
Arbabsiar then atTanged for a $100,000 payment, in two installments, to
be wired to the Individual at a U.S. bank account, as a down-payment for
the anticipated murder of the Ambassador. Arbabsiar's co-conspirators
approved this payment, which was made via wire transfers to a U.S. bank
account that passed through Manhattan, New York.
By entering this plea of guilty, the defendant waives any and ail right to withdraw his
plea or to attack his conviction, either on direct appeal or collaterally, on the ground that the
Government has failed to produce any discovery material, Jencks Act material, exculpatory
material pursuant to Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), other than information establishing
the factual innocence of the defendant, and impeachment material pursuant to Giglio v. United
States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972), that has not already been produced as of the date of the signing of
this Agreement.
It is further agreed that should the conviction following the defendant's plea of guilty
pursuant to this Agreement be vacated for any reason, then any prosecution that is not timebarred by the applicable statute of limitations on the date of the signing of this agreement
(including any counts that the Government has agreed to dismiss at sentencing pursuant to this

03.30.2012
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Sabrina Shroff
October 16, 2012
Page 8
Agreement) may be commenced or reinstated against the defendant, notwithstanding the
expiration of the statute of limitations between the signing ofthis Agreement and the
commencement or reinstatement of such prosecution. It is the intent of this Agreement to waive
ail defenses based on the statute of limitations with respect to any prosecution that is not timebaiTed on the date that this Agreement is signed.
It is further understood that this Agreement does not bind any federal, state, or local
prosecuting authority other than this Office.

03.30.201 2
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Sabrina Shroff
October 16, 2012
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Apart from any written Proffer Agreement that may have been entered into between this
Office and defendant, this Agreement supersedes any prior understandings, promises, or
conditions between this Office and the defendant. No additional understandings, promises, or
conditions have been entered into other than those set forth in this Agreement, and none will be
entered into unless in writing and signed by ail parties.
Very truly yours,
PREET BHARARA
United States Attorney
..,..,......•":-:'

/•

.

,/?

'"<:~:.!,,<,t l~ l{ ;:, -

By:

,< . '

Edward Y. Kim
Glen A. Kopp
Stephen J. Ritchin
Assistant United States Attorneys
(212) 637-2401 /2210
(914) 993-1947
APPROVED:

ichael Farbiarz / Jocelyn Strauber
Chiefs
Terrorism and International Narcotics Unit
AGREED AND CONSENTED TO:

\o \
Manssor Arbabsiar

\Y

Date

APPROVED:

Sabrina Shroff, Esq.
Attorney for Manssor Arbabsiar

Date

03.30.2012
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Exhibit A
From the Spring of 2011 through the Fall of 2011, Manssor Arbabsiar and his coconspirators, officiais in the Iranian military who were based in Iran (the "co-conspirators"),
agreed to cause the assassination of the Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to the United States (the
"Ambassador"), while the Ambassador was in the United States.
Acting at the direction of his co-conspirators and in furtherance of this agreement,
Arbabsiar traveled internationally to Mexico on several occasions, including from Iran, in order
to arrange the assassination of the Ambassador. These trips occurred in May, June, July and
September of 2011. In Mexico, Arbabsiar met with a person ("the Individual") who claimed to
be a representative of a sophisticated and violent Latin American drug cartel that had access to
military-grade weaponry. With the approval of Arbabsiar's co-conspirators, Arbabsiar arranged
to hire the Individual and his criminal associates to murder the Ambassador, while the
Ambassador was in the United States. Arbabsiar agreed to pay $1.5 million to the Individual.
Arbabsiar discussed with the Individual a plan for the Individual and his criminal
associates to travel to Washington, D.C. to murder the Ambassador at a restaurant there. The
plan was subsequently approved by Arbabsiar's co-conspirators.
Arbabsiar then arranged for a $100,000 payment, in two installments, to be wired to the
Individual at a U.S. bank account, as a down-payment for the anticipated murder of the
Ambassador. Arbabsiar's co-conspirators approved this payment, which was made via wire
transfers to a U.S. bank account that passed through Manhattan, New York.
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United Nations

( ~ ) Security Council

~

S 12011164o

Distr. : General
17 October 2011
Original: English

ldentical letters dated 14 October 2011 from the Permanent
Representative of Qatar to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council
In my capacity as Chair of the Arab Group for the month of October 2011 , I
have the honour to transmit herewith the statement adopted by the Council of the
League of Arab States at the Permanent Representative level at its extraordinary
session held on 13 October 2011 in Cairn, regarding the attempt to assassinate the
Ambassador of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the United States of America of
America (see annex).
I should be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex
circulated as a document of the Security Council.
(Signed) Meshal Hamad M . Al-Thani
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

1
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Annex to the identical letters dated 14 October 2011 from the
Permanent Representative of Qatar to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the
Security Council
[Original: Arabic]

Statement issued by the Council of the League of Arab States at an
extraordinary meeting at the Permanent Representative level
The criminal attempt to assassinate the Ambassador of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the United States of America
Cairo, 13 October 2011
In the light of the presentation made by the head of the delegation of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia concerning the criminal attempt to assassinate the
Ambassador of that country to the United States of America, the Council of the
League of Arab States, at an extraordinary meeting at the Permanent Representative
level that was held at League headquarters on Thursday, 13 October 2011, expresses
its condemnation and rejection of the criminal Iranian attempt to assassinate the
Ambassador of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the United States of America. The
Council notes that any attack on diplomatic personnel is considered as a blatant
violation of all international norms and instruments and of the rules and conventions
that govern relations between States and, in particular, the 1961 Vienna Convention
on Diplomatic Relations. Such behaviour is incompatible with religious values and
humanitarian principles and undermines efforts in support of international peace and
security and stability in the Middle East. It also has a negative impact on the
relations between Iran and the Arab States and, in particular, the States of the Gulf
Cooperation Council.
The Council calls upon the Arab and Islamic worlds and the international
community to shoulder their responsibilities with regard to such terrorist acts, which
threaten the stability of States and international peace and security, and provoke
enmity and hatred between States and peoples.
(Statement No. 153 — extraordinary session — 13 October 2011)
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Annex 64
2/21/2017

Fa-eigi Secretay wekomes EU sanctions fdlo.ving assassination plct in the US - Amolllcements- GOV.UK

~GOV.UK
Announcement
Foreign Secretary welcomes EU sanctions
following assassination plot in the US
From:

Foreign & Commonw ealth Office (https://www.gov.uk/govemmenUorganisations/foreigncommonwealth-office) and The Rt Hon William Hague (https://www.gov.uk/govemment/people/william-

hague)
First published: 21 October 201 1
Part of:
Counter-terrorism (https://www.gov.uk/govemment/policies/counter-terrorism), Iran
(https://www.gov.uk/govemment/world/iran) and USA (https://www.gov.uk/govemment/world/usa)

This news article was published under the 2010 to 2015 Conservative
and Liberal Democrat coalition government
Foreign Secretary William Hague said that this coordinated E U action sends a strong message that E U Mem ber
States w ill not tolerate lranian involvement in terrorism.
Speaking today he said:
"I w elcome the EU 's agreement to impose restrictive measures on five
individuals follow ing the disrupted plot to assassinate the Saudi ambassador
to the US . The EU action follow s the UK's designations earlier this w eek
under the Terrorist Asset Freezing Act 2010. The E U measures w ill impose
an E U-w ide financial assets freeze and prevent any funds being made
available to the individuals concerned.
"The assassination plot appears to constitute a escalation in lran's
sponsorship of terrorism outside its borders. This coordinated E U action sends a strong message that E U Member
States w ill not tolerate lranian involvement in terrorism and underlines both the grav ity of the plot, and the serious
consequences it could have had if it had been successful."
The names of the individuals concerned w ill be published on the w ebsite of the Official Journal of the E U (http ://eurlex.europa.eu/en/index.htm) on 22 October.

Annex 64
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United Nations

( ~ ) General Assembly

~

A;66/ 553

Distr. : General
14 November 2011
Original: English

Sixty -sixth session
Agenda item 118
The United N ations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy

Letter dated 14 October 2011 from the Permanent Representative
of Saudi Arabia to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General
I would like to request that the attached letter dated 12 October 2011 be
circulated to all Member States as a document of the General Assembly (see annex) .
(Signed) Abdallah Y. Al-Mouallimi
Permanent Representative
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Annex to the letter dated 14 October 2011 from the Permanent
Representative of Saudi Arabia to the United Nations addressed
to the Secretary-General
I would like to draw your attention to the announcement made regarding a plot
to assassinate the Ambassador of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the United States,
Adel Al-Jubeir. According to United States authorities, overwhelming evidence
leads to the conclusion that this plot was planned, financed and directed by elements
working for or belonging to the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran. This
plot is not only a heinous crime on its own, but is also a gross violation of
international conventions and norms, especially those that specifically relate to the
protection of diplomats.
The Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia expresses its deep concern
and outrage at this plot, and requests you to bring this matter to the attention of the
Security Council. Herewith, I have also attached a press release from the Saudi
Press Agency for your information (see enclosure).
(Signed) Abdallah Y. Al-Mouallimi
Permanent Representative

2
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Enclosure
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia strongly denounces and condemns the
outrageous and heinous attempt to assassinate its Ambassador to the United States
of America, a plot which is not consistent with normal humanitarian values and
ethics nor with international norms and traditions, an official source said.
The source said in a statement issued today that the Government of Saudi
Arabia appreciates the efforts undertaken by the United States authorities — which
were the subject of a follow-up by the Kingdom — in the detection of the
assassination attempt plot, and that the Kingdom would continue its contacts and
coordination with the United States authorities concerned about this despicable plot
and those who stand behind it.
At the same time, the Kingdom is considering the critical procedures and steps
to be taken in this regard to stop these criminal acts and to address firmly any
attempts to destabilize the Kingdom and threaten its security and spread sedition
among its people, the statement added.
The source also said that the Kingdom calls on the Arab and Islamic nations
and the international community to assume their responsibilities relating to these
terrorist acts and the attempts to threaten the stability of countries, as well as
international peace and security.

11-59322
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United Nations

( ~ ) General Assembly
~ Security Council

Distr. : General
19 October 2011
Original: English

General Assembly
Sixty-sixth session
Agenda item 109
M easures to eliminate international te1Torism

Security Council
Sixty-sixth year

ldentical letters dated 12 October 2011 from the Secretary-General
addressed to the President of the General Assembly and the
President of the Security Council
I have the honour to transmit the attached letter, dated 12 October 2011, from
the Permanent Representative of the United States of America to the United Nations
(see annex).
I should be grateful if you would bring the present letter and its attachments*
to the attention of the members of the General Assembly and the Security Council.
(Signed) BAN Ki-moon

• The attached charging document is circulated in the language of submission only.
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Annex
Enclosed please find the letter that I wrote to you yesterday regarding the
recently disrupted conspiracy to assassinate in Washington, D.C., the Ambassador of
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the United States and to carry out additional followon attacks inside the United States and against other countries. As noted in the letter,
we have confirmed information that this conspiracy was conceived, sponsored and
directed by elements of the Government of Iran. Had this terrorist plot not been
disrupted, it would likely have resulted in the injury or death of the Saudi
Ambassador and others.
We request that you transmit the present letter, yesterday’s enclosed letter, and
the enclosed charging document to the General Assembly.
(Signed) Susan E. Rice
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Enclosure
11 October 2011
I would like to bring to your attention an attempted plot that constitutes a
serious threat to international peace and security. The United States has recently
disrupted a conspiracy to assassinate in Washington, D.C., the Ambassador of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the United States and to carry out additional follow-on
attacks inside the United States and against other countries. We have confirmed
information that this conspiracy was conceived, sponsored and directed by elements
of the Government of Iran. Had this terrorist plot not been disrupted, it would likely
have resulted in the injury or death of the Saudi Ambassador and others.
According to our information, the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps-Qods
Force and several of its high-ranking officers, including Hamed Abdollahi, Abdul
Reza Shahlai and Ali Gholam Shakuri, directed and funded the conspiracy.
This plot constitutes a violation of Iran’s commitments under the Convention
on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected
Persons, including Diplomatic Agents (1973). Consistent with this Convention and
pursuant to United States law, on 11 October 2011, the United States brought
charges in the United States Federal Court of the Southern District of New York
against Manssor Arbabsiar, who is a citizen of Iran and a naturalized United States
citizen, and Ali Gholam Shakuri, who is a national of Iran. Enclosed is the charging
document containing the details of the conspiracy. The United States arrested
Arbabsiar on 29 September 2011. He is currently in United States custody in New
York City, and the United States plans to prosecute him to the full extent of United
States law. Ali Gholam Shakuri remains at large.
In accordance with article 6 of the Convention, the United States requests that
you notify Iran of the above measures. The United States expects Iran, in line with
its obligations under this Convention, to undertake immediate, credible and
verifiable action to hold accountable any other persons responsible for this
conspiracy, including but not limited to Ali Gholam Shakuri. The United States has
directly notified the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, as the State of which the
internationally protected person concerned is a national, of the above measures.
The United States notes that this incident also constitutes a violation of other
international legal obligations, including the requirement contained in Security
Council resolution 1373 (2001) that States “refrain from providing any form of
support, active or passive, to entities or persons involved in terrorist acts, including
by suppressing recruitment of members of terrorist groups and eliminating the
supply of weapons to terrorists”. We intend to discuss this matter with other
members of the Security Council.
We request that you transmit the present letter and the enclosed charging
document to the Security Council.
(Signed) Susan E. Rice

11-55638
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Attachment

Approv.ed:
Assistant

HONORABLE MICHAEL H. DOLINGER

Before:

United States Magistrate Judge
Southern District of New York
- -

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

- -

- -

- X

· Violations of

UNITED SXATES OF AMERICA
-

V.

SEALED AMENDED COMPLAINT

18 u.s.c. §§ 1117,
1958, 2, 2332a, 2332b

-

-MANSSOR ARBABSI AR,
a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," and
~ -GMO~AM-;'3M1'i'K~~j,
a/k/a "Ali Gholam Shakuri, " ·

COUNTY OF OFFENSE:
NEW·-Y6R~

Defendants.

- -- - - - X
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, ss.:

o. Robert· Woloszyn, being duly sworn, deposes and says
that he is a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(''FBI"l, and charges as follows:
COUNT ONE
Conspiracy to Mur.der A Foreign Official

1.
From at least in or about the spring of 2011, up to
and including in or about -October 2011, in the Southern District of
New York and elsewhere,
MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, .a/k/a "Mansour
Arbabsiar," and GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k./a "Ali Gholam Shak.uri," the
defendants,
and others
known
and
unknown,
knowingly
and
intentionally combined, conspired, confederate-d and agreed together
and with each other to violate Section 1116 of Title 18, United
States Code.
2.
It was a part and an object of the conspiracy thàt
MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," and GHOLAM SHAKURI,
~/k/a "Ali Gholam Shakuri," the defe ndants, and others known and
unknown, would and did agree to k.ill · a foreign· official., to wi t,
ARBABSIAR and SHAKURI agreed with each other and with others to
kill the Ambassador to the United States of Saùdi Arabia, while the
Ambassador was :i.n the United States.
Overt Acts
3.

4

In furtherance of the conspiracy · and to effect the

11-55638
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illegal object thereof, the following overt acts were committed, in
the Southern District of New York and elsewhere:
a.
On or about August 1, 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the de fendant, · caused an overseas. wire
transfer of approxi.mately $49,960 . to be sent by a foreign entity
from a bank located in a fo reign country to an FBI ·undercover bank
account (the "UC Bank Account").
Before reaching the · UC Bank
Account, the funds were transferred through a bank in Manhattan,
New York.
b.
On or about August 9, 2011 , ARBABSIAR caused an
overseas wire transfer Gf approximately $49,960 to be sent by a
foreign entity from a bank located in a foreign country to the UC
Bank Account. Be fore reaching the UC Bank Acc·ount, the funds were
- - -transferred-t-hrough~·ba-n-k-i-n- Ma-nh-a-t-t- an,--New- Y.axk:~~.- -- · -- -

c.
In or about the spring of 2011, GHOLAM SHAKURI ,
a/k/a "Ali Gholam Shakuri," the defendant, provided thousands of
dollars to ARBABSIAR in Iran to pay for expenses related to
· furthering the plot to kill the Arnbassador to .t hè United States of
Saudi Arabi a.
·
·
(Title 18, United States Code, Section 1117.)
COUNT TWO
Foreign Travel and Use of Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Facilities
in the Comlllission of Murder- For- Hire

4.
From at least in 9r about the spring of 2011, up to
and including September 29, 2011, in the Southern District o f New
York and elsewhere, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar,"
the defendant, willful l y and knowingl y traveled in foreign commerce
and used, and caused another to use, a facility of interstate and
foreign cornmei:ce, to wit, bank wire .t ransfers· to ·an account in the
United States from foreign entities, with the intent that a murder
be .committed in violatio.n of the laws of the United States, to wit,
Tit le 18, United States Code, Se~tions 1116 and 1117, as
consideration for the receipt of, and as consideratîon for a
promise and agreement t o pay an·ything of pecuniary value, as tnose
terms are defined in Title 18, . United States Code, Section 1958(b),
to .wit, ARBABSIAR caused to be wi red approximately $100,000 into
the United States, as partial consideration for the murder of the
Ambassador to the United States of Sau.di Arabia.

(Title 18, United States Code , Sectioni 1958 and 2.)

11-55638
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COONT TE'.REE

Conspiracy to Engage in Foreign Trave1
and Use Interstate and Foreign Coltllllerce Faci1ities
In the Commission of Murder-For-Hire
S.
From at least in or about the spring of 20 1 1, up to
and includ:i.ng in or about October 2011, in the Southern District of
New York and elsewhere~
MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a
"Mansour
Arbabsiar,·" and GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Gholam Shakuri," the
defendants, . and others known and unknown, willfully and knowingly
combined, conspired, confede·r ated and agreed together and wi t h each
other to violate Title 18, United States Code, Section 1958.

·· ~~~~-"6 .

It was a part and an object of the conspiracy that.

MAN.SSOR ARBABS1AR, a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsi.ar,;; and GHëLAM-SHAKORI,-.-

a/k /a "Al i Gholam Sh akuri ,u the defendarits, and others known and
unknown, would and did agree together and wi th ea ch other t o use
travel in fo reign commerce and the facilities of intersta te and
fo reign c ommerce, to wit, bank wire transfers
an account in the
United States from foreign ·entities, with the intent that a murder
be committed in violation of the laws of the United States, to wit, ,
Title 18,
Unïted States Code, · Sections ·1116 and 11:17, às
. consideratio.n for the receipt of, and as consideration for a
promise and agreement to pay anything of pecuniary value, to wit,
ARBABSIAR, SHAKORI, and others known and unknown, caused to be
wired approximately. $100,000 ,into the United States as partial
con·sideration for the murder of the Arnbassador to the United States
of Saudi Arabia .

to

Ove;r.t Acts

7.
In furtherance of ihe conspiracy and to effect the
il legal obj ects . ·thereof, MANS SOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour
Arbàbsiar," and GHOLAN SHAKURI, a /k/a "Ali Gholarri Shakuri," the
defendants, and others khown and unknown, comn_iitted in the
Southern District of New York and elsewhere, the acts set forth
in Paragraph 3 above.
(Title 18, United States Code, Section 1958 .)

COUNT FOUR
Conspira.cy To Use A Weapon of Mass Destruction
·. 0.
Frôm at least in or about t he spring of 2011, up
to and including in or about October 2011, in the Southern
District of New York and e lsewhere, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a

6
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" Mansour Arbabsiar," and GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Gbolam
Shakuri," the defendant's, and others lmown and unk.nown, will.fully
and knowingly coxnbined, conspired, confederated and agreed
together and with each other to violate Title 18, United States
Code, Section 2332a(a) (2). (A) and (C).
9.
It was a part and an abj ect of the conspiracy that
MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, · a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar 1 ,,. and GHOLAM SHAKURI,
a/k/a "Ali Gholam Sbakuri," the defendants, and others known ai:id
unknown, would use a weapon of mass destruction, namely, a
destructive device as that te= is defined in Title 18, United
States Code, Section 921, against a person within the United
States, where a fac ili ty of interstate and foreign commerce was
used in furthe~ance of the offense, to wit, bank wire transfers
to an account in the United States frorn foreign entitie~, and
---- wh.e.Le-a-per.petr.at.ru:_o.f-1:.h.e_o.f.f.ens.e_t.r.aY-e.1.à.d.._i,n.:...f . o J : . a i ~ . e-- .- in furtherance of the .o ffense, to wit, ARBABSIAR and SHAKURI ·
ag~eed with each other and with others to use an explosive device
against the Arnbassador to the Uriited States of Saudi Arabia.
Overt Acts

10. In furtherance of the conspiracy and t o effect the
illegal objects thereof, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour
Arbabsiar," and GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k/a )'Ali Gh.olam Shakuri," the
defendants, and others known and unknown, comrnitted in the
Southern District of New York and elsewhete, the acts set forth
in Paragraph 3 above.
(Title 18, United States Code, Section 2332a(a} (2) {A) and (C) .)
COUNT FI."VE

Conspiracy t o Çollllllit An Act of Terrorism
Transcend.ing National Boundaries

11. From at least in or about· the spring of 2011, up
to and including in or about October 2011, in the Southern
District of New York and eJ.sewllere , MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a
"Mansour Arba.bsiar," and GHOLAM SHAKURI , a/k"/a "Ali Gholam
Shakuri," the defendants, and others known and unknown, willfully
and knowingly combined, corispired, confederat.ed and agreed
together and with each other to v i olate Title 18, United States
Code, Sections 2332b (a) ( 1) (A), (a) ( 1) (B), (b) ( 1) (A) and
(b) (l) (B).

.

12. It was a part and an object of the conspiracy that
MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," and GHOLAM SHAKURI,
a/Je/a "Ali Gholam S"hakuri," the defendants, and others )rnown and

11-55638
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unknown, would kill and mairn persons within the United States and
would create a substantial risk of serious bodily injury to
oth~rs by destroying and damaging structures, conveyances and
other real and personal-pr operty within the United States, in
. violation of the laws of the United States, including Title 18,
United States Code, Sections 1116 and 1117, where interstate and
foreign commerce is used in furtherance of the offense, to wit,
bank wire transfers to an account in the United States from
foreign enti ties, and where the offense would h_a ve obst ructed,
delayed and affected inter-s tate commerce had ït been consummated,
to wit, ARBABSIAR and SHAKURI, during meetings outside the United
st·ates; agreed with each other · and with others to kill the
Ambassador to the United States of Saudi Arabia, while the
Ambassador wà's in the United States.

13. In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the
illegal objects the:ceof 1 · MANSSOR ARBABSIAR 1 a/k/a "Mansour
Arbabsiar," and GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Gholam Shakuri," the
Qefendants, · and others Jmown and unknown, conunitted in the
Southern District of New York and elsèwhere, the act s set forth
in Paragraph 3 above.
(Title 18, United States Code, Section 2332b(a)
(a) (2),

(b) (1) (A),

(1)

(A),

(a) (1) (B),

(b) (1) (B). J

The bases f or my knowledge and the foregoing chàrges
are, in part, as fol lows:
14. I have·been a Special Agent with the FBI since
March of 1999. I. have participa t ed in the i nves tigation of this
matte:c, and have spoken with other individuals, including other
law-enforcement officials, about this investigation . The facts
and. circumst_ances of this investigation have -been sununa rized for
the specific purposes of the i ns tant affidavit. No attempt has
been made to set f orth the complete factual history of' this ·
investigation or all of ~ts details.
15. I make this affidavit ·b~sed on, among other
. things, my p~rsonal review of evidence obtained in the course of
the investigation, as well as information and belief. rhe
sources of my information and belief include, but are not limited
to, conversations with other law-enforcement ~fficers; reviews of
reports and other documents p repared by law~enforcement
personnel; reviews of business records ; draft transcripts and
translations of recordirigs, ·as well as the underlying recordings
themselves; and the defendant'è post-arrest statements. Where
the actions, staternents and c·o nversations of others, or t he
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contents of documents, are recounted or described herein, they
are related in substance and in part, unless otherwise indicated.

L

OVERVIEW

°16. As . set forth more fully below, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant , is a naturalized
citizen· of the United States who holds· both a United States and
an· I:canian pas sport. ARBABSIAR and his · .rran-based coconspirators, including GHOL7\M SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Gholam
Shakuri," the de fendant, a member of the Qods. Force, ~ infra 'JI
17, have been p lott ing the murder of the Ambassador to the Onitèd
States
Saudi Arabia ("Ambassador"). In furtherance of this
c9n~piracy, ARB~SIAR has met on a number of oc~asions in Mexico
.with a Drug Enforcement Administration confidential s·ource ("CS- ·
l") . In trie course of t11ese meëtin-qs,-cs=1-mrs- p'tis-e·d-a·s-c:m ·
·- -associate of a sophisticated and viole~t international .dr~gtrafficking cartel. See infra n . 2. ARBABSIAR ar:canged to·hire
CS-1 and· bis purported criminal assocïates · to murder the
Ambassador, and SHAKORI and other Iran-based co-conspirators wère
a.ware of and approved the plan. Wi th SHAKURI' s approval,
ARBABSIAR caused approximately $100,000 to. be wired into a · bank
account in the United States for CS-1 - as a · down-payment to CS-1
tor his anticipated killing of the Arnbassador ..

of

II.

BACKGROUND: THE IRANIAN ISLAMIC·REVOLOTIONARY GtmRD CORPS
AND THE OODS .FORCE

17 . . During the course of my investigation, I have
becorne familiar with the Iranian Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (the "IRGC'~} and the Qods Force. Based in part on my
review of publicly-available information, including fÎndings and
s t atements by the · onited States Department of State, the.United
States Departrnent of Treasury, and other "open sour.ce"
information , I have learnéd the following: the IRGC is an .arm of
the Iranian military; the IRGC is suspected of hav ing been
i nvolved in a number of foreign operations; the IRGC is composed
of a number of branches, one of which is the Qods Force. The
Qods Force conducts sensitive cove:r.t operations abroad, including
terrorist att acks, assassinations, and kidnappings, and provides
weapons and training t o Iran ' s terrorist and mi litant allies.
Among -many other things, the Qods Force is .believed to sponsor
attacks against Coalition Forces in Iraq, and in October. 2007,
the United States Treasury Departm~nt des.ignated .the Qods Force,
pursuant to Executive Ord~r 13224 , for providing material support
to the Taliban and other terrorist organizations.
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III_ THE. INVESTIGATION
A.

M1\..Y 2011: .

N§ABSIAR J@ETS CS-1 ANP
POSSIBILITY OF

DISCUSSES

WlTS

Hl:M THE

AN ATTACK

18 .. On or about May 24, 2011, .according to travel
records, MANSSOR ARBABS;rAR, a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar,"·the
defendant, trav~led back and forth trom Texas to Mexico. In
Mexico, ARBABSIAR met with CS-1 . 1 During this May 24 meeting,
and all others with ARBABSIAR, CS-1 posed as an associate of a
drug-trafficking cartel ("Drug Cartel #l"l . 2 After t he May 24
meeting with ARBABSIAR, CS-1 described to law-enforcernent agents
what had t.i:anspired. CS- 1 ex:plained that, at the meeting,
ARBABSIÂR inquired as to CS- 1' knowledge, if any, wi·th. r espect
to explosives. . lkcordlng to cs- 1,,iœAB'SIR~cr:trŒtl- tu""'"CS=1-·-··--·- that he wa s interested in, among other th:i.ngs, attacking an
·
èmbassy of Saudi Arabia. In response, and to further the
discussion, CS-1 told ARBABSIAR that he was knowledgeable with
respect to C-4 explosives . 3
·

s

19. On oz: about May 30 , ·2011, according to travel
records, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR , a/k./a "Mansour Ârbabsiar, '' the
defendant, traveled internationally, by plane from Houston,
Texas.

a CS-1 is a paid confidential source.
Previously, CS-1 was
charged in connection with a narcotics offense by authorities of
a certain U. S. state ("State"). ln exchange ~or CS~l's.
cooperation in various narcotics investigations, the State
charges were dismissed. CS-1 has previously provided z:eliable
and i ndepen dently corroborated infoz:mation to federal lawenforcement agents; this i nformation has led to numerous seizures
of narcotics . In addition, CS-1 has been paid by fede ral lawenforcement officials in connection with the· work he has 9one,
2
Drug Cartel Ill .is a large, sophisticated, and vicient
drug-trafficking cartel. It i s well- known throughout North
America, and its principal places o f operation are Mexico and the
United States. According to published reports, Drug Cartel #1
has access to military-grade weaponry and explosives, and has
engaged in numerous acts of violence, including assassinations
and rnuz:ders .
·

~C-4" is a type of plastic explosive. Li~e other p lastic
explosives, C- 4 can generally be molded, so that it can be shaped ·
aod · forrned with a certain degxee of precision.
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B.

.J'IJNE AND JOLY 2011:
ARBABSIAR RETORNS TO MEXICO AND RIRES CS-1 TO KILL
THE UNITED S'l'ATES- BASED AMBASSADOR OF SAUDI ARABl'.A

20, On or about June 23~ 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a "Mansou:ç- Arbabsiar," the defendant, who had .traveled
internationally, .§.ê.§. ~ ~ i9, returned by plane to Mexico.
21. According to CS-1, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a
.
"Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant, again met with CS-1
Mexico
in late June and July. Over the course of a series of meetings,
ARB.ABSIAR explained to CS- ·l that his associates in Iran had
discussed a number of violent missions for cs-1 and CS-l's
purported criminal associates to perforrn. These i n cluded, among
others, the murder of the Ambassador.
·

in

22. On or about July 14, 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSTAR,
a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the de fend&nt, met wi t h· CS-1 in
Mexico. · At the ctfrection of l aw-enforcernent agents, CS- 1 made an
audio recording of the meeting . . CS-1 and ARBABSIAR spok.e English
during the meeting. Based on my review of draft transcripts of
the July 14 recorded meettng, I learneâ that at . this meeting the
following occurred, among other things:•
·
a.
CS-1 told ARBABSIAR that CS-1 would need to
use "[a)t least fou1;guys" and that CS-1 was "talking to one of
the guys" and would "take the one point five for the Saudi
Arabia . " ! understand ·this to mean that CS-1 would need to use
four men to assassinate the Ambassador and that .the cost to
ARBABSIAR of conducting the assassination would be $1 .5 million. 5
CS-1 told ARBABSIAR that he would "go ahead and work on Saudi
Arabia, get all thé information that we can" ;. ARBABSI AR agreed
that the assassination of the Ambassador should be handled
first.' After CS-'1 stated, "you just want the, the main guy,"

Jn b is post-ar rest. statement, see inill Part IV,
ARBABSIAR has admitted that he participated i n each of the
recorded meetings described in this Complaint, and he has
confirmed that he agreed to pay CS-1 to kill the Ambassador.
Both above, and throughout, the quoted language is taken
from the draft tran.scripts·. My understanding of the meaning· of
those quoted terms, where supplied, is based on my traini ng,
experience and participation in this investigation.
Prior to the ,July 14, 2011 meeting, CS- 1 had reported
that he and ARBABS~AR had discussed the possibility of attacks on

11-55638
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ARBÀBSIAR confirmed that he just wanted the ,;[A)mbassador" which I underst~nd to mean that ARBABSIAR wanted CS-1 to arrange
for the assassinatîon of the Ambassador before executing the
other attacks they had discussed. ·
·
b.
CS-1 and ARBABSIAR then di·scussed how
ARBABSIAR would pay CS-1. ARBABSIAR asked CS-1 what bank he
planned to use, and CS-1 stated that he would give ARBABSIAR "an
account number." At a later time during the' same conversation,
ARBABSIAR stated that the "money is [in) Iran," and that he
(ARBABSIAR) had received a call indicat i ng that the money would
be at the houseof a certain indivi,dual ("Individual il"). When
ARBABSIAR called Indiviàual #1, "he [Ind;i.vidual U) said he had
it there" and that he (Individual #1) had received "the money at
nine in the morning." ARBABSIAR . said the "rnoney's a hundred
···--tho"l:lsanrlJL-but-tha~- he·-{-ARB~BS-3:-A,iB---:We'\i-}cl- hav~~~s~B·à-a-hu-nEi-r-eè.- .--. . t en thousand~ ten thousand, ten thousand .. I don't wanna send
it to one guy, ·one shot." I understand ARBABSIAR · to mean that he
had $100,000 in Iran to pay CS-1 as a fi rs t payment toward the
assassination of the Ambassador, but that ARBABS IAR wanted to
send the money to CS - 1 in installrnent s and not in a single

transfer.

c.
During their July 14 meeting, CS :-1 asked
ARBABSI AR about ARBABSIAR's cousin, who, according to ARBABSIAR,
was located in Iran and had · requested that ARBABSIAR find someone
(ultimate ly, CS-1) who could carry ·out the attack on the
Arnbassador described above. ARBABSIAR explained that his cousin
was "wanted in America," had been "on the CNN," ahd was a "big
general in [the) a rmy."· ARBABSIAR further explained that there
were a number of parts to the arrny of Iran and that his cousin
"work[s) in outs i de, in -0ther countries for the Iranian
government[.)" ARBABSIAR further explained that his c ousin did
not wear . a uniform or carry a gun, and had .taken certain
unspeci fied actions related to a bombing in Iraq. Compare supra
~ ·17 . In the portions of the July 14 meeting referenced in this
sub- pa r agraph, I ·understand .ARBABSIAR to be saying that his
cousin works for the military of Iran, in particu lar, for the
Qods Force, and t hat his cousin focuies on rnatters out~ide of
lran .
d.
At the end of the July 14 meeting, CS-1 told
ARBJi,BSIAR, "[w)e're gonna start doing the guy'," which . I
a number of other targets. These targets included foreign
government fàcilities associated with Saudi Arabia and with
another country, and these targets were located within and
outside of the United States.
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undèrstand t o mean that CS-1 and ARBABSIAR confirrned that CS-1
would proceed to plan the _assassination of the Arnbassador.
23. On or about July 17, 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant, met with CS-1 - again,
see supra, 22, in Mexico. At the direction of law-enforcement
agents, CS-·l recorded the meeting,· CS-1 and ARBABSIAR spoke
English during the meeting. Based on my review of draft
transcripts of the J'uly 17 meeting, I learned that at this
meeting the following occurred, among othei; thing_s :

a.
ÇS-1 made re'ference to "my guy over the.te
. he's already in Washington," which I understand to .be a
reference to the _f act that. one . of CS-1 ' -s _workers had purportedly
already traveled to Washington, D.C. to surveil the Ambassador.
---e&--1-then-as·l<red'f-'-'-:L~Gt-th±s- on-'bhe-computer .. . . . i-s-th-i~-th-e--guy right here?" - to which ARBABSIAR replied, "Yeah, that's
him." Based, among other things, on my discussions · with other
agents, .I understand that during this portion of the
conversat ion, CS- 1 showed ARBABSIAR a photograph of the
Ambassador.
b.
CS-1 described what he had purportedly begun
to learn about the Ambassador, stating that the Arnbassador has
"eight to seven security people a round him . . . [h) e goes out
and eat like two times a week in a restaurant . . . [m)y guy is
already over there . . . doing surveillance." CS-1 then
reflected,. "I don't know what · exactly your cousin [ ~ supra 'li
22 (c) 7 ) wants me to do. . . . " After sorne fU:rther conversation,
ARBABS)AR replied: "[h)e wants you to kill this guy." CS-1 then
explained, "there's gonna be ·like American people there
. in
the restaurant. Yoµ want me to doit outside or in the
restaurant?" ARBABSIAR answered: "[d)oesn't matter how you do
it. I mean, if you doit by himself, kill is better, but .
sometiroe, you know, you have no choice, is that right?" I
understand ARBABSIAR and CS- 1 to .have been di:scussing how the
Ambassador should be killed, and ARBABSIAR to be saying that his
cousin wanted the Ambassador killed; without bystander casualties
if -possible ("by h:Î:mself, kill is better") but not if operational
necessities dictated otherwise ("sometime, ·you know, you have no

During the èourse of the Jùly . 17 conversation, ARBABSIAR
further described his cousin. ARBABSIAR said that his cousin was
"working for [the] government {of Iran ) but he's ·working outside .
. . . He's working like . . . [l]ike [a named, non-Iranian ·
intelligence agency]."
7
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choice") . 8
c.
on a nwnber·of occasions, ARBABSIAR re· assured cs-1 that cs-;i. and his (CS-1' s) men would indee·d be. ·pa.id
for killing the Ambassador. ARBABSIAR told CS-1 to tell the
people working for him (CS- 1) that he (ARBABSIAR) could
"gua.cantee the mo_ney. . . I [ARBABSIAR) got the money coming."
ARBABSIAR emphasizec;i that "this is politics, ok . . : it' s not
like, eh, personal . . . This is politics, so these people
[ARBABSIAR's co-conspirators in Iran) they pay this
government . . . he's got [ARBABSIAR's cousin has got) the , got
the government behind him . . . . . he's not paying from his
pocket." To facilitate payment, atone point during the July 17
meeting, CS-.1 gave ARBAB'SIAR "the account nwnber . . . in ·[a U. S.
bank) . . . and the O.S . routing number" .- the unique . nurnber
--as-s·o ci-ated- w±.t-h:-th-e-l:lni-terl-State·s- bart·k--aeee1:11\·l"-:Ï.fl't,- -0-V1-h4.-eh---- -ARBABS IAR could arrange for payrnent to be made to CS-1 fo~ the
assassination of the Ambassador.
d.
ARBABSIAR explained that hïs · èousin and an
individual who worked for his cousin .had paid his (ARBABSIAR's)
expenses related to the assassination plot. ARBABSIAR stated, "I
tell him [ARBABSIAR's cousin), give me just another fifteen'.
Just . . . next morning they send one guy, you k:nm~,- that wo.rk
for h im [ARBABSIAR's cousin). He's J.ike a colonel, the guy."
CS- 1 a.sked, "Did the colonel take the monèy, the money to you?"
ARBABSIAR responded, "Yes, man. He opened the door for mer the
colonel, he bring the envelope. He put the envelope there for
me." Based on my training, e xperience and participation in this
investigation, including my participation in t he post-arrest
interview of ARBABSIAR, I understand that ·the "colonel" that
ARBABSIAR referred to is GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Gholam
Shakuri," the defendant, and that ARBABSIAR was stating that
after he received expense money from his cousin, he received a n
additional expense payment from SHAKURI, s ·ee· ~ - ,n.13.
e.

At .the end of the July 17 meeting, ARBABSIAR

On numerous occasions du.ring the July 17 meeting,
ARBABSIA~ made it clear that the assassinat ion needed to go
forward, even if doing so would cause mass casualties. For
example, ARBABS!AR said: "They want that· guy [the Ambassador)
done f~illed), if the hundred go with him, fuck 'em." . In a
similar .vein, ARBABSIAR and CS-1 also discussed the means by
which the Arnbassador wou ld be killed. CS-1 said: "l'rn gonna blow
him [the Ambassador) up or shoot him, whatever you want."
ARBABSIAR ·responded: "Yeah, it doesn't matt er
[w ).hatever is
easy for . . . how is possible for: you."
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declared "[l)et i t hit the restaurant. If, if you çan doit
outside, do it. If not , restau·rant, h.:i. t it, it' s ok, ''. by which I
understand ARBABSIAR to mean that if CS -1 could not assassi nate
the Ambassador outside the restaurant, he sh6uld "hit" or bomb
· the restaurant. In response, CS-1 then noted that there were
"from a hundred, a hundred and fifty [people ïn the restaurant]"
an·d "buildings on the sicles," and "senators [O.S. Senators who
cl:i.ne there]," all of which ARBABSIAR dismissed as · "no problem" or
"no big deal," meaning that the potential for such casualties
should no.t dissuade CS-1 from kill,ing the Arnbassador.
C.

JULY AND AUGUST 2011:
PAYMENTS ARE MADE TO CS-1

24. . According to travel records, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, ·
-·-aTlë7a"1fan sour -Arbal5SJ.ar , "~neae'fenoarrr,-t:raveîeîi'l:~ë'Xl.'~c=o~,-- -depar tin g for a for eign country, on o r about July 29 , 2011 . 9

25. As noted above, see ~ 1 23, at the July 17
meeting, CS - 1 provided MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour
Arbabsiar," the defendant, witb a bank account and routing
,number, so tbat payment could be made for the assassinàtion of
the Ambassador. The account information CS-1 provided was in
fact associated with the UC Bank Account.
26. On or about August 1, 2011, an overseas wire
transfer of approximat:ely $49,960. was sent by a foreign entity
("Foreign Entity- 1") frorn a bank located in a foreign country ·
(the "Foreign Bank") through a _bank in Manhattan to the OC Bank
Account.
27. on or about August 6, 201i, MANSSOR. ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a ~Mansour Arbabsiar,• the defendant, spoke with CS-1 on the
telephone. CS - 1 recorded the conversation. Based on my review .
of draft t ranscripts of the recorded conversation, I know that .
during the call, CS-1 asked ARBABSIAR whether he (ARBABSIAR) had
"already finished the other half of > . . the money." ARBABSIAR
replied, "I sentit yesterday." I understand that ARBABSIAR was
açknowledging that the previous day he sent to CS - 1 the second
half of the approximately $100,000 down-payme.nt, ™ .§..U:Qra 'l1
22 (b), for the murder of the Arnbassador .' I understand that ''the
other half" of the $100,000 was received on or aboutAugust 9,

'rhree days . prier to ARBABSIAR' s July 20 flight, during
the July 17 meeting with cs~l, see ~ . ARBABSIAR indicated to
cs-·1 that ARBABSIAR would bé traveling to I.ra-n on July 20 to see
bis cousin.
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2011, ~ i.n.f.u!. 'li 28, and that· the first "half" wàs r.eceived on
or about August 1, 2011, see supra '1.i6.
28. On or about ·August 9, 2011, an overseas wire
traqsfer of approxiMately $~9,~60 was aent by another foreign.
entity ("Foreign Entity-2") fr'om the Foreign Bank through a bank
in Manhattan to the UC Bank Account .

29. On or about August 11, 2011, MANSS0R ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant, spoke with CS-1 on the
telepho.ne. CS - 1 recorded the conversation. Based on 'my review
of draft transcripts of the recorded conversation, I know that
du~ing the êàll, ARBABSIAR askéd CS- 1, "Did you check :the bank?"
CS-1 responded in the affirmative, " I check in the bank,.
everything is there." I understand that ARBABSIAR was èonfirming
~-,,-·-1:füft""-CS"':'1-...,.· rec e iV~L hl.-$a;~-;-S·(50-trhat-arrt""ITeGl:c:;ï;n.-,ttre-:-:t;J(;:7Banlc-,-.- - Acco un t · on or about Augl:ls t 9, 2011, ™ supra 1 -.28 .
. D.

SEPTEMBER 2011:
ARBABSIAR RETORNS TO MEXICO .

30 . On or about .September 2, 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant; spoke with CS- 1 on the
teJ.ephone ·. CS-1 recorded the conversation. .Bàsed on my rev·iew.
of draft transcripts of the recorded conversation, I . know that
d uring the call, ARBABSIAR asked CS-1 if the "building is· getting
painted" and CS-1 responded "we're still doing that." I
understand that by asking that question, ARBABSIAR was asking·
CS-'1 whether the arrangements to kil l t he Ambassador were still
underway . 10 ARBABSIAR then stated, "once we do this one, you
· gonna· open a [U/1] like, uh . . . you got the number for the
safe" and "[o)nce you· open the door, that's it . You know what I
mean? . . . [y)ou don' t have to worry about a·nything." I
understand that ARBABSI AR was explaining to cs~1 that afte:r; CS-1
and his team assassinated the Ambassador, CS-1 would rnake money
frolll that and other projects with ARBABSIAR and his associ ates,
~ee fil!m n.6.
31. On or about September 12, 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a. "Mansour Arbabsiar," the de fendant, spoke with CS-1 on the

Based on my training and in my experience, individuals
who speak explicitly abQut cr i minal act:\.vity during·in- person
meetings,~' !L,.._q,_, supra 11 22, 23, often spéak in cocted
language during telephone conversations, in a.n e f fort to conceal
the subject rnatter of their discussions in the event that they
are overheard or intet:cepted.
10
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telephone . CS·-·1 recorded the telephone conve·rsation. Based on
rny .review of a draft transcript of the recording, I learned t hat
ARBAB.SIAR told CS-1 t hat· "the nurnber is gonna. stay the same thi ng
[o] ne and a ha lf . . . "
I underst.and ARBABSIAR w·as stating
that CS -1 would receive ·the sa.me amount of money (" [o) ne and .. a
half": $1..5 million) for the assassinat ion that ARBABSIAR and es- .
1 had previously discussed. See supra 1 22(a). ARBABSIAR also
re f erred to "the nurober we did" and told CS-1 t hat he could
"prepàre fo r those too . . . but we need to at least one of
them . " I understand ARBABSIAR to have beeri. informing CS- 1 that
.in the future CS-1 could prepare · for· the additional attacks
previously mentioned, §~ supra n.6, but that CS-1 first needed
to assassinate the Arnbassador: ARBABSIAR promised CS-1 that if
. he do.es ."at least one . . . I' li send the balance for you," which
I undërstand to mean that CS-1 woul d receive the remainder of his
- ,,1 ~·rnii.~ '1:cm-,,a-ymeRt~te·r - th~~ Amba,s·s·ado·:t- h:e:s--bee'f.l,..-a-ss-a~,shia-t-e~- ARBABSIAR also stated, " ( t ] he first one t.hey _just want it . _ .
for test , " which I understand to mean tha-t CS-1 ' s first ta.sk was
designed as a test run, with future assignments to fol l ow if the
assassi nat.ion was successful.
32. On or about September 20, 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant, spoke with CS-1 on· the
telephone. CS-1 recorded the telephone conversation. Based on
· my revi ew of a draft transcript of the recording, I l e arned that
CS- 1 told ARBABSIAR, "I'm ready for the .
.· for the -thing, for ·
the house, man, to be painted but . . . I need to , I need, either
I need you or I need half of the . . . of the check that we ' r e
gonna receive to .
. so I can go ahead and . . . be finished
with the job." I understand CS-1 to have been requesting that
ARBABSIAR e i ther pay one-half of the agreed upon price ($1.'5
million, see supra 'Jf 22 (a)) for ·the murder of the Ambassador or
1o ·personal ly to Mexico to serve hirnself as ~ollateral fo r the
final payment of . the fee for the assassinati~n. 11 Based on my
training and experience, I kno w that this fonn of personal
guarantee is Common for large scale illicit transacti ons .
Ultimately, based on my revie w of t he transcript of the September
20 , 2011 cal.l, I believe that ARBABSIAR agreed to travel to
Mexico per· CS-l's request ·t o guarantee payment for the murder of
the Ambassador ("I'm gonna go over there [in) two [or J three
days, I'll go over there. .. .
Don't wait for me. Get ready,
but I'll be over there . "). Later during the night of September
20, CS- 1 returned a call from ARBABSI AR. At ~he direction of
law- enforcement agents, CS-1 recorded the telephone conversation.
u CS-1 initially requested that ARBABSIAR send someone to
Mexico as collate~al in a recorded call between CS-1 and
ARBABSIAR on or about Augus t 28, 201.1 .
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During the call, ARBABSIAR .inqliired as to "how long (he) need{s]
to stay in Mexico." I understand ARBABSIAR 'to have been asking
how long he would have to stay in Me,xico to supply a sufficient·
guarantee for payrnent to·cs-1 and CS-l's associates following
cornpletion of the plot to murder the Ambassador .
E.

THE .ARREST AND SEARCH

. 33.

On or about September 28, 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,

a/k/a "Mansou:r Arbabsiar," the defendant, f1ew to Mexico.

ARBABSIAR was denied èntry into Mex ico , and then flew on to John
F. Kennedy International Airport ("JFK"), , in New York Ci.ty.
During the flight, law-enforc~ment officials aboard conducted
surveillance of the defendant without alerting him to their
presence . After ARBABSIAR exited the p~ane at JFK, l~w..,..,,-en.f.:o-r-ee-mS-R.t--a~·e·n-1:s-a.r-:x;e,s.t;.eGl-AR.BA-BS-l-AR-.-.-· - - - - - - - ~ - -- - - - 34. After he was placed under arrest, law-enforcement
agents recovered numerous items from MANSSOR .ARBABSIAR, a /k/a
"Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant, and from his ·luggage.
(The
luggage was searched pursuant to a warrant issued by a United
States Magistrate Judge.} These items included, among other
things: approximately $3,900 in United States currency,. composed
. of one-hundred dollar bills; a sum of Iranian currency; an
lranian passport; a United States passport; and a travel
itinerary reflecting a flight departing Mexico during October of
2011, with an ultimate destination of Tehran, Iran.
IV.

ÀRBAB.SIAR' S CONFESSION

35. Several hours after his arrest, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR,
a/k/ a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the def.endant, was advised of his
Miranda rights and his right to a speedy presentment. ARBABSIAR
agreed to waive those rights and to speak with law- enforcement
agent s . ·As set forth more fully below in the paragrap~s that
follow, du.ring a se.ries of Mirandized interviews, ARBABSIAR
confessed to his participation in the plot described above. 12 In
particular, and as described more fully helow, ARBABSIAR admittec;i
that he had arranged for CS-1 to murder the Amb~ssador; that he
'rhe interviews were conducted principally in English.
Occasionally, ARBABSIAR spoke in Farsi. One of the iawenforcement agents :who conducted the interviews is fluent in
Farsi. A small portion of the substance of ARBABSIAR's oral
statement is described in the .i.nstant Complaint . In addition to
providing an oral staternent, tne defendant signed a·typewritten
statement admi t .ti ng to the conduct that forms the basis for the
charges herein.
l2
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(ARBABSIAR) had dislc ussed with . CS- 1 . the means by which CS- 1 and
his criminal associates · would commit the murder; and that he
(ARBABSIAR) made a . down-payment to CS - 1 .for the. murde r by cç1using
a total of $100,000 to be deposited in the qC Bank Ac·count .
Furthermore, ARBABSIAR admitted that in connection wi th this
plot, he (ARBABSIAR) was recruited, funded, and directed by men
he understood to be senior officials in the Qods Force, see ~
1 17. ARBABSIAR further explained that men he understood to be
senior Qods Force officials were àware of and approvèd, arnong
other things, the use of CS-1 in connection with the plot;
payments to CS-1; and the means by which the Arnbassador would be
killed in the United States and the casualties that would likely
result.
36. MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mànsour Arbà.bsiar," the
~efin·dant-;:-e~pTa-:trred=-·t'h-a-t--JE:'s-:--coi::rs"i,.,---s-e:e:-,-su.pr,·~a:pprcr,ru-mm
ARBABSIAR in t he early spring of 2011, while ARBABSIAR wàs i n .
Iran, and asked ARBABSIAR to work wi th hi.m (ARBABSIAR' s· cousin) .
ARBABSIAR had l ong understood that his cousin (hereinafter
·
"Iranian Offici al lfl"), was a high-ranking mernber of the Qods .
. Force . . ARBABS IAR told Iranian Official il tnat as a result of
his business in both Mexico and the United States, he (A.RBABSIAR)
Jcnew a number ·of people who traveled bet ween the two countries,
and some of those people, he (ARBABSIAR) believed, were narcotics
traffickers. Iranian Official ! l told ARBABSIAR that he wanted
ARBABSIAR to hire someone who could kidnap the Sàudi Arabian
Ambassador to the United States and tha.t ARBABSIAR should find
someone in the narcotics b.u siness·, bec;ause people in that
business are willing to undertake criminal activity in exchange
for money.
37.
MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/l</a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the
defendant, further acknowledged that Irahian Official fl
subsequently pr ovided ARBABSI AR with thousands of dollars for .
expenses. 13 ARBABSIAR thereafter traveled to ~exico, · ~here he
met cs-1 . 1t

n In the course of his discussions with iranian Official
#1, ·rranian Official #1 indicated that another individual, GHOLAM
SHAKURI, . a/k/a "Ali Gholarn Shakuri , " the defendaI;Jt, worked for ·
him (that · is, for Iranian Official ltl) as his (Iranian Official
#l's) deputy. After Iranian Official ,#1 provided ARBABSiAR with
' thousands of dollars for exbensei, SHAKURI separately provided
ARBABSIAR with . thousands of dollars for expenses.
14
During the course of . bis interviews, ARBABSIAR explained
how he came to meet CS-1.
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38. M.Al'lSSOR _hRBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiàr," t he
defendant, admitted that, while he was in Me~ico , he (ARBABSIAR)
and CS-1 discussed, among other things, a plan to .kill t he ·
Ambassador by bombing a restaurant the Alnbassador frequented, for
which CS-1 said he would charge $1.5 million. ARBABSIAR then
returned t6 Iran from Mexico.
39. MANSSOR .ARBABSIAR, a /k/ a '\Mansour Arbàbsiar, " the
defendant, stated thàt upon his return to Iran, he (ARBABSIAR)
met together on a number of occasions in Tehran with GHOLAM
SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Gholam Shakuri," the defendant, p.nd a th.i,rd
i ndividual, who ARBABSi hR understood was a high- ranking member of
the Qods Force (hereinafter "Iranian Official #2"·) . 15 ARBABSIAR
stated he also met routinely on a one-on-one basis with SH~URI .
During these meetings, the follo~ing occurred, among other
thing_-?_;__
--- - ---·-·- .- - - -

a.
ARBABSI-AR i ndica t ed that h e (ARBABSIAR) had
located a drug dealer . in Mexico (referring to CS - li". ARBABSIAR
was asked t o have cs-1 kidnap or k il l the Ambassador of Saudi
Arabia to the United States, and told that it would need tope
done fast. ARBABSIAR was also àsked whether CS-.1 would travel
internationally, so that CS-1 could speak face-to - face wi th other
operatives. ARBABSIAR indicated that CS-1 would .not do so·.
b.
ARBABSI AR stated that the plan was to biow up
a restaurant in the United States frequented by the Amba,ssador
and that in light of that plan numerous peopl e, in addition ·to
the Ambassador, could be killed. This p lan was approved.
c.
ARSA8$IAR was instructed to use code words
when conununicating wit h SHllKURI . For exarnpl e, .ARBABSIAR was
tnstructed ta use the code word 1'Chevrolet" f or the Ambassador
plot.
d.

A d own- payrnent of $100,000 to CS-1 for the ·

15
ARBABSIAR has been shown an array of seven photographs.
Arnongst these seven photographs were one photograph of each of
two ·men. known -to the United States to ·be senior rnembers of the
Qods Force . . It is believed that these two photographs are not
publicly available. ARBABSIAR .i.dentified one of t hese
photographs as depicting Iranian Official #2. The person
depicted in the photograph that ARBABSIAR identified is kno\m to
the United States t o have usèd the alias by which ARBABSIAR knew
Iranian Official 12:
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murder of the Ambassador was approved . 1'
e.
SHAKURI advised ARBABSIAR · that a:n individual
whom ARBABSIAR understood to be the leader. of the Qods Force
(hereinafter "Iranian Official 13"), wa·s awàre of what ARBABSIAR
was doing and that he (ARBABSIAR} could meet with Iranian
Official ff3 in the future.

~

40. In or about late ·september 2011, MANSSOR
ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant, met with
GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Ghol,am Shakuri," the defendant, in
. Tehran. ARBABSIAR explained t hat CS-1 wanted either to receive
half of the rnoney previously promised for the completion of the
. murder, or to have ARBABSIAR. fravel ba'ck to Mexico as a guarantee
of payment, ™ supra •.l[ 32. SHAKURI stated that no more moriey
.,,1-:l-à--:-:h.e=<jfi-:v:€fl~-S-l.,- aflG,::aà,v,3.-s,eà.,.,AR.BASS.±AR~<ja:kl-s,t=-::t::r:.-a,v.,el-i~g-.. .. _....
back to Mexico. SHAKURI .said that ARBABSIAR wa.s respons.tble fo·r
himself if he · did travel. SHAKURI th.en told AR.BAl3SIAR to ·get in
contact with hirn (SHAKURI) via telephone after ARBABSIAR'S
arrival in Mexico so that he (SHAKURI} could be sure_ARBABSIAR
was wel l.
Y:_

OCTOBER 2011: RECORDED TELEPHONE CALLS
BETWEEN . SHAKURI AND ARBABSIAR

41.
Following the arrest of MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, à/k/a
"Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant, ARBABSIAR agreed t o place a
recorded call to 'GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Gholam Shakuri," the
defendànt. On October 4, 2011, at the direction of federal law
enforceroent agents, ARBABSIAR placed a call to an I ranian
telephone nurnber.("Iranian Phone Number") . AgE)nts monitored and
recorded . the call . 11 Following the call, . ARBABSIA.R · indicated
··
that the pe+son he was speaking with was SHAKURI . Based on my
review of the draft translation of that recording I know that
SHAKURI ai;; ked, " [ a J re you ok, ; ; . are you· well ?" to which
ARBABSIAR responded, ''Y.es, I wanted to see how you' re doing and .
to tell you I am well." SHAKURI responded, "Okay, thank God, .·
stay well." SHAKURI then added, "I was waïting," and asked,

1'
Subsequently, Individual l/1 told ARBÀB.SIAR tha t he. .
{Individual #1) had received a delivery of money f r om SHAKURI.
ARBABSIAR then arranged for this money to be sent from Tehran to
the United States.

On this call. and t he calls referenced in paragraphs 42
and 43, ARBABSIAR and SHAKURI spoke in Farsi. I have reviewed
draft translat i ons of t hese t hree .calls . ·
i. 7
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"what news . ·. . what di d you do about the building?" Basèd on my
training, experience and participation in ~his inves tig~tion, I
understand the question about . "the building" to be a reference to
the plot to murder the Ambassador and a question about its
status. C f . ~ i 30.
42 . On October 5·, 2011, MANSSOR ARBABSIAR, a/k/a
''Mansour Arbabsiar, " the de fendant, placed another monitored and
recorded call to the Iranian Phone Nurnber. F.ollowing the call,
ARBABSIA.R indicated that the persan he was speaking with was
GHOLAM SHAKURI, a/k/a ''Ali .Gholam Shakuri," the de fendant.. Based
on my review of a draft translation of the recorded conversation,
I know that during the call, the f ollowing occurred, among. other
things:

_ . __ .. __....... . a_. __ ____A_,RJlA!}SIAR. s t"'~ --~'.I .. ~.!}.tg.d...,,J;-9-~.U,-,-y.oµ,.,,....,t;h,e~
·chevrolet is ready, it's ready, uh, to be done. I should .
contin~e , right?" See supra ~ 39 (cl {noting 'that "Chevr olet" was
the agreed-upon code for the plot to murdér the Ambassador) .
SHAKURI responded, "Yes. Yes, yes . " SHAKURI later asked, "You
mean you are bÙying· all of it?" ARBABSIAR responded, "I don' t
know fo r now, it's ready, okay?" SHAKURI replied, "So buy it,
buy it." ARBABSIAR confirmed, "Buy it? Okay." SHAKURI then
s tated, "Buy it, yes, buy all of it." Based on my trç.ining·,
experien.ce and ·participation in this investigation, I understand
that SHAKURI confirmed by these statements that ARBAJ3SIAR .should
move forward with the plot to rnurder the Ambassador.
b.
ARBABSIAR then stated that "this boy wants ,
uh, some money, he wants some expenditure. What do you say,
should we give hirn some more? He wants another 50," and SHAKURI
responded, "With you, no, you
. t h'at amount is fine, [UI)
.brought me another car. Tell lüm to finish his work, then we' l l
give him the rest. He should buy t he car for us first." Based
on my trai ning, expèr.i ence and parti.cipation ïn this
investigation, I understand that on this call; SHAKURI was
insisting that CS-1 should · not receive any additiDnal money until·
he haà killed the Arnbassador.
c.
Thereafter, SHAKURI urged ~RBABSIAR "[j]ust
do ii quickly, - it's late, jus t buy it for me and bring i t
alre ady." I understand that SHAKURI -is urging ARBABSIAR to
accomplish t he. agreed upon task - t he murder .of· the Ambassador as quickly as possi~le.
·
43. On October· 7, 2011, ·MANSSOR AR$ABSIAR, a/k/a
"Mansour Arbabsiar," ' the defendant, placed another monitored and
recorded call to the Iranian Phone NllilÙ:)er. Following the cal l,
ARBABSI AR indicated that the person he was speaking with was
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GHOLAH SHAKURI, a/k/a "Ali Gholarn Shakuri," tl)e defendant. Based
on my review of a draft trans lation of the re.corded conversation,
I know that during the call, the following occurred, among o ther
t hings:
a. . ARBABSIAR stated, ". . . this Mexican,
. . . keeps o~ insisting on the thing. He says, 'If - I need
money, 50 . I won't do the job i f you don't pay.' And
everything's ready." SHAKURI responded, "Okay." ARBABSIAR
asked, "What do you say now?" SHAKORI replied, "I don't know.
You guaranteed this yourself . . . of course, · if we give it,
we'll give i t to you. Okay? If he gives it, fine; if not.we
must provide the 100 [or) 50. Tell him, [ U/I ) ." ARBABSIAR then
stated, "Well, yeah. Now, I - what do you say? What should I
do? · [U/ I )" SHAKURI responded, "How much is he talking about?".
ARBABSIAR said, ''I don' t know. He' s sa~in9, for i n s t a n ~ .m =· ... .
---Oow - fie says welI · ~ so,' r· ffiôught, so that the ' 100 .we ga:1Te won' t ·
go to waste; that's why. On the other hand, we gave a 100 and
that would go to waste as well." See ~ 'll'3I 26-28 (noting ·t hat
CS- 1 was paid $100,000 as a down-payrnent for l<illing the
Ambassador). SHAKORI replied, "Well , yeab, but what if you give
this one it goes to waste as well?" Based on my participation in
this investigation, I understand that SHAKURI was questioning
whether additional payments should be made to cs-1 ("this
Mexican ''), in light of ·the fact that CS-1 had not yet killed the
Ambassador, and had already been paid $100,000 {"100").
b.
Shortly theréa·fter ARBABSIAR stated,
ref erring to CS-1, "That' s what the Mexican . . . wants .
.
What can I do?" and SHAKURI i::esponded, "Okay, . . today I' 11 discuss
i t to see what they say."
Based on my ·experience and.
participation in this investigation , I understand that SHAKORI is
explaining that he would consult with his superiors regarding
whether they would be willing to pay CS -1 additional money.
c.
Thereafter, SHAKURI state.d, "Yeu said that
for sure they're saying that muçh. We . didn't discuss it though,
we - in ~ny case, he needs to delive~ it tous, okay?" t o which
ARBABSIAR responded, "Completely. Yeah, yeah, I know what you're
saying." SHAKURI then said: "You guaranteed it" and ARBABSIAR
responded, "Wel·l , I guaranteed i t, but the y . . . the y' re not
ordinary people . . . they'· re not law abiâing . . . people." See
supra î'l 32, 33 (CS-1 asked ARBABSIAR to travel personally t ·o
Mexico as a guarantee that CS-1 wo"uld be paid in full upon the
killing of. the Ambassador; ARBABSIAR thereafter traveled to
·Mexico). Based on my. training , experience and participatio.n in
this invest i gati on, I understand that SHAKURl was reminding
ARBABSIAR that he (ARBABSIAR) traveled to Mexico to s~rve a s a
personal guarantee of full pa:yment to CS- 1 upon the killing of
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the Ambassador.
. d.
SHAKURI then s tated: "You said it yourself,
they - from our point of view of - when we get our merchandise,
we . get our merchandise." SHAKURI added, "We have g uaranteed t he
rest. You were our guarantee." Based on my training, experience
and p articipation in this investigation, I understand that
SH.AKORI was stating that "we", meaning }:).imself and others
involved .in the plot, had "guaranteed" full ·payrnent to CS-1 for
t he kil ling of the Arobassçdor by ARBABSIAR's presence in Mexico
("You were our · guarantee"). See supra 'J'J[ 32, 33.
WHEREFORE, deponent respect fully reqùests that MANSSOR.
ARBABSIAR, a/k/a "Mansour Arbabsiar," the defendant, be ·
·impr.isoned, or bailed, as the case rnay be , and 'that a warrant
issue for. the arrest of ·GHOLAM SHAKJlfilL• •èlk/_"1__.:;,l,Jj. ~laui
.
·----Snakuri," the defendant, and that he be arrested and impr:\,soned,
o r ba i led, a s the cas e may be .

(Signed) O . Robert Woloszyn

Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Swc:i.:c.n t,à before me this
· .. :.:1,~th :.dal~ctober, 20 11

··: '. : /;/7~-. - H O N O ~ L H. DOLINGER
UNITED . STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
.SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
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Washington, 28 November 2011

EU-U.S. Summit joint statement
1. We, the leaders of the European Union and the United States, met today at the
White House to affirm our close partnership. Drawing upon our shared values and
experience, and recognizing our deep interdependence, we are committed to
ensuring that our partnership brings greater prosperity and security to our 800 million
citizens, and to working together to address global challenges.
2. Since our meeting in Lisbon last November, the global economy has entered a
new and difficult phase. We are committed to working together to reinvigorate
economic growth, create jobs, and ensure financial stability. We will do so by taking
actions that address near-term growth concerns, as well as fiscal and financial
vulnerabilities, and that strengthen the foundations of long-lasting and balanced
growth. In that regard, the United States welcomes the EU’s actions and
determination to take all necessary steps to ensure the euro area’s financial stability
and resolve the crisis. The EU looks forward to U.S. action on medium term fiscal
consolidation. We agree on the importance of working together with emerging
economies to foster policies supporting sustained and balanced global growth. We
recall our commitment to implement fully the outcome of the G20 Cannes Summit.
3. We recall our G20 commitment to support the multilateral trading system and
resist protectionism. We stand by the Doha Development Agenda mandate and
recognize the progress achieved so far, but note that in order to contribute to
confidence we must pursue fresh, credible approaches in 2012 to advance the
negotiations and pursue new opportunities and challenges. We look forward to the
upcoming Ministerial meeting in Geneva, which provides an important opportunity to
work on such approaches.
4. We applaud the success of the Transatlantic Economic Council (TEC) on a wide
range of issues and welcome the progress achieved in secure trade and supply
chain security, electric vehicles and related infrastructure, regulatory practices, small
and medium-sized enterprises, and in the Information Communications Technology
(ICT) sector. We encourage the TEC’s continued leadership in helping us avoid
unnecessary divergence in regulations and standards that adversely affects trade.
We urge the TEC, together with our regulators and standard-setters to step up cooperation in key sectors such as nanotechnology and raw materials to develop
compatible approaches to emerging technologies. We also instruct the TEC to
pursue its work on strategic economic questions, not least in the field of investment,
innovation policy, and the protection of intellectual property rights to level the playing
field for our companies in third countries, in particular emerging economies.
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5. We must intensify our efforts to realize the untapped potential of transatlantic
economic co-operation to generate new opportunities for jobs and growth,
particularly in emerging sectors. We are committed to making the EU-U.S. trade and
investment relationship – already the largest and most integrated in the world –
stronger. To that end, we have directed the TEC to establish a joint High Level
Working Group on Jobs and Growth, co-chaired by the European Commissioner for
Trade and the U.S. Trade Representative. We ask the Working Group to identify
and assess options for strengthening the EU-U.S. economic relationship, especially
those that have the highest potential to support jobs and growth. The Working
Group is to report its recommendations and conclusions to Leaders by the end of
2012, with an interim report in June 2012 on the status of this work.
6. We recognize the vital role of the EU-U.S. Energy Council in fostering cooperation on energy security, renewables and other clean energy technologies,
energy efficiency, and effective policies for facilitating trade and bringing clean
energy technologies to market. We affirm the value of common approaches toward
safe and sustainable development of energy resources and the diversification of
supplies. We also call for reinforced bilateral and multilateral co-operation with a
special focus on critical materials, smart grid technologies, hydrogen and fuel cell
technologies, and nuclear fusion.
7. On climate change, we affirm our intent to work closely together to ensure a
positive, balanced outcome in Durban, including mitigation, transparency and
financing. We stand fully behind the commitments we made last year in Cancun. We
affirm that Durban should deliver on operationalising the Cancun agreements and
helping the international community move a step further towards a comprehensive,
global framework with the participation of all, including robust and transparent
greenhouse gas emissions reduction commitments by all major economies, recalling
the 2°C objective agreed upon in Cancun. With this in mind, we will co-operate
closely in other relevant fora, notably the Major Economies Forum. We also intend
to work together to address other global sources of emissions, including from the
aviation and maritime sectors, in the appropriate multilateral forums and consistent
with applicable agreements.
8. As the leading donors of development assistance, we reaffirm our commitment to
aid effectiveness, recognizing that our joint efforts to advance division of labour,
transparency, country ownership, and accountability will enhance the impact of our
assistance. We are co-ordinating our preparations for the 4th High Level Forum on
Aid Effectiveness, and will continue to work closely to strengthen partnerships
among all development stakeholders, accelerate progress toward the Millennium
Development Goals, and address the challenges encountered in fragile states. In
2012, we have committed to make information on foreign assistance programmes
more accessible and compatible with international standards, and will encourage the
OECD DAC to become an international hub for aid transparency. We request the
EU-U.S. Development Dialogue to pursue with vigour our joint efforts in areas such
as food security, climate change, health and the MDGs. We agreed on the
importance of close co-operation on security and development in the Sahel, the Horn
of Africa and Afghanistan.
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9. The events in Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya over the past year offer an historic
opportunity for successful democratic reform in the Arab world, inclusive economic
and social development, and regional integration. The unfolding democratic process
in Tunisia is an encouraging example of the potential for democratic transition.
Egypt today has just begun a complex election process as the Supreme Command
of the Armed Forces begins to transfer authority over civilian functions to a new
government. Still, considerable challenges lie ahead. As the two largest providers of
foreign assistance to the region who share core principles and values that have
helped our own societies and economies to integrate, we pledge to support the
democratic transitions underway, as well as broader political and economic reform in
the region, including the constitutional reforms in Jordan and Morocco. In Libya we
are working together on short term assistance and needs assessments, and will
continue to seek new opportunities for greater co-operation, in co-ordination with the
Transitional National Council and the UN, to meet the needs of the Libyan people.
10. Jointly, and through the Deauville Partnership effort, we intend to promote
democracy, peace, and prosperity, and to increase economic growth and integration
in the Middle East and North Africa. We are committed to collaborate closely in areas
such as support for democratic transitions, strengthening the positive role of civil
society, and health and education programming. We also extend our support to
making women’s rights a legal and practical reality in the region. We share a strong
interest in economic reform and will also jointly promote best practices that support
trade, investment, and job creation and deepen intra-regional trade and integration.
We are both eager to increase our trade and investment links with the region. We
plan to work in partnership with international financial institutions to ensure robust
donor co-ordination, and in particular to ratify quickly necessary changes to the
agreement establishing the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development to
allow lending in the region.
11. We call on the Syrian government to end violence immediately, permit the
immediate entry of human rights observers and international journalists, and allow for
a peaceful and democratic transition. We also welcome the agreement for political
transition in Yemen and call on all political actors to help implement it in good faith,
and in accordance with UNSCR 2014.
12. We reaffirm the Quartet Statement adopted in New York on 23 September 2011
that provides a framework for direct negotiations between Israel and the
Palestinians, and we call on the two parties to engage actively in this effort.
13. On Iran, we share deep concern about activities relating to the possible military
dimensions of Iran’s nuclear programme, as highlighted in the latest International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Director General’s report and the November 18 Board
of Governors’ resolution. We stress our determination to ensure that Iran complies
with its obligations, including abiding by United Nations Security Council resolutions,
and to co-operate fully with the IAEA to address the international community’s
serious concerns over the nature of its nuclear programme. We reaffirm our
commitment to work toward a diplomatic solution, implement UN Security Council
Resolution 1929 (2010) and other relevant Security Council Resolutions, and
consider additional measures given Iran’s continued failure to abide by its
international obligations. We also note the recent plot to assassinate the Saudi
Ambassador to the United States, the sanctions we have imposed thereafter on five
individuals including the head of the Qods Force, and our determination to ensure
the perpetrators and their accomplices are held to account.
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14. With regard to the EU’s Eastern neighbours, we are working together to support
democracy, resolve protracted conflicts, foster economic modernisation, and
advance their political association and economic integration with the EU, recognizing
in this regard the importance of the EU’s Eastern Partnership. We insist that the
Government of Belarus immediately release and rehabilitate its political prisoners,
and make progress towards respect for the principles of democracy, the rule of law,
and human rights; and call on the Government of Ukraine to make good on
commitments to uphold democratic values and the rule of law, notably to ensure a
fair, transparent and impartial process in trials related to members of the former
Government including any appeal in the case of Ms Tymoshenko. The right of
appeal should not be compromised by imposing limitations on the defendants’ ability
to stand in future elections in Ukraine, including the parliamentary elections
scheduled for next year.
15. We pledge to continue our close co-operation in the western Balkans and
reaffirm our commitment to preserve stability and to support the reforms needed to
move the region forward on its path to Euro-Atlantic integration.
16. The EU and the United States have a strategic interest in enhancing cooperation on political, economic, security, and human rights issues in the Asia-Pacific
region to advance peace, stability and prosperity. We intend to increase our dialogue
on Asia-Pacific issues and co-ordinate activities to demonstrate an enduring, highlevel commitment to the region and encourage regional integration, including through
the region’s multilateral organizations.
17. We note our continued efforts in Afghanistan and Pakistan, with particular
attention to plans for the December 5 Bonn Conference on Afghanistan and the
international community’s long-term commitment to support sustainable security and
economic development in Afghanistan, based on effective and accountable
institutions of governance and sustainable assistance levels, after the planned
drawdown of international military forces. We support economic development and
wider reforms in Pakistan and note Pakistan’s important role and ongoing
commitment to combating terrorism and achieving peace and stability in Afghanistan
and South Asia.
18. We note the considerable progress made since our last meeting in Lisbon on our
commitments on a wide range of transnational security issues that affect our citizens.
We welcome the successful completion of negotiations on a new Passenger Name
Record agreement, and look forward to its early adoption and ratification. We are
determined to finalize negotiations on a comprehensive EU-U.S. data privacy and
protection agreement that provides a high level of privacy protection for all
individuals and thereby facilitates the exchange of data needed to fight crime and
terrorism. We reaffirm our desire to complete secure visa-free travel arrangements
between the US and all Member States of the EU as soon as possible and
consistent with applicable, domestic legislation. We look forward to a positive
outcome for Administration-supported legislation that would refine the criteria for the
Visa Waiver Program.
19. We encourage continued efforts to extend our partnership on counter-terrorism
co-operation, both bilaterally and multilaterally, including through the UN. We
applaud the establishment of the Global Counter-Terrorism Forum, and our cooperation to combat terrorist financing. We strongly support continuation of our joint
efforts to empower diaspora communities to counter violent extremism.
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20. To strengthen our collaboration on conflict prevention and crisis response,
already ongoing in many theatres, the EU and U.S. signed a framework agreement
in May 2011 that facilitates U.S. civilian participation in EU crisis management
missions. As the trans-Atlantic community faces the challenges of crisis
management in an era of fiscal austerity, we encourage further work to strengthen
the EU-NATO strategic partnership in crisis management, including on capabilities
development, ahead of the 2012 NATO Summit, in the spirit of mutual reinforcement,
inclusiveness, and decision-making autonomy.
21. We reaffirm the commitments enshrined in the joint declaration on nonproliferation and disarmament we adopted in 2009 and the joint statement on
UNSCR 1540 in 2011. We support the conclusions and recommendations of the
May 2010 Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference, including the Action Plan
and proposed 2012 Middle East conference. We are determined to promote the
IAEA’s safeguards, Additional Protocol, and the highest standards of safety and
security for peaceful uses of nuclear energy, the Nuclear Security Summit objectives,
a successful Biological Weapons Convention Review Conference, and the
convening of a Diplomatic Conference on the Arms Trade Treaty in 2012.
22. We share a commitment to a single, global Internet, and will resist unilateral
efforts to weaken the security, reliability, or independence of its operations —
recognizing that respect for fundamental freedoms online, and joint efforts to
strengthen security, are mutually reinforcing. We welcome the progress made by the
EU-U.S. Working Group on Cyber-security and Cyber-crime, notably the successful
Cyber Atlantic 2011 exercise. We endorse its ambitious goals for 2012, including
combating online sexual abuse of children; enhancing the security of domain names
and Internet Protocol addresses; promotion of international ratification, including by
all EU Member States, of the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime ideally by year’s
end; establishing appropriate information exchange mechanisms to jointly engage
with the private sector; and confronting the unfair market access barriers that
European and U.S. technology companies face abroad.
23. Our meeting today is proof that a strong EU-U.S. partnership is crucial to building
a more secure, democratic, and prosperous world. We know that our ability to
respond to and overcome the global challenges we face is increased by the degree
to which we can act in close co-ordination and co-operation. We will continue to
seek every opportunity to increase our co-operation.
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General Assembly

AmEs/ 66/1 2

Distr. : General
2 Febnuuy 20 12

Sixty-sixth session
Agenda item 118

Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 18 November 2011
[without reference to a Main Committee (A/66/L.8 and Add.J) ]

66/12. Terrorist attacks on internationally protected persons
The General Assembly,
Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations,
and reaffirming its role under the Charter, including on questions related to
international peace and security,
Recalling the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy, contained in
General Assembly resolution 60/ 288 of 8 September 2006, as well as Assembly
resolutions 62/ 272 of 5 September 2008 and 64/ 297 of 8 September 2010 which
reaffirmed the Strategy,
Recalling also the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes
against Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatie Agents, 1
Renewing ifs unwavering commitment to strengthening international
cooperation to prevent and combat terrorism in all its forms and manifestations,
Convinced that respect for the principles and rnles of international law
governing diplomatie and consular relations is a basic prerequisite for the nonnal
conduct of relations among States and for the fulfilment of the purposes and
principles of the Charter,
Concerned at the failure to respect the inviolability of diplomatie and consular
missions and representatives,
Noting the note verbale dated 7 April 2011 from the Permanent Mission of
Saudi Arabia to the United Nations addressed to the Secretaiy-General regarding
hostile actions committed against diplomatie missions in the Islamic Republic of
Iran, 2 and recalling the obligations of States regarding the protection, security and
safety of diplomatie missions, consulates and personnel on their territories,
Emp hasizing the duty of States to take all appropriate measures required by
international law in a timely manner, including measures of a preventive nature, and
to bring offenders to justice,
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Noting the letter dated 14 October 2011 from the Permanent Representative of
Saudi Arabia to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General regarding a
disrupted plot to assassinate the Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to the United States of
America, 3 and noting also the statement of the Gulf Cooperation Council of
12 October 2011 and of the Council of the League of Arab States of 13 October
2011, 4
Noting also the letter dated 11 October 2011 from the Permanent
Representative of the United States of America to the United Nations addressed to
the Secretary-General reporting an Iranian plot, 5
Noting further the letter dated 11 October 2011, from the Permanent
Representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General, the President of the General Assembly and the President of the
Security Council, 6
Alarmed by the new and recurring acts of violence against diplomatic and
consular representatives, which endanger or take innocent lives and seriously
impede the normal work of such representatives and officials,
Deeply concerned by the plot to assassinate the Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to
the United States of America,
1.
Reiterates its strong and unequivocal condemnation of terrorism in all its
forms and manifestations, committed by whomever, wherever and for whatever
purposes, as it constitutes one of the most serious threats to international peace and
security;
Strongly condemns acts of violence against diplomatic and consular
2.
missions and representatives, as well as against missions and representatives of
international intergovernmental organizations and officials of such organizations,
and emphasizes that such acts can never be justified;
Deplores the plot to assassinate the Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to the
3.
United States of America;
4.
Encourages all States to take additional steps to prevent, on their
territories, the planning, financing, sponsorship or organization or commission of
similar terrorist acts and to deny safe haven to those who plan, finance, support or
commit such terrorist acts;
Calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to comply with all of its
5.
obligations under international law, including the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, including
Diplomatic Agents,1 particularly with respect to its obligations to provide law
enforcement assistance, and to cooperate with States seeking to bring to justice all
those who participated in the planning, sponsoring, organization and attempted
execution of the plot to assassinate the Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to the United
States of America.

_______________
3

A/66/553.
S/2011/640, annex.
5
See A/66/517-S/2011/649.
6
A/66/513-S/2011/633.
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Case Number 63. Year 1997
Verdict
In the name of Azerbaijan Republic
First degree court collegium of
the Supreme Court of Azerbaijan Republic on criminal cases
held an open trial
on 14 April 1997 in the city of Baku
in the follo\.\>ing combination:
Member of the Supreme Court: A. l Seyidov as the chief.
People 1s Representatives: O. A Aghayev and M. M. Mirishov.
Prosecutor: B. S. Zahidov.
With lawyers for defendants : A. Najafbayli . J Khaspoladov. F. Najafov.
and A Balabayov participating.
and A N. Imanov as secretary.
The court reviewed the criminal cases of the following defendants present in the court room:
Alikram Ismayil oghlu Aliyev, charged according to section l of article 57 of Criminal Code of
Azerbaijan Republic. who was bom in 1940 in the town of Nardaran outside the city of Baku. He is
Azerbaijani. citizen of Azerbaijan Republic, married and resident of House number 14, First Alley. N.
Asgarov Street, Nardaran town. City of Baku. He has had higher education, and no prior conviction. He
was working as the chairman of Azerbaijan Islamic Party. when he was arrested on May 17. 1996.
Hajiagha Aliasgar oghlu Nuriyev. charged according to section l of article 57. and section l of article 220
of Criminal Code of Azerbaijan Republic. who was bom in 1951 in the town of Nardaran outside the city
of Baku. He is Azerbaijani, citizen of Azerbaijan Republic. married and resident ofHouse number 7.
Second Alley. A. Zeynalli Street, Nardaran town, City of Baku. He has had high school education. and no
prior conviction. He was working as the head of the executive committee of Azerbaijan Islamic Party.
when he was arrested on May 24. 1996.
Mirhasan Aslan oghlu Jafarov. charged according to section l of article 57 of Criminal Code of
Azerbaijan Republic. who was bom in 1964 in the town ofMashtagha outside the city ofBaku. He is
Azerbaijani. citizen of Azerbaijan Republic. married and resident of House number 109, Azizbeyov Street.
Mashtagha town. City of Baku. He has had high school education, and no prior conviction He was
working as the head of the culture and education committee of Azerbaijan Islarnic Party. when he was
arrested and freed on persona! bail on May 29. 1996.
Vaqif Qasim oghlu Qasimov, charged according to section l of article 57 of Criminal Code of Azerbaijan
Republic. who was bom in 1940 in the town of Nardaran outside the city of Baku. He is Azerbaijani.
citizen of Azerbaijan Republic, married and resident of House number 17. Absheron Street. Nardaran
town, City of Baku. He has had high school education, and one prior conviction. He was sentenced to 3
years imprisonment according to section 2 of article 209 of Criminal Code of Azerbaijan Republic, by
Qusar region 1s People 1s Court in 1973. He has served his sentence. He was working as the head of the
inspection and control committee of Azerbaijan Islamic Party. when he was arrested on May 27. 1996.
Ramiz Zakir oghlu Mustafayev charged according to section l of article 194 of Criminal Code of
Azerbaijan Republic, who was bom in 1943 in the city of Ganja. He is Azerbaijani, citizen of Azerbaijan
Republic, married and resident of Building number 105, Abilov Street, Apartrnent 12. City ofBaku. He
has had high school education. and no prior conviction. He was working as head of the tourism firm
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"Ulker". when he was arrested on November 1O. 1996. and freed on persona! guarantee of not going to
another place.
The court concluded that:
Alikram Aliyev as chairman of the Azerbaijan lslamic Party. also Hajiagha Nuriyev. Vaqif Qasimov and
Mirhasan Jafarov as members of the Supreme Council of the party. being leaders in different fields has
worked against the sovereignty of the Azerbaijan Republic. its defense capability and state security due to
greed and other persona! motives. A.fier prior agreements with high ranking officiais of "Sepah-e
Pasdaran-e Enghelab-e Eslarni" organization of Iran, they had got involved in criminal activities by
signing a con tract with them on February 1O. 1994. which included cooperating with that organization to
overthrow Azerbaijani government. to implement Islarnic laws and establish an lslamic state which led to
their involvement in spying activities which is contrary to section l of article 7 of the Constitution of the
Azerbaijan Republic and article 12 of the Constitution act about state independence of Azerbaijan.
After that, acting upon the suggestions and instructions that they had received. the defendants had created
political branches in the central and regional structures of the party during 1994 to 1996. Through these
branches they had gathered information with state level importance and considered confidential which
include sketches. maps and information on current social-political situation in the republic, and
information characterizing status of economy and society, also information on land, population. numbers
of members of law and order organizations and also numbers of prisoners serving their sentences. and also
information reflecting activities of the military industry. The gathered information had regularly been
given to officiais of special services organizations of Iran in form of reports. For the works done and
according to the conditions of the agreement Alikram Aliyev received a large sum of money in form of
foreign currency. He received on 5 occasions 23 thousand US Dollars in the Iranian city of Ardabil. and
on 3 occasions 27 thousand dollars in the Iranian Embassy in Baku, which mounted to a total of 50
thousand US Dollars. He had signed receipts for the money that he had received. He had spent part of the
money on expanding "activities" of the party. and another part for persona! use of himself and other
defendants mentioned above.
Mirhasan Jafarov acting upon instructions of Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev and Vaqif Qasimov had
sent Azerbaijani students to Iran with mediation of the Iranian embassy in Baku. He had sent the students
in 3 groups of 30 persons each to Iranian city of Qum, so that they would be trained in the private school
of the special services agency of Iran which prepares informers. Thus he had created conditions for their
use by Iranian espionage agencies. The students who were sent as religious visitors who were strayed from
being drafted for real military service.
In addition to this Alikram Aliyev and VaqifQasimov had prepared programs to sabotag~
American and Israeli institutions operating in Azerbaijan. had defended the position and interests of
Iranian government in the oil production con tract in the Caspian Sea known as "Deal of the Century'' . and
had prepared secret documents for establishing Islarnic Bank, all with purpose ofweakening the
international position of Azerbaijan Republic. and formation of anti-Western attitudes in society.
With these actions of theirs, Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev, Vaqis Qasimov. and Mirhasan
Jafarov had helped special services organizations of Iran by spying and engaging in hostile acts against
Azerbaijan Republic, thus. betraying the Homeland.
Hajiagha Nuriyev had hidden in his home and stored without proper permission 4 Yintovka type
7.62 mm Caliber bullets which are considered combat ammunition. They were found by his under age son
Alimammad Nuriyev in a field near Nardaran town of city of Baku.
While working as director of "Ulker" tourism firm. Rarniz Mustafayev had stamped and certi.fied
foreign travel passport application forms of the following citizens of Azerbaijan Republic, despite
knowing that they did not work for the firm : Tamerlan Qasimzade Yashar oghlu, Mahammadali Aliyev
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Mammad oghlu. Akbar Seidov Majnun oghlu. Vahid Babayev Akbar oghlu. Matlab Hamzayev Ali oghlu.
and Azer Najafov Mirzeagha oglu.
The indicated criminal acts of the defendants were verified by their own testimonies during court
questioning. testimonies of witnesses. expert opinions. the evidences present in the case. and other
objective means in the following descriptions:
Alikram Aliyev partially admitted to committing the crimes that he is charged of and stated in
his testimony that he has been chairrnan of the Azerbaijan Islamic Party from the day that the party was
created. which means from 1991. In 1993. he met Haji Mansur Haghighatpur one of the members of the
military delegation of the Islamic Republic of Iran which had corne to Azerbaijan. He was introduced to
Haji Mansur by ambassador Nahavandian who introduced him as an official in the arrny of Iran. After
talking for 15 minutes about situation oflslam in Azerbaijan. Haji Mansur had invited him to the Islamic
Republic of Iran.
Towards the end of January 1994. with invitation and sponsoring of the "Imdad" charity
organization oflran, a group of 150 religious visitors were sent to Iran with purpose of participating in
ceremonies of anniversary of the Islamic Revolution of Iran. They were selected by members of the
Supreme Council of Azerbaijan Islamic Party <AIP> Hajiagha Nuriyev. VaqifQasimov. and Mirhasan
Jafarov. who accompanied the groupas its leaders.

While in Iran the Friday prayers Imam of city of Ardabil Muravvij Agha had welcomed them and
after praying in the masque a man introducing himself as Ahmadagha had approached them telling them
that he had been appointed by Muravvij Agha to serve them and he had taken them to hotel. Ahmadagha
had told them that he knew that they were leaders of AIP and he had asked them about their difficulties
and what was needed to be done. In response. he talked about the diffi.cult situation that Azerbaijan was
in. and had requested Iran as a large Muslim country to help the AIP materially and morally. After
listening carefully, Ahmadagha hadgiven him 5 thousand US Dollars asking him. Hajiagha Nuriyev.
VaqifQasimov. and Mirhasan Jafarov to signa receipt which he had said he needed it for showing to the
organization that he got the money from.

The next day they had gone to Tabriz. where they had met with Asadbegi whom they knew from
Baku. Asadbegi who had been appointed by the Friday prayers Imam of the city Malakuti agha to serve
them. had promised them that he would arrange a meeting of them with Haji Mansur.
After visiting the holly sites of the Iranian cities of Isfahan. Qum. and Mashhad, the had been
placed in "Marmar" hotel of the city ofTehran. While in the hotel, Ahmadagha and Asadbegi had visited
them in the evening and had requested that. for meeting with Haji Mansur, he. Hajiagha Nuriyev, Vaqif
Qasimov. and Mirhasan Jafarov should separate from the group and stay in Tehran. The next day the
religious visitors had returned to Baku. and around 10 O'clock they had to Shemran district ofTehran
outside the city. with Ahmadagha and Asadbegi acompanying them. There. in a two story headquarters
guarded by armed soldiers they had met Haji Mansur Haghighatpur who had a military uniforrn on.
During the meeting Haji Mansur had talked about his closeness to the Iranian president. and about the
superiority of the lslamic regime of Iran and had recomrnended that the AIP should use their experience.
Haji Mansur had said that AIP would be helped in every field and that there would be close cooperation.
At the end of the meeting he had for signing of a document which its text was close to the following: "
With the aim of revival and expanding of Islam in Azerbaijan Republic and preparing ground for
establishing an Islamic Republic, we will cooperate with the "Sepah-e Pasdaran-e Enghelab-e Eslami"
organization and the organization in turn would give us both material and moral support". The document
had been signed by him, Hajiagha, Vaqif, and Mirhasan. The signed document was written in Farsi by
Ahmadagha, and in Azerbaijani by Vaqif. After signing the document Haji Mansur had sketched the
structure of the AIP and has showed that how it should be organized, and they had taken their own notes.
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Haji Mansur had recommended keeping regular contact with Aharnadagha, because of proximity of Baku
to Ardabil where Ahmadagha was based. They had returned to Baku . after Ahmadagha's accompanying
them to Astara.
In May of 1994, he, Vaqif, Hajiagha and Mirhasan together, had gone to Ardabil. There
Ahmadagha had welcomed them. had given them 5 thousand US Dollars getting receipe from them. and
had taken them to Tehran to meet with Haji Mansur.
In one of the fall months of 1995. after initial agreement with Ahmadagha, he. along with
Hajiagha and AIP activists Ziraddin Taghiyev. Mubariz Marnmadli. Abdulbaghi Aliyev, Rovshan Safarov.
and Tenub Suleymanov had gone to city of Ardabil to make preparations for upcoming parliamentary
elections in Azerbaijan Republic. There, they had traveled to resort town of Sarein with Ahmadagha, and
had discussed with members of the "Sepah-e Pasdaran" organization, the situation of AIP. its active
participation in elections, and the draft Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic which had been prepared by
the party. Haji Mansur had participated in one of these meetings and had given a speech about 2 hours
long talking about seizing power by using experiences of Islarnic revolution. selecting candidates for
elections and providing them with financial aid, and gathering more detailed data about the Republic by
the political committees, and had given his suggestions and recommendations about the above tapies.
After election victory of the pro-Islarnic "Rafah" party of Turkey, with intention of congratulating that
party, he, Hajiagha Nuriyev, Vaqif Qasimov. AIP activists Ziraddin Taghiyev, Miralasgar Mirmamarndov.
Ramiz Ahmadov, and Aghakarim Novruzov, together, had gone to Tehran with Ahmadagha
acompanying them. There, they had met with Haji Mansur giving him information about general status
of Islam in Azerbaijan, the cancellation of registration of party, prevention of it from competing in the
elections and the difficulties related to this matter. After the meeting Ahmadagha had told them that the
funds are limited. and giving him 3 thousand US Dollars had suggested that he, Hajiagha, and Ziraddin
should go to Turkey.
He had met with Ali Akbar Bavand at the Iranian Embassy in Baku, after making sure that he is
an employee of the embassy, he had·received cooperation proposal from him. By telling him that he
cooperates with Haji Mansur had opposed his proposai and had leamed that he was working for "Ettelaat"
information organization.
After a while, Bavand had approached him, sho\\ing him a copy of the agreement that they had
signed about cooperation with "Sepah-e Pasdaran". From that point he had been going to Bavand to get
aid for AIP. On 3 occasions. Bavand, had given him a total of 27 thousand US Dollars. having him signa
receipt every time.
While traveling in Iran, on 5 occasions Ahmadagha had given him 23 thousand US Dollars by
having him sign a receipt each time.
He had spent the money that he had received from Ahmadagha, Bavand, and travelers to the
religious sites, to pay salaries ofworkers of central apparatus ofthe party, its regional branches. "Islamin
Sesi" <VOICE OF ISLAM> and "Islam Dunyasi" <WORLD OF ISLAM> newspapers. also on printing
the newspapers. repairing the offices of the party, community expenses, opening of prayer room in offices.
institutes, high schools and colleges, and reading of Koran, and some of it was given to Hajiagha Nuriyev.
Vaqif Qasimov, and Mirhasan Jafarov as spending money for their persona! needs in the arnount of 400 to
450 thousand Manats each month. In Interviews given to "Ayna" and "Azadliq" newspapers. he had
defended Iran's position for being an Islarnic country in the "Deal of the Century" contract about oil
production in the Caspian Sea, though he had not done any counter propaganda against USA and Israel.
In the fall of 1995, Ahmadagha had corne to Baku along with a person narned Imarni. They had
been taken to Quba region by VaqifQasimov, to Sharnakhi region by Nizami Balaoghlanov, and to
Aghjabadi region by Hajiagha Nuriyev which is near the area occupied by the Armenian aggressors. They
had been eye witnesses to the way the given money had been spent and they had announced their
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satisfaction with the way their recommendations had been acted upon. While in Baku. they had been
guests at his home in Nardaran. where. he had held a meeting on the results of their trip. In the meeting.
activities of AIP. dealing with recommendations and suggestions in the local branches. and future
programs were discussed in detail.
Sketches. maps. and statistical information about the Republic of Azerbaijan according to
suggestion and recommendations ofHaji Mansur was gathered in the local branches and sent to the
Supreme Council.
In accordance with suggestion of Haji Mansur regarding lack of cadre, and acting upon his
orders. Hajiagha Nuriyev, Vaqif Qasimov. and Mirhasan Jafarov had organized and sent 3 groups of 30
students each to Iranian city of Qum. for 3 months courses. without the knowledge of governing bodies of
Azerbaijan. When selecting students, special attention had been paid for their fields of study as sportsmen.
painters, oil workers, and gas industry workers. Students received religious travel visas at the Iranian
embassy, after passing the border and completing their studies they were not given any diplomas. When
traveling to Iran, on several occasions he had been to the city of Qum. had visited the students. had shown
interest in their studies and had promised them that they would be used as cadres in future.
They had based their activities on religious activities. while receiving suggestions and
recommendations from the members of the "Sepah-e Pasdaran" Organization they had not understood that
this is against the state. and when signing the document in the two story headquarters they had not
realized that the document was subject to legal responsibility.
Hajiagha Nuriyev. who during questioning in the court has adrnitted to some of the charges
brought against him, in his testimony showed that during travel of the group of 150 visitors to Iran with
invitation and sponsorship of Imdad in February 1994 during his trip to Iran. he, as head of the executive
branch of AIP traveled with the group along with Alikram Aliyev, Vaqif Qasimov, and Mirhasan Jafarov.
and after seeing the holly sites in Mashhad, Qum. and lsfahan. they had been placed in "Mannar" hotel of
Tehran. There. Ahmadagha whom he knew from Ardabil. and Asadbegi whom he knew from Baku. came
to see them in the hotel. and after talking about history of establishment of AIP and current difficulties.
they had proposed that. him. Alikram, Vaqif. and Mirhasan. would separate from the group and stay in
Tehran. After accepting the proposai to meet Haji Mansur. the next day. they went to residential district of
Shemran outside Tehran. and on the second floor of a two story headquarter guarded by military
personnel were seen by Haji Mansur who was introduced as a government official of Iran. At that meeting
after Alikram Aliyev's talking about general situation in Azerbaijan, establishment of AIP. and existing
difficulties. Haji Mansur spoke about their experiences \\'ith succeeding of Islarnic revolution in Iran.
made his proposais, and had him. Alikram. Vaqif, and Mirhasan sign the document about their
cooperation with "Sepah-e Pasdaran".
Haji Mansur had told them to be in regular contact with Ahmadagha, the Ardabil representative
of the organization, because of that city's proximity to Baku. and then he had given his. Asadbegi's and
Ahmadagha's phone numbers to them. and they had left to Astara with the latter accompanying them. and
from there, they had corne to Baku. After retuming to Baku. the same subjects were discussed, and
proposais of Haji Mansur were taken into consideration and started to be implemented in the local
branches.
In May 1994 he. Alikram, Vaqif. and Mirhasan together traveled to Ardabil and again met
Ahrnadagha. when the latter asked about general situation in Azerbaijan and activities of the party. ail
four of them separately gave his own report and talked about party's activities and the difficulties that they
are facing regarding creating local branches. The next day. Ahmadagha gave 5000 US Dollars to
Alikram, and had them sign a receipt which he said he needed to give to the organization that he got the
money from. Alikram gave each of them 450 thousand Manats equivalent of l 00 US Dollars for their
persona! needs.
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After returning from Ardabil due to sickness. he could not participate in activities of the party for
a while. After leaving hospitaL in May of 1995. he traveled to ArdabiL along with Alikram. Vaqif and
Mirhasan. Because of his good speech capabilities. he gave a report on AIP activities, and implementing
the orders given by Haji Mansur, and Ahmadagha on his tum. had given them the program ofworks to be
done in near future. and 5000 US dollars. and had taken them to Tehran to Haji Mansur. There, they
accepted new orders on further improvement of the organization: the party's obtaining all kind of
social-political and military information. also information on the kinds of goods manufactured in
industrial facilities: expanding the relations between the central apparatus and local organizations:
attracting influential people. youth and women to become party members, and retumed to Baku. They
printed new guidelines based on Haji Mansur's orders and recommendations and sent them to local
branches demanding their implementations.
In one of the fall months of 1995. after initial agreement between Alikram and Ahmadagha.
because of upcoming elections to the Azerbaijani parliament, he, Alikram. Ziraddin, Mubariz,
Abdulbaghi. Rovshan and TeY)ub went to city of Ardabil, and stayed in the resort town of Sarein for 5 to
6 days. There, they held a series of meetings with participation of Ahmadagha and Imarni, where after
Alikram's briefing about activities of the AIP, he gave detailed information about activities of the party
regarding the elections. In these meetings, the draft Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic, which had been
by AIP was also reviewed. Haji Mansur had gone to Sarein with another person, and had given a close to
2 hours speech in the conference held by the leaders of AIP, and in his speech he had given instructions
on how to do pre-election campaigns and how to select party's candidates. Haji Mansur had also made
recommendations about financially helping candidates who stay in touch. Right after retuming from the
trip. he collected his notes, and published them under the title "Words of Haji Mansur, the teacher".
Towards the end of 1995. after the victory of the pro-Islamic Rafah Party in Turkey, he, traveled
to Ardabil with Alikram, Vaqif, Ziraddin, Miralasgar, Rarniz and Aghakarim with purpose going to
Turkey from there. so they could congratulate Rafah Party's victory, but, after learning that funds were
lirnited, Ahmadagha had taken them to Tehran, and had arranged a meeting for them with Haji Mansur.
There, Alikram. had given a report on general status of Islam in Azerbaijan, failures of the party to get
registration, and baring of it from participating in the elections. and the difficulties created by this, and he
had given his report on activities of AIP, its future work plans and the program that they had prepared for
1996. And Haji Mansur on his tum, had given his suggestions and recommendations on how AIP should
do its work. and on which program it should make its moves. After the meeting Ahmadagha had told
them that the funds were lirnited, and had suggested that, he, Alikram, and Ziraddin could go. and had
given Alikram 3000 US Dollars.
In the fall of 1995, Ahmadagha and Imarni had corne to Baku, and had asked about works of
AIP's central apparatus. and its local branches. Acting upon the order of the party's leader, he had taken
them to cities of Ganja and Aghjabedi, and while talking to members of local party organizations, they
had evaluated the adherence to suggestions and recommendations ofHaji Mansur. He had participated at
the party at Alikram's home in Nardaran, where Ahmadagha and Imarni were also participating, and
there, in the meeting that the party leaders had had, results of the trip had been discussed.
He had also participated in sending of students to religious school of "Sepah-e Pasdaran" located
in city of Qum, on 3 occasions. Each time a group of 30 students were sent, who could have been drafted
for rnilitary service. And while in Iran, he had visited the students several times and had shown interest in
their studies.
He has stated that due to lack of his experience in legal matters he was not aware of the legal
aspects of his meetings with Iranian religious figures and high ranking rnilitary o:fficers and his
cooperation with their organizations during his trips to Islarnic Republic of Iran, and he has sincerely
shown his regretfulness.
Mirhasan Jafarov. who during questioning in the court has adrnitted to some of the
charges brought against him, in his testimony showed that, along with AIP leaders Alikram, Hajiagha and
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Vaqif. he. as the head of the cultural-education committee of the AIP. had also traveled to Iran at the end
of January 1994. within the group of 150 religious visitors who had been invited by "Imdad" committee.
During the trip. they had visits the Moslem holly sites at the cilies of Mashhad. Isfahan and Qum. and had
gone to city of Tehran. There. while staying at "Marmar" hotel. Ahmadagha and Asadbegi whom they
knew from Ardabil had corne to the hotel. and they had exchanged thoughts about general status of Islam
in Azerbaijan. activities of AIP and existing difficulties.

The next day. with Ahmadagha's sugesstion. he. Alikram. Hajiagha and Vaqif had seperated
from the group and had gone to the Shemran district outside Tehran. and there in a two story building
which was beeing guarded by military personell had met Haji Mansur. During the meeting as the
formation of AIP as a social-political party was being discussed. Haji Mansur had sketched the structure of
the party on a white board. which included committees on politics. economy. organizing.
culture-education. women and youth. After talking about specific dulies of each branch. he had proposed
signing of a document about working together.
Accepting the proposai. he. Alikram. Hajiagha and Vaqif, had signed the document which was
about cooperation with the Organization of "Sepah-e Pasdaran-e Enghelab-e Eslarni" and had been
written in Farsi and Azerbaijani languages. The next day after meeting again, Ahmadagha had seen them
off in Astara and they had returned to Baku.
Afther this. Ahmadagha had been contacting Alikram by phone on a regular basis. and with
invitation of Ahmadagha. he had traveled to Iran three times and had participated in meetings held there .
Each time Ahmadagha had met them in Astara and had taken them to ArdabiL Because of his good
speech capabilities, Hajiagha had given reports on activities of AIP. and works done on the basis ofHaji
Mansur's suggestions and recommendations. Ahrnadagha had taken notes and had given them
instructions. After this. he had taken them to Tehran to Haji Mansur, after giving the latter reports about
works done, they had received orders from him about works to be done in the future.
In the fa!! of 1995, when Ahmadagha was in Baku with Imami, they had shown interest in works
of central body of the party. its Baku city committee, its newspapers offices and local its local branches.
and they had stated their satisfaction with the way that orders of Haji Mansur had been implemented.
After traveling to Quba, Shamakhi, Ganja. and Aghjabedi regions, Ahrnadagha and Imarni, he. in the
consultation that Alikram held in his home in Nardaran with AIP's leading members he had given
description of works done by the political branches that had been created with efforts of Haji Mansur.
regarding the branches' collecting sketches, maps, and tables on statistic data about land. population.
number of members of law and order organizations. also numbers of prisoners serving time and names of
goods manufactured in industrial facilities.
Acting upon recommendations of Haji Mansur. during 1994 and 1995, he. with participation of
Alikram, Hajiagha, and Vaqif, had sent 3 group of students to study Koran in Iranian city of Qum. the
majority ofwhom were youth who could be drafted for military service. Students were given religious visit
visas at the Iranian embassy, and conditions had been created for their passing of the border as "religious
visitor" . While in Iran he had shown interest in the studies of the students. and when he had visited them
he had witnessed that. they are kept under surveillance in a school with no name, where corning and
going to the school is prohibited, and that no diploma was given to the students who completed their
studies. There he had also seen many other Azerbaijani kids studying there who had passed the border
illegally.
Vaqif Qasimov who had pleaded not guilty of charges brought up against him. had stated in his
testimony that. as the head of the inspection and control comrnittee of AIP he had traveled to Iran with
invitation of the "Imdad" charity organization. and after visiting the holly sites in the lranian cities of
Mashhad. Isfahan. and Qum, he had been to Tehran and had stayed in the "Marmar" hoteL There, he had
met with Ahmadagha whom he knew from Ardabil. and with Asadbegi whom he knew from Tabriz.

-
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With proposa! of Ahmadagha, he, Alikram, Hajiagha and Mirhasan separated from the religious
travelers and went to Shemran region outside Tehran and there met Haji Mansur in the headquarters of
"Sepah-e Pasdaran" which was being guarded by armed military personnel. During the meeting Alikram
and Hajiagha had given information about the social-political situation in the republic. and about the
position of political parties including AIP. After Haji Mansur had illustrated ways of expanding the
structure of the party with his sketching on a white board. they had discussed the matter and al! four of
them had signed a document about mutual cooperation. The next day Haji Mansur had given details of the
branches that he had shown on the sketch. And each of the had taken their own notes. Haji Mansur had
recommended keeping close contacts with Ahmadagha, the representative of "Sepah-e Pasdaran" in
Ardabil because of that city's proximity to Baku. and had told Ahmadagha to see them off.
After this meeting Alikram had been on regular telephone contact with Ahmadagha. In May of
1994. and May of 1995 with Ahmadgaha accompanying them and his financing, they had traveled to
Tehran and met Haji Mansur. They had given him reports on implementations of his orders. and had
received new orders and suggestions. Right after retuming, same orders and suggestions had been
discussed and taken into consideration in party structure and had began to be implemented by local
organizations.
Close to the end of 1995 and after the election victory of the pro-Islarnic "Rafah" party in Turkey.
they wanted to congratulate the party officials. With this purpose, he, Alikram. Hajiagha, Ziraddin.
Miralasgar, Rarniz and Aghakarim went together to Ardabil and met Ahmadagha. After talking to
Ahmadagha about their intentions he took him to Tehran and there, they met with Haji Mansur. At that
meeting Alikram had talked about status of Islam in Azerbaijan, halting of AIP's activities. and
preventing of it from participation in the elections and the difficulties that this situation had created. And
Haji Mansur had given his program and orders for future activities of AIP and the basis for its future
moves. After the meeting Ahmadagha had told Alikram about limitations in availability of funds and had
suggested that. him Hajiagha and Ziraddin should go to Turkey together, and he had retumed to Baku.
In the fall of 1995. Ahmaçlagha and Imarni had corne to Baku with recommendation ofHaji
Mansur. He acting upon the order of Alikram had taken them to Quba, and had farniliarized them with
works of the local organization. He had also participated in the consultation held in Alikram's home in
Nardaran.
With Haji Mansur's plans and recommendations, he had been closely involved in sending of 3
groups of 30 students each to the religious school of "Sepah-e Pasdaran" in city of Qum. Most of these
students were at an age that they could be drafted for military service. During his trips to Iran along with
Alikram, Hajiagha, and Mirhasan, he had visited there place of study which was a building \\-ith no signs.
and he had required about their studies and well being.
Although Haji Mansur Haghighatpour wore military uniform, he never wore any sign that could
differentiate him. Due to his illness he found out about 23 thousand US Dollars given in Ardabil, and 27
thousand received in Iranian embassy. Every now and then he had received 450 thousand Manats, which
is equivalent of 100 US Dollars. A document about creating Islarnic bank had been given to him by a
person that he did not know. Due to his Jack of understanding the document. he had shown it to the head
of the political branch Mubariz Mammadov. But Muabriz and Ziraddin Taghiyev had not been able to get
any positive results from the documents and had retumed them to him, and he had kept them as useless
paper in his office.
Rarniz Mustafayev, who during questioning in the court has pleaded guilty of the charges brought
against him, in his testimony showed that starting from October 27, 1995 he had been director of "Ulker"
tourism firm, he had organized travels of Azerbaijani citizens to foreign countries, and during the entire
time that he held that position he had sent only 8 tourists to the Islarnic Republic of Iran.
-
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Towards the end of February of l 996, he had been to Iranian Embassy to see wether or not faxes
had been received about two people who were going to be sent to Iran as tourists. There, he had corne
across with Abdulbaghi Aliyev of AIP. Abdulbaghi had asked him if he had his stamp with him, and after
making sure that he had it, he had asked him to stamp foreign travel passport applications for 6 people.
Although he knew that, those applications were to be filled out and stamped by their employer, he had
illegally put the stamp of "Ulker" firm, which he was its director, on blank application forms. He has
sincerely regretted that he has done.
The witness, Ziraddin Taghiyev, during his questioning in the court had stated in his testimony
that in April of 1995, he went to Mekka with financial aid of AIP. And due to his becorning of a Haji, in
October 1995 he was appointed as the head of the city comrnittee of Baku, with order of Alikram and the
Supreme Council of the Party. After this with orders of AIP chairman Alikram Aliyev and members of the
Supreme Council VaqifQasimov, Hajiagha Nuriyev, and Mirhasan Jafarov, he had prepared
recommendations about gathering necessary information on districts of the city of Baku, and had
distributed them among heads of regional committees and he collected the gathered information. A short
while after this, chairman of the party Alikram Aliyev and head of the executive committee Hajiagha
Nuriyev, together with him had taken a group of party activists and workers to Iran for "religious visit",
and there, with Ahmadagha accompanying them, they had been placed in resort town of Sarein. During
their stay there, he had seen that Ahmadagha and a few other Iranian citizens, had discussed the
economical, political and social situation created in Azerbaijan, the structure of AIP, the relations between
central organs and regional committees, and he had been a witness to Haji Mansur giving orders on the
pre-election campaign platform, and the draft Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic that the party has
prepared. Haji Mansur had also talked to them on the ways to seize power and establish an Islamic state.
In January 1996, a group of AIP activists under leadership of Alikram Aliyev, Hajiagha Nuriyev
and VaqifQasimov traveled to Iran, and there with Ahmadagha's help, and him accompanying them went
to Tehran to Haji Mansur's office building, where Hajiagha Nuriyev introduced Haji Mansur as an
employee of Iran's IRNA news agency and gave him a report on social-political situation in Azerbaijan.
the elections to the parliament genoral status of AIP, and changes made in the structure of the party. And
Haji Mansur who was in camouflage uniform had a long speech which included the following subjects:
filling ail the positions in the party's central and regional organizations, placement of representative of
party's control committee in regions, fully implementing party's slogans and promises, preparing party's
work program on the basis of Islam for politics, economy, culture-education, youth, women and
intellectuals, holding of serninar type discussions on Islam in different regions with the purpose of
recruiting students to go to study in Iran in 3 months and 4 years programs, making use of Iraruan experts'
experiences in massive advertisement and encouragements, establishing good relations with the religious
leaders of the Caucasus' Religious Office. and taking advantage of the good relationship, taking footholds
in the rnilitary, law and order enforcement and places wi.th strategic importance, strengthening of
position of "Islamin Sesi" and "Islam Dunyasi" newspapers. to work to increase number of party members
specially women and intellectuals. to make counter-propaganda against cooperation with governments of
USA and Israel, and also against the "Deal of Centu1y'' con tract on oil production in the Caspian Sea. and
finding the points of weakness of American and Israeli firms or joint ventures. Ahmadagha had told them
that funds are lirnited and had suggested that only he, Alikram, and Hajiagha should go to Turkey. After
retuming from Turkey, Hajiagha Nuriyev had asked him to organize his notes from Haji Mansur's speech
and had told him that ail these sugessions were going to be discussed in the Supreme Council and every
part would be assigned for implementation to specific people.
In April of 1996, with recommendations of Alikram Aliyev and Hajiagha Nuriyev, he took a
group of people including physicians, journalists, economists and oil and gas industry workers to Iran.
with himself being the head of the group. There, Ahmadagha had appointed a person named Javid to
accompany them in their trip. After visiting holly sites Ahmadagha had seen them off in Astara, and had
told him with great displeasure that the group of Azerbaijani students who had been sent for studies in
Iran by AIP, had been recalled by rninistry of National Security of Azerbaijan.
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Later he had leamed that Alikram Aliyev, Hajiagha Nuriyev, Vaqif Qasimov and Mirhasan
Jafarov had received a large sum of money in form of foreign currency and had signed contracts to
provide "Sepah-e Pasdaran-e Enghelab-e Eslami", the spec1al services organization of Iran with
information about number and kinds of goods produced or manufactured in the factories or plants of
Azerbaijan and sketches and maps of Baku airports and other strategically important places. He did not
know where AIP was being financed from. but knew that the monthly salary ofBaku city comrnittee is
from 100 to 250 thousand Manats.
The witness Mubariz Mammadli during questioning by the court has stated in his testimony that
when he was active, he was bath head of the political branch of AIP and editor in chief of "Islamin Sesi"
newspaper. and during that time he had received a salary of 200 to 400 thousand Manats.
In the fall of 1995. when a group of AIP leaders including Alikram Aliyev, Hajiagha Nuriyev.
Babakhan Balakishiyev and Teyyub Suleymanov traveled to the resort town of Sarein near ArdabiL he
went with them and participated in various conferences held with participation of Ahmadagha, Imami and
Haji Mansur. In those meetings Alikram and Hajiagha had talked and given reports about the
achievements of AIP during the passed years. preparations for elections. preparing of pre-election
platform. announcing of candidates for parliament. campaign. advertisements and working with mass
media to make sure that AIP would win. Haji Mansur had reviewed and given his suggestions and
recommendations about the draft Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic which had been prepared by AIP.
In addition to this, towards the end of 1995 when Ahmadagha and Imami were in Baku, Alikram
had a consultation in his home in Nardaran with leading members of AIP. In that meeting he had stated
that prevention of AIP from participation in parliament elections was a result of AIP's inactivity. and had
suggested that in order to strengthen the party and for attracting influential and respected people to the
party organizing gatherings and meetings. and defending Iran's position regarding the oil contract among
people and in the press was important. Although on several occasions he had asked Alikram Aliyev about
which organization was financing AIP, he had told him not to get involved in this matter. When he had
received the confidential document about establishing lslamic bank from VaqifQasimov, due to his lack
of understanding ofbanking system, he had given the document to Ziraddin Taghiyev, and hein turn. had
retumed it to Vaqif.
He was surprised when drawing sketches and maps of Baku airports and other strategically
important places. and gathering statistic information about goods manufactured at factories and plants.
and also learning the number of prisoners who were serving time in detention centers was included in
activities of the political branch of the Supreme Council of the party, and when asked Alikram Aliyev
about this. He did not get any response.
The witness Miralasgar Mirmammadov stated in his testimony that, in January of 1996 when he
was a member of the Supreme Council of AIP and the head of the Quba regional comrnittee of the party.
Alikram. Hajiagha, Vaqif, Ziraddin, Ramiz, and Aghakarim wanted to go together to Turkey via Iran so
they could congratulate the pro-Islamic Rafah party of Turkey for its election victory. When they were
leaving to Tehran he had asked Alikram that why they are going to Turkey, and he had responded that
this was more econornical. When he had seen that Haji Mansur's headquarters was being guarded by
military personnel he had figured out that some kind of rnilitary organization was located there. Haji
Mansur had talked up to 2 hours with Alikram, Hajiagha and Vaqif, as if he was talking to old friends.
During the discussion Haji Mansur had required about activities of the party, and each one of them had
given a report about his own activities. After this Haji Mansur had given instructions on making changes
to the structure of the party, and Ahmadagha had suggested that only Alikram, Hajiagha and Ziraddin
should go to Turkey due to Jack of funds.
In the fa!! months of 1995, Ahmadagha and Imami had traveled to Quba with VaqifQasimov
accompanying them and had returned to Baku after giving their recommendations to members of the local
organization on the following: The structure of AIP, preparing slogans and motives, party's propaganda
about Islamic ideas and the superiority of Islamic state, attracting intellectuals and influential people and
sending them to Iran as religious visitors, using pro-Iranian figures in mass gatherings, holding
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conferences and seminars, organizing subscription of local people to "Islamin Sesi" and "Islam Dunyasi"
newspapers.
The witness Babakhan Balakishiyev. during questioning by the court stated that he worked as an
editor of the "Islam Dunyasi" newspaper since March of 1992. With Alikram Aliyev's order he traveled to
Iranian resort to~n of Sarein along with some of the party leaders. There. he was introduced to
Ahmadagha and Imami and later to Haji Mansur by Alikram. and later in the same meeting he had seen
that. Alikram Aliyev and Hajiagha Nuriyev had given reports about activities of the party and that the
representatives of the Iranian side had given recommendations which were not related to the work of the
party. He had also seen that the "Law on elections" and the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic which
had been prepared by the party had been discussed . Later he had realized that gathering of statistic
information about factories. plants and institutions. and also about professors. teachers and students at
centers for science and schools. and drawing sketches and maps of military importance v..-as done on
orders of "Sepah-e Pasdaran". the special services organization of Iran.
In 1995 he had heard that Ahmadagha and Imami. at their meeting with AIP leaders in
Alikram's home in Nardaran. they had blamed the party's lack of success on weakness of the local
organizations and for improvement of the cadres had given orders to Mirhasan Jafarov about sending
students to Iran for 3 months training.
The witness Teyyub Suleymanov in his testimony during court questioning stated that he had
been as head of the AIP's Shamakhi branch. thus he had been implementing the instructions of the
Supreme Council of the AIP. Once a mon th he had been given written reports about the works that he had
done to head of the executive committee Hajiagha Nuriyev. He had also been gathering statistic data about
activities of the political parties. associations. societies, local press, groups campaigning about other
religions and religious sects. organizations. foreign joint ventures and independent firms, influential
people in the region and over ail information about the region in general, and had been passing them on
to the Supreme Council of the party.
In the fall of 1995, while he was in Iranian resort town of Sarein along with Alikram
Aliyev.Hajiagha Nuriyev. Vaqif Qasimov. Ziradin Taghiyev and others. in the consultations that
Ahmadagha. ImamL and Jater Haji Mansur were present. matters against the interests of Azerbaijani state
were discussed. and the draft constitution which had been prepared by AIP had been analized. As long as
he was working, members of the committee had been colleting salaries of 400 to 450 thousand Manats.
The witness Mazahir Akhundov. in his testimony during the court questioning certified the
testimony ofTeyyub Suleymanov. and added that he had been working as head of the Qobustan chapter of
the party which was subject to Shamakhi regional branch. According to the orders of the Supreme Council
of the party. political committees were created. and fulfilling the dulies given to these committees he had
been gathering statistic data about the organizations in the region. number of the prisoners serving their
sentences in prisons. and factories and plants and had passed them on to Teyyub Suleymanov. who in tum
had presented them to the Supreme Council. He had been receiving his salary of 150 to 200 thousand
Manats a month from the head of the Shamakhi regional committee. .

It is clear from the testimony of the primary questioning of the ~itness Nizami Balaoghlanov that
being a member of the Supreme Council of AIP. in 1995, when he was in Ardabil along with Alikram
Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev, VaqifQasimov. Mirhasanjafarov and others. Ahmadagha Azimi had
welcomed them and had taken them to Tehran. There. they had met Haji Mansur at a two story building
which was guarded by armed soldiers. After that meeting they had traveled to city of Qum and had met
with Azerbaijani students who were studying in 3 months courses.
In the fall months of 1995, when Ahmadagha and Imami were in Baku. acting upon Alikram
Aliyev's orders he had taken them to Shamakhi. Ismayilli, Goychay. Shaki and Qobustan regions, where
they had inquired about works done in the regions. They had also met with party activists and had talked
to them about works of political committees in the party structure.
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At the beginning of 1996 Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev. Vaqif Qasimov and others had met
with Ahmadagha. Imami and others in city of Ardabil In the meeting Hajiagha Nuriyev had given a
report on social-political situation in Azerbaijan. AJP's failure in getting registered and banning of it from
participating in the elections for parliament. Ahamadgha in his turn had blamed the situation on lack of
strong campaign for religion of Islam in Azerbaijan and had recommended increasing party cadre. so that
the next time the party would be able to get registered.
Acting upon orders of Mirhasan Jafarov head of the education and culture committee of AIP he
had selected 2 students and introduced them to him. The students had been sent for 3 months courses in
Iranian city of Qum after passing initial examinations.
The witness Baladayi Huseynov. in his testimony during questioning by the court stated that.
when he was working as head of the Sabayil district committee. acting upon orders of party leaders
Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev. Yaqif Qasimov and Mirhasan Jafarov. and also taking into
consideration the recommendations of Baku city comrnittee leader Ziraddin Taghiyev had gathered the
following and passed them on to Ziraddin Taghiyev: information on zoning of residential and industrial
areas. sketches reflecting the geographic position of the lands. information on population of the district
and data on goods being manufactured in the district. political parties. associations an print press located
in the district and in general statistic data on the district. When he had asked Ziraddin Taghiyev that for
what purposes was the data being collected. he had got the response that they were needed for party
activities. He also stated that. although it had been asked for, he could not obtain the number of prisoners
in the prisons located in his district.
Witnesses Isabala Ahmadov. Mammad Huseynli. Javid Rahimov. Khanali Fataliyev. Shahin
Seyidov. Matlab Mammadov. Rza Rzayev and Elbrus Akhundov in their testimonies confirmed in its
cntirety the testimony of Baladayi Huseynov during court questioning.
The witness Madat Abdullayev. in his testimony during questioning by the court stated that. he
went to Iran on his own will to study religion in the city of Qum. There. the office responsible for matters
related to citizens of Azerbaijan. had given him the name "Suleyman Abbasi" and had asked him to hide
his real name. While During the time that he was in the religious school meetings which were against the
interests of Azerbaijan were being held at an organization called ''Dar ol-Tarjomeh". In these meetings
high ranking officiais of the ·'Sepah-e Pasdaran" gave speeches in which they claimed that Azerbaijan was
part of ancient Iran. They also praised the Islamic Revolution of Iran and criticized the Constitution of the
Azerbaijan Republic which had recently been passed. In the religious school in addition to studies of
Koran. lessons about Islamic Revolution of Iran and other uruelated topics were taught. Also there were
lectures about rnilitary training.
AIP leaders Alikram Aliyev, Hajiagha Nuriyev and Mirhasan Jafarov had visited the religious
school several limes. In their meetings with the students they had talked about party 1s activities and had
told them that if they corne to power they would use student cadres. Alikram Aliyev had had separate one
on one talks with each of the students who had been participated in the gatherings and meetings against
Azerbaijan. In summer breaks the students of the religious school were taken to city of Unnia. and were
trained to use machine guns and mortars. They were also given other rnilitary training. After finishing the
religious school employees of Iran 1s special services agency. the Ministry of Information and Security had
tried to recroit him for cooperation but he had shown his opposition.
The witnesses Rovshan Safarov and Taleh Huseynov. in their testimonies during questioning by
the court confirmed the testimony of Madat Abdullayev and added that while they were studying at the
religious school Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev. YaqifQasimov and Mirhasan Jafarov visited the
school, met with the Azerbaijani students and talked individually to the students who had been
participated in the gatherings and meetings against Azerbaijan.
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The \l;itness Alakbar Rasulov, in his testimony during questioning by the court stated that. he
had gone to Iranian city of Qum for 3 months study of religion in a trip labeled as religious visit. which
was organized by AlP leaders Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev. Vaqif Qasimov and Mirhasan Jafarov.
Other military draft age Azerbaijani students who had been sent with him were welcomed by a persan
named Majid who admitted them to the religious schooL During studies in addition to lessons on religion
other subjects such as necessity of lslamic Revolution were also discussed. The students were told in
several speeches by members ofiran s special services agency that the Islarnic Revolution was
unavoidable. and it was superior to ail the revolutions that had happened around the world. During the
studies, ail the expenses were paid by the Iranian side. There was no sign on the building to show the
schoo!ls name. and no diploma was given to the students who graduated. Due to these facts he had
realized that the school was working for some kind of military organization. AlP leaders Alikram.
Hajiagha. Vaqif and Mirhasan had visited the school that they were studying and had promised the more
successful students that they would be promoted in their party ranks.
1

The witnesses Ramin Dadashov. Almurad Rzayev. Huseyn Aliyev and Arif Aliyev. in their
testimorties during questiorting by the court confinned the testimony of Alakbar Rasulov and added that
they were sent for studying in Iran by AIP. and that in the religious school in addition to tessons on
religion, there were speeches which were against the interests of Azerbaijan. They also said that the AlP
leaders visited them at school and told them the students with better records would be advanced to better
positions in the AlP structure.
The witness Vidadi Bayramov, in his testimony during questioning by the court stated thaL he
had heard in the mosque of Jalilabad region that a group was being sent to Iran for Koran studies. He had
gone to the Iranian border in a bus that he did not know name of its driver. After crossing the border
illegally he had been approached by special people who had ta.ken him to city of Tabriz and from there to
Karaj . In military bases of Karaj, they had been forced to wear military unifonn and to adopta new name
so they could hide their real identity. Despite their disagreement they were given 3 months of military
training to them in addition to the religious studies. In the military training they had been given special
lessons on using different weapons and ways of handling explosives, tactics of fighting during day lime
and at night secrets of military topography, ways of following suspicious people without being detected.
and ways of avoiding detection during undercover observations. At the end of the training he was sent
across the border to Azerbaijan by Iranian border patrol officers.
The witnesses Elmar Asadov, Ilqar Qojayev, Asad Rahimov. Elshad Aliyev and Oqtay Nayarov.
in their testimorties during questioning by the court confirmed the testimony of Vidadi Bayramov in ils
entirety.
The witness Arif Quliyev, in his testimony during questiorting by the court stated that. with
orders of AlP leader Alikram Aliyev the financial work had been given to him, and he, acting upon orders
of Alikram. had distributed money in fonn of cash among party 1s central and regional committees and
members of the press, without gening receipts from them When Alikram had given him the money he
had not asked for any receipt.
The witness Abdulbaghi Aliyev. in his testimony during questioning by the court stated that. he
worked as head of the Imam Huseyn sports club which was part of AlP. He added that in 1996, in the
Iranian embassy and without participation of government agencies of Azerbaijan he had examined the
students who were being sent to Iran for studies. He stated that together with Kablagha Quliyev he had
prepared fake documents for the students. He had met Ramiz Mustafayev. the director of " Ulker" tourism
finn in front of the embassy and had asked him to put his stamp on applications that would give the
applicants the right to obtain foreign travel passports and he had stamped the blank application fonns
without hesitation. Later Kablagha Quliyev had filled out the applications.
The witnesses Tamerlan Qasimzade and Akbar Seidov. in their testimonies during questioning
by the court stated that they took and passed tests in the Iranian embassy, and that Abdulbaghi Aliyev and
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Kablagha Qu]iyev obtained foreign travel passports for them. They said that when leaving for Iran they
where returned by the border officiais who told them that their documents were not correct. They stated
that they had never worked for or had any contacts with "Ulker" tourism firm. In addition to these. the
evidence and documents kept with files of the defendents. or obtained during investigation prove that the
defendants have committed crimes. The evidence and documents collected are the following : As indicated
in pages 6 to 15 of volume 8 of the case, Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev. Vaqif Qasimov. and
Mirhasan Jafarov had identified Mahammad Rza Asadbegi. the member of "Sepah-e Pasdaran-e
Enghelab-e Eslami" in city ofTabriz by seeing his picture in advance.
As indicated in pages 16 to 21 of volume 8 of the case, Alikram Aliyev and Mirhasan Jafarov had
identified Ali Akbar Bavandi, the employee of the Iranian embassy in Azerbaijan by seeing his picture in
advance. As indicated in pages 25 to 26 of volume 8 of the case. according to results of the investigation
by experts of the court, during searching of Hajiagha Nuriyev's home. the four 7.62 caliber bullets found
there were usable and thus are considered military ammunition.
As indicated in page 162 of volume 8 of the case. according to findings of the technical experts the 6
pages document called "From the words of Mansur the teacher" which was discovered during searching of
AIP's headquarters and also its Baku city comrnittee office had been typed with the typewriter number
31994 which is located in the office of "Islarnin Sesi" newspaper. The document is shown in pages 163 to
168 of volume 8 of the case. The following are direct codes from Haji Mansur. the general of "Sepah"
(Mansur the teacher):
l) ln this struggle "Do not say that l am tired" . They are waiting for command from you, a religious
command. We must go and capture Karbala if there is a command about it. we must go. We must be
prepared for any torture in this road.
2) The list of the candidates for parliamentary elections must be prepared with special care.
3) We consider the work that we have done during the preparations for the elections a success. This is real
progress. If we compare today with AIP's situation a few years ago. we would see pleasant changes in you .
At the beginning you did not have such a confidence in yourselves. It is obvious that the talk that we had
three years ago has been effective.
There are several ways to seize power. through military. by revolution. by coup. The third way is the
way of elections.

-l)

5) Positive experience ofworld Muslims must be implemented in Azerbaijan. Ifyou win, you would fulfill
the hopes and belief of the people.
6) Sorne instructions for winning elections
7) Now you are being watched in abroad, too. They are wondering what the Islarnists will do in these
elections? If you win the elections the opposite side could make a coup.
8) Cali upon the people to actively participate in the elections. The opposite side could falsify elections.
9) When entering any coalition you should announce your conditions in advance.
10) You should show ways of freeing you country from the current difficult socio-political situation. For
example you can give the following slogans:
- Karabakh can not be liberated by talks.
- Karabakh as Azerbaijani territory should be liberated from agressors.
- The refugees should return to their homes soon.
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11) In regions start conversations on lslamic tapies. and specially try to attract the yout to Islamic party.
12) Pay special attention to the problems of the ethnie minorities. Meet separately with leaders of the
Lezgin. Talish. Kurdish and Tat communities. For every meeting, someone from A1P should go and
should take a gift with him. These meetings should be documented and should be reflected in the press.
13) Farnilies of martyrs should be approached with special care. When visiting them. gifts and grocery
should be taken. Such meetings should be glorified in newspapers and television. It should be written that:
"Fami lies of the martyrs vote for AIP" .
t.i) There should be meetings with writers. scientists and sportsmen and it should be written that
"Scientists. writers and sportsmen vote for AIP".
15) If needed. small meetings should be held to awaken people.
16) There are different ways of campaigning. too: television, radio, the press, live conversations, and
encouragements.
17) Send campaign caravans to different areas of the republic and cal! upon people to vote for AIP. Make
films about the works that the AIP has done and show it to people. Arrange meetings with popular poets
and let them cal! upon people to vote for AIP Distribute bread among people. carrying bread in cars with
the slogan "Everybody, vote for AJP" written on it.
18) During campaigns for parliamentary elections, your political rivals could attack you with different
means. They could provoke you to act unwisely. They could inflame the Shi 'at-Sunni conflict. They could
accuse you of having close relations with Iran. Because of this do not put picture of Iran's leaders any
where and every where. Hide yourselves, be cautious in your conversations and acts. Your home or work
phones could be controlled.
19) Pay special attention to creating election fund . Have fi xed and mobile boxes.Take pictures of the
people who make the most donations. Later take out the money and repeat the process elsewhere. Let
people believe that the AIP has popular support. A documentary film about this can be made. too .
20) During the election campaign collect damaging material about the opposition parties who have
become your rivals. If required you could even accuse them and spread rumors against them. If necessary
do not hesitate to use intrigue.
21) Use methods of secrecy, do not tell your secrets even to the parties that you enter coalition with. do not
let your real opinion to be known. You should deterrnine in advance who would occupy which post.
If you implement these accurately, God willing, you would win the elections."
As indicated in pages 191 through 192 in volume 8 of the case, according to opinion of the technical
experts group of the Republic, the stamps on the back of foreign travel passport applications of citizens of
Azerbaijan Republic M. A. Hamzayev, T. Q. Qasimzade. A. M. Nazarov, M. M . Aliyev. A. N. Seidov and
V. A. Babayev were actually put by using the stamp of "Ulker" tourism firm .
As indicated in pages 2 to 3 of volume 10 of the case. according to June 6. 1996 letter of the
Counter-intelligence Office of the Ministry of National Security of the Azerbaijan Republic. Haji Mansur
Haghighatpur has been one of the leaders of Islarnic Revolutionary Guards Corps (Sepah-e Pasdaran-e
Enghelab-e Eslarni). the special services of Iran and has had the rank of general (sartip ); Ahmadagha has
been an official of the same organization in city of Ardabil ; Mahammad Rza Asadbegi has been a high
ranking official of the same organization in city of Tabriz: and Ali Akbar Baband has been an employee
of Information and Security Ministry of Iran which is the special services agency of that country.
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As ind.icated on page 7 of the volume 10 of the case. according to August 27. 1996 letter of the
border troops of Azerbaijan Republic. members of the Supreme Council of AIP Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha
Nuriyev. VaqifQasimov and Mirhasan Jafarov had officially been registered at the Astara border crossing
post when they had legally left Azerbaijan Republic to Iran Republic.
As shown in pages 50 to 51 of volume 10 of the case. the collegium ofMinistry of Justice of
Azerbaijan Republic. on its August 4. 1995 had annulled registration of Azerbaijan Islamic Party. due to
its unlawful activities which are contrary to article 12 of Azerbaijan Republic 1s Constitution act.
As shown in pages 266 to 270 ofrnlume 8 of the case. it is clear in the document found both in
Shamakhi regional branch and Baku city committee of the AIP. that the party 1s Supreme Council and has
ordered Baku city committee and regional branches to create political committees and through these
committecs collect data on al! organizations working in the jurisdiction of region. region 1s geographical
position, and also statistic information and pass them on to the Supreme Council.
As shown in pages 91 to 93 of volume 10 of the case. according to experts opinions. the map of
Sabunchu district of city of Baku obtained by AIP. is copied from the map in the office of the governor of
the district which is classified as a confidential map.
As shown on page 95 of volume 10 of the case. it is clear from the interviews published in
"Ayna" and "Azadliq" newspapers. AIP 1s leader Alikram Aliyev has said after AIP wins elections Iranian
style Islamic state will be established, and the contracts that Azerbaijan has signed with Western countries
will be canceled. and that in this matter. AIP 1 s views are the same as Iran 1s.
Also the following evidence further prove that the defendants have committed the crimes that
they have been charged of: The article consisting of 40 sections which is about a hand written document
named "notes", shown in pages 264 to 300 of volume 8 of the case; 12 receipts of distribution of salaries
and 4 orders of payrnents of office rent which have been seized during searching of the home where
Teyyub Suleyrnanov. head of AIP's Shamakhi regional committee was living; color photographs seized
during searching of the apartrnent where A. A. Rasulov, an active member of AIP's Shamakhi regional
committee was living, showing 22 students who had been sent to Iran to study for 3 months; a document
in note book with green cover named pro gram of AIP social activities which is about the theory of Islamic
revolution and conditions for implementing it; a document titled "To heads of AIP's Baku city regional
committees" which is shown in pages 2 to 141 of volume 9 of the case; the information book titled
"System of showing of geo-political districts and residential areas" written in Russian which was intended
for interna! use; documents which consist of intelligence data gathered by heads of committees of city of
Baku's Narimanov. Qaradagh. Azizbayov. Sabayil,Yasarnal. Binaqad.i and Nizami regions and also city of
Sumqayit; map ofYasamal region, sketched map ofQaradagh and Azizbeyov regions; a document titled
"Proposals about works to be done by AIP during preparation period for parliamentary elections in our
republic" which has been found during search and inspection in headquarters of AIP; a document titled
"Statement of Azerbaijan Islarnic Party"; an audio cassette which the writing "Interview with Sharq
newspaper"; results of completed criminal case of number 183 shown-in pages 194 to 222 of volume 9
which concluded that the group including Haji Mansur Haghighatpur, Mahammad Reza Asadbegi and
others which had corne to Azerbaijan as military observers had been involved in spy activities and had
sent requests to Iranian govemment about having special budget and funds for Azerbaijan Islarnic Party so
it can win the parliamentary elections in Azerbaijan, AIP office phone numbers of party leaders Vaqif
Qasimov and Hajiagha Nuriyev were found in the notebooks of the mentioned intelligence agents. Vaqif
Qasimov and Hajiagha Nuriyev knew Asadbegi in advance. and had been told that Asadbegi and others
were spying in Azerbaijan against this country; as shown in pages 224 to 225 of volume 9 of the case, the
black and white photos of Azerbaijani youth studying in the religious school of "Sepah-e Pasdaran" the
special service organization of Iran in city of Qum which had been taken with members of the same
organization Ahmadagha Azimi and Feyzi; the black and white picture of Alikram Aliyev with head of
the 3 months courses Ahmad.i and his deputy Majidi.
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The collegium of the court could not find any proof in the case to .confinn the following claims of
the defendants Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev, Vaqif Qasimov and Mirhasan Jafarov who said: "We
have based our activities on religious laws: We did not realize that our activities based on suggestions and
recommendations of Mansur Haghighatpur. Ahmadagha Azimi and Mahammad Reza Asadbegi, the
members of "Sepah-e Pasdaran" organization. the special services agency of Iran were against interests of
Azerbaijan Republic: We did not know that they were agents of lranian intelligence. and that the
headquarters was office of rnilitary intelligence: We did not know that the document presented by Mansur
Haghaghatpur which we signed was legally binding: We have spent the money received from them. and
from Ali Akbar Bavand the employee of Iranian embassy, on expanding activities of AIP". To the
contrary, it is clear from the verified testimonies of many witnesses and work materials. and from
testimonies of the defendants that after collapse of the USSR and Azerbaijan gaining independence. many
political parties were established and started their activities. When Azerbaijan Islarnic Party were created.
members of its Supreme Council Alikram Aliyev. Hajiagha Nuriyev. Vaqif Qasimov and Mirhasan
Jafarov who joined them later. stated that they take Islamic ideas and Islarnic religious laws as the basis of
pro gram about establishing a state which would govem by Islam. This, had caught attention of the special
service agency of our neighbor Iran. They had been invited to Iran by Mahamamd Reza Asadbegi and
Mansur Haghighatpur who had corne to Baku in early 1993 in the group of rnilitary observers who could
supposedly help our republic in its dispute with Annenia. but while working as employees of the Iranian
embassy they were engaged in spying and sabotage activities which led to their arrest and deportation
from Azerbaijan.
While in Iran they had ben in close contact with Ahmadagha Azirni. and Mahammad Reza
Asadbegi who had been assigned by Muravvej and Malakuti. the high ranking religious leaders and
Imams of cities of Tabriz and Ardabil. When Alikram had complained about bad financial situation.
Ahmadagha had taken advantage of the situation and Had given them 5000 US Dollars. thus putting them
in a bad situation and preparing the ground for their cooperation with "Sepah-e Pasdaran-e Enghelab-e
Eslami". The next day, in other words on February 10, 1994 with Ahmadagha accompanying them. the
above mentioned defendants had been taken to city of Tehran. There, in a two story building which was
guarded by anned military people, they had met with Mansur Haghighatpur and in the name of
establishing an lslarnic state in Azerbaijan they had been recruited for secret cooperation with the same
organization and had signed agreements on this matter. After this they were assigned to Ahmadagha
Azimi, the member of "Sepah-e Pasdaran" in city of Ardabil because ofthat city's proxirnity to Baku. and
the conditions for their mutual contacts were set. Statrting from that point they had had meetings in May
and October of 1994, May and October of 1995. and January of 1996, and in those meetings the following
were decided: to organize party structure according to plan: to open political branches with purpose of
gathering intelligence infonnation: to use lran's experience to corne to power through elections: to prepare
political, econornical. cultural and educational work programs for the youth, women, intellectuals. and
scientific research workers: to recruit students for 3 month and 4 year studies in Iran; to use lranian
experts in campaigns and massive advertisements; to expand party ranks with recruiting more members
among the youth, women, influential and well known people: to establish good relations with the
leadership of the Office of the Caucasus Clergy. and to use those relations: to take positions in anned
forces. police offices. and strategically important places; to establish relations and work with political
parties and tracte unions: to make propaganda against cooperation with govemments of the USA and
Israel, and against the Deal of Century contract about oil production in the Caspian Sea, with the purpose
of creating anti-Westem atmosphere in society; to establish Islarnic bank in Azerbaijan with purpose of
making impacts on the economy of the republic and bring it to a situation that it would be dependent on
Iran: to work on a few medium level officiais in every rninistry of Azerbaijan; to train cadres for important
positions. Also other suggestions and recommendations were given in those meetings. During
implementing ofthese instructions 18 thousand US Dollars were received from the organization and 23
thousand from Ali Akbar Bavand who was supposedly working as an employee of the Iranian embassy
and receipts for given for the money received. Also, in April of 1995 and January and April of 1995. 3
group of 30 students each were sent through the Iranian embassy as religous visitors to study in schools of
"Sepah-e Pasdaran-e Enghelab-e Islami" in city of Qum which trained intelligence agents. These students
were given several lectures on the conditions under which the Islarnic Revolution of Iran took place and
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ways of starting it elsewhere. They were also g1ven military training. There were reports on ail the works
done given to Haji Mansur Haghighatpur. Ahmadagha and Asadbegi at different limes.
Under these circumstances after investigation. the defense arguments of the defendants are
declared baseless and therefore rejected. A.fier reviewing all the evidence on this case the collegium of the
court has concluded that. Alikrarn Aliyev Ismayil oghlu, Hajiagha Nuriyev Alasgar oghlu. Mirhasan
Jafarov Aslan oghlu. and VaqifQasimov Qasim oghlu. being citizens of Azerbaijan Republic had made
agreements in advance with members of the special services organizations of the Islarnic Republic of Iran.
doing criminal activities with them. Driven by greed and other personal motives they have been involved
in spying activities by working against sovereignty. state security. and defense capability of Azerbaijan
Republic which mounts to knowingly betraying motherland -- the Azerbaijan Republic. Their actions are
in violation of section I of Article 57 of criminal code of Azerbaijan Republic. Also, Hajiagha Nuriyev
Alasgar oghlu has violated section l of Article 220 of criminal code of Azerbaijan Republic by obtaining
and storing combat arnmunition. Ramiz Mustafayev Zakir oghlu the director of "Ulker" tourism firm had
put stamp of his company on foreign travel passport application for 6 people despite kno\\ing that the
applications were fake. His action is permitted according to section l of Article 194 of criminal code of
Azerbaijan Republic and investigation results show that there are lawful actions.
Because the defendants ave been proved guilty of committing the crimes they were charged of,
they are being punished according to the laws that they have violated.
The collegium of the court takes into consideration that at the lime of sentencing defendants
Alikrarn Aliyev, Hajiagha Nuriyev. and Vaqif Qasimov are seriously ill. and that Mirhasan Jafarov has to
support 4 underage kids. and Hajiagha Nuriyev has to support 3 under age kids. these creates ground for
reducing there sentences. on the other hard the fact that the crimes have been committed by an organized
group requires more severe punishrnent.
The evidence present at the case. the 4 Vinovtka type 7.62 mm caliber bullets kept at the
Ministry of National Security of Azerbaijan Republic must be given to Yasrnal regional police office. the
600 US Dollars belonging to Hajiagha Nuriyev and his 2323 numbered hunting rifle. also the 650 US
Dollars belonging to Vaqif Qasirnov and his V AZ-21063 mode! car with licence plate number 04 V968
AZ are being confiscated for the benefit of the state.
A total of 587 .128 Manats for the money given for the work of experts must be collected from the
defendants and transfered to state funds.
Based on the above mentioned details. and according to articles 319. 322, 332. and 335 of
criminal code of Azerbaijan Republic the court
ordered that:
Alikrarn Aliyev Ismayil oghlu is guilty according to section l- of Article 57 of criminal code of
Azerbaijan Republic. his personal assets are hereby confiscated. and he is sentenced to 11 years prison
term.
He should serve his sentence under harsh conditions in ŒK. May 27. 1996. the day that he was
arrested is considered the start of his prison term.
He is not eligible for paroi.
Hajiagha Nuriyev Alasgar oghlu is guilty according to section l of article 57, and section l of
article 220 of criminal code of Azerbaijan Republic. According to section l of article 57 of criminal code
of Azerbaijan Republic, his assets are being confiscated, and he is sentenced to 10 years of irnprisonment.
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and also according to section 1 of article 220 of criminal code of Azerbaijan Republic he is sentenced to 3
years of imprisonment prison.
lmplementing article 38 of criminal code of Azerbaijan Republic. by combining the more sever
punishment with lesser one he is sentenced to 10 years prison term with his assets being confiscated.
He should serve his sentence under harsh conditions in IEK. May 24, 1996, the day that he was
arrested is considered the start of his prison term.
He is not eligible for paroi.
Mirhasan Jafarov Aslan oghlu is guilty according to section 1 of Article 57 of criminal code of Azerbaijan
Republic, his personal assets are hereby confiscated, and he is sentenced to 10 years prison term. April 9.
1997 the day that he was arrested is considered the start of his prison term. With deducting the 3 days that
he was temporarily detained by Ministry of National Security on May 27, 1996, his prison term is 9 years
and 11 months and 27 days.
He should serve his sentence under harsh conditions in IEK.
He is not eligible for paroi.
Vaqif Qasimov Qasim oghlu is guilty according to section 1 of Article 57 of criminal code of
Azerbaijan Republic, his personal assets are hereby confiscated. and he is sentenced to 10 years prison
term.
He should serve his sentence under harsh conditions in IEK. May 27, 1996, the day that he was
arrested is considered the start of his prison term.
Ramiz Mustafayev Zakir oghlu is guilty according to section 1 of Article 194 of criminal code of
Azerbaijan Republic. every month 20 per cent of his personal profit will be deducted and put into state
funds, and he is sentenced to 2 years of probation, which he shall serve in places deterrnined by
authorities.
The bail on him must remain in effect until the day that he starts serving his probation.
The evidence present at the case, the 4 Vinovtka type 7.62 mm caliber bullets kept at the
Ministry of National Security of Azerbaijan Republic must be given to Yasmal regional police office, the
600 US Dollars belonging to Hajiagha Nuriyev and his 2323 numbered hunting rifle, also the 650 US
Dollars belonging to VaqifQasimov and his VAZ-21063 mode! car with licence plate number 04 V968
AZ are being confiscated for the benefit of the state.
A total of 587,128 Manats for the money given for the work of experts must be collected from the
defendants and transferred to state funds.
The verdict and sentences are finaL they can not be appealed.

The chairman:
signature
Representatives of the people:

1 signature
2 signatures

Is same as original.
Member of the Supreme Court
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,,·. \'\..:~

Hypttjee,

Barncp

facblMOB,

MttphacaH

~acpapos

ttca

. ,' ~ " .~,.-.....:

.

.

IH Arltt IllypacblHhIH y3BJiapH -

\ :: ')
I

ajpb1-ajph1

cahanap y3pa
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peh6ep

OJIMarJia

AJep6ajti1aH

MYLiaq>He ra6HJittjjeTH

Pecny6nmcacbIHbIH

Be lleBJieT rehJIYJ(8CH3JIHjH JepepHHe onapar,

TaMah Be CaHp llleXCH HHjjeTJle 1994-Gly HJIHH
,Lia

Cj'BepeHJIHjH,

cpeBpa.n ajhlHhlH l 0-

eBBemlelleH HpattbIH "Cenah-e flacTapaH-e Ettrena6e EcnaMH"

TelllKHJ1aTblHblH jyl(CeK pyr6eJIH llleXCJiepH HJie pa3bVIalllhl6 ftlHHajeT
enareCHHe

KHpMHlll,

T)'CHJ aChlHblH

7-GIH

Pecny6JIHKaCbl
aKTblHblH

A3ep6ajftlaH

Ma.r:uleCHHHH

lleBJieT

Pecny6JIHKaChl

1-GIH

6eH.LIHHe

MycTern.rmHjH

Be

haITb1H.Lia

KoHCTHA3ep6ajGlaH

KottcTHTycHja

12-GIH Ma.r:uleCHHe JH)])l onapar A3ep6ajftlaH Pecny6J1HKa-

CbIH.L1a ll0BJ1eT rypyJIYU.IYH)'H ,LieJHllllIHPHJIMeCH, HCJiaM raHyttJiapbIHblH
6eprepap OJIMaCbl
TalllKHJiaTJia
BepMeKJie

Be HCJiaM ll0BJ1eTH japa,ubVIMaCb[ HaMHHe heMHH

eMe.KllalllJ1blf

ftlacyc.rryr

erMeK

cpea.nHjjeTHHe

haIThIH.Lia
G1eJ16

K0ttyJ1JIY

eL(HJiepeK

pa3bVIblf

6y

6apelle

HJITHJaMHaMe HM3a.JlaMb(lllJ1ap.

EYH.LiaH

cottpa

MyrtehHMJiep 1994-1996-ftlbl

..

HJIJiep

epJHH.lle

.

a.rm1,1rnap1,1 ranrnbipblf Be TeBCHJJenepe ecacett napTHJaHblH MapKaJH
Ba

peKHotta.n ctpYKtypJiaphlH.IJa c11jacH rne"6enep relllKHJ1 ellepaK

6y rne"6anap BacHracHJia l1eBJ1aT ehaMHjjeTJIH Ba Maxq,11

xapaKrep

,Liarn1,1jaH Ma"nyMarnap, o ftlYMJiallaH Pecny6nmca,ua.Kb1 MeBftlYll

HTIITH-

..

.

MaH - CHJaCH, HITHCa.LlH Ba COCHa.TI B83HJJ8TH xapaKTepH3a e,LiaH, apa3HHH, aha.nHHHH repKH6HHH, hyryr-MY,-iact,HJa opraHJiapbl HllltJHJlepHHHH Be qa3a a.naH Mah6ycnaphIH cajhIHhl,

hap6H cettaje

o6jeKT-

napHHHH q,ea.nHjjarnapHHHH eKc eT.LIHpaH cxeMJiap, xapHranap sa
Ma"nyMaTnap TOIIJiajapar HpattbIH xycycu XHJIMaT opraHJiaphIHhIH
Mac"yn aMaK.LialllJ1apbIHa BaxrarnhlphI heca6ar q,opMaChIH.IJa TerlIHM
eTMHrn

Ba

KecrepHJiaH cpaa.n11jjar M)Ta6HJIHH.Lie anmcpaM 8n11jes

~.inljQ . yjl)'H
/ '.

onapar

HpaHbIH 8p.Lia6HJI rnahapHH.IJa

5 ilaq>aja

'·

.,( .~-23 MHH AEip .LIOJ1J1ap1,1, EaKbUia 11ca HpaH ceqmpnujHH.Lia 3 neq,aja
. - . 27 MHH
\

.>

AEµI lIOJ1J1apbI ftl8MH 50 MHH AEill
,.

L(OJ1J1apbl

Ma6na-

j
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rnHlla xapITTIH

BaJIJyra

HJia xycycHJia KYJUIH MHr.uap.ua rryn anapar

re63 sepMHIII, rrynytt 6Hp hHCCôCHHH napTHjaHblH
KeHHIIIJiôH.IIHpHJ1MaCHHa, MyajjaH
MyrTahHMJlôpJia

6HpKa

lliaXCH

"cpaaJIHjjeTHHHH"

hHCCaCHHH HCô a.LUiapbl 1IaKHJiaH

Marca.IIJiapH

yqytt

HCTHcpaaa

eTMHIIIJiap.
8nHKpaM ÔJIHjes, hati1Hara
ranlllblpbIFbl HJia MHphacaH

HypHjes sa Barncp racbIMOBytt

Î4Jacpapos

HpaHblH xycycH XHllMar

oprattblHblH f)'M 11IahapHH.IIa jepJialliaH HCJiaM HHrnJia6bIHbIH H1Iejanapb1Hbl Ta6JIHF e!laH Ba KôllicpHjja"Nbl haJblpJiajaH xycycH M8KTô6HH11a ha3blpJiblf Ke1IM8K yqyH HpaHblH EaKbl.lla.Kbl

cacpHpJIHjH BaCHTôCH

HJia Al1TI-HH cpaaJIJiapblH.IIaH H6apaT hap rpynua 30 ttecpap oJIMarna

3 rpyn A3ap6ajtiI:aH KaHtiI:JiapHHH harnrn hap6H XHllMaTa

1IaFbl-

11

pblllUiaH jajLIHIILipapar 3HjapaT" a,a1,1 aJITLIH.IIa Hpatta KeH.IIapMHill sa
OHJiapblH HpaHbIH KallicpHjjaT opraHJiapbIH.IIa HCTHcpa.aa eTMaK yqytt

haJblpnattMarrra ti1éJI6 ellHJIMacHHa 11IapaHT japaTMLlllllILip.
Eytt1IaH 6alllra 8nHKpaM 811Hjes sa Barncp racbIMOB A3ap6ajti1aH

Pecrry6JIHKaCblHblH 6ejHaJIXaJlf MeBrenapHHHH JaHcpJ1a1IHJIMaCH,

COCHaJl MyhHTlla aHTHrap6 ahBaJI pyhHjjacHHHH TalllaKKyn ranMaCbl
Marca11HJia

..

AEllI sa HcpaHJI ll9BJiaTJiapHHHH A3ap6ajti1aH.IIa cpaa.

JIHJJaT KecrapaH MYôCCHcanapHH.IIa noJYtiIYJIYf HllIJlapH anapMar HHJjanma nporpaM haJhlpJiaMbllll, XaJap_ llaHHJHH.lla ttecpr. hacHJiaTbI
y3pa

"8cpHH CaJHllIH"H.IIa HpaH 11eBJ1aTHHHH MesrejHHH Ba MaHa-

cpejHHH My'11acpHa eTMHill,

HCJiaM

6aHKblHblH japa.LibUIMaCbl

Y1IYH

MaxcpH caHall HllIJla,llH6 haJblpJiaTMhllllllblp.
Ey hapaKarnapH HJia 8nHKpaM 811Hjes,

hati1Hara Hypttjes,

Barncp racbIMOB, MHphacaH ltlacpapos ti1acycnyr, A3ap6ajti1aH Pecny6J I H r ~ ~ 1 , 1 JIYlllMaHqHJIHK cpaaJIHjjaTH arrapMarna 11:paHbIH
X~CiH XHllMaT ; · raHJiapbIHa KeMaK e,llapaK BaraHa xajaHaT eTMHlll-

rrap.
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haqHaFa HypHjes 1995-qH HJU(8 jeTKHHJIHK jalllblHa lJaTMaMblW
orny

ÔJIHM8MMa11

HypHjesHH Eax1>1 wahapH Hap11apatt
TaruihlFbl 4 a11a11

jaxhIHJihlFblH.Lla.Khl cahe11eH
BHHTOBKa

naTpOH1Iapb1Hhl,

ja"HH

ll0Jyrn

raca6acH

7,62 MM KaJIH6pm1
cypcaTblHhl

eBHHll8

KH3JI8TM8KJI8 MynacpHr ITTla3a OJIMa.LiaH caXJiaMblllUiblp.

PaMH3 MycTacpajes "YnKap" TypH3M cpHpMaChlHhlH
883Hcp8CHH.LI8

HIIIJI8M8KJI8

A3ap6ajqaH

Pecny6JIHKaCbl

Jiapb1 racbIMJa.Lia TaMepnaH Jarnap orny,

llHpeKTopy
88T8Hllalll-

ÔJIHjes MahaMMa11anH

MaMM8ll orny, CejWIOB 8K6ap MaqHYH orny, Ea6ajes BahH.LI 8K6ap
orny, haMJajes MaTna6 ÔJIH orny sa Haqacpos AJap MHp3aara
ornyttytt cpHpMaHhlH aMaK,UaIIIJiap1>1 OJIMa.LibIFblHbl

6HJUIHjH han11a

xapITTIH nacnopT aJIManiatt eTpy hyryr sepaH aHKeT 6nammapbma
Mehyp sypapar T8ClIHf eTMHllUIHp.
MyrrahHMJI8pHH
M8ll(8M8

HCTHHTalolH.Lia

T8CBHp

ellHJI8H

Ta11rnr e11HJIMHlll

HcpauanapH, eKcnepT pa "jnapH, HllUia
11HKap

o6jeKTHB

qHHajaT

ha.rmap1>1

onaH

hapaKaTJI8pH

03 HcpauanapH, wahWI
MaTepHa.rmap sa HWHH

HJia aI1IaFbUiaKhl raj11aua

apallll11>1p1>m-

Mhilllllhip.

Bena KH, 8JIHKpaM 8JIHjeB M8ll(8M8 HCTHHTafl,IH,Ua .JHH,llHpH11

napKaH 03ytty OHa e JiaH

OJI)'HMynI

6HJiapaK Hq>a.r:I8CHH.Llô K0CT8pllH KH,

HITHhaMJia

O,

fHCM8H

A3ap6aj'41aH

T8fCHpJIH

HcnaM ITapTH-

jaCbl japaH,llblFbl KYH.Jl8H ja"HH 1991-'4fH HJUI8H haMHH

napTHJaHblH

ca11pH HIIIJI8MHlll, 1993-qy HJUia HpaH HcnaM Pecny6JIHKaChlHllaH
A3ap6ajl4faHa K8JI8H hap6H ttyMajaH,J]a hej"aTHHHH T8pKH6HH.LI8 OJiaH
hal4fhI Mattcyp harnraTnypna

·/

TaHbllll OJiapar,

COlfYlll4IYHYH

Mac'!-yn

Hllllle

hep6H

cacpHp

HahaseH.LIHjatt

sacHTacHJia

T8fllHMHH8 acacaH OH)'H 11paHlla

'-laJihllllllbIFbIHbI

6HJIMHlll,

A3ap6ajt•rnHlla
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haqbI MaHcyp otty HpaH HcJiaM Pecny6JIHKacbma .Lia"sar eaar.rajHHH
sa"ll eTMHlllllHp.
1994-qy

illUIH

JaHBap

aJblHblH

axb1pnapb1H.Lia

xejpHjja llf8MHjjanfHHH X8TTH 88 OHJiapblH MaJIH;jja jap.LiblMbl

11.na

A3ap6ajllfaH HcnaM OapT11jacb1Hh1H An11 lllypacbIHhlH y3BJ1apH ha"IHara HypHjes, Barncp fachIMOB sa MHphacatt ~acpapos pah6apn11jH
8a oHJiapbIH celJllmmapH 150 ttacpapnHK Jttjapa'fl-lHJiap rpyny Hpatt
HcJiaM I1Hnma6hIHb1H HJI.ll0ttyMy My'Hac116aTHJ1a KetJHpHJia"laK Tall6ttplla HIIITHpaK eTMaK yqytt Hpatta jona llYIIIM)1IIJlap.
HpaH.Lia onapKaH

ôplla6HJI IIIahapttHHH HMaM "IYMaCH Mypa8-

8Wil ara 38BBapnapbI rapIIIbIJiaMbIIII,

M6Cll{HlJ.ll6 HaMa.3 f'bIJib[H.LlhirllaH

cottpa a.rihIHhl ôhMaLiaFa KHMH T6[llHM el}aH 6ttp
JiaIIIapar ryIDI)T K0CTapMaK

llhlfhlHhl

6HJI.llHpMaKJia

Y11YH

ttacpap OHa jaxhlH-

MypaBBHltl ara Tapaq:>HH.LI8H ajpbUI-

oHJiapbl

oTeJia

anapMbilllllhlp.

ôhMaLiara

OHJiapa AHil-HhlH. pah6apnapH OJUiyrIIapbIHhl 6HJI.llHjHHH ;leMaK.na
tJ8THHJIHjHH H8ll8H tt6apaT OJlMaCblHhl sa haHChl K0M8K Jla3blM oJUiy-

fYHY copyi..uayrlla o, A3ap6aj'ilaHbIH .uynu:ryjy tJaTHH

883HJJ8TllaH

naHblIIIapar HpaHblH 6ejyic HCJlaM 0JIK8CH OJlMarna AHil-Ha Ma.LIJIH 88
11

M8 H8BH japllblM eTMaCHHH xahHIII

llHHJ18llHK,ll8H cottpa OHa
6apalla

ra6Ja

otta,

eTMHlllllHp.

ôhMal}aFa 1IHIT8TJia

5 MHH AEill llOJUiapbl rryn septt6, 6y

ha'ilHara

Hyp11;jeea,

Barncp

f acbIM08a

sa

Mttphacatt ~acpaposa HMJa eTllHpMHIII, ra63H 11ca nyn Kerypllyjy
T8IIIKHJlaTa heca6aT BepMaK yqytt aJIJ]bIFblHbl 6HJI.llHpMHIWIHp.
EpTacH KYH Ta6p113 IIIahaptttta KaJlMHIII,
MaJiaKyrH ara TapacpHH.LiaH

ryIDiyr K0CTapMaK

opa.ua HMaM

ltlYMa

yqytt ajpbUIMbllll

Ba

EaKbUiaH TaHblllhlfIIapbl ôcaL16eKH awihl 6up IIIaxc 3HjapaTllaH cottpa

'-

-~-:-v
·,b~ !,

: ~., ;~ :?i

phi ha'ilbl Mattcypna K0PYIIIllYP8'ilajHHH ea".u CTMHIWIHp.

'"3 : HpaHbIH Hccpahatt, fYM

sa

MaIIIha.LI

IIIahapnapm·wa Myre11-

-~' ~ht)J
~~~ ,l(~~·jepnapH JHjapaT eTllHKJiaH cottpa TehpaH IIIahapHH.Lia
I' "'~. ,.: : ,;/

,!~

"MapMap"
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oTeJIHHllô JepnallIMHll1Jlap. ÜTeJI.na

onapKaH axlllaM ôhManara

aa

aca116e1Œ KanapaK xejn.11 ceh6aT eT1111K.LiaH cottpa ha1:i1b1 Mattcypna

Barncp

racblMOBytt

ajphUIMarna

TehpaH.Lia

KepymMaK MôfCôlIIDlô OHytt, ha1:i111ara HypHjeBHH,

Ba

MHphacaH

ranManapbIHb[

raJhlTMhllli,

l+lacpaposytt
xahHrn

oHJiap

aca116eKHHHH
I.IIHMpaH

eTMHI11Jlôp.

Hca

caaT

MyiIIaHJ8TH

MaHTôfôCHHa

TapacpHH.LlaH

1assap11ap11att

HJia

EpTôCH

10

3aBBapnap

paua11ap.11H.Lia

rnahapHH

Ke)lapaK

MyhacpH3a e)lIDiôH,

Kytt

OaKhija

ahManara

Ba

Kattaph1H.Lia

JepnawaH

CIDianribl

8CKap11ap

opaua

HKHMapTa6aJIH 6HHaua jepnaweH

rapapKah./la hap6H nan1aplla onatt ha1:i1b1 Mattcyp harnra1nyp11a
KepymMyinnap. Kepyin

3aMaHhl

ha1:i1b1

Mattcyp

eJyttytt HpatthIH

npeJH)leHTH HJia Jaxhm MYffac116a1)la OJUlYFYHllaH,
pe)l(HMHHHH
OHJiapbIH

YC'fYHlIYKJiôpHH.LlôH
Ta1:i1py6a11apHHllôH

)laHbllllapar AHil-Hb[H 6y caha)la
HCTHcpaua

eTMaCHHH

eTMHll1llHp. hal:ilbl · Mattcyp hap caha)la AHil-Ha

pH1181:il8JHHH sa

ChlX

Hpatt HcnaM

ôMôK)lall1Jlblf

T9BCHJJa
K9CTa-

K0M8KJIHK

e)lIDiôl:ilôjHHH 6HJI.LIHpMHW,

Kepyrnytt axhlpblHlla Hca Mô3MYHY TaXMHHôH "EH3 A3ap6aj1:i1att Pecny611HKaChlR1Ia HCJlaM )lHHHHHH HHKHlllacpbl
)laH

eTapH

JapauhmMaChl

KaJial:il8K)l8

riYH

I1cJiaM

"Cenah-e

6aprapap OJIMaChlH-

Pecny6JIHKaCb[

flacTapatt-e

TalllKHJiaTbl HJia CblX aMaK)lall1Jlblf e)l8'418JHK,

6H3a haM Mall)lH,

Ba

japaTMara

Ettrena6e
haMHH

38MHH

EcnaMH

11

T8IUKIDiaT Hca

haM llô Ma"ttaBH jap)lblM e)l8'418K.LIHp"

OJlaH

catta!IH o, ha1:i1Hara, Barncp sa MHphacaH HM3aJiaMhI1llJ1ap. ahManara
cpapc, Barncp a3ap6aj"G1aH lIIDIHHlla jaJ!IhlfJiapbI cattan HMJanaH.Lihlf!IaH
cottpa ha"Glbl Mattcyp AHil-HH CTPYKTYPYHYH cxeMHHH ar neshana
tJaKapaK KaJia"GlaK)la He"Gla TôlliKIDI OJiyttMaCblHbl K9CTôpMHI11,
.·

/
/

.

-'

~

.

~a e311apHH.Lla rejl!HjjaTblHhl anapMblll1llhip. ha"Glbl Mattcyp naKh1ja
.
"
~xbl.!1. onatt aplla6IDI lllahapHH.Lla cpaan11jjaT Kec1apaH ahManara
1

',..·,

.
'

OHnap

•

,i.uta- -JiaHM a11ara

•\

'

'. ~

.

caXJiaHMacbl 1anuu,1pblfl>IHLI

sepllHK.llôH cottpa
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coHy'I-Nytt)'H

MYWajaTH

HJia

Actapaja

opauaH

Ja

naKb1ja

rajblTMhilWlap.
1994-ti1y HJUIH Maj ajb1H.11a o,
6HpJIHK.Ja 8p11a6HJ1a

KeTMHllI,

Barncp,

hati1Hara Ba MHphacaH

opaaa 8hMa11ara oHnapbl rapwhma-

japar ra63 aJIMar11a 5 MHH AEill 110J1Jiapbl ny11 BepH6 TehpaH.11a hati1hl
MaHcyp11a KepyumypMyumyp.
1995-t+IH HJIHH
pa3blJia1UUbff1IaH

najbI3 aj11apbIHbIH 6HpHH.11a 8hMa1rnra H.na

cottpa A3ap6aj'41aH Pecny611HKacb1

ceqKHJiapa ha3blp11blfJia a11ara11ap OHyttJia
AHTI-HH cpaaMapbl

6Hp11HKJia

3HpallllHH Tafb1jeB,

nap11aMeHTHHa
hati1Hara Ba

My6apH3 MaMMoLUIH,

8611y116afb1 811Hjes, PeBlliaH CacpapoB, Tejjy6 CyrrejMaHoB 8p11a6HJ1
lllahapHHa KeTMHllI,

8hMa11araHbIH MYlliajaTH HJ1a CapejH KypopT

wahapti1HjHHa Ke.11apaK "Cenah nacTapatte" TalllKHJlaTblHblH aMaK11allIJlapb1

HJia AMII-HH

Ba3HjjaTHHH, Cet{KHJiap11a cpaan HlliTHpa-

KhlHbl, naprHjaHhIH haJb1prraahlfbl A3ap6aj'41aH Pecny6rrHKacb1 KoHcTHTYCHJaChl

11ajHhacHHH

Ht4fJiacrrapbIH

MY3aKHpa

eTMHlWlap.

KeqHpHITMHill

6HpHHlla ha'41bl Mattcyp HllITHpaK e11apaK 2 caara

j axhIH l.{hlXhlIII e11H6 HcrraM HHnma6bIHhIH Ta'41py6acHHa acacrraHapar
haKHMHjjara KarrMajHH joJ1Jiapb1, ceqKHJiaprra a11ara.11ap HaMH3all-

..

11apHH MyaJJaH e11HJIMaCH

Ba

.

OHJiapa MarI.llH Jap.llblM OJlyttMaCbl,

cHjacH IIIe"6arrap rapacpHHllaH Pecny611HKa haITbIHlla 11aha aTpacp11b1
Ma"Jl)'MaTrrapbIH ronrraHMaCbI 6apa11a eJ TeBcHjja sa TanIIIhlphff11apbIHhI sepMH1UUHp.

TypKHjjaHHH

HCJiaM

TaMajyJlJIY

"PHcpah"

napTHJaCbIHhIH cet{KIDlap.11a rarra6a qa11Macb1 MyttacH6aTHJ1a Ta6pHK
erMaK

yqytt o,

ha'41Hara HypHjea, Barncp racb1MoB, AHTI-HhIH

cpaarrrrapbl 3HpallllHH Tafb1jes,
-..ahMa110B

Ba

AraKapHM

;MymajaTH HJia TehpaH.11a

MHparracKap MHpMaMMa.11os, PaMH3

HospY30BJ1a

6HpIIHK.Lia

8hMa1iaratth1H

ha"lbl MaHcypJia K8PYllIY6 A3ap6ajtt1afüla

\ , ---- · ;.>l1cJiaMblH YMYMH Ba3HJJaTH,

napTHjaHblH rej.11HjjaTI,IHhlH JlafB e1IH.rI-
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Macw,

cetU<IDiapa

t{ôTHHJIHKJI8pHH
Kepyn.uiôH

anaranap

6ypaxhU1MaMacb1 sa 6yttyttna
JapaHMaCbl

COHpa

ôhMa.uara

6apane
Ma.u.rIH

enaranap

11

Mô Jiy'MaT

HMKaHblH

3ôHcp

onapar TypKujaja ottyu, haQHaratthIH

oIIapar

sepMHllI.LIHp.
OJIMaCbl

H.118

sa 3ttpaLUIHHHH

KeTMaCHHH MacnaheT 6mmpaK OHa 3 MHH AEl.11 .LIOMapbl nyJI
sepMHllI.LIHp.
ÔJIH 8K6ap

EasaH)l.J1a HpattbIH A3ap6ajQaH.Ua.Khl caqmpnH-

juH.Lia KepyrnM'{lli, esse.JI OHytt cacpHpnujuu HJ..lll,IHCH oJUiyrytty ja"rntt
eTMHIII, coupa uca oH.LiaH aMaK.LiaIIIJiblf eTMaK 6apa.ua TaK.nucp anapar hati1b1 Mattcypna aMaK.LiaIIIJihlf eTnujuHu 6HJUIHpMaK.na e"rttpa.3
eTMHIII,

OHytt HCa "l1rrH.J1aaT

11

alIJ(h[ HHq>OpMacuja TallIKHJlaTblHblH

a Ma K.LI aIIIbl OJUiyrytty 6 H.JIMHIIIlIHP.
Ettp MYLUiaT KetJJlHKIIôH cottpa
"Cenahe
6apa.ua

nacTapaue"
HM3aJia.rlbff.I1apb1

EasaH.LI

TaIIIKIDiaTbI
C6H8.LIHH

H.Jia

oua

JaXhIHJiaIIIapar

aMaK.LiaIIIJiblf

cypaTHHH

eTManepu

K0CT8pMHIII,

6ymiaH

COHpa o, AMil-Ha K0M8KJIHK e.LIH.J1M8CH 6apa)la 6upHHl+IHja MypaQH8T
eTMHIII- .uup. EasaH.U Hpatt cacpupnujuH.Ua oua hep )laq>a ra6Ja HMJa
eT.LIHp- M8K.118 3 .uacpaja 27 MHH AEl.11 )JOJLl1apb1 nyn BepMHIIIlIHp.
HpaH.Ua

cacpapnap)la

onapKaH ra6Ja

HMJa eT.LIHpMaKJia

ôhMa)lara oua 5 )laq>aja 23 MHH AEl.11 )lOIDiaphl nyn sepMHllI.LIHp.
ôhMa)laFa.rlaH,

oaB8H.Ll)l8H

aJUiblFbl

88 3HJapaTa Ke.LiapK8H

J8BBapnap1,1u aepJlHKJiapu nyJL11ap1,1 napTujatthIH MapKaJH anapaThIHhIH,

pajou

IIIe"6anapuuuu, "HcnaMbIH cacu" Ba "HcnaM .LiyHjach1''

raJeTHHHH pe)laxcuja HIII11H.J1apuHHH aMaK haIT1>1Ha,
onyuMaCbIHa,
--~

naprujaHbIH

ocpucnapuuuu

11

raJeTnapHH qan

Ta MHp

oJiyttMachIHa,

. KOMMyttaJI xapQJiapHHa, H.Liapa, My'8CCHC8, aJIH Ba opra MaKT86Jiep.ue

ft:,:;:. :

-~~aJXaHarrapblH a'!blJIMaCbIHa,

"( ,t·: _·: .raJI~I

...

·.

./

OrryHMaCbIHa, 6Hp

putto uca hati1Hara Hypttjes, Barncp fachIMOB sa M11phaceH

..'l+la,q>aposa aj)la

· .,

fyp"aHblH rnpaaT

400-450 MHH MaHaT ha'41MHHllô IIIaxcH ehr0ja'41napbIHa
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11

eTM8K ytl'{H BepMHIIJ.LIHp. "Ajtta" Ba "A3a.uJibff

cepcp

11

f83eTJI8pHHa

Mycalui6anep sepMeKJ1e

XaJap LiaHHJHHJla tteqn hacHJiaTbl H.na

anareLiap

onatt

Ca3HlllH HJl8

OJ11Iyrytta

Kepe

"ocpHH

11

MeBrejHHH

My.IIacpHe

I1paHb[H
eTMHlll,

HC.JlaM

AElll

l[9BJiaTH

88

I1cpaHJ1

11eBJ1aTH a11ejhHH8 heq 6Hp aKC Te6JIHFaT HlllH anapMaMb[IIJ.Llblp.
1995-tl{H HJIHH najhIJhIHJla 8hMe.IIara

I1MaMH

a.LlJlhl waxc.aa

baKhija K8.JlMHlll, OHJiaphl Barncp racb{MOB fy6a 30HaCb[Ha, HHJaMH
baJIOFJlaHOB lliaMaXhl 30HaCblHa, hetl{Hara
HlllfaJPihmapbI

TapecpHHJl8H

HypHjeB

epMaHH

TYI)'JlMynI epaJHja jaXb[H OJlaH Aftl{a-

6e11H JoHaChIHa anapapar nyJUiapblH haHChl
1IHjHHHH wahH.IIH

HC8

OJ1Mar11a,

BepHJieH

Merce.IIa xaptl{11aH-

TaOlllblpblFblH

lflilpaCbIH.IIaH

pa3hI raJI.IIh1r11apb1HhI 6HJU1HpMHlll, baKhl.lla orrapKaH 6Hp axrnaM OHYff
HapnapaH.IIaKhI eBHH.IIe roHar ranapar cecpepHH jeKyttJiaphI 6ape11e
jhIFblffltlar Ket.JHpMHlll, jhlFblffltlar.IIa AHil-HblH cpaaJIHjjeTH, sepHJIMHlli

..

.

TeBCHJJe se tanrn1,lpb1r11apblH JeprrH T8IlIKHJ1aT11ap.IIa lflilpacbI

sa

KaJietl{aK nporpaMJiap haIThlH.lla etpacpnhI MY3aKHpenep onMyrn.nyp.
A3ep6ajtl{aH Pecny6nHKaChl haIThIH.IIa TOIDiatthmatl{ar cxeMnap,
11

xepHTeJiap 88 CTaTHCTHK M8 J1)'MaTJ1ap hatl{b[ Mattcypytt T9BCHjja

Tanwh1pblfh1Ha yjrytt 011apar jeprrH opraHJiap.IIa

se

roruiaHapar

AJIH

TeBCH:JJ8CHHa

YJFYH

lllypaja KeH.IIapHJIMHilI.llHp.
ha"lhl MaHcypytt Ka.LIP
011apar

OHytt

KecTepHWHHa

a3Jlh1Fbl

6apa.IIa

acacaH

hatt1Hara

HypHjes,

Barncp

racbIMOB sa MHphaceH ltlecpeposytt TallIKHJlaTt.Jhl.ilhlFhI HJia A3ap6ajtl{aHhIH pacMH haKHMHjjaT opraHJiapblH.IlaII xa6epcH3 onapar I1pattbIH
fYM wehepHHa

3 aj111,1r Kypcrrapa hep rpyn.IIa 30 Hecpap onMarna

3 rpyn Te11e6a KeH.IIepHIIMHilI, oHJiapbIH ecaceH H.IIMaHtJbl, paccaM,
· tfecpTt.JH, fa.3 caHajecH Hllil.lHCH OJIMarna

cet.JHJIM8CHH8 tl{H.ll.IIH qJHKHp

'
/'__:-:-....- -. \ sepHIIMHilI.llHp.
Tena6a11apa I1paH cecpHprrHjHH.IIa JHjapeT
• ·)atÎl>l/lMhllll, cephall.IleH KelLJIHK.IIaH
'

cottpa opaua

BHJanap1,1

rahcHJIH

6awa
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syp.uyniaH COHpa OHJiapa heq

611p CôHô.Il Bep.HJIMôMHllliIHp. I1paH11a

onapKeH 611p Heqe .ueq,e fy'M wehepttHe

Ke.uw6 rene6enepe 6aw

t.JeKMHW, rehcIDI.J1epH HJie Maparnattapar KeJieti1eK1Ie oHJiapLiaH KaLip
11

KHMH HCTHqJaLiô eL1eti1ejHHH Bô L1 eTMHllliIHp.
LIHHH

ÜHJiap

raHYHJiap

y3pe

e3 q,ea.riwjjernepHHH rypMyrn,

I1patthIH xycycw Xm:tMeT opratthl "Cenah
HhIH

eMeK1IallJJiapb1

nactapatte"

hati1h1 Mettcyp, 8hMeLiara

rewKHJiathl-

se 8ceL16eKm:teH

T9BCHjje Be ranWhlpbirJiap a.riapKôH OHJiapblH Ll9BJieTHH

OJUIYfYHY

.uepK

etMôMHIII,

K9PYIII

JaMaHhl

hyryr

HraMeTKahua HM3a.riaLihffJiapb1 ceHôLIHH

3epepHHe

HKHMepre6enH

MYejjeH eLIWtlH CôHôLI

OJUIYfYHY 6HJIMeM.HllJJiep.
heti1Hara Hypwjes

MehiceMe

HCTHHTafbIH.lla

LIHH.llHpWiepKôH

93YJIY OHa e"naH OJiyttMyrn HTTHhaMJiap y3pe fHCMeH TercHpJIH 6HJIMôKJlô Hcparce sepepeK Kectep.uH KH,

o

AHTI-HH

Wtlpa opratthl-

HhIH CôllpH OJIMarJia 1994-qy HJIHH cpespa.ri ajblH.lla "I1Mllarc" XeJpHJJe

150

lJôMHJJôTHHHH XôTTH HJiô

Heq,apJIHK hej ,, eTHH

8JIHKpaM

8nHjes, Barnq, rachIMOB

6HpnHKLie

11patta JHJapata

rnehepnepHH.lla

se

KeLiapKaH

M)Te.LUiec jepnepH

Tehpatt wahapHH.Ua "MepMep"

Mwphecett

tapKH6HHLI8
~acpapoBJia

MeIIIheLI, fYM se 11ccpahatt
JHJapaT eTLIHKLieH

cottpa

oTeJIHH.Ua JepneIIIMHllJJiep. ÜpaLia

8pL1e6RJlllaH TaHhUihlfhl 8hMeLiara sa EaK1>UiaH rattbUihlfhl. 8ceL16eKH
OHJiapblH jaHbIHa KôJiepeK

qeTHHJIHKJiôpllôH ceh6aT
se

MHphacettHH

TôKJlHcp
.

.!; - (.;; -;, ,l

_i'e
..

-__.c .
( :,_

-~·

'""' ~

·1.,~\:"~~vu.. ~ /0 .....__ . . ,. ""

. -:,~::,,{ e

anapMbllll,

JessapnapLiaH

eTMHIUll.Hp.

hati1bl

OHytt

M:9Bti1YLI

8JIHKpaMblH, BarncpHH

ajphmMarna TehpaH.Ua ranMachIHhI

Mettcypna

q>H ra6yn eLiepeK cehepHcH

-~hJ:

-:L~ J.. ~

AHTI-HH JapaHMa tapHXHH.llôH,

KepyrnMeK

8hMeL1ara se

Mô[CôLIHJie

8caL16eKH

HJie

H KôHapblHlla jepJiôlllôH lllHMpaH jaIIIajblIII MôHTerecHHLiô
ecKepnepHH

MYhacpH3ô

eTLIHJH

HIŒMapn:)6ôJIH

~0,..

•t. · . ncalu,1u

<~~

HKHINH

Mapta6acHH.Ua

11paHhIH
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heKy'MaT auaMbl IŒMH rar.uHM e.UHJIMHIII
onapKaH ÔJIHKpaM

ha"lbl Mattcypytt ra6yJIYH.Ua

anwjes A3ap6aj"laH.LtaKhl YMYM" sa311jjar11ett,

AHTI-HhIH japauhmMacb1H1IaH, MeB"IYll qaTHHJIH.KIIap.LiaH 11attbI1IIaH1IaH
cottpa ha"lhl Mattcyp HpaH HcJiaM HHnma6b1 6apa11a 11aHbilllapar
OHJiapblH

HCJiaM

HHnma6bIHblH

hajaTa

KeqHpIDIMaCHHlla

MY6JJ6H

Ta"lpy6enepH OJIMaCblHhl 6IDUIHpMaKJia 03 TaKJIHq>JiapHHH sepMHlll,
"Cenahe
6apa11a

nacrapatte"
catta.ua

TalIIKIDiaTbl

IDia

ÔJIHKpaMa,

Barncpa

otta,

aMaK.LiaIIIJihff
sa

eTManapH

Mwphacatta

HM3a

eTl]HpMHllllIHp.

EaKLija jaxhlH 0J11Iyry yqyH TellIKHJiaTbIH 8p.ua6IDUia cpaa.ru1jjaT
K0CTapaH

caXJiaMafb1

ttyMaJaHllaCH

6IDUIHpaH

ôhMal]aFa

ha"lbI

BaCHTaCHJia

Mattcyp

eJyttyH,

l]aHM

aJiara

8ca.u6eIŒHHH

Ba

8hMa11aFaHblH TeJiecpoH HeMpanapHHH OHJiapa sepMHIII, COH)'H"l)'H)'H
Myt11awjaTHJia AcTapaja
lllahapHHa

opauaH1Ia

KaJIMHIIIJiap.

EaKbl

rajbIT)lhlr.UaH COHpa ArlH IllypaHb[H H"IJiaCbIHlla

haMHH

Macenenap MY3aKHpa e.uIDIMHlll,
Mattcypytt

EaKL1ja

napTHJaHbIH CTPYKTYP)'Hlla

TaKJIHq> eT.uHjH MY1l.1laanap

ha"lbl

Ha3apa aJihmapar JepJIH

TelllKHJ1aTJiap11a H"lpa e.UHJIMaja 6aIIIJiaHMhlllIJlLip.
1994-1:i1y IDIHH Maj ajhlH.Ua o, 8nHKpaM, Barncp Ba MwpheceHJie
8p.ua6HJia Ke.uapaK 8hMa11ara HJia raKpapaH Kepyt11MYIII,

cOH)'H"IY

A3ap6ajl4faH1Ia YM)'MH BaJHjjaT sa napTHjaHbIH HIIIJiapH 6ape.ua 1-nahar
HCTa.aHK11a .uep.uy .ua ajph1-ajpbUILfflla heca6aT sepapaK napTHjaHhlH
cpaanttjjaTHH.UaH, jepnap.Lia llle"6anapHH japa.uLmMaCblH.Lla
l{b[XaH llôTHHJIH.KIIap.uaH l]aHblllIMhlIIIJiap. EpTaCH
0TeJ11Ia

8JIHKpaMa 5000

K8TYP11Yjy TôllIKIDiaTa

AEill

lIOJUiapbI

KYH

raplllhlJa
8hMe11ara

nyn BepMHill,

heca6ar sepal4fajHHH 6IDUIHpMeKJia

11yny
re6311a

. .li~a eT)Uf pMHill1IHp. haMHH nyJillaH 8nHKpaM OHJiapblH hap 6ttpHHe

~

') 09\ llOJUiap hal4fMHH.Ua 450 MHH MaHaT lllôXCH ehTHjal4fnapbIHa capcp

\i - :-~/
~~

_';b~K yqytt sepMHllIJlHp.

·.. . .:. _ - . , , ~·., \ <!.'
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8p.Liô6IDUleH rajbITllblfllaH cottpa 6epK
MYllllôT

napTHjaHbIH

HWHH.Lia

xattauaH lJhIXalUlatt COHpa

HWTHpaK

XôCTôJlôH.LUfJHH.LiaH
e.ua

6HJIMaMHW,

1995-~H HJIHH Maj

6Hp

xacTa-

ajhIIUla ÔJIHKpaM,

Barncp Ba MHphacaHJia 6Hp11H.Klla ôpl1a6HJ1a KeTMHW, HHTrn jaxwhl
OJlllYfY yqytt AHTI-HhIH cpaanHjjaTH,

ha~hl

Mattcypytt

raprnhIJa

rojllyry Ba3HcpanapHH 1-Npacb1 6apalla ôhMallara lia eJ HeB6acHH.Lia

5000

JaXhIH Kana~aK.IIa Kepy11at.1aK Hlill1ap 6apalla nporpaM Ba
A6lll llOJ1J1apb1 nyn BepH6,

oHJiaphI TehpaHa, ha~hl Mattcypytt

jaHbIHa anapMbllll,Llblp. Opaua TalllKHJiaTblH cpaanHjjaTHHHH llaha

iia

jaXWbUialll,LlblphUIMaCbl, napTHjaHblH 6yryH 1-NTHMaH-CHjacH Ba hap6H
11

Ma J1YMaT11apa
OJiyttaH

ManHK

OJIMaCbl,

MahcyJ1J1apb1H H9BY,

11apblH anaranapHHHH

rnaxcnapHH,
ellHJIMacH
raJbITMhIIII,

MapKa3H

o6jeKTI1ôpHH.Lia

anapaTJia JepnH

Ky"41J1aH.LIHpHJIMaCH,

Kaff'41napHH,
6apallé

caHaje

JeHH

rauhIHIIaphIH
KecTapHlill1ap

HCTehcan
Ta1IIKIDiaT-

Ba3HcpanH Bô ttycpy:my

napTHJa
ra6yn

y3ruiyjytta
ellapaK

ti1an6
EaKhtja

hat.1bl Mattcyp TapacpHH.LiaH BepHJiaH TanWhlphlf Ba

K9CTapHlill1apH qan eTllHpapaK JepJIH TaIIIKIDiaTJiapa K9H.LiapMHlll,

cttjacH we"6anap rapIIIhlChIHlla 1-Npa OJI)'HMaChl Tana6 eTMHlill1ap.
1995-~H HJIHH
ôhMallara

HJia

napnaMeHTHHa
ÔIIHKpa.M,

naJbI3

aBBaJ1T41allaH
rapIIIhUiaH

3HpallllHH,

aJnapblHhlH

6HpHIUla

ÔJIHKpaMblH

aJ1,lla pa3hUihlfa acacatt, A3ap6aj~aH

KaJiaH

My6apH3,

~etIKID1ap11a
ô6l1Yn6an,1,

anarallap

PeBIIIaH

Ba

Tejjy6

Ôplla6HJI IIIahapHHa KellapaK CapejH KypüpT IIIahapt.1HjHH.LI8
Kytt

ranMarna ôhMallara Ba

o,

5-6

11Ma.MHHHH HllITHpa.KJiaphI HJia 6Hp

Chipa Jhlfl>IH'41arJiap KetJHPHJIMHIII,

Al1II-Hh[H

cpaanHjjaTH

6apalla

ônHKpaMhIH BepllHjH rI>Ica Ma"JIYMaTllaH cottpa o, cetJKHIIapna 6ar11hl
flapTHjaHblH cpaanHj-jaTH 6apalla KeHHIII heca6aT BepMHIII, AHTI-HhlH

'ha:napnauhlfl>I

A3ap6aj~aH

Pecny611HKach1

.... JiajuhacH MY3aKHpa ellHJIMHlll,LlHp.

hat.1b1

KottcTHrycttjacbIHhlH

Mattcyp

Capejtta

6Hp

__:;::. . .
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ttacpap

waxcna

KanapaK

pah6ap

KOMnattHjaHbIH hattcbI raJLiaua

HWHHHH

acac

Hl.lr<nmapH

HJia

2 caaTa jaxhm llblXbllll eTMHlll, cetJK.HJiapJia

KeYHpIDiaH KottcppattcLia
aJiaraLiap

AI1Il-Hb1H

HCTHraMaTJiapH

6apaLia

napJiaMeHTa ttaMH3aMapHH MyajjaH
HaMH3allJlapa

Ma.LUlH

JapllhIM

sepMHllI11Hp.

CacpapLiaH

Ke'-IHpIDIMacH Ba HcJiaM
11

Ta JIHMaTJiap

BepapaK

eLIHJIMacH, anara cax.naMar-1a

OJiyttMaCh(

raJbUiaH

6apaLia

KHMH

TanWblpblL1ap

anapllbIFbl

GiaMJiallI11HpapaK "Mattcyp MyaJIJ1HMHH LieLIHKJiapn"

reJMapH

6alilllblfbl 1-ma

'-lan eTLIHpMHllI11Hp.
1995-GIH
"Pm:pah"
OHJiapbl

HJIHH

aXblpJiapbIHJla TypKHjaHHH HCJiaM TaMaJyJIJiy

napTHJaCbIHblH
Ta6pHK

ce'Il(HJiapLia

eTMaK

yqytt

o,

rana6acH

OJIHKpaM,

MyttacH6anma

Barncp,

3Hpall.LlHH,

MHpanacKap, PaMH3 sa AFaKapHMJia 6HpJIHK.Ua opLia6HJia PceLiapaK
yqytt

TypKHjaja KeTMaK

Ma.LUlH

HMKaIUiapblH

ÔHJlllHpllHKlla ohMa11ara oHJiapbI Tehpatta anapb16

OJ11IYfYHY

3aHcp

haGibI MattcypJia

KepynmypMyumyp. Opaua oJIHKpaM A3ap6aj'GlaHlla HcJiaMblH YMYMH
Ba3HjjaTH, napTHjaHblH rejmtjjaTLiaH Ke'-IMaMaCH, Ce'Il(HJiapa 6ypaXhlJIMaMaCbl,

6yttyima

anaraLiap

11

Ma Jiy'MaT BepMHlll, 0

nJiaHJ1apb1

sa

HCa

japattMbllll

AHil-HblH

'-laTHHJIHKJiap

cpaannjjaTH,

KaJiaGiaK

1996-Gibl HJI yqytt ha3bipJia,ublfJiapb1 nporpaM

H3ahaT sepMHllI11Hp.

6apa11a
HW

6apa11a

ha'Glbl Maucyp HCa 03 H0B6acH}{Jla AllTI-HH

KaJiaGiaK HlllHHH HeGia rypMar sa haHCbl nporpaM acacb1Hl1a hapaKaT
eTMaK

6apaLia

03

T0BCHjja

Kepynmatt

coupa

ÔHJ111HpapaK

TypKHjaja

KeTMaCHHH MaCJiahaT

Ba

TanUiblpbtrJiapblHbl

sepMHlll11Hp.

ohMaLiara Ma.LUlH HMKaHbIH Mahuyll OJ111YfYHY
OHytt,

ÔJIHKpaMblH

Ba

3HpaLl.llHHHH

6HJIMaKJia ÔJIHKpaMa 3000 AEIII llOJIJiapbl

nyJI BepMHWllHp .
.· ·,.;· .
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,_' ~;,\\ 1995-GIH
,

HJIHH

najbl3bIHlla

ohMal{aFa

Ba

HMaMH

EaKhlja

,KJ,_
:: paK AHI1-HhIH MapKa3H anapaThlHblH sa jepJIH TaUIKHJiaT;1apb1;,
,;.
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16

HhlH HllIJiôpH HJiô MaparnaHMb[lll, rraprHjaHblH CôllpHHHH KecrapHWH
IDI8 oHJiaphc K8HT418 88 APt1a6a.uH lllahap11apHH8
T8WKHJiar11aphlH Y3BJI8pH IDI8 ceh68r
8ep11HjH

rescHjj8

B8

arrapapar Jep11H

arrapapar haltlbl M8Hcypytt

rarrUihlpblfJiapbIH jep118pll8 HT41pa OJiyttMaCbl

883HjjaTHHH joXJiaMb[lllliblp. 8hMa11ara 88 HMaMHHHH HllITapaK.aapbl
IDia 8nHKpaMhIH
napHHHH

Hap11apaH.LiaKhl eBHH.Lia

KetIHplIHKJiôpH

Jb[Fb[HT41ar.ua

AHTI-HbCH pah68p HlllqHHlllîHpaK

eTMHlll,

opaua

cacpapHH jeKytty M)'3aKHp8 e11HJIMHllllIHp.
"Cerrahe CTacrapatte"

TollIKHJiaTbIHbIH fYM lll8hapHH.ll8 jepna-

lll8H MaIIp8cacHH8 3 II8qJ8 hap 60p0

30 H8cp8p 011Man1a harnrn

hap6H XHIIM8T8 11aFb[pbllll jallIJlbl T8J1868JI8pHH K9H.ll8pIDIM8CHH118 0
IIa HllITHpaK erMHlll, HpaH11a onapK8H 6Hp tte11a IIocp8 ra11a6811apa
6am 118KapaK oHJiapbcH .uapc118pH HJI8 MaparJiaHMhllllliblp.

0, HpaH Hc11aM Pecrry61111Kacbma cacp8p11apH

JaMaHhl

Xa.L1HMI18pH HJI8 ja·Halllb[ h8p6H pyr68JIH lll8XCI18pJia

88

,JHH

OHHapblH

pah6apnHK eTIIHjH T8llIKHJiarnap11a 8M8K)lallIJlblf eTIIHKJiôpHHH hyryrn
6aXbCM.UaH Tôltlpy6an8pHHHH OJlMaMaCbl

HJia H3ah

eIIapaK

C8MHMH

nellIHMaHtihlJlb[FblHb[ 6HJUIHpMHllllIHp.
Mttph8C8H ltlacp8p0B M8hK8M8 HCTHHTafblH.Lla

IIHH11HpH1IopK8H

eJytty otta e"natt onyttMyrn HTTHhaMnap y3pa rncMaH rarc0pn0 60nMôKJ18 HqJall8 sep8p8K K9Cî8pIIH KH,

KOMHT8CHHHH
jattsap

ajblHblH

ca.upH

8a3HqJ8CHH118

COHYfflia

"HM.Ua.u"

o, AHil-HblH M8II8HH Maapmp

HllIJlaMaJUI8

1994-ltly

H.!lHH

KOMHT8CHHHH xarrH HJI8 I1paHblH

M)T8M8C jepn8pHH8 150 ttacpapnHK 3Hjapaî11H rpynyttytt rapKH6HH.lla
AHil-HhIH

pah6ap118pH 8nHKpaM,

haTt10ara sa Bamcp118 6HpJ1HK11a

-_::- 0 ~,

o IIa I1patta KeTMHllllIHp. Cacpap JaMaHbl MaUih8ll, Hccpahatt 88 f)IM

~;~

Uiahap118pHH11a Myca11MaHJ1apbm MyTa)J,Llac jep118pHHH 3Hjap8r eIIapaK

____.

\ --~1ehpatt 1IIah8pHHa KeTMHllIJ18p. Opa.ua "MapMap" ore.JIHHJla onapKaH

1
~
l

-, '

__ •

~-,,

-_

--

/

~épIIa6HJUiaH raHhUihlfJiap1>c 8hM8IIara sa 8ca.u6eKH K8nap8K ottnap
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HJie A3ep6ajl4faHlla 11cnaM LIHHHHHH YMYMH seJHjjeTH,
cpeaJIHjjeTH Be M0Bl4fYJl

AHil-HhlH

onaH qerHHJIHKJiep 6ape)le cpHKttp My6ar.m-

necH arrapMhlllIJlap.
EpTeCH Kytt ôhMenaraHblH TeKJIHqJH HJie o,

ÔJIHKpaM,

hal4fHara

sa Barncp JeBBapnapnatt ajpbmapar Tehpatt wehapHHHH KattapblH.Ua
lliHMpaH MeHTereCHHlle hep6H1-IHJiepHH
Te6eJIH

ttraMeTKahJla

Myhacptt3e ernttjH

hal4fhl Mettcyp11a KepyrnMYllIJlep.

3aMaHbl

AHil-HblH Hl4{THMaH-CHjacH rrapTHja

6apene

MYJaKHpe11ep

onapKeH

.

hati1b1

.

rrapTHJaHhIH CTPYKTYPYHYH CHJacH,

KHMH

Kepyrn

cpopMa.rialllMaCbl

Mettcyp

HITHCa.LlH,

HKHMap-

ar

TellIKIDlaT,

Jieshane
MenettH

Maapttcp, ra,uhlHJiap Be KeHti111ep we"6enepttHUeH TeIIIKHJI onyttMaCbI
cxeMHHH qeKepeK hep 6ttp

we"6eHHH KOHKpeT

Be3HcpenepHH.UeH

natthllllllhlfLiaH cottpa 60pKe cpea.rIHjjeT KecTepMeK 6apene cettene
HM3a

eTMejH

TeKJIHq>H

TeKJIHq>

rà6yn

eTMHlllllHp.

enepeK

o,

ÔJIHKpaM,

heti1Hara

se

Barncp

"Cerrah-e rracrapaue Ettrerra6e EcrraMH" rellIKIDlaTbI HJie eMeKLiawJihlf eTMeK 6apene orrau, cpapc Be a3ep6aj1:i1au
cettene HM3a eTMHllIJlep.

EprecH

KYH

11HJIJiepHH11e Ja3blJlaH

TeKpap

Kepyrnnett cottpa

ôhMenara 0HJ1apb1 AcTapauau EaKb1ja jorra carrMhllllllblp.
EYHUaH cottpa ôhMenara ÔJIHKpaMJia renecpoH BacttracH HJia
naHM errare caxrraMhlIII 6ttpHHlilHHHH

ne"BeTH

.HpaHUa KepYllIJlepJle HIIITHpaK eTMHlllllHp.

HJie naha

hep necpe ôhMenara

0HJ1apb1 Acrapaua rapIII1,majb16 ôpne6HJie arrapMhIIII, HHTr
jaTH jaxIIIhl o.rmyry yqytt he1:i1ttara AHil-HhIH cpearr11jjeTH,
Mettcypytt reac11jje Be TaITIIIhipbirJiaphl ecacbIH.Lla
6apene heca6aT11ap BepMHlllllHp.

3 necpe
ra6HJIHjhat.1b1

Kepy11ett HllIJiep

ôhMenara 11ce rej.llHjjaT arrapapar

11

OHJ1apa Te JIHMaT11ap BepMHIII, 6YHUaH COHpa OHJiapbl Tehpatta, hat.1b[
Myttcypytt JaHhIHa arrapapar

Kepy11Mytt HIIIJlep 6apene cottYH'41yja

i

)

Annex 69

heca6ar sepHIIMHUI sa OHJlaH KaJ1a1:t1eK.Lie -Kepyna1:t1eK HllIJiep 6ape11a
KOCTôpHllIJiôp arIMblllIJiap.

1995-filH IDIHH

naJhl3hlHJla

ahMe11ara

onapKaH napTHJaHblH MapKa3H opraHblHb[H,
CHHHH, ra3eT pe1IaKCHjan:apb1HblH

MHWJiap.
AFl:tla6ailH

pean:

w.1paChlHJlaH

ahMa)lara

EaKb[ wahap KOMHTa-

sa jepJIH TallIKHJiaTJiapbIH HWH HJia

MaparnaHMbIUI, anapilblfhl coprynap
pHWJiapHHHH

HMaMH IDia Eaxbwa

JaMaHbI ha1:t1b1 Mattcypytt Kecrapa3bl

sa HMaMH

Jottan:apblHJla cacpap)la

faJlllblfJiapbIHb[

ry6a,
oJUiyr)laH

ÔHJUIHp-

lllaMaXbl,
cottpa

Kaw.1a

sa

anHKpaMbIH

HapilapaHJlaKbl eBHHJla AHil-HbIH pah6ap Hllf<IWiapu IDia KetJHplIHjH
MyrnaBHpaila
we"6anapHH

ha'Glbl Mattcypytt rawa66ycy IDia
cpaan:HjjaTH,

apa3H,

japattMbllll

ahan:HHHH

rapKI16H,

CHJaCH

hyryr-

MyhacpH3a HllltJIDiapHHHH Ba qa3a tJaKaH Mah6ycnapb1H

cajhl, cettaje

o6jeKTJiepHHJl8 HCTehcan: OJiyttaH Mahcyru1apblH a.Llbl,

CTaTHCTHK

Ma"nYMaTnap

haIT1>1HJ1a

cxeMJiap, xapHTanap Ba 'Gla).1BeJ1J1epHH

TOnJiaHMaCbl 6apa)la IBahaT BepMHlll)lHp.
hafilbl Mattcypytt

TOBCHJJaJiapHHa

yjrytt onapar 1994-1995-filH

HJUiapila anHKpaMbIH, haq11arattbIH sa BamcpHH Tanwb1pb1fb1 HJ1a
fyp"att

TahcIDIH an:Mar yqytt HpattbIH rYM wahapHtta acacbIHhI

tJaFblpbllll Ja1IIJ1bl Kaw.1nap TallIKHJI e)laH

3 rpyn

KOHJlopMHlllilHp.

Tena6anapa HpaH cacpHpnHjHHJla 3Hjapar BHJacbI atJbmapar "1aasap"
a)lbl anTblHJla caphaLUiaH KetJManapu yqytt wapaHT japauhmMblllllihlp.
HpaHJ:Ia onapKaH Tana6anapHH 1IapcnapH IDia MaparnaHJlhlflla opaua
yttBaHCbI3 MaKTa6 ÔHHaCblHhlH MyhacpH38 aJITb[HJla caXJiaHJlblfblHhl,
KellHlll

KôJIHllIHH

TaJia6anapa
/

,,.

\. :_

BepIDIMôllHjHHHH wahrum

M8KTa6H 6HTHpMHlll
OJIMYUI,

heMHH

opaua llapc Kel.feH

qoJ{caj11b1 aJap6aj'laifJlhl yrnarnap OJI.llYFYHY ua IŒPMYlllllYP·
'
.

.

.

; 0, '

-

OfIYHlIYFYHY,

T_ana6anap1IaH 6aUira cephaLUIH rattyttCY3 KetJH6

(.
~

cattall

rauaraH

,.,.::::·.

·,

..... :,:/
,·.;; '

,,,/

••· .,''

~~

,

,·

./
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f aCblMOB

Barncp
e3ytty
Ba

MahaMa

OHa e"naH OJlj'HMynI

Hcpaua

sepapaK

HCTHHTarblH.Lia

HTTHhaM

y3pa

LUfH.LIHpIDiepKeH

TarcHp11H

K9CTôpMHilllIHp KH, 0

6HJIMôMHJU
TôcpTHlll

AHIT-HblH

Ha3apaT KOMHTaCHHHH CôLipH Ba3HcpôCHHLlô HllIJiôMôKJla
xeJpHJJa GlôMHJJôTHH.HH XôTT.H HJia 150 HacpapJl.HK 3.HjapaPI.H rpynytt
HccpahaH Ba fYM

TapK.H6.HHLia HpaH1>IH MarnhaLI,

MyraLILiaC jepJiap.H 3.HjapaT eTLI.HK.llôH cottpa

rnahapI1apHHL1a

TehpaH

rnahapHHHH

"MapMap" 0TeJ1HHLia jepnarnapKaH ôpLia6.HJUiaH TaH1>UI1>IFbl ôhMaLiaFa
Ba Ta6p.H3LiaH TaH1>UI1>IFbl ôcaLI6eK.H HJia KepyrnMyruuyp.
8hMaLiaFaHblH TôKI1.Hcp.H HJia o, 811.HKpaM, haGI.Hara Bô MHphacatt 3aBsapI1apLiaH ajpbmapar TehpaHbIH KaHapblH.Lla
lli.HMpaH MôHTôfôC.HHLlô CHJiaMb[ hap6wiHJiap.HH

JepJiôlllôH

M)'hacp.H3ô

eTLI.Hj.H

"Cenahe nacTapatte" TaUIKHJiaT1>IH1>1H .HraMaTKahua haÎlfbl MattcypJia
KepyrnMy1IIJiap. IICepyrn 1aMaH1>l 811.HKpaM sa haÎlf .Hara pecny6JI.HKa,ua

..

.

.

,
OJlaH .HÎ4fT.HMa.H C.HJaC.H Bô3.HJJôT, CHJaC.H napT.HJaJiapblH

O

GIYMJlôLiôH

11

AI1fl-H1>1H Mesrej.H 6apaLia Ma J1)'MaT sepM.HlII, napT.HjaH1>IH cTpyi<:ryPYHYH TaKM.HJlJlôlllll.HPHJIMac.H 6apaLia hatt1bl Mattcypytt ar JieBhaLia
qaKLI.Hj.H cxeM
6apaLia

cattaLia

M)'3aK.Hpa eLIHJiapaK 6.HpKa cpaan.HjjaT KecTapMaK
Liep;:xy Lia

HM3a

eTM.HllIJiap.

EpTac.H

Kytt

Mattcyp cxeMICa KecTapHJIMHlII rne"6a11ap.HH sa3.Hcpanap.HH.H
.H3ah

eTM.HlII,

anapMbillIJiap.
TôllIK.HJiaTblHblH
8hMaLiara HJia

oHJiap

Hca

hap

. 6.Hp.H

EaK1>1ja jax1>IH OJlLIYfY yqytt
8pLia6.HJIJla
Lia.HM

cpaan.HjjaT

aJiara caXJ1aMaF1>1

hatt11>1
KeHHlll

eJyttLia reJLI.HJJaTbIHhI
"Cenahe ITacTapatte"
K9CTapaH

6.HJIJl.HpaH

ôMôKLiaIIIbl

haÎlfbl Mattcyp,

6HpHHÎ41.Hja OHI1apb1 joJia CaJIMaFbl TailIIIblpMbllllllblp.
Ey KepymuaH cottpa 811.HKpaM 8hMaLiara HJia Lia.HM Te.necpott.na
c!Jlara caXJ1aM1>IIII, 1994-Giy
aj~lHJla 8hMaLiaraHblH
_
- - -,

HJI.HH Maj ajblHLia Ba 1995-GI.H H.HHH Maj

MYlliajaT.H

Ba

MaJI.HJJaJialllll.HpMacH HJia

,.;,·_l'ehpaHLia haÎlfbl Mattcyp11a KepyrnapaK OHytt Tanlll1>IpblfJ1ap1>1ttb1H
>

.l ~ / ' /

~
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w.1pach1 6ape.Lie
aJIMblllJJiap.

heca6aT sepMHlll Bô jeHH Tesc11jja sa ranlllhlph1r.riap

Cacpap.aatt rajbUiaH

;1apbIHLxa haMHH

T0BCHJJô

KHMH

AlIH

lliypatthIH w.111ac-

sa TaIIlllblpbirJiap MY3aKHpa e.LIHJIMaK.na

napntJaHblH cTpyi<:rypymrn Ha3apa aJibIHapar JepJIH rawK1-rnar.nap.Lia
w.1pa e.LIHJIMaja 6allJJlaHMblill.Llhlp.
HJIHH

1995-lilH

aXblpnapblH,lla

TypKHja,lla

HCJiaM

TaMaJyJLryy

"PHcpah" napTHjacbIHhm ceqKHJiap.Liô rane6a llaJIMacbl Myttac116an1na
OHJiapbl

Ta6pHK

eTMôK

o,

yqyH

8JIHKpaM,

hati111ara,

3ttpaLI.LIHH,

MttpanacKap, PaMHH3 Ba AraxapHMJia 6ttpIIHK.IIô 8hMallara HJia
8plla6HJUia KepyrnapaK MarcaMapHHH OHa 6IDUIHpMHW, COHywit:y
oHJiapbl Tehpatta anapapar hati1bl

Mattcypna

KepynmypMYill.LIYP·

KepYllllla 8JIHKpaM A3ap6ajti1aH,lla HCJiaMb(H Ba3HJJaTH,
cpaaJIHjjaTHHHH .LiajaH.UblpbmMacbI
6ypaXblJ1MaMaCb[
6apalla

Ba

napnaMeHT

6apô.Lia Ma"JI)'MaT sepapaK,

.LiaHblWMhllll,

hati1b1

Mattcyp

HWHHHH Heti1a rypynMaCbI sa hattchI
eTMoK

6apa.Lia

KepYlllllaH

cottpa

nporpaM

sa

8hMa,L1ara

AHil-HH

cetJKHJiapttHa

M0Bli1Yll qaTHHJ1HK.nap

ttca

AHII-HbIH

KaJiati1aK

nporpaM acacblH.Ua hapaKaT

K0CTapHlllJiapHHH

8nHKpaMa

Ma.LUIH

sepMHill.LIHp.

HMKaHbIH

3a11cp

OJlll)'FYHY 6HJUIHpMaKJia TypKHjaja OHYHJia 6npIIHKlla hati111ara sa
3Hpall.L(HHHH

KeTMaCHHH

MacnahaT

6HJIMHlll,

0

HC8

naKhija

raJhlTMblill.Llbip.
1995-tilH JIHH najhl3hIH.Ua 8hManara sa 11MaMH hati1b1 Mattcypytt
TaIIIIIblpblfbl

HJia

Da.Kblja

KanapKaH

8JIHKpaMblH

K0CTôpHIIIHHa

acacaH oHJiapbl fy6a Jottacbma anapapar jepnu TaIIIKHJiaTnapblHHWH
HJlô TaHbllll eTMHIII, 8JIHKpaMblH HapnapaH.lla.Kbl eBHH.IIa KellHpHJiaH
MYll.IaBHpana HllJTHpaK eTMHill.LIHp.
hati1b1 Maucypytt

nporpaM

Ba TaIIIIIblpblfbIHa acacau "Cenahe

nàcTapaue" raIIIKHJ1aTb1HhIH fYM wahapHH.Ua jepnawau MaI1pacaCHH1Ia- TôhCHJI aJIMar yqyH

.,.

• e.

./

:·

'..:: ,,•:/

3

aJJihir

Kypcnapa,

ôCaChlHhl

hernrn
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hep6H XH.LIMete qaFblpbllll jall1Jlbl Keffltl11ep rewKWl

eLieH, hep 6HpH

30 tteqmpLieH H6apeT 3 rpyn rana6e KeHllapHJIMecHHlle jaXblHllaH
HlllTHpaK

eTMHlll,

hai:.iHara

Ba

y1ap11Hlla

HpaHlla onatt

MHphecaHJia

cacpap11apH

611pnHK.Lia

1aMaHbl anHKpaM,

oHJiapbIH

TahcHJI

aJUihlfhl,

heq 6Hp ja3bl onMajaH MaLipeceje KeLiepaK Liapc.napH Ba

cahhaTnapH HJia MaparnaHMhllllJiap.
hat+Ibl Mattcyp harnratnyp hep6H cpopMaaa onMarna y1apHHLie
heq 6Hp cpeprneHLIHpWU:1 HHlllaH OJ1MaMbllll, apLie6H.rUie aJlhlHMblllI
23 MHH Ba HpaH cecpHpI1HjHHll6 aJlb[HMbllll
nyJI.LiaH xecTa 0J1.Uyry
rajLiaaa anHKpaM
anMhllllllblp.
TaHblMaLihlFbl

MHH

AElll LIOJIJlapbl

'flYH xa6apH onMyruuyp. hapLiaH 6Hp MaBat+IH6

anHjesLieH

HcnaM

27

6aHKbl

450 MHH MattaT jaxyll 100 LIOJ1J1ap
haITh1Hlla

waxc TepecpHHll6H

onatt

MexcpH

BepHJIMHlll,

cettaLI

otta

aHJiaJbllllbl OJIMaLibl-

11

fhlHllaH CHjacH ll10 6aHHH CaLipH My6apH3 MeMM6)lJIHje K0CTapMHill,
JlaKHH COHymt:Y Lia 3Hp6lJ.IIHH Tafb1jeBJie heq 6Hp Myc6eT HaTH'ile
aJI.Lia

catte)lJlepH otta raJTapMbilll, o 11ca

eTMaLIHKJJapHHe Kepe

J1a3b[MCbI3 6Hp KaFb[3 KHMH HLiapeLie caXJiaMbllllllblp.
PaMH3

MycTacpajeB

M6ru(6M8Ll6

LIHHllHpIDiepKeH

e1ytty

e"naH OJiyttMyw HTIHhaMLia TarcHpIIH 6HJiapeK K0CTapLIH KH,

OHa
0

1995-t+IH HJIHH OKTja6p ajbIHblH 27-LieH "YJIKep" îypH3M q>HpMaCblHblH llHpeKTopy OJIMarJia xapHlilH

6ajl+laH
onMyw,

B6T8HLialllJiapb1Hb1H

0JIKeJiepe typHCT Ke.U8H

cacpapHHH

T8lllKHJI

eTM8KJ16

A1ap-

MaUiryJI

cpeanHjjeT MY.llI.18THHll8 Hpatt H:cJiaM Pecny6JIHKachma t+IaMH

8 Hacpap TypHCT K0Hll6pMHlllllHp.
1996-l+lbl HJIHH

cpespan ajhIHhIH ax1,1pIIapbIHl1a Hpatta TYPHCT

KHMH K0HLiapat+IejH HKH Hecpap haIThlHlla q>aKC K8JIH6 KaJIMaMaCHHH

/_1:.'.· ~ --~eJI~~t .HMaK

MarcaLIHJia I1paH cacpHpIIHjHHLI8

5,~,. >:.~.-.:,. -;_~,. ~ CH é)6L1YJ16aFbl é)n1:1jeBJia paCTJlalllMblill,

( ::.:
\ ~;;BJ .'. H~~J
ycT'{H.Lla
~-,... .
• '-'-? !
~~

\..,, '··: /': ' ~.- ._,~ /

l... -: .. - ~: ;

- . -·~,;1. . • -~ \ ,~

ony6

OJIMaMacbIHhl

onapKaH,

Al1Il-HblH

COH)ml~ ~Hl1aH

Mehypy-

1

copyrnapar Ja rnHJIHK hacHJI
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eTLIHKLI8H COHpa 3:HJapaTa
nacnopT

anMaruaH

KeTM8K

eTapH

HCT8J8H

hyryr

sypMaCbIHbl xahttlli eTMHllilIHp.

sepatt

6

H8qJ8pHH xapttlilH

attKeTnapa

Mehyp

0 HCa 6naHKJiapb1 nacnopT anattbIH

HW.rra1111j11 MyaccHCôHHH llOITLiypy6 MehypnôMôJI.H OITLIYfYHY 6HJ11111j11
hanua LIHpeKTopy onuyry "YnKap"
raHyttCY3

\1ehypytty

TypH3M cpttpMaCblHblH

onapar 6olll aHKeTnapa BypMynuxyp. ÔMôJIHH.llôH CôMHMH

nellIHMaH.Lihlp.
TaFb1jeB

lllahHLI 3Hp8lI.IIHH

MahKaM8ll8

llHH.ll.Hp11napKaH

11cpaaa BepapaK K8CT8pllH K.H, 0 1995-llfH Hn.HH anpen ajbIH.l]a AHilHblH MaITHJJô JapllblMbl Hna

MaKKa 3HjapaTHH.llôH

COHpa hati1b[

onMaChIHhI ttaJapa anapar ÔJIHKpaM ônttjes sa nap111jaHhIH A.ntt
lllypaCblHblH K0CTôpHllI.H Hna 1995-llf.H Hn.HH OKTja6p ajbIH.l]a AHilHblH

11

OaKbl

lliahap KOMHTôCHHô pah6ap Tô jHH eLIHITM.HllilIHp.

OYH.llaH COHpa Ailll-HhlH CôllpH ÔJI.HKpaM ÔJI.Hjes,
y3BJiap11 Barncp racbIMOB, haq11ara

Hyp11jes

A.rrtt lllypattblH
Ba

M11phacatt

lf!acpapoBytt K0CT8pHllIH Hnô OaKbl lliahapHHHH pajoHJiapbl haITb[Hlla
11

JapypH

M8 Jiy'MaTnapbIH

ha3b1p11aMblllI,

paJOH

TOfIJiaHMaCbl

haITbIH.lla

T0BCHjja11ap

KOM.HT811ôpHH.HH pah6ap11ap11Ha naj11ajb16,

11

ha3b1p Mô Jiy'MaT11apbl HCô 83YH.llô llfôMJlôllilIHpM.Hllill.Hp. OYffllaH a3

MYlI.Il8T Ke'lJI.HKl(ôH cottpa napTHJaHblH Côllp.H ÔJIHKpaM 81111jes sa
Hllfpa

anapaTbIHbIH

nap1ttjaHhIH 6up
a.LihI

canp11

rpyn

ha1:i111ara

OHyttJia

611p1111KL1a

pah6ap sa cpaan HllitIIDiapHHH

"311japa1"

aJIThIH.lla Hpatta anapMblllI,

Hypujes

8hMauaraH1>IH MyII.iaja111 HJia

CepejH Kypop1 lllahapllfttjHH.lla jepnallIM.HIIIJ1ap. Opaaa 0Myr11apb1
MYllllôTlla

Ailll
.. - ---!'

,\

.,. ,

•

pah6apnttjtt 11na A3ap6ajllfaHlla japaHMblllI HITHCa.LIH,

CHJaCH,

'

ÇOC~
·~ ;
1

hep Kytt 8hMenara sa 611p Heqa HpaHJI1>1 sa1eH1IaillbIH

B83HjjaT haITbIHlla, AHil-HblH

CT)'Krypy,

pajoH

KOMHTa11apH

\

ill]â:; apKa3.H opraHbIH e11aranapu 6apana Macananep MY3aKHpa

' • ~. • ~--··;;~• .,/ . ~ ::,i

...{t..;.~:r' -

:'8· ~ -n-. '-~.,

I

HH, napTHjaHblH ha3b1pJia.rib1Fbl Ceq1Gfra6aFLI fIJiaTcpopMa

Bô
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KoHCTHl)'CHja

Pecny61111KaCbl
LI9BJ18THHHH

najHhacH,

japaHMaCb[, haKHMHjjaTa KaJIMajHH joJU1apbl 6apaLia

ha~hl Mattcypytt Kec1ap1111map sep1111jHHH KepMyumyp.
1996-~bl HJIHH jaHsap ajblH.lia 8JIHKpaM
Hyp11jes

rpyn

sa Barncp racb1Mosytt

cpaan

Hlll'-IHJiapH

MyrnajaTH sa

japllhlMhI

I1paHa
HJia

81111jes,

ha~ttara

pah6ap1111j11 HJia AI1Il-HhlH 611p
KenapKaH

TehpaH.lia

opaua

8hMaLiaFaHblH

ha~hl MaHcyp harnraT-

nypytt Hlll HraMancahhIH.lia onapKeH COH)W+IYHY I1paHblH "11PHA"
HHcpopMacttja
ha~Hara

aKeHTJIHjHHHH

Hypttjes

ttyMajaH.liaCH

A3ep6ajt.1aH.lia

KHMH

Tôf)lHM

l{l41THMaH-CHJaCH

enaH

Sa3HJJôT,

Kel!HpIDIMHlll napnaMeHT ce'-IKIDiapH, AI1TI-HhlH YMYMH saJHJJaTH,
napTHJa CTPYKTYPYH.lla e)lHJiaH
sepMHIULlHp.

)lajHlllHKJUt:K11ep 6apalla heca6aT

XaJIJihl j'HHcpopMaua OJiaH haltlbl Mettcyp HCô KeHHlll

.

.

t{b(Xbllll e)lepaK napTHJaHhlH MapKô3H sa paJOH TôlllKHJiaTJiapblHblH
Hllll!H

UITaTJiapblHbl

opraHblHhlH
11

Hô3apaT

napTHJaHblH

KeHHlll TôT6i-tr eTMôK, napTHjaHblH HCJiaM acaCbIH.lia

HITHCa,[lH,

3HJaJibIJiapna
HpaH.lia

Jepnap)la

Hy'MaJaH.liaCHHH JepJialULlHpMaK, napTHJaHblH rnyap sa

Sô LI.i1ôpHHH
CHJaCH,

llOJlllypMar,

Hlll

Ma)laHH-MaapHcp,
nporpaMbl

KôffltlJiôp,

HlllJiajtt6

[a,[lhlHJiap

ha3b1p11aMar,

sa

KeW+111epHH

3 aJJihlf sa 4 HJUlHK TahcIDI nporpaMJiapblHhl hejaTa

Kel!HpMeK

yqyH

A3ap6ajt.1aHblH

MyxTaJIHcp

pajoHJiapblH.lia

HCJiaM

ecacnapbl y3pa ceMHHap Myrnas11pa11ep KellHpMaK, KyrnasH Te6nttraT
sa

Tôll1BHraT

eTMôK,

HllUlapHH.lia

raq,ra.3

HpaH

PyhaHIDiapH

MyrexaCCHCJiapHH.liaH
H)lapacHHHH

HCTHq,aua

pah6apnHjH

B8

aMeK.UalllJiap1,1 HJia jaxrnhl Myttac116aT japaTMar sa 6ymiaH HCTHq,aue
eTMaK, hep611 hHccanaplla, hyryr Myhacp113a opraH1Iapb1H.lia, cTpaTe;KH
ahaMu:_ijaTnH
1

"

'

cahanaplla Mesrenep

cecw.!;Jm "I1cnaM llyttjacbl
,·~-

11

eJllle e)lHJIMacH,

re3eTHHHH

HlllHHH

"I1cnaMblH

KYltfJlaH.lIHpMaK,

·'/

·.: - -~ ~ ~ a

Y3B.T1ôpHHHH,

xycycHJie

3HJaJihl,

rauhIHJiapblH

caJbIHhIH
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apTMaCbl

HCTHraMeTHHlle

1l0BJ1ôTJiôpH

Hill

AEW

anapMar,

HJlô ôMoK1IalllJib(fb(H,

se

I1cpaIDI

Xe3ep llôHH3HHllôH HeqJT

hacH-

11

JlaTb(

y3pe "acpHH ca3HlllH HHH anejhHHa KOMilllCKC aKC Ta611HraT

HlllH anapMar, rap6 11eBJ1a1napHHHH xycycHJia AElll sa I1cpaHJIHH
A3ap6ajl41aH1Ia 011aH cpHpMa sa Myrn1apeK MyaccHcanapHHHH 1aHcp
l418heTJiepHHH

alllKap

CTM8K

6ape11e

sepMHllllIHp.

8hMe11ara

Ma.LUIH

6HJUIHpepeK

TypKHjeje

OH)'H,

T0BCHjje

88

HMKaHb(H

38Hcp

anHKpaMb(H

KCTMôCHHH M8CJieheT 6HJIMHllllIHp.

TaillllblpblrJiap
OJIMaCblHb(

B8

hati1HaraHblH

TypKHj8Jl8H rajblTJlhffllaH COHpa

hati1Hara HypHjes oey jaHhIHa qafb1papar hati1b1 Mettcypytt llhlXhllllhl
y3pa fCJJlHJJaTnapblHb( CHCTCMJiôllllIHpMôJH TanrnhlpMb(Ill,
T0BCHJ8JiopHH

ArlH

COHpa 6y

lllypa.ua MY3aK.Hpa C)lHJlô"lojHHH 88 hep 6Hp

6eH)lHH KOHKpeT Hl41pallbija TaillllblpbUial41afbIHhl 6HJUIHpMHllllIHp.

l 996-l41bI HJIHH

anpen

ajhIHlla

anHKpaM 8nHjes se ha(;mara

HypHjeBHH TôKHJlM HJie T8pKH6HH)l8 heKHMJiap,
HITHCa.llllhmap, tteqJT sa ra3 cettajecH

Hill"tJIDiapH

Ji<ypHaJUfCTJiap,
011aH

rpyny pah11

6ap11HK eTM8KJ18 HpaHa anapMbllll, ahMa11araHblH Te jHH eT11HjH
lflaBHJI

a./lJlbl

lll8XCHHMyrnaJ8TH

HJia

MyrolU[ôC

JepnapH 3HJapaT

eTJlHKJiaH cottpa AcTapa.uaH ahMe)lara oHJiapbI raprnhmajbl6
1apacpHHJl8H OXy'Mara KeHJlapHJiaH
CH3JIHK Ha3HpJIHjH 8M8K1IalllJiapbI

re11e6anapHH

AHTI

MHJ1JIH Tah.nYKa-

rapacpHHJlôH KepH raJTapbmMa-

JiapblHbl 6apK ttapahaT"tJhLJihffJia 6HJUIHpMHllllIHp.
anHKpaM
MHphaceH

xapHl41H

lflecpapoBytt

BaJIJyra

. ~6.pm<

.· q.~p--~-

an.0jeB,

hal41Hara

HypujeB,

HJITH3aMHaMe

Barncp

sepM8KJ18

racb(MOB

KYJIJIH

B8

MH[llapna

aJIJlhlfhlHhI, oHJiapblH EaKbl hasa JIHMaHJiapblHhlH,

se 3aBOJlJiapna HCTehcan onyttaH MehcyJIJiapbIH cajblHhlH,

CTaTeJi<H

ehaMHjjeTJIH

jepnepHH

cxeM

88

xepHT8JI8pHHHH

l"I

>"~.··.:.J..
-~ .j'aaf.·~· ; , ,
·\,

-~

"-..__: ·:J - \\~ ~

acu
1

6apaJla

oJiaII

Ma"n)'MaTJiaphlH

"Cenah-e

nacTapatt-e

11paHhlH xycycu XHJIMaT
Ettrena6e

EcnaMH

11
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tel.llIŒJ1aTbIHa ha'41bl Mettcyp hernren1ypytt Tanlllblpblfbl acacblHlla
ha1b1pJ1a.LiblfblHbl cottpaaatt 6HJIMH1Wlttp. AHTI-HblH hattcb1 Matt6enatt
OJ1MaMbllll, J1a.KHH Da.Khi wehap

MaJ1Hjje11al.l.I,llttpHJlllHjHHll8H xa6apH
KOMHT8CHHHH

HlllqHJlepH

a_J[la

100

MHH

MaHaT[laH

250

MHH

MaHaTaJ]ôK Maalll aJlMb[lll[lblp.
lllahH.LI My6aptt3 MaMM8WIH

MelucaMa.Lie

)lHHllHpH11apKaH

H(pa.LI8CHHlla K9CTap.uH KH, qJ8aJIHjjaT,Ua OJIJlYfY .uesp.ua AHTI-HblH
cttjactt llle"6actttta 6alllqblJ1bff eTMaKJia
raJeTHHHH

pe.Ua.KTopy HlllJ18MHlll

Ba

jattalllbl
haMHH

"Hc11aMblH cectt"

MYLUI8T,[(8

200

MHH

MaHaT,UaH 400 MHH MaHaTaJ]ôK Maalll aJlMbllllLlblp.
1995-'41H HllHH

najbl3b1Hlla AHTI-HblH 6ttp rpyn pah6ap11aptt

811ttKpaM 8nttjes, ha'41ttaFa Hypttjes,
Tejjy6

CynejMaH0BJ1a 6ttp11HK.ua

.6a6axatt .6a11a.KHlllttjes

sa

8p.ua6HJI jaXblHJiblFbIHlla.Kbl CepejH

KypopT lllahapttHlla onapKeH 8hMe.uara, HMaMH sa ha'41bI Mettcypytt
HlllTHpaKJiapbI HJia· KetIHpHJiôH KOHq>paHCJiap.ua HlllTHpa.K eTMHI.lllIHp.
Ô11HKpaM

Bô

he'41Hara

AHil-HH

COH

HJIJiap.ua

raJafülblfb[

ttaHJittjjernap.uaH, ceqKIDiapa ha1b1p11bir.UaH, cetIKttra6aFb1 nnaTq,op..
.
MaHblH MYaJJaH onyttMaCbIHllaH, napnaMeHT yJBJIYJytta HaMHJallJlepttH
BepHJIMôCHHllaH,

AHil-HblH

Ce'lKHIIap.ua

faJIH6

KaJIMôK

yqytt

te611ttraT-TalllBHraT Ba KyrJiaBH HHqJOpMacttja opraHJiapbl HJiô HWHH
rypy11MaCbIH1IaH

JiaHhilllapar heca6aT __ sepMHlllJlap.

AI1Il-HhIH ha.JhipJia.LiblFbI

A3ap6aj'41aH

ha'41hl

Mettcyp

Pecny6nHKachI KottcTtttycHja-

cbIHhlH 11ajtthaCHHH Ha3ap.uaH KetIHpapaK 93 T9BCHjja Ba TanWhlphlfJ1apb1Hhl BepMHlllLlHp.
Eymcatt 6alllra

1995-'41H

HJIHH axb1pnapblHlla 8hManara sa

HMaMH .6a.K1>Uia 011apKaH ÔJIHKpaMhIH Hap.uapaHlla.KhI eBHHlla AHTIHhIH

pah6ap

Hllll!HJieptt

HJia

Myn.Iasttpa

KetIHpapaK

napnaMeHT

__ ~ celflÇ.HJiepttHa 6ypaxhmMaMaCblHlla AHil-HhIH rejptt q,aaJ111hlFb1Hhl rej.u

', ~~}'
V

'l :,....~.• \
, .... ~
~~ -~

.:1::.::-., /
c., .~ 1

~?!.

K8JI8'41aK,Ua

napTHjaHb[H

HlllHHHH

KY'41J1aH.IIHpH11MaCH

yqytt
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HYqJY3JIY
T8llIKilll

sa

ceJYJ(et:.faH

eTMaK

MarcaLIH

a.aaMJiapbIH
HJia

M0BreJHHHH

eLIHJIM8CHHH

T0BCHJJ8

TapacpHHLI8H

Hllla

TOIDiaHblllIJlap,

M8CH, ahanH apacblHLia, MaT6yarLia
I1paHblH

6y

tteqn

MyJiacpHa

t+1aJ16

MHTHHrnap

caJHIIIH

OJiyttMaCbIHa

eTMHllIJlap.

Ke4HpH11-

HJia

JlaHp

AHTI-HblH

MaJ1HjjaJ18llIL1HpHJ1JlHjHHH

onyttMaCbf Hbl

anara11ap
t.Jh(Xh(llIJiap

haHCh(

T8WKHJiaT

anHKpaM

an11je81I8H

11acpanapna copyuw:yrytta 6axMajapar cottym1y oHytt 6y
rapblllIMaMaChlHb( 6HJ1JlHpMHllILIHp.

Hwa

A3ap6aj{l{aH,lla HCJlaM 6aHKhIHhIH

japaubIJ1MaCbl 6apaJia MôXcpH C8H8JlH OHa Barncp racbIMOB 8epMHill,
6aHK HillHHHH

T811IKHJIHHLI8H aHJ1aJb(IIIbl

OJIMa.LlblFbIHa

Kepa

3Hp81I.LIHH TaFb1jesa O }la 03 H0B6acHHll8 6HpHfflllHja rajTapMblllILlblp.
EaKblHblH hasa JIHMaHJ1apb1HblH B8 CTpaTe)f(H {1{8h8TLI8H ahaMHj-

jaTJIH jepnapHH cxeM B8 xapHT81IôpHHHH t.J8KillIM8CH, cpa6pHK, 3aB01I
B8 .LlHKôp MY8CCHC81I8pHH HCTehcan eTJIHjH
CTaTHCTHK Ma" Jiy'MaTJiapblH TOIDiaHMaCbl,
Jepnap11H1Ia
M8C8JI8CH

1:+1aJa
ArlH

t.J8K8H
lliypaHblH

aJarIJibffJlaH

Mahpy'MeTMa

CaJblHhlH

0Jp8HHJIM8CH

Mah6ycnapb1H
CHJaCH

MahcyJIJiap 6apa11a

we"6aCHHHH

roJyJUlyrytta Kepa oHLia Taa{l{y6 LIOFypMyrn,

rapWblCbIHa

6y 6apaJia an11KpaM

an11je8L1aH copynw:yrJia {l{aaa6 ana 6HJIMaMHIIIllHp.
lllahau
sepapaK
pajoH

MnpanacKap

MHpMaMM8Jl0B

MahKaMaLia

KecTapJIH KH, AHTI-Hhm ArlH lliypachIHbIH y3sy 88 fy6a

KOMHT8CHHHH

CôllpH

HlllJiajapKaH

1996-{l{bl

HJIHH

ajhIHLia anHKpaM, ha{l{HaFa, Barncp, 3Hpa1I.LIHH, PaMHJ 88
611p1IHK1Ia

11cpaua

HcnaM

TaMajyJIJiy

"PHcpah"

rana6a t.JanMacbI Myttac116aTH HJ1a Ta6pHK

napn1jacbmh1

AraKapHM
cet.JKH1Iap11a

yqytt

TypKHjaja

HpaHLiaH Ket.JH6 KeTM8K Marca,aHJia Tehpatta KeTMHlllJiap.

TypKHjaja

Hô
. ... . 'o

Yt.JYH

HpaHLiaH

KeT1IHKJI8pHHH

eTMaK

jaHBap

copyuw:yrJia

anHKpaM

MaLllIH

~

:

ltfah9v:taH
1
· · •. .

.1µ'.u· ·

, J, . . .

._.. L; :, :;,.._~ -._
'1 \..,,...J.

6ena capcpanH OJUlYfYHY 6HJIJittpMHIIIllHp. ha{l{bl Mattcypytt

HraMaTKahhI hap6wiHJ1ap rapaq>HHL18H MyhacpHJa eJIHJliIHjHHH
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KepepKeH

opaHblH

hattcblca

hep6w

relllKanar

0 11L{yrytty

6HJIMHlll.LIHp. ha'41hl Mettcyp 811wKpaM, he'41Hara se Barnqme Kehtta
KHMH

raHhIWJiap

cpea.nHjjeTH HJ18

2 caara JaXhlH

ceh6er

anapar

naprHjatthlH

MaparnaHMhlllI, COH)mlyJiap HC8 hep 6ttpH 83

cpea11ttjjer11epH 6ape,ue otta heca6ar BepMHWJiep.

EyIDiaH cottpa

ha'41bl Mettcyp naprHjaHhIH crpYJ(rypyIDia 6e"311 ,uejHWHK.nep erMeK
6apa,ua K8CTôpHWJiôp sepMHW, 8hMa,uara HCô Ma.nHjja Bô3HjjarH 11JI8
e11are,uap 011apar 811HKpaMhIH, ha'41HaraHhlH Ba 3ttpeLI.LlHHHH TypKHjeje KeTMaCHHH MôCJiahar 6HJIMHI1I.LIHp.
1995-'41H HJIHH najhl3 aj11apbIH1Ia Barncp racbIMOBytt MyrnaJaTH
HJlô 8hMa,uara Bô
HJia

I1MaMH

ry6aja

KaJiapeK

HCJiaMblH

Ba3HJJaTH

MaparJiaHMhIW, AHIT-HbIH CTPYKTYPY, wyap Ba t.JaFbipbIWJiapbIH

ha3b1pJiaHMaCbl. napTHjaHblH HCJiaM m1ejaCbl Ba HCJiaM pe)KHMHHHH

ycryHJIYKJiapHHHH Ta6JIHFH, 3Hjapar a,Jlbl HJie JHja.nbmapbIH, ttycpy1.ny
waxcnapHH
K'{fJI8BH
cpa,ua

ronnattb16

ra,u611p11ap,ua

erMaK,

I1patta

T8WKHJI

rawKHJI erMeK.

I1paH TaMajyJIJIY MYfaXôCCHCJiap,uaH

KOHcppauc

Ba

cacH" Ba "I1c11aM ,uyujacb1"
CHHH

KeH1IapHIIMôCHHH

eTMôK

ceMHHap11ap

ra3er11epHHHH

6apa,ua

JepJIH

Ket.JHpMaK,

HCTH-

"I1c,1aMblH

ehaJIH apacbIH1Ia a6yueTôllIKHJiaTblH

Y38J1ôpHH8

reBc11jja11ap sepapaK oaKhija rajhITMhIWJiap.
Illahll..!l Ea6axaH DaJiaKHIIIHjeB MahI<aMa HCTHHTa[blH,[(a JHH1IHpH1IapKaH Hcpa,ua BepepaK
aJhIH1IaH

"I1cnaM

HWJiôMôK.na o,

Kecrap,uH

llyttjacb1"

AHIT-HblH

KH, o, 1992-'41H

nneTHH1Ia

pe,uaKrop

ce,upH 8JIHKpaM 81111jeBHH

HJIHH

\1apr

Ba3HcpacHH1Ia
K8CTepHWH

HJia napr11jaHbIH 611p Chipa pah6apnapH HJia 6Hp11HKllô I1paHblH
CapejH KypopT IIIahap'41HjHH1Ia onapKaH 6HpHINHHHH Tôf,[(HMaTbl
HJle

8hMa,uara,

I1MaMH ,uaha coupa ha'41bl Maucypna raHhIIII OHMYIII,

''s

-,

ynaphlH

HIIITHpaK erMaKJia 8JIHKpaM 81111jeB Ba

hetimara

jeBHH naprujaHhlH cpaanujjaru 6apa,ua heca6ar sepllHK.napHHH,
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HpaH

rapaqn1

aMaK.Liarn11aphlHhIH

11ca

napn1JaHhIH

HillHHa

aH1I

OJIMajaH TeBCHjjanap BepLIHjHHH, napTHjaHblH ha3b1p11a.Llhlfbl "CeIIKH

haITbIHlla" rattytt Ba A3ap6ajti1aH Pecny611HKacb1 KottcTHrycHjachIHhlH
.1aj11hac11 My1aKHpa emml!HjHHH KepMyu.uryp. CottpariaH otta Ma"nYM
oJIMyrruiyp
raLipttc

KH,

cpa6pttK,

3aBOLI

sa

Myaccttcanap

haITh1H11a,

e.1M,

MyaccHcanapHHHH npocpeccop, MyaJUIHM Ba ra11a6a hejjarH
11

6apaLia CTaTHCTHK Ma Jiy'MaTJiap, hap6H crpaTe)KH ahaMHjjaTJIH OJiaH
rarnKHJ1aT11aphIH

cxeM

xycyctt

opraHhl oJiaH "Cenahe nacrapatte" rarnKHJiaThIHhIH

XHLIMaT

Ba

xapttranapHH

rormaHMaChl

HpaHhIH

ranlllhlpbIFbIHa acacaH JhlfblJIMhllllllhlp.
1995-t+IH HJU18 8hMaLiara Bo

I1MaMHHHH

DaKbll!a 8JIHKpaMblH

HapLiapaH KoHllHHlloKH eBHHlla AHTI-HhIH pah6ap11apH HJia Ket.rnp-

.

.

LIHK.naptt Jhlfb1w.1arna napTHJaHhIH napnaMeHT ceqKHJ1ap11H1Ia yrypcY3-

IIYfYHY

aJiaraJiaII-

jepJIH TôllIKHJ1aTJ1ap11a HllIHH Jattcp OJIMaCbl HJia

3 ajJihlf

Ka.IIpnapbIH jaXlllb1J1alllllblpb1J1MaChl yqyH 11patta

LIHpLIHJHHH,

Kypcnapa ra11a6a11ap KeH11apHJ1MacH 6apaLia MHphacaH

~acpapoBa

KecrapHllIJlap sepLIHJHHH elllHTMHllllIHp.
lllahHLI

Tejjy6

CynejMaHOB

MarucaMa

HCTHHTafbIH.IIa

Hcpana

BepapaK KeCTopLIH KH, o, 1995-llfH HJIHH Maj ajblHl!aH AHTI lllaMaXhl
pajoH

KOMHT8CHHHH

lllypac1>IHblH

C8LlpH

B83HqJ8CHH.II8

ranIII1>1p1>lfJiap1>IH1>1

HIIU18M8KJI8

AHTI

A111

naHM jepHHa jer11papaK ajna 6Hp

nacpa Hltlpa OpraHbIHhIH caLipH hallfHara HypHjeBa Kepnyjy HllIJiap
6apana ja11>m1>1
KecrapaH

c11jac11

opraHJiapbl,

-

,,

.0:-::0: .. ,·

Manap,

sepMHllI,

napr11janap,

MyxTaJIHqJ

. t+l8MHJJ8TJI8p,

.~>~ ·-~

heca6ar

paJOH.IIa

xapWtlH

ce1y

apH3HCHH.IIa

ti1aM11jjarJiap,

LlHHJiapH

rypYMJiap,

pajoH

KeqaH

B8

J.RManap,

T8pHr8TJI8pH
M)1llT8p8K

lllaxcnap,

cpaarmjjar
Mar6yar

ra6JIHF
B8

enaH

Mycrarnn

YMYMHjjarna

pajoH

)

f:::::\

· . ~ / Ill '
..:_,,-"'e. •.:'-...\

11

IH.IIa

CTaTHCTHK

M8 Jiy'MaTJiap

TOruiajapar

napTHjaHblH

A.lH

aCbIHa T8flIHM eTMHIIIJiap .

'.11~
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1995-t+IH IDIHH najbl3hlH.Lia 811HKpaM a1111jes, har.nrnra Hyp11jes.
Barncp racb1Mos, 311paDJIHH

Tarbljes sa iIHKap11apH HJia I1paHb1H

Capejtt KypopT lllahapr.,11j11H1Ia 011apKaH ohManara, HMaMH sa ilaha
cottpa har.fbl Mattcypytt HllITHpaK eTllHK.napH Myrnas11pa11ap11a A3ap6ajr.,att llSBJiaTHHHH 3apapHHa OJlaH Maca11a11ap My3aKHpa e.LUL1MHW,
AMTI-HbIH

ha3b1p11al!h1Fbl

KOHCTHTYCHJa

11aj11hac11

TahJuL1

e11HJIMHlllllHp. Hlill1al111jH MyDJiaTna KOMHTaHHH Hll11-nmapH ajna 400450 MHH MattaT Ma611arnH1Ia aMaK haITbI aflMhllllllhip.
lllahHLI Ma3ahHp

AXytt.LIOB MahKaMa HCTHHTafbIH1Ia llHHllHpH-

JiapKaH Tejjy6 Cy11ejMaHOBytt HcpanacHHH TaCl!Hf eTMaKJia

JaHalllbl

6HJU1Hp1IH KH, o, AMTI-HblH IllaMaXbl pajoH KOMHTaCHHHH Ta6eqHJ1HJHH1Ia

OJ1aH

Hlillla-

ro6ycTaH

MaKJia

KOMHTana

pajoH

napTHJaHblH

CHJaCH

llle"6a

KOMHTaCHHHH

AnH

canpH

IllypaCblHhlH

K8CTopHllIH

11

aqblJlMhllll,

Ba3H<paCHH1Io

ll18 6aHHH

HJ1a

raplllblCb[Hila

roJynMym Ba3Hq>aJiapa yjrytt onapar pajoH.lla onatt TallIKHJianrnp,
ha6cxattanap11a r.,a3a tJaKaH Mah6yc11apbIH cajhl, q,a6pHK sa 3aso11.nap
haITb1H.lla

cTaTHCTHK Ma"11y1MaT11ap 6apa11a cattalIJiapH Tonnajapar

Tejjy6 Cy11ejMaH0Ba TofllHM eTMHlll, aXblpbllfltlhl na 83 H8B6acHH1Ia
haMHH cattalIJiapH AnH Wypaja TofllHM eTMHlllllHp. IllaMaXbl pajoH
KOMHToCHHHH caupHH.lloH MaBar.fH6 rajuaaa

150-200 MHH MaHaT ajila

Maalll aJ1Mhllllllbip.
IllahHLI HHJaMH Eanorrrattosytt MahKaMa HCTHHTafh1H1Ia e".1aH
OJ1yttMym H6THLiaH HCTHHTar JaMaHbl sepl!HjH Hq>aaacHH.l]oH Kepyttyp
KH, o, AHTI-HbIH AnH lllypacbIHhIH

y3sy

011Mar11a 1995-r.,11 HJUia

81111KpaM 811Hjes, har.,11ara HypHjes, Barncp racb1MoB,

M11phacaH

lilacpapos sa 11m<ap11apH HJia 8pua6HJUia onapKaH ohMauara o3HMH
oHJiapt>l
raplllb1J1ajhl6 Tehpatt wahapHHa anapapar cHJ1ahnb1 ac1<ap.
\

napHH ~yhacpH3a eT1IHjH HKHMopTa6aJ1H HfaMaTKahlla har.fbl Mattcyp
i

"-~

J1àrytrninyp11a
'

<

~

,l» ?.

·+.:'-//

::,·

KepynmypMy11I,

opanaH

fYM

ruahapHHa

1<enapaK
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3 aJJiblf Kypcnapaa rahcHJI arraH A3ap6ajt.1aHJ11>1

rana6anapna

KepyrnM)WJiap.
1995-t.111 .HJIHH najhB ajnaphIH.Ua ôhMa11ara sa
OJiapKaH ÔJIHKpaM ÔJIHje8HH
Kejqaj, lllaKH

HcMajhUUihI,
KepyJIMyrn

KecrapHWH

HllIJ1ap

anapbIJIMhIW,

6apaaa

napTHJa

8a

HMaMH

.HJia 0HJ1apb1 lllaMaXhl,

f o6ycraHa anapapar

napn1ja

cpaa.rmapb1

CTPYKTYPYHlla

naKhLJa

oJiaH

JepI1ap11a

.HJia

c11jac11

ceh6arJiap
we"6aJiapHH

HWJ1ap11 HJia MaparnaHMb1WJ1ap.
1996-i:.Ihl

.HJIHH

8888JIJI8pHH118

ÔJIHKpaM

ÔJIHjeB,

hati1Hara

Hypttjes, Barncp rachIMOB sa 1IHKapnap11 HJia apaa6.HJI wahapttH.Ua
ôhMa11ara, HMaMH 88 lIHKap waxcnapna Kepyrn
Hyp11jes

A3ap6ajt.1aH1Ia

W41THMaH-CHJaCH

rej1111jjaT11aH KeqMaMaCH Ba

3aMaHbl

B83HJJ8T,

hati111ara
AHil-HhIH

ceqKHJiapa 6ypaxhmMaMaChl

6apa11a

heca6ar sepMHW, ahMa11ara 11ca 6ytty A3ap6ajt.1aH1Ia 11cnaM lIHHHHHH
Je.Hep Ta6n11r

OJIYHMaChl .HJia anaranaH1111papaK napTHjaHhIH

reJ1IHJJaT1IaH KeqMacH yqytt Kaupnaphm apThlphIJIMachIHhl

TaKpap
K8CTap-

MHW11Hp.
Al1Il-HblH

M81I8HH

MaapHcp

KOMHT8CHHHH

ltlacpaposytt TanIIIhlphIFbI HJia lllaMax1>111aH

ca11pH

M11phacaH

2 ttacpap rana6a ceqapaK

OHa T8f1IHM eTMHW, TaJia6anap HMTahaH ea.HJiapaK HpaHblH fYM
wahapHHa 3 aJJihlf Kypcnapa OX)'Mara KeH.Uap.HJIMHllIJ1ap.
lllaluul Eanauajhl hycejHOB MahKaMa HCTHHTafblH,Ua
pH1IapKaH Hcpaua BepapaK K0CT8p1IH KH,
KOMHT8CHHHH ca11pH B83HcpacHH118
Hlliq.HJiapH ÔJIHKpaM
MHphacaH

o, Al1II Ca6ajbIJI pajoH

HllIJ18M8KJI8 napTHjaHhlH

ÔJIHjeB, hat.1Hara HypHjeB, Barncp

ltlacpapoBytt

K8CT8pHllIH,

JHH1IH-

EaKbI

wahap

pah6ap

racblMOB

88

KOMHT8CHHHH

caLipu 311palUIHH TarhljeBHH ranwhlphifbI HJia pajoHytt jalllajhIW,
catta.if, HH3H6aTH o6jeTnapHHHH,

Topnar cahanapHHHH ti1orpacp11

' ....,JM0BrèjHHH 8KC eT,UHpaH cxeMJiapH, pajoH ahaJIHCHHHH caj rapKH6H
~

··~,.r ~-î :,...,

iP1~

,

/!
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MyaccHCôJiôpHH acac TeXHHKH
apa3HCHH.IIa jep11arnaH

HITHC3.LUf

c11jac11

nap111ja11ap,

opraHJiapbl Ba '{My'MHjjaTJiô pajoH
_1apbl

ron.najapar COHyttlilyja

K0CTôpw.1HIIôpHHH.
~aMHjja111ap,

haITbIH1Ia

paJOH

Mar6yaT

CTaTHCTHK

Ma".1)'MaT-

TôCUHM eTMHll111Hp. haMHH

Ma" .l)'MaT-

IIapblH hattcb1 Marca1U1ap yqytt jhifblJI1lblfbIHbI

311paD.LIHH Tafb1jesaaH

copynuiyr.aa o AI111-HhIH cpaa1111jjaTH HJia a11ara.aap ronJiaH1IbIFhIHhl
6HJI11HpMHll111Hp. EYH1IaH 6arnra TanrnbipbIFa acaceH TonJiaHMa.Hbl
OJiaH paJOH

apa3HCHH118KH TôlilpH11XaHa11ap.aa Mah6yc;1apb1H cajbIHbl

ejpeHe 6HJIM8MHll111Hp.
WahH1IJ1ap.aeH I1ca6a11a 8hMa.aos, MaMM8ll hycejHJIH, '+laBHLI
PahHMOB, XaHaJihl <I>aTaJIHjes, WahHH CejH110B, MaT11e6 MeMM81lOB,
P1a P3ajes se E116pyc AXYH1IOB .aa
hycejHOBytt

M8ruc8M8

Hcpa,ue

HCTHHTafblH.IIa

sepapeK

BepllHJH

Ea11auajh1

Hq>a.LI8CHH1IôKH

xycycaTJiapbl OJ111YfY KHMH T8CllHf eTllHII8p.

WahH.LI Ma.a~T

A6ayJUiajes

BepepeK K9CTôpllH KH,

HpaHblH f)'M
Jiapb1HblH

M8ruc8M8 HCTHHTafbIHlla HCÎJa.L!8

93 ap3ycy HJia llHHH TehcHJI

aJIMar

rnehapHH8 KeTMHW, opa.Lia A3ep6ajlilaH

M8C8JI8JI8pH

HJ18

MarnryJI

Ma.apaceja ra6y11 e.aHJiepaK otta

OJiaH

H1Iape

yqytt

B8TôHllaWTepeq>HHll8H

"Cy11ejMaH A66ac11" 11ara611 sepHJI-

MeKJia 8CJI 3.llblHblH KH3Jl8llHJIMôCH TanWhlphUIMblll11Ib1p. Me.upeca.Lie
oxy.uyry M)'ll.llôTlla

"llapy

raplily'Me"

.uejHJiaH

TaUIKHJiaT.Lia

A3ap-

6ajlilaHhIH M8HacpejHHa 3H}I.ll jhlfblfflilar11ap TôlliKHJI e.LIHJIMHW "Cenahe
nacTapatte"
eaepeK

T8WKHJiaThlHhlH JYKC8K pyr6aJIH 3a6HT118pH
A1ap6ajlilaHhIH

6HJI11HpMaKJia

re.aHM

Hpau

Jiap. Ma11paca11a
6h]J:ÇlaH

• .·. , ,, '.''Li))
·,. - --\v:/4.,:"7 .·. ·-1:,,
... ·.,_/ _ ~_... , .,~- J' /

sa

OJILIYfYHY

HpaH HcnaM Httrn.ria6b1H1>IH xejpHHa, A1ep6ajti1aHlla

ra6yJI e.LIHJIMHlll KoHCTHT)TCHjaHhlH aJiejhHHô

-

TopnafbI

lJhlXhllli

Ta6JIHFaT anapMbllli-

ryp" aH TahcHJIHH1IaH 6arnra HpaH I1c11aM HttrnJia-

6arnra aH11

oJIMajaH

cpaHHJiap.aaH 11apc KelJHJIMaK.aa
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11

jattalllhl hep6H Te JIHMJ1ep haITocH)Ja, oHJ1apbIH KeqHpHJIMecH 6apena
Me".n)'MaTnap sepHJIMHlllllHp.
AHTI-HbIH peh6epnepH anttKpaM anHjes, helilttara Hypttjes,
MttphecaH l+faq,epos 0HJ1apbm
.aaq,e K8JIMHllI, napTHjaHhlH

oxy11yrnapb1 Me11peceje 6Hp Helle

cpaanHjjeTHHlleH 11aHhill1apar,

jeTa Kenepnepca, Tana6a Kaupnap11att HCTHqJaue
ÔHJUIHpMHllIJlep.

haKHMHj-

e11elile1<.napHHH

anHKpaM an11jes A3ap6ajlilaHhlH anejhHHe ~IHTHHf

Ba jh1Fb1ff'41arnap11a HllITHpaK e11ett

Tena6enepne

TaK6eTaK

ceh6eT

anapMhilllllhlp. Me11paca11e oxyjaH 6yrytt Tane6anap jaj saxTnapblH.Lia
YpM11jja wehepHtta anaphmapar aBTOMaT,
aTarn

aqMar se

nyneMJOT cHJiahJiap11aH

cattp hap6H Ta "n11MJ1ep KeqMHllllIHp.

ManpecattH

ÔHTHplIHK.LiaH cottpa otta HpatthIH X ycycH XmlMaT OpratthI I1ttq,opMac11j a sa Tahnyx:ecH3JIHK

ll8H

Ha3HpJIHjHHHH eMaK.LiallIJlapbI TepaqJHH-

aMaK.LiallIJlbIFa lilen6 elIHJIMe lilah.wiepH onMyw, JiaKHH o 6ytta

f8TH e"THpa3bIHhl 6HJUIHpMHlllilHp.

WahH.LUiep11eH Pesrnatt Caq,apos se Taneh hycejttos .aa MehKaMa

HCTHHTarhIHlla

HqJaLioCHHH

TaClIHf

wahapHHllaKH

HqJaua
eTMeKJia

Ma11paca11a

BepepeK
jattalllhl

TahcHJI

Ma11aT

A611yJIJiajeBHH

6HJUIHplIH1Iep
anapKeH

KH,

an11KpaM

r~t
anttjeB,

halilHara HypHjes, Barncp rach1Mos se MHphacaH l+feq,epos opaja
KanapaK

a3ap6ajlilaHJibl

Tana6enap!1a

KepymMYUI,

A1ap6ajlilaH

anejhHHa .uyJaJUlHJIMHllI MHTHHf Ba jh(Fb(ff'41arnap11a cpaan HllITHpaK
e11att Tane6anap11a TaK6aTaK KepymMyumap.
WahHJl a11aK6ap Pacy110B MahKaMe HCTHHTarhlHlla lIHH.LIHpHJiapKaH

HqJaua sepapeK K8CTaplIH KH,

o,

AI1TI-Hh1H pah6apnapH

?JIHKpaM an11jes, halilHara Hypttjes, Barncp rachlMOB se M11phaceH

-.. . . ..''!·~·~, epos TapacpHHllaH
•

1

TollIKID1 eLIHJiapeK 3

ajJihlf

LIHHH

TahcHJI

~)v1 . ._

yqytt 3HjapaT aLihI aJIThIHlla HpatthlH fYM rnahap11Ha KeTMHW .

i

a 611pKa KeH.UapHJIMHrn qaFbiphlllI jallIJlhl a3ap6ajlilaHJ1hl yrnar-

;_,,~ :-- .· o~

. ~c/! ....eo ': .~.' .· ·
~~ i\~_J"/
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napbl MaltUUUf a.LUibl waxc rapwbUiajapar Ma.upacaJa ra6yn eT~1HW,
Ta.upHc 3aMaHbl rnapttaT eJIMJiapH HJia jattalllbl HcnaM I1ttrHJ1a6b1HblH
saltlH6JIHjH

sa na6yMyjy

rej.u e.uHJ1MaKJ1a ottytt

sepMHlll 6yrytt HHrHJ1a6Jiap.uaH ycT'{HJiyjy

.Liyttjaua 6am

6apa.ua I1patthlH xycycH

XH.LIMaT opraHhI aMaK.llalllJiaphI rapacpHHllaH .uacpanapna Myha3Hpanap
oxyttMynmyp. TahcHJI MyMaTHHlla 6yrytt xapltlnap I1paH TapacpHHll8H 9llaHHJ1MHllllllf p. MallpacaHHH yttBaH

OJIMaMaCbIHa

Ba opaHbl 6HtHpaH

KecrapaH neshaCHHHH

heq 611p caHa.U sepHJIM8llHjHHa

Kepa hap6H T8lllKHJiaTa XH.LIMaT etllHjHHH 6HJIMHlllllHp. AHTI-HhlH
pah6apnapH 8JIHKpaM, haltlHara, Barncp

sa M11phacatt oHJiaphIH

rahcHJI aJU1hirJ1apb1 Mallpacaja KaJIMHlll, ceh6ar

acttachIHlla jaxrnhI

oxyJaH yrnarnaphIH napr11ja.ua sa311cpanapa 11pan11 t.J:aKHJialtlaKJ1apHHH
sa"ll eTMHlllllHp.
lllahH.LUiap11aH PaMHH lla.uarnos,
8JIHjeB, ApHcp 8JIHjeB .[la

8nMypa.u P3ajes,

hycejtt

Maru(aMa HCTHHTafbIHlla Hcpa.ua sepapaK

8naK6ap Pacynosytt Hcpa.uacHHH racl!Hf e.uapaK AHTI rapacpHHllaH
I1patta rahcHJI anMar
eJIMJiapH

HJia

JaHalllbl

A3ap6ajltlaHbIH

Myha3Hpanap oxyttMaChIHbI,
qaKMaCHHH, JaXlllbl

KeHllapHJIManapHHH, opa.ua wapHaT

yqytt

MattacpejHHa

3Hllll

oJiaH

AHTI pah6apnapHHHH oHJiapa 6aw

oxyjaltlarnapbl rar.u11p.ua AHTI-lla saJHq>aJiapa

ttpanH t.J:aKHJialtlaKJ1apHHHH sa"ll erManapHHH KecrapllHJiap.
lllalum BH.lla.uH EajpaMOB

Maru(aMa HCTHHTafbIHlla llHHllHpH-

napKaH Hcpa,ua BepapaK K9CT8pllH KH,
llHHll8 fyp"att rahcHJIH
ewH.LIH6,

anMar yqytt

CYPYltfYCYHY TaHbIMa.IlbIFbI
onapar

li!aJIHJia6a.u pajotty \18CltlHI1patta rpynna KellaltlaJHHH

asro6ycna

KeTMHW,

raHyttCY3

caphaMH

a,uaMJiap

rapaq>HHllaH raprnbmattapar

HpaH

caphaMHHa

KetJJlmc.uatt cottpa xycycH
Ta6pH3 wahapH jaxhm-

,,.~~ ,-_ - . >~LI,FhIHlla Kapaltl rnahapHHlla hap611 6aJanap.ua oHJiapa hap6H nanrap

.{\-- , ·· · _Kêj~ttpHJiapaK Maxcjm ranMarmrn ernptt ac11 e au.riaph1 .1ara6mi

,li, 1 ';.'~ •'~ '- ·-.
, , 1' J : :; ;:,,,:.'. ,J
• a!•; '-.
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il8JHlilllHPHJIMHlll,
eJiaBe 3 aj

Hapa3bUlbffJiapbIHa 6axMajapar .JHHH

rehCH.H.Ll8H

fi

ra JIHM, xycycH

MY.LIJ18THH8 OHJiapa hep6H rehcHJI,

,:iapcnep, o GIYMJiofü:lH MyxrenHcp ttes cHJiah sa napn1ajhNbl rypry.nap
HJio naspaHMar,

Keltla Ba

KyttLIY3 nejyumapHHHH TaKTHKaCb[, hap6H
hy6ha em111att waxcnapH KY1IMa, \iaxcpH

ronorpacpttjaHblH cttpnapH,
MyrnahH.Lia.LiaH

JaJblHMa raJnanapbl

IJaT1Ibff.LiaH cottpa HpaH

ejpa.LlHJIMHW,llHp. TahcHJI 6awa

cepha.uqHJiapH

rapacp11H1IaH

A3ep6ajGiatt

apa3HCHH8 KeqHpH11MHW118p.

IllahH.LIJ1ap.Llatt EnMap 8ca.LlOB, HJirap f oltlajes,

8ca.LI PahHMOB,

EJIWa.LI 8n11jes, Orraj Ha3apos .ua MahKaMa HCTHHTafblHlla HqJa.Lia
sepapaK

BH.Lia.LIH

EajpaMOBytt

HqJa.LiôCHHH

OJlllYfY

KHMH

TôC.LlHf

HCTHHTafblH.Lia

HqJa.Liô

eT.LIH11ôp.
IllahH.LI
sepepaK

Apttcp

fy1111jeB

K0CTôp.LlH KH,

K0CTapHWH
C8H8.LICH3

MahKaMa

AI1TI-Hb1H Cô.LlpH

HJia MaJIHjja HW11ôpH

Bep.LIHJH

H8f.Ll

OHa hasana

eJyttytt

nyJ111apbl

.

. ..

ÔJIHKpaM
emmMHW

811HjeBHH
OHytt

88

acaCblH.Lia

K0CTôpHWH

.

reJ.LIHJJaT anapMa.LiaH napTHJaHblH MôpKô3H Ba paJOH KOMHTaJiapHHHH

pah6ap11apHHa, raJeT pe.LlaKCHjacbl HruqHJiap~Ha najnaMbllli,llblp.
81111jeB MahKaMa HCTHHTafblfüia lIHH.LIHpH-

Illah.Hll 86.uyn6afb[

JiapKaH HqJa.Liô sepapaK K0CTôp.LIH KH,

HMaM hycejH a.Lib[Ha H.llMaH

O, AI1TI-HHH H83.LIHH.LI8 OJiatt

KJiy6yttytt ca.upH HWJ18M8KJ18 1996-lilb[

HJIHH anpen ajblH.Lia HpattblH AJap6ajltlaH1IaKbl cacpttp11ttjHH1Ia A3ap6ajltlaHbIH haKHMHjjaT opraHJiapbIHblH HWTHpaKb[
rahcHJI

aJIMara

1<e11att

Tana6a11apnatt

qafblpblW JalliJlbI ywarnapa caxTa
Ka611ara

...

OJIMa.LiaH

HMTahaH

catta)lJlap

Hpatta

1<erypy11Mym,

haJb1p11aHMacb1tt.n:a

rynttjeBJia 6HpJIHK.LI8 HWTHpaK eTMHW11ap.

CacpHpJIHjHH

·

....rapWblCblHl(a

"YJIKap"

rypH3M

cpttpMaCbIHblH

MycTacpajeBJia KepyrnapaK xapHltlH

.LIHpeKTopy

PaMH3

nacnopT aJIMar.Llatt eTpy acac

JiaHKJiapa Mehyp BypMafbI xahHW eTMHW, COHYffltlY Tapa.Lllly.Ll
\
\
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eTM8ll8H ar 6J1aHIŒapa Mehyp sypMyruuyp.

6J1aHKJ1aphl coHpallaH

K86J1ara ry1111jes lIOJ11IypMyu.u:Iyp.
lllahH.LlIIapLI8H

TaMepnaH

racbIMJaaa

sa

8K6ap

CejHL1os11a

MahKaMa11a LIHHLIHpHnapKaH mpaaa sepepeK KecTep11H11ep KH, oHJiap
HpaH cecp11p1111jHHL1e HMTahatt sepepeK re6yn onyttMyrn, 8611y116afb1
81111jes se Ke6nara fy1111jes TepeqJHHLieH oHJiapa
11yJeJ11IHJIMHIII, 11patta
llhifhrna
ÜHJiap

Kepe

Ke11epKeH

cephe11qHJ1ep

xapHltlH

nacnopr

catteLianepHHHH llYJKYH

repecpHHLieH

onMa-

KepH rajTapb1J1Mhm1.i1ap.

heq saxT "YnKep" îypH3M qJHpMaCblHLia HIIIJ18M8MHIII

Ba

heMHH cpHpMa HJie heq 611p enarenepH onMaMhllllllblp.
EyttLiaH 6aIIIra

MyrrehHMJiepHH T8CBHp e11HJ1eH '41HHaJaT eMeJI

nepHHH repeTMeJiepH Hlllllô onaH

re11rnr
KH,

se

M8ru(8Me

HCTHHTafb[

3aMaHbl

e11HJIMHlll alllafhWaKhI cettell.TiepJ1e 118 T8ClIHr 0J1yttyp. Eene

8,

IilHJlll

Hlll

qJOTOll18KIDIJ1epH

sepern

K9CTapMe

6-15

11e

onaH

rattblHMar

npoTOKOJIJlapbIHLiaH

y'l.fytt

Kepyttyp

KH,

81111KpaM 81111jes, he'41Hara Hyp11jes, Barncp racbIMOB B8 M11phacatt
lflecpapos

11patthlH

"Cenah-e

nacTapatt-e

Ettrena6-e

Ec.naMH

11

rellIKHJiaTblHhlH Te6pH3 wahapH yJpe aMeKllalllhl MeheMMa11 P3a
8ceL16eKHHH T8flIHM e11HJIMH1ll q)OTOlll8KHJUl8H TaHblMhllllJ1ap.
lflHJUl

8, Hill sepern16-21 118 OJiaH TaHblHMar yqytt q)OTOllI8KHJ1-

J18pH K9CTepM8 npoTOKOJIJ1apbIHL1aH Kepyuyp KH,

8J1HKpaM 811HjeB

se MHphacaH "Cfl8cpapos 11patthlH A3ap6aj'41aHJiaKbI cecp11pJIJrnj11ttHH
Hlll'-IHCH

81111

8K6ep

EaB8HLIH Tar11HM e11HJIMHW q)OTOlllôKIDUiaH

TattblMhl1IIJ1ap. lflHJUl 8, Hlll saparn 25-26 11a onaH Malu(eMa-6a.rurnc11

THK eKcnepTH3aCblHblH paj HHL18H Kepyuyp KH, axrapbllll

3aMaHhl

. haqara Hyp11jeBHH eBHHJiaH awKap e11HJ1116 Ke-rypynMyw 4 e11e11 7,62

~

-~

Kan6pnH

naTpoHJiap

arew

yqytt japapnhI

oJIMarJia

;iejyrn

· ., cy{kaThUlbip.
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t+IHJUI 8, Hlll Bepern 162 ile OJlaH MehKeMe TCXHHKH eKcnep11

TH3aCblHblH pej HHlleH

Kepyttyp KH.

axrapbllll 3aMaHbl Al1I1-Hb(H

MapKe3H repapKahbIHl{aH Be EaKh( wehep KOMHT8CHHHH Oq>HCHH1l8H
11

Kerypy;ïMynI "Mattcyp MyaJUIHMHH .aeJ1HKJ18pH H118H

6aWJiblfJ1b( 6

saperileH 116apeT cattall "11cnaMblH cacH" ra1erH peJ1aKcHjach1H1IaH
jepnawaH 31994 cajJihl MaKHHaua t.tan oJiyttM)1llllyp.

-cqHJUI 8, Hill saparn l 63- l 68-11a onaH "Cenah" TaWKHJiaThIHhlH
KettepaJibl ha"Glbl Mattcypytt (Mettcyp MyaJUIHMHH)

11e11HKJ1apHH118H

6aWJiblfJih[ C8H8lI)l8H Kepyttyp:

1) Ey My6ap111e11a CH3
T8KJ1Hq> HCTajHpnep.
Kap6aJiaHhl

"jopynMyruaM

lllapH T8KJ1Hq>.

J1eMajHH

11

CH111att

•

8Kap TeKJ1Hq> OJICa,

aJIMaJihljhff, JleMaK KeTM8JIHjHK.

KeJlHÔ

Ey joJllla hep

6Hp

HWK8H"Glaja ha3b1p OJIMaJihljblf.

2)

ITapnaMeHT

yqytt

cetJKHJiapH

HaMH38LlJl8pHH

c11jahb[Cb[

xycycH llHIT8TJ18 hà3b1pJiaHMaJih(llb1p.

3) CetJKIDiapa

ha1b1pn1>Ir

11espyHl{e

K0PllYJYMY3 HWJiap11

yrypny heca6 eJ1HpHK. Ey harnrn HHKHrnacp111>1p. AHil-HHH 6Hp Hel.Je
HJI

6yttllaH 8BB8JIKH 883HjjaTH HJI8 6y Kytty M)TajHca eTC8K,

CH3Jl8

t.tox q>apahJIH 11ajHillHKJ1HKJ1ap K0PYPYK·

assaJUiap CHJJla e1ytty1a

6eJie

8888JIKH

HHaM jox

HllH.

Jl(epyttyp

3

IDI

ceh6aTJI8pHMH3

caMepanH ony6.
4) haKHMHjjaTH 8Jll18 eTM8JHH JOJUiapbl llOXllyp. hap6H jon.na~
HHrHJia6H joJUia; qespIDIHWJia; 3-"Gly jon cetJKH jony11yp.

5) llyttja MYC8JIMaHJiapbIHblH Myc6aT Ta"Glpy6acHHH

A1ap6aj-

l!laH.Ua hajaTa KetIHpMaK Jia3blM,llb1p. 8Kap faJIH6 K8JIC8HHJ, XaJIIô(H
YMHllHHH, HHaMblHbl 11orpyJ1TMyrII OJia"GlarchlHbl3.
,

.

·-......, 6) napnaMeHT cetJKIDiapHHJia 6a"1H q>aH.Wiapna raJIH6 KanMaK

~.\'\
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.· ;• ~hap:.'
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"
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7) I1H.LUI CH3H xapw.1.ua na H3JI8JHp11ap.

ÜHJiap Ke1i1aJ11prrap

KH, KepacaH 6y cetJKIDiap.ua 11c.naM'lbLJ1ap Ha e.ua{ifaKJiap?

8Kap CH3

cellKHHH anapcaHbI3 pern6 Tepecp hep6H qespHIIHlll e11e 6Mep.

8) XaJifhl

CellKIDiep11e

cpaan

HillTHpaK eTMôJô qarblpblH.

Parn6 Tapacp cellKIDiapH caxTaJiailllibipa 6HJiap.
DJIOKa

9)

KHplIHJHHH3

napTHJaJiapJia

lllôpTH

KôCMôHHCHHHJ.

10)

CH3

83

HITHCMH-CHJaCH

nporpaMblHhl31Ia
B83HJJ8THHl18H

pecny6JIHKaHhl3blH
llhlXbllll

6y

JOIU1apb1Hbl

qeTHH
K8CTap-

M8JIHCHHH3. MaceJiaH, lllyapnapb1Hhl3 6ene ona 61-ump;
- rapa6ar 11aHhIU1hlfIIap jony HJia a3a11 ona 6HJIMa3.
- fapa6ar A3ap6ajqaH TopnarnapbI OJIMarna TeQaByJKapnapLiaH
a3M OJIMaJlhUlblp.

fatJfhIHJiap

e3

110FMa

Jyp1IJiapb1Ha

TeJJIHKJia

raJTaphUI-

MaJibUibipIIap.

11) Jepnep.ue

ITTITHMaHJJaTHH

Hy'MaJaWiaJiepH

llilô HC.riaMH

ceh6aTJiap anapbIH, xycycHJia KaITTlnapH I1cJiaM CTapntjacbIHa ~ar16
eTMaJa llaJiblillblH.

12) MHJIJIH aJJiblfHap MaceJiaCHHa xycycu lIHITôT JeTHpHH.
Jla3KH, TaJibllll, Kypll sa TaT w.1Manap1>IHL1H pah6apnapH HJia
aJpbmhlr,ua

Kepyrnytt.

KeTMaJIH,

e3y

hap

HJia

611p

ha1111jja

KepYllla

A11II-.ueH

anapMaJihUibip.

Ey

611p

ajpbIHacpap

Kepyuu1ap

catta1IJiall11IHpHJIMaJIH Ba MaT6yaT11a jaJhlJlMaJibUlblp.

13) lllahH.ll aHJianapHHa xycycu rajfhI HJia jattallIMar na3h1Mllh1p.
ÜHIIapna KepYllla Ke11aWia naj,
KepYllIJlapu

.
'

-"'

·, \
>

'

neJia

TeJieBH3Hja11a HlllblfJiaHllbipMar sa JaJMar

bip: "lllahH.ll aHJianapH AHTI-a cac sepupnap" .

.rf ,
. '~

MaT6yaT11a,

apJar anapbmMaJihUihlp.

\
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" aJlHMJlap,

KeY:HpMaK Jla3blM.Ilblp Ba HWblfJlaH.LiblpMar Jla3h[M.Llh1p KH,
ja1bIY:bUiap Ba H.LlMaHl.fhUiap AI1I1-a cac sepHpnap".

15) EhTHja1:t1 Bapca KHl.fHK MHTHHfJlap KeY:HpMaK,

~H.HJI8TH

OJaTMar naJhIM.Llhlp.

16) Ta6JIHFaT anapMaFbIH joJIJiaphUia MyxTaJ1Hq>1111p: reneBH3HJa,
paLIHO, MaT6yaT, l:tlaHJib[ ceh6aT, TaWBHraT.

17) Pecrry6JIHKaHblH
KapsaHJiapbI

KeH.LiapHH,

MyxTaJIHq>
XaJlfbl

MaHTaranapHHa

AI1TI-a

cac

T8WBHraT

sepMaja

Y:aFblpbIH.

8Jytty3Jla rrapT11jatthIH Kep11Yjy HllIJiap haITbIHLia q>HJ1MJiap Y:aKH6
xanra

KSCTapHH.

KepynmapH

XarifbIH

KeY:HpHH,

roJ

ceBLIHJH

rnaHpnapna

TeJ1eBH3HJa

oHJiap haMhIHhI AHTI-a cac sepMaJa

Y:aFb1pcbrHIIap. Marnh1HJiapna 1:t1aMaaTa qepaK sepHH, y3apHH.Lia jaJbrn:
"haMhf AI1TI-a cac sepcHH".

8)

ITapnaMèHT

parn6napHMH3

CHJa

rrposaKaCHJaJa,

cel.fKHJlapH
1:t1yp6a1:t1yp

rnaHTruKa

KOMITaHHJaChl
1ap6anap

Y:aKa

sypa

119Bpytt.Lla
6HJ1apnap.

6HJ1apIIap.

e11a

6HJ1apnap.

Otta Kepa 11a hapa KaJlllH

pah6apnapHHHH nopTpeTJ18pHHH BypMajblH. CH3 93YJiY3Y
naHh[Wb1FblHhl31la, 11aspaHblWhlHhl31la ehTHjaTJlhl

onytt..

CHJH

llim:)-CyttHH

MyttarnwacHHH anoRIIaHLihlpa 6HJ1apnap. CHJH I1paHJia CbIX
HTTHhaM

CHJaCH

anara11a
I1patt

KH3JI8llHH,

CH3HH

XH.LIMaT

sa ja eB TeJieq>oHJiapbIHhI3 Ha3apaTa anb1Ha 6HJ1ap.

19)

CetJKH

qJOH.LIY

JapaLibUIMaCb[

ahaMHjjaT sepHH. Ca6HT sa
Cet.JKH qJOH.Liytta Y:OXJIY

M8C8JI8CHH8

xycycH

rejp11-ca6HT caHJlhlfJiap ha3blp.1ajbIH.

rryJI

aTaHJiapbIH W8KHJ1HHH l{8KHH,

haMHH nyny Y:h1xapb16 6awra jepna TaKpap enHH.

COHpa

Xanr HHaHCblH KH,

1:t1a~aaT KYTJI8BH rnaKHJUia AHTI-a KeMaK en11p, otty MYLiaqJHa e1mp.
"'- '
, b)l."liania

•

.,•,

1

'•-·>{,-"/,._
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I

C8H8llJIH qJHJlM 118

t.J8KM8K onap.
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20) CetJKH KOMnattHjaCblH.Lia CH3ô pern6 l{b[XaH M)'XaJIH(pôT
napTHjariapblHbl H3JlôjHH, OHJiapblH
MarepHaJIJiap

TO[lJlajblH.

WapaHT

6apeCHH1Iô
rana6

Hcpllla

e.aapca

eLIW+IH

oHJiapa

rapwhl

HTTtthawrnpna 4blXbllll e11HH, oHJiap 6apacttHUa wajHa jajhm. JepH
KôJiapca hHjJia HlllJI8TM8K118H na 48KHHMajHH.

21) MaxcpHJIHja pHajaT elIHH,
naprHjanapa 6e11a CHppHHH3H,
haHCbl

CTOCTJiapa

KHMJiap

harra 6JIOKa

KHp.UHJHHH3

harnrn <pHKpHHH3H 6HJIJ1HpMajHH.

Ha3apar

ella"GlaK

6ytty

ôBBaJNaLiaH

MYaJJ a HJia llllIHpHH.
Ey DejHJiaHJiapH Darnr JepHHa JeTHpcaHHJ, cetJKHJiaplla yryp
raJattapcblHbl3, HHlllaJIJiah."
ÎfJHJIJl

8,

Hlll saparn

eKcnepTH3aCblHhlH pa"jHHUaH
J1HKaCbl

191-192-lla OJiaH MahKaMa TeXHHKH
Kepyuyp

BaTeHUalllJiapbl

KH,

A3ap6aj"GlaH Pecny6-

M.a.haMJajes,

T.r.racb(M3a.Llô,

A.M.HaJapoe, M.M.an11jee, a.H.CejHJloB sa B.a.Ea6ajeBHH xapW+tH
nacnopr

alJL(bipMar

6JiaHKJiapb1HblH apxa

yqytt

arIJiapblHa

lIOJUIYPYIIMyrn

hHccanapHHUaKH

aHKeT

Mehyp aKcnapH "Yo1Kap"

TYJ)H3M cpHpMaCblHblH Mehypy HJia sypynMyuutyp.

ÎfJHJIJl 10,

HW saparn 2-3-lla onaH 6 Hjytt 1996-"Glbl

rapHXJIH

HJI

A1ap6aj"G1aH Pecny6JIHKacb1 MHJIJIH TahnyKacHJJIHK Ha3Hp.rrnjHHHH
ôKC

KalllcpHjjaT H,llapacHHHH MaKry6ymxaH

Mattcyp

harnrarnyp

HttrHJia6H M)'hacpH3a

HpaHhlH

xycycH

Kopnycyttytt

EcnaMH)

pah6apnapHHUaH

8hMallara

haMHH

XHJlMaT

. .

·,:: ·

.

;

~

, . ?i hlH xycycH

;. ·

~

~ ,

~··~-·.
<,

,,,. "

-~

, , ; . '.'\ ,L..~ .

~

~.s,.,,I I e

:

C,

Vl

J +.::-,
u_

1

~•

Cl ,,..,...

~~

,"?

hati1bl

HcJrnM

apa3HCH

pyr6anH:

y3pa

Mac"yn

haMHH rarnKHJiaTblH

Ta6p111

, . ;, · ajaTH y3pa jYKCôK pyr6aJIH aMaK.Lialllhl;
.

opraHbI,

Kettepan ( capr116)

8p.Lla6HJI

HWlJHCH; MahaMMall PJa acaJl6eKH

:

KH,

(Cenah-e ITacrapaH-e Ettrena6H

6HpH

TalllK.HJiaThlH

K9p)1iYp

8JIH 8K6ap Ea6aHlI HCa

opraHhI HttcpopMacHja sa TahnyKacHJJIHK Ha111pnH-

aMaKL1aUIJ1apbUihlp.Tiap.
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l+IHJUI 10,

Hill sepern 7-Il.e oJiaH A3ep6ajt4faH Pecny6.rrHKachr

Cephefl fol.Ily'HJiapbI
TapHXJIH

6aill H1IapecHHHH

MeKry6ytt.LiaH

Kepyttyp

KH,

27 asrycT

Al1IT-HH

1996-(ifbl HJI

ArlH

yJs.nepH ÔJIHKpaM a1111jes, het4fHara HypHjes, Barncp

WypaCblHhlH
racbrMoB

sa

MHphacaH lilecpapos A3ap6aj-,11att Pecny6JIHKacblHLiatt HpaH Pecny6JIHKacbma pacMH rajnruxa KetiapKaH AcTapa

HaJapaT Eypaxhmhrw

MattTaracHH.Lia pacMH onapar reJne aJiblHMbilllJlap.
lilIDUI 10, Hill separn 50-51-Il.e onatt A3ap6ajt4faH
Kacb1 ÔlIJIHjje Ha3HpIIHjHHHH KOJIJieKHjaCblHhlH

Pecny6;1H-

04 asrycT 1995-(l{H

HJ1 rapHXJIH rapapbIH.LiaH Kepyttyp KH, A3ap6ajt4faH HcnaM CTapTHjacb1
A3ap6ajt4faH Pecny6JI.HKaCbl KoHCTHrycHja aKTblHblH 12-t4fH Ma.miôCHHô
JHJl.ll onapar cpaan11jjaT KecTapJIHjHHa Kepa rejJI11jjaTbl

naJaHLiblpbm-

MhllllLiblp.

lilHJUI 8, Hill Baparn 266-270-.ua OJiaH lllaMaXbl pajoH KOMHTôCHHHH ocpHCHH.LiaH axTapblill 3aMaHbl aillKap eI1.HJ1apaK KerypynMym

sa EaKhI lliahap

KoMHTaCHH.LiaH Kerypy11My111

ejHH cattalIJlepllaH

Kepyttyp KH, AHTI-HH ArlH lllypacbI EaKbl illahap sa pajott KOMHTanepHHa CHJaCH

we"6enapHH

japruxhmMacbI

sa haMHH we"6a11ap

BaCHTacHJ1a Pa.JOH apaJHCHH.Lia cpaanHjjaT K0CTapaH 6yrytt
JlaTJiap, pajOH)'H t4forpacpH MeBrejH

sa

ToWKH-

11

CTaTHCTHK Ma J1YMaTJrnpblH

TOIU1aHbl6 ArlH lliypaja TarJIHM OJl)'HMa,Cbl TanillhlpbllIMbllllLiblp.
lilHJUI 10,

Hill saparn 91-93 onaH MaxcpH xapHTaHH KerypMa

sa My'ajHHa npoTOKOJiytt.LiaH Kepyttyp KH, AHTI-HH a.TUia eTllHjH EaKhl
WahapH Ca6ywiy pajoH)'H xapHracH haMHH pajott)'H Hltlpa

haKH-

MHJJaTHHLia OJiaH MaxcpH illpHcpJIH xapHTallôH KeqypyIIM)'ll.UIYP·
,, .

Hill

saparn

95-lla

011au

"Ajua"

sa

"AJaDJ1hlr"

..
r~nè ~ HHH HeMpa11apHH.1IaH Kepyttyp KH, AHTI-HH CôllpH ÔJIHKpaM

~:,., -~~~
<.,·,. à,h~
.... ~:
, • _:. ~; ; ~
1

, ,~

~
-

- ·,

1

raJeTnapa sepJIHjH MYCa6HranapJia napTHjattbIH haKHMHjjaTa

H.1IaH

coupa

Hpaucajafb1

HcnaM

llSBJiaTH

rypaltlarnapbIHhl,
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A3ap6ajtl{aHbIH

rap6

eJI.KanapH

MyrasHJianapHHH TaHhIMa.LibifblHhl,
I1paH

Heq>T

6aFJia.Llblfbl

6y

Macanana

MesrenapttHHH

HJia ycT-ycTa 11ytWiyjytty 6ajatt eTMHlllilHp.
haMqHHHH MyrrahttM11apHH TôCBHp e11HJiaH GIHHajaT aManapH

TepaTManapH Hlllila onaH MarI.IIH cy6yrnapna: GIHJUI 8, HW saparn
264-300-na onatt "rejllJlap" 6alllJibffJibl anjaJMa haJihlH.lla 40 6aH1I.LiaH
116apaT cattallJla;

AHTI lllaMaxbl pajott KOMHTaCHHHH ca11pH Tejjy6

CynejMaHOB)'H jallla.Liblfbl MaHJHJU(aH axTapbllll 3aMaHb[ KerypyriMyrn

• Maalll rrajnattMaChl haIThlH.lla
ocpttcHHHH

KHpaja

12

anan

ra63Jla

sa

napTHJa

haIThlHblH e11aHHJIMacH 6apana 4 a11a11 opnepna;

AHil-HH lllaMaXhl pajott KOMHTaCHHHH

cpaan

y3sy

a.A.PacynoBytt

jaWa.Lihlfbl MaHJHJU(aH axTapbllll 3aMaHbl KerypyIIMyrn

HpaH,lla

3

aJJibff Kypcnapna TahcHJI aJIMbllll 22 ttacpap rana6a rpynytt)'H aKcH
OJiaH

paHKJIH cpoTOlllaKHJIJia; HcJiaM HHrnJia6blHblH Ha3apttjjacH,

hajaTa KeqHpHJIMa· wapTnapH Ba wapattTH rejn el!HJIMHlll Kej yJ.ny1c1y
nacpTapna Ba Al1Il w.ITHMaH KOMHTaCHHHH cpaanHjjaT nporpaMbl
arIJibl cattallJla;

GIHJUI 9,

Hlll saparn 2-141-na onaH "AHil-HH .6aKhl

wahap pajott KOMHTanapHHHH canpnapHtta" 6allIJibffJibl cattaMa; pyc
1IHJIHH.lla qann:aH

qhlXMbllll

"A3ap6ajtl{aH

Pecrry6JIHKacb1

y3pa

HH3H6aTH apaJH 6emcycy Ba jalllajbllll MaHTaranapH o6jeKTJiapHHHH
K8CTapHJIMa CHCTeMH

TYfYJ1M)111

11

11

allJlbl XHl!MaTH'

M8 JI)'MaT KHTa6qacbl

HJia;

HCTHcpaaa.

yqyH

baKbl lllahap

Ha3ap11a

HapHMaHOB,

fapaaar, a3H36ajos, Ca6aHJI, JacaMaJI, :SttttaranH, HH3aMH pajoHJ1apb1
sa CYMrajhIT lllahapH haIThIH.lla KOMHTa canpnapH Tapacpmmatt aJI1Ia
11

el!HJIMHlll KalllcpHjjaT xapaKTepnH Ma JI)'MaTnapb1 03YHJlo GiaM enaH
-, cattallJlapna; JacaMaJI pajOH)'H)'H HH3H6aTH apa3HCHHHH xapHT8CH
fapaaar sa a31136ajos pajottyttytt cxeMaTHK xapHTanaptt 11.na;
,

' I :~

9' Hlll saparn

143-18 3-na

OJiaH

AI1II-HH

MapK83H

FatlM>KahblHlla OJiaH axTapbllll Ba MyajHHa HaTJRaCHHllô Kerypy11Mym
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"Pecrry6nHKaMhl3lla napnaMeHT cetJKID1ap11Ha haJblpJ1blf
AHII-HH

Kepa1:i1aj11

HlWiôp

n.riaHblHa

Jespym.ra

TôKJIHcpnap"

6all1Jlblf.'lhl

catteLUie; "<I>earu1jjeT nporpaMblH.Uatt" 6allJJlhlfJihl cette1IJ1e; "A3ep6ajlilaH

I1cnaM

ITapTujachIHbIH

6ejattaTbl

11

6allJJlhlfJibl

caHe11ne;

y3epHHlle "Wepr re3en-1tte My'Cah116e" rej.u e.u.HJIMHW 6Hp ane11 ay11Ho
Kacen1a;

lil.HJlll 9,

HW saparn 194-222-11e onaH

hap6H Myrnaharca-

qHJiap alibi aJITbIHlla A3ap6aj1:i1atta K8JIMHW ha1:i1b1 Mattcyp harnraTnyp, MahaMM8ll PJa 8ca.u116eKH sa llHKapnapHH.UaH H6apaT rpynytt
A3ap6aj1:i1aHl!a Kawcp11jjaT-no3yq:ynyr,
A3ap6aj1:i1aH

HcnaM

li!acycnyr HllJJlapH anapMaChl,

ITapTHjacblHbIH

A3ap6ajlilaHl!a

KeqHpIDiaH

napnaMeHT ceqK.HJiapHHlla rana6a qaJIMaJiapbl yqytt HpaHblH 6yJilila sa
B8CaHT ajpbmMaCh[HblH M8CJiahaT KepynMeCH 6apa.ua HpaHa WHcpporpaMJiap

KeHl!apIDIMacH,

racb[MOB,

ha1:i1Hara

HypHjeBHH

TenecpoH.TiapbIHbIH · heMHH
awKap

eLI.HJIM8CH,

acan6eKHHH

napT11JaHblH
AHil-HH

racb[MOB

OHJiapa

B8

Barncp

ocpHCHHll8

Kawcp11jjaPib1JiaphIH

Barncp

TaHb[MaJiapbI,

peh6apnapH

6JiaKHOTJiapb1H.Ua

ha1:i1HaFa

aca.u6eKH

OJiaH

Be

A3ap6aj1:i1atta rapwbI 6y apa3Hll8 li!acycnyr HllJJlapH

Hypi-ljeBHH

llHKapnapHHHH
anapMariaphIHhIH

e"naH onyttMac1,1 6ape.ue HlilpaaTbIHa XHTaM sepIDIMHW 183 cajJihl
lilHHajaT HWHHHH M)'ajHH8 npoTOKOJlY HJia; lil.HJlll 9, HW saparn 224225-.ua

onaH HpaHblH xycycH XHllM8T opraHhI "Cenahe ITacTapatte"

TaWKHJiaThIHhIH fYM wahapHHlla jepnawaH Ma.upacacHHl!e Tahcan
anaH 6Hp rpyn A3ap6ajlilaH

K8HlilJI8pHHHH heMHH T8WKH.naThlH

HW1.{HJI8pH 8hMe11ara 83HMH, <1>ej3H HJie 611pJIHKl18
ar-rapa

paHKJIH

cpoTowaKIDIJia;

qeK11Hp1IHKJI8pH

8nHKpaM 8nHjesHH

3 ajnhlf

KypcnaphIH pa11c11 8hMa1111 sa ottytt xycycu HllJJlep y3pa MyasaHHH
Ma1:41Hl1H HJie

qeK11HpllHJH

ar-rapa

peHKJIH

cpoToweKHJIJia na

'fa~ _ r e.LIIDIHp.
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MahKaMa

KOJieKHjaCbl

My'TTôhHMJiap

ha1:i1Hara HypHjes, Barncp racbIM08

anHKpaM

anHjes,

88 M11phacaH ltlacpapo8ytt "0113

iU1HH raHyttnap yJpa cpaan:HjjaTHMH3H rypMyrnyr;

I1pattb1H xycycH

oprattbl "Cenahe ITacTapaHe" TôlllKIDiaTbIHbIH aMaKllallIJlapbI Mattcyp
harnraTnyp,
T8BCHJJ8

ahMallaFa a3HMH 88 MahaMM8ll P1a acal16eKH118H

Ba

A3ap6a}IaH
MHlllHK;

TanlllblpbirJiap

Pecny6JIHKaCblHblH

mmapbIH

K8pyuuryKJiapH
OJUIYfYHY

I1paH

an:apKaH

el!IDI8H

3apapHH8

OJ1MaCblffb[ ll8pK eTMa-

KalllcpHjjaTblHblH

HraMaTKahblH

6IDIM8MHIIIHK;

hap611

Mettcyp

hapaKaTn:epHH

Be

8M8KllallIJlapbl

KaIIIcpHjjaT

harnraTnypytt

CôHôlIH HM3a.TiaMarJia OHYH hyryr My'ojjaHelIWtlH

HllapacHHHH

TôflIHM
CôHôll

eT11HjH

OJUIYFYHY

6allla 1lytllM8MHIIIHK; OHJiapllaH sa I1paH cacpHpJIHjHHHH ttyMajaHllôCH
anH

aK6ap

oaSB8HllôH

cpaan:HjjeTHHHH

a.TlbIHaH

xapWtlH

Ban:jyraHblH

AHil-HH

KeHHllIJ18HM8CHH8 capcp eTMHIIIHK; lleMa.rmpH Hlll

y3pa Tôllrnr el!IDIMHIII, 11cpaaanapHHHH HCTHHa el!IDI8H huccacH Hlllllô
OJ1aH heq 6Hp cy6yr H8BY HJia TaCllHf

Tel!rnr emmMHlll
n:apblHllaH,

qoxcaJJibl

MYTfôhHMJiôpHH

Kepyttyp KH,

CCPI1

napTHJaJiap

11cpauanapu sa HIII

HCTHHTara

11eBJ1aTH

M)'CTôIIDUIHjHHH e"JiaH
CHjacH

lllahH.LI

e1IIDIM8MHlII1IHp. aKCHH8,

eTllHK,llôH
japaHMbllll

11cpaua11ap11aH

Bep11HJH

11afb1JUiblf1IaH

MaTepHan:-

Ba A1ep6aj"G1att e3

cottpa Pecny6JIHKaJia 611:p
Ba

cpaan:HjjaT

llOX

K8CTapMeje

6allIJiaMblllIJiap. A3ap6ajti1aH I1cnaM ITapTHjacbl japattapKaH ottytt A.rm
lllypacbIHblH y1BJ1ap11 a11HKpaM 81111jes,

ha1i111ara

HypttjeB, Barncp

racbIMOB sa cottpaaaH oHJiapa rollIYJiaH M11phaceH ltlacpapos 11c,1aM
HJiejan:apbr sa HCJiaM raj11a raHytt11apb1 HJia HH3aMa can:bIHaH
JapattMaCbl
...

--·

' <;'.c;,,
..

Marca11HHH

nporpaM11apb1H.Lia

acac

J1eBJ1aT

T)'TllyrJiapblHllaH

HlllY Jl0BJ1aT OJ1aH I1paHblH xycycH XH.LIMaT opraHblHblH JlHIT8THHH

·,-)

·.

6

eTMHIII,

ap6aj'.faH

1993-1:ily

HJIHH

88SaJiapHHlI8

EpMôHHCTaH

Bô

My11amrnacHHlla Kyja pecny6JIHKaM1>1Ja jap.llbIM e11a
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6HJia~aK hap6H MymahIDiaqHJiap rpyny HJia EaKblja Kanatt.

HpatthlH

EaKbUiaKhl caqn:1p11HjHHHH

aMaKllallJJlapbl a.Libl aJITblH.lla q,aar1HjjaT

KecTapapaK

noJY'41y11yr

KawqmjjaT

pecny6J1HKa.LiaH

HlllH

anap.Ublfbl

lilHHajaT Mac"y11HjjaTHHa qa116

MahaMMa.u P3a 8ca.u6eKH

yqytt

e.uwiMa1<.1a rosy11aH

sa Mattcyp harnraTnyp rapaqmHlloH

I1patta .ua"saT 011yttMynmap.
I1paHJla 011apKaH
pyhaHHJiapH-HMaM

8p.ua6.HJI

~)'MaJiapH

Ba

Ta6pH3

MypaBB.H1-I

wahap11ap11HHH
Ba

a.i111

Ma11aKyrHHHH

wia ohMa.uara 83.HMH, MahaMMa.u P3a 8ca.u6eKH HJia

BacHTacH

jaXblH KOHTaKT japaHMbllll, OJlHKpaM 811.HjeBHH aFblp Ma.LillH Ba3HjjaT11ap.uaH eT.UHjH

WHKajaT11ap.uaH

HCTHq>aua e.uaH ohMa.uara

ra63 aJ1Mar11a 5000 A.EllI .uoJUiapbI ny11 Bep116 oHJiapbI
Ba3HJJaT.ua

roJapar

T8llJKHJiaTbl

.HJia

''Cenahe

IlacTapatte

8M8Kllall1Jlblfa

lil8J16

Ettre11a6e

e.UHJIM8CH

oJHMH
acb1J1b1

Ec11aMH

yqyH

11

3aMHH

japaTMbllllllblp. EpTaCH Kytt ja"tt.H 1994-lily WIHH q>eBpaJI ajblHblH 10.ua 8hMa.uaraHblH MymaHjaTH IDia aJlllapbl qaKHJiaH MyrrahHMJiap
Tehpatt

wahapHHlla Mattcyp harnraTnypytt cwiah.nb1

Tapaq>HHllaH MYhaq>HJa e.uHJiaH

HKHMapTa6a11H

hap6qHJiap

11raMaTKahb1Hl1a

A3ap6ajlilaHJla I1c11aM ll9BJ1aTHHHH japa,ablJlMaCbl HaMHHa cpaa1111jjaT
K9CTapMaK yqyH haMHH TallJKW!aTJia Maxq>H aMaKl{allJJlblfa qa116
e.UHJIMHlll

Ba

6y

6apa.ua HJITH3aMttaMa HM3aJiaMblllJJlap.

DyttllaH

cottpa AHII-HH pah6ap11ap11 6aK1,1ja JaXblH oJUiyry yqytt "Cenahe
TiacTapatte"HHH 8p.ua6.HJI wahapH

y3pa

aMaK.llalllbl ahMa.uara

a3HMHHHH hHMajacHtta sep.HJIMHlll Ba OHJiap apacb(Hlla HKHTapaq,1111

a11ara ycyJUiap rnapTJiaHllHpHJIMHlllllHp.
1994-lily HJIHH Maj,

OKTja6p,

haMHH saxT.uaH 6all1Jlajapar

1995-lilH HJI Maj,

OKTja6p sa 1996-lilhl

_. H jaHBap ajhIHJla Kepwy11apH OJIMynI haMHH Kepywnap.ua AI1TI-

,

·

. !f~ ah6ap11apHHa

--:,'.,~J;-;_~~:J
- '?!:
\

. ..~'JI..

~~

~,i1~ '-o.+'~ I
. ') ,.,
\',"~ 0 )!
.; . .
;--.. ~·'':: c'_,

~~

KarncpHjjaT

napTHjaHblH CTPYKTYPYHY cxeM y3pa rall1KIL1
xapaKrepnH

Ma"nYMarrrap

rormajatt

cHjacH
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we"6arrap JapaTMar; cellKH JOJIY HJia ha.KHMHjjara KaJ1MaK yqytt
HpaHhlH

Ta'41py6ac1umaH

acacblH.Lia

CHjacH,

11cr11cpaaa eTMaK;

HfTHCa.LIH,

Hc.r1aM l1lleja.napb1

Ma1IaHH-MaapHcp,

Kaw.11Iap.r1a,

raah1HJ1apna, 1HjaJihmapna, enMH Hilll!MapJia Hill nporpaMhl HllIJlajH6
haJb1p11aMar;

Kaw.111apHH

nporpaMnaphlHhlH

jep11ap11a

HpaH1Ia
Wilpa

3 aj11hlf Ba 4 .HJIJIHK TahcHJ1

erMaK,

KYJ'JlaBH

ra611Hrar

Ba

TaillKllJlaT HllIJiapHH.Lia HpaH MyraxaCCHC11apHHllûH HCTHcpaaa eTMaK~

napr11jattblH 6oj cL1pacb1HhlH Kaw.1nap,

raabIHJiap, ttycpY31Iy Ba ce3y

KetJaH

f acpraJ PyhaHIDiapH li!lapa-

waxcnap heca6b1Ha apTblpMar;

cHHHH pah6apnHjH Ba aMaK.LiallIJlhlfbl IDia HlllKyJap My'HacH6arnap
JaparMar

sa

h11ccanap.ua,

6y

My'HacH6ar.uatt

nonHc

HCTHq>a.Lia

li!lapaIIapHHJia,

erMaK;

crpaTe)IQf

hap6H

ahaMHjjaTJIH

cahanap.ua Mesrenap a.Tllla eTMaK; cHjacH napr11janap Ba haMKap11ap
TallIKllJlarnaphI Ma M)'HaCH6aT japaTMar sa oHJiapna Hill anapMar;
A3ap6aj'41aH.Lia

6ejHaJIXaJlf

M0Bfe11apHH

3aHcpJiaTMôCH,

COCHaJI

MyhHTJia aHTHrap6 ahBa.n pyhHjjacHHHH TaillaKKyJI TanMaCbl MarcaLIH
HJ1a AEill sa HcpaWI neBJiarnapH Ma aMaK.LlallIJlblfblH,
.UôHH3HH)lôH Hecpr hacMaTbl Ma acpHH

Xa3ep

CaJHillH anejhHHa KOMnJieKC

ôKC Ta6JIHFaT anapMar; A3ap6ajt4faH)la HfTHCa.LIHjjaTa ttycpY3 eTMûK Ba
ottytt HpaHJiatt

achUihl BaJHjjar.ua caXJiaMar yqyH Ea.Kbma I1c.r1aM

6aHKb1 japarMar;

A3ap6ajt4fatthlH hep 611p HaJHpIIHjHHJiaH opra

CôBHjjanH HIIPIMapHH 6Hp HetJaCHHH ana aJIMar; jYKCôK Bô3HCÏJanapa
My'HaCH6
MHilllIHp.

Ka.upnaphl JepHTMaK sa 11HXap Tanillhiph1rnap

Ey ranillhlph1rnapb1H

Wi1pac1,1

JaMaHhl

ra63

sepHI1-

sepMe.K..1a

haMHH T8llIKllJlaT.Ua.H 18 MHH, HpaHhlH ba.Kbllia.Kbl caCÏJHpnHjHHHH
HYMaJaH,llaCH

· lit·-

cpaa.nHjjaT

I(0CTapaH

110JIJiap1,1

nàc;1apatte

TaillKllJlaThlHhIH

'

;,~... ! e ~

aJIThIHJia

EaBaH.llaH Hca 23 MHH AElll

I, ;,; ~t!J~;J 11iaH,

,·

a.llbl

,.,

.. . - ~-·
. .• ,\:

~

Ettrena6e

EcJiaMe"

nyn

ÔJ1H

8K6ap

aJIMhlill, "Cenahe

fYM

illahepHHLia

1

K<lll](lmiiaT'!L(

ha:n,1prrajaH

M<IKT96HH<l

1994-1ily

HJIHH
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anpeII,

1995-tHf IDIHH jattsap sa anpen aJIIapbrH.Lia hap rpyruia 30

Hacpap OJIMar
HJia

3 rpyn A3ap6aj\ilaH Kôw.t:IIapHHH cacpHpIIHjHH BaCHT8CH

3HJapaT

a.Llbl

aJIThlH.Ua Hpatta KeH.LiapHJIMHUI,

6y

Kaw.1Jiap

TahcHJI 1aMaHbl Hpatt HcJiaM HHnma6blHhlH 6aUI sepMa wapaHTH,
wapTIIapH Ba hajaTa Ket.JHPHJIMacH

joJIJiapbl

6apaIIa LiacpaIIapJia

11

hap6H T8 JIHM11ap Kel.JHPHJIMHllll[Hp. Eyrytt

Myha3HpaIIap OXyttMyrn,
KepyIIMynI

HllIJiap

6apalla

Mattcyp

harnraTnypa,

MyxTaIIHcp

ahMaLiaraja

BaXTIIaplla
Ba

Ketteparr

acaL16eKHja

ha"41bl

heca6aTIIap

BepHJIMHlllllHp.
EeJia

HCTHHa

OJiaH

B83HJJaTll8

MyrrahHMJiapHH

Hcpa.LiaJiapHHHH

eLIHJiaH h11ccanapH Myl1acp11a xapaKTepH uaUihlJhlp, Taurnr

euHJIMaKJia TaK3H6 emuUIHjH yqytt acaccbl3 heca6 em-1.JIMaKJia pallll
eJIHJIHp.
MahKaMa KOJIJieIŒJaCbl

HUI

Y3pa

TOnJiaHMbllll

TonJiycytta rnjMaT · BepMaKJia 6ena HaTJNaja KaIIHp KH,
HcJiaM

IlapTHjaCblHblH

HcMajhm
MHphacaH

orJiy,

pah6ap

HypHjeB

Acmrn

orny

Hllll.JHJiapH

ha\ilHara

Ba

A3ap6aj\ilaH

aJIHjeB

aJIHKpaM

orny,

lflacpapos

anHacKap

racbIMOB

cy6yniap

Barncp

racbIM

A3ap6aj\ilaH Pecny6nHKacb1 BaTaH.UallIJiapbl oJIMarrra

Hpatt

orJiy
HcrraM

Pecny6rrHKaCblHbIH xycycH XilllMaT opraHJiapbl aMaKL1allIJiapb1 I1J1a
ra6aft41a,uatt pa3bUiaUibI6 \ilHHajaT arraracHHa KHpapaK
Pecrry6rrmcacbrnb1H

C)'BepeHJIHjH,

JieBJiaT

MYllacpHa ra6HJIHjjaTH JapapHHa orrapar
HHJJ8TJia

\ilacycnyr

cpaarrHjjaTH

,,.

A3ap6aj'ilatt

Pecrry6rrHKacb1

Hw.lH hHCC8CHH8, haMl.JHHHH

~~cpHr HltlaJa orrMauaH Liejyrn

TahnyKacH3J1HjH

TaMah

Ba

eTllHKJiapH
l+IM-HHH

BaTatta

yqyH

57-'ilH

sa

c. waxcH

anapMarna racLiaH

A3ap6aj\ilaH Pecrry6JIHKaCblHa xajaHaT
aMaJIH

A3ap6aj\ilaH

-

OHJiapbIH

Ma.LI.LiacHHH

HypHjeB ha\ilHara arr11ac1<ap or.ny

cypcaTbl - naTpoHJiapbI aJ1J1a euapaK

î'-*'-~a.a1,1n,1tta Kepa aMaJIH A3ap6aj\ilaH Pecny6JIHKaCbl l+IM-HHH 220-
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ttlH Mau.LiaCHHHH 1-ttlH httccacHHa,

6

ttacpap

rnaxcHH

"YJIKap"
aMa1u1

ottytt

MarI.llôCHHHH

3aKHp or.1y

xapW+t:H

nacnopT aJIMafb1 yqytt hyryr sepatt

caxTa

OJUlYfYHY 6HJ1llHjH haJUia .LIHpeKTopy

aHKeT 6nan1rnapb1HhlH
OJlliyry

MycTacpajeB PaMH3

TypH3M qrnpMaCblHblH Mehypytty BypJlyrytta Kepa
A3ap6aji:11aH

1-ttlH

Pecny6JIHKacbl

YJF)'HlIYP

hHCCôCHH8

Ba

l'.flM-tthIH

194-1:!(y

HCTHHTar

opratth[

TapacpHHUôH JlY3Kytt onapar HCTHHa,ll e,llHJlôH MarI.llôJiapJia T8BCH<p
e,llHJlMHlllJlHp.

MyrralrnMJiapHH

aMaJUiapH

Môru(ôMô

HCTHHTafblHUa

TaM

cy6yra jeTHpIDUIHjH yqytt HCTHHa,ll e,llHJlaH MarI.llaJiapna l:i(ô3aJiaHJlh1pbU1MaJihUlblp1Iap.
Malu(aMa

KOJUieKHJaCbl

MyrrahHMJiap

an11KpaM

an11jes,

hatt111ara Hypujea, Barncp rach1M0Ba tt1aJa Ta"jHH eDapKatt owiapbIH
aFb1p

J1apatt1aJ1a

xacTa

hHMajacHHUa 4 ttàcpap,
aJ

JaIIJJihl

oJIManapblHbl,

M11phacaH

l'.flacpaposytt

hatt111ara HypujeBHH hHMajacHH.Ua 3

yrnarnapbIHhlH

OJIMaChIHhl

ttacpap

Mac"ynujjaTH jyttKynalli-

JlHpaH, tt{HHajaTHH MYTôlllôKKH.11 JlôCTa TapacpHH.IlôH e,llHJlMôCHHH HCa
Mac"ynujjaTH aFb1pnalll,llb1paH han KHMH ttaJapa aJihtp.
I1lllJla oJiaH MarI.llH cy6yrnap, A3ap6ajtt1aH Pecny6JIHKaChl MHJIJ1H
TahJiyKaCH3JIHK Ha3HpJIHjHHHH TacappycpaT HllapaCHHUa cax.nattaH

7,62

MM KaJIH6pJIH 4 ôJlôJl

BHHTOBKa naTpoHJiapbl JacaMaJI pajoH

non.He Hllapacutta sepID1MaJIH, hatt{Hara Hypujesa Maxcyc 600 AElll
JlOJUiapbl rryn sa 2323 cajJihI
Maxcyc
04

650

B968

A3

AEill
CaJJibl

JlOJUiapbI

os

rycpattKH, Barncp

nyn

aBTOMalllhlH

sa

Jl8BJiôT

racb1M0Ba

BA3-21063

MapKaJihl

KôJIHpHHa

Mycru:mpa

eJ1HJ1MaJIHlIHP.
· :::-::-·. MyrralutMJiapJlaH MyrnTapaK raJ,lla,lla 587.128 MaHaT eKcnepT

.

, .. \

~p ,

.

~ -·~--~'·

;}

~
.. :~.w ..

.. {,...,
~ . '

e

0 ~
~

~

apH aJiblHapar

Jl0BJI8T KôJIHpHtta KeqHpHJIMôJIHlIHp.
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lllaph OJIYHaIDiapa

acacaH

Ba A3ap6ajl4{aH Pecny611m<:ac1,1

Îi{fIM-HhlH 319, 322, 332 sa 335-t.111 Marr.LiaJiapHHH pah6ap ryrapar

h0KM
8JIHjes dJIHKpaM

ET llH:

11cMajbUI OFJIY

Îi{M-HblH 57-t.lH Ma.LUioCHHHH 1-t.lH

A3ap6ajl4{aH

hHCCoCH

Pecny6JIHKacbl

HJio TofCHpJIH 6arrnttH6

llloXCH oMJHlKbl M)'CaJJ.Hpa e,UHJIMoKJio 11 HJI M)'LUioTHHo

aJaJJ.JiblfllaH

Mahp)'MeTMa t.1aJac1>ma MahK)'M e.uHJicHH.
Îi{a3ac1>IHb1 t.1HJlllH pe)l(HMJIH HaK-.ua qaKMaKJia
oBBoJIH

t.1aJac1,m1,m

ha6ca aJlb[Hllblfbl Kytt.LioH ja"HH, 27 Maj 1996-t.lb[ TapHXlloH

heca6JiaHCblH.
EapaCHHllo

ceqHJIMHlll

ha6caaJIMa

fôTH

HMKaH

TaJI6HpH

ll8JHllIJlHpHJIMoCHH.

Hyp11jes hali111ara dJIHoCKap OFJIY A3ap6ajl4{att Pecny6JIHKac1,1
Îi{M-HblH 57-llfH Ma.LUI8CHHH 1-llfH hHccacH sa 220-llfH Ma.LUI8CHHH 1-ltlH
hHCCoCH HJia TofCHpJIH 6HJIHHCHH.
A3ap6ajllfatt Pecny6nHKac1,1 Îi{M-HblH 57-llfH Ma.LUioCHHHH l-t.1H
hHCCoCH HJia llloXCH oMJiaKbl M)'CaJJ.Hpa OJIYHMarna 10 H,TI, Îi{M-HblH
220-t.lH Ma.LUioCHHHH 1-t.lH hHccacH HJia 3 HJI MYLUioTHHo aJaJJ.JiblfllaH
Mahpj'M

eTMa

l4{ô3aCbIHa

MohK)'M eJIHJICHH.

A3ap6ajti1att Pecny6JIHKacbl ~-HblH 38-ltlH Ma.LUioCH TaLI6Hr
eLIHJIMaKJia

aJ

ltlHlUIH ti1aJattb1 Liaha llfHlUIH t.1a3a HJia ahaTa eTMaK jony

HJia yJapHHlla raTH onapar llloXCH aMJiaKbl M)'CaJJ.Hpa onMarna

l O HJI

MYLUI8THHa aJaJJ.Jlblf.UaH Mahp)'MeTMo ltlo3aCbl caxnaHblJICblH.

Îi{aJaCblHb[ llfHlU[H pe)l(HMJIH HaK-Jia qaKMaKJia
ha6ca

aJihlHllblfbl KYfülôH, ja"ttH

24 Maj

qaJaCblHb(H
1996-lilbl

HJI

heca6nattcb1H.
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EapaCHHlla

cetJHJIMHlll

ha6caaJIMa

raTH

HMKaH

TôLI6HpH

A3ap6aj'41att

Pecny6-

l18jHlllllHPHJIM8CHH.

"Cflacpapos MHphacaH
HHKaChl

Acsiatt

or11y

l+IM-HblH 57-"GIH Ma.ruiôCHHH 1-"GIH huccacH HJia TarcHpHH

6HJIHHH6 lllaXCH ôMJlaKhl Myca.uupa OJIMarna

10

IDI MYLUiôTHHa

aJa.LIJihlfllaH Mahp}'MeTMa qaJacb1Ha MahKYM em-mcHH.
"CflaJaChIHhlH assaJIH ha6ca aJihlHllhlFbl KymiaH, ja"ttH 09 anpen
1997-"GIH HJUiaH heca6naHChlH.

27

Ta"GlpH.UxattaChIH.lla

caXJiaH.llhlFbl

My"BarraTH

Maj

1996-"Glbl

HJUia

MTH-HHH

3 Kytt tJblXbUIMar11a

y3apHH1Ia qa3acb1 9 IDI 11 aj 27 Kytt caXJiaHhUIChIH.
"CflaJaCblHbl "GIHJJ.LIH pe)IGIMJIH I18K-11a tJaKCHH.
EapaCHH.lla

celJHJIMHlll

ha6caaJIMa

raTH

HMKaH

Tôll6HpH

llôJHllliIHpIDIMôCHH.
racb1Mos Barncp rachIM orny A3ap6aj"latt Pecny61111Kacb1 li!MHhIH 57-"IH Ma.ruiaCHHHH 1-"IH h.HccacH HJia TôfCHpJIH 6HJIHHH6 lllôXCH
aMJiaKbl

My'CarIHpa OJIYHMar11a 10

HJI

MYll.llôTHHa

aJa.LIJihirllaH

Mahp}'MeTMô qaJaCblHa MohKYM e11IDICHH.
"CflaJaCblHhl "IHJJ.LIH
ôBBôJIH

ha6ca

pe)IGIMHJIH

aJihlH.llblFbl

KyrolôH,

I18K-11a liaKMaKJia "laJaCbIHhIH
11

ja HH

27

Maj

1996-tlfh[

HJ1

TapHXllaH heca611attch1H.
EapaCHH.lla

CelIHJIMHlll

ha6ca~Ma

raTH

HMKaH

To1I6Hp.H

naJHllliIHpIDIMôCHH.
MycTacpajes PaMH3

3aKHp

orny

A3ap6aj'41att

Pecny611HKach1

l+IM-HhlH l 94-'41y Ma.ruiôCHHHH 1-"GIH h.HccacH HJia TôfCHpJIH 6HJIHHH6
hep

aj lllôXCH faJamlhlHhlH 20 cpaH3H 1I0RTI8T KôJIHpHHa TYf)'JIMarJia 2

~

MYLUI8THHa

HCJiah HlllJiapH qaJaChlHa MahKYM e1IHJICHH.

'.·., l+laJaChlHhl ucnah H11IJiapHHa 6axaH opraHJiaphIH My'ajjaH en111jH
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Eapac1uma ceqHJIMHIIJ HJ1TH3aM fôTH HMKaH Ta.LI6HpH heKYM
I-Npaja jeHaJiaHa.LiaK ryBBec11H.Lia caxnaHbLJlCblH.
Hllllla OJiaH
MTH-HHH

Ma.LI.IIH

cy6yr11ap

A3ep6ajtl{aH

Pecny61111KaCbl

racappycpaT H.LiapacHH.Ua caXJiaHbLJlaH 7,62 MM KaJIH6pnH

4 e.ue.u BHHTOBKa naTpOHJiaphl J acaMaJI pajoH noJIHC
aepHJJCHH,

hetl{Hara

Hypujeaa Maxcyc 600

AElll .LIOJUiapbl se 2323

cajn1,1 os TYct>amœ, Barncp racb1M0Ba Maxcyc 650
BA3-21063

MapKarihI

04

B968

A3

H.LiapaCHHe

caj111,1

AElll .uoJUiap1,1 se

asToMalllblH

LieBJieT

KanHpHHe M)'Ca.llHpa e.LIHJICHH.
MyrrelrnMJiep,aaH M)1IITepaK raJ.ua.ua 587 .128 MaHaT

eKcnepT

xeptl{JiepH aJibIHapar ,aeBJiaT KeJIHpHHa KequpIDICHH.
heKM fôTH.LIHp, OHllaH Kaccacuja llIHKajaTH Ba npoTeCTH BCpHJia
6HJIMe3.

Ce.upriHK e.uatt:

HMJa

Xanr l{T!IJ1acq1,mapbl: 1 HMJa
2 HM3a

acJIH Wlô .lly'3JlYP
/ AJiu MahKaMaHHH y3
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infe~x
Azeri, Lebanese citizens sentenced in Baku for plans to blowup Gabala radar
151 words
5 October 2009
12:26
lnterfax: Russia & CIS General Newswire
DANWS
English
(c) 2009 lnterfax Information Services, B.V.

K . Oct 5 (lnterfax) - The Azerbaijani court has sentenced six persons suspected of terrorism, espionage and
other crimes to long terms of imprisonment, a source at the court secretariat told lnterfax on Monday.
''The trial of two Lebanese citizens and four Azeri citizens accused of high treason, arms and drugs contraband
and planning of terrorist acts against the lsraeli embassy in Baku and the Gabala radar station ended today," he
said.
The court sentenced Lebanese citizens Ali Mohammed Karaki and Ali Hussein Najmaddin to 15 years in custody,
Azeri citizen Javid Mamedov to 12 years in custody, Azeri citizen Vidadi Rasulov to 14 years in custody, Azeri
citizen Mushvig Amanov to 13 years in custody, and Azeri citizen Afgan Balashev to 12 years in custody.
te dp
(Our editorial staff can be reached at eng.editors@interfax.ru)
Document DANWS00020091006e5a50018i

Page 1 of 1 © 2017 Factiva, Inc. Ali rights reserved.
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ENERGY I Wed Jan 25, 2012 l 4:09pm EST

Azerbaijan arrests plot suspects,
cites Iran link

* Security m inistry says suspects had indirect l inks wit h lranian intelligence
* Azeri media report lsraeli ambassador, rabbi target ed
* lsraeli military says Hezbollah, others ta rget ing Israel in attack bids abroad
By Lada Yevgrashina
BAKU, Jan 25 Authorities in Azerba ijan, a former Soviet republic bordering Iran, have
arrested two men suspect ed of plotting t o attack prominent foreigners including lsrael's
ambassador and a local rabbi, officiais and media reported on Wednesday.
The National Security Minist ry said t he men were connected to an lranian citizen who
had links with lran's intelligence.
Azerbaija n, a secular Muslim count ry, is home to more than 9,000 Jews and has
friendly t ies with Israel and t he Unit ed States. A major energy producer, it exports oil to
Israel and imports weapons and military hardware.
"Citizens of Azerbaijan - Rasim Aliyev and Ali Huseynov - were p reparing an attack on
public figures, who are foreign citizens," t he Nat iona l Security Ministry said in a
statement.
The U.S. embassy issued a warning to its citizens saying "t he possibility remains for
act ions against U.S. or other high-profile foreign interests in Azerbaijan" .

TREN DING STORIES

The announcement came after several state websites in Azerbaijan were rendered
inaccessible for hours this month by hackers who left t hreats and anti-lsrael messages.

1

U.S. carrier joins South Korea drills,
North Korea wams of 'merciless'
strikes

2

Tillerson used email alias at Exxon t o
talk climate: New York attorney
general

3

Toshiba pushes sale of nuclear unit
Westinghouse as crisis deepens

4

EU headscarf ban ruling sparks faith
group backl ash

5

Exclusive: Russia appears to deploy
forces in Egypt, eyes on L.i bya role sources

That incident coincided with similar cyber attacks in Israel.

ALSO IN ENERGY
Failing to prosec.ute South
Sudan atrocities is
appeasement - UN
South Sudan aid group says
detained workers released

The m inist ry said t he lranian citizen, identified as
Balagardash Dadashev, had helped the two buy
weapons including sniper rifles, handguns and
explosive devices in Iran and smuggle t hem to
Azerbaijan .
Azeri media reported t he suspects had been due to
receive $150,000 and t heir target s included the lsraeli
ambassador and a local rabbi. The lsraeli embassy
said it was "operating as usual" and declined further
comment.

On Jan. 16, hackers calling themselves the Azerian Cyber Army posted images of t he
devil over phot ogra phs of t he Azeri and lsraeli president s, as well as messages saying
"Servants of Jews" and " Enemies of Islam."

tttp-J/www.reuters.can/arti delazerbaijan-israa-plct-idUSl5E8C P3l820120125

PHOTOS
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The same day, hackers disrupted online access to the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, El Al
Airlines and 3 banks in what the govemment described as a cyber attack against Israel.
Azeri authorit ies have said they had thwarted a plan by agent s of Iran and Hezbollah to
set off a car bomb near the lsraeli embassy in Baku four years age, as well as an alleged
plot target ing t he U.S. and British embassies in 2007.
ln what may have been a reference to t he plot, lsrael's military chief said "we are
witnesses to the ongoing attempts by Hezbollah and other hostile entities to execut e
vicious terrer attacks at locations far away from t he st at e of Israel."
Eartier, police in Thailand detained a Lebanese man earlier this month on suspicion of
planning an attack. Officiais said he had links with Hezbollah, a Shi'ite lslamist group in
Lebanon backed by Syria and Iran that is on t he U.S. blacklist of foreign t errorist
organizations.
Diplomatie ties between Azerbaijan and Iran are cool, but lranian companies operat e
and have stakes in oil cont racts in the Caspian Sea state, which experts a round 1 million
barrels of crude a day (bpd) westward t hrough a pipeline operated by a consortium Led
by BP. (Writing by Margarit a Ant idze in Tbilisi; editing by Steve Gutterman and Maria
Golovnina)

NEXT IN ENERGY

PROSECUTOR
CONFIRMS FRENCH
PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE FILLON PLACED UNDER
FORMAL INVESTIGATION

COLUMN-Brent spreads
become battleground
amid doubts over oil
rebalancing: Kemp

PROSECUTOR CONFIRMS FRENCH
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE FILLON PLACED
UN DER FOR MAL INVESTIGATION

LONDON, March 14 Global oil markets are
gradually rebalancing, but progress has been
slower and more uneven than the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries and bulLish
hedge funds expected.

MORE FROM REU TERS
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Azerbaijan arrests 22 alleged lran-backed attack plotters
Wednesday, 14 March 2012

SOCIAL MEDIA »

The 22 people detained were allegedlycooperating with iran's elite RevolutionaryGuards. (File photo)
Tweet I

like O1

[ G+I

ByAFP
BAJCU

Azerbaijan has arrested 22 people on suspicion of plotting attacks on the U .S. and Israeli embassies in
Bal'U on behalf of neighboring Iran, the national security ministry said Wednesday.
"Twenty-two citizens of Azerbaijan have been arrested by the national security ministry for cooperating
with the Iranian Sepah, • it said in a statement, referring to the elite Iranian Revolutionary Guards.

"On orders of the Sepah theywere to commit terrorist acts against the U .S., Israeli and other Western
states' embassies and the embassies' employees."
The ministry said the suspects were recruited from 1999 onwards and trained in the use of weapons and
spy techniques at military camps in Iran t o enable them to gather information on foreign embassies,
organizations and comparues in Azerbaijan and stage attacks.
"Firearms, cartridges, explosives and espionage equipment were found during the arrest,• the
statement said, without specifying when or how the suspects were detained.
They have been charged with treason and the purchase and possession of weapons and explosives.
The ministry said that a Revolutionary Guards officer named Akbar Pakravesh gave the Azerbaijani
recruits equipment and money and met them in Damascus and Moscow to avoid suspicion.
"The Azerbaijanis began spying on diplomatie missions, comparues and publicorganizations including
the Jewish cent er Sohnut, a U.S. fast food restaurant, British oil company BP-Azerbaijan's office and

htlps://eajish.alaabyanet/articles/2012/œ.'14/200701.html
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other objects in Bal'll,• it said.

But the accusations were rejected by the brother of one of those arrested, Niyazi Kerimov, who comes
from the town of N ardaran which is seen as a hotbed of Isla.lllic activism in Azerbaijan.
"I believe that the allegat ions against my brother are unfounded and fabricated,• Natiq Kerimov told
Radio Azadliq.
Tensions between the Islamic republic and mainly Muslim but officially secular Azerbaijan have risen in
recent months, with a series of arrests in Baku of attack plot suspects with alleged links t o Tehran.
Iran has also been angered by ex-Soviet Azerbaijan's ties to Israel and its reported purchase of hundreds
of millions of dollars of weapons from the Jewish state.
Tehran last month accused Azerbaijan of working with Israel's spy services and helping assassins who
murdered Iranian nuclear scientists in recent years - a daim rejected by Bal'll as "slander" .
This weekhowever the neighbors appeared t o be taking steps to improve relations as public
declarations of friendship were made in Tehran during a visit by Azerbaijan's Defense Minister Safar
Abiyev.
"We are sure that we will face no problem from our brother and neighbour Azerbaijan,• Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was quoted by the official !RNA news agency as saying on Monday
after meet ing Abiyev.
Abiyev was quoted as saying that "we consider Iran as a friend and brother.•
The uneasy relations between the neighbors are complicated by the presence of a huge ethnie Azeri
minority in Iran, which far outnumbers Azerbaijan's own. population of 9.2 million.

Tweet I

like O1

[ G+l
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Distr.: General
31 October 2016
Original: English

Sevent.y-first session
Agenda item 8
General debate

Note verbale dated 27 October 2016 from the Permanent Mission
of the United Arab Emirates to the United Nations addressed to
the Secretary-General
The Permanent Mission of the United Arab Emirates presents its compliments
to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and has the honour to refer to the
attached letter addressed to the President of the General Assembly signed by the
Permanent Representatives of the Kingdom of Bahrain, the Arab Republic of Egypt,
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, the State of Kuwait, the Kingdom of Morocco,
the Sultanate of Oman, the State of Qatar, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the
Republic of the Sudan, the United Arab Emirates and the Republic of Yemen (see
annex).
The Permanent Mission of the United Arab Emirates would be grateful if the
present note verbale and its annex could be circulated as a document of the General
Assembly, under agenda item 8.
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Annex to the note verbale dated 27 October 2016 from the
Permanent Mission of the United Arab Emirates to the
United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General
18 October 2016
On behalf of our respective Governments, we have the honour to write to you
with reference to the right of reply made by a representative of the Islamic Republic
of Iran at the conclusion of the general debate of the seventy-first session of the
General Assembly of the United Nations, on 26 September 2016, in which a series
of unfounded claims were made. In this regard, we have the honour to convey to
you the following:
It is with a deep sense of frustration that we note that the Islamic Republic of
Iran, with its expansionist regional policies, flagrant violations of the principle of
sovereignty and constant interference in the internal affairs of Arab States,
continues to play a negative role in causing tension and instability in our region.
We express concerted alarm at the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, which, through its political and religious figures, calls for the export of its
revolution to other countries. We stress that the Islamic Republic of Iran is a State
sponsor of terrorism in our region, from Hizbullah in Lebanon and Syria, to Houthis
in Yemen and terrorist groups and cells in the Kingdom of Bahrain, Iraq, the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and elsewhere.
With regard to the military campaign of the coalition to restore legitimacy in
Yemen referenced by the Iranian representative, we would like to recall that the
legitimate Government of Yemen issued a request for assistance in March 2015,
including military intervention, to the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of
the Gulf and the League of Arab States, to protect Yemen and its people from the
continuing aggression of the Iran-backed Houthis. In response to this request, the
coalition to restore legitimacy in Yemen was formed, under the leadership of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, for the protection of Yemen and its people and to help
Yemen to counter terrorism.
This request was issued in full conformity with international law and the right
of self-defence as stipulated in Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations. The
United Nations Security Council was duly informed of this request by a letter dated
24 March 2015 from the Permanent Representative of Yemen to t he United Nations,
and by identical letters dated 26 March 2015 from the Permanent Representative of
the State of Qatar (S/2015/217), as noted in the preamble to Security Council
resolution 2216 (2015).
Along with the Security Council, the League of Arab States, the Organization
of Islamic Cooperation and the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf,
we condemn in the strongest possible terms the latest Houthi attack in the Strait of
Bab al-Mandeb on 1 October on a vessel chartered by the United Arab Emirates, in
clear violation of international law. In this regard, in a press statement on Yemen
issued on 4 October 2016, the members of the Security Council stated that they took
threats to shipping around Bab al-Mandeb, a strategically important shipping
passage, extremely seriously and stressed that the continued exercise of freedom of
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navigation in and around Bab al-Mandeb Strait in accordance with relevant
international law must be upheld.
We strongly condemn the active influence of the Islamic Republic of Iran in
the conflict. The Islamic Republic of Iran has supported the Houthis in Yemen
financially, strategically and militarily, by training Houthi fighters and sending
shipments of weapons and ammunitions into the country illegally and in flagrant
violation of United Nations Security Council resolutions 2216 (2015) and 2231
(2015). Shipments of illicit weapons sent by the Islamic Republic of Iran have been
intercepted on multiple occasions by several Member States and the Combined
Maritime Forces, as mentioned in a letter dated 14 September 2016 from the
Permanent Representative of Saudi Arabia to the United Nations addressed to the
President of the Security Council (S/2016/786).
We reaffirm our support for the important work of the Special Envoy of the
Secretary-General for Yemen, Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed, to reach a comprehensive
agreement to end the conflict in Yemen, in accordance with the initiative of the Gulf
Cooperation Council, the outcome of the National Dialogue Conference and its
implementation mechanism, and the relevant Security Council resolutions, and we
further ask Member States to take note of the joint communiqué on the situation in
Yemen issued by the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the
United States of America, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and the United A rab
Emirates on 22 September 2016.
We remain firm in our resolve that any interference by the Islamic Republic of
Iran in the domestic affairs of Arab States is unacceptable and must be confronted.
In this regard, we reiterate the reference made by the Mi nister for Foreign Affairs of
the Kingdom of Bahrain, Khalid bin Ahmed bin Mohamed al-Khalifa, in his
statement to the General Assembly on 26 September 2016, that the only way
forward is for the Islamic Republic of Iran to comprehensively change its foreig n
policies and end hostilities, thus paving the way for the region to enter a new era of
stability and development.
We reaffirm our support to the nuclear agreement that was reached between
the five plus one group and the Islamic Republic of Iran. The nuc lear agreement
gave the Islamic Republic of Iran the opportunity, after years of sanctions, to create
normal relations with its neighbours and demonstrate a new commitment to regional
stability and respect for the sovereignty of other nations. Unfortunatel y, since the
signing of the nuclear deal, we have seen nothing but increased Iranian aggression
in the region and the continuation of support for terrorist groups.
In addition, we reaffirm the tireless efforts of the Custodian of the Two Holy
Mosques, King Salman bin Abdul Aziz al-Saud of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
and the Government and people of the Kingdom, in their role of serving the pilgrims
and visitors to the holy sites during their performance of hajj and umrah. We deplore
the exploitation of the tragic Mina incident by the Islamic Republic of Iran for
political ends and its desperate attempt to cause sectarian strife in the region, in a
reprehensible manner.
Furthermore, we reaffirm that the three islands of Greater Tunb, Lesser Tunb
and Abu Musa in the Arabian Gulf are an integral part of the territory of the United
Arab Emirates. We categorically reject the baseless claims made by the Islamic
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Republic of Iran that the three United Arab Emirates islands of Greater Tunb, Lesser
Tunb and Abu Musa in the Arabian Gulf have and continue to be a part of the
territory of the Islamic Republic of Iran. The following facts, which were most
recently stated in a letter dated 14 March 2016 from the Permanent Representative
of the United Arab Emirates to the United Nations (S/2016/245), serve as a rebuttal
to the claims made by the Islamic Republic of Iran:
First, Iranian forces arrived on the island of Abu Musa in the Arabian Gulf for
the first time on 30 November 1971. The presence of those forces on the island was
sanctioned by the memorandum of understanding regarding Abu Musa that was
concluded in November 1971. The provisions of that memorandum of understanding
and the map delimited, inter alia, the area of Ab u Musa that was to be occupied by
those forces; that area conforms to the extent of Iranian jurisdiction on the island.
The aforementioned memorandum of understanding is still in force and binding and
is the only legal basis for the presence of Iranian forces in the area allocated to them
on the island. Any unilateral revocation of that memorandum of understanding shall
be null, void and without effect, because it contravenes the rules and principles of
international law.
Second, Iranian armed forces occupied the two islands of Greater Tunb and
Lesser Tunb in the Arabian Gulf by force on 30 November 1971, in contravention of
Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter of the United Nations. The illegality of
territorial acquisition resulting from the threat or use of force is an established
principle of international law. Moreover, in its resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October
1970, entitled “Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations”, the General Assembly emphasized that no territorial acquisition
resulting from the threat or use of force shall be recognized as legal.
We continue to call upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to return the occupied
islands in the Arabian Gulf to their rightful owners, either voluntarily or through
peaceful means, particularly through international justice or arbitration, in order to
maintain friendly relations and good-neighbourliness in the Arabian Gulf region.
We reaffirm that the stability and economic prosperity in the Arabian Gulf
region is founded on the importance of maintaining good -neighbourliness and the
principles of sovereignty, independence and non-interference in domestic affairs, in
stark contrast with the Islamic Republic of Iran’s radical approach that undermines
security and stability in our region and the Arab world.
We would be grateful if the present letter could be circulated to all States
Members of the United Nations as a document of the General Ass embly, under
agenda item 8.
(Signed) Jamal Fares Alrowaiei
Permanent Representative of the Kingdom of Bahrain
to the United Nations
(Signed) Amr Abdellatif Aboulatta
Permanent Representative of the Arab Republic of Egypt
to the United Nations
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(Signed) Sima Sami Bahous
Permanent Representative of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
to the United Nations
(Signed) Mansour Ayyad SH A Alotaibi
Permanent Representative of the State of Kuwait
to the United Nations
(Signed) Omar Hilale
Permanent Representative of the Kingdom of Morocco
to the United Nations
(Signed) Khalifa Ali Issa Al Harthy
Permanent Representative of the Sultanate of Oman
to the United Nations
(Signed) Alya Ahmed Saif Al-Thani
Permanent Representative of the State of Qatar
to the United Nations
(Signed) Abdallah Y. Al-Mouallimi
Permanent Representative of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
to the United Nations
(Signed) Omer Dahab Fadl Mohamed
Permanent Representative of the Republic of the Sudan
to the United Nations
(Signed) Lana Zaki Nusseibeh
Permanent Representative of the United Arab Emirates
to the United Nations
(Signed) Khaled Hussein Mohamed Alyemany
Permanent Representative of the Republic of Yemen
to the United Nations
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Original: English

Letter dated 10 December 2015 from the Permanent Representative
of Saudi Arabia to the United Nations addressed to the President of
the Security Council
Upon instructions from my Government, I have the honour to attach herewith
the final communiqué of the 36th Gulf Cooperation Council Summit, issued in
Riyadh on 10 December 2015 (see annex).
It would be highly appreciated if the present letter and its annex could be
circulated to all members of the Security Council and issued as a document of the
Council.

(Signed) Abdallah Al-Mouallimi

Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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Annex to the letter dated 10 December 2015 from the Permanent
Representative of Saudi Arabia to the United Nations addressed to
the President of the Security Council
[Original: Arabic]

Final communiqué of the thirty-sixth session of the Supreme
Council of the Gulf Cooperation Council
At the invitation of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Salman Bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud, King of Saudi Arabia (may God preserve and protect him), the
Supreme Council of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) held its thirty -sixth
session in Riyadh on 27 and 28 Safar A.H. 1437 (9 and 10 December A.D. 2015).
The session was chaired by King Salman as chair of the current session of the
Supreme Council. The following distinguished members were in attendance:
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashed Al Maktoum, Vice-President and
Prime Minister, ruler of Dubai, United Arab Emirates
His Majesty King Hamad bin Issa Al Khalifa, King of Bahrain
His Highness Fahd bin Mahmoud Al Said, Deputy Prime Minister with
responsibility for cabinet affairs of the Sultanate of Oman
His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani, Amir of the State of Qatar
His Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Amir of the State of
Kuwait
His Excellency Mr. Abdullatif bin Rashid al-Zayani, Secretary-General of the
Gulf Cooperation Council, also participated in the meeting.
1.
The Supreme Council congratulated the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques,
King Salman Bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud (may God preserve and protect him), on
assuming the chair of the current session of the Supreme Council. It commended his
opening statement and his determination to foster cooperation among member States
in all areas.
2.
The Supreme Council expressed its deep appreciation for the considerable and
genuine efforts and achievements of His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad
Al-Thani, Amir of the State of Qatar (may God preserve and protect him) and his
distinguished Government during his chairmanship of the thirty -fifth session of the
Supreme Council.
3.
The Supreme Council welcomed the vision for the promotion of joint Gulf
action submitted by King Salman as chair of the current session. It thanked him for
his fine contribution to the work of the Gulf Cooperation Council, which would
enhance its regional and international standing. The Supr eme Council adopted the
vision and tasked the Ministerial Council, the competent ministerial committees and
the secretariat with implementing its provisions, on the understanding that
implementation would be completed in 2016.
4.
The Supreme Council reviewed the status of consultations on the proposal
submitted by the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah Bin
Abdulaziz Al-Saud (may God have mercy on his soul), for a transition from the
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cooperation phase to the unity phase. It directed the ministe rial council to continue
consultations and complete its examination of the issue in cooperation with the chair
of the pertinent committee, in accordance with the decision adopted by the Supreme
Council at its thirty-third session held in Sakhir, Kingdom of Bahrain, in December
2012.
5.
The Supreme Council affirmed its full support for the United Arab Emirates as
host country of Expo 2020 and wished the people of the United Arab Emirates
further progress and prosperity.
6.
The Supreme Council affirmed its support for the State of Qatar as host of the
World Cup 2022, and stressed that the States members backed Qatar in all actions
conducive to making the event a success. It wished the people of Qatar further
progress and prosperity.
7.
The Supreme Council reviewed the recommendations and follow-up reports
submitted by the Ministerial Council and the progress made since the previous
session towards joint action in all areas. It commended the efforts made towards
strengthening the joint cooperation process, in particular with regard to
strengthening Gulf citizenship in order to ensure greater complementarity among
GCC member States and integration among their citizens. The actions that had been
taken constituted significant achievements towards broadening and deep ening the
mission of GCC. The Supreme Council examined the rapid political developments
in the region and the world and took the following decisions:
The joint action process
8.
In order to raise awareness of the benefits of GCC for citizens of the Gulf, the
Supreme Council directed the secretariat to continue holding information meetings
and awareness-raising campaigns in member States through various media, with a
focus on the Council’s action to ensure prosperity for Gulf citizens, keep them safe
and preserve their gains.
Economic and development affairs
9.
The Supreme Council discussed the joint economic and development
cooperation process with a view to achieving full economic citizenship. It directed
the secretariat to establish a committee of experts and intellectuals from member
States to develop approaches aimed at attaining full economic citizenship, taking
into consideration sustainable development needs of States members, and at
improving the competitiveness of the national workforce.
10. With a view to fostering partnerships with the private sector, the Supreme
Council directed the secretariat to continue to arrange regular consultative meetings
between the committee on trade cooperation and heads of Chambers of Commerce
in member States, and to report to the Supreme Council on the outcomes of those
meetings.
11. The Supreme Council reviewed the recommendations and reports of the
Ministerial Council, the ministerial committees and the secretariat.
It adopted the following documents:
(a) The harmonized consumer protection system for States members, taking
the form of a binding law;
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(b) The harmonized rules on financial acquisitions in Gulf States, which
should be followed on an indicative basis pending the completion of a harmonized
set of rules for the full integration and complementarity of financial markets in
States members;
(c) The implementing regulation on GCC citizens’ equal access to health
services in Government hospitals and clinics managed by the ministry of health of
each State;
(d) The procedural guidelines regulating the strategic reserve of medicine,
vaccines and medical supplies for emergency and crisis situations and the register of
medical supplies of GCC States.
The Supreme Council considered the reports on the functioning of the GCC
customs union, the Gulf common market, the monetary union, the updated Gulf plan
for the prevention of non-communicable diseases, the water strategy, education and
youth. It also considered the GCC rail link project, stressing that it wa s important to
remain committed to completing that strategic project in accordance with the
decisions of the Council.
Joint military action
12. The distinguished representatives ratified the decisions taken by the Joint
Defence Council at its fourteenth session concerning areas for joint military action,
particularly the current steps to operationalize the unified military command; the
adoption of a budget for that purpose, including the required human resources, and
the recruitment of retired soldiers from GCC States with qualifications, experience
and skills in order to provide consultancy services to secretariat bodies.
13. The distinguished representatives expressed their satisfaction at the successful
steps taken to establish the unified military co mmand. They underscored the need to
complete the measures necessary for its operationalization and intensify efforts,
including the required actions and studies, to accelerate the development of an
integrated and multifaceted GCC defence system.
Security coordination and cooperation
14. The Supreme Council ratified the decisions taken by the distinguished
ministers of the interior at their thirty-fourth meeting held in the State of Qatar in
November 2015. They expressed their satisfaction at what had be en achieved in the
area of security. They approved the reform and development of the comprehensive
GCC security strategy and decided to adopt it.
15. The Supreme Council approved the signature of a convention establishing the
Gulf police headquarters in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
Counter-terrorism
16. The Supreme Council reaffirmed its consistent stand against terrorism and
extremism in all their forms and manifestations, irrespective of their motives,
justification or source. It stressed the need to eradicate the sources of terrorism. It
emphasized its commitment to combating the deviant ideology underpinning and
nourishing the terrorist groups, an ideology that distorted and was unrelated to the
pure Islamic faith. The Supreme Council affirmed that tolerance and coexistence
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among nations and peoples was one of the foundations of the domestic and foreign
policy of GCC States. It stressed its opposition to the terrorist threats facing the
region and the world.
17. The Supreme Council emphasized the need to deal resolutely with the grave
threat posed by terrorism, terrorist movements and their supporters. It commended
the efforts of States members at the regional and international levels, and stated that
the international community should assume its responsibility to support the United
Nations Counter-Terrorism Centre in New York and coordinate efforts and exchange
information.
18. The Supreme Council directed the competent GCC authorities to take
systematic action through diplomacy, outreach and the media, in order to
disseminate the true image of Islam, the value of moderation and the moderate
approach of the States of the Gulf. They also directed the competent authorities to
make effective use of the media and social networks, and to convene conferences,
seminars and meetings with domestic and international actors. The authorities
should redouble their efforts to counter incitement to violence and terrorism and
tackle extremism, racism, hatred, sectarian strife and the recruitment of fighters and
sympathizers for terrorist and extremist organizations.
19. The Supreme Council strongly condemned the terrorist bombings of mosques
in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. It also condemned the acts of terrorism against
Bahrain, in which a number of security officers and innocent civilians had lost their
lives. It commended the security services for thwarting operations to smuggle
highly hazardous explosives, weapons and ammunition from Iran to Bahrain. The
Supreme Council stressed that the States of the Gulf supported all of the actions
taken by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Bahrain to preserve the safety and security of
their citizens and residents. It expressed its confidence in the security services’
ability to detect terrorist plots, bring the perpetrators to justice and hold them to
account.
20. The Supreme Council emphasized that States members would continue to take
part in the international coalition to combat the terrorist organization Islamic State
in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), and would support all domestic and international
efforts to combat terrorist organizations and eradicate their misguided ideology. The
Supreme Council stressed the need to intensify coordination and bilateral and
international cooperation in order to confront the challenges facing the region;
eliminate terrorism and its cross-border threat; eradicate the sources of the financing
of terrorism; and strengthen the security and stability of the region.
21. The Supreme Council condemned the terrorist attacks perpetrated by ISIL in
Paris on 13 November 2015, which had claimed numerous civilian victims. The
Supreme Council stated that GCC States stood by France and the French people and
supported all of their actions. It condemned the terrorist acts committed by ISIL and
other terrorist organizations in Egypt, Mali, Tunisia, the United States of America,
Baghdad, Beirut and elsewhere. It affirmed that it would continue to combat
terrorism in all its forms and manifestations and to eradicate terrorist organizations,
which were an affront to all revealed religions and human values. In that
connection, the Supreme Council welcomed Security Council resolution 2249
(2014), which was adopted on 20 November 2015, concerning counter -terrorism and
tackling ISIL and other terrorist groups. The Supreme Council called on competent
stakeholders to highlight the true, pure image of Islam, the faith of tolerance and
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peace. It called on Arab and Islamic youth to speak out with the voice of reason and
eschew the forces of darkness and terrorism.
Legal affairs
22. The Supreme Council welcomed the outcomes of the ninth periodic meeting of
the distinguished heads of GCC legislative councils (Shura councils, parliaments and
national and ummah bodies) held in Riyadh in November 2015. They commended
the councils’ efforts and their vision for joint parliamentary action in the Gulf.
Strategic discussions and negotiations
23. The Supreme Council welcomed the progress made in implementing the
outcomes of the Camp David Summit held in May 2015. It underscored the need for
swift implementation of the agreements reached by the working groups and joint
committees established with the United States in various areas. It welcomed the
progress made in fostering strategic partnerships with the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan and the Kingdom of Morocco, and the outcomes of the meetings of minister s
for foreign affairs with their counterparts in other States and groups. Those efforts
had strengthened the role and profile of GCC at the regional and international levels.
Consultative Commission of the Supreme Council
24. The Supreme Council considered the perspectives of the Consultative
Commission on matters that it had been mandated to study:
• Fostering partnership between the public and private sectors in GCC member
States.
• Growing the income and enhancing the well-being of the citizens GCC
member States.
• The future of oil and gas as a resource and source of energy in GCC States and
the importance of maintaining them as a strategic choice in relation to security
and development.
It was decided to transmit the above-mentioned perspectives to the competent
ministerial committees, so that they might benefit from them. It was further decided
to mandate the Consultative Commission to consider the following matters:
• Development of a comprehensive environmental cooperation strateg y for GCC
member States.
• Promoting investment in farming and livestock projects by the private sector
in Gulf countries.
• The productivity of the citizens of Gulf countries, its determining factors and
means of increasing it.
Political affairs
The situation in the occupied Palestinian territories and developments in the
Arab-Israeli conflict
25. The Supreme Council reiterated its firm and long-standing positions regarding
regional issues, the most significant of which is the question of Palestin e, stressing
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that a comprehensive, just and lasting peace could not be achieved unless Israel
withdrew fully from all Arab territories occupied in 1967 and an independent
Palestinian State, with East Jerusalem as its capital, was established in accordance
with the Arab Peace Initiative and the relevant, internationally binding resolutions.
26. The Council condemned the continued occupation of Arab territories by Israel
and the actions it has taken to alter the identity and features of Al -Quds al-Sharif,
and the persistence of arbitrary arrest, colonization and collective punishment of the
Palestinian people in the occupied territories. The Council also strongly condemned
the violations committed by the Israeli occupying authorities against the Palestinian
people and the dangerous escalation in the systematic attacks that Israel has been
carrying out since early October 2015 against the Aqsa Mosque and Al -Quds
Al-Sharif. The purpose of those attacks is to divide the Holy Mosque in time and
space, Judaize Al-Quds Al-Sharif and isolate it from its Palestinian and Arab
environment. The Council furthermore condemned the repeated violation of the
sanctity of the Holy Al-Aqsa Mosque by Israeli settlers and officials, in flagrant
violation of the most fundamental human rights.
27. The Supreme Council urged the international community to shoulder its
responsibilities and take every measure possible to protect the Palestinian people
and holy sites. The Council also called for a redoubling of efforts aimed at putting
pressure on Israel and compelling it to stop such practices, which violate
internationally binding resolutions and are contrary to human values.
28. The Supreme Council stressed that Israeli settlements in the occupied Arab
territories are illegal under international law and are a major obstacle to achieving a
lasting and comprehensive peace.
29. The Supreme Council welcomed the raising of the flag of the State of
Palestine at United Nations Headquarters, in accordance with the resolution adopted
by the General Assembly on 10 September 2015. The Council also welcomed the
outcome of the emergency ministerial meeting of the Arab Peace Commission that
was held in Cairo in August 2015.
30. The Supreme Council called on donors to fulfil the pledges made at the Cairo
Conference for Gaza’s reconstruction and underscored the importance of lifting the
Israeli blockade of the Gaza Strip.
The occupation by Iran of the three islands belonging to the United Arab Emirates
31. The Supreme Council reaffirmed its long-standing position, which it had
stressed in all its previous communiqués, rejecting the continued occupation by the
Islamic Republic of Iran of the three islands belonging to the United Arab Emirates,
namely, Greater Tunb, Lesser Tunb and Abu Musa. In that conne ction, the Council:
• Reaffirmed its support for the sovereignty of the United Arab Emirates over its
three islands of Greater Tunb, Lesser Tunb and Abu Musa, and over the
territorial waters, airspace, continental shelf and exclusive economic zone of
the three islands, which are an integral part of the United Arab Emirates;
• Reiterated that the practices, decisions and actions of Iran in respect of the
three islands are null and void and do not alter any historical and legal facts,
all of which support the sovereignty of the United Arab Emirates over its three
islands;
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• Called on the Islamic Republic of Iran to respond to the efforts of the United
Arab Emirates to resolve the question through direct negotiations or recourse
to the International Court of Justice.
Relations with Iran
32. The Supreme Council rejected completely the ongoing interference by Iran in
the internal affairs of member States and the States of the region. The Council called
for full adherence to the fundamental principles of good -neighbourliness, respect for
the sovereignty of States, non-interference in internal affairs and the non-use of
force or threat of force. The Council rejected the statements made by certain
officials of the Islamic Republic of Iran against GCC member States, their
interference in member States’ internal affairs and their attempt to sow dissension
and promote sectarian strife among the citizens of member States, in violation of
those States’ sovereignty and independence. The Supreme Council also urged Iran to
cease such practices immediately and to abide by the principles of goodneighbourliness, the law and international instruments and norms, so as preserve the
security and stability of the region.
The Iranian nuclear programme
33. The Supreme Council affirmed the need for compliance with the agreement
concluded by the Islamic Republic of Iran and the five plus one group in July 2015
regarding that country’s nuclear programme. In that connection, the Council
underscored the important role of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the
necessity of putting into place an effective mechanism to verify the implementation
of the Agreement, conduct inspections and carry out oversight functions. Sanctions
must be imposed on Iran promptly and effectively should it fail to fulfil its
obligations under the agreement.
The Council stressed the importance of implementing Security Council
resolution 2231 (2015) regarding the above-mentioned nuclear agreement, including
with respect to ballistic missiles and other weapons. It also expressed its profo und
concern regarding the firing by Iran on 10 October 2015 of a medium -range ballistic
missile capable of carrying nuclear weapons, stressing that this was a clear violation
of Security Council resolution 1929 (2010).
34. The Supreme Council affirmed the importance of making the Arabian Gulf and
the Middle East a zone free of all weapons of mass destruction, including nuclear
weapons, while emphasizing the right of all States to the peaceful use of nuclear
energy, the need to address the environmental concerns of the States of the region
and the need for Iran to become a signatory to all instruments related to nuclear
safety.
The current situation in the Arab world
Syria
35. The Supreme Council reaffirmed its long-standing position regarding the need
to maintain the unity, stability and territorial integrity of Syria.
36. The Supreme Council expressed its profound concern at the worsening of the
Syrian crisis and the deterioration of the humanitarian situation as the Assad regime
and the militias supporting it continue to carry out bombing and commit murder.
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The conduct of the regime has had serious repercussions for civilians, flagrantly
violated human rights principles and international humanitarian law, and has led to
an ever-increasing rise in the number of displaced persons and refugees, both in
Syria and in neighbouring countries.
37. The Supreme Council welcomed the outcomes of the talks held in Vienna on
14 November 2015 on finding a peaceful solution to the Syrian crisis. Such a
solution should be based on the communiqué issued at the conclusion of the first
Geneva conference and should fulfil the aspirations of the Syrian people and ensure
the preservation of State institutions.
38. The Supreme Council welcomed the hosting by Saudi Arabia of a conference
for the Syrian opposition from 8 to 10 December 2015 in Riyadh. The hosting of
that conference reflected the support of Saudi Arabia for a political solution that
would guarantee the territorial integrity of Syria, in accordance with the decisi ons
taken at the first Geneva conference.
39. The Supreme Council welcomed the outcomes of the Third International
Humanitarian Pledging Conference for Syria, which was held in Kuwait in March
2015, and called on donors to fulfil their pledges rapidly. The Council looked
forward to the convening of the Fourth International Humanitarian Pledging
Conference for Syria, which would be hosted by Great Britain in February 2016,
and trusted that it would see a high level of participation.
40. The Supreme Council stated that it was committed to continuing to work to
alleviate the suffering of the Syrian people, whose lives have been profoundly
affected by the crisis. It urged prompt implementation of Security Council
resolution 2165 (2014) of 14 July 2014 concerning the direct, immediate and
unhindered delivery of humanitarian assistance to the Syrian people.
41. The Supreme Council called on the international community to assume its
responsibility to support refugees from Syria. It welcomed the efforts of member
States to alleviate the suffering of Syrian displaced persons and refugees, who had
been expelled and seen their property destroyed by the Bashar al -Assad regime. It
emphasized that Syrian brethren would be treated as residents of the Gulf States and
would enjoy full rights to free health care and to education and work in accordance
with the residency rules in force in the GCC States. It commended the leading role
of the Gulf States, which had provided material and in-kind support to their Syrian
brethren and refugees in Jordan, Lebanon and elsewhere, in coordination with host
States or through international and humanitarian relief agencies. It also commended
the Gulf States’ initiatives to hold donor conferences in order to mobilize resources
for humanitarian work in Syria.
42. The Supreme Council expressed its grave concern at the increase in hostile,
racist and inhumane speech directed against refugees in general and Muslims in
particular. It reiterated its call for States, humanitarian agencies, civil societ y
organizations and the media to eschew racist speech, help raise awareness and
assume their responsibility to provide the necessary protection for displaced persons
and refugees who had fled to escape the oppression of the authorities and terrorist
groups.
43. The Supreme Council welcomed Security Council resolution 2235 (2015),
adopted in August 2015, concerning the establishment of a joint mechanism
between the United Nations and the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
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Weapons with the purpose of identifying those responsible for the use of chemicals
including chlorine gas during the conflict in Syria. It considered that resolution to
be a message from the international community in order to tackle the use of
internationally prohibited weapons. It urged the international community to
cooperate genuinely in that process and hold those responsible to account for their
crimes.
Yemen
44. The Supreme Council commended the successes of the popular resistance and
the Army loyal to the legitimate authorities against the militias of Al-Houthi and Ali
Abdullah Saleh. The Council welcomed the liberation of Aden and other cities and
governorates of Yemen. It also emphasized that it would continue to support His
Excellency President Abdrabuh Mansour Hadi and his legitimate Government and
work to restore security and stability throughout Yemen.
45. The Supreme Council stated that it was fully committed to the unity,
sovereignty and independence of Yemen and rejected any interference in that
country’s internal affairs. It stressed the importance of reaching a political solution
in accordance with the GCC Initiative, its Implementation Mechanism and the
outcomes of the National Dialogue Conference in Riyadh. It further highlighted the
need for comprehensive and unconditional implementation of Security Council
resolution 2216 (2015).
46. The Supreme Council commended the efforts of the United Nations through
the Special Envoy of the Secretary-General to Yemen, Mr. Ismail Ould Cheikh
Ahmed, pursuant to Security Council resolution 2216 (2015). It welcomed the
announcement that negotiations would resume in Switzerland on 15 December 2015
and that the Yemeni Government had agreed to take part.
47. The Supreme Council commended the efforts of GCC States to deliver a nd
distribute humanitarian and medical assistance as widely as possible to the Yemeni
people. In that connection, the Council expressed appreciation for the considerable
humanitarian role of the King Salman Centre for Humanitarian Aid and Relief
Centre. It called on the international community to intensify humanitarian assistance
to alleviate the suffering of the Yemeni people.
48. The Supreme Council strongly condemned the Houthi and Saleh militias’
grave crimes against civilians, including killings, abduc tions, detentions, child
recruitment, the blockading of civilians and their use as human shields, the
bombardment and destruction of civilian areas, the torturing of prisoners, attacks on
political and media freedoms, the violation of private and public pr operty and
educational and medical facilities, and the irresponsible hindering of international
efforts to deliver humanitarian assistance across Yemen, all of which amounted to
clear violations of international humanitarian law and human rights instrument s.
Iraq
49. The Supreme Council expressed its hope that the decision of the Government
of Iraq and the Council of Representatives to take tangible measures to address
corruption and the deterioration of services would put the political process back on
track and ensure that all components of the Iraqi people could participate effectively
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and implement all of the reforms agreed in 2014 in response to the demands of the
people of Iraq.
50. The Supreme Council reiterated its support for Security Council res olution
2107 (2013). It unanimously decided to refer the issue of prisoners, missing
persons, Kuwaiti property and the national archives to the United Nations
Assistance Mission in Iraq (UNAMI) for follow-up. It called on the Government of
Iraq to continue cooperating with the State of Kuwait and the international
community on that issue.
Libya
51. The Supreme Council stressed the need for a political solution to the situation
in Libya under the auspices of the United Nations. It urged all parties to pu t the
greater good first, in order to restore security and stability in Libya.
52. The Supreme Council reaffirmed its full support for the legitimate
Government. It thanked the Special Envoy of the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, Mr. Bernardino León, for facilitating the political dialogue, and extended
its best wishes to the incoming Special Envoy, Mr. Martin Kobler, in the search for a
political solution acceptable to the parties in Libya.
53. The Supreme Council expressed concern at the escalation of armed operations
and violence in Libya by armed extremist groups. It emphasized its commitment to
the sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and national unity of Libya.
54. The Supreme Council reappointed His Excellency Dr. Abdullatif bin Rashid
Al-Zayani as Secretary-General of GCC for an additional three-year term beginning
on 1 April 2017, in recognition of his considerable efforts and effective contribution
to the activities of GCC. It wished him success in his forthcoming term.
55. The Supreme Council thanked King Salman, as chair of the current session of
the Supreme Council, his Government and the people of Saudi Arabia for the warm
and genuine hospitality extended to the leaders and delegations of the GCC States.
56. The leaders of the States members of the Gulf Cooperation Council welcomed
the generous offer of King Hamad bin Issa Al Khalifa to host the thirty -seventh
session of the Supreme Council in Bahrain in 2016.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Thursday, 28 Safar A.H. 1437 (10 December A.D. 2015)
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FULL TEXT OP ARTICLE:
1.
[Text} Following the publication of a book entitled ''Satanic
Verses'' in Europe and the United States, in which the sacred
integrity of the highly esteemed Prophet of Islam has been impugned ,
Imam Khomeyni, the great leade r of the revolution and the creater of
the Islamic Republic of Iran, has issued a message addressed to the
world's Muslim community. The text of the message is as follows:
2.
In the name of God Almighty. There is only one God, to whom we
shall all return. I would like to inform all the intrepid Muslims in
the world, that the author of the book entitled ''Satanic
Verses''--which bas been compiled, printed, and published in
opposition to Islam, to the Prophet, and to the Koran--as well as
those publishers who were aware of its contents are sentenced to
death.
3. I call on all the zealous Muslims to execute them quickly,
wherever they find them, so that no one will dare to insult the
Islamic sanctities.
4. Whoever is killed on this path will be regarded as a martyr, God
willing. In addition, if anyone has access to the author of the book,
but does not possess the power to execute him, he should point him
out to the people, so that he may be punished for his actions.
S.

May God's blessing be on you all.
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6.

[Signed) Ruhollah Musavi Khomeyni.

7.

[Dated) 14 February 1989
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Iran resurrects Salman Rushdie threat
Iran has seized on widespread Muslim outrage over a film insulting the Prophet Mohammad to
revive the death threat against Salman Rushdie, raising the reward for killing him by
US$500,ooo (f'.320,000).

Author Salman Rushdie Photo: CI.ARAMOLDEN

Robert Tait
5:42PM BST 16 Sep 2012

Ayatollah Hassan Sanei, head of a powerful state foundation providing relief to the poor, said the film
would never have been made if the order to execute Rushdie, issued by the late Iranian spiritual leader,
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, had been cauied out.
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Ayatollah Khomeini pronounced a fatwa sentencing the author to death in 1989 after declaring his novel,
The Satanic Verses, "blasphemous", but Iranian officiais later indicated it would not be implemented.
"It [the film] won't be the la.st insulting actas long as Imam Khomeini's historie order on executing the
blasphemous Salman Rushdie is not carried out," he said in a statement.
"If the imam's order was carried out, the further insults in the f01m of caricatures, articles and films would
not have taken place. The impertinence of the gmdge-filled enemies of Islam, which is occuning under
the flag of the Great Satan, America and the racist Zionists, can only be blocked by the absolu te
administration of this Islamic order."
Ayatollah Saeni's offer appeared to be an officially-sanctioned attempt by Iran to hamess anger across the
Muslim world over the film, which was produced by anti-Muslim Christians based in the United States.
The film, which depicts the Prophet Mohammed in a derogato1y manner, has provoked riots and violent
attacks on western interests in several Muslim countries, including Libya, where Americans, including the
ambassador, were killed.
Although Ayatollah Sanei has offered financial rewards for canying out the edict in the past, he said
Muslim anger over the recent film meant the time was now ripe.
"The aim [of the fatwa] has been to uproot the anti-Islamic conspiracy and now the necessity for taking
this action is even more obvious than any other time," he said. ''l'm adding another $500,000 to the reward
and anyone who canies out this order will immediately receive the whole amount." The total bounty is
now $3.3m (f2.l m).
The increased bounty was issued on the eve of the publication of a memoir by Rushdie about his years
spent in hiding and living under a1med guard from would-be executioners intent on canying out
Khomeini's sentence.
It also re-opens an affair that appeared to have been laid to rest after Iranian officiais gave assurances that
the fatwa would not be put into effect.
In 1998, Iran's refo1mist then president, Mohammad Khatami, declared the Rushdie affair "completely
finished" during an appearance at the UN General Assembly in New York. The Iranian foreign minister at
the time, Kemal Khanazi, also announced that Iran would not threaten the author's life or encourage
others to kill him.
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The statements led to a restoration of diplomatie ties between London and Tehran, which Britain had eut
in protest. It also prompted Rushdie to corne out of hiding.
However, the fatwa - passed four months before Khomeini's death - was never annulled and hardliners
have frequently revived the issue as a political weapon in their intemal struggle with more moderate
elements in Iran's theocratic regime.
It is unlikely that Ayatollah Sanei, personal representative of Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali

Khamenei, on the 15th Khordad Foundation, was acting without higher approval. In 2005, Ayatollah
Khamenei himself reaffi1med the fatwa while addressing pilgrims preparing to visit Mecca.
In a speech last Friday, he decried the film as the work of US imperialism and "Zionism" and linked it to
other perceived western attacks on Islam, including The Satanic Verses and the Danish ca1toon contest
depicting the Prophet Mohammad.
"Had they not backed the previous links in this evil chain, namely Salman Rushdie, the Danish cait oonist,
and the US pastors who bumed the Holy Koran and had they not made orders for [production of] tens of
anti-Islam movies to companies affiliated to the Zionist capitalists, things would not have lead to this
great and unforgivable sin today," Ayatollah Khamenei said.
A Foreign Office spokesman said: "We are aware of the reports and take any threat to the life of a British
National ve1y seriously. Our diplomatie position has always been clear that threats to Mr Rushdie are
completely unacceptable."

© Copyright ofîelegraph Media Group Limited 2017
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FULL TEXT OF ARTICLE:
l.
[Text] Tehran, May 5, IRNA--Iran Friday called on Palestinians to
retaliate Zionist brutality with attacks against Americans and other
Westerners and their interests around the world.

2.
''If in retaliation for every Palestinian martyred in Palestine
they kill and execute, not inside Palestine, five Americans or
Britons or Frenchmen, they ( Zionists) would not continue these
wrongs, ' ' Majlis Speaker Akbar Hashemi-Rafsanjani said.
3.
' ' I t is not hard ta kill Americans or Frenchmen. It is a bit
difficult to (kill ) Israelis. But there are so many (Americans and
Frenchmen ) everywhere in the world.
4.
''Those who give 10 billion dollars a year to preserve Israel and
know what they are doing, is their blood worth anything?''
5. Hojjat ol-Eslam gave his strong advice to the Palestinians during
Tehran's Friday prayer which preceded with massive rallies in support
of the Palestinian cause on international Qods [Jerusalem] Day.
6.
''The struggle of the people of Palestine must definitely be in
that phase. They must avenge the blood (of Palestinian martyrs) ... I
think Palestine has no other choice but to take up armed struggle''
he said.
7.

''Dear Qods (Jerusalem) woul d not be liberated without these
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actions and with the kinds of things the people of Palestine are
doing right now.''
8. Hashemi-Rafsanjani, who also called on Palestinians to hijack
planes to swap prisoners in Israeli hands and to blow up factories in
Western countries, said he was not concerned by Western accusations
of encouraging violence, and neither should the Palestinians.
9.
''Now they will start saying that so and so, as a man in charge,
and as the speaker of parliament has officially called for acts of
terrer ... But let them say it ... Aren't they saying it now?''
1 0.
• 'They (Westerners and Zionists) carry out atrocities and
present it with a human right s lable on it. We too will strive in the
name of our rights to defend the innocence of our people.''
11.
''They will not stop calling you anything but terrorists until
you surrender complet ely, until you hand over Palestine.''
12. Hashemi-Rafsanjani blasted the Palestinian leadership without
naming PLO chief Yasir 'Arafat, for giving up the armed struggle and
declaring as outdated the Palestinian charter which calls for the
uprooting of the Zionist regime from all of Palestine.
1 3 . He warned that Israel and its allies would never allow the
formation of a strong and prosperous Palestinian state, if any,
within Palestine and that 'Arafat's high-level contacts with the West
would not lead to Israeli concessions.
14 .
''It is impossible, absolutely impossible, for Israel to accept
the establishment of a Palestinian state in a section of Palestine ...
but even if they gave this piece of land ... they will really tighten
the screws to keep you weak and poor.''
15.
''If you (Palestinians) had no power, you could wait and be
patient,'' Hashemi-Rafsanjani, who is also Armed Forces commander in
chief said.
16.
''But God knows there is a solut i on if you announce today that
from now on you will threaten American interests throughout the
world.''
1 7 . Ha shemi-Rafsanjani, delivering an emotional sermon, sounded
close to tears when describing the suffering of Palestinians in the
occupied territories.
18.
''These poor people are all alone. They don't even have their
own (natural) supporters on their side ... Everyday, in the streets of
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dismal Palestinian towns, sisters and mothers of disarmed Palestinian
commandos are suffering under the boots of Israeli soldiers.''
19. The speaker said there were other ways to respond to Zionist
atrocities, namely if the oil-rich Arab states withdrew their huge
investments from the West and scopped selling oil.
20. But he doubted whether this would ever happen since most Arab
regimes were not eager to see the victory of the Palestinian nation
either.
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Transcript I MEMRI - The Midcle East Meda Reseer-ch lnstitute

March 20, 2009

Clip No. 2059

lranian Leader Ali Khamenei in Response to President Obama's Message to the lranian People: Change in
Words ls Not Enough
Fo/Jowing are excerpts from a speech by lranian Leader Ali Khamenel which aired on IRINN TV on March 21, 2009.
Ali Khamenei: With regard to our country's international affairs, 1 will relate only to our issue with America. This issue has been one of the important tests of the revolution
since day one.
(...]

From the very beginning, the U.S. government received the revolution with a scowl. a frown, and a harsh tone.
(...]

From day one of the revolution, the U.S. government - whether under a Republican or a Democratic president - treated the lslamic Republic badly, and this is clear to ail.
Crowd: Death to America! Death to America!
Ali Khamenei: Listen... The first thing that the Americans did was to incite the scattered (elements] of the opposition to the lslamic Republic. and to help separatist and
terrorist movements in our country. They started doing this from day one. Wherever the separatist movements were present in our country, we have seen the fingerprint of
America - in the form of their money, and even their people. This has caused great damage to our people, and unfortunately, it still continues. Those evil people at the
border areas of Iran with Pakistan... We have recordings of some of these evil people, and we know that they are connected to Americans. They talk to them via wireless
radio, and get their orders from them. These are evil, murderous terrorists, who are connected to American officers in a neighboring country. Unfortunately, this is still going
on.
They started with this, and then they moved on to confiscate and seize lranian assets and goods. The previous regime had placed enormous amounts of money at the
disposai of the Americans, in order to receive airplanes, helicopters, and weapons from them. Sorne of this equipment was already manufactured there, but when the
revolution took place, they did not supply the equipment, nor did they return the billions of dollars. Even more extraordinary - they stored this equipment in some
warehouse, and decided by themselves to charge storage fees. They turned themselves into creditors, and deducted storage fees from the account of the Algiers Accord.
Plundering the property of another people and keeping it for themselves, and then charging storage fees - this behavior began back then, and it continues to this day.
(...]

Now the new U.S. administration is saying: • Let's forget about the past. We want to conduct negotiations with Iran.• They are saying: "We are extending our hand to Iran.•
Weil, what kind of hand are they extending? If they are extending an iron hand concealed in a velvet glove, then it has no positive meaning. They send greetings to the
lranian people for its holiday, but in those very greetings, they accuse the lranian people of supporting terror, of pursuing nuclear weapons, and so on. Let me say that I do
not know who the decision makers in the U.S. are - the President, Congress, or some people behind the scenes. But let me say that the lranian people has actoo with logic
from day one. We do not act emotionally with regard to the issues important to us. We rnake decisions on the basis of calculations, rather than emotions.
They are saying: "Let's negotiate and build relations.• They use the slogan of • change.• Weil, where is this change? What has changed? Make it clear to us - what has
changed? Has your hostility to the lranian people changed? Where is the sign of that? Have you released the lranian assets? Have you lifted the unjust sanctions? Have you
stopped the mud-slinging, the accusations, and the propaganda against this great nation and its leaders, who rose from among the people? Have you stopped your
unconditional defense of the Zionist regime? What has changed? They use the slogan of change. but in fact, there is no evidence of change. We have not seen arr-J change.
Not even the discourse has changed. The new American president, from the very first moment - when he entered office and made his speech - insulted Iran and the
government of the lslamic Republic. WIT-J? If you are right, and there really is change - where is this change? Why can't we see anything? 1 say this to everyone. The
American officiais and other people should know that it is impossible to deceive or intimidate the lranian people.
(...]

Change in words is not enough - not that we have seen such a significant change in words so far. There should be real change. We should say to the American officiais: The
change you are talking about is something you yourselves need. Vou have no choice. Vou need to change. If you do not change. the divine law will change you, the world
will change you. lndeed, you need to change. but not in words only. This change should not be accompanied by unhealthy intentions. Vou say: "We want to change our
policy, but we will change our tactics, not our goals.• This is not real change. it is deceit. Real change should be evident in actions.
1have a piece of advice to the American officiais, to ail the decision makers - to the President, Congress, and ail the others. The situation in which the U.S. govemment has
found itself is detrimental to both the American people and its government. Today, you are hated throughout the world. If you don't know this, you should. The peoples burn
yourflag. The lslamic peoples ail over the world chant: "Death to America!•
Crowd: Death to America! Death to America!
Ali Khamenei: What is the reason for ail this hatred? Have you ever analyzed this? Have you learned arr-Jthing from this? The reason is that you treat the world as if you were
its guardians. Vou talk with arrogance. and you want to impose your will on the world. Vou interfere in the affairs of other countries. Vou employ double standards in the
world.
(...]

My advice to you is for your own good, for your own benefit, for the sake of the future of your country: Stop your arrogant tone of speech and your condescendi ng conduct,
stop your patronizing behavior, don't interfere in the affairs of other countries, be content with what you have. Do not define interests for yourselves throughout the world.
(If you do as I say], you will see that the image of America in the world will gradually change from being hated to something else. This is what has made you so hated. Listen
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to these words. My advice to the American officiais - to the president and to the others - is to think carefully about these things. Give it to someone to translate it for you but don't give it to the Zionists to translate.
Seek the advice and opinion of healthy people. As long as the U.S. government continues its conduct, its actions, and its policies against us, as it has done for the past 30
years, we will be the same people we have been in these 30 years.
(...]

(Vou say]: "We will negotiate with Iran and exert pressure on it. • This is a threat combined with enticement Our people resents such talk. lt is inacceptable ta talk to our
people like this.
We have no history with the new administration and president. We reserve our judgment. If you change, our conduct will change as well. If you do not change - our people
has become, over the past 30 years, more resilient, stronger, and more experienced.
Crowd: Allah Akbar! Allah Akbar!
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United Nations system and of their families, as well as of experts and
consultants, and to transmit the relevant part of their respective reports to
the Secretary-General for him to include in his report to the Commission on
Human Rights;
6.
Welcomes the decision of the General Assembly, contained in its
resolution 48/37 of 9 December 1993, to establish an ad hoc committee to
elaborate an international convention dealing with the safety and security of
United Nations and associated personnel, with particular reference to
responsibility for attacks on such personnel, and expresses the hope that this
convention will be adopted as soon as possible;
7.
Recommends that the Commission on Human Rights continue to keep
under review the human rights situation of staff members of the United Nations
system and other persons acting under the authority of the United Nations.

[Adopted without a vote.

1994/16.

35th meeting
25 August 1994
See chap. VII.]

Situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran

The Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities,
Recalling its relevant resolutions, including the most recent,
resolution 1993/14 of 23 August 1993, calling for an end to the violation of
human rights by the Islamic Republic of Iran,
Recalling also relevant resolutions of the Commission on Human Rights,
including the most recent, resolution 1994/73 of 9 March 1994, as well as
those of the General Assembly, including the most recent, resolution 48/145 of
20 December 1993,
Deeply concerned at extensive and continuing human rights violations by
the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran, including arbitrary and
summary executions, torture and inhuman and degrading treatment and
punishment, arbitrary arrests and imprisonment, unexplained disappearances,
the absence of guarantees essential for the protection of the right to a fair
trial and disregard for freedom of expression and freedom of religion,
Shocked by the systematic repression of the Baha’i community and at the
situation of the Iranian Kurds and the Arab minority in Iran, and at
increasing intolerance towards Christians, including recent murders of
Christian religious ministers,
Appalled at the continued repression of women in the Islamic Republic of
Iran, including the practice of gender-based discrimination and the use of
unacceptable and unjustifiable means of punishment,
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Aware of the mounting concern expressed by the authorities of a number of
States at the involvement in, and support for, international terrorism by the
Islamic Republic of Iran, causing the loss of many lives, and the call by
those authorities for action against the Islamic Republic,
Reaffirming that Governments are accountable for attacks by their agents
against persons on the territory of another State, and also for inciting,
approving or condoning such acts,
Welcoming the recommendations contained in the report of the Special
Representative of the Commission on Human Rights (E/CN.4/1994/50) and the
decision of the Commission to continue the Special Representative’s mandate,
Expressing its profound regret that the Government of the Islamic
Republic of Iran has refused to allow the Special Representative of the
Commission to make a further visit to Iran,
Also regretting that the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran
refuses to implement existing agreements with international humanitarian
organizations,
Affirming that human rights are universal and indivisible and that the
violation of internationally recognized human rights standards cannot be
justified by cultural or religious considerations,
1.
Endorses the call by the Special Representative of the Commission
on Human Rights for the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran to address
the issues covered in his report (E/CN.4/1994/50) and to take urgent and
effective action to improve its record in the field of human rights;
2.
Condemns the flagrant violations of human rights in the
Islamic Republic of Iran which, as noted by the Special Representative of the
Commission, include:
(a)

Excessive use of the death penalty;

(b)
Numerous cases of torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
and punishment;
(c)
A failure to meet international standards with regard to due
process and the administration of justice;
(d)
Religious discrimination, notably against the Baha’is and Christian
individuals and groups;
(e)

Discrimination against women;

(f)
Restrictions on freedom of expression and freedom of opinion and
undue limitation of freedom of the press;
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(g)
The use of excessive force in suppressing public demonstrations, as
at Ghazvin, followed in some cases by execution without due process of persons
involved in such demonstrations, notably at Zahedan;
3.
Demands that the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran cease
forthwith any involvement in or toleration of murder and State-sponsored
terrorism against Iranians living abroad and the nationals of other States;
4.
Also demands that the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran
withdraw its support for and condoning of repeated threats to the lives of
persons of whose opinions, writings or publications it disapproves;
5.
Calls upon the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran to
cooperate with the judicial authorities in countries around the world which
are investigating incidents of international terrorism, and in particular to
return for trial in Switzerland two persons accused of the murder of
Professor Kazem Rajavi who were returned to the Islamic Republic of Iran and
who are sought by the Swiss judicial authorities;
6.
Urges the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran to comply with
all current international norms in the field of human rights, including in
particular those contained in the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, to which the Islamic Republic of Iran is a party;
7.
Strongly supports the view of the Commission on Human Rights that
the international monitoring of the human rights situation in the
Islamic Republic of Iran should be continued;
8.
Requests the Secretary-General to continue to keep the
Sub-Commission informed of relevant reports and United Nations measures to
prevent human rights violations in the Islamic Republic of Iran, including, in
particular, those concerning the situation of the Kurds and the Arab minority
and the religious freedoms of the Baha’i and Christian communities in Iran;
9.
Decides to consider further the situation of human rights in the
Islamic Republic of Iran at its forty-seventh session.
35th meeting
25 August 1994
[Adopted by secret ballot by 15 votes to 6,
with 3 abstentions. See chap VII.]

1994/17.

Situation in Burundi

The Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities,
Guided by the principles embodied in the Charter of the United Nations,
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
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United Nations

{ ~ ) Security Council

œ,

S /RES/ 1373 (2001)
Distr.: General
28 September 2001

Resolution 1373 (2001)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 4385th meeting, on
28 September 2001
The Security Council,
Reaffirming its resolutions 1269 (1999) of 19 October 1999 and 1368 (2001) of
12 September 2001 ,
Reaffirming also its unequivocal condemnation of the terrorist attacks which
took place in New York, Washington, D.C. and Pennsylvania on 11 September 2001 ,
and expressing its determination to prevent all such acts,
Reaffirming further that such acts, like any act of international terrorism,
constitute a threat to international peace and security,
Reaffirming the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence as
recognized by the Charter of the United Nations as reiterated in resolution 1368
(2001),
Reaffirming the need to combat by all means, in accordance with the Charter of
the United Nations, threats to international peace and security caused by terrorist
acts,
Deeply concerned by the increase, in various regions of the world, of acts of
terrorism motivated by intolerance or extremism,
Calling on States to work together urgently to prevent and suppress terrorist
acts, including through increased cooperation and full implementation of the
relevant international conventions relating to terrorism,
Recognizing the need for States to complement international cooperation by
taking additional measures to prevent and suppress, in their territories through all
lawful means, the financing and preparation of any acts of terrorism,
Reaffirming the principle established by the General Assembly in its
declaration of October 1970 (resolution 2625 (XXV)) and reiterated by the Security
Council in its resolution 1189 (1998) of 13 August 1998, namely that every State
has the duty to refrain from organizing, instigating, assisting or participating in
terrorist acts in another State or acquiescing in organized activities within its
territory directed towards the commission of such acts,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
01 -55743 (E)
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1.

Decides that all States shall:

(a)

Prevent and suppress the financing of terrorist acts;

(b) Criminalize the wilful provision or collection, by any means, directly or
indirectly, of funds by their nationals or in their territories with the intention that the
funds should be used, or in the knowledge that they are to be used, in order to carry
out terrorist acts;
(c) Freeze without delay funds and other financial assets or economic
resources of persons who commit, or attempt to commit, terrorist acts or participate
in or facilitate the commission of terrorist acts; of entities owned or controlled
directly or indirectly by such persons; and of persons and entities acting on behalf
of, or at the direction of such persons and entities, including funds derived or
generated from property owned or controlled directly or indirectly by such persons
and associated persons and entities;
(d) Prohibit their nationals or any persons and entities within their territories
from making any funds, financial assets or economic resources or financial or other
related services available, directly or indirectly, for the benefit of persons who
commit or attempt to commit or facilitate or participate in the commission of
terrorist acts, of entities owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by such persons
and of persons and entities acting on behalf of or at the direction of such persons;
2.

Decides also that all States shall:

(a) Refrain from providing any form of support, active or passive, to entities
or persons involved in terrorist acts, including by suppressing recruitment of
members of terrorist groups and eliminating the supply of weapons to terrorists;
(b) Take the necessary steps to prevent the commission of terrorist acts,
including by provision of early warning to other States by exchange of information;
(c) Deny safe haven to those who finance, plan, support, or commit terrorist
acts, or provide safe havens;
(d) Prevent those who finance, plan, facilitate or commit terrorist acts from
using their respective territories for those purposes against other States or their
citizens;
(e) Ensure that any person who participates in the financing, planning,
preparation or perpetration of terrorist acts or in supporting terrorist acts is brought
to justice and ensure that, in addition to any other measures against them, such
terrorist acts are established as serious criminal offences in domestic laws and
regulations and that the punishment duly reflects the seriousness of such terrorist
acts;
(f) Afford one another the greatest measure of assistance in connection with
criminal investigations or criminal proceedings relating to the financing or support
of terrorist acts, including assistance in obtaining evidence in their possession
necessary for the proceedings;
(g) Prevent the movement of terrorists or terrorist groups by effective border
controls and controls on issuance of identity papers and travel documents, and
through measures for preventing counterfeiting, forgery or fraudulent use of identity
papers and travel documents;

2
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3.

Calls upon all States to:

(a) Find ways of intensifying and accelerating the exchange of operational
information, especially regarding actions or movements of terrorist persons or
networks; forged or falsified travel documents; traffic in arms, explosives or
sensitive materials; use of communications technologies by terrorist groups; and the
threat posed by the possession of weapons of mass destruction by terrorist groups;
(b) Exchange information in accordance with international and domestic law
and cooperate on administrative and judicial matters to prevent the commission of
terrorist acts;
(c) Cooperate, particularly through bilateral and multilateral arrangements
and agreements, to prevent and suppress terrorist attacks and take action against
perpetrators of such acts;
(d) Become parties as soon as possible to the relevant international
conventions and protocols relating to terrorism, including the International
Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism of 9 December 1999;
(e) Increase cooperation and fully implement the relevant international
conventions and protocols relating to terrorism and Security Council resolutions
1269 (1999) and 1368 (2001);
(f) Take appropriate measures in conformity with the relevant provisions of
national and international law, including international standards of human rights,
before granting refugee status, for the purpose of ensuring that the asylum-seeker
has not planned, facilitated or participated in the commission of terrorist acts;
(g) Ensure, in conformity with international law, that refugee status is not
abused by the perpetrators, organizers or facilitators of terrorist acts, and that claims
of political motivation are not recognized as grounds for refusing requests for the
extradition of alleged terrorists;
4.
Notes with concern the close connection between international terrorism
and transnational organized crime, illicit drugs, money-laundering, illegal armstrafficking, and illegal movement of nuclear, chemical, biological and other
potentially deadly materials, and in this regard emphasizes the need to enhance
coordination of efforts on national, subregional, regional and international levels in
order to strengthen a global response to this serious challenge and threat to
international security;
5.
Declares that acts, methods, and practices of terrorism are contrary to the
purposes and principles of the United Nations and that knowingly financing,
planning and inciting terrorist acts are also contrary to the purposes and principles
of the United Nations;
6.
Decides to establish, in accordance with rule 28 of its provisional rules of
procedure, a Committee of the Security Council, consisting of all the members of
the Council, to monitor implementation of this resolution, with the assistance of
appropriate expertise, and calls upon all States to report to the Committee, no later
than 90 days from the date of adoption of this resolution and thereafter according to
a timetable to be proposed by the Committee, on the steps they have taken to
implement this resolution;
7.
Directs the Committee to delineate its tasks, submit a work programme
within 30 days of the adoption of this resolution, and to consider the support it
requires, in consultation with the Secretary-General;
3
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8.
Expresses its determination to take all necessary steps in order to ensure
the full implementation of this resolution, in accordance with its responsibilities
under the Charter;
9.

Decides to remain seized of this matter.
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United Nations

(A). Security Council
~

s /RES/ 1559 (2004)
Distr.: General
2 September 2004

~

Resolution 1559 (2004)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 5028th meeting, on
2 September 2004
The Security Council,
Recalling all its previous resolutions on Lebanon, in particular resolutions 425
(1978) and 426 (1978) of 19 March 1978, resolution 520 (1982) of 17 September
1982, and resolution 1553 (2004) of 29 July 2004 as well as the statements of its
President on the situation in Lebanon, in particular the statement of 18 June 2000
(SIPRST/2000/21),
Reiterating its strong support for the territorial integrity, sovereignty and
political independence of Lebanon within its intemationally recognized borders,
Noting the determination of Lebanon to ensure the withdrawal of au nonLebanese forces from Lebanon,
Grave/y concerned at the continued presence of armed militias in Lebanon,
which prevent the Lebanese Govenunent from exercising its full sovereignty over
au Lebanese territory,
Reaffirming the importance of the extension of the control of the Govemment
of Lebanon over all Lebanese territo1y,
Mindful of the upcoming Lebanese presidential elections and underlining the
importance of free and fair elections according to Lebanese constitutional rules
devised without foreign interference or influence,
1.
Reaffinns its call for the strict respect of the sovereignty, territorial
integrity, unity, and political independence of Lebanon under the sole and exclusive
authority of the Govemment of Lebanon throughout Lebanon;
2.

Calls upon all remaining foreign forces to withdraw from Lebanon;

3.
Calls for the disbanding and disannament of au Lebanese and nonLebanese militias;

Supports the extension of the control of the Govemment of Lebanon over
4.
au Lebanese territory;
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5.
Declares its support for a free and fair electoral process in Lebanon’s
upcoming presidential election conducted according to Lebanese constitutional rules
devised without foreign interference or influence;
6.
Calls upon all parties concerned to cooperate fully and urgently with the
Security Council for the full implementation of this and all relevant resolutions
concerning the restoration of the territorial integrity, full sovereignty, and political
independence of Lebanon;
7.
Requests that the Secretary-General report to the Security Council within
thirty days on the implementation by the parties of this resolution and decides to
remain actively seized of the matter.
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United Nations

( ~ ) Security Council

~

s /RES/ 1701 (2006)
Distr. : General
11 August 2006

Resolution 1701 (2006)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 5511th meeting, on
11 August 2006
The Security Council,
Recalling all its previous resolutions on Lebanon, in particular resolutions 425
(1978), 426 ( 1978), 520 ( 1982), 1559 (2004), 1655 (2006) 1680 (2006) and 1697
(2006), as well as the statements of its President on the situation in Lebanon, in
particular the statements of 18 June 2000 (S/PRST/2000/21), of 19 October 2004
(SIPRST/2004/36), of 4 May 2005 (S/PRST/2005/ 17), of 23 January 2006
(SIPRST/2006/3) and of 30 July 2006 (SIPRST/2006/35),
Expressing its utmost concem at the continuing escalation of hostilities in
Lebanon and in Israel since Hizbollah's attack on Israel on 12 July 2006, which ha.s
already caused hundreds of deaths and injuries on both sides, extensive damage to
civilian infrastrncture and hundreds of thousands of intemally displaced persons,
Emphasizing the need for an end of violence, but at the same tirne emphasizing
the need to address urgently the causes that have given rise to the current crisis,
including by the unconditional release of the abducted Israeli soldiers,
Mindful of the sensitivity of the issue of prisoners and encouraging the efforts
aimed at urgently settling the issue of the Lebanese prisoners detained in Israel,
Welcoming the efforts of the Lebanese Prime Minister and the commitment of
the Govemment of Lebanon, in its seven-point plan, to extend its authority over its
territory, through its own legitimate armed forces, such that there will be no
weapons without the consent of the Govenunent of Lebanon and no authority other
than that of the Govenunent of Lebanon, welcoming also its commitment to a
United Nations force that is supplemented and enhanced in numbers, equipment,
mandate and scope of operation, and bearing in mind its request in this plan for an
immediate withdrawal of the Israeli forces from southem Lebanon,
Determined to act for this withdrawal to happen at the earliest,
Taking due note of the proposais made in the seven-point plan regarding the
Shebaa fa.nus area,
Welcoming the unanimous decision by the Govemment of Lebanon on
7 August 2006 to deploy a Lebanese anned force of 15,000 troops in South Lebanon
as the Israeli anny withdraws behind the Blue Line and to request the assistance of
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additional forces from the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) as
needed, to facilitate the entry of the Lebanese armed forces into the region and to
restate its intention to strengthen the Lebanese armed forces with material as needed
to enable it to perform its duties,
Aware of its responsibilities to help secure a permanent ceasefire and a longterm solution to the conflict,
Determining that the situation in Lebanon constitutes a threat to international
peace and security,
1.
Calls for a full cessation of hostilities based upon, in particular, the
immediate cessation by Hizbollah of all attacks and the immediate cessation by
Israel of all offensive military operations;
2.
Upon full cessation of hostilities, calls upon the Government of Lebanon
and UNIFIL as authorized by paragraph 11 to deploy their forces together
throughout the South and calls upon the Government of Israel, as that deployment
begins, to withdraw all of its forces from southern Lebanon in parallel;
3.
Emphasizes the importance of the extension of the control of the
Government of Lebanon over all Lebanese territory in accordance with the
provisions of resolution 1559 (2004) and resolution 1680 (2006), and of the relevant
provisions of the Taif Accords, for it to exercise its full sovereignty, so that there
will be no weapons without the consent of the Government of Lebanon and no
authority other than that of the Government of Lebanon;
4.

Reiterates its strong support for full respect for the Blue Line;

5.
Also reiterates its strong support, as recalled in all its previous relevant
resolutions, for the territorial integrity, sovereignty and political independence of
Lebanon within its internationally recognized borders, as contemplated by the
Israeli-Lebanese General Armistice Agreement of 23 March 1949;
Calls on the international community to take immediate steps to extend
6.
its financial and humanitarian assistance to the Lebanese people, including through
facilitating the safe return of displaced persons and, under the authority of the
Government of Lebanon, reopening airports and harbours, consistent with
paragraphs 14 and 15, and calls on it also to consider further assistance in the future
to contribute to the reconstruction and development of Lebanon;
7.
Affirms that all parties are responsible for ensuring that no action is taken
contrary to paragraph 1 that might adversely affect the search for a long-term
solution, humanitarian access to civilian populations, including safe passage for
humanitarian convoys, or the voluntary and safe return of displaced persons, and
calls on all parties to comply with this responsibility and to cooperate with the
Security Council;
8.
Calls for Israel and Lebanon to support a permanent ceasefire and a longterm solution based on the following principles and elements:
– full respect for the Blue Line by both parties;
– security arrangements to prevent the resumption of hostilities, including the
establishment between the Blue Line and the Litani river of an area free of any

2
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armed personnel, assets and weapons other than those of the Government of
Lebanon and of UNIFIL as authorized in paragraph 11, deployed in this area;
– full implementation of the relevant provisions of the Taif Accords, and of
resolutions 1559 (2004) and 1680 (2006), that require the disarmament of all
armed groups in Lebanon, so that, pursuant to the Lebanese cabinet decision of
27 July 2006, there will be no weapons or authority in Lebanon other than that
of the Lebanese State;
– no foreign forces in Lebanon without the consent of its Government;
– no sales or supply of arms and related materiel to Lebanon except as
authorized by its Government;
– provision to the United Nations of all remaining maps of landmines in
Lebanon in Israel’s possession;
Invites the Secretary-General to support efforts to secure as soon as
9.
possible agreements in principle from the Government of Lebanon and the
Government of Israel to the principles and elements for a long-term solution as set
forth in paragraph 8, and expresses its intention to be actively involved;
10. Requests the Secretary-General to develop, in liaison with relevant
international actors and the concerned parties, proposals to implement the relevant
provisions of the Taif Accords, and resolutions 1559 (2004) and 1680 (2006),
including disarmament, and for delineation of the international borders of Lebanon,
especially in those areas where the border is disputed or uncertain, including by
dealing with the Shebaa farms area, and to present to the Security Council those
proposals within thirty days;
11. Decides, in order to supplement and enhance the force in numbers,
equipment, mandate and scope of operations, to authorize an increase in the force
strength of UNIFIL to a maximum of 15,000 troops, and that the force shall, in
addition to carrying out its mandate under resolutions 425 and 426 (1978):
(a)

Monitor the cessation of hostilities;

(b) Accompany and support the Lebanese armed forces as they deploy
throughout the South, including along the Blue Line, as Israel withdraws its armed
forces from Lebanon as provided in paragraph 2;
(c) Coordinate its activities related to paragraph 11 (b) with the Government
of Lebanon and the Government of Israel;
(d) Extend its assistance to help ensure humanitarian access to civilian
populations and the voluntary and safe return of displaced persons;
(e) Assist the Lebanese armed forces in taking steps towards the
establishment of the area as referred to in paragraph 8;
(f) Assist the Government of Lebanon, at its request, to implement
paragraph 14;
12. Acting in support of a request from the Government of Lebanon to
deploy an international force to assist it to exercise its authority throughout the
territory, authorizes UNIFIL to take all necessary action in areas of deployment of
its forces and as it deems within its capabilities, to ensure that its area of operations
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is not utilized for hostile activities of any kind, to resist attempts by forceful means
to prevent it from discharging its duties under the mandate of the Security Council,
and to protect United Nations personnel, facilities, installations and equipment,
ensure the security and freedom of movement of United Nations personnel,
humanitarian workers and, without prejudice to the responsibility of the
Government of Lebanon, to protect civilians under imminent threat of physical
violence;
13. Requests the Secretary-General urgently to put in place measures to
ensure UNIFIL is able to carry out the functions envisaged in this resolution, urges
Member States to consider making appropriate contributions to UNIFIL and to
respond positively to requests for assistance from the Force, and expresses its strong
appreciation to those who have contributed to UNIFIL in the past;
14. Calls upon the Government of Lebanon to secure its borders and other
entry points to prevent the entry in Lebanon without its consent of arms or related
materiel and requests UNIFIL as authorized in paragraph 11 to assist the
Government of Lebanon at its request;
15. Decides further that all States shall take the necessary measures to
prevent, by their nationals or from their territories or using their flag vessels or
aircraft:
(a) The sale or supply to any entity or individual in Lebanon of arms and
related materiel of all types, including weapons and ammunition, military vehicles
and equipment, paramilitary equipment, and spare parts for the aforementioned,
whether or not originating in their territories; and
(b) The provision to any entity or individual in Lebanon of any technical
training or assistance related to the provision, manufacture, maintenance or use of
the items listed in subparagraph (a) above;
except that these prohibitions shall not apply to arms, related material, training or
assistance authorized by the Government of Lebanon or by UNIFIL as authorized in
paragraph 11;
16. Decides to extend the mandate of UNIFIL until 31 August 2007, and
expresses its intention to consider in a later resolution further enhancements to the
mandate and other steps to contribute to the implementation of a permanent
ceasefire and a long-term solution;
17. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council within one week
on the implementation of this resolution and subsequently on a regular basis;
18. Stresses the importance of, and the need to achieve, a comprehensive,
just and lasting peace in the Middle East, based on all its relevant resolutions
including its resolutions 242 (1967) of 22 November 1967, 338 (1973) of
22 October 1973 and 1515 (2003) of 19 November 2003;
19.

4

Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Players in the Middle East Peace Process, Pages 232-3:
"Formation, Strengtb, and Role of Hezbollah in Lebanon

An official of Hezbollah bas said [Interview with a member of the central council of the
Lebanese Hezbollah on 29 March 1998]: ... Following the Israeli attack on Lebanon in 1981-82
[ ....], sorne of our brothers frorn the Islarnic Revolution Guard Corps (IRGC) came to Lebanon
and we began our intelligence work with the help ofIRGC Intelligence...We carne to conclusion
that we must engage in military battle with the Zionist Regime. The Islarnic Revolution Guard
(IRGC) members came to Lebanon first for organizational and training of the Shias in Lebanon.
Early in the IR.Ge presence in Lebanon, a successful attack by the Lebanese Shias of Lebanon
was carried out against the Israeli troops under the supervision and with consultation with IRGC.
This attack and its successful outcome was very effective in Hezbollah's evolution ... From 1988
to 1990 we reorganized the political, rnilitary, and intelligence aspects [of Hezbollah] with the
help of IR.Ge. 11
Pages 235-6:
"Hezbollah and the Islamic Republic of Iran

The .alliance between Hezbollah and the Islamic Republic of Iran is deep, strategic, and
unbreakable..:Some of Hezbollah members fought alongside Iranians during the 8-year war with
Iraq ... (On 27 March 1998 Seyyed Hasan Nasrullah, Secretary General ofLebanese Hezbollah
said:] In addition to the political, propaganda, and psychological support we receive from the
Islamic Republic of Iran, we are the beneficiary oflran's financial support in advancing our holy
objectives (combating Israeli occupiers and liberating occupied tenitories in Southern Lebanon).
We have previously affirmed this fact."
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lranian IRGC Missile Unit Commanders: We've Developed 2,000-km Range Missiles And
Equipped Hizbullah With 300-km Range Missiles; Fars News Agency: lsrael's Illusions About lts
Natural Gas Fields Will Be Buried ln The Mediterranean
By: A Savyon andYossi Mansharof and U. Kafash•

Introduction
Two weeks before November 24, 2014. the end date of the Joint Plan of Action between Iran and thé PS+1. websites close to lran's lslamic Revolutionary Guards Corps
(IRGC) began reporting about the capabilities of the IRGC missile unit. and in particular about this unit's capability to strike and destroy Israel. At the same time, there
has been a marked increase in threats by IRGC officiais on behalf of Hizbullah about the laner's readiness to strike any point in Israel. Furthermore, the IRGC·affiliated
Fars news agency is touting the capability of Hizbullah's lranian missiles ta damage lsrael's natural gas fields in the Mediterranean Sea, as weH as lsraeli naval vessels.
On November 24, IRGC commander Ali Jafari said at a conference at Shahid Modares University: "Today, the entire area of the occupied territories [Israel] is within
range of the missiles of the resistance · meaning the fatl of the Zionist regime. Of course, the malter does not end here, and certainly the final liberation [of Palestine]
will corne about "[l l
Also in November, the lranian news agency Fars published statements by IRGC Aerospace Force and missile unit commander Amir Ali Hajizadeh and his deputy Majid
Mousavi, both of whom daimed that the missile unit had been established in order to attack Israel. They said that Hizbullah is in possession of lranian missiles with a
range of 300 km, covering lsraeli territory as far south as Dimona. Hajizadeh added that the IRGC and Hizbullah were a single apparatus.
Hajizadeh explained in detail the history of the establishment of the missile unit. which originally copied Libyan missile systems and was based on knowhow provided by
North Korea, and that training for it had been carried out in Syria. He noted that it was lr:inian Suprcme Le~dcr Ali Kh~menei who had demandcd that lranian missiles
be precise to within 1o rneters. He also underllned the IRGC's advanced missile capability against naval vessels.
ln addition, just prior to the November 24 deadline, on November 17, the IRGC-affiliated Tasnimnews.com posted a diagram showing the ranges of severat lranian
missiles, up to 2,000 km, covering Greece, southern ltaly, southeast Europe, Turkey, the Caucasus, Central Asia and Russia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and the Gulf states.
The diagram emphasized the lranian missile threat to Israel and to U.S. military bases in the region.
On November 26, two days after Iran and the PS+1 agreed to extend the Joint Plan of Action to June 2015, Tasnimnews posted links to video clips of the launch of
2000-km range Sejil ballistic missiles (download the clip !rom MEMRl.org here); of 1.350-km range Qadr F and Qadr H missiles (here) and of 1,350-km range Shahab 3
missiles; of 300-km range Hormuz 1 and 2 missiles (here), of 300-km range Zelzal missiles (here and here), of 300-km range Zelzal Raad 307 missiles (here); and of the
simultaneous launch of several ballistic missiles (here).
This paper will review at length statements by IRGC officiais on lran's missiles, on the missile unit. on the missile threat to Israel and to U.S. military bases in the region,
and on the missile capabilities of Hizbullah and the Palestinian resistance, which are now armed with lranian missile technology. lt will also review statements by
Hizbullah deputy secre1ary general Naim Qassem on lran·s aid to Hizbullah to arm itself with missiles against Israel.
Part 1: Tasnim's Diagram Of lranian Missiles' Striking Range Up To 2,000 Km, lncludi ng U.S. Military Bases

Source: Multimedia.tasnimnews.com/Media!Gallery/560065.

The translation of the diagram is as follows:
"On the fi ring Line
"The commanders of the army of the lslamic Republic (of Iran! have said several times that with îts attaînment of long-range missiles with a range of up to 2,000 km,
Iran has arrived at the range ceiling that it considers desirable, and that 'in the meantime' there is no need to increase this range. Although the U.S. is 11.000 km from
Iran, in recent years it has approached the borders of Iran, land therefore) its military bases, equipment. and forces are a target for lran's mi$siles.
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"likewise, the Zionist regime is the most important enemy of Iran in the region, and is Jess than 1,200 km away. Therefore, short· and medium-range missiles are
sufficient to strike U.S. bases near Iran, and long-range missiles are sufficient to strike the occupied territories [Israel). The diagram shows several of these American
bases and [also) the missiles that are counting [down) to the moment (when they will be able toi strike them."

Thumrait [U.S. Air Base, Oman]

963km

Manas Airport (Kyrgyzstan)

h,344 km

)hamsi [Air Field, Pakistan)

~99 km

>hahbaz [drone base in Pakistan used by U.S. forces]

,27 km

ncirlik [U.S. Air Base, Turkey]

875km
-,---

µ.s. Air Base Al-'Udeid [Qatar], where there are 8-1 B (stealth) bombers

~78km

~li Al Salem Air Base (KuwaitJ with two [U.S.J Air Force bases and six U.S. Army camps

15 km

-··-

Bagram Air Field [Afghanistan), with four military airports and U.S. cargo planes and fighter planes

~30 km

>haikh-lsa Air Base [Bahrain/Saudi Arabia region) with two 3,800-meter long landing strips and P-13, C-17, 38km
Orion, and F·16 fighter jets
U.S. Navy Fifth Fleet Large number of fully armed and equipped American warships

200km

~1-Dhafra Air Base [UAE]. with two 4,300-meter long landing strips and large aircraft

~53 km by coast and 184-225 km from lran's Persian
Gulf islands

-

Part Il: ln Interview, IRGC Aerospace Force And Missile Unit Commander Hajizadeh Tells The Story Of The Missile Unit
IRGC Aerospace Force and missile unit commander Hajizadeh gave an interview for a November 11, 2014 special publication titled The Sejil Protest (the Sejil is lran's
2,000-km range ballistic missile) marking the 30th anniversary of IRGC missile capabilities.(2) ln the interview, he discussed the formation of the missile unit as a
powerful independent force in lran's security branches, and gave details about the aid and guidance that the unit had provided to pro-Iran organizations in the Middle
East, such as Hizbullah and the Palestinian factions.
Khamenei Urged Us To Develop Missile Capabilitles Based On Missiles Taken From Libya
Hajizadeh said that the missile unit was based on copied libyan missile systems and on training in Syria, and added that it was Leader Khamenei, then lranian president.
who urged the IRGC to advance the missile project based on missiles stolen from Libya: "Between 1984 and 1986, the enemy forced [Libyan Leader Mu'ammar
Al-)Qadhafi to stop supportlng Iran... But in 1984, we began producing missiles. That is, two missiles were secretly removed from (the Libyan) missile {stockpile in Iran]
and were handed over to the initial team of the IRGC missile industry in order to reversHngineer them... Back then, the (missile] industrial complex was small... and
had not yet done anything of note. But because of the importance of the work, president [Khamenei] came to a meeting [of the missile unit)... and stressed that the
reverse-engineering must yield results ...
"Following that visit, [Khamenel) notlced that the two missiles were still in their crate and that no one had yet touched them or disassembled them. The guys were busy
reading the relevant material prior to disassembly. They wanted to work patiently and diligently so that nothing would be wrecked ... 1noticed that that very day, Mister
[Khamenei) said in surprise: 'Why haven't we opened [these missiles) yet? Why are you afraid?'... The essence of his statement was: 'fear not. proceed.' He threatened
that if no one opened up (the missiles) someone might came and take them away, motivating them to start working on [the disassembly) as soon as possible.·
North Korea Helped Us Obtain Missile Technology
Hajizadeh explained that by 1986, the American and Soviet pressure on Ubya to stop firing Ubyan missiles at Iraq from Iran had yielded results, and that • in effect, we
were disarmed and didn't even know it.. But there was one thing that the Libyans didn't know... that our forces had received training and were on top [of things). They
(the LibyansJ did their job [i.e. fired missiles at Iraq from Iran) and we helped them, but they thought that our guys knew nothing about the missiles... But we had
already begun efforts to manufacture [missiles) and taken initiatives to purchase missiles from North Korea.
"At that time, North Korea was manufacturing missiles, and was more advanced than us... 1was in North Korea with several colleagues [at that tlme) in order to accept
a shipment of missiles, and we did not know what was happening in Iran... At the [lranian] Embassy, they told me that Iran wanted [to talle) to me...
"At that time, it was hard to maintain contact between Iran and North Korea • that is, this country [North Korea) has certain unique aspects and its communications are
not like those of other countries... ln any case, 1arrived at the (lranianJ Embassy and, after much planning and coordination, 1managed to get in touch with the martyr
[Hassan) Tehrani Moghaddam [who was in charge of promoting lran's missile project, and is considered the father of lran's missile project]. We began speaking in code
so that if anyone was listening in, they wouldn't understand [what we were talking about].
"Hassan [Tehrani Moghaddam) told me that there had been a number of incidents in Iran and that they were missing certain items. He asked me to obtain these items
for him and ship them to Iran. 1remember that 10 missile units were ready to be shipped [from North Korea to Iran) and that at the last minute, Mr. Hassan [Tehrani
Moghaddam] raised this new issue.
"I borrowed money from the lranian Embassy in Pyongyang, which was [highly] irregular, and bought the parts that Hassan had ordered from the same company from
which we had purchased the missiles (that were already set to be shipped). and they [in North Korea] cooperated with us. We loaded the missiles in weather that was
20-25 [degrees Celsius) below zero... ln the moming, and after we finished making arrangements, we set out. After arriving [in Iran!. all the guys mobilized to ptepare
the missiles. But we encountered difficulties, because they hadn't been near the equipment for two years, and no drills or maneuvers had been held; in effect. no missiles
had been launched. The Libyans had damaged the equipment and the work was incredibly difficult. [The team] copied the parts we had brought from North Korea, but
[these parts) had been adapted to the Russian mechanism (and had to be changed to fit ours!. [But) despite the difficulties, the mechanism worked. and the first missile
was launched. •
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The Difficulty Of Retaining Manpower ln The Missile Unit
"One difficulty in this work.• especially in the IRGC system during the [Iran-Iraq] war, was retaining the manpower through the lengthy hiatuses between missile tests.
Most of the pressure was on Hassan [Tehrani-Moghaddam), who would always preach to us [about the importance of this work], but [the effect oij his preaching only
lasted for so long. When there was no work for a month, everyone would gather around him and say: 'Hassan, stop. This work will yield nothing. Leave us alone so that
we can go to other [IRGC] units.' Likewise, between missile tests, when there was a planned months-long intervaf, many of the guys would join other units to help with
testing, and would corne back when they done, but they didn't like this and would say, 'Allow us to leave.'
"On several occasions, Hassan Tehrani Moghaddam held meetings... but from the outset the guys were unwilling [to do what he asked]. We were [helpless). Eventually,
we decided to get everyone together and take them to talk with Mr. Mohsen [Rezaee), the IRGC commander, so that they could receive some encouragement to keep
working for another few months. We had a very interesting meeting, attended by Mr. Mohsen and 40 or 50 of the guys who were the backbone [of the unit). Mohsen
spoke with them, but we obtained an effect that was the opposite of the one we wanted. He said: 'The world made one mistake and gave us missiles... and it will never
give us missiles again. The equipment and means we have received are the last we will ever get.' [Mohsen] added commentary in this vein... and when we left the
meeting. they all gathered around Hassan [Tehrani Moghaddam) and said: 'That is exactly what we say.' Hassan said: 'What were we minking, and what will we be in
the end[?! Our work has become extremely difficult'•.. ln short. between 1984 and 1986 it was very hard to retain the guys in the missile unit... •
Alter The Iran-Iraq War: Israel ls The Target
"After the war, a new phase began for the missile [unit) guys... They assessed that if one day lran's missile capabilities could not handle threats from the Zionist regime,
then [the latter) might attack [Iran)...
"The first contract that the martyr Tehrani Moghaddam signed with me guys from [the lranian govemment-affiliated) defense industries group was for a limited number
of rockets, and was worded 50 that we told Hassan: 'Vou have signed the (1828) Treaty of Turkmenchayl '[3] We said this because the refueling of these rockets was not
[being carried out! in a safe way, and they [defense industry representativesJ told us: 'Whenever you want to participate [in rocket tests) let us know, so that we can
inject the fuel [into the rockets)'...
"Furthermore, the first rocket tests we conducted were at a firing range in the desert. We situated the observers... 20 km from the spot from where we thought [the
rockets would land). But in several [initial) tests, we never saw any of the rockets - they landed behind us, exploded at high altitude, or went so far off course that we
couldn't find them.

HaJÏzadeh. Source: F/11$, November Il, 1014.

"We went to Hassan [Tehrani Moghaddam) and said: 'What is this contract you signed? How does it benefit us, and what good is it?' ... Hassan said: 'look. if we don't
fulfill this contract and create confidence fin us) among the industrialists, and if there is no demand [for rockets}, we will achieve nothing. We had to sign this contract
so that they are certain that we want this. If we don't want this, they will not be able to achieve a thing.' He [also] said: '! too know this won't help anyone.' But
Hassan's approach was like that of parents teaching a child to walk. They reach out to the child, who thinks he has only [a few steps) to go, but when he moves
forward, [the parents) keep moving their hands back."
The Manufacturing Process Ofîhe First Missile With A Range Greater Than 1,000 Km· ln Order To Strike Israel
Hajizdeh continued: "We worked simultaneously on liquid and 501id fuel missiles. We copied the Shahab 1 missile from the Scud B. which was productive, and in less
two years, we aeated the 500-km range Shahab 2. Hassan [Tehrani MoghaddamJ•.. said: 'We need a missile that we can use to hit Israel.·
"(We succeeded] then to produce prototype missiles to 'hit Israel' with a range of no more than 1,100 km, because of our pressure on the [lranian defenseJ industries.
We had to take [these missiles! to Gilangharb [on lran's easternl border in order to reach [Israel!.
"Hassan believed that we had to attain a range for our missiles that would allow us to threaten the Zionist regime - that is, if it was not enough to reach the occupied
territories [Le. Israel!, then we'd have a problem. lt was as if he predicted today's situation. We attained these first missiles with the minimal range that I have already
mentioned, and later on said that we needed to increase the range.
"Since those first missiles had to be fueled when they were vertical, their range was limited, and they were not very accurate. These issues resolved themselves in
several stages, until we arrived at liquid fuel missiles with ranges of 1,650 and 2,000 km.·
The IRGC Has A Plethora Of 2,000-km Range Missiles
"At that time. due to the desire to create rockets and missiles, many industries were working [in that field). both at the Defense Ministry and at the IMinistryJ of Jihad-e
Agriculture. which back then was called the [Ministry] of Jihad. The IRGC engineering [department] was engaged in [developing missiles! and many places were
recruited for specific missions. Our aim was for ail of this research to yield results, 50 that the abovementioned production could be directed towards the centers that
made up the (lranianJ defense industry complex. Thus, we achieved a solid fuel missile with a guidance !system}, like the Fateh 110, which had a range of 250 km, and,
later, 300 km.
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•At the same time, a request came in for worlc on a solid fuel missile with a range of 2,000 km. The project was named 'Ashura.' and, through trial and error, it led to
today's Sejil missiles, which are multi-phase solid fuel and have a range of 2,000 km, and which now [have their own production line); our missile unit has many of
these.
"Currently, [we) have a wide array of missiles; and now, after many years [of work], we have design capability. At first we would reverse-engineer them - like how we
created the Shahab 1 from the Scud Bor the Shahab 3 from the Scud C. However, thanks to round-the-dock work by our dear scientists. we developed missile-design
capabilities - that is, from idea to [final) product, everything is completely lranian."
About the lranian Qiam 1 missile, Hajizadeh said: "Engineering aspects of this missile are close to those of the Shahab 1, but [it] has no fins, that is, we removed even
its extemal fins. lts length and diameter are the same as the Shahab 1, but its range has jumped from 300 km to 800 km. This attests to [ourl high-levef abilities and
great potential, and, praise to God, with regard to surface-ta-surface missiles today. almost every idea we came up with either has already become an [actual) product
or can become one.·

launch of ZOOO·km range Seji/ ba//istic missile. Source: Fars, November 11, 2014.

Khamenei Demanded lmproved Missile Accuracy
"After a time, Mister [Khamenei demanded] that [missile accuracy) be improved, to pinpoint precision. He had stressed this for a long time. Since our targets were large,
we hadn't focused on accuracy. The missile deviation was between 200 and 1,000 meters. but because the warheads were heavy, we thought it was good enough.
"Every so often, even during my time. [Khamenei) demanded that the commanders and supervisors focus on accuracy. Everyone threw themselves into the task. until the
prototype missiles reached an accuracy of 100-120 meters. But [Khamenei) said: 'This is impossible. If you want to hit a target. how can you say it hits 100 meters away
from it(?)'
• Efforts continued until we had achieved accuracy of 35 meters, and we thought we had done a good job. At an exposition, while the first report was being submitted
[to Khamenei). he said: 'Your work is excellent and top-notch. but if you can attain 35-meter [accuracy). then you can also attain 10-15 meter [accuracy) .' We were in
shock. With [Khamenei's orders for) improvement, the guys once again went to work, and within five or six months, we had reached accuracy of better than 10 meters."
Developing Anti-Ship Ballistic Missiles
"The [missile) field expanded, and the missiles gained anti-ship capabilities - that is, [we developed) ballistic anti-ship missiles. Usually, cruise missiles are used for this,
not ballistic missiles, but cruise missiles have limitations, and can only hit their target at low speed. Using ballistic missiles [for this) was an lranian idea and this idea
was developed until the Khalij-e Fars missile was achieved, and later until today's Hormuz 1 and Hormuz 2 missiles were achieved; each of these has unique capabilities
and can target ships and naval ves.sels at various distances.•
Syria's Missile Workshops Were Built By Iran; Hizbullah, Palestinian Resistance Have Many lranian Missiles
"Today, our situation îs good, and even the countries that once helped us, such as Syria, later purchased our missiles. Today, the missile workshops in Syria are lran-built
and manufacture missiles of lranian design. ln fact. we leamed from them how to use [missiles). but [later) taught them how to make them. Syria's missile
manufacturers have copied Iran. The resistance front has learned from Iran how to manufacture its missiles.
"[Both) Hizbullah in Lebanon and the Palestinian resistance have excellent missile capabilities, and [lranian] missiles are widely found and have special status."
Despite The Sanctions, Iran Obtained Missile Technology That The West Cannot Restrict
Hajizadeh concluded the interview by saying: "There is no comparison between the sophistication of missile industry technology and that of any other industry. But Iran
has nevertheless become self-sufficient in this field. This shows that we can become self•sufficient in other industries [as well). Our missile experience shows that we can
completely neutralize the sanctions. The missile industry already has 72 mariyrs; it is thanks to their round-the-dock efforts that we now stand on our own two feet and
express [our) will, which is no longer under the enemy's control.
"ln my opinion, those who believe, those who yeam for Islam, the Revolution, the Imam [Ayatollah Ruhollah KhomeiniJ, and the leadership [of Khamenei) are more
important than missiles - [because) it is they who produce the missiles and weapons, and they who provide what is missing, on both the military and civilian levels.
"[The Westerners) restrict us and refrain from giving us even the simplest of things. Later, they notice the missiles, and say: 'Let's negotiate.' They do not say they will
restrict [us). because if they could, they would have done so already. They say: 'Let's negotiate. Either you restrict yourselves, or shut down your production.' This shows
that they cannot directly force their will on us. The contrai is no longer in their hands, but in ours."
Deputy IRGC Aerospace Force And Missile Unit Commander: "The ldeal... Was To Attack The Zionist Regime"
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ln a November 12, 2014 interview with Fars, Hajizadeh's deputy, Majid Mousavi, said: "The ideal to which Hassan (Tehrani Moghaddam) aspired was to attack the
Zionist regime. He always [stressed) that we must attack them, and was always preoccupied with this... leader (Khamenei) set a particular [goal) for us based on the
assumption that the Zionist regime is our main enemy, and that if it is decided that we should confront it, missiles with a 2,000-km range would be sufficient. •
lran's Missile Program
On December 3, 2014, accordîng to the lranian news agency Mehr, senior advisor to the representative of Khamenei in the IRGC, Yadollah Javani, said: "lran's missile
projects are defined primarily in order to enhance mîght and to create deterrence, so that our enemies will sense our might and so that any thought of any kind of threat
or obstacle to our interests will go right out of their heads. The U.S. and the Zionist regime have threatened us, but because of our deterrence capability, they have not
acted on their threats. We have explicitty said that we support liberation movements that fight evil. Our support is actualized in the wars of Hizbullah and the
(Palestinian) resistance against the Zionist regime, and in the defeat of the Zionist regime in the last four wars. •
Javani quoted Ramadhan Abdallah Shelah, secretary-general of the Palestinian lslamic Jihad, as saying that without lran's support., the resistance would not have
emerged, and that today everything in the resistance's hands, from bullets to missiles. is thanks to Iran.
Referring to concerns among American officiais about lran's missiles, he said, • According to what the Leader (Khamenei) said, their desire to oversee our missile
program is indeed an idiotie and stupid move. They are constantly threatening us. What intelligent country under constant threat would agree to restrict its defensive
might? On the contrary, we have advances and plans that will put the [Americans) in a state of constant worry. • He added, "They fear the might of our missiles, such
that if anyone sins even a little [against Iran], Iran will respond on their soil. and, indeed, has the strength to make the enemy sorry for what it did. '
Fars: Iran Develops ·smart" Warheads, Cluster Warheads For Long-Range Missiles
ln a November 14, 2014 article, Fars discussed lran's development of· a smart homing warhead, which operates in concert with the missile's other smart subsystems to
încrease accuracy both on land and at sea.• According to Fars, only some of the developed countries have this strategic capability, and •according to lranian Defense
Minister Hossein Oehghan, this warhead can be mounted on ail missiles, including long-range Ghadr, Qiam, and Sejil missiles. The warhead allows contrai even after
reentry into the atmosphere, and can destroy targets with pinpoint accuracy. Missiles equipped with this system can strike targets with an accuracy of under five
meters.•
The article continued: ·on November 2, 2014, the defense industries successfulfy tested a long-range missile equipped with a duster warhead aimed at destroying
enemy vehicles and equipment. This warhead can evade missile defense systems and destroy large targets as well as diffuse ones. The (lranian] defense industries
provided the IRGC with a large number of missiles, including Ghadr H, Qiam, Fateh, and Khalij-e Fars. The cluster warhead is fitted to at least two missiles: the (1,300km range) Ghadr Hl and the medium (800-km] range Qiam.
"Both these missiles can carry blast warheads and cluster warheads, can be launched frorn stationary or mobile platforms from various positions, and cl!ln penetrate
enemy missile defenses while evading radar detection.
"ln April 2014, Leader {Khamenei) visited the IRGC achievements exposition, at which the Zelzal cluster missile was unveiled; it contains 17 bombs, each weighlng 17
kg. that disperse at low altitude and are used to hit airfields or equipment on the ground. The Zelzal uses solid fuel and has a range of some 300 kilometers." [4)
Secretary-General Of Committee For Support For The Palestinian Intifada: Israel Has Both Nuclear Weapons And Ballistic Mis.siles, So Our Most Important Strategy For
Creating A Balance OfTerror ls Our Missiles; 1Hope West Bank Palestinians Are Equipped With lranian Missiles
ln a November 30, 2014 interview, Hossein Sheikholeslam, secretary-general of the Tehran-based Committee for Support for the Palestinian Intifada and an advisor to
Majlis speaker Ali L.arijani, said: "Our main enemy [Israel! is equipped with nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles, and therefore our most important strategy in dealing
with it is these missiles, which allow us to create a balance of terror in light of possible aggression by the enemy towards Iran... We hope that the missile strategy that
has become established, in Hizbullah in Lebanon and in Gaza, will also spread to the West Bank in the near future ...
"lran's top-notch missile capabilities are a strong dam against the Western strategy that is aimed at sowing chaos in the region in order to provide security for the
Zionist regime. lran's missile capabilities have several aspects, one of which is the rockets that have proven their operational worth in Lebanon and Gaza. [Another is)
lran's (successfulJ ballistic missile tests and satellite launches... We contrai the whote of the Persian Gulf, Strait of Hormuz, and Sea of Oman, and also have full control
of the line for transferring energy, and of the warships and ba.ses of the arrogance (the U.S.). We are nearly invulnerable to possible attacks. • (5)
lranian Navy Official: We Have Acquired Such Capabi!ity That A Naval Attack 8y Iran Against Hostile Countries Will Seriously Endanger Them
ln an November 23, 2014 interview with Fars, lranian Navy Research and Self-Sufficiency Jihad Office director Gholamzadeh said, • Fortunately, Iran has achieved a level
of ability that enables it to produce and operate a variety of missiles and munitions for various ranges. Iran produces both short-range missiles and missiles with a range
of thousands of ki!ometers. The missiles' range conforms to what lranian officiais define as (lran's] 'first line,' and all the officiais need to do is define the required
[missile) range and the Navy will attain it...
"Our navy is in international waters, and therefore it obtains information about the most up-to-date equipment used by America, Britain, and the Zionist regime... We
are completely overseeing them in order to leam about the latest updates in their equipment and technology. Just as they follow all our maneuvers, we (follow ail
theirs].
"Our military capability is such that all the abovementioned hostile countries talk about our navy, which is a bad sign for them, {since) they are only vaguely aware of
our capabilities. We have acquired such capability that a naval attack [by Iran against them] wil! seriously endanger them... Our naval vessels are equipped with the
Raad and Sayyad missile systems, as well as with short-range surface-ta-air missiles. Now, we are attempting to improve {these systems) and to inaease the vessels'
defensive capabilities. • [6)

Part Ill: Hizbullah's Missile Threat To Israel
Hajizadeh: "The IRGC And Hizbullah Are A Single Apparatus Joined Together... They Have No Shortage Of Missiles'
ln a November 29, 2014 interview, Hajizadeh told Fars: "Knowing Hizbullah 's missile and drone capability as I do, 1say that this capability today is so advanced that it is
not comparable to Hizbullah's capability in the 2006 Lebanon war. The capability that the Palestinian resistance demonstrated in the most recent war that lasted 51 days
[i.e. the July 2014 Gaza war) reflects only part of Hizbullah's capability... ln the past, Hizbullah was dependent on us Ji.e. Iran), but today it has progressed so much that
sometimes we use its capabilities. If they {still) need our support., we will help them. ln effect. the !RGC and Hizbullah are a single apparatus joined together, and
according to what I know, they have no shortage of missiles and drones.• [7)
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ln another speech, the same day, Hajizadeh said: "By virtue of lran's support. Tel Aviv is today under tire, across its length and breadth, by the fighters of Gaza and
Hizbullah. The oppressing, accursed Zionist regime cannot stand fast against the resistance front. and it is doomed to defeat.. • [8)
IRGC Affiliate Fars News Agency: With lts Missiles, Hizbullah Can Wreak Havoc On lsrael's Natural Gas Fields And Navy
A November 29, 2014 Fars article titfed "The Illusion Of lsrael's Natural Gas Will Be Buried ln The Mediterranean• stated: " The Hormuz 1 and Hormuz 2 ballistic missiles
are anti-radar and are for striking warships. According to Hajizadeh, the range of the Hormuz 1 is some 300 km, and the speed of the Hormuz 2 is four to five times the
speed of sound. ln c-0ntrast to the Khalij-e Fars, whose navigational system is optic. and in contrast to the Fateh 110, whose navigational system is precise, the Hormuz t
has searchers that identify radar waves and then attadc their source... lt can be estimated that the weight of the missile's warhead is between 450 and 600 kg... The
Hormuz 1 has successfully destroyed a radar-equipped container that was only six meters long. This is considered exceptionally precise execution.

Honnuz 1 and] an&-n<JM missiles /rx lldVal œrgets (source: Fars. Novemb« 19, 1014).

• Hajizadeh said, 'The Hormuz 1 can destroy radar installations on airaaft carriers, a site of Patriot [missiles) on land or a site of searcher radar. A Hormuz missile
installed on a launcher ha< very high mobility (which will be a nightmare for lsrael's antitank batteries). The launching of this missile together with a Khalij-e Fars
(missile! can be a real nightmare for an enemy at sea, because he will need to deal with two types of very fast missiles, each of which has a completely different
navigational system, and dealing with each of them entails problems that are unique to each missile...
"ln recent years, the Zionist regime has discovered natural gas resources in the Mediterranean, particularly the Tamar gas field, which is 80 km from Haïfa port. and the
Leviathan, which is five kilometers underwater... [They) will be suitable targets for Hizbullah's fateh naval missiles... These fields begin from the area of Ras AI-Naqoura
[Rosh HaNikra in Israel] whfch is close to the lebanon border, and end at Ashkelon beach, on the northem border of the Gaza strip... ln addition to these two gas fields,
there are smaller fields - Mary B and Oalit.

/srae/'s Tamar andWathan natura/gas Mlds (sourœ: Fm, NOVM'lber 19, 1014).

"If, eight years ago (during the 2006 Lebanon war), Hizbullah managed to strike lsrael's modem and advanced [Sa'arl missile boats in the Mediterranean only with
short-range cruise missiles, by means of equipping the resistance with Khalij-e Fars and Hormuz missiles (both of which are from the family of the Fateh missile) it will
be able to wreak havoc on [lsrael's) navy, anti-tank defense systems, and huge gas reserves." [9)
IRGC Air Force Deputy Commander: Hizbullah And The Palestinian Resistance Have The Capability To Attack Anywhere ln the Occupied Territories
ln a November 12, 2014 Fars interview, Hajizadeh's deputy Mousavi said: "The policy of the lslamic Republic [of Iran) with regard to supporting the resistance forces and
the resistance front gives them the capability to build and manufacture the products by themselves... From the outset. the idea was that we would teach them
manufacturing capability. [This) strategy has advanced with regard to missiles.
"The Zionist regime tasted the bitterness of missile strikes in the 2006 Lebanon war, the 22-day war [i.e. the 2008 Gaza war), the eight-day war [November 2012) and
the 51-day war [July-August 2014). The main founder of this move was [Hassan TehraniJ Moghaddam, who helped and supported the relevant industries so that both
Hizbullah and the Palestinians would, in a short time, have the required capability to manufacture and operate the systems...
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•As far as the range of the missiles is concerned, (the resistance organizations) can today attack with the missiles in their possession any target in the occupied
territories (Israel). south or north. According to statements, these organizations have a secret capability for extensive missile campaigns to the level of the Fateh missiles
(with a range of 250-300 km) ... "(10]

Missile Unit Official: Iran Liaised Among Hizbullah, Hamas, And Islamie Jihad ln The West Bank And Gaza - And Arrned Them With Missiles
ln a Tasnimnews interview published November 29, 2014, a commander of the IRGC missile unit, Ahmad Sayyed Hosseini, said: "Our officiais liaised between Hizbullah
and Hamas, as well as between Hizbullah and the West Bank and Gaza - most of them there are lslamic Jihad and Hamas members. That is how those organizations
were anned and trained by Hizbullah, and received indirect support from Iran. Sorne of them even came to Iran for training, and they very gradually equipped themselves
(with missiles]. The Palestinian re.sistance has repeatedly announced that it attained its [missile) capabilities thanks to the efforts of the father of lran's missile (program,
Hassan Tehrani Moghaddam), who armed them and guided them, bringing them to their current situation of supplying their own needs in their steadfastness against the
lsraeli regime. "[11)
Hizbullah Deputy Secretary-General: Without lranian Missiles, We Could Not Have Struck Israel
ln a November 11, 2014 Tasnimnews interview, Hizbullah deputy secretary-general Naim Qassem said: "Iran plays a central and major rote in expandirig Hizbullah's
rocket capabilities in Lebanon, in terms of quantity and quality, training activists, and conducting maneuvers. Furthermore, Iran provided a lot of training in order to
establish several missile units in Hizbullah. When we speak of missile capabilities, we do not mean just transferring missiles from Iran to the resistance, but also
everything that goes with that • from [lranian instructors') presence in Lebanon to transferring (missiles], preparation, training, instruction in launching and striking
targets, and specialized guidance for various people on using this capability...

Hàbullah <kpury seaetary-general Najm Qassem (source: Tasnimnews. November 11, 1014).

"ln the 2006 Lebanon War... we used various rockets transferred to us from Iran, including the Fajr (missile, with a range of 75 km), and the Raad [missile with a range
of 300 km), and others. These missiles played a major role in moving the war into various areas inside [the territory oij the oppressive lsraeli regime. At that time, these
missiles could reach about hait of the occupied territories, and hall of the Jews [there) were under constant danger from these rocket attacks... This is an important weak
point for the lsraelis and a major strong point for Hizbullah. Without these rockets, we could not inflict such effective and painful blows upon the domestic front of the
Zionist regime, that is, the enemy's mllitary home front. ..
"Therefore, the missiles that Iran transferred to Hizbullah in Lebanon played an important part in the resistance's winning formula in the 2006 Lebanon war, because
they penetrated to the depth of the lsraeli regime. Hizbullah also used missile capabilities that were transferred to them by [the regime in) Syrfa.

• According to the information in my possession, the lranians also cooperated with the Syrian regîme and military to establish missile fadlities. This played a crucial role
in the Syrian regime's various battles against terrorist circles since 2011 [i.e. the Syrian opposftion), and in Damascus's support for Hizbullah, by transferring some of
those missiles to them.
"Gaza is situated in the heart of Palestine, and its distance from Haifa, Jaffa, and Tel Aviv is minimal compared to (the distance from) Lebanon to southem Israel.
Therefore, shorter-range rockets can carry out effective missions for the resistance, and even sensitive sites in occupied Palestine will be under a shower of missiles. Fajr
missiles played an important role in these missiles salvos on Tel Aviv in the (2008) 22-day war and changed the equation of the war in Gaza. This scenario recurred in
the 51 -day war [in July-August 2014), when even more missiles were fired at Tel Aviv and other sensitive sites in occupied Palestine." [12)
Diagram: lran's 300-km Range Fateh 110 Missile And Israel
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Source: Medi1.farsne&,1S.ccml~divtlploadedlFile$/lma!Jf.sll393/08/25!1393/J815000659.jpg.

Also in November, Fars published a diagrarn showing how the 300-km range Fateh missile could strike any of lsrael's major cities and important sites. The lollowing is

the translation of the diagram:
• Fateh 110. The Fateh 110 is powered by solid fuel, has a range oi 300 kilometers, and is considered lran's most accurate ballistic missile. This missile, with its pinpoint
accuracy, is a nightmare for the Zionist regime.

• Dimona [in crosshairs on map] is within range of fran's most accurace missile The Dimona nuclear reactor, located in the 'Negev· research center, is considered lsrael's
most important nuclear reactor. lt comprises 10 buildings and some 3.000 scientists and technical experts. lsrael's plutonium research workshop is also situated there.
lsrael's nuclear site aeates nuclear fuel at over 90% enrîchment for nuclear bombs and missiles.
"Additionally, the joint lsraell-American lab for cyber·attacks on lran's nudear facilities is located in Dimona.
arhead ~uel

ission

ateh
rface-to-SEa

• Haifa: Population 270,000. Third large.st dty in Israel and the site of the largest oil refinery and most marine traffic.
"Netanya-. Population 174.000. Area: 28.954 square kilometers [sic).

"Healiya : Population 84,000. This city is considered Israel's most expensive place to live.
"Tel Aviv. Population 403,700. lsrael's capital [sic] and second·largest City ln terms of population.

•Ashdod Port. Population 200.000. lsrael's largest port.
• Ashkelon Port Population 107,900. Area: 47,788 square kilometers [sic).

• Beershebà. Population 185,000. Fourth most populouscity."(13]

• U. Kafash and Y. Mansharofare Research Fe/lows at MEMRI; A Savyon is director of the lranian Media Project at MEMRI.

Endnotes.
[1) Sepahnews.com (Iran), November 24, 2014.

12) As published by Fars (Iran). November 12, 2014.
13) Under the Treaty of Turkmenchay, Russia forced Iran to relinquish Afghanistan.
[4) Fars (Iran), November 14, 2014.
[5] Tasnimnews.com (Iran), November 30, 2014.

16) Fars (Iran). November 23, 2014.
17] Fars (Iran), November 29, 2014.

[BI Yjc.ir (Iran), November 29, 2014.
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(9) Fars (Iran), November 29, 2014.
[10) Fars (Iran), November 12. 2014.
(11] Tasnimnews.com (Iran). November 29, 2014.
(12] Tasnlmnews.com (Iran), November 11, 2014.
[13] Farsnews.com, November 2014.
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Hezbollah daims 'pinpoint' lranian
missiles added to its arsenal
The Lebanese Shiite militant group and close ally of Iran said it has received more
advanced missiles, with greater range, as talks over lran's nucle,ar program wind
down in Vienna.
8y Nicholas Blanford, Correspondent
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By late Sunday, negotiators were reportedly looking for a way to extend the
talks beyond the deadline.
Watching the Vienna talks closely from the
sidelines is Israel. Benjamin Netanyahu, the
Israeli prime minister, has said he is concemed
that any final deal between the P5+1 and Iran
will be insufficient to curb what he says is

Iran's goal of building nuclear weapons. Iran
TUT YOUlt ICNOWUOGI

says its nuclear program is for civilian use only.

I

Could you

passa us dtizensh;p test? Rnd out.

In an Israeli cabinet meeting Sunday, Mr.
Netanyahu said that Israel is delivering a "firm
stance• to its allies in insisting that Iran should
not be allowed to become a "nuclear threshold
state•.
PHOTOS OFTHI DAY

I

Photos of the

weeltend

"Therefore, no deal would be preferable to a
bad deal that threatens Israel, the Middle East and ail ofhumanity," he
said.

If there is no diplomatie breal'through in Vienna, the drumbeat for military
action against Iran will almost certainly be heard once more, raising
tensions in a region already ravaged by conflict and radicalism.
Over the past decade, Iran has tumed Hezbollah into a powerful military
force with weapons capabilities unmatched by any other non-state actor. In
May, a top Israeli army general said Hezbollah's arsenal "would not shame
any army in the world".

Iran's considerable military and fmancial investment in Hezbollah is
intended to bolster Iran's deterrence against a possible attack on its nuclear
facilities. If Israel chooses to bomb Iran's nuclear plants, it must first assess
the response of Hezbollah in neighboring Lebanon.
The stronger Hezbollah's military capabilities, the greater the stakes for
Israel in launching an attack on Iran. Twenty years ago, Hezbollah's arsenal
of unguided 12-mile range rockets allowed it to pepper parts of northem
Israel only. Today, the missiles suspected to be in He:zbollah's arsenal could
slam half a tonne ofhigh-grade explosive into specific targets in Tel Aviv,
such as the Israeli defense ministry or Ben Gurion International Airport.
Two weeks ago, a senior officer in Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC) said that Iran had provided Hezbollah with its indigenously
produced Fateh A-110 short-range ballistic missiles.
"Considering the range of their [Hezbollah's] missiles, they are able now to
attack targets from southem to northem parts of the occupied territories
[Israel],• said Brigadier General Sayed Majid Moussavi, the IRGC's air
defense commander, according to a report bv the Iranian Fars news agency.
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The specific missile system to which Moussavi and Hezbollah's Qassem
referred is likely to be the 4th-generation version of the Fateh which bas a
range in exœss of 186 miles and can carry a 1,430 pound warhead. Armed
with that missile, Hezbollah could launch it from its camouflaged bases in
southem Lebanon and hit Israel's nuclear reactor at Oimona in southem
Israel, 140 miles south of the border with Lebanon, achieving a degree of
reciprocity for any Israeli air strike against Iran's nuclear facilities.
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ln firs~ Hezbdlah confirms all financial St.WITT cornes from Iran
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ln first, Hezbollah confirms all
financial support cornes from Iran

Nasrallah: "We are open about the fact that Hezbollah's budget, its income, its
expenses, everything it eats and drinks, its weapons and rockets, corne from the
lslamic Republic of Iran." (Photo: screengrab)
ln a speech broadcast on Friday, Hassan Nasrallah, the leader
of Lebanese militant group Hezbollah scoffed at the recent US
sanctions stating that these sanctions will not impact his group
whatsoever due to the tact that Hezbollah receives full financial
and arms support from the lslamic Republic of Iran.
He pointed out that "We do not have any business projects or
investments via banks .. ." Nasrallah added that "We are open
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about the fact that Hezbollah's budget, its income , its
expenses, everything it eats and drinks, its weapons and
rockets, corne from the lslam ic Republic of Iran," and he
emphasized that his group "will not be affected" by any fresh
sanctions.

Follow us on

~

Speaking in a speech to mark 40 days after the death of a high
level Hezbollah commander Mustafah Bedredd ine in the Syrian
capital Damascus, Nasrallah stated that: "As long as Iran has
money, we have money ... Just as we receive the rockets that
we use to threaten Israel, we are receiving our money. No law
will prevent us from receiving it.. ."

First public confirmation
lt has been long known to political observers that the lslam ic Republic played a key role in giving birth to the
Lebanese Sh iite militant group in 1982. For over three decades, lran's financial, military, intelligence , log istical, and
advisory assistances to Hezbollah have been well known. The lslamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and its
elite force, the Quds force, transformed Hezbollah to be one of lran's most important and powerful regional and
international proxies.
Nevertheless, what highlights the significance of Nasrallah's speech is the fact that this is the first time in which he is
announcing and publicly confirm ing that his group is receiving full monetary and arms support from the lranian
government.
The Un ited States has long listed Hezbollah as a global terrorist group (since 1995) and accused it in several attacks
such as the 1983 Beirut barracks bombing, that killed 241 US marines, the April 1983 US embassy bombi~ ~t-@7
htlps://eajish.alarabyanet/en/2016'06'25llfl.first-Hezl:xllla'J..s-Nasralla'J..confirms-all-financial-sl.4)1)ITT-comes-from-lran.html
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1984 US embassy annex bombing .
On Dec. 18, 2015, the US president signed the Hezbollah International Financing Prevention Act. The US
Congress voted to impose fresh sanctions on Hezbollah by targeting those banks that are "knowingly facilitating a
significant transaction or transactions for" Hezbollah and those financial institutions that "knowingly facilitating a
significant transaction or transactions of a person identified on the List of Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked
persons."
Nasrallah pointed out in his recent speech : "We totally reject this [United States] law until the Day of Judgment ...
Even if the law is applied, we as a party and an organizational and jihadist movement, will not be hurt or affected,"
He added: "We have no money in Lebanese banks, neither in the past nor now ... We don't transfer our money
through the Lebanese banking system."

How this plays out in Washington
On the other hand , since Hezbollah is receiving full funding and arms support from Iran, according to Nasrallah, the
US is now seem ingly playing a critical role in assisting and facilitating the ways through which Hezbollah rece ives this
significant aid from the lranian government.
The Obama administration and Hassan Rowhani's government were two key players in getting the nuclear
agreement signed. When the nuclear terms started being implemented, the Obama administration began
immediately transferring billions of dollars to lran's Central Bank. One of the payments included 1.7 billion dollars
transferred , in January 2015.
Two of the major primary beneficiaries of these sanctions reliefs and flow of money are Hezbollah and the IRGC.
Iran also immediately increased its military budget by $1.5 billion from $15.6 billion to $17.1 billion. Iran also began
witnessing the flow of money due to the lifting of international sanctions.
Nasrallah's speech also indicates that the US money transfer to lran's bank and the sanctions reliefs appear to have
empowered and emboldened both the lranian government and the Hezbollah leader.
Previously, when sanctions were imposed on Iran, Tehran had to reduce Hezbollah and its TV's (AI-Manar channel)
funding from the approximately $200 million a year. However, thanks to Washington, the money that Iran is
receiving from the US or the market is again going on its way to Hezbollah , the major benefactor.
President Obama had given hope to world powers that engaging with Iran and the nuclear deal with Tehran wou ld
more likely force the lranian government to moderate its behavior. Obama pointed out in an interview with NPR's
Steve lnskeep that as a result of the nuclear agreement Iran would start "different decisions that are less offensive to
its neighbors; that it tones down the rhetoric in terms of its virulent opposition .. ."
Hezbollah's confirmation of receiving money and arms from Iran is intriguing. Almost all signs indicate that the
continuation of sanctions relief, and US transfer of billions of dollars to Iran militarily and financially assisting and
ending up in the hands of lran's primary proxy, Hezbollah as well as lran's Revolutionary Guard Corps, and the Quds
force.
Last Update: Saturday, 25 June 2016 KSA 20:23 - GMT 17:23
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Iranians train Taliban to use roadside
bombs: report

Save to Facebook

THE Taliban fighters scurried up the craggy mountainside.
As they neared the top, their 30-strong platoon split into three sections and they launched a
ferocious assault on an enemy fort, opening fire from numerous positions.
The bullets they sprayed at the forts mud-coloured walls were blank, however.
They merely pretended to fire their rocket-propelled grenades.
When they reached the desert at the foot of the mountain, they did not race away on motorbikes,
but filed into sand-coloured tents to refresh themselves with tea and naan.
http://nation.com.pk/international/21-Mar-2010/Iranians-train-Taliban-to-use-roadside-bombs-report
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The attack was a training exercise overseen by Iranian security officials in plain clothes.
The Taliban do not know whether they were police officers, soldiers or secret service agents.
What they can say is that in camps along the border between Afghanistan and Iran, Taliban recruits
are being taught how to ambush British, American and other Nato troops using guns and
improvised explosive devices (IEDs).
They are learning to attack checkpoints as well as mountain bases.
Iranian instructors are also giving them target practice on desert ranges with Kalashnikov assault
rifles.
In the past, Shiite Iran has opposed the Sunni Taliban.
But western officials say Iran now wants to expand its influence within the Taliban movement.
A Taliban commander who has been trained in Iran said last week: Our religions and our histories
are different, but our target is the same we both want to kill Americans.
In recent months, senior American officials have accused Iran of playing a double game by training
and arming the Taliban while supporting the Afghan government.
Taliban leaders interviewed by The Sunday Times last week provided the first direct evidence of
how Iran is training insurgents on its own soil.
According to one Taliban source, emissaries travelled to Iran early last year to discuss a training
programme with Iranian officials.
The training began during the winter.
Working through local mediators, this newspaper persuaded two Taliban commanders who had
attended the programme in Iran to travel to Kabul, the Afghan capital, to tell their stories.
The men, interviewed separately in a partially constructed concrete building on the edge of the city,
were both extremely nervous.
How do I know you are not spies and that you will not follow me when I leave? said one before the
interview began.
At times, their voices dropped to whispers as they spoke about their role in the insurgency and
drank cups of tea on dirty cushions.
One of the commanders, from the central province of Wardak, described how he travelled to Iran
with 20 of his men.
His journey took him south into Pakistan, then west to the border with Iran and on to Zahedan, a
city of 600,000 people in southeast Iran.
The second Taliban commander, from Ghazni province in southern Afghanistan, took a group of his
men on a five-day drive to Nimroz, in the southwest.
From there, he crossed into Irans Sistan and Baluchestan province, a hotbed of drug smuggling
and tribal rivalry.
The militants paid a $500 fee to Afghan people-smugglers using routes usually taken by refugees
looking for work in Iran.
They crossed the border at night in cars with the help of Baluch traffickers who guided the groups
along dirt tracks to avoid checkpoints.
After stopping to rest in the mountains, they headed out again at first light.
Finally, they were met by their Iranian instructors in white Toyota pick-up trucks and were taken to a
village on the outskirts of Zahedan, an hours drive from the training camps.
http://nation.com.pk/international/21-Mar-2010/Iranians-train-Taliban-to-use-roadside-bombs-report
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There they were placed in basic compounds, each housing up to 30 Taliban fighters, mostly from
the south and southeast of Afghanistan where the insurgency against British and American forces is
fiercest.
Battered buses and pick-up trucks ferried the militants back and forth between the village and the
camps every morning and night.
Iran paid for the whole trip.
We paid the travel fees to begin with and once we got to Iran they refunded us.
They paid for our food, our mobile phone cards, any expenses, said the Ghazni commander.
At one camp, a cluster of low tents erected in the shadow of a mountain, the Taliban fighters
conducted live firing exercises, physical training and mountain assaults under the watchful eye of
the plain-clothes Iranians, the commander said.
During a course lasting three months, the Iranian instructors worked in groups of two to five men.
Their programme was split into three parts, each taking a month to complete.
For the first month, the recruits were taught how to launch complex ambushes on moving convoys.
They learnt where to set up firing positions, when to trigger the ambush and how to escape before
the enemy had time to respond.
They were strong on the planning side.
We would sit in the tents and they would take us through things like where the best escape routes
were, making sure we had good cover and where to place our lookouts, the commander said.
The second month was spent learning how to plant the roadside bombs that are responsible for
most of the deaths of British soldiers in Helmand province.
The insurgents were taught to use carefully positioned secondary and tertiary devices to kill or
wound rescuers organising medical evacuations.
During the third month, the instructors taught the Taliban how to storm fixed enemy positions,
climbing mountains in formation to launch attacks on checkpoints and bases.
We were told ambushing was a very useful tool compared with a straightforward attack.
They taught us how to select a good hiding position and how to limit the enemys response to our
attacks by laying well- positioned mines, said the commander.
We can kill a lot of our enemies this way.
Both commanders said Iran also supplied them with weapons, often paying nomads to smuggle
ammunition, mines and guns across the desert and mountain passes between Iran and
Afghanistans western provinces.
The nomads used donkeys, camels and horses to carry the military supplies into provinces such as
Ghazni and Wardak, the commanders said.
Although the commanders believed that, after years on the battlefields of Afghanistan, they already
possessed some of the skills that were taught in Irans camps, they agreed the training had
improved their ability to launch more sophisticated attacks.
I found some elements of the training in Iran very useful, especially the escape and evasion
techniques I was taught, said the commander from Wardak as he showed me video footage of his
men patrolling on motorbikes with AK-47s and rocket-propelled grenade launchers slung over their
shoulders.
The commanders gave no indication of precisely who was behind the training.
http://nation.com.pk/international/21-Mar-2010/Iranians-train-Taliban-to-use-roadside-bombs-report
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Late last year General Stanley McChrystal, the US commander of foreign troops in Afghanistan ,
accused lrans al-Quds force an elite w ing of the Revolutionary Guard of undermining the efforts of
the Afghan government and Nato forces.
The problem with dealing with the lranian regime is knowing to what extent these initiatives are
conducted by local commanders and to what extent they are backed by the government, said a
western defence source.
He added that, although he had seen no direct evidence, the accounts of Taliban training camps in
Iran were credible.
American officiais believe lrans support for the Taliban has reached troubling proportions, although
it is not on the same scale as its backing for Shiite insurgents in Iraq.
The commanders accounts suggest the number of Taliban fighters trained in Iran may already have
reached the hundreds.
Taliban militants still receive much of their training in neighbouring Pakistan.
Elements of the ISI, Pakistans secret service, are know n to train , equip and fund the Taliban.
But a recent crackdown on Taliban safe havens in Pakistan has forced many insurgents to look to
Iran for support.
The military is pressuring the Taliban in Pakistan.
lt is certainly harder to reach places that were once easy to get into.
1think more of my fighters will travel to Iran for training this year, said the Ghazni commander.
Two weeks ago Robert Gates, the US defence secretary, said of the lranians: They want to
maintain a good relationship w ith the Afghan government.
They aise want to do everything they possibly can to hurt us, or for us not to be successful.
Days later, President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad of Iran insisted he wanted to rebuild Afghanistan and
criticised the presence of foreign troops.
The Taliban commander from Ghazni province said he had no doubt lranian police and intelligence
services knew about the training camps, however.
The government is not sleeping, he said.
You just have to w iggle your ears in Iran and they will know aboutit.
(The Sunday Times)
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Captured Taliban Commander: 'I Received Iranian Training'

FROM OUR BUREAUS

Captured Taliban Commander: 'I Received Iranian
Training'
August 23, 2011

FARAH, Afghanistan -- A Taliban commander captured in southwestern
Afghanistan claims to have received military training in Iran to target a
major dam in the region.
The claim was made by Mullah Dadullah, who was captured recently in the
Lash-e Zoveyn region of Farah Province, close to the Iranian border.
"I was trained in Iran for three months. Our trainers were a mix of
Pakistanis, Iranians, and Arabs," Dadullah, the head of a group of some 150
Taliban fighters, told journalists under police supervision on August 23 in
the provincial capital, Farah.
"Ali Talibi and Hussein Rezai were two of my Iranian instructors. They
taught me to fire rockets and to plant mines," he added. "I was trained in
setting up remote-controlled mines and planting antitank mines. Even
developed countries would have been unable to discover the mines I
planted."
Senior U.S. and Afghan officials have long accused Iran of supporting Afghan
insurgents. But Tehran has consistently denied such accusations.
Dadullah claimed to have been involved in insurgent attacks in the
southwestern provinces of Farah, Helmand, and Nimroz during the past
three years.
http://www.rferl.org/a/captured_taliban_commander_claims_trained_in_iran/24305674.html
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He said that recently Iranian officials offered him $50,000 in return for
destroying the Kamal Khan Dam in Nimroz Province, east of Farah.
Farah's provincial police chief, Gahussudin, said that Dadullah was tasked
with sabotaging major infrastructure projects in the region.
"He was trained for blowing up the Kamal Khan Dam. He was also tasked to
attack other major infrastructure projects in the provinces bordering Iran,"
Gahussudin said. "Fortunately, he was arrested by the police" before he
could act on his plans.
The Kamal Khan Dam is located in the Char Borjak district of Nimroz
Province. After completion it will significantly reduce water flow to the
neighboring regions of southeastern Iran, which already face severe water
shortages.
Afghans also accuse Tehran of attempting to slow down the construction of
Salma Dam in western Herat province which borders northeastern Iran.

Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty © 2017 RFE/RL, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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A. Introduction
1. At the meeting of the Board of Govemors on 17 March 2003 , the Director General rep01ted on
discussions taking place with the Islamic Republic of Iran (hereinafter refeITed to as Iran) on a number
of safeguards issues that needed to be clarified and actions that needed to be taken with regard to the
implementation of the Agreement between Iran and the IAEA for the Application of Safeguards in
connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (the Safeguards
Agreement) 1. This repo1t provides fmther infonnation on the nature of the safeguards issues involved
and the actions that need to be taken, and describes developments in this regard since March. More
general repo1t ing of safeguards implementation in Iran is not addressed in this document, but in the
Safeguards Implementation Repo1t s.2

B. Recent Developments
2. At the September 2002 regular session of the IAEA General Conference, Vice President of the
Islamic Republic of Iran and President of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI), H.E. Mr.
R. Aghazadeh, stated that Iran was "embarking on a long-te1m plan to constrnct nuclear power plants
with a total capacity of 6000 MW within two decades". He also stated that such a sizeable project
entailed "an all out planning, well in advance, in varions field of nuclear technology such as fuel cycle,
safety and waste management".
The Safeguards Agreement, reproduced in document INFCIRC/2 14, entered into force on 15 May 1974.
The Agency has been applying safeguards at a range of facilities in Iran since the mid-l 970s pmsuant to
its Safeguards Agreement. The list of facilities under safeguards is set out in the Annex to this repo1t.

2
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3. During the General Conference, the Director General met with the Vice President, and asked that
Iran confirm whether it was building a large underground nuclear related facility at Natanz and a
heavy water production plant at Arak, as reported in the media in August 2002. The Vice President
provided some information on Iran’s intentions to develop further its nuclear fuel cycle, and agreed on
a visit to the two sites later in 2002 by the Director General, accompanied by safeguards experts, and
to a discussion with Iranian authorities during that meeting on Iran’s nuclear development plans.
4. The visit to Iran was originally scheduled for October 2002, but finally took place from
21 to 22 February 2003. The Director General was accompanied by the Deputy Director General for
Safeguards (DDG-SG) and the Director of the Division of Safeguards Operations (B).
5. During his visit, the Director General was informed by Iran of its uranium enrichment programme,
which was described as including two new facilities located at Natanz, namely a pilot fuel enrichment
plant (PFEP) nearing completion of construction, and a large commercial-scale fuel enrichment plant
(FEP) also under construction. These two facilities were declared to the Agency for the first time
during that visit, at which time the Director General was able to visit both of them. Iran also confirmed
that the heavy water production plant3, referred to in paragraph 3 above, was under construction in
Arak.
6. During the visit, the Director General was informed that Iran would accept modifications to its
Subsidiary Arrangements, as requested by the Board of Governors in 19924, which would henceforth
require the early provision of design information on new facilities and on modifications to existing
facilities, as well as the early provision of information on new locations outside of facilities where
nuclear material is customarily used (LOFs). This was confirmed to the Agency in a letter dated
26 February 2003 (see paragraph 15 below).
7. In addition, in response to the Agency’s enquiry about certain transfers of nuclear material to Iran,
only recently confirmed by the supplier State in response to repeated Agency enquiries, Iran
acknowledged the receipt in 1991 of natural uranium, which had not been reported previously to the
Agency, in the form of UF6 (1000 kg), UF4 (400 kg) and UO2 (400 kg), which was now being stored at
the previously undeclared Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose Laboratories (JHL) located at the Tehran
Nuclear Research Centre (TNRC). Iran also informed the Agency that it had converted most of the
UF4 into uranium metal in 2000 at JHL. This information was subsequently confirmed by Iran in a
separate letter to the Agency dated 26 February 2003.
8. During the discussions in Iran in February between DDG-SG and the Iranian authorities, reference
was made by the Agency to information in open sources on the possible conduct of enrichment
activities at the workshop of the Kalaye Electric Company in Tehran. The Iranian authorities
acknowledged that the workshop had been used for the production of centrifuge components, but
stated that there had been no operations in connection with its centrifuge enrichment development
programme involving the use of nuclear material, either at the Kalaye Electric Company or at any
other location in Iran. According to the Iranian authorities, all testing had been carried out using
simulation studies. While a centrifuge component production facility is not a nuclear facility required
to be declared to the Agency under Iran’s NPT Safeguards Agreement, Iran was requested, in light of
its stated policy of transparency, to permit the Agency to visit the workshop and to take environmental
samples there to assist the Agency in verifying Iran’s declaration and confirming the absence of
undeclared nuclear material and activities. The request was initially declined. The Iranian authorities

___________________________________________________________________________
3

Heavy water production facilities are not nuclear facilities under comprehensive NPT safeguards
agreements, and are thus not required to be declared to the Agency thereunder.
4
GOV/2554/Att.2/Rev.2; GOV/OR/777, paras. 74-76.
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told the Agency that Iran considered such visits, and the requested environmental sampling, as being
obligatory only when an Additional Protocol was in force. However, they subsequently agreed to
permit access to the workshop (to limited parts of the location in March, and to the entire workshop in
May), and have recently indicated that they would consider permitting the taking of environmental
samples during the visit of the Agency’s enrichment experts to Iran scheduled to take place between
7 and 11 June 2003 (see paragraph 11 below).
9. On 26 February 2003, a list of additional questions and requests for clarification was submitted to
Iran regarding its centrifuge and laser enrichment programmes and its heavy water programme, and a
written reply requested. A written response was received from Iran on 4 June 2003, and its contents
will be followed up with the Iranian authorities.
10. In a letter dated 5 May 2003, Iran informed the Agency for the first time of its intention to
construct a heavy water research reactor at Arak (the 40 MW(th) Iran Nuclear Research Reactor IR40). Iran also informed the Agency of its plan to commence construction in 2003 of a fuel
manufacturing plant at Esfahan (FMP).
11. During a meeting between the Vice President and the Director General on 5 May 2003, the
Director General reiterated the Agency’s earlier request for permission to send Agency inspectors to
the workshop of the Kalaye Electric Company in Tehran, and to take environmental samples. The
Director General also referred to an earlier proposal the Agency had made in April for a group of
Agency experts to visit Iran to discuss the centrifuge research and development programme to seek to
assess how the current status of the project could have been achieved without using any nuclear
material during tests. Iran agreed to consider the proposal for an expert mission, and subsequently
agreed that the mission could take place from 7 to 11 June 2003.

C. Implementation of Safeguards
12. Article 8 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement requires Iran to provide the Agency with information
“concerning nuclear material subject to safeguards under the Agreement and the features of facilities
relevant to safeguarding such material.”
13. As provided for in Article 34(c) of the Safeguards Agreement, nuclear material of a composition
and purity suitable for fuel fabrication or for being isotopically enriched, and any nuclear material
produced at a later stage in the nuclear fuel cycle, is subject to all of the safeguards procedures
specified in the Agreement. These procedures include, inter alia, requirements for Iran to report to the
Agency changes in the inventory of nuclear material through the submission of inventory change
reports (ICRs).5 Certain inventory changes entail additional reporting requirements. These include the
import of nuclear material in quantities in excess of one effective kilogram, which, in accordance with
Article 95 of the Safeguards Agreement, requires reporting to the Agency in advance of the import.

___________________________________________________________________________
5

Inventory changes, as defined in Article 98.J of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, include, for example,
imports, exports, domestic receipts and shipments, production of nuclear material in a reactor, loss of nuclear
material due to its transformation into other elements or isotopes as a result of nuclear reactions, accidental
losses of nuclear material and the generation of waste from processing which is deemed to be unrecoverable for
the time being but which is stored.
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14. To enable the Agency to verify the inventory and flow of nuclear material, Iran is also required to
provide design information on facilities (as defined in Article 98.I of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement),
and information on LOFs. Pursuant to Article 42 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, the time limit for
the provision of design information on new nuclear facilities is to be specified in the Subsidiary
Arrangements, but in any event it is to be provided “as early as possible before nuclear material is
introduced into a new facility”. Article 49 requires that information on LOFs be provided “on a timely
basis”.
15. The Subsidiary Arrangements General Part in force with Iran from 1976 to 26 February 2003
included what was, until 1992, standard text which called for provision to the Agency of design
information on a new facility no later than 180 days before the introduction of nuclear material into
the facility, and the provision of information on a new LOF together with the report relating to the
receipt of nuclear material at the LOF. With the acceptance by Iran on 26 February 2003 of the
modifications to the Subsidiary Arrangements proposed by the Agency, the Subsidiary Arrangements
General Part now requires Iran to inform the Agency of new nuclear facilities and modifications to
existing facilities through the provision of preliminary design information as soon as the decision to
construct, to authorize construction or to modify has been taken, and to provide the Agency with
further design information as it is developed. Information is to be provided early in the project
definition, preliminary design, construction and commissioning phases.

C.1. Imported Nuclear Material
16. The UF6, UF4 and UO2 imported by Iran in 1991 are materials that, as provided for in Article 34(c)
of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, are subject to all of the safeguards procedures specified in the
Agreement, including, in particular, the requirement to report inventory changes. Therefore, Iran was
obliged to have reported the import of the material in question at the time of import. Equally, Iran was
obliged to have reported design information as soon as possible before nuclear material was
introduced to the receiving facility, and a Facility Attachment concluded for that facility.
17. In its letter of 26 February 2003 confirming its receipt of the material in question, Iran stated that
its interpretation of Articles 34(c) and 95 of the Safeguards Agreement had been that no reporting to
the Agency was required since the total amount of uranium did not exceed one effective kilogram.
However, as indicated in paragraph 13 above, all material referred to in Article 34(c) of the Safeguards
Agreement must be reported to the Agency. Article 95 simply imposes an additional requirement, that
of advance notification, with respect to imports of material in excess of one effective kilogram.
18. Iran submitted on 15 April 2003 an ICR with regard to the import of the nuclear material, and, on
5 May 2003, preliminary design information for JHL, where most of the material is currently being
stored.

C.1.1. Processing of UF6
19. The Iranian authorities have stated that the imported UF6 has not been processed, and specifically
that it has not been used in any enrichment, centrifuge or other tests. The one large and two small UF6
cylinders declared as containing the imported UF6 were shown to the Agency in February. The
cylinders were made available for Agency verification at JHL in March, at which time, after the
Agency inspectors noted that one of the small cylinders was lighter than declared, the State authorities
explained that a small amount of the UF6 (1.9 kg) was missing due to leaking valves on the two small
cylinders. It was explained during the subsequent inspection in April that the leaks had only been
noticed a year before. Final evaluation will be completed when destructive samples have been taken,
environmental samples have been analysed, and supporting documentation provided by the operator
has been examined.
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C.1.2. Processing of UF4
20. Iran has informed the Agency that most of the imported UF4 was converted to uranium metal at
JHL. While the equipment for the conversion process has been dismantled and stored in a container
(shown to the Agency during the February visit), Iran is now refurbishing that part of the facility as a
uranium metal processing laboratory. The uranium metal, together with the remaining UF4 and the
related waste, has been presented for Agency verification. Final evaluation will be done when the
results of destructive analysis become available, and supporting documentation provided by the
facility operator has been examined. The role of uranium metal in Iran’s declared nuclear fuel cycle
still needs to be fully understood, since neither its light water reactors nor its planned heavy water
reactors require uranium metal for fuel.

C.1.3. Processing of UO2
21. During the February 2003 discussions, the Agency was informed by Iran that some of the
imported UO2 had been used at JHL for the testing of uranium purification and conversion processes.
The experiments involved the dissolution of UO2 with nitric acid, and the use of the resulting uranyl
nitrate for testing a pulse column and ammonium uranyl carbonate (AUC) production processes
envisioned for the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF), a facility declared to the Agency in 2000 and
currently under construction at Esfahan. In April, in response to Agency enquiries, the Iranian
authorities informed the Agency that some of the UO2 had also been used for isotope production
experiments, including the undeclared irradiation of small amounts of the UO2, at the Tehran Research
Reactor (TRR). In addition, they informed the Agency that another small amount of UO2 had been
used in pellets to test the chemical processes of the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope
Production Facility (MIX Facility). The unused UO2 has been presented for Agency verification at
JHL.
22. Most of the UO2 used in the UCF-related experiments has been presented for Agency verification
as liquid waste at Esfahan; the remaining waste has been disposed of at a location near Qom and
cannot be verified. The whereabouts of the AUC produced during the UCF-related experiments is
being discussed. Final evaluation of the accountancy will be completed when the results of destructive
analysis become available, and the supporting documentation provided by the facility operator has
been examined.
23. With respect to the isotope production experiments, Iran has stated that small amounts of the
imported UO2 were prepared for targets at JHL, irradiated at TRR, and sent to a laboratory belonging
to the MIX Facility in Tehran for separation of I-131 in a lead-shielded cell. Iran has informed the
Agency that the remaining nuclear waste was solidified and eventually transferred to a waste disposal
site at Anarak. The operators at TRR and the MIX Facility have provided supporting documentation,
which is being examined. The Agency is still awaiting relevant updated design information for the
MIX Facility and TRR. Plans are in place to visit the waste site at Anarak in June.
24. With respect to the UO2 to test the chemical processes of the MIX Facility, the material, including
the resulting waste, has been presented for Agency verification at JHL. Final evaluation will be
completed when the results of the destructive analysis become available, and supporting
documentation provided by the facility operator has been examined.

C.2. Uranium Enrichment Programme
25. During the visit of the Director General in February 2003, the Vice President informed the Agency
that over 100 of the approximately 1000 planned centrifuge casings had already been installed at the
pilot plant and that the remaining centrifuges would be installed by the end of the year. In addition, he
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informed the Agency that the commercial scale enrichment facility, which is planned to contain over
50 000 centrifuges, was not scheduled to receive nuclear material in the near future.
26. The Agency has been informed that the pilot enrichment plant is scheduled to start operating in
June 2003, initially with single machine tests, and later with increasing numbers of centrifuges. The
Iranian authorities have also informed the Agency that the commercial enrichment plant is planned to
start accepting centrifuges in early 2005, after the design is confirmed by the tests to be conducted in
the pilot enrichment plant. Iran has also stated that the design and research and development work,
which had been started about five years ago, were based on extensive modelling and simulation,
including tests of centrifuge rotors both with and without inert gas, and that the tests of the rotors,
carried out on the premises of the Amir Khabir University and the AEOI in Tehran, were conducted
without nuclear material.
27. In May 2003, Iran provided preliminary design information on the enrichment facilities under
construction in Natanz, which are being examined by the Agency. Since March 2003, Agency
inspectors have visited facilities at Natanz three times to conduct design information verification and
to take environmental samples at the pilot enrichment plant. A first series of environmental and
destructive analysis samples has been taken at a number of locations. Additional samples are expected
to be taken in the near future. Iran has co-operated with the Agency in this regard. The Agency has
presented to the Iranian authorities a safeguards approach for the pilot enrichment plant.
28. As indicated above, on 26 February 2003, the Agency forwarded a number of questions regarding
Iran’s research and development on centrifuges, including the chronology of its enrichment
programme, with a view to assessing, inter alia, Iran’s declaration that it had been developed without
the centrifuges having been tested with UF6 process gas. Similar questions and concerns have been
raised by the Agency in relation to the UO2, UF4 and UF6 production at the large scale conversion
facility UCF, which is stated to have been constructed without any testing, even on a small scale, of
key processes.
29. The Agency is also pursuing enquiries into Iran’s laser programme. Iran has acknowledged the
existence of a substantial programme on lasers, and Agency inspectors have visited some locations
said to have been involved in that programme. However, Iran has stated that no enrichment related
laser activities have taken place.

C.3. Heavy Water Programme
30. According to information provided by the Iranian authorities (see Section B above), the Iranian
heavy water reactor programme consists of the heavy water production plant currently under
construction at Arak; the 40 MW(th) IR-40, construction of which is planned to start at Arak in 2004;
and the FMP at Esfahan, construction of which is planned for 2003, commissioning for 2006 and
commencement of operation for 2007.
31. The stated purposes of the IR-40, which will use natural UO2 fuel and heavy water (both as a
coolant and as a moderator), are reactor research and development, radioisotope production and
training. The stated purpose of the FMP is fabrication of fuel assemblies for the IR-40 and for the
Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant (BNPP).
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D. Findings and Initial Assessment
32. Iran has failed to meet its obligations under its Safeguards Agreement with respect to the reporting
of nuclear material, the subsequent processing and use of that material and the declaration of facilities
where the material was stored and processed. These failures, and the actions taken thus far to correct
them, can be summarized as follows:
(a)

Failure to declare the import of natural uranium in 1991, and its subsequent transfer
for further processing.
On 15 April 2003, Iran submitted ICRs on the import of the UO2, UF4 and UF6. Iran
has still to submit ICRs on the transfer of the material for further processing and use.

(b)

Failure to declare the activities involving the subsequent processing and use of the
imported natural uranium, including the production and loss of nuclear material,
where appropriate, and the production and transfer of waste resulting therefrom.
Iran has acknowledged the production of uranium metal, uranyl nitrate, ammonium
uranyl carbonate, UO2 pellets and uranium wastes. Iran must still submit ICRs on
these inventory changes.

(c)

Failure to declare the facilities where such material (including the waste) was
received, stored and processed.
On 5 May 2003, Iran provided preliminary design information for the facility JHL.
Iran has informed the Agency of the locations where the undeclared processing of the
imported natural uranium was conducted (TRR and the Esfahan Nuclear Technology
Centre), and provided access to those locations. It has provided the Agency access to
the waste storage facility at Esfahan, and has indicated that access would be provided
to Anarak, as well as the waste disposal site at Qom.

(d)

Failure to provide in a timely manner updated design information for the MIX Facility
and for TRR.
Iran has agreed to submit updated design information for the two facilities.

(e)

Failure to provide in a timely manner information on the waste storage at Esfahan and
at Anarak.
Iran has informed the Agency of the locations where the waste has been stored or
discarded. It has provided the Agency access to the waste storage facility at Esfahan,
and has indicated that access will be provided to Anarak.

33. Although the quantities of nuclear material involved have not been large6, and the material would
need further processing before being suitable for use as the fissile material component of a nuclear
explosive device, the number of failures by Iran to report the material, facilities and activities in
question in a timely manner as it is obliged to do pursuant to its Safeguards Agreement is a matter of
concern. While these failures are in the process of being rectified by Iran, the process of verifying the
correctness and completeness of the Iranian declarations is still ongoing.

___________________________________________________________________________
6

The total amount of material, approximately 1.8 tonnes, is 0.13 effective kilograms of uranium. This is,
however, not insignificant in terms of a State’s ability to conduct nuclear research and development activities.
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34. The Agency is continuing to pursue the open questions, including through:
(a)

The completion of a more thorough expert analysis of the research and development
carried out by Iran in the establishment of its enrichment capabilities. This will require
the submission by Iran of a complete chronology of its centrifuge and laser enrichment
efforts, including, in particular, a description of all research and development activities
carried out prior to the construction of the Natanz facilities. As agreed to by Iran, this
process will also involve discussions in Iran between Iranian authorities and Agency
enrichment experts on Iran’s enrichment programme, and visits by the Agency experts
to the facilities under construction at Natanz and other relevant locations.

(b)

Further follow-up on information regarding allegations about undeclared enrichment
of nuclear material, including, in particular, at the Kalaye Electric Company. This will
require permission for the Agency to carry out environmental sampling at the
workshop located there.

(c)

Further enquiries about the role of uranium metal in Iran’s nuclear fuel cycle.

(d)

Further enquiries about Iran’s programme related to the use of heavy water, including
heavy water production and heavy water reactor design and construction.

35. The Director General has repeatedly encouraged Iran to conclude an Additional Protocol. Without
such protocols in force, the Agency’s ability to provide credible assurances regarding the absence of
undeclared nuclear activities is limited. This is particularly the case for States, like Iran, with extensive
nuclear activities and advanced fuel cycle technologies. In the view of the Director General, the
adherence by Iran to an Additional Protocol would therefore constitute a significant step forward. The
Director General will continue to keep the Board informed of developments.
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LIST OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES UNDER IAEA SAFEGUARDS

LOCATION
TEHRAN

AS IN SEPTEMBER 2002

NEW FACILITIES AS OF
JUNE 2003

Tehran Research Reactor (TRR)
Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon
Radioisotope Production
Facility (MIX Facility)
Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose
Laboratories (JHL)

BUSHEHR

Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant
(BNPP)

ESFAHAN

Miniature Neutron Source
Reactor (MNSR)
Light Water Sub-Critical
Reactor (LWSCR)
Heavy Water Zero Power
Reactor (HWSPR)
Fuel Fabrication
(FFL)

Laboratory

Uranium Chemistry Laboratory
(UCL)
Uranium Conversion Facility
(UCF)
Graphite Sub-Critical Reactor,
decommissioned (GSCR)

Fuel Manufacturing Plant
(FMP)
NATANZ

Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant
(PFEP)
Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP)

ARAK

Iran Nuclear Research
Reactor (IR-40)
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Implementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the Islamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

A. Introduction
1. On 6 June 2003, the Director General submitted to the Board of Governors for its consideration a
report (GOV/2003/40) on a number of safeguards issues that needed to be clarified and actions that
needed to be taken in connection with the implementation of the Agreement between the Islamic
Republic of Iran (hereinafter referred to as Iran) and the IAEA for the application of safeguards in
connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (INFCIRC/214) (the
Safeguards Agreement).
2. In that report, the Director General stated that Iran had failed to meet its obligations under its
Safeguards Agreement with respect to the reporting of nuclear material imported into Iran and the
subsequent processing and use of the material, and the declaration of facilities and other locations
where the material was stored and processed. He described these failures and the actions being taken
by Iran to correct them. In his report, the Director General also referred to the Agency’s ongoing
activities to verify the correctness and completeness of Iran’s declarations and the safeguards
measures the Secretariat intended to take in order to pursue questions that remained open.
3. At the conclusion of the Board’s consideration of the Director General’s report, the Chairperson
summarized the Board’s discussion. In the summary, the Chairperson stated that the Board shared the
concern expressed by the Director General at the number of past failures by Iran to report material,
facilities and activities as required by its safeguards obligations, and noted the actions taken by Iran
thus far to correct these failures. The Board urged Iran promptly to rectify all safeguards problems
identified in the Director General’s report and to resolve questions that remained open. The Board
welcomed Iran’s reaffirmed commitment to full transparency and expressed its expectation that Iran
would grant the Agency all necessary access. The Board encouraged Iran, as a confidence-building
measure, not to introduce nuclear material at the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP) located at Natanz
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pending the resolution of related outstanding issues. The Board called on Iran to co-operate fully with
the Agency in its on-going work, and took note of the introductory statement of the Director General,
in which he called on Iran to permit the Agency to take environmental samples at the workshop of the
Kalaye Electric Company in Tehran. The Board welcomed Iran’s readiness to look positively at
signing and ratifying an Additional Protocol, and urged Iran promptly and unconditionally to conclude
and implement such a protocol, in order to enhance the Agency’s ability to provide credible assurances
regarding the peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear activities, particularly the absence of undeclared
material and activities. Finally, the Board of Governors requested the Director General to provide a
further report on the situation whenever appropriate.

B. Chronology since June 2003
4. As foreseen in GOV/2003/40, an Agency team of centrifuge technology experts visited Iran from
7 to 11 June 2003 to discuss Iran’s centrifuge enrichment research and development (R&D)
programme. On 24 June 2003, the Agency submitted to Iran for comments a summary report
reflecting the results of those discussions and the findings of the Agency’s centrifuge technology
experts, and proposed a follow-up meeting with the Agency experts in July. That meeting ultimately
took place from 9 to 12 August 2003 as indicated below.
5. On 11 June 2003, the Agency provided to the Permanent Mission of Iran in Vienna “talking
points” on the results of environmental samples taken from the chemical traps of PFEP at Natanz
indicating the presence of high enriched uranium particles, which was not consistent with the nuclear
material declarations made by Iran. The Agency emphasized the need to clarify this issue promptly,
and suggested that it be addressed during the proposed centrifuge technology expert meeting.
6. On 9 July 2003, the Director General, accompanied by the Deputy Director General for
Safeguards and the Director of the Division of Safeguards Operations (B), visited Iran to discuss
safeguards implementation issues. He met with the President, H.E. Mr. M. Khatami; the Foreign
Minister, H.E. Mr. K. Kharrazi; and Vice President of Iran and President of the Atomic Energy
Organization of Iran (AEOI), H.E. Mr. R. Aghazadeh. During these meetings, the Director General
emphasized the importance of the urgent resolution of outstanding safeguards issues, such as those
raised by the results of environmental sampling at PFEP and the findings by the Agency’s centrifuge
technology experts, and in that connection, the need for full transparency by Iran. He also stressed the
importance of the conclusion of an Additional Protocol by Iran to enable the Agency to provide
comprehensive and credible assurances about the peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme. The
President of Iran assured the Director General of the readiness of Iran to co-operate fully with the
Agency and reiterated Iran’s positive attitude towards the conclusion of an Additional Protocol, but
indicated that some technical and legal aspects needed to be clarified. It was agreed that technical
discussions should follow the Director General’s visit, and that the Agency should dispatch a team to
clarify technical and legal aspects related to the Model Additional Protocol (INFCIRC/540 (Corr.)).
7. During the follow-up technical discussions, which were held from 10 to 13 July 2003 in Iran, the
Agency team raised again the issue of the results of the environmental sampling at PFEP, and
reiterated the Agency’s request that, in fulfilment of Iran’s stated commitment to full transparency,
Iran permit the Agency to take environmental samples at the workshop of the Kalaye Electric
Company in Tehran. The team also inquired as to whether, in accordance with that policy, Iran would
permit the Agency to visit two locations near Hashtgerd (Lashkar Ab’ad and Ramandeh) at which it
had been alleged, according to recent reports in open sources, that nuclear related activities were being
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or had been conducted. The Iranian authorities indicated that they were not yet ready to discuss the
findings of the Agency’s centrifuge technology experts, nor were they willing at this stage to permit
the Agency to take environmental samples at the workshop of the Kalaye Electric Company or to
accede to the Agency’s request to visit the two locations near Hashtgerd. The Iranian authorities
indicated that they would like to propose a comprehensive solution to all of the enrichment related
issues, but that it would take some time on their side. During the discussions, the specific issues that
needed to be resolved were identified, and the Iranian side agreed to propose at an early date a
timetable for resolving those issues.
8. In response to Iran’s request for the clarification of aspects of the Additional Protocol, a team of
Agency legal and technical experts participated in a meeting held in Tehran on 5 and 6 August 2003
with officials from a number of ministries of the Iranian Government. During the meeting, the Agency
provided clarification of the Model Additional Protocol, and responded to detailed questions raised by
the Iranian officials.
9. On 23 July 2003, the Agency received from the AEOI Vice President of Nuclear Safety and
Safeguards a letter proposing a timetable for actions to be taken by 15 August 2003 in relation to
urgent outstanding issues. In its reply of 25 July 2003, the Agency agreed to send to Iran a team of
technical experts, with the understanding that the team would: (a) discuss the results of the
environmental samples taken at Natanz; (b) take environmental samples at the workshop of the Kalaye
Electric Company; (c) discuss the findings of the Agency centrifuge technology experts; and (d) visit
the sites near Hashtgerd. This mission took place from 9 through 12 August 2003.
10. In a letter dated 19 August 2003, the AEOI provided additional information on the issues
identified in the timetable, including Iran’s heavy water reactor programme, Iran’s use of previously
imported UO2 in experiments to produce UF4, “bench scale” conversion experiments and Iran’s past
interest in laser fusion and spectroscopy.
11. In a letter dated 24 August 2003, the Resident Representative of Iran to the Agency informed the
Director General that Iran was “prepared to begin negotiation with the [IAEA] on the Additional
Protocol” and expressed the hope that, “in this negotiation the concerns of [Iran] and the ambiguities
on the Additional Protocol are removed”.

C. Implementation of Safeguards
C.1. Uranium Conversion
12. In GOV/2003/40, the Director General identified a number of corrective actions by Iran which
were necessary to enable the Agency to verify the previously unreported nuclear material declared to
have been imported by Iran in 1991. These actions included:
(a)

The submission of inventory change reports (ICRs) on the transfer of the imported
UO2, UF4 and UF6 for further processing and use.

(b)

The submission of ICRs on the production of uranium metal, uranyl nitrate,
ammonium uranyl carbonate, UO2 pellets and uranium wastes from the imported
material.
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(c)

The provision of design information on the waste storage facility at Esfahan, and the
granting of access to that facility as well as to Anarak and Qom, where waste resulting
from the processing of the imported material is stored or has been disposed of.

(d)

The submission of updated design information for the Molybdenum, Iodine and
Xenon Radioisotope Production (MIX) Facility and for the Tehran Research Reactor
(TRR) to reflect activities involving the imported nuclear material.

13. Since the June report of the Director General, Iran has provided ICRs on the transfer of the
imported natural uranium for its further processing and use, as well as physical inventory lists (PILs)
and material balance reports (MBRs) reflecting its use in the production of uranium metal, uranyl
nitrate, UO2 pellets and wastes (Iran has stated that no ammonium uranyl carbonate was produced
from that material). In addition, Iran provided updated design information for MIX and TRR on the
use of the imported material in experiments at those facilities. Iran has also provided information on
the storage of waste at Esfahan, and has granted Agency inspectors access to that location and to the
waste sites at Anarak and Qom.
14. Iran stated on a number of occasions between February and July 2003 that no R&D using nuclear
material, even on a laboratory scale, had been conducted on the conversion and production of any
other nuclear material at the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF) (specifically, UO2, UF4 and UF6).
The Agency was told that the basic design of the UCF processes, and test reports for those processes,
had been obtained from abroad. According to the AEOI, this information was sufficient to permit Iran
to complete indigenously the detailed design and manufacturing of the equipment for UCF.
15. In a letter dated 19 August 2003, however, the Iranian authorities acknowledged that, in the early
1990s, there had been “bench scale” uranium conversion experiments. Iran has indicated that more
time will be needed to find the people involved in these experiments and to trace any other closed
down facilities. The Iranian authorities have indicated that they are currently preparing a response to
the Agency questionnaires on closed down and decommissioned facilities in Iran and on Iran’s nuclear
fuel cycle, and that further information on the conversion experiments will be included in that
response.
16. Drawing on this information, the Agency will continue with the verification of the imported
nuclear material and its subsequent processing. In addition to physical verification activities and the
evaluation of the ICRs, PILs and MBRs, this task involves the auditing of source documents on the
shipment and subsequent processing of the nuclear material at various installations. Since some of the
experiments took place a number of years ago and some of the imported material has been mixed with
other nuclear material, the auditing and verification process is expected to be difficult and time
consuming.

C.1.1. Processing of Imported UF6
17. In March 2003, the Agency took environmental samples from the surfaces of all three of the
cylinders said to have contained the imported UF6 (two small S-type cylinders and a large 30B-type
cylinder). The results of the analysis of those samples are now available and are consistent with the
declaration by Iran that the material contained in them was natural uranium.
18. As previously reported to the Board of Governors (GOV/2003/40, para. 19), the Iranian
authorities have stated that none of the imported UF6 had been processed, and, specifically, that it had
not been used in any centrifuge tests. It was observed during Agency verification in March 2003,
however, that some of the UF6 (1.9 kg) was missing from the two small cylinders. The Iranian
authorities have stated that this might be due to leakage from the cylinders resulting from mechanical
failure of the valves and possible evaporation due to their storage in a place where temperatures reach
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55o C during the summer. On 18 August 2003, the Agency took environmental samples at the locations
where Iran indicated that the small cylinders had been stored; these samples will need to be analysed
and the results assessed. Investigation of this issue is continuing.
19. Verification of the contents of the large cylinder entail the weighing of the cylinder, nondestructive analysis (NDA), and destructive analysis of samples taken from the contents of the
cylinder. While the weighing and NDA have been carried out, the taking of samples for destructive
analysis can only be carried out when the equipment necessary for UF6 transfer and sample taking has
been installed at Natanz.

C.1.2. Processing of Imported UF4
20. As described in the previous report (GOV/2003/40, para. 20), most of the imported natural UF4
had been converted to uranium metal. As further noted therein, the Secretariat was seeking more
information about the role of uranium metal in Iran’s nuclear fuel cycle.
21. This matter was discussed further in the technical meetings held on 10–13 July in Iran. In a letter
to the Agency dated 23 July 2003, the Iranian authorities stated that 113 experiments had been carried
out at the Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose Laboratories (JHL) using the imported UF4 with a view to
optimizing reaction conditions and parameters for producing uranium metal. In that same letter, Iran
stated further that, “In the early [90’s] when the country decided to reconsider its nuclear program, we
were not sure whether it will consist of CANDU reactors, Magnox reactors1 or light water reactors.
Therefore it was decided to include a U-metal production line in the Uranium Conversion Facility
(UCF) which could also be used to produce shielding material. However, as the picture is now more
clear, uranium metal experiments could be considered as a process to gain know-how in nuclear
material production”. The Secretariat is pursuing this matter further with the Iranian authorities in
light of the construction at JHL of a uranium metal purification and casting laboratory.
22. Recent results from the destructive analysis referred to in the previous report (GOV/2003/40,
para. 20) indicated the presence of depleted uranium in a UF4 sample taken from JHL. The Agency
requested Iran to explain the source of that material, since no such material is reflected in the declared
inventory of Iran. The Agency also reiterated its request that Iran investigate further whether any
experiments on the conversion processes had been conducted using nuclear material.
23. In its letter of 19 August 2003, Iran stated that, after intensive investigations, it had been found
that, “around the 1990’s”, some laboratory scale experiments had been carried out in the
radiochemistry section of the NRC (the Tehran Nuclear Research Centre) to produce UF4 using
depleted UO2 imported by Iran in 1977, but that neither the laboratory nor the radiochemistry section
still existed.

C.1.3. Processing of Imported UO2
24. The report in GOV/2003/40 described (paras 21–24) experiments said by Iran to have been
carried out using the imported natural UO2. These involved the testing of processes envisioned for
UCF, isotope production experiments at TRR, and the use of pellets for testing chemical processes for
the MIX Facility. Waste from these experiments was said to have been transferred to Esfahan, Anarak
and Qom.
25. During the 9–12 August 2003 meeting with Iranian authorities, the Agency referred to earlier
discussions which had taken place with Iran on samples taken at the hot cells of TRR and at the MIX
__________________________________________________________________________________
1

A reactor type that uses uranium metal.
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Facility which indicated the presence of depleted uranium, material which is not included in Iran’s
declared nuclear material inventory. Iran was provided with a summary of these sampling results. It
was suggested by Iran that the presence of depleted uranium could, in some cases, have originated
from shielded containers received from other countries (identified by Iran during that meeting). The
Agency has investigated the matter further through a comparison of the recent sample analysis results
with analytical results of environmental samples taken in those other countries, and it has concluded
that the depleted uranium particles could have originated from the imported containers.
26. As anticipated in the Director General’s June report, Agency inspectors have now visited the
waste disposal site at Qom and the waste storage location at Anarak where uranium bearing wastes
from some of the experiments have been stored. Iran has informed the Agency that the waste currently
located at Anarak will be transferred to JHL. Based on explanations provided by Iran, the nuclear
material in the waste transferred to and disposed of at Qom is considered to be measured discard.

C.2. Uranium Enrichment
C.2.1. Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Programme
27. The Agency is continuing its analysis of Iran’s enrichment R&D programme. This process has
included thus far a visit by Agency centrifuge technology experts to Iran in June 2003 and subsequent
technical discussions with the Iranian authorities. The primary focus of these discussions has been to
seek clarification of the statement made by the Iranian authorities in February 2003 that the design and
development work, which had been started in 1997, had been based on information from open sources
and extensive modelling and simulation, including tests of centrifuge rotors both with and without
inert gas, and that the tests of the rotors, carried out on the premises of the Amir Khabir University and
the premises of the AEOI in Tehran, had been conducted without nuclear material.
28. During the Agency’s June visit, AEOI officials stated that the enrichment factor used in Iran’s
calculations had been obtained from some original centrifuge drawings, not from experiments. The
Agency requested to be shown the original drawings. In August 2003, the AEOI presented redrawn
copies of those documents, which included a design of a 164-machine cascade. The Iranian authorities
have yet to show the Agency the originals.
29. In their summary report prepared after that visit, the experts judged that:
(a)

Machines at PFEP at Natanz can be recognized as an early European design; and

(b)

It is not possible to develop enrichment technology, to the level seen at Natanz, based
solely on open source information and computer simulations, without process testing
with UF6.

30. These findings were provided to Iran, and were discussed with Iranian officials during the
meetings that took place on 9–12 August 2003. In that discussion, in contrast to earlier information
provided about the launch dates of the programme and its indigenous nature, AEOI officials stated that
the decision to launch a centrifuge enrichment programme had actually been taken in 1985, and that
Iran had received drawings of the centrifuge through a foreign intermediary around 1987. The officials
described the programme as having consisted of three phases: activities during the first phase, from
1985 until 1997, had been located mainly at the AEOI premises in Tehran; during the second phase,
between 1997 and 2002, the activities had been concentrated at the Kalaye Electric Company in
Tehran; during the third phase, 2002 to the present, the R&D and assembly activities were moved to
Natanz.
31. The Iranian authorities also explained that during the first phase, components had been obtained
from abroad through foreign intermediaries or directly by Iranian entities, but that no help had been
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received from abroad to assemble centrifuges or provide training. Efforts were concentrated on
achieving an operating centrifuge, but many difficulties had been encountered as a result of machine
crashes attributed to poor quality components. According to the AEOI officials, no experiments with
inert or UF6 gas were conducted. Iran indicated its willingness to make available for interview key
scientists responsible for that phase of the enrichment programme. According to Iranian officials, from
1997 through 2002, the activities were concentrated at Kalaye Electric Company, and involved the
assembly and testing of centrifuges, but again without inert or UF6 gas.
32. During their 9–12 August 2003 visit to Iran, Agency inspectors were permitted to take
environmental samples at the Kalaye Electric Company workshop, with a view to assessing the role of
that company in Iran’s enrichment R&D programme. The results of the analysis of these samples are
not yet available. It was noted by inspectors that there had been considerable modification of the
premises since their first visit in March 2003. Iranian authorities have informed the Agency that these
modifications are attributable to the fact that the workshop is being transformed from use as a storage
facility to its use as a laboratory for non-destructive analysis. This modification may impact on the
accuracy of the environmental sampling and the Agency’s ability to verify Iran’s declarations about
the types of activities previously carried out there.
33. On 25 June 2003, Iran introduced UF6 into the first centrifuge for the purpose of single machine
testing, and on 19 August 2003 began the testing of a small ten-machine cascade with UF6. Iran
continues to co-operate with the Agency in implementing safeguards measures now in place at PFEP
for monitoring single machine and small cascade testing.
34. In accordance with its standard practice, the Agency took baseline environmental samples at
PFEP at Natanz before nuclear material was introduced in the facility. This baseline sampling
campaign was conducted during inspections carried out between March and June 2003, and samples
were taken at many locations within the facility. While the Agency has already received the results
from some of the samples (see below), which have been provided to Iran, other samples are still being
analysed by a number of laboratories that participate in the Agency’s Network of Analytical
Laboratories.
35. Iran has stated that it has not carried out any enrichment and that no nuclear material was
introduced to the PFEP prior to the Agency’s having taken its first baseline environmental samples
there. However, the sampling results which were provided to Iran on 11 June 2003, revealed particles
of high enriched uranium. During the 10–13 July and 9–12 August 2003 technical meetings, more
complete environmental sampling results were provided to Iran and the matter was discussed further.
36. The PFEP environmental sample results indicate the possible presence in Iran of high enriched
uranium, material that is not on its inventory of declared nuclear material. During the August meeting,
Iranian authorities indicated that they had carried out extensive investigation with a view to resolving
this question, and had come to the conclusion that the high enriched uranium particles which had been
detected must have resulted from contamination originating from centrifuge components which had
been imported by Iran.
37. At that meeting, Agency inspectors explained that subsequent environmental sample analysis
revealed the presence of two types of high enriched uranium, and noted that there had been differences
among the samples taken from the surfaces of the centrifuge casings installed for the single machine
tests. The Agency asked the Iranian authorities to investigate whether there were differences in the
manufacturing history of those pieces of equipment. To investigate this matter further, the Agency
took two additional samples from centrifuge components which were said to have been imported and
those said to have been produced domestically. The results are not yet available.
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38. Conceptually, it is possible to envisage a number of possible scenarios to explain the presence of
high enriched uranium in environmental samples at Natanz. As part of the Agency’s ongoing detailed
plan of investigation each scenario will be considered carefully by Agency experts.
39. The Agency also intends to follow up with Iran information about other sites at which unreported
nuclear activities allegedly are being or have been carried out.

C.2.2. Laser Programme
40. Iran has a substantial R&D programme on lasers. Iran has stated that it currently has no
programme for laser isotope separation.
41. In May 2003, the Agency requested additional information about two sites near Hashtgerd owned
by the AEOI which had been referred to in open source reports as locations allegedly engaged in laser
and centrifuge uranium enrichment activities. The Agency was permitted to visit those locations on
12 August 2003.
42. One of the locations was Ramandeh, which belongs to the AEOI and is part of the Karaj
Agricultural and Medical Centre. This location is primarily involved with agricultural studies said to
be unrelated to nuclear fuel cycle activities. The other location visited was a laser laboratory at
Lashkar Ab’ad belonging to the Research and Development Division of the AEOI. During that visit,
Iranian officials stated that the laboratory had originally been devoted to laser fusion research and
laser spectroscopy, but that the focus of the laboratory had been changed, and the equipment not
related to current projects, such as a large imported vacuum vessel, had been moved. Among other
activities observed by the Agency were the production and testing of copper vapour lasers of up to 100
watts. However, there appeared to be no activities directly related to laser spectroscopy or enrichment
being carried out at the laboratory. The Iranian authorities were asked to confirm that there had not
been in the past any activities related to uranium laser enrichment at this location or at any other
location in Iran. The Agency has requested permission to take environmental samples at the
laboratory, which the Iranian authorities have undertaken to consider.
43. In the letter from Iran dated 19 August 2003, the Agency was informed that, in the past, apart
from planned co-operation in laser fusion and laser spectroscopy which never materialized, there had
been a research thesis on laser spectroscopy of SF6 prepared by a university student in co-operation
with the laser division of AEOI. While such a study could be seen as relevant to laser enrichment, the
underlying experiments appear not to have involved nuclear material.

C.3. Heavy Water Reactor Programme
44. On 13 July 2003 the Iranian authorities made a presentation on some technical features of the
40 MW(th) heavy water reactor (the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor, IR-40), construction of which is
planned to start in 2004. The reactor, which Iranian officials have stated is based on indigenous
design, is currently moving from the basic design phase to the detailed design phase. Iranian officials
have further stated that Iran had tried unsuccessfully on several occasions to acquire from abroad a
research reactor suitable for medical and industrial isotope production and for R&D to replace the old
research reactor in Tehran. Iranian officials had concluded, therefore, that the only alternative was a
heavy water reactor, which could use the UO2 produced in UCF and the Zirconium Production Plant in
Esfahan. According to the Iranian authorities, to meet the isotope production requirements, such a
reactor should have a neutron flux of 1013 to 1014 n/cm2/s, which would require power on the order of
30–40 MW(th) when using natural UO2 fuel.
45. The Agency was provided on 4 August 2003 with an updated DIQ, which is currently being
reviewed. The DIQ does not contain any references to hot cells, contrary to what would be expected
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given the radioisotope production purposes of the facility. Iran has been asked to look into this matter
further, particularly in light of recent open source accounts of alleged efforts by Iran to import remote
manipulators and windows that would be suitable for use in hot cells.
46. In its 19 August 2003 letter, the AEOI provided information on the heavy water reactor
programme, stating that a decision to start the R&D had been taken in the early 1980s. It further stated
that, in the mid-1980s, laboratory scale experiments to produce heavy water had been conducted in the
Esfahan Nuclear Technology Centre, and that a decision to construct a heavy water reactor had been
taken in the mid-1990s. The letter provided additional information on the amount of heavy water
initially needed for the IR-40, and on the design capacity of the heavy water production plant under
construction at Khondab near Arak. According to the information provided in the letter, Iran plans to
start the production of heavy water next year.

D. Findings, Assessments and Next Steps
47. In connection with the nuclear material imported by Iran in 1991, Iran has submitted ICRs, PILs
and MBRs, as well as relevant DIQs. The Agency has verified nuclear material presented to it and is
currently auditing relevant source data. The issue of depleted uranium in the UF4 remains to be
resolved, and the environmental samples taken in connection with the UF6 cylinders need to be
analysed. To confirm that the pellet irradiation experiments have been solely for radioisotope
production, the Agency has taken samples from the hot cells and lead shielded cells at the laboratories
of the Tehran Nuclear Research Centre. The analytical results are not yet available.
48. In its letter of 19 August 2003, Iran acknowledged that it had carried out uranium conversion
experiments in the early 1990s, experiments that Iran should have reported in accordance with its
obligations under the Safeguards Agreement. Iran has stated, however, that it is taking corrective
action in that regard. The Agency will continue its evaluation of the uranium conversion programme.
49. As regards enrichment, and as mentioned earlier, during the meeting of 9–12 August 2003, the
Agency team received new information about the chronology and details of Iran’s centrifuge
enrichment programme. Agency evaluation of the new information will require, inter alia, an
assessment of the various phases of the programme and analysis of environmental samples taken at the
Kalaye Electric Company workshop.
50. Additional work is also required to enable the Agency to arrive at conclusions about Iran's
statements that there have been no uranium enrichment activities in Iran involving nuclear material.
The Agency intends to continue its assessment of the Iranian statement that the high enriched uranium
particles identified in samples taken at Natanz could be attributable to contamination from imported
components. As agreed to by Iran, this process will involve discussions in Iran with Iranian officials
and staff involved in the R&D efforts and visits by Agency inspectors and enrichment technology
experts to facilities and other relevant locations. In that connection, Iran has agreed to provide the
Agency with all information about the centrifuge components and other contaminated equipment it
obtained from abroad, including their origin and the locations where they have been stored and used in
Iran, as well as access to those locations so that the Agency may take environmental samples. It is also
essential that the Agency receive information from Member States either from which nuclear related
equipment or other assistance relevant to the development of Iran’s nuclear programme has been
exported to Iran, or which have information on such assistance.
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51. In connection with the Agency’s investigation of Iran’s heavy water reactor programme, the
Agency is currently evaluating design information provided on the heavy water reactor.
52. Since the last report was issued, Iran has demonstrated an increased degree of co-operation in
relation to the amount and detail of information provided to the Agency and in allowing access
requested by the Agency to additional locations and the taking of associated environmental samples.
The decision by Iran to start the negotiations with the Agency for the conclusion of an Additional
Protocol is also a positive step. However, it should be noted that information and access were at times
slow in coming and incremental, and that, as noted above, some of the information was in contrast to
that previously provided by Iran. In addition, as also noted above, there remain a number of important
outstanding issues, particularly with regard to Iran’s enrichment programme, that require urgent
resolution. Continued and accelerated co-operation and full transparency on the part of Iran are
essential for the Agency to be in a position to provide at an early date the assurances required by
Member States.
53. The Director General will inform the Board of additional developments for its further
consideration at the November meeting of the Board, or earlier, as appropriate.
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Item 3 (b) of the provisional agenda
(GOV/2003/71)

lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

1. This report on safeguards issues in the Islamic Republic of Iran (hereinafter refened to as Iran)
responds to paragraph 7 of the Board of Govemors' resolution GOV/2003/69 of 12 September 2003 . It
covers relevant developments from the time of the Director General's visit to Iran on 20-21 Febmary
2003 and Iran's acknowledgement of its centrifuge emichment programme, but concentrates on the
period since his last report (GOV/2003/63 of23 August 2003). This rep01t begins with the background
to the issues in question (Section A) and a chronology of recent events (Section B). Info1mation on the
Agency' s verification activities is summar'ized in Section C, organized according to the varions
technical processes involved (the details of which are set out in Annex 1). Section D provides a
summa1y of the Agency's findings, while Section E sets out its ClllTent assessment and next steps.
Annexes 2 and 3 to this repo1t contain, respectively, a list of the locations identified to date as relevant
to the implementation of safeguards in Iran, and a map showing those locations. Annex 4 is a list of
relevant abbreviations and te1ms used in the text of the repo1t .

A. Background
2. At the meeting of the Board of Govemors on 17 March 2003, the Director General repo1t ed on
discussions taking place with Iran on a number of safeguar·ds issues that needed to be clarified and
actions that needed to be taken in connection with the implementation of the Agreement between Iran
and the IAEA for the Application of Safeguar·ds in Connection with the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation ofNuclear· Weapons (INFCIRC/214) (the Safeguar·ds Agreement).
3. On 6 June 2003 , the Director General submitted to the Boar·d of Govemors a repo1t
(GOV/2003/40) providing fmt her info1mation on the natme of the safeguards issues involved and the
actions that needed to be taken, and describing developments in that regar·d since Mar·ch 2003. In that
report, the Director General stated that Iran had failed to meet its obligations under its Safeguards
Agreement with respect to the repo1ting of nuclear· mate1ial imported into Iran and the subsequent
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processing and use of the material, and the declaring of facilities and other locations where the
material had been stored and processed. He described these failures and the actions being taken by
Iran to correct them.
4. On 18–19 June 2003, the Board considered the above report of the Director General. In its
conclusions, the Board noted its concern about the number of past failures by Iran to report material,
facilities and activities as required by its safeguards obligations, and noted the actions taken by Iran to
correct those failures. The Board urged Iran to rectify promptly all of the safeguards problems
identified in the Director General’s report and to resolve questions that remained open. It welcomed
Iran’s reaffirmed commitment to full transparency and expressed its expectation that Iran would grant
the Agency all necessary access. The Board encouraged Iran, as a confidence building measure, not to
introduce nuclear material at the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP) located at Natanz pending the
resolution of related outstanding issues. The Board called on Iran to co-operate fully with the Agency
in its ongoing work. It welcomed Iran’s readiness to look positively at signing and ratifying an
Additional Protocol, and urged Iran to promptly and unconditionally conclude and implement such a
protocol, in order to enhance the Agency’s ability to provide credible assurances regarding the
peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear activities, particularly the absence of undeclared material and
activities.
5. On 26 August 2003, the Director General submitted to the Board for its consideration a further
report (GOV/2003/63) on relevant developments since June 2003. The report included: a summary of
the state of the Agency’s understanding of Iran’s nuclear programme at that time; the Agency’s
findings and assessments, including the identification of some additional failures to report and the
issues that needed to be clarified (particularly with regard to enrichment); and the corrective actions
that needed to be taken. In the report, the Director General noted an increased degree of co-operation
by Iran, while noting that some of the information and access were at times slow in coming and
incremental, and that some of the information was in contrast to that previously provided by Iran.
6. At its meeting on 12 September 2003, the Board of Governors adopted a resolution
(GOV/2003/69) in which it, inter alia:
•

Called on Iran to provide accelerated co-operation and full transparency to allow the Agency to
provide at an early date the assurances required by Member States (GOV/2003/69, para. 1).

•

Called on Iran to ensure that there were no further failures to report material, facilities and
activities that Iran is obliged to report pursuant to its Safeguards Agreement (GOV/2003/69,
para. 2).

•

Called on Iran to suspend all further uranium enrichment related activities and, as a confidence
building measure, any reprocessing activities, pending provision by the Director General of the
assurances required by Member States and pending satisfactory application of the provisions of
the Additional Protocol (GOV/2003/69, para. 3).

•

Decided that, in order to ensure Agency verification of non-diversion of nuclear material, it was
essential and urgent that Iran remedy all failures identified by the Agency and co-operate fully
with the Agency by taking certain specified actions by the end of October 2003 (GOV/2003/69,
para. 4).

•

Requested all third countries to co-operate closely and fully with the Agency in the clarification of
open questions on the Iranian nuclear programme (GOV/2003/69, para. 5).

•

Requested that Iran work with the Secretariat to sign, ratify and fully implement the Additional
Protocol promptly and unconditionally, and as a confidence building measure to act henceforth in
accordance with the Additional Protocol (GOV/2003/69, para. 6).
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7. The Board also asked the Director General to submit a report to the Board, in November 2003 or
earlier if appropriate, on the implementation of the Board’s resolution, enabling it to draw definitive
conclusions.

B. Chronology since September 2003
8. Between 14 and 18 September 2003, the Agency conducted a safeguards inspection at the Tehran
Research Reactor (TRR) and at the PFEP in Natanz. The inspection activities at TRR included
physical inventory verification and design information verification, as well as a number of activities to
follow up on issues related to the natural uranium imported in 1991, including further examination of
the cylinders from which imported UF6 gas was said to have leaked (see GOV/2003/63, para. 18).
9. On 16 September 2003, the Agency met representatives of Iran to discuss the results of the
analysis of the environmental samples taken at the Kalaye Electric Company in August 2003, which
had revealed the presence of high enriched uranium (HEU) particles and low enriched uranium (LEU)
particles which were not consistent with the nuclear material in the declared inventory of Iran. Also
discussed were the results of the environmental sampling taken at PFEP, which had revealed the
presence of other types of HEU particles, as well as LEU and other particles, not of a type on Iran’s
inventory.
10. The Deputy Director General for Safeguards (DDG-SG) and the Director of Safeguards
Operations Division B (DIR-SGOB) travelled to Iran on 2–3 October 2003 to discuss the most urgent
safeguards implementation issues that remained open. Following these discussions, a technical team of
the Agency visited Iran from 4 to 12 October 2003 in order to carry out activities related to the
verification of Iran’s activities in the areas of uranium conversion and laser and gas centrifuge
enrichment. Following up on recent open source reports of enrichment activities being undertaken at
an industrial complex in Kolahdouz in western Tehran, the team was permitted on 5 October 2003 to
visit three locations which the Agency had identified as corresponding to those mentioned in the
reports. While no work was seen at those locations that could be linked to uranium enrichment,
environmental samples were taken.
11. In a letter to the Agency dated 9 October 2003 from Mr. E. Khalilipour, Vice President of the
Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI), Iran provided information that had not been provided
earlier on research activities carried out on uranium conversion processes, including acknowledgement
of laboratory and bench scale experiments. Specifically, Iran confirmed that, between 1981 and 1993,
it had carried out at the Esfahan Nuclear Technology Centre (ENTC) bench scale preparation of UO2
and, at the Tehran Nuclear Research Centre (TNRC), bench scale preparation of ammonium uranyl
carbonate (AUC), UO3, UF4 and UF6.
12. Between 13 and 22 October 2003, an Agency inspection team conducted safeguards inspections
at PFEP and other facilities in Esfahan and Tehran. These inspections included follow-up activities
related to the HEU and LEU particles found at the Kalaye Electric Company and at Natanz and to the
newly acknowledged existence of nuclear material resulting from uranium conversion experiments.
13. On 16 October 2003, at the invitation of the Iranian Government, the Director General met in
Tehran with H.E. Dr. H. Rohani, Secretary of the Supreme National Security Council of Iran, to
discuss the open issues requiring urgent resolution. These issues related to the use of nuclear material
in the testing of centrifuges (including the presence of LEU and HEU particles at the Kalaye Electric
Company and at Natanz); the testing of conversion processes; the purpose of uranium metal
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production; the existence of laser isotope enrichment; and details of Iran’s heavy water reactor
programme. At this meeting, Dr. Rohani stated that a decision had been taken to provide the Agency,
in the course of the following week, with a full disclosure of Iran’s past and present nuclear activities.
He also expressed Iran’s readiness to conclude an Additional Protocol and, pending its entry into
force, to act in accordance with the Protocol and with a policy of full transparency.
14. Upon the request of the Iranian authorities, a meeting was held on 18–19 October 2003, also in
Tehran, between legal, policy and technical staff of the Agency and Iranian officials to discuss issues
related to the conclusion by Iran of an Additional Protocol.
15. As a follow-up to the 16 October 2003 meeting, in a letter to the Director General dated
21 October 2003 and received on 23 October 2003, H.E. Mr. R. Aghazadeh, Vice President of the
Islamic Republic of Iran and President of the AEOI, reaffirmed that “the Islamic Republic of Iran
ha[d] decided to provide a full picture of its nuclear activities, with a view to removing any
ambiguities and doubts about the exclusively peaceful character of these activities and commencing a
new phase of confidence and co-operation in this field at the international level.” Mr. Aghazadeh
stated further in his letter that Iran was prepared “to provide, in full transparency, any additional
clarifications that the Agency may deem necessary.”1
16. In that letter, Iran acknowledged that: between 1998 and 2002 it had carried out some testing of
centrifuges at the Kalaye Electric Company using UF6 imported in 1991; between 1991 and 2000 it
had had a laser enrichment programme, in the course of which it had used 30 kg of uranium metal not
previously declared to the Agency; and between 1988 and 1992 it had irradiated 7 kg of UO2 targets
and extracted small quantities of plutonium. Attached to the letter was significant additional
information with respect to those activities, as well as information concerning Iran’s conversion and
heavy water reactor programmes.
17. Between 27 October and 1 November 2003, a technical team from the Agency, led by
DIR-SGOB and including centrifuge technology experts, visited Iran to follow up on these and other
issues, including, in particular, the source of HEU and LEU contamination.
18. On 10 November 2003, the Agency received from the Government of Iran a letter of the same
date in which Iran conveyed its acceptance of the draft text of the Additional Protocol based on the
Model Additional Protocol (INFCIRC/540 (Corr.)) Iran indicated that it was prepared to sign the
Additional Protocol, and that, pending its entry into force, Iran would act in accordance with the
provisions of that Protocol.
19. On the same day, the Iranian Government informed the Director General that it had decided to
suspend, with effect from 10 November 2003, all enrichment related and reprocessing activities in
Iran2, and specifically: to suspend all activities on the site of Natanz, not to produce feed material for
enrichment processes and not to import enrichment related items.

__________________________________________________________________________________
1

In his letter, Mr. Aghazadeh also referred to his Government’s expectation that the Agency would “take cognizance, in
preparing its report, of Iran’s concerns and constraints for the full disclosure of detailed information about these activities in
the past, notably the concern about expansion of illegal sanctions to prevent Iran from exercising its inalienable right to
nuclear technology for peaceful purposes stipulated in Article IV of the [Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons].”
2

It should be noted also that, on 21 October 2003, the Iranian Government and the Foreign Ministers of France, Germany
and the United Kingdom issued in Tehran an agreed statement on Iran’s nuclear programme. In that statement, Iran indicated
that it had “decided voluntarily to suspend all uranium enrichment and reprocessing activities as defined by the IAEA.”
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C. Verification Activities
C.1. Uranium Conversion
20. The Agency received preliminary design information on the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF)
under construction at ENTC in July 2000, and has been carrying out continuous design information
verification (DIV) since then. In that design information, the facility was described as being intended
for the conversion of uranium ore concentrate into UF6, for enrichment outside Iran, and for the
subsequent conversion (at UCF) of the enriched UF6 into low enriched UO2, enriched uranium metal
and depleted uranium metal. Following its declaration of the enrichment facilities at Natanz in
February 2003, Iran acknowledged that it intended to carry out the enrichment activities domestically
using UF6 to be produced by UCF.
21. At the time of the Director General’s last report to the Board of Governors (GOV/2003/63),
questions remained about the completeness of Iran’s declarations concerning the chronology and
details of its uranium conversion activities, in particular in light of its previous assertion that it had
designed UCF without having used nuclear material to test the most difficult conversion processes.
22. While Iran acknowledged in February 2003 having used some of the natural uranium imported in
1991 for testing certain parts of the conversion process (i.e. uranium dissolution, purification using
pulse columns and the production of uranium metal), it denied having tested other processes (e.g.
conversion of UO2 to UF4 and conversion of UF4 to UF6), stating that they had been developed based
on the supplier’s drawings. In a letter dated 19 August 2003, Iran further acknowledged that it had
carried out UF4 conversion experiments on a laboratory scale during the 1990s at the Radiochemistry
Laboratories of TNRC using imported depleted UO2 which had previously been declared as having
been lost during processing (process loss). This activity was acknowledged by Iran only after the
Agency’s July 2003 waste analysis results indicated the presence of depleted UF4.
23. On 9 October 2003, Iran further acknowledged that, contrary to its previous statements,
practically all of the materials important to uranium conversion had been produced in laboratory and
bench scale experiments (in kilogram quantities) between 1981 and 1993 without having been
reported to the Agency. These activities were carried out at TNRC and ENTC.
24. The information provided in Iran’s letter of 21 October 2003 reveals that, in conducting these
experiments, Iran had used nuclear material imported by Iran in 1977 and 1982, some of which had
been exempted from safeguards, as well as safeguarded nuclear material which had been declared to
the Agency as a process loss. Iran also declared that, using nuclear material imported in 1991 and
reported to the Agency in February 2003, experiments had been carried out on the conversion of some
of the UF4 to UF6, and on the conversion of UO2 to UF4. On 1 November 2003, Iran agreed to submit
all relevant inventory change reports (ICRs) and design information to cover these activities.
25. In addition to the issues associated with the testing of UCF processes, the Agency had previously
raised with Iran questions related to the purpose and use of nuclear material to be produced at UCF,
such as uranium metal. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged that the uranium metal had
been intended not only for the production of shielding material, as previously stated, but also for use in
the laser enrichment programme (as discussed below).

C.2. Reprocessing Experiments
26. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged the irradiation of depleted UO2 targets at
TRR and subsequent plutonium separation experiments in a hot cell in the Nuclear Safety Building of
TNRC. Neither the activities nor the separated plutonium had been reported previously to the Agency.
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27. In the meetings held 27 October–1 November 2003, Iran provided additional information about
these experiments. According to Iranian officials, the experiments took place between 1988 and 1992,
and involved pressed or sintered UO2 pellets prepared at ENTC using depleted uranium that had been
exempted from safeguards in 1978. The capsules containing the pellets had been irradiated in TRR in
connection with a project to produce fission product isotopes of molybdenum, iodine and xenon. The
plutonium separation was carried out at TNRC in three shielded glove boxes, which, according to Iran,
were dismantled in 1992 and later stored in a warehouse at ENTC along with related equipment. Iran
stated that these experiments had been carried out to learn about the nuclear fuel cycle, and to gain
experience in reprocessing chemistry.
28. According to Iran, a total of about 7 kg of UO2 was irradiated, 3 kg of which was processed to
separate plutonium. The small amount of separated plutonium was stored in a laboratory of Jabr Ibn
Hayan Multipurpose Laboratories (JHL), while the remaining 4 kg of unprocessed irradiated UO2
targets was placed in containers and stored at the TNRC site, and the wastes disposed of at the Qom
salt marsh.
29. On 1 November 2003, Iran agreed to submit all nuclear material accountancy reports, and design
information for ENTC and JHL, covering these activities. On that date, Iran also presented the
separated plutonium and the irradiated unprocessed targets to Agency inspectors at JHL. Verification
of the material, as well as of possible nuclear material hold-up in the dismantled glove boxes, is
foreseen to take place during the 8–15 November 2003 inspection.

C.3. Uranium Enrichment
C.3.1. Gas Centrifuge Enrichment
30. In February 2003, Iran acknowledged the existence of two centrifuge enrichment plants under
construction at Natanz: PFEP and a large commercial-scale Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP). In February
2003, Iran also acknowledged that the workshop of the Kalaye Electric Company in Tehran had been
used for the production of centrifuge components, but stated that there had been no testing of these
components involving the use of nuclear material, either at the Kalaye Electric Company or at any
other location in Iran. According to Iran, its enrichment programme was indigenous and based on
information from open sources.
31. During the visit of 2–3 October 2003, the Agency was shown, for the first time, the centrifuge
drawings previously requested by it (see GOV/2003/63, para. 28).
32. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged that “a limited number of tests, using small
amounts of UF6, [had been] conducted in 1999 and 2002” at the Kalaye Electric Company. In a
meeting with enrichment technology experts held during the 27 October–1 November 2003 visit,
Iranian authorities explained that the experiments that had been carried out at the Kalaye Electric
Company had involved the 1.9 kg of imported UF6, the absence of which the State authorities had
earlier attempted to conceal by attributing the loss to evaporation due to leaking valves on the
cylinders containing the gas (see GOV/2003/63, para. 18).
33. During that visit, the Agency was able to meet with the individual who had been in charge of the
centrifuge research and development work during the period 1992–2001 with a view to clarifying
issues associated with these activities. Iran has agreed to provide the relevant ICRs and design
information, and to present the nuclear material for Agency verification during the inspection
scheduled for 8–15 November 2003.
34. As mentioned above, environmental samples taken by the Agency at PFEP and at the Kalaye
Electric Company revealed particles of HEU and LEU indicating the possible presence in Iran of
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nuclear material that had not been declared to the Agency. The Iranian authorities attributed the
presence of these particles to contamination originating from centrifuge components which had been
imported by Iran. In connection with its efforts to verify that information, the Agency requested, and
Iran provided in October 2003, a list of imported and domestically produced centrifuge components,
material and equipment, and an indication of the batches of items that Iran claims to have been the
source of the contamination. The Agency carried out another sample-taking campaign in October
2003, at which time all major imported and domestically produced components, as well as various
pieces of manufacturing equipment, were sampled.
35. In a meeting on 1 November 2003, the Iranian authorities stated that all nuclear material in Iran
had been declared to the Agency, that Iran had not enriched uranium beyond 1.2% U-235 using
centrifuges and that, therefore, the contamination could not have arisen as a result of indigenous
activities. The Agency has now obtained information about the origin of the centrifuge components
and equipment which Iran claims to be the source of HEU contamination. The Agency will continue
its investigation of the source of HEU and LEU contamination, including through follow up with other
relevant parties.

C.3.2. Laser Enrichment
36. As reflected in GOV/2003/63 (para. 41), Iran permitted the Agency to visit in August 2003 a
laboratory located at Lashkar Ab’ad, which was described by Iran as originally having been devoted to
laser fusion research and laser spectroscopy, but whose focus had been changed to research and
development and the manufacture of copper vapour lasers (CVLs). In its 19 August 2003 letter to the
Agency, Iran stated that it had had a substantial research and development programme on lasers, but
that it currently had no programme for laser isotope separation.
37. During discussions which took place in Iran from 2 to 3 October 2003, in response to Agency
questioning, the Iranian authorities acknowledged that Iran had imported and installed at TNRC laser
related equipment from two countries: in 1992, a laser spectroscopy laboratory intended for the study
of laser induced fusion, optogalvanic phenomena and photoionization spectroscopy; and in 2000, a
large vacuum vessel, now stored at Karaj, for use in the spectroscopic studies referred to in the
previous paragraph.
38. On 6 October 2003, Agency inspectors were permitted to take at Lashkar Ab’ad the
environmental samples requested by the Agency in August 2003. The inspectors also visited a
warehouse in the Karaj Agricultural and Medical Centre of the AEOI, where a large imported vacuum
vessel and associated hardware were stored. The Iranian authorities stated that the equipment had been
imported in 2000, that it had never been used, and that it had now been packed for shipment back to
the manufacturer, since the contract related to its supply had been terminated by the foreign partner in
2000. The inspectors were informed that later during their visit to Tehran the equipment related to the
laboratory imported in 1992 would be made available for examination and environmental sampling
and the individuals involved in the projects would be available for interviews. However, these
interviews and the presentation of the equipment were deferred by Iran.
39. In its letter dated 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged that, starting in the 1970s, it had had
contracts related to laser enrichment with foreign sources from four countries. These contracts are
discussed in detail in Annex 1 to this report.
40. During the inspectors’ follow-up visit to Iran between 27 October and 1 November 2003, Iran
provided more information on Lashkar Ab’ad and acknowledged that a pilot plant for laser enrichment
had been established there in 2000. The project for the establishment of the plant consisted of several
contracts covering not only the supply of information, as indicated in Iran’s letter of 21 October 2003
to the Agency, but also the delivery of additional equipment. Iran also stated that uranium laser
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enrichment experiments had been conducted between October 2002 and January 2003 using
previously undeclared natural uranium metal imported from one of the other suppliers. According to
Iranian authorities, all of the equipment was dismantled in May 2003 and transferred to Karaj for
storage together with the uranium metal. The equipment and material were presented to Agency
inspectors at Karaj on 28 October 2003.
41. In the meeting of 1 November 2003, Iran agreed to submit all of the relevant ICRs and design
information, and to present the nuclear material for Agency verification during the inspection
scheduled for 8–15 November 2003.

C.4. Heavy Water Reactor Programme
42. On 12 July 2003, the Iranian authorities made a presentation on the technical features, said to
have been based on indigenous design, of the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40) to be constructed
at Arak. The purpose of the reactor was declared to be research and development and the production of
radioisotopes for medical and industrial use. Iran explained that it had tried to acquire a reactor from
abroad to replace the old research reactor in Tehran (TRR), but that those attempts had failed, and that
Iran had concluded, therefore, that the only alternative was a heavy water reactor which could use
domestically produced UO2 and zirconium. In order to have a sufficient neutron flux, a reactor with
power on the order of 30–40 MW(th) was said to be required.
43. During their visit in July 2003, Agency inspectors were provided with drawings of the IR-40.
Contrary to what would have been expected given the declared radioisotope production purpose of the
facility, the drawings contained no references to hot cells. The Agency raised this issue during that
visit, particularly in light of open source reports of recent efforts by Iran to acquire from abroad heavy
manipulators and leaded windows designed for hot cell applications. The Agency indicated to the
Iranian authorities that, given the specifications of the manipulators and windows which were the
subject of those reports, a design for hot cells should have existed already and that therefore the hot
cell, or cells, should already have been declared, at least on a preliminary basis, as part of the facility
or as a separate installation.
44. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged that two hot cells had been foreseen for this
project. However, according to the information provided in that letter, neither the design nor detailed
information about the dimensions or the actual layout of the hot cells was available yet, since they did
not know the characteristics of the manipulators and shielded windows which they could procure. On
1 November 2003, Iran confirmed that it had tentative plans to construct at the Arak site yet another
building with hot cells for the production of radioisotopes. Iran has agreed to submit the relevant
preliminary design information with respect to that building in due course.

D. Findings
45. Iran’s nuclear programme, as the Agency currently understands it, consists of a practically
complete front end of a nuclear fuel cycle, including uranium mining and milling, conversion,
enrichment, fuel fabrication, heavy water production, a light water reactor, a heavy water research
reactor and associated research and development facilities.
46. Iran has now acknowledged that it has been developing, for 18 years, a uranium centrifuge
enrichment programme, and, for 12 years, a laser enrichment programme. In that context, Iran has
admitted that it produced small amounts of LEU using both centrifuge and laser enrichment processes,
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and that it had failed to report a large number of conversion, fabrication and irradiation activities
involving nuclear material, including the separation of a small amount of plutonium.
47. Based on all information currently available to the Agency, it is clear that Iran has failed in a
number of instances over an extended period of time to meet its obligations under its Safeguards
Agreement with respect to the reporting of nuclear material and its processing and use, as well as the
declaration of facilities where such material has been processed and stored. In his June and August
2003 reports to the Board of Governors (GOV/2003/40 and GOV/2003/63), the Director General
identified a number of instances of such failures and the corrective actions that were being, or needed
to be, taken with respect thereto by Iran.
48. Since the issuance of the Director General’s last report, a number of additional failures have been
identified. These failures can be summarized as follows:
(a)

Failure to report:
(i)

the use of imported natural UF6 for the testing of centrifuges at the Kalaye Electric
Company in 1999 and 2002, and the consequent production of enriched and
depleted uranium;

(ii)

the import of natural uranium metal in 1994 and its subsequent transfer for use in
laser enrichment experiments, including the production of enriched uranium, the
loss of nuclear material during these operations, and the production and transfer of
resulting waste;

(iii)

the production of UO2, UO3, UF4, UF6 and AUC from imported depleted UO2,
depleted U3O8 and natural U3O8, and the production and transfer of resulting
wastes;

(iv)

the production of UO2 targets at ENTC and their irradiation in TRR, the
subsequent processing of those targets, including the separation of plutonium, the
production and transfer of resulting waste, and the storage of unprocessed
irradiated targets at TNRC;

(b)

(c)

Failure to provide design information for:
(i)

the centrifuge testing facility at the Kalaye Electric Company;

(ii)

the laser laboratories at TNRC and Lashkar Ab’ad, and locations where resulting
wastes were processed and stored, including the waste storage facility at Karaj;

(iii)

the facilities at ENTC and TNRC involved in the production of UO2, UO3, UF4,
UF6 and AUC;

(iv)

TRR, with respect to the irradiation of uranium targets, and the hot cell facility
where the plutonium separation took place, as well as the waste handling facility
at TNRC; and
Failure on many occasions to co-operate to facilitate the implementation of
safeguards, through concealment.

49. As corrective actions, Iran has undertaken to submit ICRs relevant to all of these activities, to
provide design information with respect to the facilities where those activities took place, to present all
nuclear material for Agency verification during its forthcoming inspections and to implement a policy
of co-operation and full transparency.
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E. Assessment and Next Steps
50. The recent disclosures by Iran about its nuclear programme clearly show that, in the past, Iran
had concealed many aspects of its nuclear activities, with resultant breaches of its obligation to comply
with the provisions of the Safeguards Agreement. Iran’s policy of concealment continued until last
month, with co-operation being limited and reactive, and information being slow in coming, changing
and contradictory. While most of the breaches identified to date have involved limited quantities of
nuclear material, they have dealt with the most sensitive aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle, including
enrichment and reprocessing. And although the materials would require further processing before
being suitable for weapons purposes, the number of failures by Iran to report in a timely manner the
material, facilities and activities in question as it is obliged to do pursuant to its Safeguards Agreement
has given rise to serious concerns.
51. Following the Board’s adoption of resolution GOV/2003/69, the Government of Iran informed
the Director General that it had now adopted a policy of full disclosure and had decided to provide the
Agency with a full picture of all of its nuclear activities. Since that time, Iran has shown active cooperation and openness. This is evidenced, in particular, by Iran’s granting to the Agency unrestricted
access to all locations the Agency requested to visit; by the provision of information and clarifications
in relation to the origin of imported equipment and components; and by making individuals available
for interviews. This is a welcome development.
52. The Agency will now undertake all the steps necessary to confirm that the information provided
by Iran on its past and present nuclear activities is correct and complete. To date, there is no evidence
that the previously undeclared nuclear material and activities referred to above were related to a
nuclear weapons programme. However, given Iran’s past pattern of concealment, it will take some
time before the Agency is able to conclude that Iran’s nuclear programme is exclusively for peaceful
purposes. To that end, the Agency must have a particularly robust verification system in place. An
Additional Protocol, coupled with a policy of full transparency and openness on the part of Iran, is
indispensable for such a system.
53. In that context, Iran has been requested to continue its policy of active co-operation by answering
all of the Agency’s questions, and by providing the Agency with access to all locations, information
and individuals deemed necessary by the Agency. One issue requiring investigation as a matter of
urgency is the source of HEU and LEU contamination. The Agency intends to pursue the matter with a
number of countries, whose full co-operation is essential to the resolution of this issue.
54. The recent announcement of Iran’s intention to conclude an Additional Protocol, and to act in
accordance with the provisions of the Protocol pending its entry into force, is a positive development.
The draft Additional Protocol is now being submitted to the Board for its consideration.
55. Iran’s decision to suspend its uranium enrichment related and reprocessing activities is also
welcome.3 The Agency intends to verify, in the context of the Safeguards Agreement and the
Additional Protocol, the implementation by Iran of this decision.
56. The Director General will inform the Board of additional developments for its further
consideration at the March 2004 meeting of the Board, or earlier, as appropriate.
__________________________________________________________________________________
3

It should be noted that Iran introduced UF6 into the first centrifuge at PFEP on 25 June 2003, and, on 19 August 2003,
began testing a small ten-machine cascade. On 31 October 2003, Agency inspectors observed that no UF6 gas was being fed
into the centrifuges, although construction and installation work at the site was continuing.
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DETAILED TECHNICAL CHRONOLOGY

Uranium Conversion
The Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF)
1. According to Iran, UCF was originally based on a design provided by a foreign supplier in the
mid-1990s. The plant was supposed to have been constructed by the supplier under a turnkey contract,
but the contract was cancelled in 1997 and, according to Iran, the supplier did not provide any
equipment to Iran. The AEOI has acknowledged having received from the supplier the blueprint of the
facility, including equipment test reports and some design information on the equipment, but has
stated that all the parts and equipment for the plant were manufactured domestically based on detailed
designs developed without external assistance. Construction of the plant was begun in 1999.
2. Preliminary design information on UCF was submitted to the Agency on 31 July 2000. The
Agency has performed DIV at UCF since then on a regular basis with a view to monitoring progress in
construction and equipment installation, and to develop a safeguards approach. The proposed
safeguards approach was given to the Iranian authorities in February 2002.
3. The design information provided to the Agency in July 2000 described the purpose of this facility
as the conversion of uranium ore concentrate (UOC or U3O8) into natural UO2, UF6 and uranium
metal. The production design capacity was said to be 200 t of UF6 annually. The facility was described
as having the following process lines: conversion of natural UOC into UF6; conversion of low
enriched UF6 into UO2 (30 t per year of UO2 enriched to 5% U-235); conversion of depleted UF6 to
UF4 (170 t per year of depleted UO4); conversion of low enriched UF6 LEU metal (30 kg per year of
uranium metal enriched to 19.7% U-235), and the conversion of depleted UF4 to depleted uranium
metal. According to information provided by Iran, commissioning of the first line (for the conversion
of U3O8 to ammonium uranyl carbonate (AUC)) is expected to begin in November 2003.
4. While conducting a DIV at the facility in 2002, inspectors noticed that the depleted uranium
metal line had been changed to a line for natural uranium metal production. The updated design
information, which was provided to the Agency on 9 April 2003, now includes an additional line for
conversion to natural UO2 and a line for conversion to natural uranium metal. In a letter dated 19
August 2003, Iran stated that the uranium metal production line could be used to produce shielding
material, and that the natural UO2 line was envisaged to meet the needs of the heavy water reactor
programme.

Uranium Conversion Experiments and Testing
5. The explanations by Iran that it had not conducted any tests using nuclear material on certain
parts of the conversion process and that those processes had been based on the supplier’s drawings and
test reports, raised questions, particularly given that the simpler steps of the conversion process (such
as U3O8 dissolution and uranium purification using pulse columns) had undergone extensive testing.
According to Agency experts, such an approach would be inconsistent with the normal practice of first
validating the processes and carrying out pilot scale production before proceeding to the final design
and construction of a commercial conversion plant.
6. As indicated in GOV/2003/63, Iran acknowledged in August 2003 that it had carried out some
bench scale uranium conversion experiments in the early 1990s, experiments that Iran should have
reported in accordance with its obligations under the Safeguards Agreement.
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7. On 9 October 2003, the Agency received acknowledgement that, contrary to Iran’s previous
communications, practically all of the materials important to uranium conversion (AUC, UO3, UF4 and
UF6) had been produced in laboratory and bench scale experiments (kilogram quantities) conducted
between 1981 and 1993 without having been reported to the Agency. On 1 November 2003, Iran
explained that, due to foreign involvement in the design and construction of UCF, it was decided in
1993 to terminate domestic research and development on UF4 and UF6. Iran further explained that the
facilities related to the UF4 and UF6 experiments had been dismantled, and that the equipment had
been moved to waste storage at Karaj. This is being evaluated by the Agency.
8. For ease of reference, a summary of major processing experiments by Iran using imported
uranium, based on information currently available to the Agency, is provided in Table 1.
TABLE 1: Major Processing Experiments by Iran Using Imported Uranium
Year

Material

of

Type &

Import

Quantity

1977

Use by Iran

20 kg U3O8

•

At Iran’s request the U3O8 was exempted from safeguards in 1978 (de-exempted in 1998).

(depleted)

•

Processing activities were carried out between 1981 and 1993 and reported to the Agency in
1998. 5.2 kg U3O8 was declared a process loss from the experiments.

50 kg UO2

•

At Iran’s request the UO2 was exempted from safeguards in 1978 (de-exempted in 1998).

(depleted)

•

Fuel fabrication research was carried out between 1985 and 1993 at FFL and reported to the
Agency in 1998; 13.1 kg depleted UO2 was declared as a process loss from these experiments.

•

Lab-scale experiments using UO2, reported in 1998 as a loss, were used between 1989 and 1993
to produce UF4 at TNRC.

•

UO2 targets were produced from 1988 to 1992 at ENTC using about 6.9 kg UO2, previously
declared as a process loss in 1998, subsequently irradiated at TRR; the resulting plutonium
separated at TNRC was stored together with the irradiated unprocessed targets at TNRC.

1982

531 t U3O8

•

concentrate
(natural)

Processing of 85 kg U3O8 between 1982 and 1993 was carried out at UCL and reported to the
Agency in 1998; 45 kg was declared as a process loss from these experiments.

•

Between 1982 and 1987 about 12.2 kg UO2 was produced using U3O8 declared in 1998 as a loss.
This UO2, combined with some other materials, was used between 1989 and 1993 to produce
about 10 kg UF4 at TNRC.

1991

1005 kg

•

1.9 kg UF6 was used for testing of centrifuges at Kalaye Electric between 1999 and 2002.

•

376.6 kg UF4 was converted to U metal in 113 experiments at JHL; and about 9.4 kg UF4, which

UF6
(natural)
402 kg

1993

UF4

had been declared earlier in 2003 as a process loss, was used to produce 6.5 kg UF6 at TNRC

(natural)

between 1991 and 1993.

401.5 kg

•

44 kg UO2 was used in testing of pulse columns and pellet production at JHL.

UO2

•

1-2 g UO2 was irradiated in experiments in TRR and processed at JHL.

(natural)

•

2.7 kg UO2 was used to produce UF4.

50 kg

•

8 kg uranium metal was used for AVLIS experiments from 1999 to 2000 at TNRC.

uranium

•

22 kg uranium metal was used for AVLIS experiments from October 2002 to February 2003 at

metal

Lashkar Ab’ad.
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9. In 1977, Iran imported 20 kg of depleted U3O8 and 50 kg of depleted UO2. Upon request by Iran
in 1978, these materials were exempted from safeguards. In 1982, Iran imported 531 t of natural U3O8
concentrate, which it reported to the Agency in 1990.
10. In 1981 and 1984, respectively, Iran commissioned with a foreign supplier the construction at
ENTC of a Uranium Chemistry Laboratory (UCL) and a Fuel Fabrication Laboratory (FFL). The
existence of these laboratories was disclosed to the Agency during a visit of the then DDG-SG in
1993, and formally reported to the Agency in 1998. Between 1981 and 1993, Iran carried out at UCL
and FFL unreported activities involving the exempted depleted U3O8, the exempted depleted UO2, and
the U3O8 concentrate (see paras. 11 and 12 below). These activities were only reported to the Agency
in 1998 after lengthy discussions between the Agency and Iranian officials. The material was
de-exempted in 1998, and what remained of it was stored at ENTC. In 1998, Iran declared that UCL
had been closed down since 1987. FFL is still in operation.
11. Between 1981 and 1993, processing activities involving the 20 kg of exempted depleted U3O8
and some of the 531 t of natural U3O8 concentrate were carried out at UCL. Of the original 20 kg of
depleted U3O8, 5.2 kg was reported in 1998 as process losses by Iran. Iran also reported in 1998 that it
had processed 85 kg of the 531 t of U3O8 concentrate, of which 45 kg was declared as process losses.
12. During the period 1985 through 1993, FFL was used for research in fuel fabrication, the main
activity having been the manufacture of sintered pellets using the imported 50 kg of exempted
depleted UO2. Iran reported the existence of FFL, and the processing of the nuclear material there, in
1998, at which time it declared that 13.1 kg of the material had been lost during processing.
13. In a letter dated 19 August 2003, Iran acknowledged that it had carried out UO2 to UF4
conversion experiments on a laboratory scale during the 1990s at the Radiochemistry Laboratories of
the TNRC using some of the imported depleted UO2 referred to in the previous paragraph. Until
August 2003, Iran had claimed that it had carried out no UF4 production experiments. This activity
was acknowledged by Iran only after the July 2003 waste analysis results of samples taken to verify
experiments using nuclear material imported in 1991 indicated the presence of depleted UF4 mixed
with natural UF4. Iran acknowledged that the UO2 which had been used had been part of that
previously declared by Iran as having been lost during experiments at FFL.
14. On 9 October 2003, Iran provided further details on these UF4 experiments, stating that, between
1987 and 1993, there had been bench scale production of UF4 at the Radiochemistry Laboratories.
This information was further amplified in Iran’s letter dated 21 October 2003 and in a subsequent
meeting on 1 November 2003. According to that information, the UF4 production experiments
included testing of wet and dry production methods. Between 1982 and 1987, approximately 12.2 kg
of natural UO2 was produced at UCL using imported U3O8 concentrate that had been reported as a
process loss in 1998 (see para. 11 above). This material, together with 1 kg of the UO2 imported in
1991, and 1.23 kg of depleted UO2 that had been reported in 1998 as a process loss at UCL (see para.
12 above), was used for the production of UF4 at the Radiochemistry Laboratories through the wet
method. In addition, 2.5 kg of UF4 was produced with the dry method, using UO2 imported in 1991 as
the source material.
15. Between 1991 and 1992, 0.2 kg of UO3 and 4.45 kg of AUC were produced in the
Radiochemistry Laboratories using, as source material, some of the U3O8 concentrate imported in
1982.
16. On 1 November 2003, Iran agreed, as a corrective measure, to submit ICRs for UCL, FFL, JHL
and the waste storage facility at Karaj, as well as design information for the waste storage facility.
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17. Final evaluation of the information provided on these conversion experiments will depend on the
results of the destructive and environmental sample analysis and the assessment of the experiment
reports provided by Iran.
18. Following the import in 1991 of natural uranium (1005 kg of UF6, 402 kg of UF4 and 401.5 kg of
UO2), Iran carried out a number of experiments, on a laboratory scale, at JHL located at TNRC. The
import of the nuclear material in question was only acknowledged by Iran in March 2003. The status
of the imported material, as currently declared, is as follows:
•

Of the 1005 kg of UF6, 1.9 kg was found to have been missing from two cylinders in which
the material is said to have been delivered. This loss was originally attributed by Iran to
evaporation of the material due to high temperatures during storage of the material. Iran has
now acknowledged that it used that material for testing centrifuges at the Kalaye Electric
Company, as described below.

•

Of the 402 kg of UF4, 376.6 kg was converted to uranium metal. The conversion was declared
by Iran in March 2003, and in June 2003, it was described as having been achieved through
113 experiments carried out at JHL in the early 1990s. In October 2003, Iran also
acknowledged having used 9.43 kg of the UF4 for conversion to UF6, as described below.

•

Of the 401.5 kg of UO2, 44 kg was used in testing pulse column process and pellet production
experiments at JHL. In addition, between June 1987 and February 1999, small amounts (1 to
2 g) of UO2 were irradiated in TRR in about 50 experiments and sent to the Molybdenum,
Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production Facility (MIX Facility) for separation of I-131. In
October 2003, Iran acknowledged having used 2.7 kg of the UO2 in conversion experiments to
produce UF4.

19. Iran has provided ICRs on its import of the material referred to in the preceding paragraph, as
well as on its subsequent processing. Iran has also submitted physical inventory listings (PILs) and
material balance reports (MBRs) reflecting the current status of nuclear material at JHL, including
uranium metal, uranyl nitrate, UO2 pellets and waste containing uranium.
20. JHL, where many of these experiments are declared to have been carried out, consists of several
rooms where conversion activities took place using the nuclear material imported in 1991. The facility
was declared to the Agency in March 2003. In May 2003, design information for JHL was received,
and verification thereof commenced. Iran has been informed that the design information is not yet
complete, and has been requested to provide an update.

Production and use of UF6
21. Until recently, the Iranian authorities repeatedly asserted that the UF6 imported in 1991 had not
been processed, and specifically that it had not been used in any centrifuge, enrichment or other tests.
The State authorities explained that the small amount of UF6 (1.9 kg) missing from the two smaller
cylinders in which the material had been imported might have been due to leaking valves, an
explanation challenged by the Agency on the basis of its technical assessment and verification
activities. In the information submitted on 23 October 2003, however, Iran acknowledged that it had
used 1.9 kg of the imported UF6 to test centrifuge machines at the Kalaye Electric Company workshop
between 1999 and 2002, before the dismantling of the test facility at the end of 2002. This material is
currently declared as hold-up in the dismantled equipment currently stored at PFEP.
22. The remaining container of the UF6 imported in 1991, a large 30 B-type cylinder currently stored
at Natanz, was presented to Agency inspectors, and appeared to have been intact. However,
destructive analysis sampling of its contents need to be performed. This will be done as soon as the
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necessary equipment is installed. In the meantime, environmental samples and non-destructive
measurements have been taken in order to confirm the presence of natural uranium.
23. In contrast to its earlier declarations that it had not used nuclear material to test the production of
UF6, Iran acknowledged in its letter dated 21 October 2003 that, between 1987 and 1993, it had carried
out in the Radiochemical Laboratories at TNRC bench scale preparation of UF6 using as feed 9.43 kg
of the UF4 which had been imported in 1991. The laboratory equipment has since then been
dismantled. On 12 October 2003, the equipment was presented for Agency verification in a container
at the Karaj Nuclear Research Centre for Medicine and Agriculture, together with a number of
cylinders containing approximately 6.5 kg of UF6. Final evaluation will depend on the results of
environmental sampling and assessment of experiment records provided by Iran.
24. On 1 November 2003, Iran agreed to submit ICRs for JHL, PFEP and the waste storage facility at
Karaj and to provide design information for those facilities.

Production of uranium metal
25. In March 2003, Iran informed the Agency that most of the natural UF4 imported in 1991 had been
converted to uranium metal at JHL between 1995 and 2000 in the course of 113 experiments. Neither
the experiments nor the facility where these experiments were conducted were declared to the Agency
at the time the experiments were conducted. The nuclear material resulting from these experiments
was verified by the Agency during its May 2003 inspection, and Iran has submitted the relevant ICRs,
PILS and MBRs, as well as updated design information for JHL.
26. In its letter dated 21 October 2003, Iran admitted that the uranium metal production capabilities
had also been intended for use in Iran’s laser enrichment programme (see discussion below).

Reprocessing Experiments
27. In March 2003, Iran stated that some of the UO2 imported in 1991 had been used for pellet
fabrication experiments. In April 2003, Iran informed the Agency that some of the UO2 had also been
used in isotope production experiments involving irradiation at TRR of the natural UO2 targets and the
subsequent separation of molybdenum, xenon and iodine. The liquid uranium-containing waste
resulting from these experiments is said by Iran to have been sent to Esfahan.
28. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged the irradiation of depleted UO2 targets at
TRR and subsequent plutonium separation experiments in a hot cell in the Nuclear Safety Building of
TNRC between 1988 and 1992. Neither the activities nor the separated plutonium had been reported to
the Agency previously.
29. In the meetings held 27 October–1 November 2003, additional information was provided about
the experiments involving the depleted uranium. Iran stated that they had been carried out to learn
about the nuclear fuel cycle, and to gain experience in reprocessing chemistry. The experiments took
place between 1988 and 1992, and involved 7 kg of pressed or sintered UO2 pellets prepared at ENTC
using depleted uranium that had been exempted, at the request of Iran, in 1978. In 1997, this material
was reported as a process loss at FFL. The capsules containing the pellets were irradiated typically for
two weeks in TRR in connection with a project to produce fission product isotopes of molybdenum,
iodine and xenon. The plutonium separation, based on the Purex process, was carried out on the site of
TNRC, on a laboratory scale, in three shielded glove boxes, which, according to Iran, were dismantled
in 1992 and later stored in a warehouse at ENTC along with related equipment.
30. The Agency was informed that a total of about 7 kg of UO2 was used, of which 3 kg had been
irradiated and processed to separate plutonium. The remaining 4 kg of irradiated UO2 targets was
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placed in containers and stored on the TNRC site; the separated plutonium was stored in a laboratory
of JHL following the dismantling of the glove boxes; and the wastes were disposed of at Qom.
31. In August 2003, Agency inspectors visited the waste storage location at Anarak where the waste
referred to in paragraph 27 above had been stored. Iran has agreed to transfer that waste to JHL.
32. On 1 November 2003, Iran agreed to submit all nuclear material accountancy reports from 1988
through the present covering the manufacture of the UO2 targets, their irradiation and subsequent
processing and the storage of the remaining nuclear material and wastes. In addition, Iran has agreed
to submit design information covering these activities and nuclear material at ENTC and JHL.
33. On 1 November 2003, Iran presented both the separated plutonium and the irradiated
unprocessed targets to Agency inspectors at JHL. Verification of that material, as well as possible
hold-up in dismantled glove boxes, is foreseen to take place during the forthcoming inspection.

Uranium Enrichment
Gas Centrifuge Enrichment
34. In February 2003, in response to inquiries by the Agency, Iran acknowledged the existence of
two centrifuge enrichment plants under construction at Natanz: PFEP and the large commercial scale
FEP. In February 2003, Iran also acknowledged that the workshop of the Kalaye Electric Company in
Tehran had been used for the production of centrifuge components, but stated that there had been no
operations in connection with its centrifuge enrichment development programme involving the use of
nuclear material, either at the Kalaye Electric Company or at any other location in Iran. According to
Iran, all testing had been carried out either in vacuum or using simulation studies. Iranian officials
stated that the enrichment programme had been started in 1997 and that it was indigenous and based
on information available from open sources, such as scientific publications and patents.
35. A team of Agency centrifuge technology experts met on 7–11 June 2003 with Iranian officials to
seek clarification about Iran’s centrifuge enrichment programme, in particular about its statement that
the design and development, which was said to have been begun in 1997, had been based on
information from open sources and extensive modelling and simulation, and that the tests of centrifuge
rotors at the Amir Khabir University and on the premises of the AEOI in Tehran had been conducted
without nuclear material. This meeting was followed by a round of technical discussions in Tehran in
July 2003, and further meetings of the centrifuge technology experts with Iranian officials in Iran on
9–12 August 2003, 4–9 October 2003 and 27 October–1 November 2003.
36. Following up on recent open source reports of enrichment activities being undertaken at an
industrial complex in Kolahdouz in western Tehran, the Agency was permitted on 5 October 2003 to
visit three locations which the Agency had identified as corresponding to those mentioned in the
reports. Iran stated that there were no nuclear related activities being carried out at this site. While no
work was seen at those locations that could be linked to uranium enrichment, environmental samples
were taken.
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The Natanz Facilities
37. At the time Iran disclosed the construction of PFEP, in February 2003, over 100 of the
approximately 1000 planned centrifuge casings had already been installed. Iran informed the Agency
that the remaining centrifuges were scheduled to be installed by the end of 2003. Iran also informed
the Agency that the commercial scale FEP, which is planned to contain over 50 000 centrifuges, was
scheduled to start accepting centrifuges in early 2005, after the design is confirmed by the tests to be
conducted in PFEP, but that FEP was not scheduled to receive nuclear material in the near future.
38. The Agency took baseline environmental samples at PFEP on several occasions between March
and May 2003 before nuclear material was introduced in the facility, the results of which revealed
particles of HEU indicating the possible presence in Iran of nuclear material that had not been declared
to the Agency. In June 2003, the results were provided to Iran for comments. In August 2003, the
Iranian authorities attributed the presence of HEU particles to contamination originating from
centrifuge components that had been imported by Iran.
39. Subsequent environmental samples revealed the presence in Iran of natural uranium, LEU and at
least two other types of HEU particles. It was also noted that there had been differences among the
samples taken from the surfaces of the centrifuge casings installed for the single machine tests. The
Agency asked the Iranian authorities to investigate whether there were differences in the
manufacturing history of those pieces of equipment.
40. In August 2003, the IAEA was allowed to take swipe samples of imported components stored at
Natanz, as well as of some of the newly machined components that had been produced in Iran. At the
request of the Agency, Iran provided a list of imported and domestically produced centrifuge
components and equipment in October 2003.
41. Agency inspectors were told in early October 2003 that all of the centrifuges from the Kalaye
Electric Company had been scrapped, and therefore were not available for inspection, whereas it
became clear later that the centrifuges had in fact been stored at another location in Tehran and were
finally shown to the inspectors at Natanz on 30–31 October 2003, at which time Agency experts
examined the centrifuges and associated equipment, and took environmental samples. All major
imported and domestically produced components, as well as various pieces of manufacturing
equipment have now been sampled. The results of the sample analyses are not expected to be available
before December 2003. The nuclear material held in this equipment will be verified during the
forthcoming inspections. The Agency has now also obtained information about the source of the
components that Iran claims to have been contaminated.
42. On 25 June 2003, Iran introduced UF6 into the first centrifuge at PFEP for the purpose of single
machine testing. On 19 August 2003, Iran began the testing of a small ten-machine cascade at PFEP
with UF6. As of October 2003, some single machine testing using UF6 had been carried out at PFEP
and the installation of a 164-machine cascade was being finalized. Agency inspectors visited PFEP on
31 October 2003, and observed that no UF6 gas was being fed into the first centrifuges of the
164-centrifuge machine cascade. However, construction and installation work at the site was
continuing.

Kalaye Electric Company
43. In March 2003, during an Agency visit to the workshop at the Kalaye Electric Company, the
Iranian authorities refused Agency access to one of the workshop buildings, claiming that the building
was used for storage and that no keys to the building were available.
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44. During their 9–12 August 2003 visit to Iran, Agency inspectors were permitted to take
environmental samples at the Kalaye Electric Company workshop, with a view to assessing the role of
that company in Iran’s enrichment research and development programme. During that visit, the
inspectors noted that there had been considerable modification of the premises since their visits in
March and May 2003, which the Iranian authorities attributed to the transformation of the workshop
from use as a storage facility to its use as a laboratory for non-destructive analysis. As reflected in the
Director General’s previous report to the Board, this could impact on the accuracy of the
environmental sampling and the Agency’s ability to verify Iran’s declarations about the types of
activities previously carried out there.
45. On 16 September 2003, the Agency informed representatives of Iran of the results of the analysis
of the environmental samples taken at the Kalaye Electric Company in August 2003, which had
revealed the presence of HEU and LEU particles which were not consistent with the nuclear material
in the declared inventory of Iran.
46. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged that “a limited number of tests, using small
amounts of UF6, [had been] conducted in 1999 and 2002” at the Kalaye Electric Company. The
equipment used between 1999 and 2000 at Kalaye Electric Company was suitable for pilot scale
uranium isotope separation. As an isotope separation plant is defined in Article 98.I.(a) of the
Safeguards Agreement as a facility, the existence of this facility should have been declared to the
Agency.

Enrichment research and development activities
47. As indicated in the Director General’s previous report, in contrast to the initial information
provided about the chronology of the enrichment programme and its indigenous nature, Iran informed
the Agency in August 2003 that the decision to launch a centrifuge enrichment programme had
actually been taken in 1985, and that Iran had received drawings of the centrifuge through a foreign
intermediary around 1987. Iranian officials further described the programme as having consisted of
three phases: the first phase, from 1985 until 1997, during which related activities had been located
mainly at the AEOI premises in Tehran (with laboratory work at the Plasma Physics Laboratories of
TNRC); the second phase, between 1997 and 2002, during which the activities had been relocated and
concentrated at the Kalaye Electric Company in Tehran and Iran was able to make all components had
some success in mechanically testing centrifuges and decided to construct the enrichment facilities at
Natanz; and the third phase, 2002 to the present, when the research and development and assembly
activities were moved to Natanz.
48. According to information provided by Iran in August 2003, during the first phase, about 2000
components and some subassemblies had been obtained from abroad through foreign intermediaries or
directly by Iranian entities, but no help was received from abroad in the assembly of centrifuges or in
training, nor were any completed centrifuges imported. Efforts had been concentrated on achieving an
operating centrifuge, but many difficulties were encountered as a result of machine crashes attributed
to poor quality components. Iran described the second phase of activities as having involved the
assembly and testing of centrifuges, but again without inert (e.g. xenon) or UF6 gas.
49. In pursuit of its verification of Iran’s statement that it had not tested any centrifuges using nuclear
material, the Agency’s team of centrifuge technology experts inquired of Iran how it had developed
the ‘enrichment factor’4 and ‘separative output’5 used in the relevant calculations. The Agency was
__________________________________________________________________________________
4
The “enrichment factor” of a centrifuge is the ratio of the amount of U-235 in the product to the amount of U-235 in the
feed.
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told that they had been obtained from an original centrifuge ‘sketch’, supported by theoretical
calculations using open literature, and not from experiments.
50. The Agency’s centrifuge technology experts remained of the view that, based on all information
available to them, Iran’s assertion that no UF6 or any simulation gas had ever been introduced into a
centrifuge machine in Iran was inconsistent with other countries’ experience, and they still could not
conclude that the then current status of the centrifuges installed at Natanz could have been achieved
solely on the basis of open source information and computer simulations without additional
confirmation through the use of UF6 in laboratory testing.
51. No new information was provided by Iran with respect to the issue of testing of centrifuges using
nuclear material until October 2003. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged that, in order
to ensure the performance of centrifuge machines, a limited number of tests using small amounts of
UF6 imported in 1991 had been carried out at the Kalaye Electric Company. According to Iran, the
first test of the centrifuges was conducted in 1998 using an inert gas (xenon). Series of tests using UF6
were performed between 1999 and 2002. In the course of the last series of tests, an enrichment level of
1.2% U-235 was achieved.
52. In a meeting with enrichment technology experts held during the 27 October–1 November 2003
visit, Iran provided additional information about its gas centrifuge programme. The authorities
explained that the experiments which had been carried out at the Kalaye Electric Company had
involved the 1.9 kg of imported UF6 the absence of which the State authorities had earlier attributed to
evaporation due to leaking valves on the cylinders containing the gas. The individual who had been in
charge of the actual research and development work during the period 1992–2001 was made available
for discussions with the Agency. Although there were no detailed technical or nuclear material
accountancy reports available, the individual interviewed by the Agency was able to provide, as
supporting documentation, his personal notebooks.
53. On 1 November 2003, the Iranian authorities stated that all nuclear material had been declared to
the Agency and that Iran had not enriched uranium beyond 1.2% U-235 using centrifuges, and that,
therefore, the contamination could not have arisen as a result of indigenous activities. In the course of
these investigations and interviews of individuals involved in the nuclear programme, the Agency has
obtained information on the origin of the centrifuge components and equipment which Iran claims to
be the source of HEU, LEU and other particle contamination at the Kalaye Electric Company and at
PFEP. The Agency will continue to investigate this matter.
54. As a corrective measure, Iran has agreed to submit ICRs for JHL and for PFEP, and to provide
updated design information for PFEP.

Laser Enrichment
55. During the Agency’s 12 August 2003 visit to the laser laboratory located at Lashkar Ab’ad, the
Iranian authorities described the laboratory as originally having been devoted to laser fusion research
and laser spectroscopy, but stated that its focus had been changed and the equipment unrelated to the
site’s current projects, including a large vacuum vessel imported by Iran in 2000, had been moved.
The Agency requested that Iran confirm that there had not been in the past any activities related to
uranium laser enrichment at this location or at any other location in Iran, and requested permission to
take environmental samples at the laboratory.
___________________________________________________________________________
5

The “separative output” of a centrifuge defines the amount of enrichment achieved by the centrifuge. The “separative
output” multiplied by the number of centrifuges in an enrichment plant defines the total output achievable by the plant.
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56. In response to that request, in its 19 August 2003 letter to the Agency, Iran stated that, in the past,
apart from planned co-operation in laser fusion and laser spectroscopy which never materialized, there
had been a research thesis on laser spectroscopy of SF6 prepared by a university student in
co-operation with the laser division of AEOI. As indicated in the Director General’s previous report to
the Board, Iran stated that it had a substantial research and development programme on lasers, but that
it currently had no programme for laser isotope separation.
57. During discussions which took place in Iran from 2 to 3 October 2003, the Iranian authorities
informed Agency inspectors that Iran had received from a foreign source, in 1992, a laser
spectroscopy laboratory intended for the study of laser induced fusion, optogalvanic phenomena and
photoionization spectroscopy, and from another foreign source, in 2000, the large vacuum vessel
referred to above, but that the equipment had been only for spectroscopic studies. It was agreed that
the Agency would be shown the equipment and permitted to take environmental samples, as had been
requested by the Agency on 12 August 2003.
58. On 6 October 2003, Agency inspectors were permitted to take environmental samples at Lashkar
Ab’ad. The inspectors also visited a warehouse in the Karaj Agricultural and Medical Centre of the
AEOI, where a large imported vacuum vessel (approximately 5 m long, 1 m in diameter) with
associated hardware were stored. The Iranian authorities stated that it was the equipment which had
been imported in 2000, that it had never been used, and that it had now been packed for shipment back
to the manufacturer, since the contract related to its supply had been terminated by the foreign partner
in 2000. The inspectors were informed that the individuals involved with the projects would be made
available for interviews, but that the interviews would take place later in Tehran, where the equipment
related to the laboratory imported from another country in 1992 would be made available for
examination and environmental sampling. However, these interviews and the presentation of the other
equipment were deferred by Iran until the end of October 2003.
59. In its letter dated 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged that, starting in the 1970s, it had had
contracts related to laser enrichment using atomic vapour laser isotope separation (AVLIS) and
molecular laser isotope separation (MLIS) techniques with foreign entities from four countries:
(a)

1975 – a contract for the establishment of a laboratory to study the spectroscopic
behaviour of uranium metal, which had been abandoned in the 1980s as the laboratory
had not functioned properly. The laboratory had also contained two mass
spectrometers, purchased from the same source in 1976, which had been used to
analyse samples of nuclear material obtained from enrichment experiments at Kalaye
Electric Company, TNRC and Lashkar Ab’ad. While the import of the nuclear
material used in that project had been reported to the Agency, the laboratory where the
laser equipment had been installed (at TNRC) was not. None of these activities
involving the nuclear material had been reported to the Agency.

(b)

Late 1970s – a contract with a second supplier to study MLIS, under which four 5 µm
CO lasers and four vacuum chambers were delivered, but which was ultimately
terminated due to the political situation prevailing at that time.

(c)

1991 – a contract with a third supplier for the establishment of a laser laboratory,
consisting of two parts: the “Laser Spectroscopy Laboratory” (LSL), for the
spectroscopic study of uranium metal; and the “Comprehensive Separation
Laboratory” (CSL), at which enrichment would be carried out on a milligram scale.
The contract also provided for the supply to Iran of 50 kg of natural uranium metal
(which was imported in 1993). The equipment was able to enrich uranium up to the
contracted level of 3% U-235, and even slightly beyond, in the course of the
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experiments. It was used until October 2002, when the laboratories, and the nuclear
material, were moved from TNRC to Lashkar Ab’ad. None of these activities
involving nuclear material were reported to the Agency.
(d)

1998 – a contract with a fourth supplier to obtain information related to laser
enrichment, and the supply of relevant equipment. However, due to the inability of the
supplier to secure export licences, only some of the equipment was delivered (to
Lashkar Ab’ad).

60. The equipment imported in connection with the above mentioned AVLIS and MLIS projects was
presented to the Agency inspectors in October 2003, and the inspectors were able to discuss the
projects with individuals who had been involved with them and to take environmental samples. Final
assessment must await evaluation of the recently available information and the environmental
sampling results.
61. In October 2003, Iran provided more information on Lashkar Ab’ad, and acknowledged that it
had in fact contained a pilot plant for laser enrichment using AVLIS techniques, which had been
established in 2000 pursuant to a project involving the fourth country. As indicated above, this
contract was not fully implemented, since export licences were not obtained for all of the equipment.
The project had consisted of several contracts covering not only the supply of information, as
indicated in Iran’s letter of 21 October 2003 to the Agency, but also delivery of more powerful copper
vapour lasers (CVLs) up to 150 kW. Since the delivery of the CVLs was blocked due to the lack of
export licences, the equipment at LSL and CSL was moved to Lashkar Ab’ad in October 2002, and,
taking advantage of the CVL and dye lasers from these laboratories and the large vacuum chamber and
associated equipment imported in 2000 and already located there, experiments were conducted from
October 2002 through January 2003 using 22 kg of the 50 kg of imported natural uranium metal.
According to Iranian authorities, the uranium metal was located at Lashkar Ab’ad from December
2002 through May 2003. The equipment was dismantled in May 2003 and transferred together with
uranium metal to Karaj, where they were presented to Agency inspectors on 28 October 2003. The
Agency took environmental samples from the equipment and nuclear material presented to it.
62. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran also informed the Agency that it had used for separation
experiments at LSL and CSL at TNRC 8 kg of the 50 kg of natural uranium metal imported in 1993.
63. The equipment received in 1992 and 1999 was suitable for pilot plant scale operations of uranium
isotope separation using AVLIS. As an isotope separation plant is defined in Article 98.I.(a) of the
Safeguards Agreement as a facility, the existence of these facilities should have been declared to the
Agency, and information provided on an as-built basis at Lashkar Ab’ad, and its subsequent transfer to
Karaj.
64. Iran had failed to report the receipt and use of uranium metal and to provide design information
for LSL, CSL and Lashkar Ab’ad. In the meeting of 1 November 2003, Iran agreed, as a corrective
measure, to submit the relevant ICRs concerning the use of the uranium metal, which will be presented
for Agency verification during the inspection scheduled for 8–15 November 2003. Iran also agreed to
submit design information for a new storage facility at Karaj, where the waste from the laser
enrichment programme is being stored along with the dismantled equipment, and to amend the design
information for JHL to cover the mass spectrometer and laser laboratories as well as some waste tanks
containing nuclear material.
65. Final assessment is pending evaluation of the new information, the verification results from the
November 2003 inspection and the results of environmental and other sample taking.
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Heavy Water Reactor Programme
66. In response to Agency enquiries in September 2002, Iran confirmed in February 2003 its
construction of a Heavy Water Production Plant at Arak. In explaining the need for such a plant,
Iranian officials said that they had not known whether their uranium enrichment programme would
succeed, and that, therefore, they had considered in the 1980s the possibility of constructing a natural
uranium nuclear power plant using heavy water as the moderator and coolant. They further explained
that, now that the enrichment programme had succeeded, there was no need for heavy water
production, and they were not sure whether the plant would be completed. On 26 February 2003, the
Agency submitted a number of questions to Iran about its heavy water reactor programme, requesting
that it provide further information, in particular on any plans Iran had to build heavy water reactors.

Design and Purpose of the IR-40
67. The Agency was first informed of Iran’s construction of a heavy water reactor in a letter from
Iran dated 5 May 2003. In that letter, Iran stated that it intended to construct a 40 MW(th) heavy water
reactor, the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40) at Arak. Enclosed with the letter was only
preliminary design information on the reactor, in which the reactor power output of 40 MW(th) was
confirmed; it did not include information on the fuel or the reactor design. At the same time, Iran
provided preliminary information on a facility intended to manufacture fuel for IR-40, namely the Fuel
Manufacturing Plant (FMP) to be built on the Esfahan site.
68. During a technical visit to Iran by the Agency on 10–13 July 2003, the Iranian authorities made a
presentation on some of the technical features of the IR-40, and informed the Agency that the
construction was planned to start in 2004. According to statements made in the course of this
presentation, Iran had decided to replace TRR because, after 35 years of operation, it was reaching the
safety limits for which it had been designed and because of its location within what had become the
suburbs of the city of Tehran. However, as it had tried, unsuccessfully, on several occasions to import
a research reactor suitable for medical, industrial isotope production and for research and
development, Iran had decided in the mid-1980s to construct its own reactor. The only alternative was
a heavy water reactor which could use UO2 and zirconium produced in Esfahan. According to the
Iranian authorities, to meet its isotope production requirements, such a reactor should have a neutron
flux of 1013 to 1014 n/cm2/s, based on a power of the order of 30-40 MW(th) when using natural UO2
fuel.
69. During the presentation, the Iranian authorities informed the Agency that the facility was based
on indigenous design, and that it was currently in the detailed design phase and would be built in the
Khondab area near Arak. The core fuel assemblies would be made from natural UO2 and supplied by
FMP, the feed for which would be supplied by UCF, currently under construction at Esfahan. The
Agency was informed that the construction of FMP would begin in 2003 and be completed in 2006,
and that operations were planned to start in 2007. Iran provided updated design information on the
IR-40 on 26 July 2003, and preliminary design information on FMP in 2003.
70. In a letter to the Agency dated 19 August 2003, the AEOI provided more information on Iran’s
heavy water reactor programme, stating that a decision to start the research and development had been
made in the early 1980s.
71. As indicated above, Iran previously stated that the IR-40 was of indigenous design. According to
the information provided by Iran in its letter of 21 October 2003, however, foreign experts had been
consulted in the development of some parts of the design of the reactor. When asked, Iranian
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authorities stated that they had conducted extensive reactor core calculations for the fuel management
strategies and to control the excess reactivity6 of the core. In that letter, Iran stated further that the
reactor design had been 90% completed by the end of 2002, and the detailed design was expected to
be completed by the end of 2005.
72. On 29 October 2003, Iran informed the Agency that the production of both “short lived” and
“long lived” isotopes had been considered for this project, and that the exact amount and type of these
isotopes would be decided upon during the detailed design stage of the project.

Hot Cells
73. During its July 2003 visit to Tehran, the Agency was provided with drawings of the reactor.
Contrary to what would have been expected given the declared radioisotope production purpose of the
facility, the drawings contained no references to hot cells. The Agency raised this issue during that
visit, particularly in light of open source reports of recent efforts by Iran to acquire from abroad heavy
manipulators and leaded windows designed for hot cell applications. The Agency indicated to the
Iranian authorities that, given the specifications of the manipulators and windows which were the
subject of those reports, a design for hot cells should exist already and that, therefore, the hot cell, or
cells, should already have been declared, at least on a preliminary basis, as part of the facility or as a
separate installation. On 4 August 2003, the Agency was provided with updated design information on
the IR-40 which did not contain any references to hot cells. Later in August, Iran informed the Agency
that, as Iran had not been certain about the success of its procurement efforts, the design of the hot
cell(s) had not been included in the preliminary drawings of the IR-40 Research Reactor.
74. In its letter of 21 October 2003, Iran acknowledged that two hot cells had been foreseen for this
project. However, according to the information provided in that letter, neither the design nor detailed
information about the dimensions or the actual layout of the hot cells were available at the present
time, since they did not know the characteristics of the manipulators and shielded windows for the hot
cells which they could procure. Iran indicated in that letter that manipulators would be needed for: 4
hot cells for the production of medical radioisotopes, 2 hot cells for the production of Co-60 and Ir192 sources, 3 hot cells for waste processing, and 10 back-up manipulators. The 21 October 2003
letter included a drawing of a building which Iran said would contain hot cells for the production of
isotopes. In the meeting on 1 November 2003, upon further Agency inquiry, Iran confirmed that there
were tentative plans to construct at the Arak site an additional building with hot cells for the
production of radioisotopes. Iran stated that that first building was to contain hot cells for the
production of “short lived” isotopes, and that it intended to construct the other building to produce
“long lived” radioisotopes. Iran agreed to provide preliminary design information for the second
building.
75. Agency experts will examine in detail all of the available information with a view to making a
technical assessment of the explanations provided by Iran concerning the prospective use of the hot
cells at Arak and the associated equipment and manipulators.

Heavy water production capacity and inventory
76. According to Iranian statements, the estimated annual need for heavy water at the IR-40 is less
than 1 t. In a 19 August 2003 letter to the Agency, Iran provided additional information on the amount
of heavy water initially needed for the reactor (approximately 80–90 t), and on the design capacity of
__________________________________________________________________________________
6

Excess reactivity is the maximum deviation from criticality attainable at any time by adjustment of the reactor’s control
rods.
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the heavy water production plant under construction at Khondab near Arak (8 t of heavy water per
year with expansion capabilities to twice its design capacity). According to the information provided
in that letter, Iran plans to start the production of heavy water in 2004. In that letter, Iran stated further
that laboratory scale experiments to produce heavy water had been conducted in Esfahan in the 1980s
using electrolysis techniques.
77. In a meeting held on 29 October 2003, Iran confirmed that the construction of a second
production line, with a production capacity of 8 t, had been started. It was further stated that the
Khondab facility was actually a pilot plant, and that no laboratory or other experiments using the
Girdler-Sulphide method (to be used at the Arak facility) had been carried out in the past in Iran.
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LIST OF LOCATIONS RELEVANT TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
AGENCY SAFEGUARDS

LOCATION
TEHRAN NUCLEAR
RESEARCH CENTRE

AS OF NOVEMBER 2003

STATUS

Tehran Research Reactor (TRR)

Operating

Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon
Radioisotope Production Facility
(MIX Facility)

Constructed, but not
operating

*Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose
Laboratories (JHL)

Operating

*Waste Handling Facility (WHF)

Operating

TEHRAN

*Kalaye Electric Company

Dismantled pilot enrichment
facility

BUSHEHR

Bushehr
(BNPP)

ESFAHAN NUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

Miniature Neutron Source Reactor
(MNSR)

Operating

Light Water Sub-Critical Reactor
(LWSCR)

Operating

Heavy Water Zero Power Reactor
(HWSPR)

Operating

Fuel Fabrication Laboratory (FFL)

Operating

Uranium Chemistry Laboratory
(UCL)

Closed down

Uranium Conversion Facility
(UCF)

Under construction, first
process units being
commissioned for operation

Graphite Sub-Critical Reactor
(GSCR)

Decommissioned

*Fuel Manufacturing Plant (FMP)

In detailed design stage,
construction to begin in 2004

*Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant
(PFEP)

Operating

*Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP)

Under construction

NATANZ

Nuclear

Power

Plant

Under construction
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KARAJ

*Radioactive Waste Storage

Under construction, but
partially operating

LASHKAR AB’AD

*Pilot Uranium Laser Enrichment
Plant

Dismantled

ARAK

*Iran Nuclear Research Reactor
(IR-40)

In detailed design phase

*Hot cell facility for production of
radioisotopes

In preliminary design stage

*Heavy Water Production Plant
(HWPP)

ANARAK

*

*Waste storage site

Under construction
Not subject to Safeguards
Agreement
Waste to be transferred to
JHL

Locations declared in 2003
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS
AEOI

Atomic Energy Organisation of Iran

AUC

ammonium uranyl carbonate

AVLIS

atomic vapour laser isotope separation

BNPP

Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant, Bushehr

CO

carbon monoxide

CSL

Comprehensive Separation Laboratory, TNRC and Lashkar Ab’ad

CVL

copper vapour laser

DIV

design information verification

ENTC

Esfahan Nuclear Technology Centre

FEP

Fuel Enrichment Plant, Natanz

FFL

Fuel Fabrication Laboratory, ENTC

FMP

Fuel Manufacturing Plant, ENTC

GSCR

Graphite, Sub-Critical Reactor, ENTC

HEU

high enriched uranium

HWPP

Heavy Water Production Plant, Arak

HWSPR

Heavy Water Zero Power Reactor, ENTC

ICR

inventory change report

IR-40

Iran Nuclear Research Reactor, Arak

JHL

Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose Laboratories, TNRC

LEU

low enriched uranium

LSL

Laser Separation Laboratory, TNRC and Lashkar Ab’ad

LWSCR

Light Water Sub-Critical Reactor, ENTC

MBR

material balance report

MIX Facility

Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Facility, TNRC

MLIS

molecular laser isotope separation

MNSR

Miniature Neutron Source Reactor, ENTC

PFEP

Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant, Natanz

PIL

physical inventory listing
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SF6

sulphur hexafluoride

TNRC

Tehran Nuclear Research Centre

TRR

Tehran Research Reactor, Tehran

UCF

Uranium Conversion Facility, ENTC

UCL

Uranium Chemistry Laboratory, ENTC

UF4

uranium tetrachloride

UF6

uranium hexafluoride

UO2

uranium dioxide

UO3

uranium trioxide

U3O8

urano-uranic oxide

UOC

uranium ore concentrate

WHF

Waste Handling Facility, TNRC

WSF

Waste Storage Facility, Karaj
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Board of Governors

GOV12004149
Date: 18 June 2004

Original: English

For official use only
Item 8(e) of the agenda
(GOV/2004/45)

lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Resolution adopted by the Board on 18 June 2004

The Board of Governors,
(a) Recalling the resolutions adopted by the Board on 13 March 2004 (GOV/2004/21 ),
26 November 2003 (GOV/2003/81), and on 12 September 2003 (GOV/2003/69) and the
statement by the Board of 19 June 2003 (GOV/OR. l 072),
(b) Noting with appreciation the Director General' s report of 1 June 2004 (GOV/2004/34), on
the implementation of safeguards in Iran,
(c) Reiterating its appreciation that Iran has continued to actas if its Additional Protocol were in
force, and noting with satisfaction that Iran has submitted to the Agency the initial declarations
pursuant to that Protocol,
(d) Noting, however, that Iran has yet to ratify the Protocol as called for in previous Board
resolutions,
(e) Recalling Iran' s voluntary decisions to suspend all enrichment-related and reprocessing
activities and to permit the Agency to verify that suspension; noting with concem that, as
detailed in the Director General ' s report, this verification was delayed in some cases, and that
the suspension is not yet comprehensive because of the continued production of centrifuge
equipment; also noting with concern that Iran' s decision to proceed with the generation ofUF6
is at variance with the Agency' s previous understanding as to the scope of Iran's decision
regarding suspension; and further noting that Iran has withheld 10 assembled centrifuge rotors
for research activities,
(f) Encouraged by the Director General's assessment that there has been good progress on the
actions agreed during the Director General's visit to Tehran in early April 2004 and that the
Agency continues to make progress in gaining a comprehensive understanding of Iran's nuclear
programme, but noting with concem that after almost two years from when Iran's undeclared
programme came to the Agency's knowledge a number of questions remain outstanding, and in
particular two questions that are key to understanding the extent and nature oflran's enrichment
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programme: the sources of all HEU contamination in Iran and the extent and nature of work
undertaken on the basis of the P-2 advanced centrifuge design,
(g) Noting in this context with serious concern that important information about the P-2
centrifuge programme has often been forthcoming only after repeated requests, and in some
cases has been incomplete and continues to lack the necessary clarity and also that the
information provided to date relating to contamination issues has not been adequate to resolve
this complex matter,
(h) Noting with appreciation that the Agency has received some information from other states
that may be helpful in resolving some contamination questions,
(i) Noting with concern that the Agency’s investigations have revealed further omissions in the
statements made by Iran, including in the October declaration, in particular concerning the
importation of P-2 components from abroad and concerning laser enrichment tests, which have
produced samples enriched up to 15%, and also that Agency experts have raised questions and
doubts regarding the explanations provided by Iran concerning those programmes, which
require further clarification,
(j) Recognising the inalienable right of states to the development and practical application of
atomic energy for peaceful purposes, including the production of electric power, consistent with
their treaty obligations, with due consideration for the needs of the developing countries,
(k) Stressing the need for effective safeguards in order to prevent the use of nuclear material for
prohibited purposes in contravention of safeguards agreements and underlining the vital
importance of effective safeguards for facilitating cooperation in the field of nuclear energy, and
(l) Acknowledging the statement by the Director General on 14 June that it is essential for the
integrity and credibility of the inspection process to bring these issues to a close within the next
few months,
1. Acknowledges that Iranian cooperation has resulted in Agency access to all requested locations,
including four workshops belonging to the Defence Industries Organisation;
2. Deplores, at the same time, the fact that, overall, as indicated by the Director General’s written
and oral reports, Iran’s cooperation has not been as full, timely and proactive as it should have been,
and, in particular, that Iran postponed until mid-April visits originally scheduled for mid-March including visits of Agency centrifuge experts to a number of locations involved in Iran’s P-2
centrifuge enrichment programme - resulting in some cases in a delay in the taking of environmental
samples and their analysis;
3. Underlines that, with the passage of time, it is becoming ever more important that Iran work
proactively to enable the Agency to gain a full understanding of Iran’s enrichment programme by
providing all relevant information, as well as by providing prompt access to all relevant places, data
and persons; and calls on Iran to continue and intensify its cooperation so that the Agency may
provide the international community with required assurances about Iran’s nuclear activities;
4. Calls on Iran to take all necessary steps on an urgent basis to help resolve all outstanding
questions, especially that of LEU and HEU contamination found at various locations in Iran, including
by providing additional relevant information about the origin of the components in question and
explanations about the presence of a cluster of 36% HEU particles; and also the question of the nature
and scope of Iran’s P-2 centrifuge programme, including by providing full documentation and
explanations at the request of the Agency;
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5. Welcomes Iran’s submission of the declarations under Articles 2 and 3 of its Additional Protocol;
and stresses the importance of Iran complying with the deadlines for further declarations required by
Articles 2 and 3 of the Protocol, and that all such declarations should be correct and complete;
6. Emphasises the importance of Iran continuing to act in accordance with the provisions of the
Additional Protocol to provide reassurance to the international community about the nature of Iran’s
nuclear programme; and urges Iran to ratify without delay its Protocol;
7. Recalls that in previous resolutions the Board called on Iran to suspend all enrichment-related
and reprocessing activities; welcomes Iran’s voluntary decisions in that respect; regrets that those
commitments have not been comprehensively implemented and calls on Iran immediately to correct
all remaining shortcomings, and to remove the existing variance in relation to the Agency’s
understanding of the scope of Iran’s decisions regarding suspension, including by refraining from the
production of UF6 and from all production of centrifuge components, as well as to enable the Agency
to verify fully the suspension;
8. In the context of Iran’s voluntary decisions to suspend all enrichment-related and reprocessing
activities, calls on Iran, as a further confidence-building measure, voluntarily to reconsider its decision
to begin production testing at the Uranium Conversion Facility and also, as an additional confidence
building measure, to reconsider its decision to start construction of a research reactor moderated by
heavy water, as the reversal of those decisions would make it easier for Iran to restore international
confidence undermined by past reports of undeclared nuclear activities in Iran;
9. Recalls that the full and prompt cooperation with the Agency of all third countries is essential in
the clarification of certain outstanding questions, notably contamination;
10. Commends the Director General and the Secretariat for their professional and impartial efforts to
implement Iran’s safeguards agreement, and, pending its entry into force, Iran’s Additional Protocol,
as well as to verify Iran’s suspension of enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, and to
investigate supply routes and sources;
11. Requests the Director General to report well in advance of the September Board - or earlier if
appropriate - on these issues as well as on the implementation of this and prior resolutions on Iran; and
12. Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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International Atomic Energy Agency

(This doC11ment bas bem derestricted at the meetint, of the Board on 24 September 2005)

Board of Governors

GOV12oos111
Date: 24 September 2005

Original: English

For official use only
Item 6(d) of the agenda
(GOV/2005/70)

lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Resolution adopted on 24 September 2005

The Board of Govemors,
(a) Recalling the resolutions adopted by the Board on 11 August 2005 (GOV/2005/64),
29 November 2004 (GOV/2004/90), 18 September 2004 (GOV/2004/79), 18 June 2004
(GOV/2004/49, 13 March 2004 (GOV/2004/21), 26 November 2003 (GOV/2003/81) and on
12 September 2003 (GOV/2003/69), the statement of the Board of 19 June 2003
(GOV/OR.1072) and the Chai.Im an of the Board's conclusions of March 2005 (GOV/OR.1122)
and of June 2005 (GOV/OR.1130),
(b) Recalling that Alticle IV of the Treaty on the Non Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
stipulates that nothing in the Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the inalienable 1ights of all
the Pa1ties to the Treaty to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes without disc1imination and in confo1mity with Alticles I and II of the Treaty,

(c) Commending the Dfrector General and the Secreta1iat for their professional and imprut ial
effo1ts to implement the Safeguru·ds Agreement in Iran, to resolve outstanding safeguru·ds issues
in Iran and to verify the implementation by Iran of the suspension,
(d) Recalling Iran's failures in a number of instances over an extended pe1iod of time to meet
its obligations under its NPT Safeguru·ds Agreement (INFCIRC 214) with respect to the
repo1t ing of nuclear material, its processing and its use, as well as the declru·ation of facilities
where such material had been processed and stored, as repo1t ed by the Dfrector General in his
repo1t GOV/2003/75 dated 10 November 2003 and confnmed in GOV/2005/67, dated
2 September 2005,
(e) Recalling also that, as deplored by the Boru·d in its resolution GOV/2003/81 , Iran 's policy
of concealment has resulted in many breaches of its obligation to comply with its Safeguards
Agreement,
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(f) Recalling that the Director General in his report to the Board on 2 September 2005 noted
that good progress has been made in Iran’s correction of the breaches and in the Agency’s
ability to confirm certain aspects of Iran’s current declarations,
(g) Noting that, as reported by the Director General, the Agency is not yet in a position to
clarify some important outstanding issues after two and a half years of intensive inspections and
investigation and that Iran’s full transparency is indispensable and overdue,
(h) Uncertain of Iran’s motives in failing to make important declarations over an extended
period of time and in pursuing a policy of concealment up to October 2003,
(i) Concerned by continuing gaps in the Agency’s understanding of proliferation sensitive
aspects of Iran’s nuclear programme,
(j) Recalling the emphasis placed in past resolutions on the importance of confidence building
measures and that past resolutions have reaffirmed that the full and sustained implementation of
the suspension notified to the Director General on 14 November 2004, as a voluntary, non
legally binding confidence building measure, to be verified by the Agency, is essential to
addressing outstanding issues,
(k) Deploring the fact that Iran has to date failed to heed the call by the Board in its resolution
of 11 August 2005 to re-establish full suspension of all enrichment related activities including
the production of feed material, including through tests or production at the Uranium
Conversion Facility,
(l) Also concerned that Iran has to date failed to heed repeated calls to ratify the Additional
Protocol and to reconsider its decision to construct a research reactor moderated by heavy water,
as these measures would have helped build confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of
Iran’s nuclear programme,
(m) Noting that the Director General reported that the Agency “continues to follow up on
information pertaining to Iran’s nuclear programme and activities that could be relevant to that
programme” and that “the Agency’s legal authority to pursue the verification of possible nuclear
weapons related activity is limited” (GOV/2005/67),
(n) Endorsing the Director General’s description of this as a special verification case, and
(o) Noting that the Agency is still not in a position to conclude that there are no undeclared
nuclear materials or activities in Iran,
1. Finds that Iran’s many failures and breaches of its obligations to comply with its NPT Safeguards
Agreement, as detailed in GOV/2003/75, constitute non compliance in the context of Article XII.C of
the Agency’s Statute;
2. Finds also that the history of concealment of Iran’s nuclear activities referred to in the Director
General’s report, the nature of these activities, issues brought to light in the course of the Agency’s
verification of declarations made by Iran since September 2002 and the resulting absence of
confidence that Iran’s nuclear programme is exclusively for peaceful purposes have given rise to
questions that are within the competence of the Security Council, as the organ bearing the main
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security;
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3. Requests the Director General to continue his efforts to implement this and previous Resolutions
and to report again, including any further developments on the issues raised in his report of
2 September 2005 (GOV/2005/67) to the Board. The Board will address the timing and content of the
report required under Article XII.C and the notification required under Article III.B.4;
4. In order to help the Director General to resolve outstanding questions and provide the necessary
assurances, urges Iran:
(i)
To implement transparency measures, as requested by the Director General in his report,
which extend beyond the formal requirements of the Safeguards Agreement and Additional
Protocol, and include access to individuals, documentation relating to procurement, dual use
equipment, certain military owned workshops and research and development locations;
(ii) To re-establish full and sustained suspension of all enrichment-related activity, as in
GOV/2005/64, and reprocessing activity;
(iii)

To reconsider the construction of a research reactor moderated by heavy water;

(iv)

Promptly to ratify and implement in full the Additional Protocol;

(v) Pending completion of the ratification of the Additional Protocol to continue to act in
accordance with the provisions of the Additional Protocol, which Iran signed on 18 December
2003;
5. Calls on Iran to observe fully its commitments and to return to the negotiating process that has
made good progress in the last two years;
6. Requests the Director General to continue his efforts to implement the Agency’s Safeguards
Agreement with Iran, to implement provisionally the Additional Protocol to that Agreement, and to
pursue additional transparency measures required for the Agency to be able to reconstruct the history
and nature of all aspects of Iran’s past nuclear activities, and to compensate for the confidence deficit
created; and
7. Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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Date: 4 Fehrna1y 2006

Original: English

For official use only
The adopted agenda
(GOV/2006/13)

lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Resolution adopted on 4 February 2006

The Board of Govemors,
(a)

Recalling ail the resolutions adopted by the Board on Iran's nuclear programme,

(b)

Recalling also the Di.rector General's repo1t s,

(c)
Recalling that Article IV of the Treaty on the Non Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
stipulates that nothing in the Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the inalienable 1ights of all
the Pa1ties to the Treaty to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes without disc1imination and in confonnity with Articles I and II of the Treaty,
(d) Commending the Di.rector General and the Secretariat for thei.r professional and imprut ial
effo1ts to implement the Safeguru·ds Agreement in Iran, to resolve outstanding safeguru·ds issues
in Iran and to verify the implementation by Iran of the suspension,
(e)

Recalling the Di.rector General's desc1iption of this as a special verification case,

(t)
Recalling that in repo1ts refen ed to above, the Di.rector General noted that after neru·ly
three years of intensive verification activity, the Agency is not yet in a position to clarify some
impo1t ant issues relating to lran's nuclear programme or to conclude that there ru·e no
undeclared nuclear materials or activities in Iran,

(g) Recalling Iran's many failures and breaches of its obligations to comply with its NPT
Safeguru·ds Agreement and the absence of confidence that Iran's nuclear programme is
exclusively for peaceful pmposes resulting from the histo1y of concealment of Iran's nucleru·
activities, the nature of those activities and other issues ruising from the Agency's ve1ification
of declarations made by Iran since September 2002,
(h) Recalling that the Di.rector General has stated that Iran's full transpru·ency is indispensable
and overdue for the Agency to be able to clarify outstanding issues (GOV/2005/67),
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(i)
Recalling the requests of the Agency for Iran's cooperation in following up on reports
relating to equipment, materials and activities which have applications in the conventional
military area and in the civilian sphere as well as in the nuclear military area (as indicated by the
Director General in GOV/2005/67),
(j)
Recalling that in November 2005 the Director General reported (GOV/2005/87) that Iran
possesses a document related to the procedural requirements for the reduction of UF6 to metal
in small quantities, and on the casting and machining of enriched, natural and depleted uranium
metal into hemispherical forms,
(k) Expressing serious concerns about Iran's nuclear programme, and agreeing that an
extensive period of confidence-building is required from Iran,
(l)
Reaffirming the Board's resolve to continue to work for a diplomatic solution to the
Iranian nuclear issue, and
(m) Recognising that a solution to the Iranian issue would contribute to global nonproliferation efforts and to realising the objective of a Middle East free of weapons of mass
destruction, including their means of delivery,
Underlines that outstanding questions can best be resolved and confidence built in the
1.
exclusively peaceful nature of Iran's programme by Iran responding positively to the calls for
confidence building measures which the Board has made on Iran, and in this context deems it
necessary for Iran to:
• re-establish full and sustained suspension of all enrichment-related and reprocessing

activities, including research and development, to be verified by the Agency;

• reconsider the construction of a research reactor moderated by heavy water;
• ratify promptly and implement in full the Additional Protocol;
• pending ratification, continue to act in accordance with the provisions of the Additional

Protocol which Iran signed on 18 December 2003;

• implement transparency measures, as requested by the Director General, including in

GOV/2005/67, which extend beyond the formal requirements of the Safeguards Agreement
and Additional Protocol, and include such access to individuals, documentation relating to
procurement, dual use equipment, certain military-owned workshops and research and
development as the Agency may request in support of its ongoing investigations;

Requests the Director General to report to the Security Council of the United Nations that these
2.
steps are required of Iran by the Board and to report to the Security Council all IAEA reports and
resolutions, as adopted, relating to this issue;
3.
Expresses serious concern that the Agency is not yet in a position to clarify some important
issues relating to Iran's nuclear programme, including the fact that Iran has in its possession a
document on the production of uranium metal hemispheres, since, as reported by the Secretariat, this
process is related to the fabrication of nuclear weapon components; and, noting that the decision to put
this document under Agency seal is a positive step, requests Iran to maintain this document under
Agency seal and to provide a full copy to the Agency;
Deeply regrets that, despite repeated calls from the Board for the maintaining of the suspension
4.
of all enrichment related and reprocessing activities which the Board has declared essential to
addressing outstanding issues, Iran resumed uranium conversion activities at its Isfahan facility on
8 August 2005 and took steps to resume enrichment activities on 10 January 2006;
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5.
Calls on Iran to understand that there is a lack of confidence in Iran’s intentions in seeking to
develop a fissile material production capability against the background of Iran's record on safeguards
as recorded in previous Resolutions, and outstanding issues; and to reconsider its position in relation to
confidence-building measures, which are voluntary, and non legally binding, and to adopt a
constructive approach in relation to negotiations that can result in increased confidence;
6.
Requests Iran to extend full and prompt cooperation to the Agency, which the Director General
deems indispensable and overdue, and in particular to help the Agency clarify possible activities
which could have a military nuclear dimension;
Underlines that the Agency’s work on verifying Iran’s declarations is ongoing and requests the
7.
Director General to continue with his efforts to implement the Agency's Safeguards Agreement with
Iran, to implement the Additional Protocol to that Agreement pending its entry into force, with a view
to providing credible assurances regarding the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in
Iran, and to pursue additional transparency measures required for the Agency to be able to resolve
outstanding issues and reconstruct the history and nature of all aspects of Iran's past nuclear activities;
8.
Requests the Director General to report on the implementation of this and previous resolutions
to the next regular session of the Board, for its consideration, and immediately thereafter to convey,
together with any Resolution from the March Board, that report to the Security Council; and
9.

Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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Item 5(c) of the provisional agenda
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

A meeting of the Board of Govemors was held from 2 to 4 Febmaiy 2006 to discuss the
implementation of the Agreement between the Islamic Republic of Iran (hereinafter refened to as Iran)
and the Agency for the Application of Safeguards in connection with the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.1 The meeting was called in response to the announcement by
Iran of its decision to resume from 9 Janua1y 2006 "R&D activities on the peaceful nuclear energy
programme which has been suspended as pait of its expanded voluntruy and non-legally binding
suspension. "2
1.

2. On 4 Febma1y 2006, the Board of Govemors adopted a resolution (GOV/2006/14) in
pai·agraph 1 of which it, inter alia, underlined that outstanding questions can best be resolved and
confidence built in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran's programme by Iran responding positively
to the calls for confidence building measures which the Board has made on Iran, and in this context
deemed it necessaiy for Iran to:
•

re-establish full and sustained suspension of all enrichment related and reprocessing activities,
including reseai·ch and development, to be verified by the Agency;

•

reconsider the constmction of a reseai·ch reactor moderated by heavy water;

•

ratify promptly and implement in full the Additional Protocol;

•

pending ratification, continue to act in accordance with the provisions of the Additional
Protocol which Iran signed on 18 December 2003 ;

•

implement transpru·ency measures, as requested by the Director General, including in
GOV/2005/67, which extend beyond the fo1mal requirements of the Safeguai·ds Agreement

1

INFCIRC/2 14.

2

See GOV/2006/ 11.
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and Additional Protocol, and include such access to individuals, documentation relating to
procurement, dual use equipment, certain military-owned workshops and research and
development as the Agency may require in support of its ongoing investigations.
3. As requested by the Board in paragraph 2 of that resolution, on 4 February 2006, the Director
General reported to the Security Council of the United Nations that the steps set out in paragraph 1 of
the resolution were required of Iran by the Board and reported to the Security Council all IAEA
reports and resolutions, as adopted, relating to this issue.
4. In paragraph 8 of GOV/2006/14, the Board also requested the Director General to report on the
implementation of that resolution, and previous resolutions, to the next regular session of the Board,
for its consideration, and immediately thereafter to convey, together with any resolution from the
March Board, that report to the Security Council.
5. This report is being submitted to the Board in response to its request in paragraph 8 of
GOV/2006/14.3 It provides an update on the developments that have taken place since
November 2005, and an update of the Agency’s September 2005 overall assessment, in connection
with the implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement in Iran and on the Agency’s verification of
Iran’s voluntary suspension of enrichment related and reprocessing activities.

A. Developments since November 2005
A.1. Enrichment Programme
6. As detailed in the Director General’s report of 18 November 2005 (GOV/2005/87), during
meetings that took place in October and November 2005, the Agency requested Iran to provide
additional information on certain aspects of its enrichment programme. Responses to some of these
requests were provided during discussions held in Tehran from 25 to 29 January 2006 between Iranian
officials and an Agency team headed by the Deputy Director General for Safeguards (DDG-SG).
Another Agency team visited Iran from 12 to 14 February 2006 to further discuss, inter alia, the
outstanding issues related to both uranium enrichment and the plutonium experiments. On
26 February 2006, the DDG-SG visited Iran again to discuss with Iranian authorities issues related to
the Physics Research Centre (PHRC) and the so-called Green Salt Project (see paras 33–39 below).

A.1.1. Contamination
7. As part of its assessment of the correctness and completeness of Iran’s declarations concerning its
enrichment activities, the Agency is continuing to investigate the source(s) of low enriched uranium
__________________________________________________________________________________
3

The initial report to the Board of Governors on this matter was provided by the Director General orally at the Board’s
meeting on 17 March 2003. The Director General has since then submitted 16 written reports to the Board: GOV/2003/40,
dated 6 June 2003; GOV/2003/63, dated 26 August 2003; GOV/2003/75, dated 10 November 2003; GOV/2004/11, dated
24 February 2004; GOV/2004/34, dated 1 June 2004, and Corr.1, dated 18 June 2004; GOV/2004/60, dated
1 September 2004; GOV/2004/83, dated 15 November 2004; INFCIRC/648, dated 1 August 2005; GOV/2005/61, dated
8 August 2005; GOV/2005/62, dated 10 August 2005; GOV/2005/67, dated 2 September 2005; GOV/INF/2005/13, dated
2 November 2005; GOV/2005/87, dated 18 November 2005; GOV/INF/2006/1, dated 3 January 2006; GOV/INF/2006/2,
dated 10 January 2006; and GOV/INF/2006/3, dated 6 February 2006. In addition, the Deputy Director General for
Safeguards made oral statements to the Board on 1 March 2005 (GOV/OR.1119), 16 June 2005 (GOV/OR.1130) and
2 February 2006.
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(LEU) particles, and some high enriched uranium (HEU) particles, which were found at locations
where Iran has declared that centrifuge components had been manufactured, used and/or stored.4
8. As reported by the Director General in November 2005,5 the analysis of the environmental
samples collected at a location in a Member State where, according to Iran, the centrifuge components
had been stored by the procurement network in the mid-1990s prior to their shipment to Iran, did not
indicate any traces of nuclear material. This could be explained, for example, by the fact that the
storage locations had changed ownership and been renovated over the past decade, and the
components had mainly been stored in their original packing.
9. To further understand the source of some of the contamination found in Iran, the Agency sampled
in December 2005 a centrifuge which had been received by a Member State from the procurement
network. The results of the analysis of those samples, together with earlier findings,6 tend, on balance,
to support Iran’s statement about the foreign origin of most of the HEU contamination. However, the
origin of some HEU particles, and of the LEU particles, remains to be further investigated. The
Agency is awaiting additional information from another Member State from which contaminated
components originated.
10. Due to the fact that it is difficult to establish a definitive conclusion with respect to the origin of all
of the contamination, it is essential to make progress on the scope and chronology of Iran’s
experiments with UF6 in its centrifuge enrichment programme.

A.1.2. Acquisition of P-1 centrifuge technology
11. As previously reported to the Board,7 the Agency was shown by Iran in January 2005 a copy of a
handwritten one-page document reflecting an offer said to have been made to Iran in 1987 by a foreign
intermediary. The document concerned the possible supply of a disassembled centrifuge (including
drawings, descriptions and specifications for the production of centrifuges); drawings, specifications
and calculations for a “complete plant”; and materials for 2000 centrifuge machines. The document
also made reference to: auxiliary vacuum and electric drive equipment; a complete set of workshop
equipment for mechanical, electrical and electronic support; and uranium re-conversion and casting
capabilities. Iran has declined the Agency’s request for a copy of the one-page document.
12. On 25 January 2006, Iran reiterated that that document was the only remaining documentary
evidence relevant to the scope and content of the 1987 offer, attributing this to the secret nature of the
programme and the management style of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) at that time.
Iran stated that no other written evidence exists, such as meeting minutes, administrative documents,
reports, personal notebooks or the like, to substantiate its statements concerning that offer.
13. Iran has maintained that only some components of one or two disassembled centrifuges, and
supporting drawings and specifications, were delivered by the network, but that a number of other
items of equipment referred to in the document were purchased directly from other suppliers.8
14. During the Agency’s visit to Iran between 12 and 14 February 2006, Iran provided some
clarification of supporting documentation previously shown to the Agency concerning items procured
__________________________________________________________________________________
4

GOV/2005/67, paras 9–12.

5

GOV/2005/87, para. 3.

6

GOV/2005/67, para. 12.

7

GOV/2005/67, para. 14.

8

GOV/2005/87, paras 5–6.
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by Iran. Iran also showed the Agency delivery documents for most of the items said to have been
purchased directly by Iran from other suppliers, which tend to confirm the Iranian statement
concerning its acquisition of those items.
15. As previously reported to the Board,9 according to Iran, there were no contacts by Iran with the
network between 1987 and mid-1993. Statements made by Iran and key members of the network about
the events leading to the mid-1990s offer are still at variance with each other. In this context, Iran has
been requested to provide further clarification of the timing and purpose of certain trips taken by
AEOI staff members in the mid-1990s.
16. Iran has said it is unable to supply any documentation or other information about the meetings that
led to the acquisition of 500 sets of P-1 centrifuge components in the mid-1990s. The Agency is still
awaiting clarification of the dates and contents of the shipments.
17. During the Agency’s 12–14 February 2006 visit to Iran, no additional information related to the
timing of the mid-1990s trips, or to the chronology or contents of the shipments, was made available
by Iran. Iran agreed, however, to provide the Agency with further clarifications in writing regarding
the latter issue.

A.1.3. Acquisition of P-2 centrifuge technology
18. Iran still maintains that, as a result of the discussions held with the intermediaries in the
mid-1990s, the intermediaries supplied only drawings for P-2 components containing no supporting
specifications, and that no P-2 components were delivered by the intermediaries along with the
drawings or thereafter. Iran continues to assert that no work was carried out on P-2 centrifuges during
the period 1995 to 2002, and that at no time during this period did it ever discuss with the
intermediaries the P-2 centrifuge design, or the possible supply of P-2 centrifuge components. In light
of information available to the Agency indicating the possible delivery of such components during that
period, which information was shared with Iran, Iran was asked in November 2005 to check again
whether any deliveries of P-1 or P-2 components had been made after 1995. Iran reiterated to the
Agency during its 12–14 February 2006 visit that there had been no such deliveries after 1995.
19. In connection with the research and development (R&D) work on a modified P-2 design, said by
Iran to have been carried out by a contracting company between early 2002 and July 2003, Iran has
confirmed that the contractor had made enquiries about, and purchased, magnets suitable for the P-2
centrifuge design. During the Agency’s mid-February 2006 visit, Iran provided some additional
clarification about the types of P-2 magnets it had received, but maintained that only a limited number
of magnets had been delivered. In response to Agency questioning about Iran’s inquiries into the
delivery of larger quantities of magnets (900 pieces) from a foreign entity in mid-2003, Iran stated that
it had never ordered or received such magnets. The Agency is still awaiting clarification of all of
Iran’s efforts to acquire such magnets.

A.2. Uranium Metal
20. As reported to the Board in the Director General’s report of November 2005,10 among the
documents shown by Iran to the Agency, said to have been the centrifuge enrichment related
drawings, specifications and supporting documentation provided by the intermediaries, was a 15-page
document describing the procedures for the reduction of UF6 to uranium metal in small quantities, and
__________________________________________________________________________________
9

GOV/2005/87, para. 11.

10

GOV/2005/87, para. 6.
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for the casting of enriched and depleted uranium metal into hemispheres, related to the fabrication of
nuclear weapon components. It did not, however, include dimensions or other specifications for
machined pieces for such components. According to Iran, this document was provided on the initiative
of the network, and not at the request of the AEOI, but it is not able to establish when Iran received the
document. Iran has declined the Agency’s request to provide it with a copy of the document, but did
permit the Agency, during its visit in January 2006, to examine the document again and to place it
under Agency seal. During the visit in mid-February 2006, the Agency again requested a copy of the
document in order for the Agency to complete its assessment of the document, which Iran again
declined to provide.
21. As described in the Director General’s report of November 2004, during the period between 1995
and 2000, Iran conducted a series of experiments to produce uranium metal from UF4.11 Based on the
results of the Agency’s investigations, it appears that Iran’s motivation for conducting uranium
reduction experiments was initially to make uranium metal for its laser programme and, later, to
develop an alternative process for the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF).12 While Iran also made a
few simple attempts at casting and machining, neither these nor the reduction experiments appear to
have followed the procedures outlined in the 15-page document referred to above.
22. Although there is no indication about the actual use of the document, its existence in Iran is a
matter of concern. It is related to uranium re-conversion and casting which was part of the original
1987 offer by the intermediaries but which was not, according to Iran, pursued. However, the Agency
is aware that the intermediaries had this document, as well as other similar documents, which the
Agency has seen in another Member State. Therefore, it is essential to understand the full scope of the
offer made by the network in 1987.

A.3. Plutonium Experiments
23. As indicated earlier,13 the Agency has been following up with Iran information provided by Iran
concerning its plutonium separation experiments.
24. In order to clarify differences between findings by the Agency and statements made by Iran, a
number of plutonium discs were brought by the Agency to Vienna for further analysis to determine the
exact isotopic composition of the plutonium. The Agency’s analysis showed, in particular, that the
Pu-240 content measured on eight of the discs was significantly lower than the Pu-240 content of the
solution from which the plutonium deposited on the discs was said to have originated.
25. In August 2005, the Agency also conducted detailed verification of unprocessed irradiated UO2
targets stored in containers in Iran. The results of these non-destructive and destructive analysis
measurements indicate that the duration of irradiation was longer than the duration derived from the
irradiation parameters provided by Iran.
26. On 6 February 2006, the Agency provided Iran with a summary report of the results of the
Agency’s analysis of all data available to it as of that date and requested further clarifications in light
__________________________________________________________________________________
11

GOV/2004/83, paras 13–22.

12
The Agency has noted in past reports that the role of uranium metal in Iran’s nuclear fuel cycle still needed to be fully
understood. Iran has told the Agency that its rationale for such work was the use of uranium metal: for Iran’s possible future
Magnox reactors; for the production of radiation shielding; as feed material for its laser enrichment programme; for radiation
shielding; and to gain know-how in nuclear material production. The rationale given by Iran for the production of depleted
uranium metal was to reduce the storage requirements for depleted UF6. See GOV/2003/40, paras 20 and 34; GOV/2003/63,
paras 20–21; GOV/2003/75, para. 25; GOV/2004/11, para. 15; and GOV/2004/83, para. 20.
13

GOV/2005/67, paras 21–25.
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of the above inconsistencies. During its 12–14 February 2006 visit to Iran, the Agency met with
Iranian officials to discuss the Agency’s findings; in the course of the discussion, Iran agreed to
provide such clarifications. In a letter dated 15 February 2006, Iran provided some clarifications in
connection with the issue referred to in paragraph 25 above, which the Agency is now assessing.

A.4. Other Implementation Issues
27. There are no new developments to report with respect to Iran’s uranium mining activities14 or with
respect to Iran’s activities involving polonium and beryllium,15 which the Agency is still assessing.
28. On 19 February 2006, the Agency visited the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40) at Arak to
carry out design information verification, and confirmed that the civil engineering work was still
ongoing. However, according to Iran, the commissioning date for the reactor is likely to be postponed
until 2011.
29. On 9 October 2005, the Agency also carried out a design information verification visit at the Fuel
Manufacturing Plant (FMP) at Esfahan. The civil engineering construction of the plant is ongoing;
however, the Agency was informed that the commissioning date of 2007, as indicated in the design
information provided by Iran, was likely to be postponed.

A.5. Voluntary Implementation of the Additional Protocol
30. Iran has continued to facilitate access under its Safeguards Agreement as requested by the Agency
and, until 6 February 2006, implemented the Additional Protocol as if it were in force, including by
providing, in a timely manner, the requisite declarations and access to locations. Since
November 2005, the Agency has conducted complementary access at three locations.
31. On 6 February 2006, Iran informed the Agency, inter alia, that:16
“1.

As stipulated in Para 7 of INFCIRC/666, from the date of this letter, our
commitment on implementing safeguards measures will only be based on the
NPT Safeguards Agreement between the Islamic Republic of Iran and the
Agency (INFCIRC/214).

2.

From the date of this letter, all voluntarily suspended non-legally binding
measures including the provisions of the Additional Protocol and even
beyond that will be suspended.

Therefore based on the above mentioned, it is requested the following measures
be taken by the Agency:
a.

The Agency’s inspector presence in the Islamic Republic of Iran for
the verification activities should be scheduled only on the basis of the
Safeguards Agreement.

b.

All the Agency’s containment and surveillance measures which were
in place beyond the normal Agency safeguards measures should be
removed by mid February 2006.

__________________________________________________________________________________
14

GOV/2005/67, paras 26–31.

15

GOV/2005/67, para. 34.

16

GOV/INF/2006/3.
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c.

From now on, the regular channels of communication (code 1.1 of the
Subsidiary Arrangement) should only be through the Permanent
Mission of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the IAEA in Vienna.”

A.6. Transparency Visits and Discussions
32. On 1 November 2005, the Agency was given access to a military site at Parchin where several
environmental samples were taken.17 The Agency did not observe any unusual activities in the
buildings visited, and the results of the analysis of environmental samples did not indicate the presence
of nuclear material at those locations.
33. Since 2004, the Agency has been awaiting additional information and clarifications related to
efforts made by the PHRC, which had been established at Lavisan-Shian,18 to acquire dual use
materials and equipment that could be used in uranium enrichment and conversion activities. The
Agency also requested interviews with the individuals involved in the acquisition of those items,
including the former Head of the PHRC.
34. In that connection, on 26 January 2006, Iran presented to the Agency documentation on efforts by
Iran, which it has stated were unsuccessful, to acquire a number of specific dual use items (electric
drive equipment, power supply equipment and laser equipment, including a dye laser). Iran stated that,
although the documentation suggested the involvement of the PHRC, the equipment had actually been
intended for a laboratory at a technical university where the Head of the PHRC worked as a professor.
Iran declined to make him available to the Agency for an interview. The Secretariat reiterated its
request to interview the professor, explaining that it was essential for a better understanding of the
envisioned and actual use of the equipment in question, as well as other equipment that could be
relevant to uranium enrichment (balancing machines, mass spectrometers, magnets and fluorine
handling equipment).
35. As indicated by the DDG-SG in his February 2006 statement to the Board, in January 2006, the
Agency presented to Iran a list of high vacuum equipment purchased by the PHRC, and asked to see
the equipment in situ, and to be permitted to take environmental samples from it. Some of the
equipment on the Agency’s list was presented to the Agency at a technical university, and
environmental samples were taken from it, the results of which are still pending. The Agency
subsequently wrote to Iran requesting additional clarifications regarding the procurement efforts of the
PHRC and the relationship between the PHRC and the technical university. During the Agency’s visit
in mid-February 2006, Iran declined to discuss this matter further.
36. On 26 February 2006, the Agency met in Iran with the former Head of the PHRC, referred to
above. He stated that the electric drive equipment, the power supply equipment, the laser equipment
and the vacuum equipment had been used for R&D in various departments of the university. The
professor explained that his expertise and connections, as well as resources available at his office in
the PHRC, had been used for the procurement of equipment for the technical university. He was not
aware, however, of the type of research in which other professors at the university were engaged. To
the best of his knowledge, the vacuum equipment referred to above had been ordered for the physics
department of the university. In this connection, Iran stated that this equipment had been used for
vacuum coating, and was currently being utilized for nano technology applications. The Agency is
__________________________________________________________________________________
17

GOV/2005/87, para. 16.

18
According to Iran, the PHRC was established at Lavisan-Shian in 1989, inter alia, to “support and provide scientific advice
and services to the Ministry of Defence” (see GOV/2004/60, para. 43).
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assessing this information. Iran also agreed to provide the requested clarifications in relation to the
balancing machines, mass spectrometers, magnets and fluorine handling equipment.
37. As also indicated by the DDG-SG in his February 2006 statement to the Board, in January 2006,
Iran provided additional clarification of its efforts in 2000 to procure some other dual use material
(high strength aluminium, special steel, titanium and special oils), as had been discussed in January
2005. High strength aluminium was presented to the Agency, and environmental samples were taken
therefrom. Iran stated that the material had been acquired for aircraft manufacturing, but that it had not
been used because of its specifications. Iran agreed to provide additional information on inquiries
concerning the purchase of special steels, titanium and special oils. Iran also presented information on
Iran’s acquisition of corrosion resistant steel, valves and filters, which were made available to the
Agency on 31 January 2006 for environmental sampling. The results of the environmental samples are
still pending.
38. On 5 December 2005, the Secretariat repeated its request for a meeting to discuss information that
had been made available to the Secretariat about alleged studies, known as the Green Salt Project,
concerning the conversion of uranium dioxide into UF4 (often referred to as “green salt”), as well as
tests related to high explosives and the design of a missile re-entry vehicle, all of which could involve
nuclear material and which appear to have administrative interconnections. On 16 December 2005,
Iran replied that the “issues related to baseless allegations.” Iran agreed on 23 January 2006 to a
meeting with the DDG-SG for the clarification of the alleged Green Salt Project, but declined to
address the other topics during that meeting. In the course of the meeting, which took place on
27 January 2006, the Agency presented for Iran’s review a copy of a process flow diagram related to
bench scale conversion and a number of communications related to the project. Iran reiterated that all
national nuclear projects are conducted by the AEOI, that the allegations were baseless and that it
would provide further clarifications later.
39. On 26 February 2006, the DDG-SG met with Iranian authorities to discuss the alleged Green Salt
Project. Iran repeated that the allegations “are based on false and fabricated documents so they were
baseless,” and that neither such a project nor such studies exist or did exist. It stated that all national
efforts had been devoted to the UCF project, and that it would not make sense to develop indigenous
capabilities to produce UF4 when such technology had already been acquired from abroad. According
to information provided earlier by Iran, the company alleged to have been associated with the socalled Green Salt Project had, however, been involved in procurement for UCF and in the design and
construction of the Gchine ore processing plant.
40. The Agency is assessing this and other information available to it, and is waiting for Iran to
address the other topics which could have a military nuclear dimension, as mentioned above.

A.7. Suspension
41. In a letter dated 3 January 2006, Iran informed the Agency that it had decided to resume, as from
9 January 2006, “those R&D on the peaceful nuclear energy programme which ha[d] been suspended
as part of its expanded voluntary and non-legally binding suspension”.19 On 7 January 2006, the
Agency received a letter from Iran requesting that the Agency remove seals applied at Natanz,
Farayand Technique and Pars Trash for the monitoring of suspension of enrichment related

__________________________________________________________________________________
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activities.20 The seals were removed by Iran on 10 and 11 January 2006 in the presence of Agency
inspectors.
42. Since the removal of the seals, Iran has begun substantial renovation of the gas handling system at
the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP) at Natanz. Iran has also informed the Agency that quality
control of components, and some rotor testing, was being carried out at Farayand Technique and at
Natanz. Due to the fact that no centrifuge related raw materials and components are under Agency
seal, the Agency is unable effectively to monitor the R&D activities being carried out by Iran except at
PFEP, where containment and surveillance measures are being applied to the enrichment process. On
29 January 2006, the two cylinders at PFEP containing UF6 from which seals had been removed on
10 January 2006 were again placed under Agency containment and surveillance.
43. On 8 February 2006, updated design information for PFEP and for the Fuel Enrichment Plant
(FEP) were received by the Agency. Equipment such as process tanks and an autoclave are currently
being moved into the FEP; commencement of the installation of the first 3000 P-1 machines at FEP is
planned for the fourth quarter of 2006.
44. On 11 February 2006, Iran started enrichment tests by feeding a single P-1 machine with UF6 gas.
At that time, other single P-1 machines were ready for operation and a 10-machine cascade was
undergoing vacuum tests. The feeding of the 10-machine cascade was begun on 15 February 2006,
and, on 22 February 2006, a 20-machine cascade was subjected to vacuum testing. The enrichment
process at PFEP is covered by Agency safeguards containment and surveillance measures.
45. In the letter received from Iran on 6 February 2006, referred to in paragraph 31 above, Iran stated,
inter alia, that the implementation of safeguards measures would only be based on its NPT Safeguards
Agreement and requested that “[a]ll the Agency’s containment and surveillance measures which were
in place beyond the normal Agency safeguards measures should be removed by mid February 2006.”21
Accordingly, on 12 February 2006, the Agency modified the containment and surveillance measures at
UCF. The UF6 filling stations, all filled UF6 cylinders and all UF6 produced at UCF, however, remain
under Agency safeguards containment and surveillance measures. The uranium conversion campaign
which was begun at UCF in November 2005 is continuing and is now expected to end in April 2006.
Since September 2005, approximately 85 metric tons of UF6 has been produced at UCF.

B. Current overall assessment
46. A detailed overall assessment of Iran’s nuclear programme and the Agency’s efforts to verify
Iran’s declarations with respect to that programme was provided by the Director General in November
200422 and again in September 2005.23 As indicated in those reports, Iran has made substantial efforts
over the past two decades to master an independent nuclear fuel cycle, and, to that end, has conducted
experiments to acquire the know-how for almost every aspect of the fuel cycle. Many aspects of Iran’s
nuclear fuel cycle activities and experiments, particularly in the areas of uranium enrichment, uranium
conversion and plutonium research, had not been declared to the Agency in accordance with Iran’s
__________________________________________________________________________________
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GOV/INF/2006/2.
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GOV/INF/2006/3.
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GOV/2004/83, paras 106–114.
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obligations under its Safeguards Agreement. Iran’s policy of concealment continued until October
2003, and resulted in many breaches of its obligation to comply with that Agreement, as summarized
in the Director General’s report of September 2005.24
47. Since October 2003, Iran has taken corrective actions with respect to those breaches. The Agency
has been able to confirm certain aspects of Iran’s current declarations, in particular in connection with
uranium conversion activities, laser enrichment, fuel fabrication and the heavy water research reactor
programme, which the Agency has been following up as routine implementation matters under Iran’s
Safeguards Agreement and, until 6 February 2006, its Additional Protocol.
48. Two important issues were identified in the Director General’s November 2004 report as relevant
to the Agency’s efforts to provide assurance that there are no undeclared enrichment activities in Iran,
specifically: the origin of LEU and HEU particle contamination found at various locations in Iran; and
the extent of Iran’s efforts to import, manufacture and use centrifuges of both the P-1 and P-2 designs.
49. With respect to the first issue — contamination — as indicated above, based on the information
currently available to the Agency, the results of the environmental sample analysis tend, on balance, to
support Iran’s statement about the foreign origin of most of the observed HEU contamination. It is still
not possible at this time, however, to establish a definitive conclusion with respect to all of the
contamination, particularly the LEU contamination. This underscores the importance of additional
information on the scope and chronology of Iran’s P-1 and P-2 centrifuge programmes, which could
greatly contribute to the resolution of the remaining contamination issues.
50. With respect to the second issue — the P-1 and P-2 centrifuge programmes — although some
progress has been made since November 2004 in the verification of statements by Iran regarding the
chronology of its centrifuge enrichment programme, the Agency has not yet been able to verify the
correctness and completeness of Iran’s statements concerning those programmes. While Iran has
provided further clarifications, and access to additional documentation, concerning the 1987 and mid1990s offers related to the P-1 design, the Agency’s investigation of the supply network indicates that
Iran should have additional supporting information that could be useful in this regard. Iran has also
been asked to provide additional details on the process that led to Iran’s decision in 1985 to pursue
centrifuge enrichment and on the steps leading to its acquisition of centrifuge enrichment technology
in 1987. However, Iran maintains that no information, other than that already provided to the Agency,
exists.
51. No additional information or documentation has been provided with respect to Iran’s statement
that it did not pursue any work on the P-2 design between 1995 and 2002. As indicated above, Iran has
been requested to search for more information, and any supporting documentation, relevant to the P-2
programme, in particular with regard to the scope of the original offer in connection with the P-2
centrifuge design and Iran’s acquisition of items linked to that programme. Iran, however, maintains
that no such information exists.
52. The Agency continues to follow up on all information pertaining to Iran’s nuclear programme and
activities. Although absent some nexus to nuclear material the Agency’s legal authority to pursue the
verification of possible nuclear weapons related activity is limited, the Agency has continued to seek
Iran’s cooperation as a matter of transparency in following up on reports related to equipment,
materials and activities which have applications both in the conventional military area and in the
civilian sphere as well as in the nuclear military area. In this regard, Iran has permitted the Agency to
visit defence related sites at Kolahdouz, Lavisan and Parchin. The Agency did not observe any
__________________________________________________________________________________
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unusual activities in the buildings visited at Kolahdouz and Parchin, and the results of environmental
sampling did not indicate the presence of nuclear material at those locations. The Agency is still
assessing the available information, and awaiting other additional information, in relation to the
Lavisan site and the PHRC.
53. As indicated to the Board in November 2004, and again in September 2005, all the declared
nuclear material in Iran has been accounted for. Although the Agency has not seen any diversion of
nuclear material to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices, the Agency is not at this point
in time in a position to conclude that there are no undeclared nuclear materials or activities in Iran.
The process of drawing such a conclusion, under normal circumstances, is a time consuming process
even with an Additional Protocol in force. In the case of Iran, this conclusion can be expected to take
even longer in light of the undeclared nature of Iran’s past nuclear programme, and in particular
because of the inadequacy of information available on its centrifuge enrichment programme, the
existence of a generic document related to the fabrication of nuclear weapon components, and the lack
of clarification about the role of the military in Iran’s nuclear programme, including, as mentioned
above, about recent information available to the Agency concerning alleged weapon studies that could
involve nuclear material.
54. It is regrettable, and a matter of concern, that the above uncertainties related to the scope and
nature of Iran’s nuclear programme have not been clarified after three years of intensive Agency
verification. In order to clarify these uncertainties, Iran’s full transparency is still essential. Without
full transparency that extends beyond the formal legal requirements of the Safeguards Agreement and
Additional Protocol — transparency that could only be achieved through Iran’s active cooperation —
the Agency’s ability to reconstruct the history of Iran’s past programme and to verify the correctness
and completeness of the statements made by Iran, particularly with regard to its centrifuge enrichment
programme, will be limited, and questions about the past and current direction of Iran’s nuclear
programme will continue to be raised. Such transparency should primarily include access to, and
cooperation by, relevant individuals; access to documentation related to procurement and dual use
equipment; and access to certain military owned workshops and R&D locations that the Agency may
need to visit in the future as part of its investigation.
55. The Agency will pursue its investigation of all remaining outstanding issues relevant to Iran’s
nuclear programme, and the Director General will continue to report to the Board as appropriate.
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Resolution 1696 (2006)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 5500th meeting, on
31 July 2006
The Security Council,
Recalling the Statement ofits President, S/PRST/2006/ 15, of29 March 2006,
Reaffinning its commitment to the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, and recalling the right of States Party, in conformity with Articles I and II
of that Treaty, to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes without discrimination,
Noting with serious concem the many reports of the IAEA Director General
and resolutions of the IAEA Board of Govemors related to Iran's nuclear
programme, reported to it by the IAEA Director General, including IAEA Board
resolution GOV/2006/ 14,
Noting with serious concem that the IAEA Director General's report of
27 Febrna1y 2006 (GOV/2006/ 15) lists a number of outstanding issues and concems
on Iran's nuclear programme, including topics which could have a military nuclear
dimension, and that the IAEA is unable to conclude that there are no undeclared
nuclear materials or activities in Iran,
Noting with serious concem the IAEA Director General's report of 28 April
2006 (GOV/2006/27) and its findings, including that, after more than three years of
Agency efforts to seek clarity about all aspects of Iran's nuclear programme, the
existing gaps in knowledge continue to be a matter of concem, and that the IAEA is
unable to make progress in its efforts to provide assurances about the absence of
undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran,
Noting with serious concem that, as confinned by the IAEA Director General 's
report of 8 June 2006 (GOV/2006/38) Iran has not taken the steps required of it by
the IAEA Board of Govemors, reiterated by the Council in its statement of
29 March and which are essential to build confidence, and in particular Iran's
decision to resume enrichment-related activities, including research and
development, its recent expansion of and announcements about such activities, and
its continued suspension of cooperation with the IAEA under the Additional
Protocol,
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Emphasizing the importance of political and diplomatic efforts to find a
negotiated solution guaranteeing that Iran’s nuclear programme is exclusively for
peaceful purposes, and noting that such a solution would benefit nuclear
non-proliferation elsewhere,
Welcoming the statement by the Foreign Minister of France, Philippe DousteBlazy, on behalf of the Foreign Ministers of China, France, Germany, the Russian
Federation, the United Kingdom, the United States and the High Representative of
the European Union, in Paris on 12 July 2006 (S/2006/573),
Concerned by the proliferation risks presented by the Iranian nuclear
programme, mindful of its primary responsibility under the Charter of the United
Nations for the maintenance of international peace and security, and being
determined to prevent an aggravation of the situation,
Acting under Article 40 of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations in
order to make mandatory the suspension required by the IAEA,
1.
Calls upon Iran without further delay to take the steps required by the
IAEA Board of Governors in its resolution GOV/2006/14, which are essential to
build confidence in the exclusively peaceful purpose of its nuclear programme and
to resolve outstanding questions;
Demands, in this context, that Iran shall suspend all enrichment-related
2.
and reprocessing activities, including research and development, to be verified by
the IAEA;
Expresses the conviction that such suspension as well as full, verified
3.
Iranian compliance with the requirements set out by the IAEA Board of Governors,
would contribute to a diplomatic, negotiated solution that guarantees Iran’s nuclear
programme is for exclusively peaceful purposes, underlines the willingness of the
international community to work positively for such a solution, encourages Iran, in
conforming to the above provisions, to re-engage with the international community
and with the IAEA, and stresses that such engagement will be beneficial to Iran;
4.
Endorses, in this regard, the proposals of China, France, Germany, the
Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and the United States, with the support of
the European Union’s High Representative, for a long-term comprehensive
arrangement which would allow for the development of relations and cooperation
with Iran based on mutual respect and the establishment of international confidence
in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme (S/2006/521);
Calls upon all States, in accordance with their national legal authorities
5.
and legislation and consistent with international law, to exercise vigilance and
prevent the transfer of any items, materials, goods and technology that could
contribute to Iran’s enrichment-related and reprocessing activities and ballistic
missile programmes;
Expresses its determination to reinforce the authority of the IAEA
6.
process, strongly supports the role of the IAEA Board of Governors, commends and
encourages the Director General of the IAEA and its secretariat for their ongoing
professional and impartial efforts to resolve all remaining outstanding issues in Iran
within the framework of the Agency, underlines the necessity of the IAEA
continuing its work to clarify all outstanding issues relating to Iran’s nuclear
programme, and calls upon Iran to act in accordance with the provisions of the
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Additional Protocol and to implement without delay all transparency measures as
the IAEA may request in support of its ongoing investigations;
7.
Requests by 31 August a report from the Director General of the IAEA
primarily on whether Iran has established full and sustained suspension of all
activities mentioned in this resolution, as well as on the process of Iranian
compliance with all the steps required by the IAEA Board and with the above
provisions of this resolution, to the IAEA Board of Governors and in parallel to the
Security Council for its consideration;
Expresses its intention, in the event that Iran has not by that date
8.
complied with this resolution, then to adopt appropriate measures under Article 41
of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations to persuade Iran to comply with
this resolution and the requirements of the IAEA, and underlines that further
decisions will be required should such additional measures be necessary;
9.
Confirms that such additional measures will not be necessary in the event
that Iran complies with this resolution;
10.

06-45022

Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

1. On 8 June 2006, the Director General reported on the implementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran) (GOV/2006/38). This report covers developments
since that date.
2. On 31 July 2006, the United Nations Secmity Council adopted resolution 1696 (2006), which,
inter alia,
•

called upon Iran without fint her delay to take the steps required by the Board of Govemors in
its resolution GOV/2006/ 14, which are essential to build confidence in the exclusively
peaceful pmpose of its nuclear programme and to resolve outstanding questions;

•

demanded, in this context, that Iran shall suspend all emichment-related and reprocessing
activities, including research and development, to be verified by the Agency;

•

underlined the necessity of the Agency continuing its work to clarify all outstanding issues
relating to Iran's nuclear programme;

•

called upon Iran to act in accordance with the provisions of the Additional Protocol and to
implement without delay all transparency measmes as the Agency may request in supp01t of
its ongoing investigations; and

•

requested by 31 August a report from the Director General p1imarily on whether Iran has
established full and sustained suspension of all activities mentioned in this resolution, as well
as on the process of Iranian compliance with all the steps required by the Board and with the
above provisions of this resolution, to the Board of Govemors and in parallel to the Secmity
Council for its consideration.

3. This repo1t is being submitted to the Board and in parallel to the Secmity Council.
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A. Suspension of Enrichment Related Activities
4. Iran has continued the testing of P-1 centrifuges in the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP). Since
6 June 2006, centrifuges in the single machine test stand and in the 10-machine and 20-machine
cascades have been run mostly under vacuum, but with the feeding of UF6 into single machines of the
20-machine cascade for short periods of time. Between 6 and 8 June 2006, the 164-machine cascade
was also tested with UF6 Further testing of the 164-machine cascade with UF6 was carried out
between 23 June and 8 July 2006. During these tests, a total of approximately 6 kg of UF6 was fed into
the machines and enriched to various levels of U-235. The feeding of UF6 into the 164-machine
cascade was resumed on 24 August 2006.
5. In June 2006, Iran stated that it had achieved enrichment levels of 5% U-235 in a test run in the
164-machine cascade. Iran provided measurement results from the on-line mass spectrometer to
substantiate this statement. The Agency collected environmental samples, the results of which are still
pending. Iran has refused the Agency access to operating records concerning product and tail assays
which the Agency requires to complete its auditing activities. However, on 30 August 2006, Iran
provided the Agency with some information about product assays, which the Agency is currently
assessing.
6. The installation of a second 164-machine cascade is proceeding. Iran has informed the Agency
that it expects to be able to run the cascade under vacuum in September 2006. In August 2006, the
Agency installed additional cameras to monitor this cascade. The Agency has also proposed the
implementation of remote monitoring to compensate for the fact that measures normally used for
verification at operational enrichment facilities (e.g. limited frequency unannounced access) are not
feasible at PFEP. However, Iran continues to decline to discuss the implementation of remote
monitoring at PFEP.
7. On 26 July 2006, design information verification (DIV) was carried out at the Fuel Enrichment
Plant (FEP) at Natanz, where construction was ongoing. In the course of the inspectors’ visit to Iran
between 11 and 16 August 2006, Iran declined to provide the Agency with access to carry out DIV at
FEP, stating that the frequency of DIV activities was, in its view, too high and that the Agency had
performed 3 DIVs there in 2003, 3 DIVs in 2004, 15 DIVs in 2005 and 12 DIVs as of August 2006.
Iran also expressed concern about the frequency of DIV at PFEP, the Uranium Conversion Facility
(UCF) and the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40). The Agency explained that DIV was an
ongoing and continuing process, and that it is carried out during all construction, commissioning,
operation and subsequent phases of a facility to establish the safeguards measures to be implemented
and to ensure that there are no undeclared design features which would permit the diversion of nuclear
material. Between December 2003 and February 2006, the Agency, with the consent of Iran, also took
advantage of DIV activities to monitor Iran’s suspension of enrichment activities. The Agency
explained that DIV also enables the Director General to fulfil the reporting requirements set by the
Board of Governors and the Security Council. Between 26 and 30 August 2006, Iran allowed the
Agency access to carry out DIV at FEP and at the other facilities mentioned above.

B. Suspension of Reprocessing Activities
8. The Agency has been monitoring the use of hot cells at the Tehran Research Reactor and the
Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production Facility, and the construction of hot cells at
the IR-40, through inspections, DIV and satellite imagery. There are no indications of ongoing
reprocessing activities in Iran.
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C. Heavy Water Research Reactor
9. On 12 July and 30 August 2006, the Agency carried out DIV at the IR-40 reactor at Arak.
Construction of the facility is continuing.

D. Outstanding Issues
10. As indicated in the Director General’s report of April 2006 (GOV/2006/27, para. 6), on
27 April 2006, the Agency received from Iran a letter in which it was stated that “Iran is fully prepared
to continue granting the Agency’s inspection in accordance with the Comprehensive Safeguards
provided that the Iran’s nuclear dossier will remain, in full, in the framework of the Agency and under
its safeguards, the Islamic Republic of Iran is prepared to resolve the remaining outstanding issues
reflected in [the Director General’s] report GOV/2006/15 of 27 February 2006, in accordance with the
international laws and norms. In this regard, Iran will provide a time table within next three weeks.”
No such timetable has as yet been received.

D.1. Enrichment Programme
D.1.1. Contamination
11. There has been no further progress on the resolution of the contamination issue (GOV/2006/27,
paras 8–9). As mentioned in the Director General’s last report (GOV/2006/38, para. 4), given the
difficulty of establishing a definitive conclusion in connection with this long outstanding issue, a full
understanding of the scope and chronology of Iran’s centrifuge enrichment programme, as well as full
implementation of the Additional Protocol, are necessary for the Agency to be able to provide credible
assurances regarding the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran. These are also
essential for clarification of the source of the uranium particle contamination found at the technical
university, as discussed in paragraph 24 below.

D.1.2. Acquisition of P-1 and P-2 Centrifuge Technology
12. The Agency has continued its investigation of the outstanding questions related to Iran’s P-1 and
P-2 centrifuge programmes (GOV/2006/27, paras 10–14). However, Iran has not made any new
information available to the Agency.
13. As indicated in the Director General’s last report, following public statements made by high level
Iranian officials that Iran was conducting research on new types of centrifuges, the Agency wrote to
Iran on 24 April 2006 seeking clarification of the scope and content of such research (GOV/2006/38,
para. 6). On 16 June 2006, the Agency received from Iran a letter stating, inter alia, that Iran was
studying different types of centrifuge machines, and that this was “an ongoing and progressing R&D
activity without using nuclear materials.”

D.2. Uranium Metal
14. The Agency is carrying out investigations on information and documentation which may have
been provided to Iran by foreign intermediaries (GOV/2006/27, paras 15–16; GOV/2006/38, para. 7).
To understand the full scope of the offers made by the intermediaries to Iran, it is still necessary for
the Agency to have a copy of the 15-page document describing the procedures for the reduction of UF6
to uranium metal and the casting and machining of enriched and depleted uranium metal into
hemispheres (first mentioned in GOV/2005/87, para. 6). Iran continued to decline the Agency’s
request to have a copy of the document, but had agreed to allow the Agency to review the document,
to take notes from it and to keep it under seal in Iran. In the course of a visit to Iran
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in mid-August 2006, Agency inspectors continued their examination of the document. However, Iran
informed the inspectors that the taking of notes would not be permitted, and the notes which had been
taken thus far by the inspectors during that visit had to be destroyed. The document remains under seal
in Iran.

D.3. Plutonium Experiments
15. The Agency has continued to seek clarification from Iran about its plutonium separation
experiments (GOV/2006/38, paras 8–9). Since the Director General’s last report, the Agency has been
able to evaluate the explanations provided by Iran in June and examine the copy of the notebook kept
by the researcher responsible for the plutonium experiments, and has concluded that they did not
provide sufficient clarification of the outstanding issues. In an effort to acquire further information
about the irradiation parameters, the Agency also met, on 11 July 2006, with a reactor operator and the
researcher, who also did not provide the data necessary to clarify the issues. Iran has stated that no
other relevant information is available.
16. In a letter dated 10 August 2006, the Agency informed Iran that, given the information received
from Iran to date, the Agency would not be able to resolve the outstanding inconsistencies unless
additional information were made available by Iran.
17. The depleted uranium targets which had been irradiated in the course of the plutonium
experiments are stored in containers located at the Karaj Waste Storage Facility (GOV/2005/67, para.
24). On 8 August 2005, the Agency took environmental samples from one of those containers. The
results from their analysis, recently finalized by the Agency, indicate the presence of high enriched
uranium particles. On 15 August 2006, Iran was requested to provide information about the source of
the contamination and the past use of the containers.

E. Other Implementation Issues
E.1. Uranium Conversion
18. Since the Director General’s last report to the Board, the Agency has completed its assessment of
the results of the physical inventory verification (PIV) of nuclear material at UCF carried out between
20 and 24 May 2006 (GOV/2006/38, para. 11). The Agency concluded that the physical inventory as
declared by Iran was consistent with the results of the PIV, within the measurement uncertainties
normally associated with similar size conversion plants.
19. In April 2006, the movement of a 48X UF6 cylinder1 by the operator into and out of one of the
withdrawal stations without prior notification to the Agency resulted in a loss of continuity of
knowledge of nuclear material in the process. However, in light of the results of the PIV, the Agency
will continue to follow up on this question as a routine part of its verification of the correctness and
completeness of Iran’s declarations.
20. On 27 June 2006, Iran provided the Agency with the anticipated operational programme for UCF,
including details of the new conversion campaign involving approximately 160 tonnes of uranium ore
concentrate which was begun on 6 June 2006 and is expected to be completed by January 2007. As of
25 August 2006, approximately 26 tonnes of uranium in the form of UF6 had been produced during
this campaign. All UF6 produced at UCF remains under Agency containment and surveillance. In a
__________________________________________________________________________________
1

A standard 48X cylinder is capable of containing up to 9.5 tonnes of UF6.
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letter dated 18 July 2006, Iran informed the Agency of its intention to build at UCF a “standby”
process line for converting ammonium uranyl carbonate to UO2.

E.2. Other Matters
21. On 8 July 2006, DIV was carried out at the Fuel Manufacturing Plant (FMP) at Esfahan. Iran
informed the inspectors that full commissioning of the FMP is scheduled for 2007. The civil
engineering construction of the facility is approximately 80% completed and equipment is being
installed.
22. There are no new developments to report with respect to the other implementation issues referred
to in the previous report (GOV/2006/38, para. 14; GOV/2006/27, paras 19 and 20).
23. Between the end of July 2006 and 29 August 2006, Iran declined to provide one-year multiple
entry visas to designated Agency inspectors as agreed to by Iran in the Subsidiary Arrangements to its
Safeguards Agreement. On 30 August 2006, Iran provided such visas for two inspectors, and on
31 August 2006 informed the Agency that “following the normal administration process the multiple
one year visa for remaining designated inspectors will be issued by 10 September 2006”.

F. Transparency Measures
24. Analysis of the environmental samples taken from equipment at a technical university in
January 2006, referred to in paragraph 25 of GOV/2006/27, showed a small number of particles of
natural and high enriched uranium. This equipment had been shown to the Agency in connection with
its investigation into efforts made by the Physics Research Centre (PHRC) to acquire dual use material
and equipment (GOV/2006/27, paras 24–25).
25. Iran has not yet responded to the Agency’s requests for clarification concerning, and access to
carry out environmental sampling of, other equipment and materials related to the PHRC. Nor has Iran
provided the Agency with access to interview the other former Head of the PHRC. As noted in
GOV/2006/38, paragraph 17, the clarification and access sought by the Agency have taken on added
importance in light of the results of the environmental sampling referred to in the previous paragraph.
26. The Agency has continued to follow up on information concerning studies related to the so-called
Green Salt Project, to high explosives testing and to the design of a missile re-entry vehicle
(GOV/2006/27, paras 27–29). However, Iran has not expressed any readiness to discuss these topics
since the issuance of the Director General’s report in February 2006 (GOV/2006/15, paras 38–39).

G. Summary
27. Iran has been providing the Agency with access to nuclear material and facilities, and has
provided the required reports. Although Iran has provided the Agency with some information
concerning product assays at PFEP, Iran continues to decline Agency access to certain operating
records at PFEP.
28. Iran has not addressed the long outstanding verification issues or provided the necessary
transparency to remove uncertainties associated with some of its activities. Iran has not suspended its
enrichment related activities; nor has Iran acted in accordance with the provisions of the Additional
Protocol.
29. The Agency will continue to pursue its investigation of all remaining outstanding issues relevant
to Iran’s nuclear activities. However, the Agency remains unable to make further progress in its efforts
to verify the correctness and completeness of Iran’s declarations with a view to confirming the
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peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme. The Director General will continue to report as
appropriate.
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

1. On 31 August 2006, the Director General repo1ted on the implementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran) (GOV/2006/53). This report covers developments
since that date.

A. Suspension of Enrichment Related Activities
2. Since 31 August 2006, centrifuges in the single machine test stand, and the 10-machine, 20machine and first 164-machine cascades at the Pilot Fuel Emichment Plant (PFEP) have been nm,
mostly 1mder vacuum, with UF6 being fed dming inte1mittent periods. The installation of the second
164-machine cascade was completed and, on 13 October 2006, testing of the cascade with UF6 gas was
begun. Between 13 August and 2 November 2006, a total of approximately 34 kg of UF6 was rep01t ed
by Iran as having been fed into the centrifuges and emiched to levels below 5% U-235.
3. Between 16 and 18 September 2006, the Agency perfo1m ed a physical invento1y verification
(PIV) at PFEP, the evaluation of which remains open pending receipt of sample results.
4. The results of the analysis of the environmental samples taken by the Agency to confnm Iran 's
statement in June 2006 that it had achieved emichment levels of 5% U-235 in a test 1un in the first
164-machine cascade at PFEP are still pending (GOV/2006/53, para. 5). Iran has not provided the
Agency full access to operating records conceming product and tail assays which the Agency requires
to complete its auditing activities.
5. Iran continues to decline to discuss the implementation of remote monito1ing at PFEP, a proposal
made by the Agency to compensate for the fact that measmes n01mally used for verification at
operational emichment facilities (e.g. limited frequency unamiounced access) are not feasible at PFEP
(GOV/2006/53 , para. 6).
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6. On 5 November 2006, design information verification (DIV) was carried out at the Fuel
Enrichment Plant (FEP) at Natanz, where construction was ongoing.

B. Suspension of Reprocessing Activities
7. The Agency has been monitoring the use of hot cells at the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR) and
the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production Facility, and the construction of hot
cells at the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40), through inspections, DIV and satellite imagery.
There are no indications of ongoing reprocessing activities at those facilities, or at any other declared
facilities in Iran.

C. Heavy Water Research Reactor
8. Since 31 August 2006, the Agency has been monitoring through satellite imagery the construction
of the IR-40 reactor, which, along with the construction of associated buildings, has been continuing.

D. Outstanding Issues
9. On 16 October 2006, the Agency wrote to Iran referring to the long outstanding verification issues
relevant to Iran’s nuclear activities, and to the fact that Iran had not addressed those issues or provided
the necessary transparency to remove uncertainties associated with some of its nuclear activities. In its
letter, the Agency urged Iran to provide all the necessary information and required access to facilitate
the resolution of all long outstanding verification issues. In its reply of 1 November 2006, Iran stated,
inter alia, that it “is prepared to remove ambiguities, if any, and gives access and information in
accordance with its Safeguards Agreement”. With regard to the outstanding issues, Iran referred to its
letter of 27 April 2006, in which it had “declare[d] its preparedness to resolve the remaining issues
providing timetable, within next three weeks, provided that the nuclear dossier is returned back in full
in the framework of the Agency”.

D.1. Enrichment Programme
D.1.1. Contamination
10. There has been no further progress on the resolution of the contamination issues referred to in
GOV/2006/53, para. 11 (i.e. the sources of low enriched uranium particles, and some high enriched
uranium (HEU) particles, found at locations where Iran has declared that centrifuge components had
been manufactured, used and/or stored). In addition, clarification is still required of the particles of
natural and high enriched uranium which were found in the samples taken from equipment at a
technical university in January 2006 (GOV/2006/53, para. 24).

D.1.2. Acquisition of P-1 and P-2 Centrifuge Technology
11. Iran has not made available to the Agency any new information concerning Iran’s P-1 or P-2
centrifuge programme (GOV/2006/53, paras 12–13).

D.2. Uranium Metal
12. Iran has still not provided a copy of the 15-page document describing the procedures for the
reduction of UF6 to uranium metal and the casting and machining of enriched and depleted uranium
metal into hemispheres (GOV/2005/87, para. 6). The document was resealed by the Agency in August
2006.
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D.3. Plutonium Experiments
13. The Agency has continued to seek clarification from Iran about its plutonium separation
experiments (GOV/2006/53, paras 15–17). Iran has not provided sufficient clarification of the
outstanding issues concerning these experiments and has stated that no other relevant information is
available.
14. As reflected in the Director General’s previous report (GOV/2006/53, para. 17), the results of the
analysis of environmental samples taken at the Karaj Waste Storage Facility (where containers which
had been used to store depleted uranium targets used in the experiments are located) indicate the
presence of HEU particles. In response to the Agency’s request of 15 August 2006 for information
about the source of the particles, and about the past use of the containers, Iran informed the Agency in
a letter dated 6 September 2006 that the containers had been used for the temporary storage of spent
fuel from TRR, which, in its view, could explain the presence of the HEU particles. Additional
samples have been taken from other containers, located at the Tehran Nuclear Research Centre, which
had also been used to store spent fuel from TRR. The results from these samples are still pending.
15. Under cover of the Agency’s letter of 16 October 2006 (referred to in para. 9 above), Iran was
provided with a detailed assessment of the results of further analysis of the samples taken from the
containers at Karaj, and was requested to provide further clarification of the presence of the HEU
particles and clarification of an additional finding of plutonium in the samples. On 13 November 2006,
Iran provided a response to that request, which the Agency is currently assessing.

E. Other Implementation Issues
E.1. Uranium Conversion
16. In June 2006, Iran started at the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF) a uranium conversion
campaign involving approximately 160 tonnes of uranium ore concentrate. As of 7 November 2006,
approximately 55 tonnes of uranium in the form of UF6 had been produced during this campaign. All
UF6 produced at UCF remains under Agency containment and surveillance.

E.2. Other Matters
17. There are no new developments to report with respect to the other implementation issues referred
to in previous reports (GOV/2006/38, para. 14; GOV/2006/27, paras 19–20).

F. Transparency Measures
18. Iran has not yet responded to the Agency’s long outstanding requests for clarification concerning,
and access to carry out further environmental sampling of, equipment and materials related to the
Physics Research Centre (PHRC); nor has Iran provided the Agency with access to interview another
former Head of the PHRC.
19. Iran has not expressed any readiness to discuss information concerning alleged studies related to
the so-called Green Salt Project, to high explosives testing and to the design of a missile re-entry
vehicle (GOV/2006/53, para. 26).

G. Summary
20. Iran has been providing the Agency with access to declared nuclear material and facilities, and
has provided the required nuclear material accountancy reports in connection with such material and
facilities. However, Iran has not provided the Agency with full access to operating records at PFEP.
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21. While the Agency is able to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material in Iran, the
Agency will remain unable to make further progress in its efforts to verify the absence of undeclared
nuclear material and activities in Iran unless Iran addresses the long outstanding verification issues,
including through the implementation of the Additional Protocol, and provides the necessary
transparency. Progress in this regard is a prerequisite for the Agency to be able to confirm the peaceful
nature of Iran’s nuclear programme.
22. The Agency will continue to pursue its investigation of all remaining outstanding issues relevant
to Iran’s nuclear activities, and the Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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Resolution 1737 (2006)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 5612th meeting, on
23 December 2006
The Security Council,
Recalling the Statement of its President, S/PRST/2006/ 15 , of 29 March 2006,
and its resolution 1696 (2006) of 31 July 2006,
Reaffinning its commitment to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, and recalling the right of States Party, in confonnity with Articles I and II
of that Treaty, to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes without discrimination,
Reiterating its serious concem over the many reports of the IAEA Director
General and resolutions of the IAEA Board of Govemors related to Iran's nuclear
programme, reported to it by the IAEA Director General, including IAEA Board
resolution GOV/2006/ 14,
Reiterating its serious concem that the IAEA Director General 's report of
27 Febrna1y 2006 (GOV/2006/ 15) lists a number of outstanding issues and concems
on Iran's nuclear programme, including topics which could have a milita1y nuclear
dimension, and that the IAEA is unable to conclude that there are no undeclared
nuclear materials or activities in Iran,
Reiterating its serious concem over the IAEA Director General 's report of
28 April 2006 (GOV/2006/27) and its findings , including that, after more than three
years of Agency efforts to seek clarity about all aspects of Iran's nuclear
programme, the existing gaps in knowledge continue to be a matter of concem, and
that the IAEA is unable to make progress in its efforts to provide assurances about
the absence ofundeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran,
Noting with serious concem that, as confirmed by the IAEA Director General 's
reports of 8 June 2006 (GOV/2006/38), 31 August 2006 (GOV/2006/53) and
14 November 2006 (GOV/2006/64), Iran has not established full and sustained
suspension of all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities as set out in
resolution 1696 (2006), nor resumed its cooperation with the IAEA under the
Additional Protocol, nor taken the other steps required of it by the IAEA Board of
Govemors, nor complied with the provisions of Security Council resolution
• Reissued for technical resons.
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1696 (2006) and which are essential to build confidence, and deploring Iran’s
refusal to take these steps,
Emphasizing the importance of political and diplomatic efforts to find a
negotiated solution guaranteeing that Iran’s nuclear programme is exclusively for
peaceful purposes, and noting that such a solution would benefit nuclear nonproliferation elsewhere, and welcoming the continuing commitment of China,
France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and the United
States, with the support of the European Union’s High Representative to seek a
negotiated solution,
Determined to give effect to its decisions by adopting appropriate measures to
persuade Iran to comply with resolution 1696 (2006) and with the requirements of
the IAEA, and also to constrain Iran’s development of sensitive technologies in
support of its nuclear and missile programmes, until such time as the Security
Council determines that the objectives of this resolution have been met,
Concerned by the proliferation risks presented by the Iranian nuclear
programme and, in this context, by Iran’s continuing failure to meet the
requirements of the IAEA Board of Governors and to comply with the provisions of
Security Council resolution 1696 (2006), mindful of its primary responsibility under
the Charter of the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace and
security,
Acting under Article 41 of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
1.
Affirms that Iran shall without further delay take the steps required by the
IAEA Board of Governors in its resolution GOV/2006/14, which are essential to
build confidence in the exclusively peaceful purpose of its nuclear programme and
to resolve outstanding questions;
Decides, in this context, that Iran shall without further delay suspend the
2.
following proliferation sensitive nuclear activities:
(a) all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research and
development, to be verified by the IAEA; and
(b) work on all heavy water-related projects, including the construction of a
research reactor moderated by heavy water, also to be verified by the IAEA;
3.
Decides that all States shall take the necessary measures to prevent the
supply, sale or transfer directly or indirectly from their territories, or by their
nationals or using their flag vessels or aircraft to, or for the use in or benefit of, Iran,
and whether or not originating in their territories, of all items, materials, equipment,
goods and technology which could contribute to Iran’s enrichment-related,
reprocessing or heavy water-related activities, or to the development of nuclear
weapon delivery systems, namely:
(a) those set out in sections B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5, B.6 and B.7 of
INFCIRC/254/Rev.8/Part 1 in document S/2006/814;
(b) those set out in sections A.1 and B.1 of INFCIRC/254/Rev.8/Part 1 in
document S/2006/814, except the supply, sale or transfer of:
(i) equipment covered by B.1 when such equipment is for light water
reactors;
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(ii) low-enriched uranium covered by A.1.2 when it is incorporated in
assembled nuclear fuel elements for such reactors;
(c) those set out in document S/2006/815, except the supply, sale or transfer
of items covered by 19.A.3 of Category II;
(d) any additional items, materials, equipment, goods and technology,
determined as necessary by the Security Council or the Committee established by
paragraph 18 below (herein “the Committee”), which could contribute to
enrichment-related, or reprocessing, or heavy water-related activities, or to the
development of nuclear weapon delivery systems;
Decides that all States shall take the necessary measures to prevent the
4.
supply, sale or transfer directly or indirectly from their territories, or by their
nationals or using their flag vessels or aircraft to, or for the use in or benefit of, Iran,
and whether or not originating in their territories, of the following items, materials,
equipment, goods and technology:
(a) those set out in INFCIRC/254/Rev.7/Part2 of document S/2006/814 if the
State determines that they would contribute to enrichment-related, reprocessing or
heavy water-related activities;
(b) any other items not listed in documents S/2006/814 or S/2006/815 if the
State determines that they would contribute to enrichment-related, reprocessing or
heavy water-related activities, or to the development of nuclear weapon delivery
systems;
(c) any further items if the State determines that they would contribute to the
pursuit of activities related to other topics about which the IAEA has expressed
concerns or identified as outstanding;
Decides that, for the supply, sale or transfer of all items, materials,
5.
equipment, goods and technology covered by documents S/2006/814 and
S/2006/815 the export of which to Iran is not prohibited by subparagraphs 3 (b),
3 (c) or 4 (a) above, States shall ensure that:
(a) the requirements, as appropriate, of the Guidelines as set out in
documents S/2006/814 and S/2006/985 have been met; and
(b) they have obtained and are in a position to exercise effectively a right to
verify the end-use and end-use location of any supplied item; and
(c)

they notify the Committee within ten days of the supply, sale or transfer;

and
(d) in the case of items, materials, equipment, goods and technology
contained in document S/2006/814, they also notify the IAEA within ten days of the
supply, sale or transfer;
Decides that all States shall also take the necessary measures to prevent
6.
the provision to Iran of any technical assistance or training, financial assistance,
investment, brokering or other services, and the transfer of financial resources or
services, related to the supply, sale, transfer, manufacture or use of the prohibited
items, materials, equipment, goods and technology specified in paragraphs 3 and 4
above;
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7.
Decides that Iran shall not export any of the items in documents
S/2006/814 and S/2006/815 and that all Member States shall prohibit the
procurement of such items from Iran by their nationals, or using their flag vessels or
aircraft, and whether or not originating in the territory of Iran;
Decides that Iran shall provide such access and cooperation as the IAEA
8.
requests to be able to verify the suspension outlined in paragraph 2 and to resolve
all outstanding issues, as identified in IAEA reports, and calls upon Iran to ratify
promptly the Additional Protocol;
9.
Decides that the measures imposed by paragraphs 3, 4 and 6 above shall
not apply where the Committee determines in advance and on a case-by-case basis
that such supply, sale, transfer or provision of such items or assistance would clearly
not contribute to the development of Iran’s technologies in support of its
proliferation sensitive nuclear activities and of development of nuclear weapon
delivery systems, including where such items or assistance are for food, agricultural,
medical or other humanitarian purposes, provided that:
(a) contracts for delivery of such items or assistance include appropriate
end-user guarantees; and
(b) Iran has committed not to use such items in proliferation sensitive
nuclear activities or for development of nuclear weapon delivery systems;
10. Calls upon all States to exercise vigilance regarding the entry into or
transit through their territories of individuals who are engaged in, directly associated
with or providing support for Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear activities or for
the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, and decides in this regard that
all States shall notify the Committee of the entry into or transit through their
territories of the persons designated in the Annex to this resolution (herein “the
Annex”), as well as of additional persons designated by the Security Council or the
Committee as being engaged in, directly associated with or providing support for
Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear activities and for the development of nuclear
weapon delivery systems, including through the involvement in procurement of the
prohibited items, goods, equipment, materials and technology specified by and
under the measures in paragraphs 3 and 4 above, except where such travel is for
activities directly related to the items in subparagraphs 3 (b) (i) and (ii) above;
11. Underlines that nothing in the above paragraph requires a State to refuse
its own nationals entry into its territory, and that all States shall, in the
implementation of the above paragraph, take into account humanitarian
considerations as well as the necessity to meet the objectives of this resolution,
including where Article XV of the IAEA Statute is engaged;
12. Decides that all States shall freeze the funds, other financial assets and
economic resources which are on their territories at the date of adoption of this
resolution or at any time thereafter, that are owned or controlled by the persons or
entities designated in the Annex, as well as those of additional persons or entities
designated by the Security Council or by the Committee as being engaged in,
directly associated with or providing support for Iran’s proliferation sensitive
nuclear activities or the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, or by
persons or entities acting on their behalf or at their direction, or by entities owned or
controlled by them, including through illicit means, and that the measures in this
paragraph shall cease to apply in respect of such persons or entities if, and at such
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time as, the Security Council or the Committee removes them from the Annex, and
decides further that all States shall ensure that any funds, financial assets or
economic resources are prevented from being made available by their nationals or
by any persons or entities within their territories, to or for the benefit of these
persons and entities;
13. Decides that the measures imposed by paragraph 12 above do not apply
to funds, other financial assets or economic resources that have been determined by
relevant States:
(a) to be necessary for basic expenses, including payment for foodstuffs, rent
or mortgage, medicines and medical treatment, taxes, insurance premiums, and
public utility charges or exclusively for payment of reasonable professional fees and
reimbursement of incurred expenses associated with the provision of legal services,
or fees or service charges, in accordance with national laws, for routine holding or
maintenance of frozen funds, other financial assets and economic resources, after
notification by the relevant States to the Committee of the intention to authorize,
where appropriate, access to such funds, other financial assets or economic
resources and in the absence of a negative decision by the Committee within five
working days of such notification;
(b) to be necessary for extraordinary expenses, provided that such
determination has been notified by the relevant States to the Committee and has
been approved by the Committee;
(c) to be the subject of a judicial, administrative or arbitral lien or
judgement, in which case the funds, other financial assets and economic resources
may be used to satisfy that lien or judgement provided that the lien or judgement
was entered into prior to the date of the present resolution, is not for the benefit of a
person or entity designated pursuant to paragraphs 10 and 12 above, and has been
notified by the relevant States to the Committee;
(d) to be necessary for activities directly related to the items specified in
subparagraphs 3 (b) (i) and (ii) and have been notified by the relevant States to the
Committee;
14. Decides that States may permit the addition to the accounts frozen
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 12 above of interests or other earnings due
on those accounts or payments due under contracts, agreements or obligations that
arose prior to the date on which those accounts became subject to the provisions of
this resolution, provided that any such interest, other earnings and payments
continue to be subject to these provisions and are frozen;
15. Decides that the measures in paragraph 12 above shall not prevent a
designated person or entity from making payment due under a contract entered into
prior to the listing of such a person or entity, provided that the relevant States have
determined that:
(a) the contract is not related to any of the prohibited items, materials,
equipment, goods, technologies, assistance, training, financial assistance,
investment, brokering or services referred to in paragraphs 3, 4 and 6 above;
(b) the payment is not directly or indirectly received by a person or entity
designated pursuant to paragraph 12 above;
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and after notification by the relevant States to the Committee of the intention to
make or receive such payments or to authorize, where appropriate, the unfreezing of
funds, other financial assets or economic resources for this purpose, ten working
days prior to such authorization;
16. Decides that technical cooperation provided to Iran by the IAEA or under
its auspices shall only be for food, agricultural, medical, safety or other
humanitarian purposes, or where it is necessary for projects directly related to the
items specified in subparagraphs 3 (b) (i) and (ii) above, but that no such technical
cooperation shall be provided that relates to the proliferation sensitive nuclear
activities set out in paragraph 2 above;
17. Calls upon all States to exercise vigilance and prevent specialized
teaching or training of Iranian nationals, within their territories or by their nationals,
of disciplines which would contribute to Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear
activities and development of nuclear weapon delivery systems;
18. Decides to establish, in accordance with rule 28 of its provisional rules of
procedure, a Committee of the Security Council consisting of all the members of the
Council, to undertake the following tasks:
(a) to seek from all States, in particular those in the region and those
producing the items, materials, equipment, goods and technology referred to in
paragraphs 3 and 4 above, information regarding the actions taken by them to
implement effectively the measures imposed by paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and
12 of this resolution and whatever further information it may consider useful in this
regard;
(b) to seek from the secretariat of the IAEA information regarding the
actions taken by the IAEA to implement effectively the measures imposed by
paragraph 16 of this resolution and whatever further information it may consider
useful in this regard;
(c) to examine and take appropriate action on information regarding alleged
violations of measures imposed by paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 of this
resolution;
(d) to consider and decide upon requests for exemptions set out in
paragraphs 9, 13 and 15 above;
(e) to determine as may be necessary additional items, materials, equipment,
goods and technology to be specified for the purpose of paragraph 3 above;
(f) to designate as may be necessary additional individuals and entities
subject to the measures imposed by paragraphs 10 and 12 above;
(g) to promulgate guidelines as may be necessary to facilitate the
implementation of the measures imposed by this resolution and include in such
guidelines a requirement on States to provide information where possible as to why
any individuals and/or entities meet the criteria set out in paragraphs 10 and 12 and
any relevant identifying information;
(h) to report at least every 90 days to the Security Council on its work and
on the implementation of this resolution, with its observations and
recommendations, in particular on ways to strengthen the effectiveness of the
measures imposed by paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 above;
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19. Decides that all States shall report to the Committee within 60 days of
the adoption of this resolution on the steps they have taken with a view to
implementing effectively paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 17 above;
20. Expresses the conviction that the suspension set out in paragraph 2 above
as well as full, verified Iranian compliance with the requirements set out by the
IAEA Board of Governors, would contribute to a diplomatic, negotiated solution
that guarantees Iran’s nuclear programme is for exclusively peaceful purposes,
underlines the willingness of the international community to work positively for
such a solution, encourages Iran, in conforming to the above provisions, to
re-engage with the international community and with the IAEA, and stresses that
such engagement will be beneficial to Iran;
21. Welcomes the commitment of China, France, Germany, the Russian
Federation, the United Kingdom and the United States, with the support of the
European Union’s High Representative, to a negotiated solution to this issue and
encourages Iran to engage with their June 2006 proposals (S/2006/521), which were
endorsed by the Security Council in resolution 1696 (2006), for a long-term
comprehensive agreement which would allow for the development of relations and
cooperation with Iran based on mutual respect and the establishment of international
confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme;
22. Reiterates its determination to reinforce the authority of the IAEA,
strongly supports the role of the IAEA Board of Governors, commends and
encourages the Director General of the IAEA and its secretariat for their ongoing
professional and impartial efforts to resolve all remaining outstanding issues in Iran
within the framework of the IAEA, underlines the necessity of the IAEA continuing
its work to clarify all outstanding issues relating to Iran’s nuclear programme;
23. Requests within 60 days a report from the Director General of the IAEA
on whether Iran has established full and sustained suspension of all activities
mentioned in this resolution, as well as on the process of Iranian compliance with all
the steps required by the IAEA Board and with the other provisions of this
resolution, to the IAEA Board of Governors and in parallel to the Security Council
for its consideration;
24. Affirms that it shall review Iran’s actions in the light of the report
referred to in paragraph 23 above, to be submitted within 60 days, and:
(a) that it shall suspend the implementation of measures if and for so long as
Iran suspends all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research
and development, as verified by the IAEA, to allow for negotiations;
(b) that it shall terminate the measures specified in paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
10 and 12 of this resolution as soon as it determines that Iran has fully complied
with its obligations under the relevant resolutions of the Security Council and met the
requirements of the IAEA Board of Governors, as confirmed by the IAEA Board;
(c) that it shall, in the event that the report in paragraph 23 above shows that
Iran has not complied with this resolution, adopt further appropriate measures under
Article 41 of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations to persuade Iran to
comply with this resolution and the requirements of the IAEA, and underlines that
further decisions will be required should such additional measures be necessary;
25.
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A.

B.

C.
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Entities involved in the nuclear programme
1.

Atomic Energy Organisation of Iran

2.

Mesbah Energy Company (provider for A40 research reactor — Arak)

3.

Kala-Electric (aka Kalaye Electric) (provider for PFEP — Natanz)

4.

Pars Trash Company (involved in centrifuge programme, identified in IAEA
reports)

5.

Farayand Technique (involved in centrifuge programme, identified in IAEA
reports)

6.

Defence Industries Organisation (overarching MODAFL-controlled entity,
some of whose subordinates have been involved in the centrifuge programme
making components, and in the missile programme)

7.

7th of Tir (subordinate of DIO, widely recognized as being directly involved in
the nuclear programme)

Entities involved in the ballistic missile programme
1.

Shahid Hemmat Industrial Group (SHIG) (subordinate entity of AIO)

2.

Shahid Bagheri Industrial Group (SBIG) (subordinate entity of AIO)

3.

Fajr Industrial Group (formerly Instrumentation Factory Plant, subordinate
entity of AIO)

Persons involved in the nuclear programme
1.

Mohammad Qannadi, AEOI Vice President for Research & Development

2.

Behman Asgarpour, Operational Manager (Arak)

3.

Dawood Agha-Jani, Head of the PFEP (Natanz)

4.

Ehsan Monajemi, Construction Project Manager, Natanz

5.

Jafar Mohammadi, Technical Adviser to the AEOI (in charge of managing the
production of valves for centrifuges)

6.

Ali Hajinia Leilabadi, Director General of Mesbah Energy Company

7.

Lt Gen Mohammad Mehdi Nejad Nouri, Rector of Malek Ashtar University of
Defence Technology (chemistry dept, affiliated to MODALF, has conducted
experiments on beryllium)

Persons involved in the ballistic missile programme
1.

Gen Hosein Salimi, Commander of the Air Force, IRGC (Pasdaran)

2.

Ahmad Vahid Dastjerdi, Head of the AIO
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E.

3.

Reza-Gholi Esmaeli, Head of Trade & International Affairs Dept, AIO

4.

Bahmanyar Morteza Bahmanyar, Head of Finance & Budget Dept, AIO

Persons involved in both the nuclear and ballistic
missile programmes
1.
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Maj Gen Yahya Rahim Safavi, Commander, IRGC (Pasdaran)
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Resolution 1747 (2007)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 5647th meeting on
24 March 2007
The Security Council,
Recalling the Statement of its President, S/PRST/2006/ 15 , of 29 March 2006,
and its resolution 1696 (2006) of 31 July 2006, and its resolution 1737 (2006) of
23 December 2006, and reaffirming their provisions,
Reaffinning its commitment to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, the need for all States Party to that Treaty to comply fully with all their
obligations, and recalling the right of States Party, in confonnity with Articles I and
II of that Treaty, to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes without discrimination,
Recalling its serious concem over the reports of the IAEA Director General as
set out in its resolutions 1696 (2006) and 173 7 (2006),
Recalling the latest report by the IAEA Director General (GOV/2007/8) of
22 Febmary 2007 and deploring that, as indicated therein, Iran has failed to comply
with resolution 1696 (2006) and resolution 1737 (2006),
Emphasizing the importance of political and diplomatie efforts to find a
negotiated solution guaranteeing that Iran's nuclear programme is exclusively for
peaceful purposes, and noting that such a solution would benefit nuclear
non-proliferation elsewhere, and welcoming the continuing commitment of China,
France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and the United
States, with the support of the European Union's High Representative to seek a
negotiated solution,
Recalling the resolution of the IAEA Board of Govemors (GOV/2006/ 14),
which states that a solution to the Iranian nuclear issue would contribute to global
non-proliferation efforts and to realizing the objective of a Middle East free of
weapons of mass destmction, including their means of delivery,
Determined to give effect to its decisions by adopting appropriate measures to
persuade Iran to comply with resolution 1696 (2006) and resolution 1737 (2006) and
with the requirements of the IAEA, and also to constrain Iran's development of
sensitive technologies in support of its nuclear and missile programmes, until such
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time as the Security Council determines that the objectives of these resolutions have
been met,
Recalling the requirement on States to join in affording mutual assistance in
carrying out the measures decided upon by the Security Council,
Concerned by the proliferation risks presented by the Iranian nuclear
programme and, in this context, by Iran’s continuing failure to meet the
requirements of the IAEA Board of Governors and to comply with the provisions of
Security Council resolutions 1696 (2006) and 1737 (2006), mindful of its primary
responsibility under the Charter of the United Nations for the maintenance of
international peace and security,
Acting under Article 41 of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
1.
Reaffirms that Iran shall without further delay take the steps required by
the IAEA Board of Governors in its resolution GOV/2006/14, which are essential to
build confidence in the exclusively peaceful purpose of its nuclear programme and
to resolve outstanding questions, and, in this context, affirms its decision that Iran
shall without further delay take the steps required in paragraph 2 of resolution 1737
(2006);
Calls upon all States also to exercise vigilance and restraint regarding the
2.
entry into or transit through their territories of individuals who are engaged in,
directly associated with or providing support for Iran’s proliferation sensitive
nuclear activities or for the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, and
decides in this regard that all States shall notify the Committee established pursuant
to paragraph 18 of resolution 1737 (2006) (herein “the Committee”) of the entry
into or transit through their territories of the persons designated in the Annex to
resolution 1737 (2006) or Annex I to this resolution, as well as of additional persons
designated by the Security Council or the Committee as being engaged in, directly
associated with or providing support for Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear
activities or for the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, including
through the involvement in procurement of the prohibited items, goods, equipment,
materials and technology specified by and under the measures in paragraphs 3 and 4
of resolution 1737 (2006), except where such travel is for activities directly related
to the items in subparagraphs 3 (b) (i) and (ii) of that resolution;
Underlines that nothing in the above paragraph requires a State to refuse
3.
its own nationals entry into its territory, and that all States shall, in the
implementation of the above paragraph, take into account humanitarian
considerations, including religious obligations, as well as the necessity to meet the
objectives of this resolution and resolution 1737 (2006), including where Article XV
of the IAEA Statute is engaged;
Decides that the measures specified in paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 of
4.
resolution 1737 (2006) shall apply also to the persons and entities listed in Annex I
to this resolution;
Decides that Iran shall not supply, sell or transfer directly or indirectly
5.
from its territory or by its nationals or using its flag vessels or aircraft any arms or
related materiel, and that all States shall prohibit the procurement of such items
from Iran by their nationals, or using their flag vessels or aircraft, and whether or
not originating in the territory of Iran;
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6.
Calls upon all States to exercise vigilance and restraint in the supply, sale
or transfer directly or indirectly from their territories or by their nationals or using
their flag vessels or aircraft of any battle tanks, armoured combat vehicles, large
calibre artillery systems, combat aircraft, attack helicopters, warships, missiles or
missile systems as defined for the purpose of the United Nations Register on
Conventional Arms to Iran, and in the provision to Iran of any technical assistance
or training, financial assistance, investment, brokering or other services, and the
transfer of financial resources or services, related to the supply, sale, transfer,
manufacture or use of such items in order to prevent a destabilizing accumulation of
arms;
Calls upon all States and international financial institutions not to enter
7.
into new commitments for grants, financial assistance, and concessional loans, to
the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran, except for humanitarian and
developmental purposes;
Calls upon all States to report to the Committee within 60 days of the
8.
adoption of this resolution on the steps they have taken with a view to implementing
effectively paragraphs 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 above;
Expresses the conviction that the suspension set out in paragraph 2 of
9.
resolution 1737 (2006) as well as full, verified Iranian compliance with the
requirements set out by the IAEA Board of Governors would contribute to a
diplomatic, negotiated solution that guarantees Iran’s nuclear programme is for
exclusively peaceful purposes, underlines the willingness of the international
community to work positively for such a solution, encourages Iran, in conforming
to the above provisions, to re-engage with the international community and with the
IAEA, and stresses that such engagement will be beneficial to Iran;
10. Welcomes the continuous affirmation of the commitment of China,
France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and the United
States, with the support of the European Union’s High Representative, to a
negotiated solution to this issue and encourages Iran to engage with their June 2006
proposals (S/2006/521), attached in Annex II to this resolution, which were
endorsed by the Security Council in resolution 1696 (2006), and acknowledges with
appreciation that this offer to Iran remains on the table, for a long-term
comprehensive agreement which would allow for the development of relations and
cooperation with Iran based on mutual respect and the establishment of international
confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme;
11. Reiterates its determination to reinforce the authority of the IAEA,
strongly supports the role of the IAEA Board of Governors, commends and
encourages the Director General of the IAEA and its secretariat for their ongoing
professional and impartial efforts to resolve all outstanding issues in Iran within the
framework of the IAEA, underlines the necessity of the IAEA, which is
internationally recognized as having authority for verifying compliance with
safeguards agreements, including the non-diversion of nuclear material for
non-peaceful purposes, in accordance with its Statute, to continue its work to clarify
all outstanding issues relating to Iran’s nuclear programme;
12. Requests within 60 days a further report from the Director General of the
IAEA on whether Iran has established full and sustained suspension of all activities
mentioned in resolution 1737 (2006), as well as on the process of Iranian
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compliance with all the steps required by the IAEA Board and with the other
provisions of resolution 1737 (2006) and of this resolution, to the IAEA Board of
Governors and in parallel to the Security Council for its consideration;
13. Affirms that it shall review Iran’s actions in light of the report referred to
in paragraph 12 above, to be submitted within 60 days, and:
(a) that it shall suspend the implementation of measures if and for so long as
Iran suspends all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research
and development, as verified by the IAEA, to allow for negotiations in good faith in
order to reach an early and mutually acceptable outcome;
(b) that it shall terminate the measures specified in paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
and 12 of resolution 1737 (2006) as well as in paragraphs 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 above as
soon as it determines, following receipt of the report referred to in paragraph 12
above, that Iran has fully complied with its obligations under the relevant
resolutions of the Security Council and met the requirements of the IAEA Board of
Governors, as confirmed by the IAEA Board;
(c) that it shall, in the event that the report in paragraph 12 above shows that
Iran has not complied with resolution 1737 (2006) and this resolution, adopt further
appropriate measures under Article 41 of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United
Nations to persuade Iran to comply with these resolutions and the requirements of
the IAEA, and underlines that further decisions will be required should such
additional measures be necessary;
14.

4

Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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Annex I
Entities involved in nuclear or ballistic missile activities
1.
Ammunition and Metallurgy Industries Group (AMIG) (aka Ammunition
Industries Group) (AMIG controls 7th of Tir, which is designated under resolution
1737 (2006) for its role in Iran’s centrifuge programme. AMIG is in turn owned and
controlled by the Defence Industries Organisation (DIO), which is designated under
resolution 1737 (2006))
2.
Esfahan Nuclear Fuel Research and Production Centre (NFRPC) and Esfahan
Nuclear Technology Centre (ENTC) (Parts of the Atomic Energy Organisation of
Iran’s (AEOI) Nuclear Fuel Production and Procurement Company, which is
involved in enrichment-related activities. AEOI is designated under resolution 1737
(2006))
3.
Kavoshyar Company (Subsidiary company of AEOI, which has sought glass
fibres, vacuum chamber furnaces and laboratory equipment for Iran’s nuclear
programme)
4.
Parchin Chemical Industries (Branch of DIO, which produces ammunition,
explosives, as well as solid propellants for rockets and missiles)
5.

Karaj Nuclear Research Centre (Part of AEOI’s research division)

6.
Novin Energy Company (aka Pars Novin) (Operates within AEOI and has
transferred funds on behalf of AEOI to entities associated with Iran’s nuclear
programme)
7.
Cruise Missile Industry Group (aka Naval Defence Missile Industry Group)
(Production and development of cruise missiles. Responsible for naval missiles
including cruise missiles)
8.
Bank Sepah and Bank Sepah International (Bank Sepah provides support for
the Aerospace Industries Organisation (AIO) and subordinates, including Shahid
Hemmat Industrial Group (SHIG) and Shahid Bagheri Industrial Group (SBIG),
both of which were designated under resolution 1737 (2006))
9.
Sanam Industrial Group (subordinate to AIO, which has purchased equipment
on AIO’s behalf for the missile programme)
10. Ya Mahdi Industries Group (subordinate to AIO, which is involved in
international purchases of missile equipment)
Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps entities
1.
Qods Aeronautics Industries (Produces unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
parachutes, para-gliders, para-motors, etc. Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC) has boasted of using these products as part of its asymmetric warfare
doctrine)
2.
Pars Aviation Services Company (Maintains various aircraft including MI-171,
used by IRGC Air Force)
3.
Sho’a’ Aviation (Produces micro-lights which IRGC has claimed it is using as
part of its asymmetric warfare doctrine)
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Persons involved in nuclear or ballistic missile activities
1.
Fereidoun Abbasi-Davani (Senior Ministry of Defence and Armed Forces
Logistics (MODAFL) scientist with links to the Institute of Applied Physics,
working closely with Mohsen Fakhrizadeh-Mahabadi, designated below)
2.
Mohsen Fakhrizadeh-Mahabadi (Senior MODAFL scientist and former head of
the Physics Research Centre (PHRC). The IAEA have asked to interview him about
the activities of the PHRC over the period he was head but Iran has refused)
3.

Seyed Jaber Safdari (Manager of the Natanz Enrichment Facilities)

4.
Amir Rahimi (Head of Esfahan Nuclear Fuel Research and Production Center,
which is part of the AEOI’s Nuclear Fuel Production and Procurement Company,
which is involved in enrichment-related activities)
5.
Mohsen Hojati (Head of Fajr Industrial Group, which is designated under
resolution 1737 (2006) for its role in the ballistic missile programme)
6.
Mehrdada Akhlaghi Ketabachi (Head of SBIG, which is designated under
resolution 1737 (2006) for its role in the ballistic missile programme)
7.
Naser Maleki (Head of SHIG, which is designated under resolution 1737
(2006) for its role in Iran’s ballistic missile programme. Naser Maleki is also a
MODAFL official overseeing work on the Shahab-3 ballistic missile programme.
The Shahab-3 is Iran’s long range ballistic missile currently in service)
8.
Ahmad Derakhshandeh (Chairman and Managing Director of Bank Sepah,
which provides support for the AIO and subordinates, including SHIG and SBIG,
both of which were designated under resolution 1737 (2006))
Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps key persons
1.

Brigadier General Morteza Rezaie (Deputy Commander of IRGC)

2.

Vice Admiral Ali Akbar Ahmadian (Chief of IRGC Joint Staff)

3.
Brigadier General Mohammad Reza Zahedi (Commander of IRGC Ground
Forces)
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4.

Rear Admiral Morteza Safari (Commander of IRGC Navy)

5.

Brigadier General Mohammad Hejazi (Commander of Bassij resistance force)

6.

Brigadier General Qasem Soleimani (Commander of Qods force)

7.

General Zolqadr (IRGC officer, Deputy Interior Minister for Security Affairs)
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Annex II
Elements of a long-term agreement
Our goal is to develop relations and cooperation with Iran, based on mutual
respect and the establishment of international confidence in the exclusively peaceful
nature of the nuclear programme of the Islamic Republic of Iran. We propose a fresh
start in the negotiation of a comprehensive agreement with Iran. Such an agreement
would be deposited with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and
endorsed in a Security Council resolution.
To create the right conditions for negotiations,
We will:
• Reaffirm Iran’s right to develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes in
conformity with its obligations under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (hereinafter, NPT), and in this context reaffirm our support
for the development by Iran of a civil nuclear energy programme.
• Commit to support actively the building of new light water reactors in Iran
through international joint projects, in accordance with the IAEA statute and
NPT.
• Agree to suspend discussion of Iran’s nuclear programme in the Security
Council upon the resumption of negotiations.
Iran will:
• Commit to addressing all of the outstanding concerns of IAEA through full
cooperation with IAEA.
• Suspend all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities to be verified by
IAEA, as requested by the IAEA Board of Governors and the Security Council,
and commit to continue this during these negotiations.
• Resume the implementation of the Additional Protocol.

Areas of future cooperation to be covered in negotiations on a
long-term agreement
1.

Nuclear
We will take the following steps:
Iran’s rights to nuclear energy
• Reaffirm Iran’s inalienable right to nuclear energy for peaceful purposes
without discrimination and in conformity with articles I and II of NPT, and
cooperate with Iran in the development by Iran of a civil nuclear power
programme.
• Negotiate and implement a Euratom/Iran nuclear cooperation agreement.
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Light water reactors
• Actively support the building of new light water power reactors in Iran
through international joint projects, in accordance with the IAEA statute and
NPT, using state-of-the-art technology, including by authorizing the transfer of
necessary goods and the provision of advanced technology to make its power
reactors safe against earthquakes.
• Provide cooperation with the management of spent nuclear fuel and
radioactive waste through appropriate arrangements.
Research and development in nuclear energy
• Provide a substantive package of research and development cooperation,
including possible provision of light water research reactors, notably in the
fields of radioisotope production, basic research and nuclear applications in
medicine and agriculture.
Fuel guarantees
• Give legally binding, multilayered fuel assurances to Iran, based on:
ƕ Participation as a partner in an international facility in Russia to provide
enrichment services for a reliable supply of fuel to Iran’s nuclear
reactors. Subject to negotiations, such a facility could enrich all uranium
hexaflouride (UF6) produced in Iran.
ƕ Establishment on commercial terms of a buffer stock to hold a reserve of
up to five years’ supply of nuclear fuel dedicated to Iran, with the
participation and under supervision of IAEA.
ƕ Development with IAEA of a standing multilateral mechanism for
reliable access to nuclear fuel, based on ideas to be considered at the next
meeting of the Board of Governors.
Review of moratorium
The long-term agreement would, with regard to common efforts to build
international confidence, contain a clause for review of the agreement in all its
aspects, to follow:
• Confirmation by IAEA that all outstanding issues and concerns reported by it,
including those activities which could have a military nuclear dimension, have
been resolved;
• Confirmation that there are no undeclared nuclear activities or materials in
Iran and that international confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of
Iran’s civil nuclear programme has been restored.
2.

Political and economic
Regional security cooperation
Support for a new conference to promote dialogue and cooperation on regional
security issues.
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International trade and investment
Improving Iran’s access to the international economy, markets and capital,
through practical support for full integration into international structures, including
the World Trade Organization and to create the framework for increased direct
investment in Iran and trade with Iran (including a trade and economic cooperation
agreement with the European Union). Steps would be taken to improve access to
key goods and technology.
Civil aviation
Civil aviation cooperation, including the possible removal of restrictions on
United States and European manufacturers in regard to the export of civil aircraft to
Iran, thereby widening the prospect of Iran renewing its fleet of civil airliners.
Energy partnership
Establishment of a long-term energy partnership between Iran and the
European Union and other willing partners, with concrete and practical applications.
Telecommunications infrastructure
Support for the modernization of Iran’s telecommunication infrastructure and
advanced Internet provision, including by possible removal of relevant United States
and other export restrictions.
High technology cooperation
Cooperation in fields of high technology and other areas to be agreed upon.
Agriculture
Support for agricultural development in Iran, including possible access to
United States and European agricultural products, technology and farm equipment.
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Resolution 1803 (2008)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 5848th meeting,
on 3 March 2008
The Security Council,
Recalling the Statement of its President, S/PRST/2006/ 15 , of 29 March 2006,
and its resolution 1696 (2006) of 31 July 2006, its resolution 1737 (2006) of
23 December 2006 and its resolution 1747 (2007) of 24 March 2007, and
reaffirming their provisions,
Reaffinning its commitment to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, the need for all States Party to that Treaty to comply fully with all their
obligations, and recalling the right of States Party, in confonnity with Articles I and
II of that Treaty, to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes without discrimination,
Recalling the resolution of the IAEA Board of Govemors (GOV/2006/ 14),
which states that a solution to the Iranian nuclear issue would contribute to global
non-proliferation efforts and to realizing the objective of a Middle East free of
weapons of mass destruction, including their means of delivery,
Noting with serious concem that, as confirmed by the reports of 23 May 2007
(GOV/2007/22), 30 August 2007 (GOV/2007/48), 15 November 2007
(GOV/2007/ 58) and 22 February 2008 (GOV/2008/4) of the D irector General of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Iran has not established full and
sustained suspension of all enrichment related and reprocessing activities and heavy
water-related projects as set out in resolution 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), and 1747
(2007), nor resumed its cooperation with the IAEA under the Additional Protocol,
nor taken the other steps required by the IAEA Board of Govemors, nor complied
with the provisions of Security Council resolution 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006) and
1747 (2007) and which are essential to build confidence, and deploring Iran's
refusai to take these steps,
Noting with concem that Iran ha.s taken issue with the IAEA's right to verify
design information which ha.d been provided by Iran pursuant to the modified
Code 3 .1, emphasizing that in accordance with Article 3 9 of Iran 's Sa.feguards
Agreement Code 3 .1 cannot be modified nor suspended unilaterally and that the
Agency's right to verify design information provided to it is a continuing right,
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which is not dependent on the stage of construction of, or the presence of nuclear
material at, a facility,
Reiterating its determination to reinforce the authority of the IAEA, strongly
supporting the role of the IAEA Board of Governors, commending the IAEA for its
efforts to resolve outstanding issues relating to Iran’s nuclear programme in the
work plan between the Secretariat of the IAEA and Iran (GOV/2007/48,
Attachment), welcoming the progress in implementation of this work plan as
reflected in the IAEA Director General’s reports of 15 November 2007
(GOV/2007/58) and 22 February 2008 (GOV/2008/4), underlining the importance
of Iran producing tangible results rapidly and effectively by completing
implementation of this work plan including by providing answers to all the
questions the IAEA asks so that the Agency, through the implementation of the
required transparency measures, can assess the completeness and correctness of
Iran’s declaration,
Expressing the conviction that the suspension set out in paragraph 2 of
resolution 1737 (2006) as well as full, verified Iranian compliance with the
requirements set out by the IAEA Board of Governors would contribute to a
diplomatic, negotiated solution, that guarantees Iran’s nuclear programme is for
exclusively peaceful purposes,
Stressing that China, France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United
Kingdom and the United States are willing to take further concrete measures on
exploring an overall strategy of resolving the Iranian nuclear issue through
negotiation on the basis of their June 2006 proposals (S/2006/521), and noting the
confirmation by these countries that once the confidence of the international
community in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme is
restored, it will be treated in the same manner as that of any Non-Nuclear Weapon
State party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
Having regard to States’ rights and obligations relating to international trade,
Welcoming the guidance issued by the Financial Actions Task Force (FATF) to
assist States in implementing their financial obligations under resolution 1737
(2006),
Determined to give effect to its decisions by adopting appropriate measures to
persuade Iran to comply with resolution 1696 (2006), resolution 1737 (2006),
resolution 1747 (2007) and with the requirements of the IAEA, and also to constrain
Iran’s development of sensitive technologies in support of its nuclear and missile
programmes, until such time as the Security Council determines that the objectives
of these resolutions have been met,
Concerned by the proliferation risks presented by the Iranian nuclear
programme and, in this context, by Iran’s continuing failure to meet the
requirements of the IAEA Board of Governors and to comply with the provisions of
Security Council resolutions 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006) and 1747 (2007), mindful of
its primary responsibility under the Charter of the United Nations for the
maintenance of international peace and security,
Acting under Article 41 of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
1.
Reaffirms that Iran shall without further delay take the steps required by
the IAEA Board of Governors in its resolution GOV/2006/14, which are essential to
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build confidence in the exclusively peaceful purpose of its nuclear programme and
to resolve outstanding questions, and, in this context, affirms its decision that Iran
shall without delay take the steps required in paragraph 2 of resolution 1737 (2006),
and underlines that the IAEA has sought confirmation that Iran will apply Code 3.1
modified;
2.
Welcomes the agreement between Iran and the IAEA to resolve all
outstanding issues concerning Iran’s nuclear programme and progress made in this
regard as set out in the Director General’s report of 22 February 2008
(GOV/2008/4), encourages the IAEA to continue its work to clarify all outstanding
issues, stresses that this would help to re-establish international confidence in the
exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme, and supports the IAEA in
strengthening its safeguards on Iran’s nuclear activities in accordance with the
Safeguards Agreement between Iran and the IAEA;
Calls upon all States to exercise vigilance and restraint regarding the
3.
entry into or transit through their territories of individuals who are engaged in,
directly associated with or providing support for Iran’s proliferation sensitive
nuclear activities or for the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, and
decides in this regard that all States shall notify the Committee established pursuant
to paragraph 18 of resolution 1737 (2006) (herein “the Committee”) of the entry
into or transit through their territories of the persons designated in the Annex to
resolution 1737 (2006), Annex I to resolution 1747 (2007) or Annex I to this
resolution, as well as of additional persons designated by the Security Council or the
Committee as being engaged in, directly associated with or providing support for
Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear activities or for the development of nuclear
weapon delivery systems, including through the involvement in procurement of the
prohibited items, goods, equipment, materials and technology specified by and
under the measures in paragraphs 3 and 4 of resolution 1737 (2006), except where
such entry or transit is for activities directly related to the items in subparagraphs
3 (b) (i) and (ii) of resolution 1737 (2006);
Underlines that nothing in paragraph 3 above requires a State to refuse
4.
its own nationals entry into its territory, and that all States shall, in the
implementation of the above paragraph, take into account humanitarian
considerations, including religious obligations, as well as the necessity to meet the
objectives of this resolution, resolution 1737 (2006) and resolution 1747 (2007),
including where Article XV of the IAEA Statute is engaged;
Decides that all States shall take the necessary measures to prevent the
5.
entry into or transit through their territories of individuals designated in Annex II to
this resolution as well as of additional persons designated by the Security Council or
the Committee as being engaged in, directly associated with or providing support
for Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear activities or for the development of nuclear
weapon delivery systems, including through the involvement in procurement of the
prohibited items, goods, equipment, materials and technology specified by and
under the measures in paragraphs 3 and 4 of resolution 1737 (2006), except where
such entry or transit is for activities directly related to the items in subparagraphs
3 (b) (i) and (ii) of resolution 1737 (2006) and provided that nothing in this
paragraph shall oblige a State to refuse its own nationals entry into its territory;
Decides that the measures imposed by paragraph 5 above shall not apply
6.
where the Committee determines on a case-by-case basis that such travel is justified
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on the grounds of humanitarian need, including religious obligations, or where the
Committee concludes that an exemption would otherwise further the objectives of
the present resolution;
Decides that the measures specified in paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 of
7.
resolution 1737 (2006) shall apply also to the persons and entities listed in Annexes I
and III to this resolution, and any persons or entities acting on their behalf or at their
direction, and to entities owned or controlled by them and to persons and entities
determined by the Council or the Committee to have assisted designated persons or
entities in evading sanctions of, or in violating the provisions of, this resolution,
resolution 1737 (2006) or resolution 1747 (2007);
8.
Decides that all States shall take the necessary measures to prevent the
supply, sale or transfer directly or indirectly from their territories or by their
nationals or using their flag vessels or aircraft to, or for use in or benefit of, Iran,
and whether or not originating in their territories, of:
(a) all items, materials, equipment, goods and technology set out in
INFCIRC/254/Rev.7/Part 2 of document S/2006/814, except the supply, sale or
transfer, in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 5 of resolution 1737
(2006), of items, materials, equipment, goods and technology set out in sections 1
and 2 of the Annex to that document, and sections 3 to 6 as notified in advance to
the Committee, only when for exclusive use in light water reactors, and where such
supply, sale or transfer is necessary for technical cooperation provided to Iran by the
IAEA or under its auspices as provided for in paragraph 16 of resolution 1737
(2006);
(b) all items, materials, equipment, goods and technology set out in 19.A.3
of Category II of document S/2006/815;
Calls upon all States to exercise vigilance in entering into new
9.
commitments for public provided financial support for trade with Iran, including the
granting of export credits, guarantees or insurance, to their nationals or entities
involved in such trade, in order to avoid such financial support contributing to the
proliferation sensitive nuclear activities, or to the development of nuclear weapon
delivery systems, as referred to in resolution 1737 (2006);
10. Calls upon all States to exercise vigilance over the activities of financial
institutions in their territories with all banks domiciled in Iran, in particular with
Bank Melli and Bank Saderat, and their branches and subsidiaries abroad, in order
to avoid such activities contributing to the proliferation sensitive nuclear activities,
or to the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, as referred to in
resolution 1737 (2006);
11. Calls upon all States, in accordance with their national legal authorities
and legislation and consistent with international law, in particular the law of the sea
and relevant international civil aviation agreements, to inspect the cargoes to and
from Iran, of aircraft and vessels, at their airports and seaports, owned or operated
by Iran Air Cargo and Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Line, provided there are
reasonable grounds to believe that the aircraft or vessel is transporting goods
prohibited under this resolution or resolution 1737 (2006) or resolution 1747 (2007);
12. Requires all States, in cases when inspection mentioned in the paragraph
above is undertaken, to submit to the Security Council within five working days a
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written report on the inspection containing, in particular, explanation of the grounds
for the inspection, as well as information on its time, place, circumstances, results
and other relevant details;
13. Calls upon all States to report to the Committee within 60 days of the
adoption of this resolution on the steps they have taken with a view to implementing
effectively paragraphs 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 above;
14. Decides that the mandate of the Committee as set out in paragraph 18 of
resolution 1737 (2006) shall also apply to the measures imposed in resolution 1747
(2007) and this resolution;
15. Stresses the willingness of China, France, Germany, the Russian
Federation, the United Kingdom and the United States to further enhance diplomatic
efforts to promote resumption of dialogue, and consultations on the basis of their
offer to Iran, with a view to seeking a comprehensive, long-term and proper solution
of this issue which would allow for the development of all-round relations and
wider cooperation with Iran based on mutual respect and the establishment of
international confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear
programme, and inter alia, starting direct talks and negotiation with Iran as long as
Iran suspends all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research
and development, as verified by the IAEA;
16. Encourages the European Union High Representative for the Common
Foreign and Security Policy to continue communication with Iran in support of
political and diplomatic efforts to find a negotiated solution including relevant
proposals by China, France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom
and the United States with a view to create necessary conditions for resuming talks;
17. Emphasizes the importance of all States, including Iran, taking the
necessary measures to ensure that no claim shall lie at the instance of the
Government of Iran, or of any person or entity in Iran, or of persons or entities
designated pursuant to resolution 1737 (2006) and related resolutions, or any person
claiming through or for the benefit of any such person or entity, in connection with
any contract or other transaction where its performance was prevented by reason of
the measures imposed by the present resolution, resolution 1737 (2006) or
resolution 1747 (2007);
18. Requests within 90 days a further report from the Director General of the
IAEA on whether Iran has established full and sustained suspension of all activities
mentioned in resolution 1737 (2006), as well as on the process of Iranian
compliance with all the steps required by the IAEA Board and with the other
provisions of resolution 1737 (2006), resolution 1747 (2007) and of this resolution,
to the IAEA Board of Governors and in parallel to the Security Council for its
consideration;
19. Reaffirms that it shall review Iran’s actions in light of the report referred
to in the paragraph above, and:
(a) that it shall suspend the implementation of measures if and for so long as
Iran suspends all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research
and development, as verified by the IAEA, to allow for negotiations in good faith in
order to reach an early and mutually acceptable outcome;
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(b) that it shall terminate the measures specified in paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
and 12 of resolution 1737 (2006), as well as in paragraphs 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of
resolution 1747 (2007), and in paragraphs 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 above, as soon as
it determines, following receipt of the report referred to in the paragraph above, that
Iran has fully complied with its obligations under the relevant resolutions of the
Security Council and met the requirements of the IAEA Board of Governors, as
confirmed by the IAEA Board;
(c) that it shall, in the event that the report shows that Iran has not complied
with resolution 1696 (2006), resolution 1737 (2006), resolution 1747 (2007) and
this resolution, adopt further appropriate measures under Article 41 of Chapter VII
of the Charter of the United Nations to persuade Iran to comply with these
resolutions and the requirements of the IAEA, and underlines that further decisions
will be required should such additional measures be necessary;
20.

Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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1.

Amir Moayyed Alai (involved in managing the assembly and engineering of
centrifuges)

2.

Mohammad Fedai Ashiani (involved in the production of ammonium uranyl
carbonate and management of the Natanz enrichment complex)

3.

Abbas Rezaee Ashtiani (a senior official at the AEOI Office of Exploration and
Mining Affairs)

4.

Haleh Bakhtiar (involved in the production of magnesium at a concentration of
99.9%)

5.

Morteza Behzad (involved in making centrifuge components)

6.

Dr. Mohammad Eslami (Head of Defence Industries Training and Research
Institute)

7.

Seyyed Hussein Hosseini (AEOI official involved in the heavy water research
reactor project at Arak)

8.

M. Javad Karimi Sabet (Head of Novin Energy Company, which is designated
under resolution 1747 (2007))

9.

Hamid-Reza Mohajerani (involved in production management at the Uranium
Conversion Facility (UCF) at Esfahan)

10.

Brigadier-General Mohammad Reza Naqdi (former Deputy Chief of Armed
Forces General Staff for Logistics and Industrial Research/Head of State AntiSmuggling Headquarters, engaged in efforts to get round the sanctions
imposed by resolutions 1737 (2006) and 1747 (2007))

11.

Houshang Nobari (involved in the management of the Natanz enrichment
complex)

12.

Abbas Rashidi (involved in enrichment work at Natanz)

13.

Ghasem Soleymani (Director of Uranium Mining Operations at the Saghand
Uranium Mine)
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Annex II
A.

Individuals listed in resolution 1737 (2006)

1.

Mohammad Qannadi, AEOI Vice President for Research & Development

2.

Dawood Agha-Jani, Head of the PFEP (Natanz)

3.

Behman Asgarpour, Operational Manager (Arak)

B.

Individuals listed in resolution 1747 (2007)

1.

Seyed Jaber Safdari (Manager of the Natanz Enrichment Facilities)

2.

Amir Rahimi (Head of Esfahan Nuclear Fuel Research and Production Center,
which is part of the AEOI’s Nuclear Fuel Production and Procurement
Company, which is involved in enrichment-related activities)

Annex III

08-25781

1.

Abzar Boresh Kaveh Co. (BK Co.) (involved in the production of centrifuge
components)

2.

Barzagani Tejarat Tavanmad Saccal companies (subsidiary of Saccal System
companies) (this company tried to purchase sensitive goods for an entity listed
in resolution 1737 (2006))

3.

Electro Sanam Company (E. S. Co./E. X. Co.) (AIO front-company, involved
in the ballistic missile programme)

4.

Ettehad Technical Group (AIO front-company, involved in the ballistic missile
programme)

5.

Industrial Factories of Precision (IFP) Machinery (aka Instrumentation
Factories Plant) (used by AIO for some acquisition attempts)

6.

Jabber Ibn Hayan (AEOI laboratory involved in fuel-cycle activities)

7.

Joza Industrial Co. (AIO front-company, involved in the ballistic missile
programme)

8.

Khorasan Metallurgy Industries (subsidiary of the Ammunition Industries
Group (AMIG) which depends on DIO. Involved in the production of
centrifuges components)

9.

Niru Battery Manufacturing Company (subsidiary of the DIO. Its role is to
manufacture power units for the Iranian military including missile systems)

10.

Pishgam (Pioneer) Energy Industries (has participated in construction of the
Uranium Conversion Facility at Esfahan)

11.

Safety Equipment Procurement (SEP) (AIO front-company, involved in the
ballistic missile programme)

12.

TAMAS Company (involved in enrichment-related activities. TAMAS is the
overarching body, under which four subsidiaries have been established,
including one for uranium extraction to concentration and another in charge of
uranium processing, enrichment and waste)
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement and Relevant Provisions of Security
Council Resolutions 1 in the lslamic Republic of
Iran
Report by the Director General

1. On 24 March 2007, the United Nations Security Council adopted resolution 1747 (2007), in which
the Council, inter alia:
•

re-affnmed that the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran) shall without further delay take the steps
requi.red by the Board of Govemors in resolution GOV/2006/ 14, which are essential to build
confidence in the exclusively peaceful purpose of its nuclear programme and to resolve
outstanding questions, and, in this context, affnmed its decision that Iran shall without further
delay take the steps requi.red in pa.ragraph 2 of Secmity Council resolution 1737 (2006); and

•

requested within 60 days a report from the Di.rector General on whether Iran had established
full and sustained suspension of all activities mentioned in resolution 1737 (2006), as well as
on the process of Iranian compliance with all the steps requi.red by the Board of Govem ors
and with the other provisions of resolution 1737 (2006) and resolution 1747 (2007), to the
Board and in para.Uel to the Security Council for its consideration.

2. This repo1t , which is being submitted to the Boa.rd, and in parallel to the Security Council, covers
developments since the Di.rector General' s rep01t of 22 Febma.iy 20072 on the implementation in Iran
of its NPT Safegua.i·ds Agreement and relevant Security Council resolutions.

1

Security Cotmcil resolutions 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006) and 1747 (2007) .

2
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A. Enrichment Related Activities
3. Since 22 February 2007, Iran continued to test single machines, as well as the 10- and 20-machine
cascades and the two 164-machine cascades (one of which Iran has since disconnected), at the Pilot
Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP). Between 21 February and 17 March 2007, Iran fed 4.8 kg of UF6 into
the single machines and the 10-machine cascade.
4. In the light of the increasing number of installed centrifuges at the Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP),3
on 22 March 2007, Iran agreed to a modified safeguards approach for that facility which includes, in
addition to a monthly interim inspection and design information verification visit, a combination of,
inter alia, unannounced inspections and containment and surveillance measures (GOV/INF/2007/10).
The first unannounced inspection was carried out on 13 May 2007.
5. Since the Director General’s last report, Iran has fed approximately 260 kg of UF6 into the
cascades at FEP. Iran has declared that it has reached enrichment levels up to 4.8% U-235 at FEP,
which the Agency is in the process of verifying. On 13 May 2007, eight 164-machine cascades were
operating simultaneously and were being fed with UF6; two other similar cascades had been vacuum
tested and three more were under construction.
6. Since early 2006, the Agency has not received the type of information that Iran had previously
been providing, including pursuant to the Additional Protocol, for example information relevant to the
assembly of centrifuges, the manufacture of centrifuge components or associated equipment and
research and development of centrifuges or enrichment techniques.

B. Reprocessing Activities
7. The Agency has been monitoring the use of hot cells at the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR) and at
the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production Facility (the MIX Facility) through
inspections and design information verification. There are no indications of ongoing reprocessing
activities at those facilities. The follow-up on the construction of hot cells at the Iran Nuclear Research
Reactor (IR-40 Reactor) at Arak has been limited, however, to the analysis of satellite imagery since,
as of 13 April 2007, Iran has not provided the Agency with access to the reactor site to carry out
design information verification (GOV/INF/2007/10) (see Section E.2 below).

C. Heavy Water Related Projects
8. Satellite imagery indicates that civil construction of the IR-40 reactor and the operation of the
Heavy Water Production Plant are continuing.

D. Outstanding Issues
9. Iran has not responded to the Agency’s long standing requests related to:
•

the uranium contamination at the Physics Research Centre (GOV/2007/8, paras 16–17);

•

Iran’s acquisition of P-1 and P-2 centrifuge technology (GOV/2007/8, para. 18); and

•

the documentation concerning uranium metal and its casting into hemispheres (GOV/2007/8,
para. 19).

__________________________________________________________________________________
3

GOV/2007/8, para. 8.
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10. On 18 April and 2 May 2007, Iran provided information regarding the two leaking reactor fuel
assemblies taken from TRR that, according to Iran, were the source of the high enriched uranium
contamination found in environmental samples taken at the Karaj Waste Storage Facility
(GOV/2007/8, para. 21). The Agency is currently analysing this information.

E. Other Implementation Issues
E.1. Uranium Conversion
11. The Agency conducted the annual physical inventory verification (PIV) at the Uranium
Conversion Facility (UCF) in March 2007. During the PIV, Iran presented 269 tonnes of UF6 for
Agency verification, all of which remains under Agency containment and surveillance measures. The
Agency is evaluating the results of the PIV.

E.2. Design Information
12. On 29 March 2007, Iran informed the Agency that it had “suspended” the implementation of the
modified Code 3.1, which had been “accepted in 2003, but not yet ratified by the parliament”, and that
it would “revert” to the implementation of the 1976 version of Code 3.1, which only requires the
submission of design information for new facilities “normally not later than 180 days before the
facility is scheduled to receive nuclear material for the first time.” In a letter dated 30 March 2007, the
Agency requested Iran to reconsider its decision.4
13. Iran has taken issue with the Agency’s right to verify design information which had been provided
by Iran pursuant to the modified Code 3.1 concerning the IR-40 reactor at Arak.5 The basis for Iran’s
contention is that, under the 1976 version of Code 3.1, to which it had “reverted”, the verification of
such information is not justified, given the preliminary construction stage of the facility (described as
“far beyond receiving nuclear material”) and the Agency’s previous activities at Arak.
14. In accordance with Article 39 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, agreed Subsidiary Arrangements
cannot be modified unilaterally; nor is there a mechanism in the Safeguards Agreement for the
suspension of provisions agreed to in Subsidiary Arrangements. Moreover, Code 3.1 is related to the
provision of design information, not to the frequency or timing of verification by the Agency of such
information. The Agency’s right to verify design information provided to it is a continuing right,6
which is not dependent on the stage of construction of, or the presence of nuclear material at, a
facility.

E.3. Other Matters
15. On 29 April 2007, Iran informed the Agency that the Fuel Manufacturing Plant (FMP) would
receive natural uranium oxide powder soon in preparation for “preliminary process tests”.
16. There are a number of other matters about which the Agency has received no new information,
such as Iran’s uranium mining activities (GOV/2005/67, paras 26–31), its experiments involving
polonium (GOV/2005/67, para. 34), and the designation of inspectors to Iran (GOV/2007/8, para. 23).
__________________________________________________________________________________
4

Both letters are reproduced in GOV/INF/2007/8.

5

Iran’s letters are dated 13 April 2007, 25 April 2007, and 14 May 2007; the Agency’s replies are dated 18 April 2007
(GOV/INF/2007/10) and 7 May 2007.
6

GOV/2554/Att.2/Rev. 2.
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The Director General will report further on these matters as and when the Agency receives any such
information.

F. Transparency Measures
17. Iran has not agreed to any of the required transparency measures, which are essential for the
clarification of certain aspects of the scope and nature of its nuclear programme. These measures
include discussions about information provided to the Agency concerning alleged studies related to the
conversion of uranium dioxide into UF4, to high explosives testing and to the design of a missile
re-entry vehicle (GOV/2007/8, para. 25).

G. Summary
18. Although the Agency is able to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material in Iran, the
Agency remains unable to make further progress in its efforts to verify certain aspects relevant to the
scope and nature of Iran’s nuclear programme. Pursuant to its NPT Safeguards Agreement, Iran has
been providing the Agency with access to declared nuclear material, and has provided the required
nuclear material accountancy reports in connection with declared nuclear material and facilities. Iran
has, however, ceased to implement the modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements with
respect to the early provision of design information, and has not permitted the Agency to perform
design information verification at the IR-40 reactor.
19. As previously stated, unless Iran addresses the long outstanding verification issues, and
implements the Additional Protocol and the required transparency measures, the Agency will not be
able to fully reconstruct the history of Iran’s nuclear programme and provide assurances about the
absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran or about the exclusively peaceful nature
of that programme. It should be noted that because the Agency has not been receiving for over a year
information that Iran used to provide, including under the Additional Protocol, the Agency’s level of
knowledge of certain aspects of Iran’s nuclear related activities has deteriorated.
20. Iran has not suspended its enrichment related activities. Iran has continued with the operation of
PFEP. It has also continued with the construction of FEP and has started feeding cascades with UF6.
Iran has also continued with its heavy water related projects. Construction of the IR-40 reactor and the
operation of the Heavy Water Production Plant are continuing.
21. The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

1. On 23 May 2007, the Director General repo1ted to the Board of Govemors on the implementation
of the NPT Safeguards Agreement in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran) (GOV/2007/22). The rep01t
was submitted in parallel to the Secmity Council pursuant to Security Council resolutions 1696
(2006), 1737 (2006) and 1747 (2007). This repo1t covers developments regarding the implementation
in Iran of its NPT Safeguards Agreement since May 2007.
2. On 24 June 2007, the Director General met with the Secreta1y of the Supreme National Secmity
Council of Iran (SNSC). During that meeting, it was agreed that, within the following 60 days, a plan
should be developed on modalities for resolving the remaining safeguards implementation issues,
including the long outstanding issues (GOV/2007/22, para. 9). The modalities were discussed in
meetings, led by the Deputy Director General for Safeguards and the Deputy Secretaiy of the SNSC,
which took place on 11- 12 July 2007 and 20-21 August 2007 in Tehran, and on 24 July 2007 in
Vienna. On 21 August 2007, a plan (hereinafter refeITed to as the "work plan"), which includes
understandings between the Secretai'iat and Iran on the modalities, procedures and timelines for
resolving these matters, was finalized. A copy of that work plan (issued also as INFCIRC/711,
27 August 2007) is attached hereto.

A. Enrichment Related Activities
3. Since May 2007, Iran has continued to test single centiifuge machines, the 10- and 20-machine
cascades and one 164-machine cascade at the Pilot Fuel Emichment Plant (PFEP). Between 17 Mai·ch
and 22 July 2007, Iran fed 14 kg of UF6 into the single machines; there was no feeding of nuclear
mateiial into the cascades.
4. Since Febma1y 2007, Iran has fed approximately 690 kg of UF6 into the cascades at the Fuel
Emichment Plant (FEP), which is well below the expected quantity for a facility of this design. While
Iran has stated that it has reached emichment levels up to 4.8% U-235 at FEP, the highest emichment
level measured from environmental samples taken so far by the Agency from cascade components and
related equipment is 3.7%. Detailed nuclear material accountancy, which is necessa1y to confnm the
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actual enrichment level, will be carried out when the product and tails are withdrawn from the
cascades. As of 19 August 2007, twelve 164-machine cascades were operating simultaneously and
were being fed with UF6; one other cascade was operating without UF6; another cascade was being
vacuum tested; and two more were under construction.
5. Since 22 March 2007, the Agency has implemented safeguards at FEP through interim
inspections, design information verification, unannounced inspections and the use of containment and
surveillance measures (GOV/INF/2007/10). To date, four unannounced inspections have been carried
out at FEP.
6. The Agency provided Iran with a draft document detailing the safeguards approach for FEP and a
draft Facility Attachment on 24 and 26 July 2007, respectively. The documents were discussed during
a technical meeting in Tehran held on 6–8 August 2007. Further discussions will be held with the aim
of finalizing the Facility Attachment by the end of September 2007.

B. Reprocessing Activities
7. The Agency has been monitoring the use and construction of hot cells at the Tehran Research
Reactor (TRR), the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production Facility (the MIX
Facility) and the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40 reactor) through inspections and design
information verification. There are no indications of ongoing reprocessing related activities at those
facilities.

C. Heavy Water Related Projects
8. As agreed by Iran on 12 July 2007, the Agency conducted design information verification at the
IR-40 reactor on 30 July 2007, and noted that construction of the facility was ongoing. Satellite
imagery indicates that the operation of the Heavy Water Production Plant was also continuing.

D. Outstanding Issues
D.1. Plutonium Experiments
9. As agreed in the meeting of 11–12 July 2007, the Agency provided Iran in writing on
1 August 2007 with the remaining open questions regarding plutonium separation experiments carried
out by Iran at TRR (GOV/2007/8, paras 20–21). On 7 August 2007, during a technical meeting in
Tehran, Iran provided additional information on the neutron flux distribution for the reactor core and
reflector/moderator regions, details about earlier neutron flux measurements and information on the
irradiation conditions. Using this additional information, the Agency made revised estimates of the
Pu-240 abundance that could be expected from irradiation of the targets. The revised estimates derived
from this new information were not inconsistent with the Agency’s previous findings from samples
taken during its investigations. Taking all available information into account, the Agency has
concluded that Iran’s statements concerning these experiments are consistent with the Agency’s
findings with respect to the dates, and quantities and types of material involved in the experiments
(GOV/2006/53, paras 15–16). This issue is therefore considered resolved.
10. In the meeting on 7 August 2007, the presence and origin of high enriched uranium (HEU) particle
contamination found in samples taken from the spent fuel containers at the Karaj Waste Storage
Facility (GOV/2006/53, para. 17) was addressed. Iran has maintained that the reason for the
contamination was leaking TRR fuel assemblies, which had in the past been stored temporarily in
these containers. During the meeting, Iran presented a copy of a report describing its investigations
into the fuel leakage problem at TRR, in connection with which Agency technical support had been
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provided in the early 1990s. Based on this information, the Agency has concluded that the main
sources of irradiated HEU in the coolant system likely included both leaks from the fuel itself and
irradiated HEU contamination from the surface of the fuel cladding. It can be further estimated that the
natural uranium content in the cooling water of TRR was sufficient to dilute the level of enrichment of
the HEU particles to that found in the Agency’s samples taken from the containers at Karaj. Iran also
provided information on the burnup and the uranium mass for all fuel assemblies at the time of the
intermediate and final fuel discharges. The data indicate that several control fuel assemblies had in fact
leaked, and that the stated burnup matched that calculated for a majority of the HEU particles. The
Agency has concluded, therefore, that the statements of Iran are not inconsistent with the Agency’s
findings, and now considers this issue as resolved.

D.2. Acquisition of P-1 and P-2 Centrifuge Technology
11. In order to complete its investigation of the scope and nature of Iran’s centrifuge enrichment
programme, the Agency needs access to additional information (GOV/2006/27, paras 10–13). This
includes information related to the acquisition of P-1 technology in 1987, and P-1 and P-2 technology
in the mid-1990s, as well as appropriate supporting documentation and clarifications by relevant
individuals. The Agency is still waiting for, inter alia: a copy of a handwritten offer made to Iran by
the network in 1987; clarification of the dates and contents of shipments in the mid-1990s; and
information concerning the purchase of magnets suitable for P-2 centrifuges. Iran has, however,
undertaken, as part of the work plan, to provide, over the course of the next two months, answers to
written questions from the Agency, as well as clarifications and access to information, such as
supporting documentation, with a target date of November 2007 for resolving this issue.

D.3. Contamination
12. As indicated previously to the Board of Governors (GOV/2007/8, paras 16–17; GOV/2006/53,
para. 24), analysis of environmental samples taken in January 2006 from equipment purchased by a
former Head of the Physics Research Centre (PHRC) and located at a technical university in Tehran
showed a small number of particles of natural and high enriched uranium. The Agency has requested
clarifications, permission to take samples from other equipment and materials procured by the PHRC
and access to another former Head of the PHRC (GOV/2006/53, para. 25). These requests have not yet
been acceded to by Iran. However, as reflected in the work plan, Iran has undertaken to hold further
discussions on this matter, on the basis of written questions from the Agency, following resolution of
the P-1 and P-2 issue.

D.4. Uranium Metal Document
13. To understand the full scope of the offers made by the intermediaries that provided centrifuge
enrichment technology to Iran, the Agency has requested a copy of the 15-page document describing
the procedures for the reduction of UF6 to uranium metal and the casting and machining of enriched
and depleted uranium metal into hemispheres (GOV/2005/87, para. 6). As reflected in the work plan,
Iran has now agreed to cooperate in this regard.

D.5. Polonium-210
14. As indicated in the work plan, Iran has agreed to provide the Agency, two weeks after the issue of
the provision of a copy of the uranium metal document is resolved, with explanations in connection
with the remaining questions concerning Iran’s activities involving polonium extraction
(GOV/2004/83, paras 79–84).
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D.6. Gchine Mine
15. As indicated in the work plan, Iran has agreed to provide the Agency, two weeks after the issue on
polonium-210 is resolved, with the requested explanations concerning uranium mining and
concentration activities at the Gchine mine and mill (GOV/2005/67, paras 26–31).

E. Alleged Studies
16. In order to clarify certain aspects of the scope and nature of Iran’s nuclear programme, the Agency
has requested discussions with Iran about alleged studies related to the conversion of uranium dioxide
to UF4, to high explosive testing and to the design of a missile re-entry vehicle (GOV/2006/15,
paras 38–40). To that end, the Agency has offered to provide Iran with access to the documentation it
has in its possession regarding such studies. As indicated in the work plan, while Iran considers the
allegations “as politically motivated and baseless”, it has undertaken to review the documentation and
to inform the Agency of its assessment thereof.

F. Other Implementation Issues
F.1. Uranium Conversion
17. The Agency has finalized its assessment of the results of the physical inventory verification (PIV)
of nuclear material at the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF) carried out in March 2007, and has
concluded that the physical inventory as declared by Iran was consistent with the results of the PIV,
within the measurement uncertainties normally associated with conversion plants of a similar
throughput.
18. During the current conversion campaign at UCF, which began on 31 March 2007 following the
PIV, approximately 63 t of uranium in the form of UF6 had been produced as of 14 August 2007, all of
which remains under Agency containment and surveillance.

F.2. Design Information
19. As indicated in the Director General’s previous report (GOV/2007/22, paras 12–14), on
29 March 2007, Iran informed the Agency that it had “suspended” the implementation of the modified
text of its Subsidiary Arrangements General Part, Code 3.1, concerning the early provision of design
information. In a letter dated 30 March 2007, the Agency requested Iran to reconsider its decision
(GOV/INF/2007/8). There has been no progress on this issue.

F.3. Inspector Designation and Visas
20. On 12 July 2007, Iran agreed to the designation of five new Agency inspectors (GOV/2007/8,
para. 23), bringing the total number of inspectors designated for Iran to 219. Iran also agreed to
provide thirteen Agency inspectors with one year multiple entry visas.

F.4. Other Matters
21. On 25 July 2007, the Agency conducted a PIV at the Fuel Manufacturing Plant, at which time it
verified a small quantity of natural uranium oxide powder intended as feed material for preliminary
process testing. The installation of process equipment is at an advanced stage, but the facility is not yet
operational.
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G. Summary
22. The Agency is able to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material in Iran. Iran has been
providing the Agency with access to declared nuclear material, and has provided the required nuclear
material accountancy reports in connection with declared nuclear material and facilities. However, the
Agency remains unable to verify certain aspects relevant to the scope and nature of Iran’s nuclear
programme. It should be noted that since early 2006, the Agency has not received the type of
information that Iran had previously been providing, including pursuant to the Additional Protocol, for
example information relevant to ongoing advanced centrifuge research.
23. The work plan is a significant step forward. If Iran finally addresses the long outstanding
verification issues, the Agency should be in a position to reconstruct the history of Iran’s nuclear
programme. Naturally, the key to successful implementation of the agreed work plan is Iran’s full and
active cooperation with the Agency, and its provision to the Agency of all relevant information and
access to all relevant documentation and individuals to enable the Agency to resolve all outstanding
issues. To this end, the Agency considers it essential that Iran adheres to the time line defined therein
and implements all the necessary safeguards and transparency measures, including the measures
provided for in the Additional Protocol.
24. Once Iran’s past nuclear programme has been clarified, Iran would need to continue to build
confidence about the scope and nature of its present and future nuclear programme. Confidence in the
exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme requires that the Agency be able to provide
assurances not only regarding declared nuclear material, but, equally important, regarding the absence
of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran, through the implementation of the Additional
Protocol. The Director General therefore again urges Iran to ratify and bring into force the Additional
Protocol at the earliest possible date, as requested by the Board of Governors and the Security Council.
25. Contrary to the decisions of the Security Council, Iran has not suspended its enrichment related
activities, having continued with the operation of PFEP, and with the construction and operation of
FEP. Iran is also continuing with its construction of the IR-40 reactor and operation of the Heavy
Water Production Plant.
26. The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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(Issued also as INFCIRC/711)

Understandings
of
the Islamic Republic of Iran and the IAEA
on
the Modalities of Resolution of the Outstanding Issues
Tehran – 21 August 2007
Pursuant to the negotiations between H.E. Dr. Larijani, I. R. of Iran's Secretary of Supreme National
Security Council and H.E. Dr. ElBaradei, Director General of the IAEA, in Vienna; following the
initiative and good will of the Islamic Republic of Iran and the agreement made, a high ranking
delegation consisting of the directors of technical, legal and political departments of the IAEA, paid a
visit to Tehran from 11 to 12 July 2007 during which “Understandings of The Islamic Republic of Iran
and the IAEA on the Modalities of Resolution of the Outstanding Issues, Tehran 12 July 2007” were
prepared.
A second meeting took place in Vienna on 24 July 2007 followed by a further meeting in Iran from 20
to 21 August 2007. The Agency's delegation had the opportunity to have meetings with H.E. Dr.
Larijani during both visits to Tehran. Following these three consecutive meetings, both Parties reached
the following understandings:
I.

Latest Developments:

Based on the modalities agreed upon on 12 July 2007, the following decisions were made:
1.

Present Issues:

A.

Enrichment Programme

The Agency and Iran agreed to cooperate in preparing the safeguards approach for the Natanz Fuel
Enrichment Plant in accordance with Iran's Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement. The draft text of
the safeguards approach paper, and the facility attachment of IRN- were provided to Iran on 23 July
2007. The safeguards approach and the facility attachment were discussed during technical meetings
in Iran between the Agency and the AEOI from 6 to 8 August 2007. Further discussions will be held
with the aim of finalizing the facility attachment by the end of September 2007.
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B.

Heavy Water Research Reactor in Arak

Iran agreed with the Agency's request to visit the heavy water research reactor (IR40) site in Arak. A
successful visit took place on 30 July 2007.
C.

Designation of new inspectors

On 12 July 2007, Iran accepted the designation of five additional inspectors.
D.

Issue of multiple entry visas

On 12 July 2007, Iran agreed to issue one year multiple entry visas for 14 inspectors and staff of the
Agency.
2.

Past Outstanding Issues:

A.

Plutonium Experiments

In order to conclude and close the file of the issue of plutonium (Pu), the Agency provided Iran with
the remaining questions on 23 July 2007. During a meeting in Iran between representatives of the
Agency and Iran, Iran provided clarifications to the Agency that helped to explain the remaining
questions. In addition, on 7 August 2007, Iran sent a letter to the Agency providing additional
clarifications to some of the questions. On 20 August 2007 the Agency stated that earlier statements
made by Iran are consistent with the Agency’s findings, and thus this matter is resolved. This will be
communicated officially by the Agency to Iran through a letter.
B.

Issue of P1-P2:

Based on agreed modalities of 12 July 2007, Iran and the Agency agreed the following procedural
steps to resolve the P1-P2 issue. The proposed timeline assumes that the Agency announces the
closure of the Pu-experiments outstanding issue by 31 August 2007, and its subsequent reporting in
the Director General’s report to the September 2007 Board of Governors.
The Agency will provide all remaining questions on this issue by 31 August 2007. Iran and the
Agency will have discussions in Iran on 24-25 September 2007 to clarify the questions provided. This
will be followed up by a further meeting in mid-October 2007 to further clarify the written answers
provided. The Agency's target date for the closure of this issue is November 2007.
C.

Source of Contamination

Based on the agreed modalities on 12 July 2007 and given the Agency's findings which tend, on
balance, to support Iran's statement about the foreign origin of the observed HEU contamination, the
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only remaining outstanding issue on contamination is the contamination found at a Technical
University in Tehran.
Iran and the Agency agreed on the following procedural steps to address this issue, starting once the
P1-P2 issue is concluded and the file is closed. The Agency will again provide Iran with the remaining
questions regarding the contamination found at a Technical University in Tehran by 15 September
2007. After 2 weeks of the closure of the P1-P2 issue Iran and the Agency will have discussions in
Iran on this issue.
D.

U Metal Document

Upon the request of the Agency, Iran agreed to cooperate with the Agency in facilitating the
comparison of the relevant sections of the document. Iran is presently reviewing the proposals already
made during the first meeting on 12 July 2007. After taking this step by Iran, the Agency undertakes to
close this issue.
II.

Modalities of Resolution of other Outstanding Issues

A.

Po210

Based on agreed modalities of 12 July 2007, Iran agreed to deal with this issue, once all the above
mentioned issues are concluded and their files are closed. Iran and the Agency agreed upon the
following procedural steps: regarding this issue, the Agency will provide Iran in writing with all its
remaining questions by 15 September 2007.
After 2 weeks from conclusion and closure of the issues of the source of contamination and U-metal,
reflected in the Director General's report to the Board of Governors, Iran and the Agency will have
discussions in Iran where Iran will provide explanations on the Po210.
B.

Ghachine Mine

Based on agreed modalities of 12 July 2007, Iran agreed to deal with this issue, once the issue of
Po210 is concluded and its file is closed. Iran and the Agency agreed upon the following procedural
steps: regarding this issue, the Agency will provide Iran in writing with all its remaining questions by
15 September 2007.
After 2 weeks from conclusion and closure of the issue of Po210, reflected in the Director General's
report to the Board of Governors, Iran and the Agency will have discussions in Iran where Iran will
provide explanations to the Agency about Ghachine Mine.
III.

Alleged Studies

Iran reiterated that it considers the following alleged studies as politically motivated and baseless
allegations. The Agency will however provide Iran with access to the documentation it has in its
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possession regarding: the Green Salt Project, the high explosive testing and the missile re-entry
vehicle.
As a sign of good will and cooperation with the Agency, upon receiving all related documents, Iran
will review and inform the Agency of its assessment.
IV.

General Understandings

These modalities cover all remaining issues and the Agency confirmed that there are no other
1.
remaining issues and ambiguities regarding Iran's past nuclear program and activities.
The Agency agreed to provide Iran with all remaining questions according to the above work
2.
plan. This means that after receiving the questions, no other questions are left. Iran will provide the
Agency with the required clarifications and information.
The Agency's delegation is of the view that the agreement on the above issues shall further
3.
promote the efficiency of the implementation of safeguards in Iran and its ability to conclude the
exclusive peaceful nature of the Iran's nuclear activities.
4.
The Agency has been able to verify the non-diversion of the declared nuclear materials at the
enrichment facilities in Iran and has therefore concluded that it remains in peaceful use.
5.
The Agency and Iran agreed that after the implementation of the above work plan and the
agreed modalities for resolving the outstanding issues, the implementation of safeguards in Iran will
be conducted in a routine manner.
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement and relevant provisions of Security
Council resolutions 1737 (2006) and 1747
(2007) in the lslamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

On 30 August 2007, the Director General repo1t ed to the Board of Govemors on the
implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement and relevant provisions of Security Council
resolutions 1737 (2006) and 1747 (2007) in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran) (GOV/2007/48 and
Con . l ). This rep01t covers the relevant developments since that date.
1.

A. Implementation of the Work Plan on Outstanding Issues
On 2 1 August 2007, the Secretariat and Iran reached understandings on a work plan for
resolving outstanding safeguards implementation issues (GOV/2007/48, Attachment). Since the
previous repo1t, the following progress has been made in the implementation of the work plan.
2.

A.1. P-1 and P-2 Centrifuges
3.

The chronology of activities since the previous repo1t is as follows:
• On 31 August 2007, the Agency provided to Iran in w1iting the outstanding questions
relating to the P-1 and P-2 uranium emichment programme;
• On 24 and 25 September 2007, a meeting took place in Tehran between the Agency and
Iranian officials to clruify the questions provided to Iran;
• From 9 to 11 October 2007, another meeting took place in Tehran between the Agency and
the Iranian authorities, at which Iran provided oral answers to the questions and the Agency
requested additional clru'ifications and amplifications;
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• On 15 October 2007, the Agency received preliminary written answers to the questions;
• From 20 to 24 October 2007, an Agency technical team visited Tehran to review in detail the
answers and supporting documentation, and to interview officials involved in the P-1 and P-2
uranium enrichment programme;
• From 29 October to 1 November 2007, the Agency continued discussions with the Iranian
authorities on the centrifuge enrichment programme. Iran provided additional supporting
documentation and written amplifications and the Agency held discussions and interviews
with Iranian officials involved in nuclear activities in the 1980s and 1990s;
• On 5 and 12 November 2007, Iran provided in writing its response to the Agency’s questions
about the P-1 and P-2 uranium enrichment programme.

A.1.1. Acquisition of Fuel Cycle Facilities and Technology 1972–1995
4.
According to Iran, in its early years, the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) concluded
a number of contracts with entities from France, Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States
of America to enable it to acquire nuclear power and a wide range of related nuclear fuel cycle
services, but after the 1979 revolution, these contracts with a total value of around $10 billion were not
fulfilled. Iran noted that one of the contracts, signed in 1976, was for the development of a pilot plant
for laser enrichment1. Senior Iranian officials said that, in the mid-1980s, Iran started working with
many countries to revitalize its nuclear programme to meet the State’s growing energy needs. Taking
advantage of investments already made, Iran said it focused its efforts initially on the completion of
the Bushehr nuclear power plant, working with entities from, inter alia, Argentina, France, Germany
and Spain, but without success. At that time, Iran also initiated efforts to acquire research reactors
from Argentina, China, India and the former Soviet Union, but also without success.
5.
Parallel to the activities related to nuclear power plants, Iran started to build supporting
infrastructure by establishing nuclear technology centres in Esfahan and Karaj. However, apart from
uranium conversion technology acquired from an entity in China, Iran was not able to acquire other
nuclear fuel cycle facilities or technology from abroad. As a result, according to Iran, a decision was
made in the mid-1980s to acquire uranium enrichment technology on the black market.
6.
To assess the detailed information provided by Iran, the Agency held discussions with senior
current and former Iranian officials. The Agency also examined supporting documentation, including
Iranian legislation, contracts with foreign companies, agreements with other States and nuclear site
surveys.
7.
Bearing in mind the long history and complexity of the programme and the dual nature of
enrichment technology, the Agency is not in a position, based on the information currently available to
it, to draw conclusions about the original underlying nature of parts of the programme. Further light
may be shed on this question when other aspects of the work plan have been addressed and when the
Agency has been able to verify the completeness of Iran’s declarations.

__________________________________________________________________________________
1

In addition to the 1976 contract for the laser enrichment pilot plant, concluded with a US company, Iran has reported the conclusion of the
following contracts related to laser enrichment (GOV/2004/60, Annex, para. 30):
•1975 – for the establishment of a laboratory to study the spectroscopic behaviour of uranium metal (Germany);
•1991 – for the establishment of a Laser Spectroscopy Laboratory and a Comprehensive Separation Laboratory (China);

•1998 – to obtain information related to laser enrichment, and the supply of relevant equipment (Russian Federation).
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A.1.2. Acquisition of P-1 Centrifuge Technology
The 1987 Offer
8.
As previously reported to the Board (GOV/2005/67, paras 14–15), the Agency was shown by
Iran in January 2005 a copy of a hand-written one-page document reflecting an offer for certain
components and equipment said to have been made to Iran in 1987 by a foreign intermediary. Iran
stated in 2005 that this was the only remaining documentary evidence relevant to the scope and
content of the 1987 offer. On 9 October 2007, the Agency was provided with a copy of the document.
Certain aspects of the document indicate that it dates from 1987. However, the originator of the
document has still not been identified.
9.
On 5 November 2007, Iran provided the Agency with an updated chronology of meetings
between Iran and the supply network covering the period 1986 to 1987. Iran maintains that only some
components of two disassembled centrifuges, plus supporting drawings and specifications, were
delivered in 1987 by the network. Iran reiterated that it did not acquire uranium casting and reconversion technology or equipment from the network, nor did it ask for the 15-page document
describing the procedures for the reduction of UF6 to uranium metal, and its casting into hemispheres
(GOV/2005/87, para. 6). These points are addressed in A.3 below.
10. According to Iran, the decision to acquire centrifuge technology was taken by the President of
the AEOI and endorsed by the Prime Minister of Iran. In response to its enquiries about possible
additional documentation relevant to the 1987 offer, the Agency was provided on 8 November 2007
with a copy of a confidential communication from the President of the AEOI to the Prime Minister,
dated 28 February 1987, which also carried the Prime Minister’s endorsement, dated 5 March 1987. In
his communication, the AEOI President indicated that the activities “should be treated fully
confidentially.” In response to the Agency’s enquiry as to whether there was any military involvement
in the programme, Iran has stated that no institution other than the AEOI was involved in the decisionmaking process or in the implementation of the centrifuge enrichment programme.
11. Based on interviews with available Iranian officials and members of the supply network, limited
documentation provided by Iran and procurement information collected through the Agency’s
independent investigations, the Agency has concluded that Iran’s statements are consistent with other
information available to the Agency concerning Iran’s acquisition of declared P-1 centrifuge
enrichment technology in 1987.
Early Research and Development
12. Iran has stated that, during the first phase of P-1 research and development (R&D) in 1987–
1993, it devoted only limited financial and human resources (three researchers) to the project.
According to Iran, emphasis was put on understanding the behaviour of centrifuges and their assembly
and on domestic production of components. Iran has also stated that during this period, the R&D work
was conducted only by the AEOI, without the support of universities or the Physics Research Centre
(PHRC). According to Iran, no contacts were made during this period with the supply network to seek
support in solving technical problems which Iran had encountered.
13. Iran’s statements about this phase of R&D are not inconsistent with the Agency’s findings,
which are based on interviews with available Iranian officials and members of the supply network,
supporting documentation provided by Iran and procurement information collected during the
Agency’s investigations. However, the role of the technical university at which uranium particle
contamination was found still needs to be examined (see A.2 below).
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The 1993 Offer and Subsequent R&D
14. As previously reported to the Board (GOV/2006/15, para. 15), statements made by Iran and key
members of the supply network about the events leading up to the mid-1990s offer have been at
variance with each other. Over the course of meetings held in October 2007, Iran provided the Agency
with an updated chronology of events from 1993 to 1999 which clarified certain details concerning
meetings, participants and deliveries of P-1 centrifuge equipment by the network during this period.
15. Iran stated again that in 1993 the supply network, on its own initiative, had approached an
Iranian company with an offer to sell enrichment technology. This offer was brought to the attention
of the Head of Iran’s Budget and Planning Organization, who was also a member of the country’s
Atomic Energy Council. The offer was then further pursued by the AEOI (GOV/2005/67, para. 16).
16. The Agency has so far not been able to confirm Iran’s statement that the supply network
initiated the 1993 offer. Information provided by Iran on the deliveries and technical meetings after
1993 is consistent with that given to the Agency in interviews with some of the network members.
Based on interviews with Libyan officials and supply network members and information from other
sources, the Agency has concluded that most of the items related to the 1993 offer had originally been
ordered by the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya but were in fact delivered to Iran in the period 1994–1996.
17. Iran stated that, during the period 1993 to 1999, it was still experiencing difficulty in producing
components for P-1 centrifuges and manufacturing reliable P-1 centrifuges. It said that only limited
human resources were devoted to the project until 1997 and that, around 1998, additional theoretical
and experimental studies were initiated at the Amir Khabir University. Its statements in this regard are
supported by the technical questions raised by AEOI staff with the network and procurement
information available to the Agency.
18. Iran stated that it successfully tested P-1 centrifuges at the end of the 1990s and that a decision
was made to go ahead with larger-scale R&D and eventually with an enrichment plant. To that end,
Iran stated that it considered locations at Hashtgerd Karaj, Natanz and Esfahan before deciding to
build the enrichment plant at Natanz. During this period, procurement activities were intensified and
vacuum equipment, as well as special raw materials such as maraging steel and high strength
aluminium, were acquired from abroad. Iran has provided names, locations and activities of the
workshops involved in the domestic production of centrifuge components, most of which are owned
by military industrial organizations (GOV/2004/11, para. 37). Information provided by Iran on the
timing of these purchases and the quantities involved is consistent with the Agency’s findings.

A.1.3. Acquisition of P-2 Centrifuge Technology
19. Iran has stated that, in order to compensate it for the poor quality of the P-1 centrifuge
components provided by the supply network, the network provided Iran at a meeting in Dubai in 1996
with a full set of general P-2 centrifuge drawings. This statement was confirmed to the Agency in
interviews with key members of the network.
20. Iran has reiterated that, although the drawings were acquired in 1996, no work on P-2
centrifuges was begun until 2002. According to the former and current senior management of the
AEOI, Iran did not yet have the technical and scientific capabilities to master centrifuge
manufacturing during this period. The Agency does not have credible procurement related information
pointing to the actual acquisition by Iran of P-2 centrifuges or components during this period (an
earlier indication which appeared to support this (GOV/2006/15, para. 18) could not be substantiated).
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21. In 2002, the AEOI concluded a contract with a private company to manufacture a modified P-2
centrifuge (GOV/2004/11, para. 45). On 5 November 2007, the Agency received a copy of the
contract, the content of which is consistent with earlier interviews with the company owner, who was
not available for interview on this occasion. The contract was terminated in March 2003, but the
company owner has stated that he continued to work “on his own initiative” until June 2003.
22. The owner of the company stated in earlier interviews that he was able to obtain all raw
materials and minor items, with the exception of bearings, oils and magnets, from domestic sources,
which is consistent with the procurement information currently available to the Agency. The owner
stated that he acquired 150 magnets with P-2 specifications and attempted to buy tens of thousands
more, but these orders were cancelled by the suppliers. The AEOI stated that, after termination of his
contract with the AEOI, the company owner sought to secure the supply of additional magnets for the
AEOI but that his attempts to do so failed, which is consistent with the information available to the
Agency through its investigations. Iran acknowledged that composite rotors for P-2 centrifuges had
been manufactured in a workshop situated on a Defence Industries Organisation (DIO) site
(GOV/2004/34, para. 22).
23. Based on visits made by Agency inspectors to the P-2 workshop in 2004, examination of the
company owner’s contract, progress reports and logbooks, and information available on procurement
enquiries, the Agency has concluded that Iran’s statements on the content of the declared P-2 R&D
activities are consistent with the Agency’s findings. Environmental samples taken at declared R&D
locations and from equipment did not indicate that nuclear material was used in these experiments.

A.2. Source of Contamination
24. On 15 September 2007, the Agency provided Iran with questions in writing in connection with
the source of uranium particle contamination at the technical university and requested access to
relevant documentation and to individuals, as well as to relevant equipment and locations for sampletaking. The questions were, inter alia, about the origin of the uranium particle contamination of
equipment (GOV/2006/53, para. 24), the nature of the equipment, the envisioned use of the equipment
and the names and roles of individuals and entities involved (including PHRC). In accordance with the
work plan, Iran should provide answers to the questions and the requested access in the next few
weeks.

A.3. Uranium Metal Document
25. On 8 November 2007, the Agency received a copy of the 15-page document describing the
procedures for the reduction of UF6 to uranium metal and casting it into hemispheres. Iran has
reiterated that this document was received along with the P-1 centrifuge documentation in 1987. The
Agency has shared this document with Pakistan, the purported country of origin, and is seeking more
information. Iran stated that the reconversion unit with casting equipment mentioned in the one-page
1987 offer was not pursued with the supply network. Apart from the conversion experiments of UF4 to
uranium metal at the Tehran Nuclear Research Centre (GOV/2004/60 Annex, para. 2), the Agency has
seen no indication of any UF6 reconversion and casting activity in Iran. It should be noted, however,
that a small UF6 to uranium metal conversion line in the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF) was
declared by Iran in the design information questionnaire for the UCF (GOV/2003/75, Annex 1, para.
3). This line has not been built, as verified by the Agency’s inspectors.

A.4. Polonium-210
26. On 15 September 2007, the Agency provided questions in writing to Iran concerning Iran’s
activities involving polonium and requested access to relevant documentation, individuals and
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equipment. The questions were, inter alia, about the scope and objectives of the polonium-210 studies
(GOV/2004/11, para. 28), whether any bismuth acquisitions from abroad had been made or attempted
and whether any related theoretical or R&D studies had been carried out in Iran. In accordance with
the work plan, Iran should provide answers to the questions and the requested access in the next few
weeks.

A.5. Gchine Mine
27. On 15 September 2007, the Agency provided questions in writing to Iran concerning the Gchine
Mine and requested access to relevant documentation, individuals and equipment. The questions were,
inter alia, about the ownership of the mining area and mill, why activities took place at this location
when suitable infrastructure was available elsewhere and why AEOI activities at the mine ceased
around 1993 (GOV/2005/67, para. 26). In accordance with the work plan, Iran should provide answers
to the questions and the requested access in the next few weeks.

A.6. Alleged Studies
28. The Agency has urged Iran to address at an early date the alleged studies concerning the
conversion of uranium dioxide into UF4 (the green salt project), high explosive testing and the design
of a missile re-entry vehicle (GOV/2006/15, paras 38–39). In accordance with the work plan, Iran
should address this topic in the next few weeks. In the meantime, the Agency is working on
arrangements for sharing with Iran documents provided by third parties related to the alleged studies.

A.7. Facility Attachment for the Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant
29. On 17 and 18 September 2007, an Agency technical team discussed with the Iranian authorities
details of a draft Facility Attachment for the Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP) at Natanz. Further
discussions from 20 to 24 September led to the entry into force of the Facility Attachment on
30 September 2007.

B. Current Enrichment Related Activities
30. On 3 November 2007, the Agency verified that Iran had finished installing eighteen 164machine cascades at FEP and that UF6 had been fed into all 18 cascades. There has been no
installation of centrifuges or centrifuge pipework outside the original 18-cascade area. Work to install
feed and withdrawal infrastructure and auxiliary systems is continuing.
31. Since February 2007, Iran has fed approximately 1240 kg of UF6 into the cascades at FEP. The
feed rate has remained below the expected quantity for a facility of this design. While Iran has stated
that it has reached enrichment levels up to 4.8% U-235 at FEP, the highest U-235 enrichment
measured so far from the environmental samples taken by the Agency from cascade components and
related equipment is 4.0%. Detailed nuclear material accountancy will be carried out during the annual
physical inventory taking which is scheduled from 16 to 19 December 2007. Since March 2007, a total
of seven unannounced inspections have been carried out at FEP.
32. Since August 2007, Iran has continued to test single centrifuge machines, the 10- and 20machine cascades and one 164-machine cascade at the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP). Between
23 July and 22 October 2007, Iran fed 5 kg of UF6 into the single machines; no nuclear material was
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fed into the cascades. From 15 to 18 September 2007, the Agency performed a physical inventory
verification at PFEP. Although some of the sample results are not yet available, the Agency’s
provisional evaluation tends to confirm the physical inventory as declared by Iran.
33. There have been several press reports about statements by high level Iranian officials
concerning R&D and testing of P-2 centrifuges by Iran (GOV/2006/27, para. 14). In a communication
to the Agency received on 8 November 2007, Iran wrote: “Iran voluntarily has informed the IAEA on
the status of mechanical test (without UF6 feeding) of new generation of centrifuge design.” In the
communication, Iran added that it “agreed that exchanging of the new centrifuge generation
information” would be discussed with the Agency in December 2007.

C. Reprocessing Activities
34. The Agency has continued monitoring the use and construction of hot cells at the Tehran
Research Reactor (TRR), the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production Facility (the
MIX Facility) and the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40) through inspections and design
information verification. There have been no indications of ongoing reprocessing related activities at
those facilities.

D. Heavy Water Reactor Related Projects
35. On 11 November 2007, the Agency conducted design information verification at the IR-40 and
noted that construction of the facility was proceeding. Satellite imagery appears to indicate that the
Heavy Water Production Plant is operating. The Agency must rely on satellite imagery of this plant as
it does not have routine access to it while the Additional Protocol remains unimplemented.

E. Other Implementation Issues
E.1. Uranium Conversion
36. During the current conversion campaign at UCF, which began on 31 March 2007,
approximately 78 tonnes of uranium in the form of UF6 had been produced as of 5 November 2007.
This brings the total amount of UF6 produced at UCF since March 2004 to approximately 266 tonnes,
all of which remains under Agency containment and surveillance.
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E.2. Design Information
37. On 30 March 2007, the Agency requested Iran to reconsider its decision to suspend the
implementation of the modified text of its Subsidiary Arrangements General Part, Code 3.1.
(GOV/2007/22, paras 12–14)2, but there has been no progress on this issue.

E.3. Other Matters
38. The Agency has made arrangements to verify and seal the fresh fuel foreseen for the Bushehr
nuclear power plant on 26 November 2007, before shipment of the fuel from the Russian Federation
to Iran.

F. Summary
39. The Agency has been able to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material in Iran. Iran
has provided the Agency with access to declared nuclear material, and has provided the required
nuclear material accountancy reports in connection with declared nuclear material and activities. Iran
concluded a Facility Attachment for FEP. However, it should be noted that, since early 2006, the
Agency has not received the type of information that Iran had previously been providing, pursuant to
the Additional Protocol and as a transparency measure. As a result, the Agency’s knowledge about
Iran’s current nuclear programme is diminishing.
40. Contrary to the decisions of the Security Council, Iran has not suspended its enrichment related
activities, having continued the operation of PFEP and FEP. Iran has also continued the construction
of the IR-40 and operation of the Heavy Water Production Plant.
41. There are two remaining major issues relevant to the scope and nature of Iran’s nuclear
programme: Iran’s past and current centrifuge enrichment programme and the alleged studies. The
Agency has been able to conclude that answers provided on the declared past P-1 and P-2 centrifuge
programmes are consistent with its findings. The Agency will, however, continue to seek
corroboration and is continuing to verify the completeness of Iran’s declarations. The Agency intends
in the next few weeks to focus on the contamination issue as well as the alleged studies and other
activities that could have military applications.
42. Iran has provided sufficient access to individuals and has responded in a timely manner to
questions and provided clarifications and amplifications on issues raised in the context of the work
plan. However, its cooperation has been reactive rather than proactive. As previously stated, Iran’s
active cooperation and full transparency are indispensable for full and prompt implementation of the
work plan.
43. In addition, Iran needs to continue to build confidence about the scope and nature of its present
programme. Confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme requires that
the Agency be able to provide assurances not only regarding declared nuclear material, but, equally
__________________________________________________________________________________

2

Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements General Part as agreed to in 1976 provides for the submission of design information for new
facilities “normally not later than 180 days before the facility is scheduled to receive nuclear material for the first time”, in contrast to the
modified text agreed to in 2003, which provides for the submission of such information as soon as the decision to construct, or to authorize
construction, of such a facility has been taken, whichever is earlier.
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importantly, regarding the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran. Although the
Agency has no concrete information, other than that addressed through the work plan, about possible
current undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran, the Agency is not in a position to provide
credible assurances about the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran without full
implementation of the Additional Protocol. This is especially important in the light of Iran’s
undeclared activities for almost two decades and the need to restore confidence in the exclusively
peaceful nature of its nuclear programme. Therefore, the Director General again urges Iran to
implement the Additional Protocol at the earliest possible date. The Director General also urges Iran to
implement all the confidence building measures required by the Security Council, including the
suspension of all enrichment related activities.
44.

The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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1.
On 15 November 2007, the Director General rep01t ed to the Board of Govemors on the
implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement and relevant provisions of Security Council
resolutions 1737 (2006) and 1747 (2007) in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran) (GOV/2007/58). This
report covers the relevant developments since that date.

2.
On 11 and 12 Janua1y 2008, the Director General met in Tehran with
H.E. Ayatollah A. Khamenei, the Supreme Leader of Iran; H.E. Mr. M. Ahmadinejad, President of
Iran; H.E. Mr. G. Aghazadeh, Vice President of Iran and President of the Atomic Energy Organization
of Iran (AEOI); H.E. Mr. M. Mottaki, Foreign Minister; and H.E. Mr. S. Jalili, Secretaiy, Supreme
National Secmi ty Council of Iran. The purpose of the visit was to discuss ways and means of
implementing all relevant resolutions of the Board of Govemors and the United Nations Secmi ty
Council as well as accelerating implementation of the work plan agreed between Iran and the
Secretariat on 21 August 2007 aimed at the clarification of outstanding safeguards implementation
issues (GOV/2007/48, Attachment).
3.
During the discussions, the Iranian leadership stated that the country's nuclear programme had
always been exclusively for peaceful pmposes and that there had never been a nuclear weapons
development programme. The Iranian authorities agreed to accelerate implementation of the work
plan.
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A. Implementation of the Work Plan on Outstanding Issues
A.1. Source of Contamination
4.
On 15 September 2007, the Agency provided Iran with questions relating to the source of the
uranium particle contamination found on some equipment at a technical university, the nature of the
equipment, the envisioned use of the equipment and the names and roles of individuals and entities
involved, including the Physics Research Centre (PHRC) (GOV/2007/58, para. 24). This equipment
was procured by the former head of PHRC, who had also been a professor at the university. He had
also procured, or attempted to procure, other equipment, such as balancing machines, mass
spectrometers, magnets and fluorine handling equipment, which could be useful in uranium
enrichment activities (GOV/2006/27, para. 25).
5.
On 10–12 December 2007 and on 15–16 December 2007, meetings took place in Tehran
between the Agency and Iranian officials during which Iran provided answers to the questions and the
Agency requested additional clarifications regarding the intended purpose of the equipment, the
persons and entities who had requested the items, the recipients, and the use and locations, both past
and present, of the equipment. In a follow-up letter dated 18 December 2007, the Agency provided
Iran with further details regarding the equipment.
6.
In a letter dated 3 January 2008, the Agency reminded Iran that Iran needed to provide
additional clarifications to allow a full assessment of the issue of the source of contamination and
procurement efforts.
7.
In a letter dated 8 January 2008, Iran provided answers to the questions raised by the Agency in
its letter of 3 January 2008.

A.1.1. Use of Equipment and Source of Contamination
8.
According to Iran, vacuum equipment was procured in 1990 on behalf of the technical
university by the former Head of PHRC because of his expertise in procurement and PHRC's business
connections. The equipment was intended to be used at the Physics Department of the technical
university for the coating of items such as optical mirrors, optical lasers, laser mirrors, resistive layers
for solar cells and mirrors for use in medical operating theatres.
9.
Iran stated that, upon receipt of the equipment in 1991, it was noticed that the delivery was
incomplete and that some incorrect parts had been supplied. The equipment was therefore put into
storage at the university. Iran further stated that a number of letters of complaint were written to the
supplier company at intervals until 1994, but to no avail.
10. According to Iran, some individual pieces of equipment were used both inside and outside the
university during the period 1994–2003 in research, operation and maintenance activities involving
vacuum conditions, but other parts of the consignment were never used. As its explanation of how the
contamination had come about, Iran said that, in 1998, an individual who was testing used centrifuge
components from Pakistan at the laboratory at Vanak Square for the AEOI (GOV/2004/34, para. 31)
had asked the vacuum service of the university to come and repair a pump. Iran stated that some items
of the vacuum equipment mentioned above were used for this repair activity and that, when these
items were eventually brought back to the university, they spread uranium particle contamination.
11. To assess the information provided by Iran, the Agency spoke with the individual from the
Vanak Square laboratory and the vacuum technician from the university who had carried out the
repairs. The Agency was also shown the pump that had been repaired using the equipment concerned.
The Agency made a detailed analysis of the signatures of the contamination of the equipment and
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compared them with those of the swipe samples taken from the centrifuge components in Iran which
had originated in Pakistan. The Agency concluded that the explanation and supporting documentation
provided by Iran regarding the possible source of contamination by uranium particles at the university
were not inconsistent with the data currently available to the Agency. The Agency considers this
question no longer outstanding at this stage. However, the Agency continues, in accordance with its
procedures and practices, to seek corroboration of its findings and to verify this issue as part of its
verification of the completeness of Iran’s declarations.

A.1.2. Procurement activities by the former Head of PHRC
12. According to Iran, none of the equipment purchased or enquired about by the former Head of
PHRC (see para. 4 above) was intended for use in uranium enrichment or conversion related activities,
whether for research and development (R&D) or for educational activities in these fields.
Procurements and procurement attempts by the former Head of PHRC were said by Iran to have also
been made on behalf of other entities of Iran, as described below.
13. Iran stated that the vacuum equipment purchased by the Head of PHRC had been intended for
educational purposes in the Vacuum Technique Laboratory of the university, specifically for use in
experiments by students on thin layer production using evaporation and vacuum techniques, coating
using vacuum systems and leak detection in vacuum systems. To support its statements, Iran presented
instruction manuals related to the various experiments, internal communications on the procurement of
the equipment and shipping documents. Agency inspectors visited the Vacuum Technique Laboratory
and confirmed the presence of the equipment there.
14. Iran stated that some magnets had also been purchased by the Head of the PHRC on behalf of
the Physics Department of the university for educational purposes in “Lenz-Faraday experiments”. To
support this statement, Iran presented a number of documents: instruction manuals related to the
experiments; requests for funding which indicated that a decision had been made to approach the Head
of PHRC to order and purchase the parts; and an invoice for cash sales from the supplier. Iran stated
that the magnets were discarded after being used.
15. According to Iran, the Head of PHRC attempted twice — once successfully — to buy a
balancing machine for the Mechanical Engineering Department of the university for educational
purposes, such as in the measurement of vibrations and forces in rotating components due to
unbalancing. To support Iran’s statement, the Agency was shown laboratory experiment procedures,
requests about procurement and a letter confirming the completion of the purchase. Agency inspectors
visited the Mechanical Engineering Department and confirmed the presence of the balancing machine
there.
16. According to Iran, the Head of PHRC also attempted to purchase 45 gas cylinders, each
containing 2.2 kg of fluorine, on behalf of the Office of Industrial Interrelations of the university. Iran
stated that the intended purpose of the fluorine had been to enhance the chemical stability of polymeric
vessels. To support its statements, Iran presented a request to buy fluorine and a communication
between the Head of PHRC and the President of the university about the proposed supplier’s refusal to
deliver the goods.
17. Iran stated that the AEOI had encountered difficulties with procurement because of international
sanctions imposed on the country, and that that was why the AEOI had requested the Dean of the
university to assist in the procurement of a UF6 mass spectrometer. According to Iran, in 1988, the
Dean of the university approached the Head of the Mechanics Workshop of the Shahid Hemmat
Industrial Group (SHIG), which belonged to the Ministry of Sepah, and asked him to handle the
procurement. According to Iran, the mass spectrometer was never delivered. The Head of the
Mechanics Workshop, who was later appointed Head of PHRC when it was established in 1989, is the
same person involved in the other procurement attempts mentioned above.
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18. The Agency took note of the information and supporting documents provided by Iran as well as
the statements made by the former Head of PHRC to the Agency and concluded that the replies were
not inconsistent with the stated use of the equipment. The role and activities of PHRC will be further
addressed in connection with the alleged studies as discussed below.

A.2. Uranium Metal Document
19. On 8 November 2007, the Agency received a copy from Iran of the 15-page document
describing the procedures for the reduction of UF6 to uranium metal and the machining of enriched
uranium metal into hemispheres, which are components of nuclear weapons. Iran reiterated that this
document had been received along with the P-1 centrifuge documentation in 1987 and that it had not
been requested by Iran. The Agency is still waiting for a response from Pakistan on the circumstances
of the delivery of this document in order to understand the full scope and content of the offer made by
the network in 1987 (GOV/2006/15, paras 20–22).

A.3. Polonium-210
20. Polonium-210 is of interest to the Agency because it can be used not only for civilian
applications (such as radioisotope batteries), but also — in conjunction with beryllium — for military
purposes, such as neutron initiators in some designs of nuclear weapons. On 20–21 January 2008, a
meeting took place in Tehran between the Agency and Iranian officials during which Iran provided
answers to the questions raised by the Agency in its letter dated 15 September 2007 regarding
polonium-210 research (GOV/2007/58, para. 26). The Agency’s questions included a request to see
the original project documentation.
21. According to Iran, in the 1980s, scientists from the Tehran Nuclear Research Centre (TNRC)
were asked to propose new research activities. A project called “Production of 210Po by the
irradiation of 209Bi in the TNRC reactor” was proposed and eventually approved by the Scientific
Advisory Committee of TNRC in 1988. The project consisted of fundamental research aimed at
enhancing knowledge about this process. According to Iran, it was not aimed at a specific immediate
application. However, a potential use in radioisotope batteries, if the chemical extraction of polonium210 proved successful, was mentioned in the initial proposal.
22. Iran reiterated that the project was not part of any larger R&D project, but had been a personal
initiative of the project leader. According to Iran, the chemist working on the project left the country
before full chemical processing had been performed, the project was aborted and the decayed samples
were discarded as waste (GOV/2004/11, para. 30).
23. To support its statements, Iran presented additional copies of papers and literature searches that
had formed the basis for the request for approval of the project. Iran also provided copies of the
project proposal, the meeting minutes and the approval document from the Scientific Advisory
Committee of TNRC, as well as a complete copy of the reactor logbook for the entire period that the
samples were present in the reactor.
24. Based on an examination of all information provided by Iran, the Agency concluded that the
explanations concerning the content and magnitude of the polonium-210 experiments were consistent
with the Agency’s findings and with other information available to it. The Agency considers this
question no longer outstanding at this stage. However, the Agency continues, in accordance with its
procedures and practices, to seek corroboration of its findings and to verify this issue as part of its
verification of the completeness of Iran’s declarations.
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A.4. Gchine Mine
25. On 22 and 23 January 2008, a meeting took place in Tehran between the Agency and Iranian
officials during which Iran provided answers to the questions raised by the Agency in its letter dated
15 September 2007 (GOV/2007/58, para. 27) with a view to achieving a better understanding of the
complex arrangements governing the past and current administration of the Gchine uranium mine and
mill (GOV/2005/67, paras 26–31).
26. According to Iran, the exploitation of uranium at the Gchine mine, as well as the ore processing
activities at the Gchine uranium ore concentration (UOC) plant, have always been and remain the
responsibility of the AEOI.
27. Iran stated that, by 1989, the extent of uranium reserves at Saghand in central Iran had been
established in cooperation with Chinese experts. Considering the promising output of this region, a
contract for equipping the Saghand mine and designing a uranium ore processing plant was concluded
with Russian companies in 1995. Insufficient funding was allocated in the Government’s 1994–1998
five-year plan for the AEOI to pursue activities at both Gchine and Saghand. Since there was more
uranium (estimated 1000 tonnes) at Saghand than at Gchine (estimated 40 tonnes), it was decided to
spend the available funds on Saghand.
28. According to Iran, in the period 1993–1998, tasks such as the preparation of technical reports
and studies, and some chemical testing of ores, were performed at the AEOI Ore Processing Center
(OPC) at TNRC. The focus of some of the documentation work had been to justify funding of Gchine
in the 1999–2003 five-year plan. These efforts were successful and funding for further exploration and
exploitation at Gchine was approved in the plan. A decision to construct a UOC plant at Gchine,
known as “Project 5/15”, was made on 25 August 1999.
29. During the 22–23 January 2008 meetings, Iran also provided the Agency with supporting
documentation regarding the budget, the five-year plans, contracts with foreign entities and the
preparation of studies and reports. The Agency concluded that the documentation was sufficient to
confirm the AEOI’s continuing interest in and activity at Gchine in the 1993–1999 period.
30. Regarding the origin and role of the Kimia Maadan (KM) Company, Iran stated that the OPC, in
addition to its own staff, had hired consultants and experts for various projects, including for work
relating to Gchine. When budget approval was given in 1999 for exploration and exploitation at
Gchine, some experts and consultants had formed a company (KM) to take on a contract from the
AEOI for the Gchine plant. Supporting documentation was provided to the Agency showing that KM
was registered as a company on 4 May 2000. Iran stated that KM’s core staff of about half a dozen
people consisted of experts who had previously worked for the OPC. At the peak of activity, the
company employed over 100 people. In addition to its own staff, KM made use of experts from
universities and subcontractors to work on the project.
31. According to Iran, KM was given conceptual design information by the AEOI consisting of
drawings and technical reports. KM’s task was to do the detailed design, to procure and install
equipment and to put the Gchine UOC plant into operation. The contract imposed time constraints and
the time pressure led to some mistakes being made. After the detailed design was completed, changes
had to be made which led to financial problems for KM.
32. Iran stated that KM had had only one project — the one with the AEOI for construction of the
Gchine UOC plant on a turnkey basis. However, the company had also helped with procurement for
the AEOI because of the AEOI’s procurement constraints due to sanctions (GOV/2006/15, para. 39).
A document listing items procured for the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF) was provided by Iran.
According to Iran, because of KM’s financial problems, the company ceased work on the Gchine
project in June 2003, when the three-year contract with the AEOI came to an end. Iran stated that KM
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was officially deregistered on 8 June 2003 and provided a document supporting this statement. After
KM stopped work, the OPC again took over work on the Gchine UOC plant.
33. Iran stated that KM had been able to progress quickly from its creation in May 2000 and to
install foundations for the UOC plant by late December 2000 because the conceptual design for the
plant had been done by the OPC. This conceptual design and other “know-how” had been supplied to
KM, which used the information for the detailed design of processing equipment. KM was therefore
quickly able to prepare drawings and issue purchase orders. Documents supporting the conceptual
work done by the AEOI were presented to the Agency by Iran.
34. Much of the supporting information provided by Iran had not been presented to the Agency
during past discussions about Gchine. The Agency concluded that the information and explanations
provided by Iran were supported by the documentation, the content of which is consistent with the
information already available to the Agency. The Agency considers this question no longer
outstanding at this stage. However, the Agency continues, in accordance with its procedures and
practices, to seek corroboration of its findings and continues to verify this issue as part of verification
of the completeness of Iran’s declarations.

A.5. Alleged Studies
35. The Agency has continued to urge Iran, as demanded by the Security Council, to address the
alleged studies concerning the conversion of uranium dioxide (UO2) into uranium tetrafluoride (UF4)
(the green salt project), high explosives testing and the design of a missile re-entry vehicle, which
could have a military nuclear dimension and which appear to have administrative interconnections,
and in view of their possible link to nuclear material (GOV/2007/58, para. 28). As part of the work
plan, Iran agreed to address these alleged studies.
36. On 27 and 28 January 2008 and from 3 to 5 February 2008, the Agency and Iran discussed the
alleged studies at meetings in Tehran. During these discussions, the Agency provided detailed
information about the allegations and asked for clarification concerning other issues that had arisen
during the implementation of the work plan, including the roles of PHRC, KM, the Education
Research Institute (ERI) and the Institute of Applied Physics (IAP) (GOV/2004/83, paras 100–101).
37. The Agency showed Iran certain documentation which the Agency had been given by other
Member States, purportedly originating from Iran, including a flowsheet of bench scale conversion of
UO2 to UF4. The documents show a capacity of the process of about 1 tonne per year of UF4 The
flowsheet has KM markings on it and refers to “Project 5/13.” The documentation includes
communications between the project staff and another private company on the acquisition of process
instrumentation. These communications also make reference to the leadership of the project
concerning the missile re-entry vehicle. The Agency also presented a sketch of a process to produce
50 tonnes of UF4 per year.
38. Iran stated that the allegations were baseless and that the information which the Agency had
shown to Iran was fabricated. However, Iran agreed to clarify its statement in detail. On 8 February
and 12 February 2008, the Agency reiterated in writing its request for additional clarifications. On
14 February 2008, Iran responded, reiterating its earlier statements and declaring that this was its final
assessment on this point. Iran stated that the only organization that had been, and was, involved in fuel
cycle activities was the AEOI and that the AEOI had had a contract with KM to develop a UOC plant
in Gchine, which was the only project in which KM was ever involved. In Iran’s view, the flowsheet
was a fabrication and the accusation baseless.
39. During the meetings on 3–5 February 2008, the Agency made available documents for
examination by Iran and provided additional technical information related to: the testing of high
voltage detonator firing equipment; the development of an exploding bridgewire detonator (EBW); the
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simultaneous firing of multiple EBW detonators; and the identification of an explosive testing
arrangement that involved the use of a 400 m shaft and a firing capability remote from the shaft by a
distance of 10 km, all of which the Agency believes would be relevant to nuclear weapon R&D. Iran
stated that the documents were fabricated and that the information contained in those documents could
easily be found in open sources. During the meetings mentioned above, the Agency also described
parameters and development work related to the Shahab 3 missile, in particular technical aspects of a
re-entry vehicle, and made available to Iran for examination a computer image provided by other
Member States showing a schematic layout of the contents of the inner cone of a re-entry vehicle. This
layout has been assessed by the Agency as quite likely to be able to accommodate a nuclear device.
Iran stated that its missile programme involved the use of conventional warheads only and was also
part of the country’s space programme, and that the schematic layout shown by the Agency was
baseless and fabricated.
40. During the meetings of 27–28 January and 3–5 February 2008, the Agency asked Iran to clarify
a number of procurement actions by the ERI, PHRC and IAP which could relate to the abovementioned alleged studies. These included training courses on neutron calculations, the effect of shock
waves on metal, enrichment/isotope separation and ballistic missiles. Efforts to procure spark gaps,
shock wave software, neutron sources, special steel parts (GOV/2006/15, para. 37) and radiation
measurement equipment, including borehole gamma spectrometers, were also made. In its written
response on 5 February 2008, Iran stated that ‘PAM shock’ software was enquired about “in order to
study aircraft, collision of cars, airbags and for the design of safety belts.” Iran also stated that the
radiation monitors it had enquired about were meant to be used for radiation protection purposes.
Iran’s response regarding the efforts to procure training courses on neutron calculations, and
enrichment/isotope separation, spark gaps, shock wave software, neutron sources and radiation
measurement equipment for borehole gamma spectrometers is still awaited.
41. During the same meetings, the Agency requested clarification of the roles of certain officials
and institutes and their relation to nuclear activities. Iran was also asked to clarify projects such as the
so-called “Project 4” (possibly uranium enrichment) and laser related R&D activities. Iran denied the
existence of some of the organizations and project offices referred to in the documentation and denied
that other organizations named were involved in nuclear related activities. Iran also denied the
existence of some of the people named in the documentation and said allegations about the roles of
other people named were baseless. Iran’s response to the Agency’s request regarding “Project 4” and
laser related R&D activities is still awaited
42. On 15 February 2008, the Agency proposed a further meeting to show additional documentation
on the alleged studies to Iran, after being authorized to do so by the countries which had provided it.
Iran has not yet responded to the Agency’s proposal.

B. Current Enrichment Related Activities
43. On 12 December 2007, the first physical inventory taking was carried out at the Fuel
Enrichment Plant (FEP) in Natanz and verified by the Agency. Since the beginning of operations in
February 2007, a total of 1670 kg of UF6 had been fed into the cascades. The operator presented, inter
alia, about 75 kg of UF6 as the product, with a stated enrichment of 3.8% U-235. The throughput of the
facility has been well below its declared design capacity. There has been no installation of centrifuges
outside the original 18-cascade area. Installation work, including equipment and sub-header pipes, is
continuing for other cascade areas. Since March 2007, a total of nine unannounced inspections have
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been carried out at FEP. All nuclear material at FEP remains under Agency containment and
surveillance.
44. On 8 November 2007, Iran stated that it “agreed that exchanging of the new centrifuge
generation information” would be discussed with the Agency in December 2007 (GOV/2007/58,
para. 33). On 13 January 2008, the Director General and Deputy Director General for Safeguards
visited an AEOI R&D laboratory at Kalaye Electric, where they were given information on R&D
activities being carried out there. These included work on four different centrifuge designs: two
subcritical rotor designs, a rotor with bellows and a more advanced centrifuge. Iran informed the
Agency that the R&D laboratory was developing centrifuge components, measuring equipment and
vacuum pumps with the aim of having entirely indigenous production capabilities in Iran.
45. On 15 January 2008, Iran informed the Agency about the planned installation of the first new
generation subcritical centrifuge (IR-2) at the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP) and provided
relevant design information. On 29 January 2008, the Agency confirmed that a single IR-2 test
machine and a 10-machine IR-2 test cascade had been installed at PFEP. Iran reported that about
0.8 kg of UF6 had been fed to the single machine between 22 and 27 January 2008. Iran has continued
to test P-1 centrifuges in one single machine, one 10-, one 20- and one 164-machine cascade at PFEP.
Between 23 October 2007 and 21 January 2008, Iran fed a total of about 8 kg of UF6 into the single
P-1 and the 10-machine P-1 cascade; no nuclear material was fed into the 20- and 164-machine
cascades. At the end of January 2008, the single P-1 machine and the 10- and 20-machine P-1
cascades were dismantled and the space was used for the new IR-2 machines. All activities took place
under Agency containment and surveillance.
46. On 5 February 2008, the Deputy Director General for Safeguards and the Director of Safeguards
Operations B visited laboratories at Lashkar Abad, where laser enrichment activities had taken place
in 2003 and earlier. The laboratories are now run by a private company, which is producing and
developing laser equipment for industrial purposes. All the former laser equipment has been
dismantled and some of it is stored at the site. The management of the company provided detailed
information on current and planned activities, including plans for extensive new construction work,
and stated that they are not carrying out, and are not planning, any uranium enrichment activities.

C. Reprocessing Activities
47. The Agency has continued monitoring the use and construction of hot cells at the Tehran
Research Reactor (TRR), the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production Facility (the
MIX Facility) and the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40) through inspections and design
information verification. There have been no indications of ongoing reprocessing related activities at
those facilities. In addition, Iran has stated that there have been no reprocessing related R&D activities
in Iran, which the Agency can confirm only with respect to these facilities.

D. Heavy Water Reactor Related Projects
48. On 5 February 2008, the Agency carried out design information verification at the IR-40 and
noted that construction of the facility was ongoing. The Agency has continued to monitor the
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construction of the Heavy Water Production Plant using satellite imagery. The imagery appears to
indicate that the plant is operating.

E. Other Implementation Issues
E.1. Uranium Conversion
49. During the current conversion campaign at UCF, which began on 31 March 2007,
approximately 120 tonnes of uranium in the form of UF6 had been produced as of 2 February 2008.
This brings the total amount of UF6 produced at UCF since March 2004 to 309 tonnes, all of which
remains under Agency containment and surveillance. Iran has stated that it is carrying out no uranium
conversion related R&D activities other than those at Esfahan.

E.2. Design Information
50. On 30 March 2007, the Agency requested Iran to reconsider its decision to suspend the
implementation of the modified text of its Subsidiary Arrangements General Part, Code 3.1.
(GOV/2007/22, paras 12–14), but there has been no progress on this issue. However, Iran has
provided updated design information for PFEP.

E.3. Other Matters
51. On 26 November 2007, the Agency verified and sealed in the Russian Federation the fresh fuel
foreseen for the Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant (BNPP), before its shipment to Iran. As of February
2008, all fuel assemblies had been received, verified and re-sealed at BNPP.

F. Summary
52. The Agency has been able to continue to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material
in Iran. Iran has provided the Agency with access to declared nuclear material and has provided the
required nuclear material accountancy reports in connection with declared nuclear material and
activities. Iran has also responded to questions and provided clarifications and amplifications on the
issues raised in the context of the work plan, with the exception of the alleged studies. Iran has
provided access to individuals in response to the Agency’s requests. Although direct access has not
been provided to individuals said to be associated with the alleged studies, responses have been
provided in writing to some of the Agency’s questions.
53. The Agency has been able to conclude that answers provided by Iran, in accordance with the
work plan, are consistent with its findings — in the case of the polonium-210 experiments and the
Gchine mine — or are not inconsistent with its findings — in the case of the contamination at the
technical university and the procurement activities of the former Head of PHRC. Therefore, the
Agency considers those questions no longer outstanding at this stage. However, the Agency continues,
in accordance with its procedures and practices, to seek corroboration of its findings and to verify
these issues as part of its verification of the completeness of Iran’s declarations.
54. The one major remaining issue relevant to the nature of Iran’s nuclear programme is the alleged
studies on the green salt project, high explosives testing and the missile re-entry vehicle. This is a
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matter of serious concern and critical to an assessment of a possible military dimension to Iran’s
nuclear programme. The Agency was able to show some relevant documentation to Iran on 3–5
February 2008 and is still examining the allegations made and the statements provided by Iran in
response. Iran has maintained that these allegations are baseless and that the data have been fabricated.
The Agency’s overall assessment requires, inter alia, an understanding of the role of the uranium metal
document, and clarifications concerning the procurement activities of some military related institutions
still not provided by Iran. The Agency only received authorization to show some further material to
Iran on 15 February 2008. Iran has not yet responded to the Agency’s request of that same date for
Iran to view this additional documentation on the alleged studies. In light of the above, the Agency is
not yet in a position to determine the full nature of Iran’s nuclear programme. However, it should be
noted that the Agency has not detected the use of nuclear material in connection with the alleged
studies, nor does it have credible information in this regard. The Director General has urged Iran to
engage actively with the Agency in a more detailed examination of the documents available about the
alleged studies which the Agency has been authorized to show to Iran.
55. The Agency has recently received from Iran additional information similar to that which Iran
had previously provided pursuant to the Additional Protocol, as well as updated design information.
As a result, the Agency’s knowledge about Iran’s current declared nuclear programme has become
clearer. However, this information has been provided on an ad hoc basis and not in a consistent and
complete manner. The Director General has continued to urge Iran to implement the Additional
Protocol at the earliest possible date and as an important confidence building measure requested by the
Board of Governors and affirmed by the Security Council. The Director General has also urged Iran to
implement the modified text of its Subsidiary Arrangements General Part, Code 3.1 on the early
provision of design information. Iran has expressed its readiness to implement the provisions of the
Additional Protocol and the modified text of its Subsidiary Arrangements General Part, Code 3.1, “if
the nuclear file is returned from the Security Council to the IAEA”.
56. Contrary to the decisions of the Security Council, Iran has not suspended its enrichment related
activities, having continued the operation of PFEP and FEP. In addition, Iran started the development
of new generation centrifuges. Iran has also continued construction of the IR-40 reactor and operation
of the Heavy Water Production Plant.
57. With regard to its current programme, Iran needs to continue to build confidence about its scope
and nature. Confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme requires that
the Agency be able to provide assurances not only regarding declared nuclear material, but, equally
importantly, regarding the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran. With the
exception of the issue of the alleged studies, which remains outstanding, the Agency has no concrete
information about possible current undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran. Although Iran
has provided some additional detailed information about its current activities on an ad hoc basis, the
Agency will not be in a position to make progress towards providing credible assurances about the
absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran before reaching some clarity about the
nature of the alleged studies, and without implementation of the Additional Protocol. This is especially
important in the light of the many years of undeclared activities in Iran and the confidence deficit
created as a result. The Director General therefore urges Iran to implement all necessary measures
called for by the Board of Governors and the Security Council to build confidence in the peaceful
nature of its nuclear programme.
58.

The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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Iran vows not to 'retreat one iota' in nuclear pursuit
POSTED 1 56 a.m. EST, February 22, 2007

• The U.N. Security Council is scheduled lo recei ve a report on Iran on Thursday
• Iran says ifs willing to assure the West it will never move toward nudear weapons
• President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad says Iran wonl hait enrichment
• Security Council wonl take action before March 9, leaving time for more dialogue
Adjust font size: LJ
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TEH RAN, Ir an (CNN) - The lranian president scoffed Wednesday ata U.N. Security
Council demand that the lslamic republic hait ils uraniul!H!nrichment program.
"Iran will not retreat one iota in ils path lo nuclear victory," President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad said in a speech Wednesday, according to the state-run lslamic Republic
News Agency.

Chief negotiator Ari Larijani says the lslamic
republic would be wiling to give assurances
that ils nuclear program will never deviate
toward weapons.
• Pr•viou1
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lran's position on the malter has remained slatic since well before July, when the
United Nations gave Iran an August 31 deadline to hait ils nuclear program.

discusses Iran <1 39)

Ahmadinejad told reporters as thatdeadline passed, "Access to peaceful nuclear
energy and power is the right of the lranian people . We've chosen our right and under
international law we want to use our righl No body can prevent us !rom il ·
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Tehran has insisted that ils nudear program i s for civilian energy purposes only, but
Western powers have said Iran has ils eye on nudear weaponry.

us Secretary of State

k'anian navy exercises
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Ahmadinejad's remarks corne the day before a report on lran's nuclear activities is
scheduled to be circulated to the Security Council in New York.
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He added, ïoday, there are those who are against lran's access to peaceful nudear
technology and are trying lo put obstacles in our nuclear path in o rder to prevent us
!rom exerci sing our rights w ith the grace of the God," RNA reported.

(157)

Forum focuses on U.S.-anian relations (2:32)

On December 23, the 15-member Security Council unanimously approved a resolution
imposing sanctions on Iran . Russia and China, Iwo veto-wielding members of the
Security Council, voted in favor of the resolution despite prev iously expressing their
aversion to imposing sanctions.
Under Resolution 1737, the council requested that International Atomic Energy Agency
Director-General Mohamed El Bara dei report w ithin 60 days on whether Iran has
suspended ils nuclear activities.
lt was initially reported that the deadline expired Wednesday - 60 days alter the
December 23 resolution passed - but an IAEA official told CNN the deadline i s Friday.
EIBaradei i s scheduled to deliver his report Thursday, the official said.
EIBaradei said in Monday's Financi al limes that he expected to report that Iran had not
complied with the resolution. However, EIBaradei noted, the Security Council will not
take any action until he reports to the IAEA board of govemors next month.
"Even if my report is coming out this week, 1can still add and reverse judgmenls there
until the sixth of March ," EIBaradei told the London-based newspaper. The board of
govemors i s scheduled to meet in Vienna , Austria, March 5-9.
Alter the December 23 vote, Iran defianUy vowed to continue with ils nuclear program,
which induded the production of 3,000 centrifuges al ils nuclear complex in Nalanz.
Iran said the work would be done under IAEA supervi sion .
EIBaradei told The Financial limes that Iran was still months !rom having those
centrifuges running smoothly. PresenUy, the IAEA chief said , Iran is operating al least
one 164-œntrifuge cascade to enrich uranium.
Experts say thousands of centrifuges are needed to produce weapons-grade uranium,
and EIBaradei told the newspaper Monday that lran's operation "is still small scale, so
whatever they have, what we have seen today, is not the kind of capacity that would
enable them to make bomb."

Assurances offered
lran's chief nuclear negotiator Ari Larijani, who met with E1Baradei in Vienna, Austria,
on Wednesday, told IRNA that Iran was willing to offer assurances that ils nuclear
program was aimed al energy production, not bombmaking.
One of the proffered assurances, according to Reuters, is an lranian pledge to refine
uranium no higher than the 4-5 percent level, well below the 80 percent threshold
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needed for nuclear bombs.
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has the final say in lran's nuclear matters.
According to Reuters, Ali Akbar Vel ayati, a Khamenei aide, told a French newspaper
that Iran was flexible on negotiating a deal,"but one cannot dictate the solution in
advance."
The lranian nuclear i ssue will be di scussed over a breakfast meeting among U.S.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Ri ce, Russian Forei gn Minister Sergei Lavrov,
European Union Foreign Policy Chief Javier Solana and German Forei gn Minister
Frank-Walter Steinmeier.
Israel also has a stake in the negotiations as Ahmadinejad has questioned the United
States' "blind support for the Zionis1s" and called for Israel to be "wiped off the map."
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert called on the international community Wednesday to step
up i1s pressure on the lslamic republic. He al so questioned lranian assertions
regarding the progress of the nation's nuclear program.
"A lot more has to be done, but I think that the lranians are no! as close to the
technological threshold as they daim to be, and unfortunately they are no! as far [away)
as we would love !hem to be," he said. "So there is a lot that still can be done and
oughtto be done. And the sooner il will be done the better il will be."
He continued with remarks addressing Ahmadinejad , "Il is incumbent upon the
international community no! only to take practical measures to stop these threa1s but
al so to take practical measures that will indicate the extent of the disapproval of hi s
language, of his attitude and of his approaches."
CNN s Liz Neisloss and Michal Zippori contributed to this report.
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement and relevant provisions of Security
Council resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007),
1803 (2008) and 1835 (2008) in the lslamic
Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

1. On 28 August 2009, the Director General repo1t ed to the Board of Govemors on the
implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement and relevant provisions of Security Council
resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and 1835 (2008) in the Isla.mie Republic of Iran
(Iran) (GOV/2009/35). This repo1t covers relevant developments since that date.

A. Current Enrichment Related Activities
A.1. Natanz: FEP and PFEP
2. On 2 November 2009, Iran was feeding UF 6 into the 18 cascades of Unit A24, and 6 cascades of
Unit A26, at the Fuel Emichment Plant (FEP) at Natanz.1 On that da.y, the other 12 cascades of Unit
A26 were under vacuum. Iran has continued with the installation of cascades at Unit A28; as of
2 November 2009, 17 cascades had been installed and the installation of another cascade was
continuing.2 A11 machines installed to date are IR-1 centrifuges with 164 machines per cascade.
Installation work at Units A25 and A27 is also continuing.

1

There are two cascade halls planned at FEP: Production Hall A and Production Hall B. According to the design info,mation
submitted by h-an, eight units (Units A2I to A28) are planned for Production Hall A (GOV/2008/38, para. 2) .
2

On 2 November 2009, 3936 centrifuges were being fed with UF6 and an additional 4756 centrifuges had been installed.
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3. Iran has estimated that, between 18 November 2008 and 30 October 2009, 10395 kg of UF6 was
fed into the cascades and a total of 924 kg of low enriched UF6 was produced3, which would result in a
total production of 1763 kg of low enriched UF6 since the start-up of FEP. The nuclear material at FEP
(including the feed, product and tails), as well as all installed cascades and the feed and withdrawal
stations, are subject to Agency containment and surveillance.4
4. The next physical inventory verification (PIV) at FEP is scheduled for 22 to 30 November 2009.
As previously indicated to the Board, at that time, the Agency will verify the inventory of nuclear
material at the facility and evaluate the nuclear material balance.5
5. Between 14 August and 27 October 2009, a total of approximately 53 kg of UF6 was fed into a
10-machine IR-2m cascade and single IR-1, IR-2m and IR-4 centrifuges at the Pilot Fuel Enrichment
Plant (PFEP). The nuclear material at the PFEP, as well as the cascade area and the feed and
withdrawal stations, remain subject to Agency containment and surveillance.4 The Agency is currently
evaluating the results of the PIV it conducted at PFEP between 14 and 16 September 2009.
6. The results of the environmental samples taken at FEP and PFEP indicate that the declared
maximum enrichment level (i.e. less than 5.0% U-235 enrichment) has not been exceeded at either
plant.6 Since the last report, the Agency has conducted two unannounced inspections at FEP, for a total
of 31 since March 2007.

A.2. Qom: Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant
7. In a letter to the Director General dated 21 September 2009, Iran informed the Agency that
“Based on [its] sovereign right of safeguarding … sensitive nuclear facilities through various means
such as utilization of passive defense systems … [Iran] has decided to construct a new pilot fuel
enrichment plant (up to 5% enrichment)”. Iran stated that the required infrastructure for the plant had
been established and that the plant was under construction. In a letter dated 25 September 2009, the
Agency requested Iran to provide further information on the current status of its construction and
Iran’s plans for the introduction of nuclear material into the facility. The Agency also requested that
Iran submit a detailed Design Information Questionnaire (DIQ) and provide access to the facility as
soon as possible.
8. During a meeting with the Director General in Tehran on 4 October 2009, Iran agreed to provide
the Agency with access to the Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant (FFEP). Under cover of a letter to the
Agency dated 18 October 2009, Iran also submitted a preliminary DIQ for FFEP.
9. On 26 and 27 October 2009, the Agency carried out design information verification (DIV) at
FFEP, which is located about 20 km north of the city of Qom. The Agency also held two meetings in
__________________________________________________________________________________
3
The Agency has verified that, as of 17 November 2008, 9956 kg of UF6 had been fed into the cascades and 839 kg of low
enriched UF6 had been produced since the beginning of operations in February 2007 (GOV/2009/8, para. 3). The Agency has
confirmed, through independently calibrated operator load cell readings, that, between 18 November 2008 and
30 October 2009, 10412 kg of UF6 was fed into the cascades, and a total of 814 kg of low enriched UF6 product and
9080 kg of UF6 tails and dump material was off-loaded into UF6 cylinders. The difference of 518 kg between the input and
output figures comprises natural, depleted and low enriched UF6 arising mainly from hold-up in the various cold traps and is
not inconsistent with the design information provided by Iran.
4
In line with normal safeguards practice, small amounts of nuclear material at the facility (e.g. some waste and samples) are
not under containment and surveillance.
5

GOV/2009/55, para. 4.

6

Results are available for samples taken up to 12 August 2009 for FEP and up to 15 August 2009 for PFEP. These results
have shown particles of low enriched uranium (with up to 4.4% U-235 enrichment), natural uranium and depleted uranium
(down to 0.37% U-235 enrichment).
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Tehran, on 25 and 28 October 2009, to review the DIQ and to discuss the chronology of the design
and construction of FFEP as well as its status and purpose. The Agency verified that FFEP was being
built to contain sixteen cascades with a total of approximately 3000 centrifuges. Iran indicated that it
currently planned to install only IR-1 centrifuges at FFEP, but that the facility could be reconfigured to
contain centrifuges of more advanced types should Iran take a decision to use such centrifuges in the
future. Iran stated that some of the equipment located at FFEP had come from the Natanz site, and that
the Natanz site would provide functional support to FFEP, such as centrifuge assembly and
decontamination of equipment. Iran also stated that no nuclear material had been introduced into
FFEP.
10. The DIV included a detailed visual examination of all areas of the plant, the taking of
photographs of cascade piping and other process equipment, the taking of environmental samples and
a detailed assessment of the design, configuration and capacity of the various plant components and
systems. Iran provided access to all areas of the facility. The Agency confirmed that the plant
corresponded with the design information provided by Iran and that the facility was at an advanced
stage of construction, although no centrifuges had been introduced into the facility. Centrifuge
mounting pads, header and sub-header pipes, water piping, electrical cables and cabinets had been put
in place but were not yet connected; the passivation tanks, chemical traps, cold traps and cool boxes
were also in place but had not been connected. In addition, a utilities building containing electricity
transformers and water chillers had also been erected.
11. During the meeting in Tehran on 25 October 2009, the Agency provided comments on the
preliminary DIQ submitted by Iran, and requested that a revised preliminary DIQ be submitted with
additional information, which Iran did in the course of the later meeting on 28 October. Iran informed
the Agency that it would provide further information required in the DIQ as the facility is developed.
The Agency informed Iran that, in accordance with its Safeguards Agreement, FFEP will henceforth
be subject to regular DIV by the Agency. The next DIV is scheduled for the end of November 2009.
12. Iran explained that the Fordow site had been allocated to the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran
(AEOI) in the second half of 2007, and that that was when the construction of FFEP had started. Iran
subsequently confirmed that explanation in a letter dated 28 October 2009. In that letter, Iran stated
that:
“As a result of the augmentation of the threats of military attacks against Iran,
the Islamic Republic of Iran decided to establish contingency centers for various
organizations and activities …
“The Natanz Enrichment Plant was among the targets threatened with military
attacks. Therefore, the Atomic Energy Organization requested the Passive
Defence Organization to allocate one of those aforementioned centers for the
purpose of [a] contingency enrichment plant, so that the enrichment activities
shall not be suspended in the case of any military attack. In this respect, the
Fordow site, being one of those constructed and prepared centers, [was]
allocated to the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) in the second half
of 2007. The construction of the Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant then started.
The construction is still ongoing. Thus the plant is not yet ready for operation
and it is planned to be operational in 2011.”
13. During the meetings, the Agency informed Iran that it had acquired commercially available
satellite imagery of the site indicating that there had been construction at the site between 2002 and
2004, and that construction activities were resumed in 2006 and had continued to date. The Agency
also referred to the extensive information given to the Agency by a number of Member States detailing
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the design of the facility, which was consistent with the design as verified by the Agency during the
DIV. The Agency also informed Iran that these Member States alleged that design work on the facility
had started in 2006.
14. The Agency further indicated that it still had questions about the purpose for which the facility
had been intended and how it fit into Iran’s nuclear programme. The Agency also indicated that Iran’s
declaration of the new facility reduces the level of confidence in the absence of other nuclear facilities
under construction and gives rise to questions about whether there were any other nuclear facilities in
Iran which had not been declared to the Agency.
15. In light of the above, the Agency requested access to the FFEP project manager and those
responsible for the design of FFEP, along with access to original design documentation, such as
engineering drawings, with a view to confirming Iran’s statements regarding the chronology and
purpose of the facility.
16. Iran stated that it did not have any other nuclear facilities that were currently under construction
or in operation that had not yet been declared to the Agency. Iran also stated that any such future
facilities would “be reported to the Agency according to Iran’s obligations to the Agency”. In a letter
dated 6 November 2009, the Agency asked Iran to confirm that it had not taken a decision to construct,
or to authorize construction of, any other nuclear facility which had not been declared to the Agency.
17. For reasons set out in previous reports to the Board of Governors, Iran remains bound by the
revised Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements General Part to which it had agreed in 2003,7 which
requires that the Agency be provided with preliminary design information about a new nuclear facility
as soon as the decision to construct or to authorize construction of the facility is taken. The revised
Code 3.1 also requires that Iran provide the Agency with further design information as the design is
developed early in the project definition, preliminary design, construction and commissioning phases.8
Even if, as stated by Iran, the decision to construct the new facility at the Fordow site was taken in the
second half of 2007, Iran’s failure to notify the Agency of the new facility until September 2009 was
inconsistent with its obligations under the Subsidiary Arrangements to its Safeguards Agreement.

B. Reprocessing Activities
18. The Agency has continued to monitor the use and construction of hot cells at the Tehran
Research Reactor (TRR) and the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production (MIX)
Facility. The Agency carried out a DIV at TRR on 19 August 2009 and on 9 November 2009 at the
MIX Facility. There were no indications of ongoing reprocessing related activities at those facilities.
While Iran has stated that there have been no reprocessing related R&D activities in Iran, the Agency
can confirm this only with respect to these two facilities, as the measures of the Additional Protocol
are not currently available to it for Iran.

__________________________________________________________________________________
7

GOV/2009/55, para. 14; GOV/2008/59, para. 9; GOV/2007/22, paras 12–14.

8

GOV/2003/40, paras 6, 15.
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C. Heavy Water Reactor Related Projects
19. The Agency has reviewed the updated DIQ for the Fuel Manufacturing Plant (FMP) at Esfahan
provided by Iran on 21 August 2009 (GOV/2009/55, para. 9). Contrary to what was requested in the
Agency’s letter of 19 June 2009, the updated DIQ did not contain information on the design features
of the IR-40 fuel assembly. The Agency provided comments on the DIQ to Iran on 5 November 2009,
reiterating its request that Iran include the fuel assembly information.
20. The Agency has finalized its assessment of the results of the physical inventory verification
(PIV) carried out at FMP in August 2009 (GOV/2009/55, para. 10), and has concluded that the
inventory of nuclear material at FMP as declared by Iran is consistent with those results, within the
measurement uncertainties normally associated with fabrication plants of similar throughput. On
24 October 2009, the Agency carried out a DIV at FMP. It confirmed that the status of the facility had
remained unchanged and that no further assemblies, rods or pellets have been produced.
21. On 7 November 2009, the Agency carried out a DIV at the IR-40 reactor at Arak. The Agency
verified that the construction of the facility was ongoing. The Agency has continued using satellite
imagery to monitor the status of the Heavy Water Production Plant, which seems not to have been
operating since the last report.
22. On 25 October 2009, during the DIV at the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF) at Esfahan, the
Agency observed 600 50-litre drums said by Iran to contain heavy water. In a letter dated
10 November 2009, the Agency asked Iran to confirm the number of drums and their contents, and to
provide information on the origin of the heavy water.

D. Other Implementation Issues
D.1. Uranium Conversion
23. In a letter dated 16 October 2009, the Agency requested Iran to provide information regarding the
layout, equipment and installation schedule for an analytical laboratory which, in the updated DIQ for
UCF submitted in August 2009, Iran had indicated would be installed in an underground location in
one of the UCF storage areas.
24. On 25 October 2009, the Agency carried out a DIV at UCF. At that time, the plant was
undergoing maintenance. No UF6 has been produced since 10 August 2009. The total amount of
uranium in the form of UF6 produced at UCF since March 2004 therefore remains 366 tonnes, some of
which was transferred to the FEP and PFEP, and which remains subject to Agency containment and
surveillance (GOV/2009/55, para. 12). Between 11 August 2009 and 25 October 2009, 92 samples of
ammonium diuranate (ADU) containing about a kilogram of uranium were received at UCF from the
Bandar Abbas Uranium Production Plant.

D.2. Design Information
25. Iran has not yet resumed the implementation of the revised Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary
Arrangements General Part on the early provision of design information, and remains the only State
with significant nuclear activities which has a comprehensive safeguards agreement in force but is not
implementing the provisions of the revised Code 3.1. It is important to note that the absence of such
early information reduces the time available for the Agency to plan the necessary safeguards
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arrangements, especially for new facilities, and reduces the level of confidence in the absence of other
nuclear facilities under construction, as indicated above.
26. In December 2007, the Agency requested preliminary design information for the nuclear power
plant to be built in Darkhovin (GOV/2008/38, para. 11). In a letter dated 22 September 2009, Iran
provided the Agency with preliminary design information for the plant, citing, as it had in its letter of
21 September 2009 concerning FFEP, its desire to cooperate rather than a legal obligation. In the
preliminary design information, the Darkhovin plant is described as a 360 MWe pressurized water
reactor, the construction of which is scheduled to start in 2011, with commissioning to take place in
2015. The Agency has examined the design information and has requested Iran to provide additional
clarifications regarding, inter alia, the design of the fuel assemblies and the facility layout.
27. For reasons set out in previous Board reports,9 the Agency is of the view that the revised
Code 3.1 remains in force for Iran. Thus, as indicated above concerning the late submission of design
information for FFEP, Iran’s failure to submit design information for the Darkhovin facility until
September of this year was inconsistent with its obligations under the Subsidiary Arrangements to its
Safeguards Agreement.

D.3. Other Matters
28. A PIV at the Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant is planned for 17 November 2009.
29. On 23 September 2009, the Agency performed a DIV at the Uranium Chemical Laboratory at
Esfahan, and was able to confirm the decommissioned status of the facility (GOV/2009/55, para. 17).
30. Based on satellite imagery and supporting documentation relevant to the ADU samples received
at UCF (see para. 23 above), the Agency assesses that uranium recovery activities are continuing in
the area of the Bandar Abbas Uranium Production Plant.

E. Possible Military Dimensions
31. As detailed in the Director General’s previous reports to the Board (most recently in
GOV/2009/55, para. 18), there remain a number of outstanding issues which give rise to concerns, and
which need to be clarified to exclude the existence of possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear
programme. As indicated in those reports, for the Agency to be able to address these concerns and
make progress in its efforts to provide assurance about the absence of undeclared nuclear material and
activities in Iran, it is essential that Iran, inter alia, implement the Additional Protocol and provide the
information and access necessary to: resolve questions related to the alleged studies; clarify the
circumstances of the acquisition of the uranium metal document; clarify procurement and R&D
activities of military related institutes and companies that could be nuclear related; and clarify the
production of nuclear related equipment and components by companies belonging to defence
industries.
32. The Agency is still awaiting a reply from Iran to its request to meet relevant Iranian authorities in
connection with these issues.10 The Agency is also still awaiting Iran’s response to the Agency’s
repeated requests for access to persons, information and locations identified in the alleged studies
__________________________________________________________________________________
9

GOV/2009/55, para. 14; GOV/2008/59, para. 9; GOV/2007/22, paras 12–14.
GOV/2009/55, paras 24, 28.

10
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documents in order to verify Iran’s assertion that these documents are false and fabricated. Further
analysis of the information available to the Agency underscores the importance of Iran engaging with
the Agency in a substantive and comprehensive manner, and providing the requested access, so that
the remaining outstanding issues may be resolved. In this context, it would be helpful if Member
States which have provided documentation to the Agency would agree to share more of that
documentation with Iran, as appropriate.

F. Summary
33. The Agency continues to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material in Iran. While Iran
recently submitted preliminary design information on the Darkhovin reactor, it continues to assert that
it is not bound by the revised Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements General Part to which it agreed
in 2003, and which it ceased to implement in March 2007.
34. Iran has informed the Agency about the construction of a new pilot enrichment plant at Qom,
FFEP. Iran’s failure to inform the Agency, in accordance with the provisions of the revised Code 3.1,
of the decision to construct, or to authorize construction of, a new facility as soon as such a decision is
taken, and to submit information as the design is developed, is inconsistent with its obligations under
the Subsidiary Arrangements to its Safeguards Agreement. Moreover, Iran’s delay in submitting such
information to the Agency does not contribute to the building of confidence. While the Agency has
confirmed that the plant corresponds to the design information provided by Iran, Iran’s explanation
about the purpose of the facility and the chronology of its design and construction requires further
clarification.
35. Iran has not suspended its enrichment related activities or its work on heavy water related
projects as required by the Security Council.
36. Contrary to the request of the Board of Governors and the requirements of the Security Council,
Iran has neither implemented the Additional Protocol nor cooperated with the Agency in connection
with the remaining issues of concern, which need to be clarified to exclude the possibility of military
dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme. It is now well over a year since the Agency was last able to
engage Iran in discussions about these outstanding issues. Unless Iran implements the Additional
Protocol and, through substantive dialogue, clarifies the outstanding issues to the satisfaction of the
Agency, the Agency will not be in a position to provide credible assurance about the absence of
undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran.
37. The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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1803 (2008) and 1835 (2008) in the lslamic
Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

1. On 16 November 2009, the Director General repo1ted to the Board of Govemors on the
implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement and relevant provisions of relevant Secmity
CoU11cil resolutions in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran) (GOV/2009/74). The Director General
issued two additional repo1ts on 8 and 10 Febma1y 2010 (GOV/INF/2010/ 1 and GOV/INF/2010/2,
respectively).

A. Current Enrichment Related Activities
A.1. Natanz: Fuel Enrichment Plant and Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant
2. In November 2003 , Iran info1med the Agency that it would suspend all emichment related and
reprocessing activities in Iran. Specifically, Iran announced that it would suspend all activities on the
site of Natanz, not produce feed matedal for emichment processes and not import emichment related
items. In Febma1y 2004, Iran expanded the scope of that suspension to include the assembly and
testing of centrifuges, and the domestic manufacture of centrifuge components. In JU11e 2004, Iran
stopped implementing the expanded volU11ta1y measures in connection with the manufacturing of
centiifuge components and the assembling and testing of centiifuges. In November 2004, Iran notified
the Agency that it had decided, "on a vollllltaiy basis and as [a] fuit her confidence building measure,
to continue and extend its suspension to include all emichment related and reprocessing activities". In
Januaiy 2006, Iran info1med the Agency that it had decided to resume "R&D activities on the peaceful
nuclear energy programme which ha[d] been suspended as pait of its expanded vollllltaiy and
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non-legally binding suspension”, which included the activities carried out at the Fuel Enrichment Plant
(FEP) and the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP) located at Natanz. Iran restarted enrichment tests at
PFEP in February 2006; FEP was put into operation in February 2007.
3. There are two cascade halls at FEP: Production Hall A and Production Hall B. According to the
design information submitted by Iran, eight units (Units A21 to A28) are planned for Production Hall
A, with 18 cascades planned for each unit. No detailed design information has been provided for
Production Hall B.
4. On 31 January 2010, Iran was feeding natural UF6 into the 17 cascades of Unit A24, and
6 cascades of Unit A26, at FEP. One cascade of Unit A24 and one cascade of Unit A26 were under
vacuum on that date. A number of centrifuges from the remaining 11 cascades of Unit A26 had been
disconnected. Sixteen cascades of Unit A28 had been installed. Of the remaining 2 cascades of Unit
A28, all centrifuges had been removed from one cascade and removal of the centrifuges from the other
cascade was ongoing.1 Installation work in Units A25 and A27 was ongoing. All centrifuges installed
to date are IR-1 machines with 164 machines per cascade. There has been no installation work on
centrifuges in Production Hall B.
5. Between 21 November 2009 and 2 December 2009, the Agency conducted a physical inventory
verification (PIV) at FEP and verified that, as of 22 November 2009, 21 140 kg of natural UF6 had
been fed into the cascades since February 2007, and a total of 1808 kg of low enriched UF6 had been
produced. The enrichment level of the low enriched UF6 product, as measured by the Agency, was
3.47% U-235. The Agency is continuing with its assessment of the PIV and is discussing the results
with Iran. Iran has estimated that, between 23 November 2009 and 29 January 2010, it produced an
additional 257 kg of low enriched UF6,2 which would result in a total production of 2065 kg of low
enriched UF6 since the startup of FEP. The nuclear material at FEP (including the feed, product and
tails), as well as all installed cascades and the feed and withdrawal stations, are subject to Agency
containment and surveillance.3
6. The results of the environmental samples taken at FEP as of 21 November 2009 indicate that the
maximum enrichment level as declared by Iran in the relevant Design Information Questionnaire
(DIQ) (i.e. less than 5.0% U-235 enrichment) has not been exceeded at that plant.4 Since the last
report, the Agency has successfully conducted 4 unannounced inspections at FEP, making a total of 35
such inspections since March 2007.
7. Between 14 and 16 September 2009, the Agency conducted a PIV at the PFEP, the results of
which confirmed the inventory as declared by Iran, within the measurement uncertainties normally
associated with such a facility. Between 28 October 2009 and 2 February 2010, a total of
approximately 113 kg of natural UF6 was fed into a 10-machine IR-2m cascade, a 10-machine IR-4
cascade, a 20-machine IR-2m cascade and single IR-1, IR-2, IR-2m and IR-4 centrifuges at PFEP.
__________________________________________________________________________________
1

On 29 January 2010, of the 8610 centrifuges which had been installed at FEP, 3772 centrifuges were being fed with UF6.

2

The Agency has confirmed, through independently calibrated operator load cell readings, that, between 23 November 2009
and 29 January 2010, 2516 kg of UF6 was fed into the cascades, and a total of 159 kg of low enriched UF6 product and
2098 kg of UF6 tails and dump material was off-loaded into UF6 cylinders. The difference of 259 kg between the input and
output figures comprises natural, depleted and low enriched UF6 arising mainly from hold-up in the various cold traps and is
not inconsistent with the design information provided by Iran.
3

In line with normal safeguards practice, small amounts of nuclear material at the facility (e.g. some waste and samples) are
not under containment and surveillance.
4

These results have shown particles of low enriched uranium (with up to 4.4% U-235 enrichment), natural uranium and
depleted uranium (down to 0.19% U-235 enrichment).
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8. On 8 February 2010, the Agency received a letter from Iran dated 7 February 2010 referring to
“the announcement made by H.E. the President of the Islamic Republic of Iran concerning the
production of the required fuel for the Tehran Research Reactor”, and in that regard, submitting a
revised version of the DIQ for PFEP. Iran informed the Agency that the “provision of production of
less than 20% enriched uranium is being foreseen in this revised version of the DIQ”. The DIQ
provides for the “production of enriched UF6 up to 20%”.5
9. On 8 February 2010 the Agency received a separate letter from Iran, dated 8 February 2010,
informing the Agency that the operator of FEP intended to transfer low enriched UF6 produced at FEP
to the feed station of PFEP, and that these activities would be performed on 9 February 2010.6 Iran
requested that the Agency be present on the site on that date.
10. On 9 February 2010, the Agency wrote to Iran seeking clarification regarding the starting date of
the process for the production of UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 and other technical details, and
requesting that, in light of Article 45 of the Safeguards Agreement, no low enriched uranium be fed
into the process at PFEP for enriching the material up to 20% U-235 before the necessary additional
safeguards procedures were in place.
11. On 10 February 2010, when the Agency inspectors arrived at PFEP, they were informed that Iran
had already begun to feed the low enriched UF6 into one cascade at PFEP the previous evening. They
were also told that it was expected that the facility would begin to produce up to 20% enriched UF6
within a few days. As the Board was previously informed,7 there is currently only one cascade
installed in PFEP that is capable of enriching the UF6 up to 20%.
12. On 14 February 2010, Iran, in the presence of Agency inspectors, moved approximately 1950 kg
of low enriched UF6 from FEP to the PFEP feed station. The Agency inspectors sealed the cylinder
containing the material to the feed station. Iran provided the Agency with mass spectrometry results
which indicate that enrichment levels of up to 19.8% U-235 were obtained at PFEP between 9 and
11 February 2010.8
13. While the nuclear material at PFEP, as well as the cascade area and the feed and withdrawal
stations, remain subject to Agency containment and surveillance,3 additional measures need to be put
in place to ensure the Agency’s continuing ability to verify the non-diversion of the nuclear material at
PFEP. In a letter to Iran dated 9 February 2010, the Agency requested a meeting to discuss a revised
safeguards approach for PFEP.

A.2. Qom: Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant
14. On 21 September 2009, Iran informed the Agency that it had decided “to construct a new pilot
fuel enrichment plant”, the Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant (FFEP), located near the city of Qom. The
Agency met with Iran between 25 and 28 October 2009, at which time it carried out design
information verification (DIV) at FFEP, and held discussions with Iran on the chronology of the
design and construction of FFEP, as well as its status and original purpose. The Agency verified that
FFEP is being built to contain sixteen cascades, with a total of approximately 3000 centrifuges. Iran
__________________________________________________________________________________
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GOV/INF/2010/1.
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On 9 February 2010, Iran transferred approximately 10 kg of low enriched UF6 to PFEP.

7

GOV/INF/2010/2.

8

The results of the environmental samples taken at PFEP from the restart of enrichment testing in February 2006 until
15 August 2009 have shown particles of low enriched uranium (with up to 4.4% U-235 enrichment), natural uranium and
depleted uranium (down to 0.27% U-235 enrichment).
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indicated that it currently planned to install only IR-1 centrifuges at FFEP, but that the facility could
be reconfigured to contain centrifuges of more advanced types should Iran take a decision to use such
centrifuges in the future. On 28 October 2009, Iran provided the Agency with an updated DIQ for
FFEP.
15. In a letter dated 2 December 2009 responding to the Agency’s questions in its letter dated
6 November 2009 regarding the timing of the decision to build a third enrichment plant in Iran, other
than PFEP and FEP, Iran stated that “The location [near Qom] originally was considered as a general
area for passive defence contingency shelters for various utilizations. Then this location was selected
for the construction of [the] Fuel Enrichment Plant in the second half of 2007”. On
16 December 2009, the Agency wrote to Iran, pointing out that some of its answers had not fully
addressed the Agency’s requests for clarifications regarding FFEP. In the letter, the Agency referred
specifically to the Agency’s request that Iran confirm when the decision to construct a third
enrichment plant (other than PFEP and FEP) had been taken and reiterated the need for access to
companies involved in the design and construction of FFEP to confirm Iran’s statement regarding the
chronology and purpose of the facility. The Agency informed Iran that it had received extensive
information from a number of sources detailing the design of the facility, which was consistent with
the design as verified by the Agency during the DIV, and that these sources alleged that design work
on the facility started in 2006, i.e. at a time when Iran itself accepts that it was bound by the modified
Code 3.1 to have informed the Agency.
16. In a letter dated 22 January 2010, the Agency asked Iran for a complete DIQ for FFEP, and again
reiterated its request made in October 2009 for access to relevant design documents and to companies
involved in the design of the third enrichment plant in Iran. Iran has not yet responded to these
requests.
17. Since 26 October 2009, the Agency has conducted five DIVs at FFEP. During three of these, the
Agency took environmental samples. The results of the analyses of the samples taken on
27 October 2009 from two passivation tanks at FFEP showed the presence of a small number of
depleted uranium particles that were similar to particles found at Natanz. According to Iran, the tanks
had been brought to FFEP from the Natanz site. The results of the analyses of the later environmental
samples are pending. The Agency has verified that the construction of the facility is ongoing, but that
no centrifuges had been introduced into the facility as of 16 February 2010.

B. Reprocessing Activities
18. The Agency has continued to monitor the use and construction of hot cells at the Tehran
Research Reactor (TRR) and the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production (MIX)
Facility. The Agency carried out an inspection and a DIV at TRR on 11 November 2009, and on
23 January 2010 at the MIX Facility. There were no indications of ongoing reprocessing related
activities at those facilities. While Iran has stated that there have been no reprocessing related
activities in Iran, the Agency can confirm this only with respect to these two facilities, as the measures
of the Additional Protocol are not currently available to it for Iran.
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C. Heavy Water Related Projects
19. In resolution 1737 (2006), the Security Council decided in operative paragraph 2 thereof that Iran
was to suspend certain activities, including “work on all heavy water-related projects, including the
construction of a research reactor moderated by heavy water, also to be verified by the IAEA”. In that
resolution, the Council also decided, inter alia, that Iran “shall provide such access and cooperation as
the IAEA requires to be able to verify the suspension outlined in paragraph 2 and to resolve all
outstanding issues, as identified in IAEA reports”.
20. As indicated in GOV/2009/74, during a DIV carried out at the Uranium Conversion Facility
(UCF) at Esfahan on 25 October 2009, the Agency observed a large number of drums said by Iran to
contain heavy water. In a letter dated 10 November 2009, the Agency asked Iran to confirm the
number of drums and their contents, and to provide information on the origin of the heavy water. In its
letter dated 18 November 2009 responding to the Agency, Iran stated that “the origin of the heavy
water is the Islamic Republic of Iran”.
21. In light of the request of the Security Council that the Agency verify the suspension by Iran, inter
alia, of all heavy water related projects, and to report on whether Iran has established full and
sustained suspension thereof, the Agency needs to be able to confirm the contents of the drums, and
the origin of the heavy water said to be contained in the drums. To that end, in a letter dated
7 January 2010, the Agency informed Iran that, during the DIV at UCF scheduled for
17 January 2010, it planned to take samples of the heavy water for destructive analysis. In a letter
dated 14 January 2010, Iran objected to the taking of such samples, stating that there was no provision
in the Safeguards Agreement for the sampling of non-nuclear material for destructive analysis. During
the 17 January 2010 DIV, the Agency counted 756 50-litre drums said by Iran to contain heavy water,
and weighed a small number of randomly selected drums, but was not permitted to take samples of the
heavy water to confirm the contents of the drums.
22. On 13 January 2010, the Agency carried out a DIV at the Fuel Manufacturing Plant (FMP). It
confirmed that no new process equipment had been installed at the facility and that no new assemblies,
rods or pellets had been produced since May 2009. On 18 January 2010, the Agency received a
revised DIQ for FMP which included information originally requested by the Agency in June 2009 on
the design features of the fuel assembly verified by the Agency during its May 2009 inspection at
FMP.
23. On 8 February 2010, the Agency carried out a DIV at the IR-40 reactor at Arak. The Agency
verified that the construction of the facility was ongoing. However, as previously indicated to the
Board, in light of Iran’s refusal to permit the Agency access to the Heavy Water Production Plant
(HWPP), the Agency has had to rely on satellite imagery to monitor the status of that plant. Based on
recent images, the HWPP seems to be in operation again. However, it has to be noted that these
images can only provide information on what was happening at the time the images were taken. In
accordance with the Security Council’s request that the Agency verify the suspension of heavy water
related projects in Iran, and particularly in light of the presence at UCF of what Iran has described as
Iranian origin heavy water, the Agency needs direct access to the HWPP.
24. In a letter dated 15 February 2010, the Agency reiterated its requests that Iran make the necessary
arrangements to provide the Agency, at the earliest possible date, with access to: the HWPP; the heavy
water stored at UCF for the purpose of taking samples for destructive analysis; and any other location
in Iran where heavy water related projects are being carried out.
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D. Other Implementation Issues
D.1. Uranium Conversion
25. According to the design information provided by Iran and revised as of 12 November 2009, UCF
will eventually include the following process lines:
•

production of natural UF6 from uranium ore concentrate for further enrichment (completed and
operational);

•

production of natural UO2 from uranium ore concentrate for the IR-40 reactor fuel (expected to be
completed by March 2010);

•

production of natural uranium metal ingots from UF4 for research and development (R&D)
purposes (completed but not yet in operation);

•

production of low enriched UO2 (maximum 5% U-235 enrichment) from UF6 for light water
reactor fuel (building under construction);

•

production of low enriched uranium metal (maximum 19.7% U-235 enrichment) from UF6 for
R&D purposes (no equipment installed yet);

•

production of depleted UF4 powder from UF6 for further conversion process to uranium metal
(building under construction);

•

and production of depleted uranium metal from UF4 for storage and shielding purposes
(construction not yet started).

Under cover of a letter dated 11 February 2010, Iran submitted an updated DIQ for UCF which
included a reference to an additional R&D activity on the conversion of depleted UF6 to depleted
U3O8.
26. In October 2009, the Agency requested Iran to provide information regarding the layout,
equipment and installation schedule for an analytical laboratory which Iran had indicated would be
installed in an underground location in one of the storage areas of UCF. Under cover of a letter dated
13 December 2009, Iran submitted an updated DIQ for UCF which included, inter alia, the layout of
the laboratory. On 9 February 2010, the Agency provided comments on the DIQ to Iran, reiterating its
request that Iran include information related to the equipment and installation schedule for the
laboratory.
27. On 17 January 2010, the Agency carried out an inspection and a DIV at UCF. At that time, the
plant was undergoing maintenance. No UF6 has been produced since 10 August 2009; however, since
that date, five tonnes of uranium in the form of UF6 which had been previously produced but were
held up in the process were discharged from the process on 15 November 2009. The total amount of
uranium in the form of UF6 produced at UCF since March 2004 therefore is 371 tonnes (some of
which has been transferred to FEP and PFEP), which remains subject to Agency containment and
surveillance. Currently, there are 42 tonnes of uranium in the form of uranium ore concentrate (UOC)
stored at UCF.

D.2. Design Information
28. In a letter dated 29 March 2007, Iran informed the Agency that it had decided to suspend the
implementation of the modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements General Part, which Iran
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had accepted in 2003. On 30 March 2007, the Agency requested Iran to reconsider its decision.9 The
Agency reiterated that request in a letter dated 16 October 2008.
29. The modified Code 3.1, to which Iran agreed in 2003, provides for submission to the Agency of
design information for new facilities as soon as the decision to construct, or to authorize construction
of, a new facility has been taken. The modified Code 3.1 also provides for the submission of further
design information as the design is developed early in the project definition, preliminary design,
construction and commissioning phases.
30. In accordance with Article 39 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement,10 agreed Subsidiary
Arrangements cannot be changed unilaterally; nor is there a mechanism in the Safeguards Agreement
for the suspension of a provision agreed to in Subsidiary Arrangements. Therefore, the modified
Code 3.1, as agreed to by Iran in 2003, remains in force for Iran.
31. Both in the case of the Darkhovin facility11 and FFEP, Iran did not notify the Agency in a timely
manner of the decision to construct or to authorize construction of the facilities, as required in the
modified Code 3.1, and has provided only limited design information. Iran’s actions in this regard are
inconsistent with its obligation under the Subsidiary Arrangements to its Safeguards Agreement, and
raise concerns about the completeness of its declarations.
32. In a letter to Iran dated 6 November 2009 referring to Iran’s decision to build FFEP, the Agency
asked Iran, inter alia, to confirm that it had not taken a decision to construct or to authorize
construction of any other nuclear facilities, and that there were currently no such facilities in Iran
which have not been declared to the Agency. In its reply dated 2 December 2009, Iran stated that,
“The Islamic Republic of Iran will inform the Agency, as it has been done before, on the existence of
any other nuclear facility in Iran in accordance to the Safeguards Agreement with the Agency
(INFCIRC/214)”.
33. In a letter dated 2 December 2009, the Agency referred to Iran’s public announcement of its
intention to build ten new uranium enrichment facilities and to statements reportedly made by Iran that
the location of five sites had already been decided and that five other plants would be built throughout
the country, and asked Iran whether the information contained in these reports was correct. The
Agency further requested that, if a decision to construct new enrichment facilities has been taken by
Iran, Iran provide the Agency with further information regarding the design and scheduling of the
construction of such facilities. In its reply dated 17 December 2009, in which Iran referred to its letter
of 29 March 2007 suspending the implementation of the modified Code 3.1 and reverting to the
implementation of the version reflected in the Subsidiary Arrangements dated 12 February 1976, Iran
stated that it would “provide the Agency with the required information if necessary”.
34. Article 45 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement requires that the Agency be provided with design
information in respect of a modification relevant for safeguards purposes sufficiently in advance for
the safeguards procedures to be adjusted when necessary. An increase in the maximum declared
enrichment level from 5% U-235 to up to 20% U-235 is clearly relevant for safeguards purposes, and,
accordingly, should have been notified to the Agency with sufficient time for the Agency to adjust the
existing safeguards procedures at PFEP.
__________________________________________________________________________________
9

GOV/2007/22, paras 12–14.

10

Article 39 of the Safeguards Agreement provides, inter alia, that the Subsidiary Arrangements “may be extended or
changed by agreement between the Government of Iran and the Agency …”.
11

GOV/2009/74, para. 26.
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35. Iran has not yet resumed implementation of the modified Code 3.1. It remains the only State with
significant nuclear activities which has a comprehensive safeguards agreement in force but is not
implementing the provisions of the modified Code 3.1. It is important to note that the absence of such
early information reduces the time available for the Agency to plan the necessary safeguards
arrangements, especially for new facilities, and reduces the level of confidence in the absence of other
nuclear facilities.

D.3. Other Matters
36. On 8 December 2009, at the request of Iran, seals were detached from 31 containers at the
Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant (BNPP) so that a technical examination of the fuel assemblies imported
from the Russian Federation for use at the BNPP could be carried out. Upon completion of the
technical examination, the fuel assemblies will be re-verified by the Agency, and placed again under
seal.
37. On 9 January 2010, the Agency conducted a DIV at the Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose Research
Laboratory (JHL) in Tehran, during which the Agency was informed that pyroprocessing R&D
activities had been initiated at JHL to study the electrochemical production of uranium metal. In a
letter dated 3 February 2010, the Agency requested Iran to provide more information regarding these
activities.
38. Based on satellite imagery, the Agency assesses that uranium recovery activities are continuing
in the area of the Bandar Abbas Uranium Production Plant.
39. Since early 2008, the Agency has requested that Iran provide access to additional locations
related, inter alia, to the manufacturing of centrifuges, R&D on uranium enrichment and uranium
mining and milling (GOV/2008/15, para. 13). Particularly in light of recent developments in, and
statements by, Iran regarding the planned construction of new nuclear facilities, the Agency requests
Iran to grant the Agency access to these locations as soon as possible.

E. Possible Military Dimensions
40. In order to confirm, as required by the Safeguards Agreement, that all nuclear material in Iran is
in peaceful activities, the Agency needs to have confidence in the absence of possible military
dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme. Previous reports by the Director General have detailed the
outstanding issues and the actions required of Iran,12 including, inter alia, that Iran implement the
Additional Protocol and provide the Agency with the information and access necessary to: resolve
questions related to the alleged studies; clarify the circumstances of the acquisition of the uranium
metal document; clarify procurement and R&D activities of military related institutes and companies
that could be nuclear related; and clarify the production of nuclear related equipment and components
by companies belonging to the defence industries.
41. The information available to the Agency in connection with these outstanding issues is extensive
and has been collected from a variety of sources over time. It is also broadly consistent and credible in
terms of the technical detail, the time frame in which the activities were conducted and the people and
__________________________________________________________________________________
12

A summary of the issues was provided to the Board in Section E of GOV/2008/15, and most recently in GOV/2009/74,
para. 31.
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organizations involved. Altogether, this raises concerns about the possible existence in Iran of past or
current undisclosed activities related to the development of a nuclear payload for a missile. These
alleged activities consist of a number of projects and sub-projects, covering nuclear and missile related
aspects, run by military related organizations.
42. Among the activities which the Agency has attempted to discuss with Iran are: activities
involving high precision detonators fired simultaneously; studies on the initiation of high explosives
and missile re-entry body engineering; a project for the conversion of UO2 to UF4, known as “the
green salt project”; and various procurement related activities. Specifically, the Agency has, inter alia,
sought clarification of the following: whether Iran was engaged in undeclared activities for the
production of UF4 (green salt) involving the Kimia Maadan company; whether Iran’s exploding
bridgewire detonator activities were solely for civil or conventional military purposes; whether Iran
developed a spherical implosion system, possibly with the assistance of a foreign expert
knowledgeable in explosives technology; whether the engineering design and computer modelling
studies aimed at producing a new design for the payload chamber of a missile were for a nuclear
payload; and the relationship between various attempts by senior Iranian officials with links to military
organizations in Iran to obtain nuclear related technology and equipment.
43. The Agency would also like to discuss with Iran: the project and management structure of alleged
activities related to nuclear explosives; nuclear related safety arrangements for a number of the alleged
projects; details relating to the manufacture of components for high explosives initiation systems; and
experiments concerning the generation and detection of neutrons. Addressing these issues is important
for clarifying the Agency’s concerns about these activities and those described above, which seem to
have continued beyond 2004.
44. Since August 2008, Iran has declined to discuss the above issues with the Agency or to provide
any further information and access (to locations and/or people) to address these concerns, asserting
that the allegations relating to possible military dimensions to its nuclear programme are baseless and
that the information to which the Agency is referring is based on forgeries.
45. With the passage of time and the possible deterioration in the availability of information, it is
important that Iran engage with the Agency on these issues, and that the Agency be permitted to visit
all relevant sites, have access to all relevant equipment and documentation, and be allowed to
interview relevant persons, without further delay. Iran’s substantive engagement would enable the
Agency to make progress in its work. Through Iran’s active cooperation, progress has been made in
the past in certain other areas where questions have been raised; this should also be possible in
connection with questions about military related dimensions.

F. Summary
46. While the Agency continues to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material in Iran, Iran
has not provided the necessary cooperation to permit the Agency to confirm that all nuclear material in
Iran is in peaceful activities.
47. Iran is not implementing the requirements contained in the relevant resolutions of the Board of
Governors and the Security Council, including implementation of the Additional Protocol, which are
essential to building confidence in the exclusively peaceful purpose of its nuclear programme and to
resolve outstanding questions. In particular, Iran needs to cooperate in clarifying outstanding issues
which give rise to concerns about possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme, and to
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implement the modified text of Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements General Part on the early
provision of design information.
48. Contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran has
continued with the operation of PFEP and FEP at Natanz, and the construction of a new enrichment
plant at Fordow. Iran has also announced the intention to build ten new enrichment plants. Iran
recently began feeding low enriched UF6 produced at FEP into one cascade of PFEP with the aim of
enriching it up to 20% in U-235. The period of notice provided by Iran regarding related changes
made to PFEP was insufficient for the Agency to adjust the existing safeguards procedures before Iran
started to feed the material into PFEP. The Agency’s work to verify FFEP and to understand the
original purpose of the facility and the chronology of its design and construction remain ongoing. Iran
is not providing access to information such as the original design documentation for FFEP or access to
companies involved in the design and construction of the plant.
49. Contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran has
also continued with the construction of the IR-40 reactor and related heavy water activities. The
Agency has not been permitted to take samples of the heavy water which is stored at UCF, and has not
been provided with access to the Heavy Water Production Plant.
50. The Director General requests Iran to take steps towards the full implementation of its
Safeguards Agreement and its other obligations, including the implementation of its Additional
Protocol.
51. The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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Resolution 1929 (2010)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 6335th meeting, on
9 June 2010
The Security Council,
Recalling the Statement of its President, S/PRST/2006/ 15 , and its resolutions
1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008), 1835 (2008), and 1887 (2009)
and reaffirming their provisions,
Reaffinning its commitment to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, the need for all States Party to that Treaty to comply fully with all their
obligations, and recalling the right of States Party, in conformity with Articles I and
II of that Treaty, to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for
peaceful pW'poses without discrimination,
Recalling the resolution of the IAEA Board of Govemors (GOV/2006/ 14),
which states that a solution to the Iranian nuclear issue would contribute to global
non-proliferation efforts and to realizing the objective of a Middle East free of
weapons of mass destruction, including their means of delivery,
Noting with serious concem that, as confinned by the reports of 27 February
2006 (GOV/2006/ 15), 8 June 2006 (GOV/2006/38), 31 August 2006
(GOV/2006/ 53), 14 November 2006 (GOV/2006/64), 22 Februa1y 2007
(GOV/2007/ 8), 23 May 2007 (GOV/2007/22), 30 August 2007 (GOV/2007/48),
15 November 2007 (GOV/2007/ 58), 22 Februa1y 2008 (GOV/2008/4), 26 May 2008
(GOV/2008/ 15), 15 September 2008 (GOV/2008/38), 19 November 2008
(GOV/2008/ 59), 19 Februaiy 2009 (GOV/2009/ 8), 5 June 2009 (GOV/2009/35),
28 August 2009 (GOV/2009/ 55), 16 November 2009 (GOV/2009/74), 18 Februaiy
2010 (GOV/2010/ 10) and 31 May 2010 (GOV/2010/28) of the Director General of
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Iran has not established full and
sustained suspension of all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities and heavy
water-related projects as set out in resolutions 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), 1747
(2007) and 1803 (2008) nor resumed its cooperation with the IAEA under the
Additional Protocol, nor cooperated with the IAEA in connection with the remaining
issues of concem, which need to be clarified to exclude the possibility of militaiy
dimensions of Iran's nuclear programme, nor taken the other steps required by the
IAEA Board of Govemors, nor complied with the provisions of Security Council
• Reissued for technical reasons.
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resolutions 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007) and 1803 (2008) and which are
essential to build confidence, and deploring Iran’s refusal to take these steps,
Reaffirming that outstanding issues can be best resolved and confidence built
in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme by Iran responding
positively to all the calls which the Council and the IAEA Board of Governors have
made on Iran,
Noting with serious concern the role of elements of the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC, also known as “Army of the Guardians of the Islamic
Revolution”), including those specified in Annex D and E of resolution 1737 (2006),
Annex I of resolution 1747 (2007) and Annex II of this resolution, in Iran’s
proliferation sensitive nuclear activities and the development of nuclear weapon
delivery systems,
Noting with serious concern that Iran has constructed an enrichment facility at
Qom in breach of its obligations to suspend all enrichment-related activities, and
that Iran failed to notify it to the IAEA until September 2009, which is inconsistent
with its obligations under the Subsidiary Arrangements to its Safeguards Agreement,
Also noting the resolution of the IAEA Board of Governors (GOV/2009/82),
which urges Iran to suspend immediately construction at Qom, and to clarify the
facility’s purpose, chronology of design and construction, and calls upon Iran to
confirm, as requested by the IAEA, that it has not taken a decision to construct, or
authorize construction of, any other nuclear facility which has as yet not been
declared to the IAEA,
Noting with serious concern that Iran has enriched uranium to 20 per cent, and
did so without notifying the IAEA with sufficient time for it to adjust the existing
safeguards procedures,
Noting with concern that Iran has taken issue with the IAEA’s right to verify
design information which had been provided by Iran pursuant to the modified
Code 3.1, and emphasizing that in accordance with Article 39 of Iran’s Safeguards
Agreement Code 3.1 cannot be modified nor suspended unilaterally and that the
IAEA’s right to verify design information provided to it is a continuing right, which
is not dependent on the stage of construction of, or the presence of nuclear material
at, a facility,
Reiterating its determination to reinforce the authority of the IAEA, strongly
supporting the role of the IAEA Board of Governors, and commending the IAEA for
its efforts to resolve outstanding issues relating to Iran’s nuclear programme,
Expressing the conviction that the suspension set out in paragraph 2 of
resolution 1737 (2006) as well as full, verified Iranian compliance with the
requirements set out by the IAEA Board of Governors would contribute to a
diplomatic, negotiated solution that guarantees Iran’s nuclear programme is for
exclusively peaceful purposes,
Emphasizing the importance of political and diplomatic efforts to find a
negotiated solution guaranteeing that Iran’s nuclear programme is exclusively for
peaceful purposes and noting in this regard the efforts of Turkey and Brazil towards
an agreement with Iran on the Tehran Research Reactor that could serve as a
confidence-building measure,
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Emphasizing also, however, in the context of these efforts, the importance of
Iran addressing the core issues related to its nuclear programme,
Stressing that China, France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United
Kingdom and the United States are willing to take further concrete measures on
exploring an overall strategy of resolving the Iranian nuclear issue through
negotiation on the basis of their June 2006 proposals (S/2006/521) and their June
2008 proposals (INFCIRC/730), and noting the confirmation by these countries that
once the confidence of the international community in the exclusively peaceful
nature of Iran’s nuclear programme is restored it will be treated in the same manner
as that of any Non-Nuclear Weapon State Party to the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
Welcoming the guidance issued by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) to
assist States in implementing their financial obligations under resolutions 1737
(2006) and 1803 (2008), and recalling in particular the need to exercise vigilance
over transactions involving Iranian banks, including the Central Bank of Iran, so as
to prevent such transactions contributing to proliferation-sensitive nuclear activities,
or to the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems,
Recognizing that access to diverse, reliable energy is critical for sustainable
growth and development, while noting the potential connection between Iran’s
revenues derived from its energy sector and the funding of Iran’s proliferationsensitive nuclear activities, and further noting that chemical process equipment and
materials required for the petrochemical industry have much in common with those
required for certain sensitive nuclear fuel cycle activities,
Having regard to States’ rights and obligations relating to international trade,
Recalling that the law of the sea, as reflected in the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea (1982), sets out the legal framework applicable to ocean
activities,
Calling for the ratification of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty by
Iran at an early date,
Determined to give effect to its decisions by adopting appropriate measures to
persuade Iran to comply with resolutions 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007)
and 1803 (2008) and with the requirements of the IAEA, and also to constrain Iran’s
development of sensitive technologies in support of its nuclear and missile
programmes, until such time as the Security Council determines that the objectives
of these resolutions have been met,
Concerned by the proliferation risks presented by the Iranian nuclear
programme and mindful of its primary responsibility under the Charter of the United
Nations for the maintenance of international peace and security,
Stressing that nothing in this resolution compels States to take measures or
actions exceeding the scope of this resolution, including the use of force or the
threat of force,
Acting under Article 41 of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
1.
Affirms that Iran has so far failed to meet the requirements of the IAEA
Board of Governors and to comply with resolutions 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), 1747
(2007) and 1803 (2008);
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2.
Affirms that Iran shall without further delay take the steps required by the
IAEA Board of Governors in its resolutions GOV/2006/14 and GOV/2009/82, which
are essential to build confidence in the exclusively peaceful purpose of its nuclear
programme, to resolve outstanding questions and to address the serious concerns
raised by the construction of an enrichment facility at Qom in breach of its
obligations to suspend all enrichment-related activities, and, in this context, further
affirms its decision that Iran shall without delay take the steps required in paragraph
2 of resolution 1737 (2006);
3.
Reaffirms that Iran shall cooperate fully with the IAEA on all outstanding
issues, particularly those which give rise to concerns about the possible military
dimensions of the Iranian nuclear programme, including by providing access
without delay to all sites, equipment, persons and documents requested by the
IAEA, and stresses the importance of ensuring that the IAEA have all necessary
resources and authority for the fulfilment of its work in Iran;
4.
Requests the Director General of the IAEA to communicate to the
Security Council all his reports on the application of safeguards in Iran;
5.
Decides that Iran shall without delay comply fully and without
qualification with its IAEA Safeguards Agreement, including through the
application of modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangement to its Safeguards
Agreement, calls upon Iran to act strictly in accordance with the provisions of the
Additional Protocol to its IAEA Safeguards Agreement that it signed on
18 December 2003, calls upon Iran to ratify promptly the Additional Protocol, and
reaffirms that, in accordance with Articles 24 and 39 of Iran’s Safeguards
Agreement, Iran’s Safeguards Agreement and its Subsidiary Arrangement, including
modified Code 3.1, cannot be amended or changed unilaterally by Iran, and notes
that there is no mechanism in the Agreement for the suspension of any of the
provisions in the Subsidiary Arrangement;
Reaffirms that, in accordance with Iran’s obligations under previous
6.
resolutions to suspend all reprocessing, heavy water-related and enrichment-related
activities, Iran shall not begin construction on any new uranium-enrichment,
reprocessing, or heavy water-related facility and shall discontinue any ongoing
construction of any uranium-enrichment, reprocessing, or heavy water-related
facility;
Decides that Iran shall not acquire an interest in any commercial activity
7.
in another State involving uranium mining, production or use of nuclear materials
and technology as listed in INFCIRC/254/Rev.9/Part 1, in particular uraniumenrichment and reprocessing activities, all heavy-water activities or technologyrelated to ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons, and further
decides that all States shall prohibit such investment in territories under their
jurisdiction by Iran, its nationals, and entities incorporated in Iran or subject to its
jurisdiction, or by persons or entities acting on their behalf or at their direction, or
by entities owned or controlled by them;
Decides that all States shall prevent the direct or indirect supply, sale or
8.
transfer to Iran, from or through their territories or by their nationals or individuals
subject to their jurisdiction, or using their flag vessels or aircraft, and whether or not
originating in their territories, of any battle tanks, armoured combat vehicles, large
calibre artillery systems, combat aircraft, attack helicopters, warships, missiles or
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missile systems as defined for the purpose of the United Nations Register of
Conventional Arms, or related materiel, including spare parts, or items as
determined by the Security Council or the Committee established pursuant to
resolution 1737 (2006) (“the Committee”), decides further that all States shall
prevent the provision to Iran by their nationals or from or through their territories of
technical training, financial resources or services, advice, other services or
assistance related to the supply, sale, transfer, provision, manufacture, maintenance
or use of such arms and related materiel, and, in this context, calls upon all States to
exercise vigilance and restraint over the supply, sale, transfer, provision,
manufacture and use of all other arms and related materiel;
Decides that Iran shall not undertake any activity related to ballistic
9.
missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons, including launches using ballistic
missile technology, and that States shall take all necessary measures to prevent the
transfer of technology or technical assistance to Iran related to such activities;
10. Decides that all States shall take the necessary measures to prevent the
entry into or transit through their territories of individuals designated in Annex C, D
and E of resolution 1737 (2006), Annex I of resolution 1747 (2007), Annex I of
resolution 1803 (2008) and Annexes I and II of this resolution, or by the Security
Council or the Committee pursuant to paragraph 10 of resolution 1737 (2006),
except where such entry or transit is for activities directly related to the provision to
Iran of items in subparagraphs 3(b)(i) and (ii) of resolution 1737 (2006) in
accordance with paragraph 3 of resolution 1737 (2006), underlines that nothing in
this paragraph shall oblige a State to refuse its own nationals entry into its territory,
and decides that the measures imposed in this paragraph shall not apply when the
Committee determines on a case-by-case basis that such travel is justified on the
grounds of humanitarian need, including religious obligations, or where the
Committee concludes that an exemption would otherwise further the objectives of
this resolution, including where Article XV of the IAEA Statute is engaged;
11. Decides that the measures specified in paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 of
resolution 1737 (2006) shall apply also to the individuals and entities listed in
Annex I of this resolution and to any individuals or entities acting on their behalf or
at their direction, and to entities owned or controlled by them, including through
illicit means, and to any individuals and entities determined by the Council or the
Committee to have assisted designated individuals or entities in evading sanctions
of, or in violating the provisions of, resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803
(2008) or this resolution;
12. Decides that the measures specified in paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 of
resolution 1737 (2006) shall apply also to the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC, also known as “Army of the Guardians of the Islamic Revolution”)
individuals and entities specified in Annex II, and to any individuals or entities
acting on their behalf or at their direction, and to entities owned or controlled by
them, including through illicit means, and calls upon all States to exercise vigilance
over those transactions involving the IRGC that could contribute to Iran’s
proliferation-sensitive nuclear activities or the development of nuclear weapon
delivery systems;
13. Decides that for the purposes of the measures specified in paragraphs 3,
4, 5, 6 and 7 of resolution 1737 (2006), the list of items in S/2006/814 shall be
superseded by the list of items in INFCIRC/254/Rev.9/Part 1 and
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INFCIRC/254/Rev.7/Part 2, and any further items if the State determines that they
could contribute to enrichment-related, reprocessing or heavy water-related
activities or to the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, and further
decides that for the purposes of the measures specified in paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
of resolution 1737 (2006), the list of items contained in S/2006/815 shall be
superseded by the list of items contained in S/2010/263;
14. Calls upon all States to inspect, in accordance with their national
authorities and legislation and consistent with international law, in particular the law
of the sea and relevant international civil aviation agreements, all cargo to and from
Iran, in their territory, including seaports and airports, if the State concerned has
information that provides reasonable grounds to believe the cargo contains items the
supply, sale, transfer, or export of which is prohibited by paragraphs 3, 4 or 7 of
resolution 1737 (2006), paragraph 5 of resolution 1747 (2007), paragraph 8 of
resolution 1803 (2008) or paragraphs 8 or 9 of this resolution, for the purpose of
ensuring strict implementation of those provisions;
15. Notes that States, consistent with international law, in particular the law
of the sea, may request inspections of vessels on the high seas with the consent of
the flag State, and calls upon all States to cooperate in such inspections if there is
information that provides reasonable grounds to believe the vessel is carrying items
the supply, sale, transfer, or export of which is prohibited by paragraphs 3, 4 or 7 of
resolution 1737 (2006), paragraph 5 of resolution 1747 (2007), paragraph 8 of
resolution 1803 (2008) or paragraphs 8 or 9 of this resolution, for the purpose of
ensuring strict implementation of those provisions;
16. Decides to authorize all States to, and that all States shall, seize and
dispose of (such as through destruction, rendering inoperable, storage or transferring
to a State other than the originating or destination States for disposal) items the
supply, sale, transfer, or export of which is prohibited by paragraphs 3, 4 or 7 of
resolution 1737 (2006), paragraph 5 of resolution 1747 (2007), paragraph 8 of
resolution 1803 (2008) or paragraphs 8 or 9 of this resolution that are identified in
inspections pursuant to paragraphs 14 or 15 of this resolution, in a manner that is
not inconsistent with their obligations under applicable Security Council
resolutions, including resolution 1540 (2004), as well as any obligations of parties
to the NPT, and decides further that all States shall cooperate in such efforts;
17. Requires any State, when it undertakes an inspection pursuant to
paragraphs 14 or 15 above to submit to the Committee within five working days an
initial written report containing, in particular, explanation of the grounds for the
inspections, the results of such inspections and whether or not cooperation was
provided, and, if items prohibited for transfer are found, further requires such States
to submit to the Committee, at a later stage, a subsequent written report containing
relevant details on the inspection, seizure and disposal, and relevant details of the
transfer, including a description of the items, their origin and intended destination, if
this information is not in the initial report;
18. Decides that all States shall prohibit the provision by their nationals or
from their territory of bunkering services, such as provision of fuel or supplies, or
other servicing of vessels, to Iranian-owned or -contracted vessels, including
chartered vessels, if they have information that provides reasonable grounds to
believe they are carrying items the supply, sale, transfer, or export of which is
prohibited by paragraphs 3, 4 or 7 of resolution 1737 (2006), paragraph 5 of
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resolution 1747 (2007), paragraph 8 of resolution 1803 (2008) or paragraphs 8 or 9
of this resolution, unless provision of such services is necessary for humanitarian
purposes or until such time as the cargo has been inspected, and seized and disposed
of if necessary, and underlines that this paragraph is not intended to affect legal
economic activities;
19. Decides that the measures specified in paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 of
resolution 1737 (2006) shall also apply to the entities of the Islamic Republic of Iran
Shipping Lines (IRISL) as specified in Annex III and to any person or entity acting
on their behalf or at their direction, and to entities owned or controlled by them,
including through illicit means, or determined by the Council or the Committee to
have assisted them in evading the sanctions of, or in violating the provisions of,
resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) or this resolution;
20. Requests all Member States to communicate to the Committee any
information available on transfers or activity by Iran Air’s cargo division or vessels
owned or operated by the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL) to other
companies that may have been undertaken in order to evade the sanctions of, or in
violation of the provisions of, resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) or
this resolution, including renaming or re-registering of aircraft, vessels or ships, and
requests the Committee to make that information widely available;
21. Calls upon all States, in addition to implementing their obligations
pursuant to resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and this resolution,
to prevent the provision of financial services, including insurance or re-insurance, or
the transfer to, through, or from their territory, or to or by their nationals or entities
organized under their laws (including branches abroad), or persons or financial
institutions in their territory, of any financial or other assets or resources if they
have information that provides reasonable grounds to believe that such services,
assets or resources could contribute to Iran’s proliferation-sensitive nuclear
activities, or the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, including by
freezing any financial or other assets or resources on their territories or that
hereafter come within their territories, or that are subject to their jurisdiction or that
hereafter become subject to their jurisdiction, that are related to such programmes or
activities and applying enhanced monitoring to prevent all such transactions in
accordance with their national authorities and legislation;
22. Decides that all States shall require their nationals, persons subject to
their jurisdiction and firms incorporated in their territory or subject to their
jurisdiction to exercise vigilance when doing business with entities incorporated in
Iran or subject to Iran’s jurisdiction, including those of the IRGC and IRISL, and
any individuals or entities acting on their behalf or at their direction, and entities
owned or controlled by them, including through illicit means, if they have
information that provides reasonable grounds to believe that such business could
contribute to Iran’s proliferation-sensitive nuclear activities or the development of
nuclear weapon delivery systems or to violations of resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747
(2007), 1803 (2008) or this resolution;
23. Calls upon States to take appropriate measures that prohibit in their
territories the opening of new branches, subsidiaries, or representative offices of
Iranian banks, and also that prohibit Iranian banks from establishing new joint
ventures, taking an ownership interest in or establishing or maintaining
correspondent relationships with banks in their jurisdiction to prevent the provision
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of financial services if they have information that provides reasonable grounds to
believe that these activities could contribute to Iran’s proliferation-sensitive nuclear
activities or the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems;
24. Calls upon States to take appropriate measures that prohibit financial
institutions within their territories or under their jurisdiction from opening
representative offices or subsidiaries or banking accounts in Iran if they have
information that provides reasonable grounds to believe that such financial services
could contribute to Iran’s proliferation-sensitive nuclear activities or the
development of nuclear weapon delivery systems;
25. Deplores the violations of the prohibitions of paragraph 5 of resolution
1747 (2007) that have been reported to the Committee since the adoption of
resolution 1747 (2007), and commends States that have taken action to respond to
these violations and report them to the Committee;
26. Directs the Committee to respond effectively to violations of the
measures decided in resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and this
resolution, and recalls that the Committee may designate individuals and entities
who have assisted designated persons or entities in evading sanctions of, or in
violating the provisions of, these resolutions;
27. Decides that the Committee shall intensify its efforts to promote the full
implementation of resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and this
resolution, including through a work programme covering compliance,
investigations, outreach, dialogue, assistance and cooperation, to be submitted to the
Council within forty-five days of the adoption of this resolution;
28. Decides that the mandate of the Committee as set out in paragraph 18 of
resolution 1737 (2006), as amended by paragraph 14 of resolution 1803 (2008),
shall also apply to the measures decided in this resolution, including to receive
reports from States submitted pursuant to paragraph 17 above;
29. Requests the Secretary-General to create for an initial period of one year,
in consultation with the Committee, a group of up to eight experts (“Panel of
Experts”), under the direction of the Committee, to carry out the following tasks:
(a) assist the Committee in carrying out its mandate as specified in paragraph 18 of
resolution 1737 (2006) and paragraph 28 of this resolution; (b) gather, examine and
analyse information from States, relevant United Nations bodies and other interested
parties regarding the implementation of the measures decided in resolutions 1737
(2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and this resolution, in particular incidents of
non-compliance; (c) make recommendations on actions the Council, or the
Committee or State, may consider to improve implementation of the relevant
measures; and (d) provide to the Council an interim report on its work no later than
90 days after the Panel’s appointment, and a final report to the Council no later than
30 days prior to the termination of its mandate with its findings and
recommendations;
30. Urges all States, relevant United Nations bodies and other interested
parties, to cooperate fully with the Committee and the Panel of Experts, in particular
by supplying any information at their disposal on the implementation of the
measures decided in resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and this
resolution, in particular incidents of non-compliance;
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31. Calls upon all States to report to the Committee within 60 days of the
adoption of this resolution on the steps they have taken with a view to implementing
effectively paragraphs 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23 and
24;
32. Stresses the willingness of China, France, Germany, the Russian
Federation, the United Kingdom and the United States to further enhance diplomatic
efforts to promote dialogue and consultations, including to resume dialogue with
Iran on the nuclear issue without preconditions, most recently in their meeting with
Iran in Geneva on 1 October 2009, with a view to seeking a comprehensive, longterm and proper solution of this issue on the basis of the proposal made by China,
France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and the United
States on 14 June 2008, which would allow for the development of relations and
wider cooperation with Iran based on mutual respect and the establishment of
international confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear
programme and, inter alia, starting formal negotiations with Iran on the basis of the
June 2008 proposal, and acknowledges with appreciation that the June 2008
proposal, as attached in Annex IV to this resolution, remains on the table;
33. Encourages the High Representative of the European Union for Foreign
Affairs and Security Policy to continue communication with Iran in support of
political and diplomatic efforts to find a negotiated solution, including relevant
proposals by China, France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom
and the United States with a view to create necessary conditions for resuming talks,
and encourages Iran to respond positively to such proposals;
34. Commends the Director General of the IAEA for his 21 October 2009
proposal of a draft Agreement between the IAEA and the Governments of the
Republic of France, the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Russian Federation for
Assistance in Securing Nuclear Fuel for a Research Reactor in Iran for the Supply of
Nuclear Fuel to the Tehran Research Reactor, regrets that Iran has not responded
constructively to the 21 October 2009 proposal, and encourages the IAEA to
continue exploring such measures to build confidence consistent with and in
furtherance of the Council’s resolutions;
35. Emphasizes the importance of all States, including Iran, taking the
necessary measures to ensure that no claim shall lie at the instance of the
Government of Iran, or of any person or entity in Iran, or of persons or entities
designated pursuant to resolution 1737 (2006) and related resolutions, or any person
claiming through or for the benefit of any such person or entity, in connection with
any contract or other transaction where its performance was prevented by reason of
the measures imposed by resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and
this resolution;
36. Requests within 90 days a report from the Director General of the IAEA
on whether Iran has established full and sustained suspension of all activities
mentioned in resolution 1737 (2006), as well as on the process of Iranian
compliance with all the steps required by the IAEA Board of Governors and with
other provisions of resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and of this
resolution, to the IAEA Board of Governors and in parallel to the Security Council
for its consideration;
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37. Affirms that it shall review Iran’s actions in light of the report referred to
in paragraph 36 above, to be submitted within 90 days, and: (a) that it shall suspend
the implementation of measures if and for so long as Iran suspends all enrichmentrelated and reprocessing activities, including research and development, as verified
by the IAEA, to allow for negotiations in good faith in order to reach an early and
mutually acceptable outcome; (b) that it shall terminate the measures specified in
paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 12 of resolution 1737 (2006), as well as in paragraphs 2,
4, 5, 6 and 7 of resolution 1747 (2007), paragraphs 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 of
resolution 1803 (2008), and in paragraphs 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 21, 22, 23 and 24 above, as soon as it determines, following receipt of the report
referred to in the paragraph above, that Iran has fully complied with its obligations
under the relevant resolutions of the Security Council and met the requirements of
the IAEA Board of Governors, as confirmed by the IAEA Board of Governors;
(c) that it shall, in the event that the report shows that Iran has not complied with
resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and this resolution, adopt further
appropriate measures under Article 41 of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United
Nations to persuade Iran to comply with these resolutions and the requirements of
the IAEA, and underlines that further decisions will be required should such
additional measures be necessary;
38.
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Annex I
Individuals and entities involved in nuclear or ballistic
missile activities
Entities
1.
Amin Industrial Complex: Amin Industrial Complex sought temperature
controllers which may be used in nuclear research and operational/production
facilities. Amin Industrial Complex is owned or controlled by, or acts on behalf of,
the Defense Industries Organization (DIO), which was designated in resolution 1737
(2006).
Location: P.O. Box 91735-549, Mashad, Iran; Amin Industrial Estate, Khalage
Rd., Seyedi District, Mashad, Iran; Kaveh Complex, Khalaj Rd., Seyedi St.,
Mashad, Iran
A.K.A.: Amin Industrial Compound and Amin Industrial Company
2.
Armament Industries Group: Armament Industries Group (AIG)
manufacturers and services a variety of small arms and light weapons, including
large- and medium-calibre guns and related technology. AIG conducts the majority
of its procurement activity through Hadid Industries Complex.
Location: Sepah Islam Road, Karaj Special Road Km 10, Iran; Pasdaran Ave.,
P.O. Box 19585/777, Tehran, Iran
3.
Defense Technology and Science Research Center: Defense Technology and
Science Research Center (DTSRC) is owned or controlled by, or acts on behalf of,
Iran’s Ministry of Defense and Armed Forces Logistics (MODAFL), which oversees
Iran’s defence R&D, production, maintenance, exports, and procurement.
Location: Pasdaran Ave, PO Box 19585/777, Tehran, Iran
4.
Doostan International Company: Doostan International Company (DICO)
supplies elements to Iran’s ballistic missile program.
5.
Farasakht Industries: Farasakht Industries is owned or controlled by, or act
on behalf of, the Iran Aircraft Manufacturing Company, which in turn is owned or
controlled by MODAFL.
Location: P.O. Box 83145-311, Kilometer 28, Esfahan-Tehran Freeway, Shahin
Shahr, Esfahan, Iran
6.
First East Export Bank, P.L.C.: First East Export Bank, PLC is owned or
controlled by, or acts on behalf of, Bank Mellat. Over the last seven years, Bank
Mellat has facilitated hundreds of millions of dollars in transactions for Iranian
nuclear, missile, and defense entities.
Location: Unit Level 10 (B1), Main Office Tower, Financial Park Labuan,
Jalan Merdeka, 87000 WP Labuan, Malaysia; Business Registration Number
LL06889 (Malaysia)
Kaveh Cutting Tools Company: Kaveh Cutting Tools Company is owned or
7.
controlled by, or acts on behalf of, the DIO.
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Location: 3rd Km of Khalaj Road, Seyyedi Street, Mashad 91638, Iran; Km 4
of Khalaj Road, End of Seyedi Street, Mashad, Iran; P.O. Box 91735-549,
Mashad, Iran; Khalaj Rd., End of Seyyedi Alley, Mashad, Iran; Moqan St.,
Pasdaran St., Pasdaran Cross Rd., Tehran, Iran
M. Babaie Industries: M. Babaie Industries is subordinate to Shahid Ahmad
8.
Kazemi Industries Group (formally the Air Defense Missile Industries Group) of
Iran’s Aerospace Industries Organization (AIO). AIO controls the missile
organizations Shahid Hemmat Industrial Group (SHIG) and the Shahid Bakeri
Industrial Group (SBIG), both of which were designated in resolution 1737 (2006).
Location: P.O. Box 16535-76, Tehran, 16548, Iran
9.
Malek Ashtar University: A subordinate of the DTRSC within MODAFL.
This includes research groups previously falling under the Physics Research Center
(PHRC). IAEA inspectors have not been allowed to interview staff or see documents
under the control of this organization to resolve the outstanding issue of the possible
military dimension to Iran’s nuclear program.
Location: Corner of Imam Ali Highway and Babaei Highway, Tehran, Iran
10. Ministry of Defense Logistics Export: Ministry of Defense Logistics Export
(MODLEX) sells Iranian-produced arms to customers around the world in
contravention of resolution 1747 (2007), which prohibits Iran from selling arms or
related materiel.
Location: PO Box 16315-189, Tehran, Iran; located on the west side of
Dabestan Street, Abbas Abad District, Tehran, Iran
11. Mizan Machinery Manufacturing: Mizan Machinery Manufacturing (3M) is
owned or controlled by, or acts on behalf of, SHIG.
Location: P.O. Box 16595-365, Tehran, Iran
A.K.A.: 3MG
12. Modern Industries Technique Company: Modern Industries Technique
Company (MITEC) is responsible for design and construction of the IR-40 heavy
water reactor in Arak. MITEC has spearheaded procurement for the construction of
the IR-40 heavy water reactor.
Location: Arak, Iran
A.K.A.: Rahkar Company, Rahkar Industries, Rahkar Sanaye Company,
Rahkar Sanaye Novin
13. Nuclear Research Center for Agriculture and Medicine: The Nuclear
Research Center for Agriculture and Medicine (NFRPC) is a large research
component of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI), which was
designated in resolution 1737 (2006). The NFRPC is AEOI’s center for the
development of nuclear fuel and is involved in enrichment-related activities.
Location: P.O. Box 31585-4395, Karaj, Iran
A.K.A.: Center for Agricultural Research and Nuclear Medicine; Karaji
Agricultural and Medical Research Center
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14. Pejman Industrial Services Corporation: Pejman Industrial Services
Corporation is owned or controlled by, or acts on behalf of, SBIG.
Location: P.O. Box 16785-195, Tehran, Iran
15.

Sabalan Company: Sabalan is a cover name for SHIG.
Location: Damavand Tehran Highway, Tehran, Iran

16. Sahand Aluminum Parts Industrial Company (SAPICO): SAPICO is a
cover name for SHIG.
Location: Damavand Tehran Highway, Tehran, Iran
17. Shahid Karrazi Industries: Shahid Karrazi Industries is owned or controlled
by, or act on behalf of, SBIG.
Location: Tehran, Iran
18. Shahid Satarri Industries: Shahid Sattari Industries is owned or controlled
by, or acts on behalf of, SBIG.
Location: Southeast Tehran, Iran
A.K.A.: Shahid Sattari Group Equipment Industries
19. Shahid Sayyade Shirazi Industries: Shahid Sayyade Shirazi Industries
(SSSI) is owned or controlled by, or acts on behalf of, the DIO.
Location: Next To Nirou Battery Mfg. Co, Shahid Babaii Expressway,
Nobonyad Square, Tehran, Iran; Pasdaran St., P.O. Box 16765, Tehran 1835,
Iran; Babaei Highway — Next to Niru M.F.G, Tehran, Iran
20. Special Industries Group: Special Industries Group (SIG) is a subordinate of
DIO.
Location: Pasdaran Avenue, PO Box 19585/777, Tehran, Iran
21. Tiz Pars: Tiz Pars is a cover name for SHIG. Between April and July 2007, Tiz
Pars attempted to procure a five axis laser welding and cutting machine, which
could make a material contribution to Iran’s missile program, on behalf of SHIG.
Location: Damavand Tehran Highway, Tehran, Iran
22. Yazd Metallurgy Industries: Yazd Metallurgy Industries (YMI) is a
subordinate of DIO.
Location: Pasdaran Avenue, Next To Telecommunication Industry, Tehran
16588, Iran; Postal Box 89195/878, Yazd, Iran; P.O. Box 89195-678, Yazd,
Iran; Km 5 of Taft Road, Yazd, Iran
A.K.A.: Yazd Ammunition Manufacturing and Metallurgy
Directorate of Yazd Ammunition and Metallurgy Industries

Industries,

Individuals
Javad Rahiqi: Head of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) Esfahan
Nuclear Technology Center (additional information: DOB: 24 April 1954; POB:
Marshad).
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Annex II
Entities owned, controlled, or acting on behalf of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps
1.
Fater (or Faater) Institute: Khatam al-Anbiya (KAA) subsidiary. Fater has
worked with foreign suppliers, likely on behalf of other KAA companies on IRGC
projects in Iran.
Gharagahe Sazandegi Ghaem: Gharagahe Sazandegi Ghaem is owned or
2.
controlled by KAA.
3.

Ghorb Karbala: Ghorb Karbala is owned or controlled by KAA.

4.

Ghorb Nooh: Ghorb Nooh is owned or controlled by KAA

5.

Hara Company: Owned or controlled by Ghorb Nooh.

6.
Imensazan Consultant Engineers Institute: Owned or controlled by, or acts
on behalf of, KAA.
7.
Khatam al-Anbiya Construction Headquarters: Khatam al-Anbiya
Construction Headquarters (KAA) is an IRGC-owned company involved in large
scale civil and military construction projects and other engineering activities. It
undertakes a significant amount of work on Passive Defense Organization projects.
In particular, KAA subsidiaries were heavily involved in the construction of the
uranium enrichment site at Qom/Fordow.
Makin: Makin is owned or controlled by or acting on behalf of KAA, and is a
8.
subsidiary of KAA.
9.

Omran Sahel: Owned or controlled by Ghorb Nooh.

10. Oriental Oil Kish: Oriental Oil Kish is owned or controlled by or acting on
behalf of KAA.
11.

Rah Sahel: Rah Sahel is owned or controlled by or acting on behalf of KAA.

12. Rahab Engineering Institute: Rahab is owned or controlled by or acting on
behalf of KAA, and is a subsidiary of KAA.
13.

Sahel Consultant Engineers: Owned or controlled by Ghorb Nooh.

14.

Sepanir: Sepanir is owned or controlled by or acting on behalf of KAA.

15. Sepasad Engineering Company: Sepasad Engineering Company is owned or
controlled by or acting on behalf of KAA.
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Annex III
Entities owned, controlled, or acting on behalf of the Islamic
Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL)
1.

Irano Hind Shipping Company
Location: 18 Mehrshad Street, Sadaghat Street, Opposite of Park Mellat, Valie-Asr Ave., Tehran, Iran; 265, Next to Mehrshad, Sedaghat St., Opposite of
Mellat Park, Vali Asr Ave., Tehran 1A001, Iran

2.

IRISL Benelux NV
Location: Noorderlaan 139, B-2030, Antwerp, Belgium; V.A.T. Number
BE480224531 (Belgium)

3.

South Shipping Line Iran (SSL)
Location: Apt. No. 7, 3rd Floor, No. 2, 4th Alley, Gandi Ave., Tehran, Iran;
Qaem Magham Farahani St., Tehran, Iran
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Annex IV
Proposal to the Islamic Republic of Iran by China, France,
Germany, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America and
the European Union
Presented to the Iranian authorities on 14 June 2008 Teheran
Possible Areas of Cooperation with Iran
In order to seek a comprehensive, long-term and proper solution of the Iranian
nuclear issue consistent with relevant UN Security Council resolutions and building
further upon the proposal presented to Iran in June 2006, which remains on the
table, the elements below are proposed as topics for negotiations between China,
France, Germany, Iran, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States, joined
by the High Representative of the European Union, as long as Iran verifiably
suspends its enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, pursuant to OP 15 and
OP 19(a) of UNSCR 1803. In the perspective of such negotiations, we also expect
Iran to heed the requirements of the UNSC and the IAEA. For their part, China,
France, Germany, Russia, the United Kingdom, the United States and the European
Union High Representative state their readiness:
to recognize Iran’s right to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes in conformity with its NPT obligations;
to treat Iran’s nuclear programme in the same manner as that of any Non-nuclear
Weapon State Party to the NPT once international confidence in the exclusively
peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme is restored.
Nuclear Energy
– Reaffirmation of Iran’s right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful
purposes in conformity with its obligations under the NPT.
– Provision of technological and financial assistance necessary for Iran’s
peaceful use of nuclear energy, support for the resumption of technical
cooperation projects in Iran by the IAEA.
– Support for construction of LWR based on state-of-the-art technology.
– Support for R&D in nuclear energy as international confidence is gradually
restored.
– Provision of legally binding nuclear fuel supply guarantees.
– Cooperation with regard to management of spent fuel and radioactive waste.
Political
– Improving the six countries’ and the EU’s relations with Iran and building up
mutual trust.
– Encouragement of direct contact and dialogue with Iran.
– Support Iran in playing an important and constructive role in international
affairs.
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– Promotion of dialogue and cooperation on non-proliferation, regional security
and stabilization issues.
– Work with Iran and others in the region to encourage confidence-building
measures and regional security.
– Establishment of appropriate consultation and cooperation mechanisms.
– Support for a conference on regional security issues.
– Reaffirmation that a solution to the Iranian nuclear issue would contribute to
non-proliferation efforts and to realizing the objective of a Middle East free of
weapons of mass destruction, including their means of delivery.
– Reaffirmation of the obligation under the UN Charter to refrain in their
international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any State or in any other manner
inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations.
– Cooperation on Afghanistan, including on intensified cooperation in the fight
against drug trafficking, support for programmes on the return of Afghan
refugees to Afghanistan; cooperation on reconstruction of Afghanistan;
cooperation on guarding the Iran-Afghan border.
Economic
Steps towards the normalization of trade and economic relations, such as improving
Iran’s access to the international economy, markets and capital through practical
support for full integration into international structures, including the World Trade
Organization, and to create the framework for increased direct investment in Iran
and trade with Iran.
Energy Partnership
Steps towards the normalization of cooperation with Iran in the area of energy:
establishment of a long-term and wide-ranging strategic energy partnership between
Iran and the European Union and other willing partners, with concrete and practical
applications/measures.
Agriculture
– Support for agricultural development in Iran.
Facilitation of Iran’s complete self-sufficiency in food through cooperation in
modern technology.
Environment, Infrastructure
– Civilian Projects in the field of environmental protection, infrastructure,
science and technology, and high-tech:
– Development of transport infrastructure, including international transport
corridors.
– Support for modernization of Iran’s telecommunication infrastructure,
including by possible removal of relevant export restrictions.

10-36979
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Civil Aviation
– Civil aviation cooperation, including the possible removal of restrictions on
manufacturers exporting aircraft to Iran:
– Enabling Iran to renew its civil aviation fleet;
– Assisting Iran to ensure that Iranian aircraft meet international safety
standards.
Economic, social and human development/humanitarian issues
– Provide, as necessary, assistance to Iran’s economic and social development
and humanitarian need.
– Cooperation/technical support in education in areas of benefit to Iran:
– Supporting Iranians to take courses, placements or degrees in areas such
as civil engineering, agriculture and environmental studies;
– Supporting partnerships between Higher Education Institutions e.g. public
health, rural livelihoods, joint scientific projects, public administration,
history and philosophy.
– Cooperation in the field of development of effective emergency response
capabilities (e.g. seismology, earthquake research, disaster control etc.).
– Cooperation within the framework of a “dialogue among civilizations”.
Implementation mechanism
– Constitution of joint monitoring groups for the implementation of a future
agreement.
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement and relevant provisions of
Security Council resolutions in the
lslamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

1. This is the repo1t of the Director General to the Board of Govemors and, in parallel, to the
Security Council on the implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement and relevant provisions of
Security Council resolutions in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran);1 it includes developments since the
last repo1t was issued in May 2010.2
2. On 9 June 2010, the Security Council adopted resolution 1929 (2010), in which the Council,
inter alia:
•

Affnmed that Iran has failed to meet the requirements of the Board of Govemors and to
comply with Secmity Council resolutions 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007) and
1803 (2008);

•

Affnmed that Iran shall, without finther delay, take the steps required by the Board in its
resolutions GOV/2006/14 and GOV/2009/82;

•

Fmther affnmed that Iran shall, without finther delay, take the steps required in paragraph 2
of resolution 1737 (2006) (i.e. to suspend all emichment related and reprocessing activities as
well as work on all heavy water related activities);

•

Reaffnmed that Iran shall cooperate fully with the IAEA on all outstanding issues,
pruticularly those which give 1ise to concems about the possible militruy dimensions of the
Iranian nuclear programme, including by providing access to all sites, equipment, persons
and documents requested by the Agency;

1

The United Nations Security Council has adopted the following resolutions on Iran: 1696 (2006), 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007),
1803 (2008), 1835 (2008) and 1929 (2010).

2

GOV/2010/28 (31 May 2010) .
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•

Decided that Iran shall, without delay, comply fully and without qualification with its
Safeguards Agreement, including through the application of modified Code 3.1 of the
Subsidiary Arrangements; called upon Iran to act strictly in accordance with the provisions
of, and to ratify promptly, the Additional Protocol; and reaffirmed that, in accordance with
Articles 24 and 39 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, Iran’s Safeguards Agreement and its
Subsidiary Arrangements, including modified Code 3.1, cannot be amended or changed
unilaterally by Iran, and noted that there is no mechanism in the Agreement for the
suspension of any of the provisions in the Subsidiary Arrangements;

•

Reaffirmed that, in accordance with Iran’s obligations under previous resolutions to suspend
all reprocessing, heavy water related and enrichment related activities, Iran shall not begin
construction on any new uranium enrichment, reprocessing or heavy water related facility
and shall discontinue any ongoing construction of any such facility;

•

Requested the Director General to communicate to the Security Council all reports from the
Director General on the application of safeguards in Iran; and

•

Requested a report from the Director General, within 90 days, on whether Iran has
established full and sustained suspension of all activities mentioned in resolution
1737 (2006), as well as on the process of Iranian compliance with all the steps required by
the Board and with other provisions of resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008)
and 1929 (2010).

A. Enrichment Related Activities
A.1. Natanz: Fuel Enrichment Plant and Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant
3. Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP): There are two cascade halls at FEP: Production Hall A and
Production Hall B. According to the design information submitted by Iran, eight units (Units A21 to
A28) are planned for Production Hall A, with 18 cascades in each unit. No detailed design information
has been provided for Production Hall B.
4. On 28 August 2010, Iran was feeding natural UF6 into 17 cascades of Unit A24, and 6 cascades
of Unit A26, at FEP. All 18 cascades of Unit A28, the remaining cascade of Unit A24 and the
remaining 12 cascades of Unit A26 (6 cascades of which were under vacuum) were also installed, but
were not being fed with UF6.3 To date, all the centrifuges installed are IR-1 machines, of which there
are 164 in each cascade. Installation work in Units A21, A22, A23, A25 and A27 was ongoing but no
centrifuges had been installed. As of 28 August 2010, there had been no installation work in
Production Hall B.
5. On 22 November 2009, the Agency conducted a physical inventory verification (PIV) at FEP.4
The Agency is continuing its evaluation of the material balance for the period 18 November 2008 to
22 November 2009, taking into account new information provided by Iran. In letters dated
9 August 2010 and 17 August 2010, Iran informed the Agency that it had underestimated the hold-up
of nuclear material in the facility and provided a revised estimation. Iran also informed the Agency
__________________________________________________________________________________
3

On 28 August 2010, of the 8856 centrifuges which had been installed at FEP, 3772 centrifuges were being fed with UF6.

4

GOV/2010/28, para. 4.
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how it intended to improve the nuclear material accountancy system of the facility. Until its evaluation
has been completed, the Agency cannot confirm the nuclear material balance.5
6. Iran has estimated that, between 23 November 2009 and 6 August 2010, it produced an additional
995 kg of low enriched UF6,6 which would result in a total production of 2803 kg of low enriched UF6
since the start of operations in February 2007.7 The nuclear material at FEP (including the feed,
product and tails), as well as all installed cascades and the feed and withdrawal stations, are subject to
Agency containment and surveillance.8 The Agency reminded Iran, in a letter dated 19 July 2010, of a
number of incidents involving the breaking of seals by the operator at FEP. In a letter dated
9 August 2010, Iran provided more information about these incidents and stated that the breakages
were accidental and that “all necessary advice and instructions have been given to the operator to
exercise more vigilance and control in this respect”. The consequences for safeguards of these seal
breakages will be evaluated by the Agency upon completion of the next PIV, which is currently
planned for October 2010.
7. Since February 2007, the Agency has taken a large number of environmental samples at FEP, the
results of which have indicated a level of enrichment of uranium of less than 5.0% U-235. In one
recent result, a small number of particles from samples taken in the cascade area were found with
enrichment levels of between 5.0% and 7.1% U-235, i.e. higher than that stated in the Design
Information Questionnaire (DIQ). The Agency, in a letter dated 13 August 2010, informed Iran of this
matter and requested clarification. In letters dated 17 August 2010 and 1 September 2010, Iran
provided a possible explanation for the presence of such particles, along with supporting information.
Iran’s explanation is not inconsistent with the Agency’s findings.9
8. Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP): PFEP is a research and development (R&D) facility and
a pilot low enriched uranium (LEU) production facility which was first brought into operation in
October 2003. It has a cascade hall that can accommodate six cascades. Cascades 1 and 6, each of
which can comprise up to 164 machines, are designated for the production of LEU enriched up to 20%
U-235. The other part of the cascade hall is designated as an “R&D area”.
9. In the R&D area, between 22 May 2010 and 20 August 2010, a total of approximately 84 kg of
natural UF6 was fed into a 20-machine IR-4 cascade, a 20-machine IR-2m cascade and single IR-1,
IR-2m and IR-4 centrifuges. In this area, no LEU is withdrawn because the product and the tails of this
R&D activity are recombined at the end of the process.
10. On 9 February 2010, Iran began feeding low enriched UF6 into Cascade 1 for the stated purpose
of producing UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 as fuel for the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR). Iran
subsequently informed the Agency that it intended to install a second 164-machine IR-1 cascade
(Cascade 6) at PFEP and connect it to Cascade 1 with the aim of reducing the enrichment of tails
__________________________________________________________________________________
5

See GOV/2009/55, para. 4.

6

The Agency has verified, through independently calibrated operator load cell readings, that, between 23 November 2009
and 7 August 2010, 10636 kg of natural UF6 was fed into the cascades, and a total of 980 kg of low enriched UF6 product and
9554 kg of UF6 tails and dump material was off-loaded into UF6 cylinders. The difference of 102 kg between the input figure
(10636 kg) and the sum of the output figures (980 kg + 9554 kg) comprises natural, depleted and low enriched UF6 arising
mainly from hold-up in the various cold traps and is not inconsistent with the design information provided by Iran.
7

The Agency has verified that, as of 22 November 2009, a total of 1808 kg of low enriched UF6 had been produced.

8
In line with normal safeguards practice, small amounts of nuclear material at the facility (e.g. some waste and samples) are
not under containment and surveillance.
9

In this regard, it should be noted that Iran’s explanation refers to a known technical phenomenon associated with the
start-up of centrifuge cascades.
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“from ~2% to ~0.7% U-235”.10 The increase in the enrichment level and the interconnection of the
two cascades necessitated a new safeguards approach, which has been implemented since
15 May 2010.11
11. In a letter dated 30 June 2010, Iran informed the Agency that it intended to start feeding LEU
into the interconnected Cascades 1 and 6 and requested the Agency to rearrange the seals to allow Iran
to operate the two cascades as planned. The Agency did so on 3 July 2010. On 17 July 2010, Iran
informed the Agency that the feeding of Cascade 6 with the tails from Cascade 1 had started on
13 July 2010.
12. Iran has estimated that, between 9 February 2010 and 20 August 2010, a total of approximately
310 kg of UF6 enriched at FEP was fed into Cascade 1 and that 22 kg of UF6 enriched up to 20%
U-235 was produced. The UF6 produced is being periodically withdrawn by Iran from Cascade 1 and
loaded into a cylinder with a capacity of about 25 kg of UF6. This material is under containment and
surveillance. Iran has stated that, once the cylinder is full, it will homogenize the UF6 contained within,
after which the Agency will sample the material for destructive analysis.
13. As of 7 April 2010, the results of the environmental samples taken at PFEP indicate that the
maximum enrichment level in the DIQ (i.e. less than 20% U-235 enrichment) had not been exceeded
at that plant.12

A.2. Qom: Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant
14. In September 2009, Iran informed the Agency that it was constructing the Fordow Fuel
Enrichment Plant (FFEP), located near the city of Qom. The Agency verified that FFEP was being
built to contain sixteen cascades, with a total of approximately 3000 centrifuges.13
15. The Agency has asked Iran on a number of occasions to provide additional information regarding
the chronology of the design and construction of FFEP, as well as its original purpose.14 In response to
these requests, Iran has stated that, “The location [near Qom] originally was considered as a general
area for passive defence contingency shelters for various utilizations. Then this location was selected
for the construction of [the] Fuel Enrichment Plant in the second half of 2007”. The Agency has also
reiterated the need for access to companies involved in the design and construction of FFEP. The
Agency informed Iran that it had received extensive information from a number of sources alleging
that design work on the facility had started in 2006.15 In a letter to the Director General, dated
4 June 2010, Iran stated that there were “no legal bases” upon which the Agency could request
information on the chronology and purpose of FFEP, and that the Agency was “not mandated to raise
any question beyond the Safeguards Agreement”.16 The Agency considers that the questions it has
raised are within the terms of the Safeguards Agreement, and that the information requested is

__________________________________________________________________________________
10
11

GOV/2010/28, para. 9.
A description of this new approach is set out in GOV/2010/28, para. 11.

12

These results have shown particles of low enriched uranium (with up to 4.0% U-235), natural uranium and depleted
uranium (down to 0.27% U-235).
13

GOV/2010/10, para. 14.

14

GOV/2010/10, paras 14–16.

15

GOV/2010/10, para. 15.

16

INFCIRC/797, para. 4.
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essential for the Agency to verify the chronology and original purpose of FFEP to ensure that the
declarations of Iran are correct and complete.17
16. In its response to the Agency’s request that Iran submit a complete DIQ for FFEP,18 Iran said, in
a letter to the Director General dated 4 June 2010, that it had “fulfilled its obligation in providing the
DIQ of FFEP” according to its Safeguards Agreement.19 The Agency has informed Iran on a number
of occasions that it considers that, based on the current construction status of the facility, additional
information must be available to Iran and that this information should be included in the DIQ.
17. Since October 2009, the Agency has been conducting, on average, one design information
verification (DIV) at FFEP per month. The Agency has verified that the construction of the facility is
ongoing. As of 18 August 2010, no centrifuges had been introduced into the facility. The results of the
environmental samples taken at FFEP up to 16 February 2010 did not indicate the presence of
enriched uranium.20

A.3. Other Enrichment Related Activities
18. In light of the announcement made by Iran on 7 February 2010 that it possessed laser uranium
enrichment technology,21 and its announcement on 9 April 2010 regarding the development of ‘third
generation’ centrifuges,22 the Agency, in a letter to Iran dated 18 August 2010, reiterated its previous
request that Iran provide access to additional locations related, inter alia, to the manufacturing of
centrifuges, R&D on uranium enrichment (including laser enrichment), and uranium mining and
milling activities.23 In its reply dated 21 August 2010, Iran did not provide the Agency with the
requested information but reiterated that it was “continuing to cooperate with the Agency in
accordance with its Safeguards Agreement”.

__________________________________________________________________________________
17

GOV/2010/10, para. 14.

18

Referred to in GOV/2010/28, para. 16.

19

INFCIRC/797, para. 3.

20

The results did show a small number of particles of depleted uranium (see GOV/2010/10, para. 17).

21

Cited on the website of the Presidency of the Islamic Republic of Iran, 7 February 2010, at
http://www.president.ir/en/?ArtID=20255

22

GOV/2010/28, para. 18.

23

GOV/2008/15, para. 13.
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B. Reprocessing Activities
19. The Agency has continued to monitor the use of hot cells at TRR24 and the Molybdenum, Iodine
and Xenon Radioisotope Production (MIX) Facility.25 The Agency carried out an inspection and a
DIV at TRR on 1 August 2010 and a DIV at the MIX Facility on 31 July 2010. There were no
indications of ongoing reprocessing related activities at those facilities. While Iran has stated that there
have been no reprocessing related activities in Iran, the Agency can confirm this only with respect to
these two facilities, as Iran’s Additional Protocol is not being implemented.

C. Heavy Water Related Projects
20. As indicated in the Director General’s previous reports, the Agency, as mandated by the Security
Council, has requested that Iran make the necessary arrangements to provide the Agency, at the
earliest possible date, with access to: the Heavy Water Production Plant (HWPP); the heavy water
stored at the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF) for the taking of samples;26 and any other location in
Iran where projects related to heavy water are being carried out. In a letter to the Agency dated
10 June 2010, Iran stated that the Agency’s requests had “no legal basis since they are not falling
within Iran’s Safeguards Agreement” and that the requests also went beyond the relevant Security
Council resolutions that “request only verification of suspension”.27 Iran also stated that it had not
suspended work on heavy water related projects.28 To date, Iran has not provided the requested access.
21. On 2 August 2010, the Agency carried out a DIV at the IR-40 reactor at Arak. The Agency
verified that construction of the facility was ongoing, with the civil construction of the buildings
almost complete and some major equipment having been installed. This equipment includes the main
crane in the reactor building and the pressurizer for the reactor cooling system. According to Iran, the
operation of the IR-40 reactor is currently planned to commence in 2013. In the radiochemistry
building, the concrete structure for the hot cells was ready, but no hot cell windows or manipulators
were present.
22. Based on satellite imagery, the HWPP appears to be in operation.29 However, without access to
the HWPP, the Agency is unable to verify Iran’s statement that it has not suspended work on heavy
water related projects and therefore cannot report fully on this matter.

__________________________________________________________________________________
24
TRR is a 5 MW reactor which operates with 20% U-235 enriched fuel and is used for the irradiation of different types of
targets and for research and training purposes.
25

The MIX Facility is a hot cell complex for the separation of radiopharmaceutical isotopes from targets, including uranium,
irradiated at TRR. The MIX Facility is not currently processing any uranium targets.
26

GOV/2010/10, paras 20 and 21.

27

INFCIRC/804, paras 12 and 13.

28

INFCIRC/804, para. 13.

29
As previously indicated to the Board, in light of Iran’s refusal to permit the Agency access to the HWPP, the Agency has
had to rely solely on satellite imagery.
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D. Uranium Conversion and Fuel Fabrication
23. The Agency has finalized its assessment of the results of the PIV carried out at UCF in
March 2010,30 and has concluded that the inventory of nuclear material at UCF as declared by Iran is
consistent with those results, within the measurement uncertainties normally associated with
conversion plants of similar throughput.
24. On 4 August 2010, the Agency carried out a DIV at UCF. At that time, the plant was still
undergoing maintenance. Iran informed the Agency, in a letter dated 4 July 2010, that UCF would
resume full operations on 23 September 2010. As no UF6 has been produced at UCF since
10 August 2009, the total amount of uranium in the form of UF6 produced at UCF since March 2004
remains 371 tonnes (some of which has been transferred to FEP and PFEP), which remains subject to
Agency containment and surveillance.
25. During the DIV on 4 August 2010, Iran informed the Agency that the installation of equipment at
UCF for the conversion of the UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 to U3O8, required for the fabrication of
fuel for TRR, would start in November 2010. In a letter dated 17 August 2010, Iran informed the
Agency that experiments on the conversion of UF6 to U3O8 using depleted UF6 would start at UCF in
September 2011.
26. In a letter dated 28 June 2010, Iran provided an updated DIQ for the Fuel Manufacturing Plant
(FMP), in which it stated that fuel fabrication for TRR will take place in part of a building at UCF. In
a letter to the Agency dated 17 August 2010, Iran stated that it planned to install equipment for TRR
fuel fabrication in November 2010. On 3 August 2010, the Agency carried out a PIV and a DIV at
FMP and confirmed that no new fuel assemblies, rods or pellets for the IR-40 reactor had been
produced.

E. Other Activities
27. In a letter dated 9 August 2010, Iran informed the Agency that it would commence the transfer of
fresh fuel to the reactor containment building at the Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant (BNPP). As stated
in the Director General’s previous report, Iran has informed the Agency that it would perform a
technical examination of fuel assemblies prior to loading them into the core of the reactor.31 On
21 August 2010, the Agency confirmed that the transfer of fresh fuel into the reactor building had
begun and commenced its re-verification activities.
28. The Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose Research Laboratory (JHL) is located at the Tehran Nuclear
Research Centre and is a nuclear and non-nuclear chemistry research laboratory. On 31 July 2010, the
Agency conducted a DIV and a PIV at JHL, during which Iran reiterated what it had stated during the
DIV on 14 April 2010, specifically that the activities at JHL were related to “a research project aiming
purely [at] studying the electrochemical behaviour of uranyl ion in ionic liquid”, using a uranyl nitrate

__________________________________________________________________________________
30

GOV/2010/28, para. 25.

31

GOV/2010/28, para. 27.
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solution.32 Iran also stated that these experimental activities had not yet begun. The Agency continues
to monitor Iran’s electrochemical R&D activities at this facility.
29. Based on satellite imagery, the Agency assesses that activities involving the mining and
concentration of uranium are continuing in the area of the Bandar Abbas Uranium Production Plant,
and that construction activities are continuing at the Ardakan Yellowcake Production Plant and at the
Saghand Uranium Mine.

F. Design Information
30. As explained in previous reports of the Director General, the modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary
Arrangements General Part to Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, as agreed to by Iran in 2003, remains in
force, notwithstanding Iran’s decision in 2007 to suspend its implementation.33 Although the Agency
has, on numerous occasions, reminded Iran that it is obliged to provide design information in
accordance with the modified Code 3.1, Iran has not resumed implementation of the modified
Code 3.1, which is inconsistent with its obligation under the Subsidiary Arrangements. Iran remains
the only State with significant nuclear activities which has a comprehensive safeguards agreement in
force that is not implementing the provisions of the modified Code 3.1.
31. In the case of both the Darkhovin facility and FFEP, Iran did not notify the Agency in a timely
manner of the decision to construct, or to authorize construction of, the facilities, as required in the
modified Code 3.1, and has provided only limited design information with respect to those facilities.34
Iran has also not provided updated design information for the IR-40 reactor.
32. The Agency requested Iran, in a letter dated 18 June 2010, to confirm a statement made by the
Vice President of Iran and President of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, H.E. Ali Akbar
Salehi, to an Iranian news agency to the effect that Iran was designing a reactor similar to TRR, for the
production of radioisotopes. In the same letter, the Agency also requested that, if a decision to
construct new nuclear facilities had been taken by Iran, Iran provide further information regarding the
design and scheduling of the construction of the facilities. In its reply, dated 23 June 2010, Iran
reiterated that it was continuing to cooperate with the Agency “in accordance with its Safeguards
Agreement”.
33. On 16 August 2010, H.E. Ali Akbar Salehi announced that “studies for the location of 10 other
uranium enrichment facilities” had ended, and that “the construction of one of these facilities will
begin by the end of the (current Iranian) year (March 2011) or start of the next year”.35 In a letter dated
19 August 2010, the Agency requested Iran to provide preliminary design information for the facility.
In its reply dated 21 August 2010, Iran did not provide the requested information and stated only that
it would provide the Agency with the required information “in due time”. These latest
communications between Iran and the Agency follow similar exchanges relating to public statements
__________________________________________________________________________________
32

GOV/2010/28, para. 28.

33

GOV/2010/10, paras 28–30.

34

GOV/2010/10, para. 31.

35

‘Iran Specifies Location for 10 New Enrichment Sites’, Fars News Agency, 16 August 2010.
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made by Iranian officials in relation to the possible construction of new nuclear facilities.36 Iran has
also said that the statements on design information as set out in paragraphs 30 to 33 of the Director
General’s previous report (GOV/2010/28) have “no legal base”.37
34. The modification of PFEP to produce uranium enriched up to 20% in U-235,38 which is clearly
relevant for safeguards purposes, was not notified to the Agency by Iran with sufficient time for the
Agency to adjust its safeguards procedures, as required under Article 45 of Iran’s Safeguards
Agreement.39

G. Designation of Inspectors
35. In a letter to the Director General dated 3 June 2010, Iran stated that, henceforth, if confidential
information acquired by the Agency as a result of implementing its Safeguards Agreement “leaks, in
any way, and/or [is] conveyed to the media; for the first reaction, the designation of the relevant
inspector(s) will be withdrawn”.40 In a letter to the Director General dated 10 June 2010, referring to
the “false and wrong statements in paragraph 28” of the Director General’s previous report
(GOV/2010/28), Iran informed the Agency that it objected to the designation of two inspectors who
had recently conducted inspections in Iran.
36. While Iran’s Safeguards Agreement does permit it to object to the designation of Agency
inspectors, the Agency rejects the basis upon which Iran has sought to justify its objection in this case.
The Agency has full confidence in the professionalism and impartiality of the inspectors concerned, as
it has in all of its inspectors, and confirms that the Director General’s previous report on the
implementation of safeguards in Iran (GOV/2010/28) is fully accurate.
37. In a meeting with the Resident Representative of Iran to the Agency on 20 July 2010, the
Agency informed the Resident Representative that the repeated objection by Iran to the designation of
inspectors with experience in Iran’s nuclear fuel cycle and facilities hampers the inspection process
and thereby detracts from the Agency’s capability to implement effective and efficient safeguards in
Iran. In this regard, at the same meeting, the Agency again requested that Iran reconsider its decision
of 16 January 2007 to request the Agency to withdraw the designation of 38 Agency inspectors and its
requests (dating back to 2006) to withdraw the designations of four other inspectors with experience in
conducting inspections in Iran. While acknowledging Iran’s recent acceptance of the designation of
five new inspectors (in letters from Iran to the Agency dated 14 April 2010 and 16 August 2010), the
Agency will continue to request Iran to withdraw its objection to the designation of inspectors with
experience in Iran’s nuclear fuel cycle and facilities.

__________________________________________________________________________________
36

See GOV/2010/28, para. 32.

37

INFCIRC/804, para. 18.

38
This refers to the original modification that enabled the commencement of enrichment up to 20% in U-235 on
9 February 2010 (GOV/2010/10, para. 9), rather than to the subsequent additional modification involving the interconnection
of two cascades.
39

The period of notice provided by Iran regarding the related changes made to PFEP was insufficient for the Agency to
adjust the existing safeguards procedures before Iran started to feed the material into PFEP (GOV/2010/10, para. 48).
40

See INFCIRC/796, 10 June 2010, para. 10.
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H. Possible Military Dimensions
38. Previous reports by the Director General have detailed the outstanding issues related to possible
military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme and the actions required of Iran necessary to resolve
those issues.41 In the Director General’s February 2010 report (GOV/2010/10), the Agency described a
number of technical matters it needed to address with Iran.42 Since August 2008, however, Iran has
declined to discuss the outstanding issues with the Agency or to provide any further information or
access to locations and people necessary to address the Agency’s concerns, asserting that the
allegations relating to possible military dimensions to its nuclear programme are baseless and that the
information to which the Agency is referring is based on forged documents.
39. Based on an overall analysis undertaken by the Agency of all the information available to it,43 the
Agency remains concerned about the possible existence in Iran of past or current undisclosed nuclear
related activities involving military related organizations, including activities related to the
development of a nuclear payload for a missile. There are indications that certain of these activities
may have continued beyond 2004.
40. It is essential that Iran engage with the Agency on these issues, and that the Agency be permitted
to visit all relevant sites, have access to all relevant equipment and documentation, and be allowed to
interview all relevant persons, without further delay. The passage of time and the possible
deterioration in the availability of some relevant information increase the urgency of this matter. Iran’s
substantive and proactive engagement is essential to enable the Agency to make progress in its
verification of the correctness and completeness of Iran’s declarations.

I. Summary
41. While the Agency continues to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material in Iran, Iran
has not provided the necessary cooperation to permit the Agency to confirm that all nuclear material in
Iran is in peaceful activities.44
42. More specifically, Iran is not implementing the requirements contained in the relevant resolutions
of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, including implementation of the Additional
Protocol, which are essential to building confidence in the exclusively peaceful purpose of Iran’s
nuclear programme and to resolving outstanding questions. In particular, Iran needs to cooperate in
clarifying outstanding issues which give rise to concerns about possible military dimensions to its
nuclear programme, including by providing access to all sites, equipment, persons and documents
__________________________________________________________________________________
41

A summary of the issues was provided to the Board in Section E of GOV/2008/15, and most recently in GOV/2010/10,
para. 40.

42

GOV/2010/10, paras 42–43.

43

GOV/2010/10, para. 41.

44
The Board has confirmed on numerous occasions, since as early as 1992, that paragraph 2 of INFCIRC/153 (Corr.), which
corresponds to Article 2 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, authorizes and requires the Agency to seek to verify both the nondiversion of nuclear material from declared activities (i.e. correctness) and the absence of undeclared nuclear activities in the
State (i.e. completeness) (see, for example, GOV/OR.864, para. 49). Paragraph 41 reflects the past and current
implementation by Iran of its Safeguards Agreement and other obligations.
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requested by the Agency. Iran also needs to implement the modified Code 3.1 on the early provision
of design information.
43. In addition, contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security
Council, Iran has not suspended enrichment related activities. Iran has continued with the operation of
FEP and PFEP at Natanz, and has started the enrichment of uranium up to 20% U-235 at PFEP, now
in two interconnected cascades. Iran has continued the construction of FFEP. In order to verify the
chronology and original purpose of FFEP, Iran still needs to provide the Agency with access to
relevant design documents and to companies involved in the design and construction of the plant. Iran
also needs to submit a complete DIQ for the facility. Iran has also announced that it has selected the
venues for new enrichment facilities and that construction of one of these facilities will start around
March 2011, but has not provided the Agency with the necessary design information and access in
accordance with Iran’s Safeguards Agreement and Subsidiary Arrangements.
44. Similarly, contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security
Council, Iran has also continued with the construction of the IR-40 reactor and with heavy water
related activities. The Agency has not been permitted to take samples of the heavy water which is
stored at UCF, and has not been provided with access to the HWPP. While the Agency can report that
Iran has made statements to the effect that it has not suspended those activities, without full access to
the heavy water at UCF, the HWPP and the other facilities which Iran has announced it has decided to
construct, the Agency is unable to verify such statements and therefore to report fully on this matter.
45. Iran objected to the designation of two inspectors who had recently conducted inspections in Iran.
The Agency rejects the basis upon which Iran has sought to justify its objection; it is also concerned
that the repeated objection to the designation of experienced inspectors hampers the inspection process
and detracts from the Agency's ability to implement safeguards in Iran.
46. The Director General requests Iran to take steps towards the full implementation of its
Safeguards Agreement and its other obligations, including implementation of its Additional Protocol.
47. The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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A. Introduction
1. This repo1t of the Director General to the Board of Govemors and, in parallel, to the Security
Council, is on the implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement1 and relevant provisions of
Security Council resolutions in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran).

2. The Security Council has affnmed that the steps required by the Board of Govemors in its
resolutions2 are binding on Iran.3 The relevant provisions of the aforementioned Secmity Council

1
The Agreement between Iran and the Agency for the Application of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation ofNuclear Weapons (INFCIRC/214), which entered into force on 15 May 1974.

2

The Board of Govemors has adopted 12 resolutions in connection with the implementation of safeguards in Iran:
GOV/2003/69 (12 September 2003); GOV/2003/81 (26 November 2003); GOV/2004/21 (13 March 2004); GOV/2004/49
(18 June 2004); GOV/2004/79 (18 September 2004); GOV/2004/90 (29 November 2004); GOV/2005/64 (11 August 2005);
GOV/2005/77 (24 September 2005); GOV/2006/ 14 (4 Febmary 2006); GOV/2009/82 (27 November 2009); GOV/201 1/69
(18 November 2011); and GOV/2012/50 (13 September 2012).
3

In resolution 1929 (2010), the Secw-ity Council: affomed, inter alia, that Iran shall, without fiuiher delay, take the steps
requit·ed by the Board in GOV/2006/14 and GOV/2009/82; reaffinned fran's obligation to cooperate fülly with the IAEA on
al! outstanding issues, particularly those which give rise to concems about the possible military dituensions of the Iranian
nuclear programme; decided that Iran shall, without delay, comply fülly and without qualification with its Safeguards
Agreement, including through the application of modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements; and called upon Iran to
act strictly in accordance with the provisions of its Additional Protocol and to ratify it promptly (paras 1-6).
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resolutions4 were adopted under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, and are mandatory, in
accordance with the terms of those resolutions.5
3. In line with the request of the Board of Governors in resolution GOV/2012/50
(13 September 2012),6 this document provides a comprehensive report on substantive implementation
of that resolution and of resolution GOV/2011/69 (18 November 2011), especially with respect to the
possible military dimensions of Iran’s nuclear programme. It also addresses developments since the
Director General’s previous report (GOV/2012/37, 30 August 2012), as well as issues of longer
standing. It focuses on those areas where Iran has not fully implemented its binding obligations, as the
full implementation of these obligations is needed to establish international confidence in the
exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme.

B. Clarification of Unresolved Issues
4. As previously reported, in resolution GOV/2011/69, the Board, inter alia, stressed that it was
essential for Iran and the Agency to intensify their dialogue aimed at the urgent resolution of all
outstanding substantive issues for the purpose of providing clarifications regarding those issues,
including access to all relevant information, documentation, sites, material and personnel in Iran. In
that resolution, the Board also called on Iran to engage seriously and without preconditions in talks
aimed at restoring international confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear
programme. In light of this, from January 2012 onwards, Agency and Iranian officials held several
rounds of talks in Vienna and Tehran, including during a visit by the Director General to Tehran in
May 2012. However, no concrete results were achieved.7 In particular, there was no agreement on a
structured approach to resolving outstanding issues related to possible military dimensions to Iran’s
nuclear programme and no agreement by Iran to the Agency’s request for access to the Parchin site.
5. In resolution GOV/2012/50, the Board, inter alia, stressed that it was essential for Iran to
immediately conclude and implement a structured approach, including, as a first step, providing the
Agency with the access it had requested to relevant sites.8 In that resolution, the Board also decided
that Iranian cooperation with Agency requests aimed at the resolution of all outstanding issues was
essential and urgent in order to restore international confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of
Iran’s nuclear programme.9
6. In light of resolution GOV/2012/50, and immediately following the September 2012 Board
meeting, the Agency took steps to engage Iran in further talks, including at a meeting on
17 September 2012 between the Director General and H.E. Mr Fereydoun Abbasi, Vice President of
__________________________________________________________________________________
4

The United Nations Security Council has adopted the following resolutions on Iran: 1696 (2006); 1737 (2006);
1747 (2007); 1803 (2008); 1835 (2008); and 1929 (2010).

5

By virtue of its Relationship Agreement with the United Nations (INFCIRC/11, Part I.A), the Agency is required to
cooperate with the Security Council in the exercise of the Council’s responsibility for the maintenance or restoration of
international peace and security. All Member States of the United Nations agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the
Security Council, and in this respect, to take actions which are consistent with their obligations under the United Nations
Charter.

6

GOV/2012/50, para. 6.

7

GOV/2012/37, para. 8.

8

GOV/2012/50, para. 4.

9

GOV/2012/50, para. 4.
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Iran and Head of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran. On 24 October 2012, the Agency wrote to
Iran reaffirming the Agency’s commitment to dialogue, and suggesting that a senior level meeting be
held on 13 and 14 November 2012 aimed at finalising the structured approach document, agreement
on which would allow the Agency and Iran to start substantive work on the outstanding issues. In a
letter dated 1 November 2012, Iran reaffirmed its commitment to dialogue with the Agency and
invited an Agency delegation to Tehran in mid-December 2012 in order to “discuss the modality for
the resolution of the allegations, based on principles elaborated in the meeting between H.E. Dr. Jalili,
the Secretary of Supreme National Security Council and the Director General on 30 May 2012”. It was
subsequently agreed that the Agency and Iran would meet in Tehran on 13 December 2012.

C. Facilities Declared under Iran’s Safeguards Agreement
7. Under its Safeguards Agreement, Iran has declared to the Agency 16 nuclear facilities and nine
locations outside facilities where nuclear material is customarily used (LOFs).10 Notwithstanding that
certain of the activities being undertaken by Iran at some of the facilities are contrary to the relevant
resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, as indicated below, the Agency
continues to verify the non-diversion of declared material at these facilities and LOFs.

D. Enrichment Related Activities
8. Contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran has
not suspended its enrichment related activities in the declared facilities referred to below. All of these
activities are under Agency safeguards, and all of the nuclear material, installed cascades and the feed
and withdrawal stations at those facilities are subject to Agency containment and surveillance.11
9. Iran has stated that the purpose of enriching UF6 up to 5% U-235 is the production of fuel for its
nuclear facilities12 and that the purpose of enriching UF6 up to 20% U-235 is the manufacture of fuel
for research reactors.13
10. Since Iran began enriching uranium at its declared facilities, it has produced at those facilities
approximately:
 7611 kg (+735 kg since the Director General’s previous report) of UF6 enriched up to
5% U-235, of which: 5303 kg is presently in storage; 1226 kg has been fed into the Pilot Fuel
Enrichment Plant (PFEP) and 1029 kg has been fed into the Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant
__________________________________________________________________________________
10

All of the LOFs are situated within hospitals.

11

In line with normal safeguards practice, small amounts of nuclear material (e.g. some waste and samples) may not be
subject to containment and surveillance.
12

As declared in Iran’s Design Information Questionnaires (DIQs) for the Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP) at Natanz.

13
GOV/2010/10, para. 8; H.E. Mr Fereydoun Abbasi reportedly made a statement to the effect that Iran plans to build four to
five new reactors in the next few years in order to produce radioisotopes and carry out research (‘Iran will not stop producing
20% enriched uranium’, Tehran Times, 12 April 2011). He was also quoted by the Iranian Student’s News Agency as saying
“To provide fuel for these (new) reactors, we need to continue with the 20 per cent enrichment of uranium” (‘Iran to build
new nuclear research reactors – report’, Reuters, 11 April 2011).
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(FFEP) for enrichment up to 20% U-235; and 53 kg has been fed into the Uranium Conversion
Facility (UCF) for conversion to UO2;14 and
 232.8 kg (+43.4 kg since the Director General’s previous report) of UF6 enriched up to
20% U-235, of which: 134.9 kg is presently in storage; 1.6 kg has been downblended; and
96.3 kg has been fed into the Fuel Plate Fabrication Plant (FPFP) for conversion to U3O8.15

D.1. Natanz
11. Fuel Enrichment Plant: FEP is a centrifuge enrichment plant for the production of low enriched
uranium (LEU) enriched up to 5% U-235, which was first brought into operation in 2007. The plant is
divided into Production Hall A and Production Hall B. According to design information submitted by
Iran, eight units are planned for Production Hall A, with 18 cascades in each unit and a total of about
25 000 centrifuges. Iran has yet to provide the corresponding design information for Production
Hall B.
12. As of 10 November 2012, Iran had fully installed 61 cascades in Production Hall A, 54 of which
were declared by Iran as being fed with natural UF6. Iran had also partially installed one other cascade.
Preparatory installation work had been completed for another 28 cascades, and was ongoing in relation
to 54 others. All of the centrifuges installed in Production Hall A are IR-1 machines.16
13. Between 20 October 2012 and 11 November 2012, the Agency conducted a physical inventory
verification (PIV) at FEP and verified that, as of 21 October 2012, 85 644 kg of natural UF6 had been
fed into the cascades since production began in February 2007, and a total of 7451 kg of UF6 enriched
up to 5% U-235 had been produced. Iran has estimated that, between 22 October 2012 and
9 November 2012, a total of 1576 kg of natural UF6 was fed into the cascades and a total of
approximately 160 kg of UF6 enriched up to 5% U-235 was produced, which would result in a total
production of 7611 kg of UF6 enriched up to 5% U-235 since production began.
14. Based on the results of the analysis of environmental samples taken at FEP since
February 2007,17 and other verification activities, the Agency has concluded that the facility has
operated as declared by Iran in the relevant design information questionnaire (DIQ).
15. Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant: PFEP is a research and development (R&D) facility, and a pilot
LEU production facility, which was first brought into operation in October 2003. It has a cascade hall
that can accommodate six cascades, and is divided between an area designated for the production of
LEU enriched up to 20% U-235 (Cascades 1 and 6) and an area designated for R&D
(Cascades 2, 3, 4 and 5).
16. As a result of the PIV carried out by the Agency at PFEP between 15 September 2012 and
1 October 2012, the Agency verified, within measurement uncertainties normally associated with such
a facility, the inventory as declared by Iran on 15 September 2012.
17. Production area: As of 6 November 2012, Iran was feeding low enriched UF6 into two
interconnected cascades (Cascades 1 and 6) containing a total of 328 IR-1 centrifuges.
__________________________________________________________________________________
14

The figures referring to the UF6 fed into the enrichment and/or conversion processes include UF6 contained in the cylinders
attached to the processes, as well as nuclear material held up in the process and present in waste.

15

See footnote 14.

16

As of 10 November 2012, 10 414 centrifuges were installed at FEP (+991 since the Director General’s previous report).

17

Results are available to the Agency for samples taken up to 24 June 2012.
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18. The Agency has verified that, as of 15 September 2012, 1119.6 kg of UF6 enriched up to
5% U-235 produced at FEP had been fed into the cascades in the production area since production
began in February 2010, and that a total of 129.1 kg of UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 had been
produced. Iran has estimated that, between 16 September 2012 and 11 November 2012, a total of
57.4 kg of UF6 enriched up to 5% U-235 produced at FEP was fed into the cascades in the production
area and that approximately 8.2 kg of UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 were produced. This would
result in a total production of 137.3 kg of UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 at PFEP since production
began.
19. R&D area: Since the Director General’s previous report, Iran has been intermittently feeding
natural UF6 into IR-2m and IR-4 centrifuges, sometimes into single machines and sometimes into
small or larger cascades.18 Iran has yet to install three new types of centrifuge (IR-5, IR-6 and IR-6s)
as it had indicated it intends to do.19, 20
20. Between 22 August 2012 and 11 November 2012, a total of approximately 198.6 kg of natural
UF6 was fed into centrifuges in the R&D area, but no LEU was withdrawn as the product and the tails
were recombined at the end of the process.
21. Based on the results of the analysis of the environmental samples taken at PFEP,21 and other
verification activities, the Agency has concluded that the facility has operated as declared by Iran in
the relevant DIQ.

D.2. Fordow
22. Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant: FFEP is, according to the DIQ of 18 January 2012,22 a
centrifuge enrichment plant for the production of UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 and the production of
UF6 enriched up to 5% U-235. Additional information from Iran is still needed in connection with this
facility, particularly in light of the difference between the original stated purpose of the facility and the
purpose for which it is now being used.23 The facility, which was first brought into operation in 2011,
contains 16 cascades, equally divided between Unit 1 and Unit 2, with a total of 2784 centrifuges. To
date, all of the centrifuges installed are IR-1 machines. Iran has yet to inform the Agency which of the
cascades are to be used for enrichment up to 5% U-235 and/or for enrichment up to 20% U-235.24
23. Since the Director General’s previous report, Iran has installed 644 centrifuges at FFEP, thereby
completing the installation of centrifuges in all eight cascades in Unit 1, none of which it was feeding
with UF6. Iran had installed all eight cascades in Unit 2, four of which (configured in two sets of two

__________________________________________________________________________________
18
On 6 November 2012, there were 32 IR-4 centrifuges installed in Cascade 2, 14 IR-2m centrifuges installed in Cascade 3,
144 IR-4 centrifuges installed in Cascade 4, and 162 IR-2m centrifuges installed in Cascade 5.
19

GOV/2012/9, para. 20.

20

On 6 November 2012, the Agency observed the presence of two empty casings for IR-6 centrifuges at PFEP. According to
Iran, when originally received at PFEP, these centrifuges had been complete, but the rotors had subsequently been removed
for testing somewhere other than PFEP.

21

Results are available to the Agency for samples taken up to 10 June 2012.

22

To date, Iran has provided the Agency with an initial DIQ and three revised DIQs (GOV/2012/9, para. 24).

23

GOV/2009/74, paras 7 and 14.

24

In a letter to the Agency dated 23 May 2012, Iran stated that the Agency would be notified about the production level of
the cascades prior to their operation (GOV/2012/23, para. 25).
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interconnected cascades) it was feeding with UF6 enriched up to 5% U-23525 and four of which,
having been subjected to vacuum testing, were ready for feeding with UF6.
24. Iran has estimated that, between 14 December 2011, when feeding of the first set of two
interconnected cascades began, and 10 November 2012, a total of 693 kg of UF6 enriched up to
5% U-235 was fed into cascades at FFEP, and that approximately 95.5 kg of UF6 enriched up to
20% U-235 were produced, 73.7 kg of which has been withdrawn from the process and verified by the
Agency.
25. Based on the results of the analysis of environmental samples taken at FFEP,26, 27 and other
verification activities, the Agency has concluded that the facility has operated as declared by Iran in its
most recent relevant DIQ.

D.3. Other Enrichment Related Activities
26. The Agency is still awaiting a substantive response from Iran to Agency requests for further
information in relation to announcements made by Iran concerning the construction of ten new
uranium enrichment facilities, the sites for five of which, according to Iran, have been decided.28 Iran
has not provided information, as requested by the Agency, in connection with its announcement on
7 February 2010 that it possessed laser enrichment technology.29 As a result of Iran’s lack of
cooperation on those issues, the Agency is unable to verify and report fully on these matters.

E. Reprocessing Activities
27. Pursuant to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran is
obliged to suspend its reprocessing activities, including R&D.30 Iran has stated that it “does not have
reprocessing activities”.31 The Agency has continued to monitor the use of hot cells at the Tehran
Research Reactor (TRR)32 and the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production (MIX)
Facility.33 The Agency carried out an inspection and design information verification (DIV) at TRR on
11 November 2012, and a DIV at the MIX Facility on 12 November 2012. It is only with respect to
TRR, the MIX Facility and the other facilities to which the Agency has access that the Agency can
confirm that there are no ongoing reprocessing related activities in Iran.
__________________________________________________________________________________
25

The number of centrifuges being fed (696) remains unchanged from that reflected in the Director General’s previous report
(GOV/2012/37, Figure 7).
26

Results are available to the Agency for samples taken up to 11 June 2012.

27

GOV/2012/37, para. 26.

28

‘Iran Specifies Location for 10 New Enrichment Sites’, Fars News Agency, 16 August 2010.

29

Cited on the website of the Presidency of the Islamic Republic of Iran, 7 February 2010, at
http://www.president.ir/en/?ArtID=20255.

30

S/RES/1696 (2006), para. 2; S/RES/1737 (2006), para. 2; S/RES/1747 (2007), para. 1; S/RES/1803 (2008), para. 1;
S/RES/1835 (2008), para. 4; S/RES/1929 (2010), para. 2.

31

Letter to the Agency dated 15 February 2008.

32
TRR is a 5 MW reactor which operates with 20% U-235 enriched fuel and is used for the irradiation of different types of
targets and for research and training purposes.
33
The MIX Facility is a hot cell complex for the separation of radiopharmaceutical isotopes from targets, including uranium,
irradiated at TRR. The MIX Facility is not currently processing any uranium targets.
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F. Heavy Water Related Projects
28. Contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran has
not suspended work on all heavy water related projects, including the ongoing construction of the
heavy water moderated research reactor at Arak, the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40 Reactor),
which is under Agency safeguards.34
29. On 10 November 2012, the Agency carried out a DIV at the IR-40 Reactor at Arak and observed
that the installation of cooling and moderator circuit piping was continuing. During the DIV, Iran
stated that the operation of the IR-40 Reactor was now expected to commence in the first quarter of
2014.35
30. Since its visit to the Heavy Water Production Plant (HWPP) on 17 August 2011, the Agency has
not been provided with further access to the plant. As a result, the Agency is again relying on satellite
imagery to monitor the status of HWPP. Based on recent images, the plant appears to continue to be in
operation. To date, Iran has not permitted the Agency to take samples from the heavy water stored at
UCF.36

G. Uranium Conversion and Fuel Fabrication
31. Although Iran is obliged to suspend all enrichment related activities and heavy water related
projects, it is conducting a number of activities at UCF, the Fuel Manufacturing Plant (FMP) and
FPFP at Esfahan, as indicated below, which are in contravention of those obligations, notwithstanding
that the facilities are under Agency safeguards. Iran has stated that it is conducting these activities in
order to make fuel for research reactors.37
32. According to the latest information available to the Agency:
 Iran has produced at UCF: 550 tonnes of natural UF6, 99 tonnes of which has been sent to FEP;
and
 Iran has transferred to TRR the following fuel items produced at FMP and FPFP: ten containing
uranium enriched up to 20% U-235, four containing uranium enriched to 3.34% U-235 and
five containing natural uranium.
33. Uranium Conversion Facility: As previously reported, the Agency carried out a PIV at UCF in
March 2012. In order to finalise its evaluation of the PIV results, the Agency has requested that Iran
provide further information.
34. In the DIQ for UCF dated 13 October 2012, Iran informed the Agency of an increase in its
capacity to produce natural UO2 at UCF from 10 tonnes per year to 14 tonnes per year.
__________________________________________________________________________________
34

S/RES/1737 (2006), para. 2; S/RES/1747 (2007), para. 1; S/RES/1803 (2008), para. 1; S/RES/1835 (2008), para. 4;
S/RES/1929 (2010), para. 2.

35

GOV/2012/23, para. 32.

36

GOV/2010/10, paras 20 and 21.

37

As declared in Iran’s DIQs for FPFP.
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35. The Agency has verified that, as of 5 November 2012, Iran had produced 24 kg of uranium in the
form of UO2 during R&D activities involving the conversion of UF6 enriched up to 3.34% U-235. Iran
subsequently transferred 13.6 kg of uranium in the form of UO2 to FMP.38 As of 6 November 2012,
Iran had resumed these R&D activities, but had not produced additional uranium in the form of UO2
from the conversion of UF6 enriched to 3.34% U-235. As of the same date, Iran, through the
conversion of uranium ore concentrate, had produced about 6231 kg of natural uranium in the form of
UO2, of which the Agency has verified that Iran transferred 3100 kg to FMP.
36. During a DIV carried out at UCF on 6 November 2012, Iran informed the Agency that, due to the
rupture of a storage tank, a large quantity of liquid containing natural uranium scrap material had
spilled onto the floor of the facility. Agency inspectors confirmed that the spillage had taken place.
The Agency is discussing with Iran the accountancy of the nuclear material that has spilled from the
tank.
37. Fuel Manufacturing Plant: Between 4 and 6 September 2012, the Agency carried out a PIV at
FMP, the results of which it is still evaluating. On 7 November 2012, the Agency carried out a DIV
and an inspection at FMP and confirmed that the manufacture of pellets for the IR-40 Reactor using
natural UO2 was ongoing. Iran informed the Agency that it had completed the manufacture of dummy
fuel assemblies for the IR-40 Reactor.39 As of 7 November 2012, Iran had not commenced the
manufacture of fuel assemblies containing nuclear material. On the same date, the Agency also
verified two prototype fuel rods made of UO2 enriched to 3.34% U-235 prior to their transfer to TRR.
38. Fuel Plate Fabrication Plant: The Agency carried out a PIV at FPFP on 29 September 2012 and
verified that, between the start of conversion activities on 17 December 2011 and 26 September 2012,
82.7 kg of UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 had been fed into the conversion process and 38 kg of
uranium had been produced in the form of U3O8 powder40 and fuel items. Iran has declared that,
between 27 September 2012 and 10 November 2012, it did not convert any more of the UF6 enriched
up to 20% U-235 contained in the cylinder attached to the process. On 11 November 2012, the Agency
verified a new fuel assembly prior to its transfer to TRR and verified the presence of 46 fuel plates. On
12 November 2012, the Agency and Iran agreed to an updated safeguards approach for FPFP.

H. Possible Military Dimensions
39. Previous reports by the Director General have identified outstanding issues related to possible
military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme and actions required of Iran to resolve these.41 Since
2002, the Agency has become increasingly concerned about the possible existence in Iran of
undisclosed nuclear related activities involving military related organizations, including activities
related to the development of a nuclear payload for a missile.

__________________________________________________________________________________
38

GOV/2012/23, para. 35.

39

A dummy assembly is similar to a fuel assembly except that it contains non-nuclear material.

40

A small quantity of U3O8 enriched to 20% U-235 was converted into UO2 and downblended with natural UO2 to produce
standard pellets at three different levels of enrichment (1.6%, 2.6% and 3.9%).

41

See, for example: GOV/2011/65, paras 38-45 and Annex; GOV/2011/29, para. 35; GOV/2011/7, Attachment;
GOV/2010/10, paras 40–45; GOV/2009/55, paras 18–25; GOV/2008/38, paras 14–21; GOV/2008/15, paras 14–25 and
Annex; GOV/2008/4, paras 35–42.
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40. The Annex to the Director General’s November 2011 report (GOV/2011/65) provided a detailed
analysis of the information available to the Agency, indicating that Iran has carried out activities that
are relevant to the development of a nuclear explosive device. This information, which comes from a
wide variety of independent sources, including from a number of Member States, from the Agency’s
own efforts and from information provided by Iran itself, is assessed by the Agency to be, overall,
credible. The information indicates that, prior to the end of 2003 the activities took place under a
structured programme; that some continued after 2003; and that some may still be ongoing. Since
November 2011, the Agency has obtained more information which further corroborates the analysis
contained in the aforementioned Annex.
41. In resolution 1929 (2010), the Security Council reaffirmed Iran’s obligations to take the steps
required by the Board of Governors in its resolutions GOV/2006/14 and GOV/2009/82, and to
cooperate fully with the Agency on all outstanding issues, particularly those which give rise to
concerns about the possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme, including by providing
access without delay to all sites, equipment, persons and documents requested by the Agency.42 In its
resolution GOV/2011/69, the Board of Governors, inter alia, expressed its deep and increasing concern
about the unresolved issues regarding the Iranian nuclear programme, including those which need to
be clarified to exclude the existence of possible military dimensions. As indicated above, in its
resolution GOV/2012/50, the Board of Governors decided, inter alia, that Iranian cooperation with
Agency requests aimed at the resolution of all outstanding issues was essential and urgent to restore
international confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme.
42. As indicated in Section B above, since the November 2011 Board, the Agency, through several
rounds of formal talks and numerous informal contacts with Iran, has made intensive efforts to seek to
resolve all of the outstanding issues related to Iran’s nuclear programme, especially with respect to
possible military dimensions, but without concrete results. Specifically, the Agency has:
 Sought agreement with Iran on a structured approach to the clarification of all outstanding
issues (referred to in paragraph 4 above), focusing on the issues outlined in the Annex to
GOV/2011/65. Agreement has yet to be reached;
 Requested that Iran provide the Agency with an initial declaration in connection with the issues
identified in Section C of the Annex to GOV/2011/65. Iran’s subsequent declaration dismissed
the Agency’s concerns in relation to these issues, largely on the grounds that Iran considered
them to be based on unfounded allegations;
 Identified, as part of the structured approach, thirteen topics, consistent with those identified in
the Annex to GOV/2011/65, which need to be addressed;
 Provided Iran with clarification of the nature of the Agency’s concerns, and the information
available to it, about Parchin and the foreign expert,43 and presented Iran with initial questions
in this regard, to which Iran has not responded; and
 Requested on several occasions, from January 2012 onwards, access to the Parchin site.
Contrary to Board resolution GOV/2012/50, Iran has still not provided the Agency with access
to the site.

__________________________________________________________________________________
42

S/RES/1929, paras 2 and 3.

43

GOV/2011/65, Annex, para. 44.
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43. Parchin: As stated in the Annex to the Director General's November 2011 report,44 information
provided to the Agency by Member States indicates that Iran constructed a large explosives
containment vessel in which to conduct hydrodynamic experiments;45 such experiments would be
strong indicators of possible nuclear weapon development. The information also indicates that the
containment vessel was installed at the Parchin site in 2000. As previously reported, the location at the
Parchin site of the vessel was only identified in March 2011, and the Agency notified Iran of that
location in January 2012. Iran has stated that “the allegation of nuclear activities in Parchin site is
baseless”.46
44. As previously reported, satellite imagery available to the Agency for the period from
February 2005 to January 2012 shows virtually no activity at or near the building housing the
containment vessel. Since the Agency’s first request for access to this location, however, satellite
imagery shows that extensive activities and resultant changes have taken place at this location. Among
the most significant developments observed by the Agency at this location since February 2012 are:
 Frequent presence of, and activities involving, equipment, trucks and personnel;
 Run off of large amounts of liquid from the containment building over a prolonged period;
 Removal of external pipework from the containment vessel building;
 Razing and removal of five other buildings or structures and the site perimeter fence;
 Reconfiguration of electrical and water supply infrastructure;
 Shrouding of the containment vessel building and another building; and
 Initial scraping and removal of considerable quantities of earth at the location and its
surrounding area, covering over 25 hectares, followed by further removal of earth to a greater
depth at the location and the depositing of new earth in its place.
45. In light of the extensive activities that have been, and continue to be, undertaken by Iran at the
aforementioned location on the Parchin site, when the Agency gains access to the location, its ability
to conduct effective verification will have been seriously undermined. While the Agency continues to
assess that it is necessary to have access to this location without further delay, it is essential that Iran
also provide without further delay substantive answers to the Agency’s detailed questions regarding
the Parchin site and the foreign expert, as requested by the Agency in February 2012.47

I. Design Information
46. Contrary to its Safeguards Agreement and relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the
Security Council, Iran is not implementing the provisions of the modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary

__________________________________________________________________________________
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GOV/2011/65, Annex, para. 49.

45

GOV/2011/65, Annex, para. 47.

46

GOV/2012/37, para. 43.

47

GOV/2012/9, para. 8.
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Arrangements General Part to Iran’s Safeguards Agreement,48 which provides for the submission to
the Agency of design information for new facilities as soon as the decision to construct, or to authorize
construction of, a new facility has been taken, whichever is the earlier. The modified Code 3.1 also
provides for the submission of fuller design information as the design is developed early in the project
definition, preliminary design, construction and commissioning phases. Iran remains the only State
with significant nuclear activities in which the Agency is implementing a comprehensive safeguards
agreement that is not implementing the provisions of the modified Code 3.1. It is important to note
that the absence of such early information reduces the time available for the Agency to plan the
necessary safeguards arrangements, especially for new facilities, and reduces the level of confidence in
the absence of other nuclear facilities.49
47. Contrary to Iran’s obligations under the modified Code 3.1, Iran has not provided the Agency
with an updated DIQ for the IR-40 Reactor since 2006. The lack of up-to-date information is having
an adverse impact on the Agency’s ability to effectively verify the design of the facility and to
implement an effective safeguards approach.50
48. Iran’s response to Agency requests that Iran confirm or provide further information regarding its
stated intention to construct new nuclear facilities is that it would provide the Agency with the
required information in “due time” rather than as required by the modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary
Arrangements General Part to its Safeguards Agreement.51

J. Additional Protocol
49. Contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran is
not implementing its Additional Protocol. The Agency will not be in a position to provide credible
assurance about the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran unless and until Iran
provides the necessary cooperation with the Agency, including by implementing its Additional
Protocol.52

__________________________________________________________________________________
48

In accordance with Article 39 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, agreed Subsidiary Arrangements cannot be changed
unilaterally; nor is there a mechanism in the Safeguards Agreement for the suspension of provisions agreed to in the
Subsidiary Arrangements. Therefore, as previously explained in the Director General’s reports (see, for example,
GOV/2007/22, 23 May 2007), the modified Code 3.1, as agreed to by Iran in 2003, remains in force. Iran is further bound by
operative paragraph 5 of Security Council resolution 1929 (2010) to “comply fully and without qualification with its IAEA
Safeguards Agreement, including through the application of modified Code 3.1”.

49

GOV/2010/10, para. 35.

50

GOV/2012/37, para. 46.

51

GOV/2011/29, para. 37; GOV/2012/23, para. 29.

52

Iran’s Additional Protocol was approved by the Board on 21 November 2003 and signed by Iran on 18 December 2003,
although it has not been brought into force. Iran provisionally implemented its Additional Protocol between December 2003
and February 2006.
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K. Other Matters
50. The Agency and Iran have continued to discuss the discrepancy between the amount of nuclear
material declared by the operator and that measured by the Agency in connection with conversion
experiments carried out by Iran at the Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose Research Laboratory (JHL)
between 1995 and 2002.53
51. As previously reported, Iran is now using in the core of TRR a number of fuel assemblies that
were produced in Iran and which contain nuclear material that was enriched in Iran up to 3.5% and up
to 20% U-235.54
52. As indicated in the Director General’s previous report,55 on 29 and 30 July 2012, the Agency
conducted an inspection at the Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant (BNPP) while the reactor was operating
at 75% of its nominal power. In a letter dated 15 October 2012, Iran informed the Agency that “fuel
assemblies will be transferred from the core to spent fuel pond” from 22 to 29 October 2012. On
6 and 7 November 2012, the Agency conducted an inspection at BNPP and verified that the fuel
assemblies were in the spent fuel pond.

L. Summary
53. While the Agency continues to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material at the
nuclear facilities and LOFs declared by Iran under its Safeguards Agreement, as Iran is not providing
the necessary cooperation, including by not implementing its Additional Protocol, the Agency is
unable to provide credible assurance about the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in
Iran, and therefore to conclude that all nuclear material in Iran is in peaceful activities.56
54. Contrary to the Board resolutions of November 2011 and September 2012, and despite the
intensified dialogue between the Agency and Iran since January 2012, no concrete results have been
achieved in resolving the outstanding issues, including Iran having not concluded and implemented the
structured approach. The Director General is, therefore, unable to report any progress on clarifying the
issues relating to possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme.
55. It is a matter of concern that the extensive and significant activities which have taken place since
February 2012 at the location within the Parchin site to which the Agency has requested access will
have seriously undermined the Agency’s ability to undertake effective verification. The Agency
reiterates its request that Iran, without further delay, provide both access to that location and
substantive answers to the Agency’s detailed questions regarding the Parchin site and the foreign
expert.
__________________________________________________________________________________
53

This material had been under Agency seal since 2003; GOV/2003/75, paras 20–25 and Annex 1; GOV/2004/34, para. 32,
and Annex, paras 10–12; GOV/2004/60, para. 33, and Annex, paras 1–7; GOV/2011/65, para. 49.

54

GOV/2012/37, para. 50.

55

GOV/2012/37, para. 51.

56

The Board has confirmed on numerous occasions, since as early as 1992, that paragraph 2 of INFCIRC/153 (Corr.), which
corresponds to Article 2 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, authorizes and requires the Agency to seek to verify both the
non-diversion of nuclear material from declared activities (i.e. correctness) and the absence of undeclared nuclear activities in
the State (i.e. completeness) (see, for example, GOV/OR.864, para. 49).
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56. Given the nature and extent of credible information available, the Agency continues to consider it
essential for Iran to engage with the Agency without further delay on the substance of the Agency’s
concerns. In the absence of such engagement, the Agency will not be able to resolve concerns about
issues regarding the Iranian nuclear programme, including those which need to be clarified to exclude
the existence of possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme.
57. The Director General continues to urge Iran, as required in the binding resolutions of the Board
of Governors and mandatory Security Council resolutions, to take steps towards the full
implementation of its Safeguards Agreement and its other obligations, and to urge Iran to engage with
the Agency to achieve concrete results on all outstanding substantive issues.
58. The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.
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lmplementation of the NPT Safeguards
Agreement and relevant provisions of
Security Council resolutions in the
lslamic Republic of Iran
Report by the Director General

A. Introduction
1. This repo1t of the Director General to the Board of Govemors and, in parallel, to the Secmity
Council, is on the implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement1 and relevant provisions of Secmity
Council resolutions in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran).

2. The Secmity Council has affümed that the steps required by the Board of Govemors in its
resolutions2 are binding on Iran. 3 The relevant provisions of the aforementioned Secmity Council
resolutions were adopted under Chapter VII of the United Nations Chrut er, and are mandato1y, in
accordance with the te1ms of those resolutions.4

1
The Agreement between Iran and the Agency for the Application of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (INFCIRC/214), which entered into force on 15 May 1974.

2

The Board of Goveruors has adopted ten resolutions in connection with the implementation of safeguards in Iran: GOV/2003/69
(12 September 2003); GOV/2003/8 1 (26 November 2003); GOV/2004/21 (13 March 2004); GOV/2004/49 (18 June 2004);
GOV/2004/79 (18 September 2004); GOV/2004/90 (29 November 2004); GOV/2005/64 (11 August 2005); GOV/2005/7 7
(24 September 2005); GOV/2006/ 14 (4 Febmary 2006); and GOV/2009/82 (27 November 2009) .

3

In resolution 1929 (20 10), the Sectu-ity Cotmcil: affinued, inter alia, that Iran shall, without fwiher delay, take the steps requit·ed
by the Board in GOV/2006/ 14 and GOV/2009/82; reaffinued Iran 's obligation to cooperate fully with the IAEA on al!
outstanding issues, particularly those which give 1-ise to concerus about the possible military dllllensions of the Iranian nuclear
programme; decided that Iran shall, without delay, comply fully and without qualification with its Safeguards Agreement,
including tlu·ough the application of modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidia1y Arrangements; and called upon Iran to act sti-ictly in
accordance with the provisions of its Additional Protocol and to ratify it promptly (operative paras 1-6).

4

The United Nations Seclll-ity Cmmcil has adopted the following resolutions on Iran: 1696 (2006); 1737 (2006); 1747 (2007);
1803 (2008); 1835 (2008); and 1929 (2010).
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3. By virtue of its Relationship Agreement with the United Nations,5 the Agency is required to
cooperate with the Security Council in the exercise of the Council’s responsibility for the maintenance or
restoration of international peace and security. All Members of the United Nations agree to accept and
carry out the decisions of the Security Council,6 and in this respect, to take actions which are consistent
with their obligations under the United Nations Charter.
4. In a letter dated 26 May 2011, H.E. Dr Fereydoun Abbasi, Vice President of Iran and Head of the
Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI), informed the Director General that Iran would be prepared
to receive relevant questions from the Agency on its nuclear activities after a declaration by the Agency
that the work plan (INFCIRC/711) had been fully implemented and that the Agency would thereafter
implement safeguards in Iran in a routine manner. In his reply of 3 June 2011, the Director General
informed Dr Abbasi that the Agency was neither in a position to make such a declaration, nor to conduct
safeguards in Iran in a routine manner, in light of concerns about the existence in Iran of possible military
dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme. On 19 September 2011, the Director General met Dr Abbasi in
Vienna, and discussed issues related to the implementation of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement and other
relevant obligations. In a letter dated 30 September 2011, the Agency reiterated its invitation to Iran to reengage with the Agency on the outstanding issues related to possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear
programme and the actions required of Iran to resolve those issues. In a letter dated 30 October 2011,
Dr Abbasi referred to his previous discussions with the Director General and expressed the will of Iran “to
remove ambiguities, if any”, suggesting that the Deputy Director General for Safeguards (DDG-SG),
should visit Iran for discussions. In his reply, dated 2 November 2011, the Director General indicated his
preparedness to send the DDG-SG to “discuss the issues identified” in his forthcoming report to the Board
of Governors.
5. This report addresses developments since the last report (GOV/2011/54, 2 September 2011), as well
as issues of longer standing, and, in line with the Director General’s opening remarks to the Board of
Governors on 12 September 2011, contains an Annex setting out in more detail the basis for the Agency’s
concerns about possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme. The report focuses on those
areas where Iran has not fully implemented its binding obligations, as the full implementation of these
obligations is needed to establish international confidence in the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s
nuclear programme.

B. Facilities Declared under Iran’s Safeguards Agreement
6. Under its Safeguards Agreement, Iran has declared to the Agency 15 nuclear facilities and nine
locations outside facilities where nuclear material is customarily used (LOFs).7 Notwithstanding that
certain of the activities being undertaken by Iran at some of the facilities are contrary to the relevant
resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, as indicated below, the Agency continues
to implement safeguards at these facilities and LOFs.

__________________________________________________________________________________
5

The Agreement Governing the Relationship between the United Nations and the IAEA entered into force on 14 November 1957,
following approval by the General Conference, upon recommendation of the Board of Governors, and approval by the General
Assembly of the United Nations. It is reproduced in INFCIRC/11 (30 October 1959), Part I.A.

6

The Charter of the United Nations, Article 25.

7

All of the LOFs are situated within hospitals.
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C. Enrichment Related Activities
7. Contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran has not
suspended its enrichment related activities in the following declared facilities, all of which are
nevertheless under Agency safeguards.

C.1. Natanz: Fuel Enrichment Plant and Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant
8. Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP): There are two cascade halls at FEP: Production Hall A and
Production Hall B. According to the design information submitted by Iran, eight units are planned for
Production Hall A, with 18 cascades in each unit. No detailed design information has yet been provided
for Production Hall B.
9.
As of 2 November 2011, 54 cascades were installed in three of the eight units in Production Hall A,
37 of which were declared by Iran as being fed with UF6.8 Whereas initially each installed cascade
comprised 164 centrifuges, Iran has subsequently modified 15 of the cascades to contain 174 centrifuges
each. To date, all the centrifuges installed are IR-1 machines. As of 2 November 2011, installation work in
the remaining five units was ongoing, but no centrifuges had been installed, and there had been no
installation work in Production Hall B.
10. Between 15 October and 8 November 2011, the Agency conducted a physical inventory verification
(PIV) at FEP, the results of which the Agency is currently evaluating.
11. Iran has estimated that, between 18 October 2010 and 1 November 2011, it produced 1787 kg of low
enriched UF6, which would result in a total production of 4922 kg of low enriched UF6 since production
began in February 2007.9 The nuclear material at FEP (including the feed, product and tails), as well as all
installed cascades and the feed and withdrawal stations, are subject to Agency containment and
surveillance.10 The consequences for safeguards of the seal breakage in the feed and withdrawal area11 will
be evaluated by the Agency upon completion of its assessment of the PIV.
12. Based on the results of the analysis of environmental samples taken at FEP since February 200712
and other verification activities, the Agency has concluded that the facility has operated as declared by
Iran in the Design Information Questionnaire (DIQ).
13. Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP): PFEP is a research and development (R&D) facility, and a
pilot low enriched uranium (LEU) production facility, which was first brought into operation in
October 2003. It has a cascade hall that can accommodate six cascades, and is divided between an area
designated for the production of LEU enriched up to 20% U-235 (Cascades 1 and 6) and an area
designated for R&D (Cascades 2, 3, 4 and 5).
14. In the production area, Iran first began feeding low enriched UF6 into Cascade 1 on 9 February 2010,
for the stated purpose of producing UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235 for use in the manufacture of fuel for
__________________________________________________________________________________
8

The 54 installed cascades contained approximately 8000 centrifuges; the 37 cascades declared by Iran as being fed with UF6 on
that date contained 6208 centrifuges. Not all of the centrifuges in the cascades that were being fed with UF6 may have been
working.

9

The Agency previously verified that, as of 17 October 2010, a total of 3135 kg of low enriched UF6 had been produced since the
start of operations in February 2007 (GOV/2011/29, para. 9).
10

In line with normal safeguards practice, small amounts of nuclear material at the facility (e.g. some waste and samples) are not
subject to containment and surveillance.

11

GOV/2011/29, para. 10.

12

Results are available to the Agency for samples taken up to 6 March 2011.
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the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR).13,14 Since 13 July 2010, Iran has been feeding low enriched UF6 into
two interconnected cascades (Cascades 1 and 6), each of which consists of 164 IR-1 centrifuges.15
15. Between 13 and 29 September 2011, the Agency conducted a PIV at PFEP and verified that, as of
13 September 2011, 720.8 kg of low enriched UF6 had been fed into the cascade(s) in the production area
since the process began on 9 February 2010, and that a total of 73.7 kg of UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235
had been produced. The Agency is continuing with its assessment of the results of the PIV. Iran has
estimated that, between 14 September 2011 and 28 October 2011, a total of 44.7 kg of UF6 enriched at
FEP was fed into the two interconnected cascades and that approximately 6 kg of UF6 enriched up to 20%
U-235 were produced.
16. The preliminary results of the PIV show an improvement to the operator’s weighing system. Once
the assessment of the PIV has been completed, the Agency will be able to determine whether the
operator’s better sampling procedures have resulted in a more accurate determination of the level of U-235
enrichment.16
17. In the R&D area, as of 22 October 2011, Iran had installed 164 IR-2m centrifuges in Cascade 5,17 all
of which were under vacuum, and 66 IR-4 centrifuges in Cascade 4, none of which had been fed with UF6.
In Cascades 2 and 3, Iran has been feeding natural UF6 into single machines, 10-machine cascades and
20-machine cascades of IR-1, IR-2m and IR-4 centrifuges.
18. Between 21 August 2011 and 28 October 2011, a total of approximately 59.8 kg of natural UF6 was
fed into centrifuges in the R&D area, but no LEU was withdrawn as the product and the tails are
recombined at the end of the process.
19. Based on the results of the analysis of the environmental samples taken at PFEP18 and other
verification activities, the Agency has concluded that the facility has operated as declared by Iran in the
DIQ.

C.2. Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant
20. In September 2009, Iran informed the Agency that it was constructing the Fordow Fuel Enrichment
Plant (FFEP), located near the city of Qom. In its DIQ of 10 October 2009, Iran stated that the purpose of
the facility was the production of UF6 enriched up to 5% U-235, and that the facility was being built to
contain 16 cascades, with a total of approximately 3000 centrifuges.19
21. In September 2010, Iran provided the Agency with a revised DIQ in which it stated that the purpose
of FFEP was to include R&D as well as the production of UF6 enriched up to 5% U-235.
22. As previously reported, Iran provided the Agency with another revised DIQ in June 2011 in which
the stated purpose of FFEP was the production of UF6 enriched up to 20% U-235, as well as R&D. Iran
informed the Agency that initially this production would take place within two sets of two interconnected
cascades, and that each of these cascades would consist of 174 centrifuges. Iran was reported to have
__________________________________________________________________________________
13

GOV/2010/28, para. 9.

14
TRR is a 5 MW reactor which operates with 20% U-235 enriched fuel and is used for the irradiation of different types of targets
and for research and training purposes.
15

GOV/2010/28, para. 9.

16

GOV/2011/29, para. 14; GOV/2011/54, para. 15.

17

Iran had previously indicated its intention to install two 164-centrifuge cascades (Cascades 4 and 5) in the R&D area
(GOV/2011/7, para. 17).

18

Results are available to the Agency for samples taken up to 5 March 2011.

19

GOV/2009/74, para. 9.
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decided to “triple its (production) capacity”, after which Iran would stop the “20% fuel production” at
Natanz.20
23. On 17 October 2011, as anticipated in its letter to the Agency dated 11 October 2011, Iran transferred
from FEP to FFEP one large cylinder containing LEU in the form of UF6 and one small cylinder
containing depleted uranium (DU) in the form of UF6. According to Iran, the LEU will be used for feeding
and the DU will be used for line passivation. On 24 October 2011, the Agency detached the seal on the
cylinder containing the DU, and the cylinder was immobilized at the feeding station. At the request of
Iran, the Agency will detach the seal on the cylinder containing the LEU on 8 November 2011, and the
cylinder will be immobilized at the feeding station.
24. During an inspection on 23 and 24 October 2011, the Agency verified that Iran had installed all 174
centrifuges in each of two cascades, neither of which had been connected to the cooling and electrical
lines, and had installed 64 centrifuges in a third cascade. To date, all the centrifuges installed are IR-1
machines. Iran informed the Agency that the main power supply had been connected to the facility. No
centrifuges had been installed in the area designated for R&D purposes.
25. The Agency continues to verify that FFEP is being constructed according to the latest DIQ provided
by Iran. As previously reported, although Iran has provided some clarification regarding the initial timing
of, and circumstances relating to, its decision to build FFEP at an existing defence establishment,
additional information from Iran is still needed in connection with this facility.21
26. The results of the analysis of the environmental samples taken at FFEP up to 27 April 2011 did not
indicate the presence of enriched uranium.22

C.3. Other Enrichment Related Activities
27. The Agency is still awaiting a substantive response from Iran to Agency requests for further
information in relation to announcements made by Iran concerning the construction of ten new uranium
enrichment facilities, the sites for five of which, according to Iran, have been decided, and the construction
of one of which was to have begun by the end of the last Iranian year (20 March 2011) or the start of this
Iranian year.23,24 In August 2011, Dr Abbasi was reported as having said that Iran did not need to build
new enrichment facilities during the next two years.25 Iran has not provided information, as requested by
the Agency in its letter of 18 August 2010, in connection with its announcement on 7 February 2010 that it
possessed laser enrichment technology.26 As a result of Iran’s lack of cooperation on those issues, the
Agency is unable to verify and report fully on these matters.

__________________________________________________________________________________
20

Dr Fereydoun Abbasi, ‘Iran to Triple Production of 20%-Enriched Uranium’, Fars News Agency, 8 June 2011.

21

GOV/2011/29, para. 20.

22

The results did show a small number of particles of depleted uranium (GOV/2010/10, para. 17).

23

‘Iran Specifies Location for 10 New Enrichment Sites’, Fars News Agency, 16 August 2010.

24

GOV/2010/46, para. 33.

25

‘Iran atomic chief says fuel swap talks over: IRNA’, Agence France Press article of 31 August 2011, citing remarks made by
Dr Abbasi during an interview with the Islamic Republic News Agency.
26

Cited on the website of the Presidency of the Islamic Republic of Iran, 7 February 2010, at
http://www.president.ir/en/?ArtID=20255 .
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D. Reprocessing Activities
28. Pursuant to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran is
obliged to suspend its reprocessing activities, including R&D.27 In a letter to the Agency dated
15 February 2008, Iran stated that it “does not have reprocessing activities”. In that context, the Agency
has continued to monitor the use of hot cells at TRR and the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon
Radioisotope Production (MIX) Facility.28 The Agency carried out an inspection and design information
verification (DIV) at TRR on 15 October 2011, and a DIV at the MIX Facility on 16 October 2011. It is
only with respect to TRR, the MIX Facility and the other facilities to which the Agency has access that the
Agency can confirm that there are no ongoing reprocessing related activities in Iran.

E. Heavy Water Related Projects
29. Contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran has not
suspended work on all heavy water related projects, including the construction of the heavy water
moderated research reactor, the Iran Nuclear Research Reactor (IR-40 Reactor), which is subject to
Agency safeguards.29
30. On 17 October 2011, the Agency carried out a DIV at the IR-40 Reactor at Arak and observed that
construction of the facility was ongoing and the coolant heat exchangers had been installed. According to
Iran, the operation of the IR-40 Reactor is planned to commence by the end of 2013.
31. Since its visit to the Heavy Water Production Plant (HWPP) on 17 August 2011, the Agency, in a
letter to Iran dated 20 October 2011, requested further access to HWPP. The Agency has yet to receive a
reply to that letter, and is again relying on satellite imagery to monitor the status of HWPP. Based on
recent images, the HWPP appears to be in operation. To date, Iran has not provided the Agency access to
the heavy water stored at the Uranium Conversion Facility (UCF) in order to take samples.30

F. Uranium Conversion and Fuel Fabrication
32. Although it is obliged to suspend all enrichment related activities and heavy water related projects,
Iran is conducting a number of activities at UCF and the Fuel Manufacturing Plant (FMP) at Esfahan
which, as described below, are in contravention of those obligations, although both facilities are under
Agency safeguards.
33. Uranium Conversion Facility: On 18 October 2011, the Agency carried out a DIV at UCF during
which the Agency observed the ongoing installation of the process equipment for the conversion of UF6
enriched up to 20% U-235 into U3O8. During the DIV, Iran informed the Agency that the initial tests of
__________________________________________________________________________________
27
S/RES/1696 (2006), para. 2; S/RES/1737 (2006), para. 2; S/RES/1747 (2007), para. 1; S/RES/1803 (2008), para. 1;
S/RES/1835 (2008), para. 4; S/RES/1929 (2010), para. 2.
28

The MIX Facility is a hot cell complex for the separation of radiopharmaceutical isotopes from targets, including uranium,
irradiated at TRR. The MIX Facility is not currently processing any uranium targets.

29
S/RES/1737 (2006), para. 2; S/RES/1747 (2007), para. 1; S/RES/1803 (2008), para. 1; S/RES/1835 (2008), para. 4;
S/RES/1929 (2010), para. 2.
30

GOV/2010/10, paras 20 and 21.
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this conversion line, originally scheduled to start on 6 September 2011, had been postponed and would not
involve the use of nuclear material.
34. As previously reported, Iran informed the Agency in July 2011 that it would start R&D activities at
UCF for the conversion of UF6 enriched up to 5% U-235 into UO2. During the aforementioned DIV, Iran
informed the Agency that 6.8 kg of DU in the form of UF6 had been processed and that Iran had produced
113 g of uranium in the form of UO2 that met its specifications. According to Iran, this UO2 has been sent
to FMP to produce test pellets. Iran has also started using UF6 enriched to 3.34% U-235 to produce UO2.
During the DIV, Iran further informed the Agency that this UO2 would also be sent to FMP to produce
fuel pellets, which would then be sent to TRR for “performance test studies”.
35. In a letter dated 4 October 2011, Iran informed the Agency of the postponement of the production of
natural UF6, involving the use of uranium ore concentrate (UOC) produced at the Bandar Abbas Uranium
Production Plant, originally scheduled to restart on 23 October 2011. In a letter dated 11 October 2011,
Iran informed the Agency that, from 11 November 2011, it intended to use UOC produced at the Bandar
Abbas Uranium Production Plant for the production of natural uranium in the form of UO2. During the
DIV on 18 October 2011, the Agency took a sample of this UOC. During the same DIV, Iran informed the
Agency that, since 23 July 2011, it had fed into the process 958.7 kg of uranium in the form of UOC31 and
produced about 185.6 kg of natural uranium in the form of UO2, and further indicated that some of the
product had been fed back into the process. In a letter dated 8 October 2011, Iran informed the Agency
that it had transferred about 1 kg of this UO2 to the R&D section of FMP in order to “conduct research
activities and pellet fabrication”.
36. Fuel Manufacturing Plant: As previously reported, in a DIQ for FMP dated 31 May 2011, Iran
informed the Agency that a fresh fuel rod of natural UO2 manufactured at FMP would be shipped to TRR
for irradiation and post-irradiation analysis. On 15 October 2011, the Agency carried out an inspection and
a DIV at TRR and confirmed that, on 23 August 2011, Iran had started to irradiate a prototype fuel rod
containing natural UO2 that had been manufactured at FMP. In a letter dated 30 August 2011, Iran
informed the Agency that “for the time being” it had no plans to conduct any destructive testing on the rod
and that only non-destructive testing would be conducted at TRR.
37. On 22 October 2011, the Agency carried out an inspection and a DIV at FMP and confirmed that Iran
had started to install some equipment for the fabrication of fuel for TRR.32 During the inspection, the
Agency verified five fuel plates containing natural U3O8 that had been produced at the R&D laboratory at
FMP for testing purposes.

G. Possible Military Dimensions
38. Previous reports by the Director General have identified outstanding issues related to possible
military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme and actions required of Iran to resolve these.33 Since
2002, the Agency has become increasingly concerned about the possible existence in Iran of undisclosed
nuclear related activities involving military related organizations, including activities related to the
development of a nuclear payload for a missile, about which the Agency has regularly received new
information.
__________________________________________________________________________________
31

This was taken from Iran’s stockpile of imported UOC (GOV/2003/75, Annex I, para. 8).

32

GOV/2010/46, para. 26.

33

GOV/2011/29, para. 35; GOV/2011/7, Attachment; GOV/2010/10, paras 40–45; GOV/2009/55, paras 18–25; GOV/2008/38,
paras 14–21; GOV/2008/15, paras 14–25 and Annex; GOV/2008/4, paras 35–42.
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39. The Board of Governors has called on Iran on a number of occasions to engage with the Agency on
the resolution of all outstanding issues in order to exclude the existence of possible military dimensions to
Iran’s nuclear programme.34 In resolution 1929 (2010), the Security Council reaffirmed Iran’s obligations
to take the steps required by the Board of Governors in its resolutions GOV/2006/14 and GOV/2009/82,
and to cooperate fully with the Agency on all outstanding issues, particularly those which give rise to
concerns about the possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme, including by providing
access without delay to all sites, equipment, persons and documents requested by the Agency.35 Since
August 2008, Iran has not engaged with the Agency in any substantive way on this matter.
40. The Director General, in his opening remarks to the Board of Governors on 12 September 2011,
stated that in the near future he hoped to set out in greater detail the basis for the Agency's concerns so that
all Member States would be kept fully informed. In line with that statement, the Annex to this report
provides a detailed analysis of the information available to the Agency to date which has given rise to
concerns about possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme.
41. The analysis itself is based on a structured and systematic approach to information analysis which the
Agency uses in its evaluation of safeguards implementation in all States with comprehensive safeguards
agreements in force. This approach involves, inter alia, the identification of indicators of the existence or
development of the processes associated with nuclear-related activities, including weaponization.
42. The information which serves as the basis for the Agency’s analysis and concerns, as identified in the
Annex, is assessed by the Agency to be, overall, credible. The information comes from a wide variety of
independent sources, including from a number of Member States, from the Agency’s own efforts and from
information provided by Iran itself. It is consistent in terms of technical content, individuals and
organizations involved, and time frames.
43. The information indicates that Iran has carried out the following activities that are relevant to the
development of a nuclear explosive device:
•

Efforts, some successful, to procure nuclear related and dual use equipment and materials by
military related individuals and entities (Annex, Sections C.1 and C.2);

•

Efforts to develop undeclared pathways for the production of nuclear material (Annex,
Section C.3);

•

The acquisition of nuclear weapons development information and documentation from a
clandestine nuclear supply network (Annex, Section C.4); and

•

Work on the development of an indigenous design of a nuclear weapon including the testing of
components (Annex, Sections C.5–C.12).

44. While some of the activities identified in the Annex have civilian as well as military applications,
others are specific to nuclear weapons.
45. The information indicates that prior to the end of 2003 the above activities took place under a
structured programme. There are also indications that some activities relevant to the development of a
nuclear explosive device continued after 2003, and that some may still be ongoing.

__________________________________________________________________________________
34

Most recently in GOV/2009/82 (27 November 2009).

35

S/RES/1929, paras 2 and 3.
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H. Design Information
46. The modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements General Part to Iran’s Safeguards Agreement
provides for the submission to the Agency of design information for new facilities as soon as the decision
to construct, or to authorize construction of, a new facility has been taken, whichever is the earlier. The
modified Code 3.1 also provides for the submission of fuller design information as the design is developed
early in the project definition, preliminary design, construction and commissioning phases. Iran remains
the only State with significant nuclear activities in which the Agency is implementing a comprehensive
safeguards agreement but which is not implementing the provisions of the modified Code 3.1.36 The
Agency is still awaiting receipt from Iran of updated design information for the IR-40 Reactor, and further
information pursuant to statements it has made concerning the planned construction of new uranium
enrichment facilities and the design of a reactor similar to TRR.37
47. As reported previously, Iran’s response to Agency requests for Iran to confirm or provide further
information regarding its statements concerning its intention to construct new nuclear facilities is that it
would provide the Agency with the required information in “due time” rather than as required by the
modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements General Part to its Safeguards Agreement.38

I. Additional Protocol
48. Contrary to the relevant resolutions of the Board of Governors and the Security Council, Iran is not
implementing its Additional Protocol. The Agency will not be in a position to provide credible assurance
about the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran unless and until Iran provides the
necessary cooperation with the Agency, including by implementing its Additional Protocol.39

J. Other Matters
49. In August 2011, the Agency carried out a PIV at the Jabr Ibn Hayan Multipurpose Research
Laboratory (JHL) to verify, inter alia, nuclear material, in the form of natural uranium metal and process
waste, related to the conversion experiments carried out by Iran between 1995 and 2002.40,41 The Agency’s
measurement of this material was 19.8 kg less than the operator’s declaration of 270.7 kg. In a letter dated
__________________________________________________________________________________
36

In accordance with Article 39 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, agreed Subsidiary Arrangements cannot be changed unilaterally;
nor is there a mechanism in the Safeguards Agreement for the suspension of provisions agreed to in the Subsidiary Arrangements.
Therefore, as previously explained in the Director General’s reports (see e.g. GOV/2007/22, 23 May 2007), the modified
Code 3.1, as agreed to by Iran in 2003, remains in force. Iran is further bound by operative paragraph 5 of Security Council
resolution 1929 (2010) to “comply fully and without qualification with its IAEA Safeguards Agreement, including through the
application of modified Code 3.1”.

37

GOV/2010/46, para. 32.

38

See para. 27 of this report and GOV/2011/29, para. 37.

39

Iran’s Additional Protocol was approved by the Board on 21 November 2003 and signed by Iran on 18 December 2003,
although it has not been brought into force. Iran provisionally implemented its Additional Protocol between December 2003 and
February 2006.

40

This material had been under Agency seal since 2003.

41

GOV/2003/75, paras 20–25 and Annex 1; GOV/2004/34, para. 32, and Annex, paras 10–12; GOV/2004/60, para. 33, and
Annex, paras 1–7.
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2 November 2011, Iran provided additional information on this matter. The Agency is working with Iran
to try to resolve this discrepancy.
50. As previously reported, in a letter dated 19 June 2011, Iran informed the Agency of its intention to
“transfer some of spent fuel assemblies (HEU [high enriched uranium] Control Fuel Element (CFE) and
Standard Fuel Element (SFE)) from spent fuel pool (KMPE) to reactor core (KMPB) in order to conduct a
research project”. As of 15 October 2011, this activity had yet to begin.
51. On 2 and 3 October 2011, the Agency carried out an inspection at the Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant,
during which the Agency noted that the reactor was in operation. Iran subsequently informed the Agency
that the reactor has since been shut down for routine maintenance.

K. Summary
52. While the Agency continues to verify the non-diversion of declared nuclear material at the nuclear
facilities and LOFs declared by Iran under its Safeguards Agreement, as Iran is not providing the
necessary cooperation, including by not implementing its Additional Protocol, the Agency is unable to
provide credible assurance about the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran, and
therefore to conclude that all nuclear material in Iran is in peaceful activities.42
53. The Agency has serious concerns regarding possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear
programme. After assessing carefully and critically the extensive information available to it, the Agency
finds the information to be, overall, credible. The information indicates that Iran has carried out activities
relevant to the development of a nuclear explosive device. The information also indicates that prior to the
end of 2003, these activities took place under a structured programme, and that some activities may still be
ongoing.
54. Given the concerns identified above, Iran is requested to engage substantively with the Agency
without delay for the purpose of providing clarifications regarding possible military dimensions to Iran’s
nuclear programme as identified in the Annex to this report.
55. The Agency is working with Iran with a view to resolving the discrepancy identified during the
recent PIV at JHL.
56. The Director General urges Iran, as required in the binding resolutions of the Board of Governors and
mandatory Security Council resolutions, to take steps towards the full implementation of its Safeguards
Agreement and its other obligations, including: implementation of the provisions of its Additional
Protocol; implementation of the modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangements General Part to its
Safeguards Agreement; suspension of enrichment related activities; suspension of heavy water related
activities; and, as referred to above, addressing the Agency’s serious concerns about possible military
dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme, in order to establish international confidence in the exclusively
peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear programme.
57. The Director General will continue to report as appropriate.

__________________________________________________________________________________
42
The Board has confirmed on numerous occasions, since as early as 1992, that paragraph 2 of INFCIRC/153 (Corr.), which
corresponds to Article 2 of Iran’s Safeguards Agreement, authorizes and requires the Agency to seek to verify both the nondiversion of nuclear material from declared activities (i.e. correctness) and the absence of undeclared nuclear activities in the State
(i.e. completeness) (see, for example, GOV/OR.864, para. 49).
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ANNEX

Possible Military Dimensions to Iran’s Nuclear Programme
1.
This Annex consists of three Sections: Section A, which provides an historical overview of the
Agency’s efforts to resolve questions about the scope and nature of Iran’s nuclear programme, in
particular regarding concerns about possible military dimensions; Section B, which provides a general
description of the sources of information available to the Agency and its assessment of the credibility of
that information; and Section C, which reflects the Agency’s analysis of the information available to it in
the context of relevant indicators of the existence or development of processes associated with
nuclear-related activities, including weaponization.

A. Historical Overview
2.
Since late 2002, the Director General has reported to the Board of Governors on the Agency’s
concerns about the nature of Iran’s nuclear programme. Such concerns coincided with the appearance in
open sources of information which indicated that Iran was building a large underground nuclear related
facility at Natanz and a heavy water production plant at Arak.1
3.
Between 2003 and 2004, the Agency confirmed a number of significant failures on the part of Iran
to meet its obligations under its Safeguards Agreement with respect to the reporting of nuclear material,
the processing and use of undeclared nuclear material and the failure to declare facilities where the nuclear
material had been received, stored and processed.2 Specifically, it was discovered that, as early as the late
1970s and early 1980s, and continuing into the 1990s and 2000s, Iran had used undeclared nuclear
material for testing and experimentation in several uranium conversion, enrichment, fabrication and
irradiation activities, including the separation of plutonium, at undeclared locations and facilities.3
4.
In October 2003, Iran informed the Director General that it had adopted a policy of full disclosure
and had decided to provide the Agency with a full picture of its nuclear activities.4 Following that
announcement, Iran granted the Agency access to locations the Agency requested to visit, provided
information and clarifications in relation to the origin of imported equipment and components and made
individuals available for interviews. It also continued to implement the modified Code 3.1 of the
Subsidiary Arrangements General Part, to which it agreed in February 2003, which provides for the
submission of design information on new nuclear facilities as soon as the decision to construct or to
authorize construction of such a facility is taken.5 In November 2003, Iran announced its intention to sign
an Additional Protocol to its Safeguards Agreement (which it did in December 2003 following Board
approval of the text), and that, prior to its entry into force, Iran would act in accordance with the
provisions of that Protocol.6
5.
Between 2003 and early 2006, Iran submitted inventory change reports, provided design
information with respect to facilities where the undeclared activities had taken place and made nuclear
__________________________________________________________________________________
1

GOV/2003/40, para. 3.

2

GOV/2003/40, para. 32; GOV/2003/75, para. 48; GOV/2004/83, paras 85–86; GOV/2005/67, para. 4.

3

GOV/2003/75, Annex 1; GOV/2004/83, paras 85–86.

4

GOV/2003/75, paras 13 and 15.

5

GOV/2003/40, para. 6. Iran stopped implementing the modified Code 3.1 in March 2007 (GOV/2007/22, para. 12).

6

GOV/2003/75, para. 18. The Additional Protocol was approved by the Board of Governors on 21 November 2003, and signed on
behalf of Iran and the Agency on 18 December 2003 (GOV/2004/11, para. 5). In February 2006, Iran notified the Agency that it
would no longer implement the provisions of the Additional Protocol (GOV/2006/15, para. 31).
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material available for Agency verification. Iran also acknowledged that it had utilized entities with links to
the Ministry of Defence in some of its previously undeclared activities.7 Iran acknowledged that it had had
contacts with intermediaries of a clandestine nuclear supply network in 1987 and the early 1990s, and that,
in 1987, it had received a handwritten one page document offering assistance with the development of
uranium centrifuge enrichment technology, in which reference was also made to a reconversion unit with
casting equipment.8 Iran further acknowledged that it had received a package of information related to
centrifuge enrichment technology that also included a 15 page document (hereafter referred to as the
“uranium metal document”) which Iran said it did not ask for and which describes, inter alia, processes for
the conversion of uranium fluoride compounds into uranium metal and the production of hemispherical
enriched uranium metallic components.9
6.
The Agency continued to seek clarification of issues with respect to the scope and nature of Iran’s
nuclear programme, particularly in light of Iran’s admissions concerning its contacts with the clandestine
nuclear supply network, information provided by participants in that network and information which had
been provided to the Agency by a Member State. This last information, collectively referred to as the
“alleged studies documentation”, which was made known to the Agency in 2005, indicated that Iran had
been engaged in activities involving studies on a so-called green salt project, high explosives testing and
the re-engineering of a missile re-entry vehicle to accommodate a new payload.10 All of this information,
taken together, gave rise to concerns about possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme.
7.
In August 2007, Iran and the Agency agreed on “Understandings of the Islamic Republic of Iran
and the IAEA on the Modalities of Resolution of the Outstanding Issues” (generally referred to as the
“work plan”) (INFCIRC/711). By February 2008, the four items identified in the work plan as “past
outstanding issues”, and the two items identified as “other outstanding issues”, had been determined by
the Agency to be either closed, completed or no longer outstanding11. The remaining issues which needed
to be clarified by Iran related to the alleged studies, together with other matters which had arisen in the
course of resolving the six other issues and which needed to be addressed in connection with the alleged
studies, specifically: the circumstances of Iran’s acquisition of the uranium metal document, procurement
and research and development (R&D) activities of military related institutes and companies that could be
nuclear related; and the production of nuclear equipment and components by companies belonging to
defence industries.12
8.
Between February and May 2008, pursuant to the work plan, the Agency shared with Iran
information (including documentation) on the alleged studies, and sought clarifications from Iran.13 In
May 2008, Iran submitted to the Agency a 117 page assessment of that information. While Iran confirmed
the veracity of some of the information which the Agency had shared with it (such as acknowledgement of
names of people, places and organizations), Iran’s assessment was focused on deficiencies in form and
format, and dismissed the allegations as having been based on “forged” documents and “fabricated”
data.14
9.
The Agency continued to receive additional information from Member States and acquired new
information as a result of its own efforts. The Agency tried without success to engage Iran in discussions

__________________________________________________________________________________
7

GOV/2004/11, para. 37.

8

Iran has stated that the intermediaries offered the reconversion unit with casting equipment on their own initiative, not at the
request of the AEOI. Iran also stated that it did not receive the reconversion unit (GOV/2005/67, para. 14).

9

GOV/2005/87, para. 6; GOV/2007/58, para. 25. Pakistan confirmed, in response to an Agency inquiry, that an identical
document existed in Pakistan (GOV/2008/15, para. 24).

10

GOV/2006/15, para. 38.

11

GOV/2007/58, paras 18, 23, 25; GOV/2008/4, paras 11, 18, 24, 34.

12

GOV/2008/15, paras 14–15, 25.

13

GOV/2008/15, para. 16.

14

GOV/2008/38, para. 15.
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about the information, and finally wrote to Iran in October 2010 to inform it about this additional
information.15
10. Between 2007 and 2010, Iran continued to conceal nuclear activities, by not informing the Agency
in a timely manner of the decision to construct or to authorize construction of a new nuclear power plant at
Darkhovin16 and a third enrichment facility near Qom (the Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant).17,18 The
Agency is still awaiting substantive responses from Iran to Agency requests for further information about
its announcements, in 2009 and 2010 respectively, that it had decided to construct ten additional
enrichment facilities (the locations for five of which had already been identified)19 and that it possessed
laser enrichment technology.20
11. The Agency has continued to receive, collect and evaluate information relevant to possible military
dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme. As additional information has become available to the Agency,
the Agency has been able, notwithstanding Iran’s lack of engagement, to refine its analysis of possible
military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme.21

B. Credibility of Information
12. As indicated in paragraph 6 above, among the information available to the Agency is the alleged
studies documentation: a large volume of documentation (including correspondence, reports, view graphs
from presentations, videos and engineering drawings), amounting to over a thousand pages. The
information reflected in that documentation is of a technically complex and interconnected nature,
showing research, development and testing activities over time. It also contains working level
correspondence consistent with the day to day implementation of a formal programme. Consistent with the
Agency’s practice, that information has been carefully and critically examined. The Agency has also had
several meetings with the Member State to clarify the information it had provided, to question the Member
State about the forensics it had carried out on the documentation and the information reflected in it, and to
obtain more information on the underlying sources.
13. In addition to the alleged studies documentation, the Agency has received information from more
than ten Member States. This has included procurement information, information on international travel
by individuals said to have been involved in the alleged activities, financial records, documents reflecting
health and safety arrangements, and other documents demonstrating manufacturing techniques for certain
high explosive components. This information reinforces and tends to corroborate the information reflected
in the alleged studies documentation, and relates to activities substantially beyond those identified in that
documentation.
14. In addition to the information referred to in paragraphs 12 and 13 above, the Agency has acquired
information as a result of its own efforts, including publications and articles acquired through open source
research, satellite imagery, the results of Agency verification activities and information provided by Iran
in the context of those verification activities.22 Importantly, the Agency has also had direct discussions
with a number of individuals who were involved in relevant activities in Iran, including, for example, an
interview with a leading figure in the clandestine nuclear supply network (see paragraph 35 below). The
information obtained by the Agency from the discussions with these individuals is consistent with the
__________________________________________________________________________________
15

GOV/2010/62, paras 34–35.

16

GOV/2008/38, para. 11.

17

GOV/2009/74, paras 7–17.

18

GOV/2010/10, para. 31; GOV/2010/28, para. 31; GOV/2010/46, para. 31.

19
GOV/2010/10, para. 33. In August 2010, Iran informed the Agency that the construction of one of these facilities was to start at
the end of the current Iranian year (March 2011) or the beginning of the next year (GOV/2010/46, para. 33).
20

GOV/2010/46, para. 18.

21

GOV/2011/54, para. 43.

22

Further specific examples are described below in Section C of this Annex.
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information provided by Member States, and that acquired through its own efforts, in terms of time frames
and technical content.
15. As indicated in paragraph 8 above, Iran has acknowledged certain information reflected in the
alleged studies documentation. However, many of the answers given by Iran to questions posed by the
Agency in connection with efforts to resolve the Agency’s concerns have been imprecise and/or
incomplete, and the information has been slow in coming and sometimes contradictory. This, combined
with events such as the dismantling of the Lavisan-Shian site in late 2003/early 2004 (see paragraph 19
below), and a pattern of late or after the fact acknowledgement of the existence of previously undeclared
parts of Iran’s nuclear programme, have tended to increase the Agency’s concerns, rather than dispel
them.
16. As indicated above, the information consolidated and presented in this Annex comes from a wide
variety of independent sources, including from a number of Member States, from the Agency’s own
efforts and from information provided by Iran itself. It is overall consistent in terms of technical content,
individuals and organizations involved and time frames. Based on these considerations, and in light of the
Agency’s general knowledge of the Iranian nuclear programme and its historical evolution, the Agency
finds the information upon which Part C of this Annex is based to be, overall, credible.

C. Nuclear Explosive Development Indicators
17. Within its nuclear programme, Iran has developed the capability to enrich uranium to a level of up
to 20% U-235, declared to be for use as fuel in research reactors. In the absence of any indicators that Iran
is currently considering reprocessing irradiated nuclear fuel to extract plutonium,23 the Agency has, to
date, focused its analysis of Iran’s nuclear programme on an acquisition path involving high enriched
uranium (HEU). Based on indicators observed by the Agency in connection with Iran’s nuclear activities,
the Agency’s work has concentrated on an analysis pertinent to the development of an HEU implosion
device.

C.1.

Programme management structure

18. The Agency has been provided with information by Member States which indicates that the
activities referred to in Sections C.2 to C.12 were, at least for some significant period of time, managed
through a programme structure, assisted by advisory bodies, and that, owing to the importance of these
efforts, senior Iranian figures featured within this command structure. From analysis of this information
and information provided by Iran, and through its own endeavours, the Agency has been able to construct
what it believes to be a good understanding of activities undertaken by Iran prior to the end of 2003. The
Agency’s ability to construct an equally good understanding of activities in Iran after the end of 2003 is
reduced, due to the more limited information available to the Agency. For ease of reference, the figure
below depicts, in summary form, what the Agency understands of the programme structure, and
administrative changes in that structure over the years. Attachment 1 to this Annex provides further
details, derived from that information, about the organizational arrangements and projects within that
programme structure.

__________________________________________________________________________________
23

Nevertheless, there are, and have been in the past, activities in Iran relevant to the production of plutonium.
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19. The Agency received info1m ation from Member States which indicates that, sometime after the
commencement by Iran in the late 1980s of cove1t procurement activities,24 organizational strnctures and
administrative anangements for an undeclared nuclear programme were established and managed through
the Physics Research Centre (PHRC), and were overseen, through a Scientific Committee, by the Defence
Industries Education Research Institute (ERI), established to coordinate defence R&D for the Ministiy of
Defence Almed Forces Logistics (MODAFL). Iran has confnmed that the PHRC was established in 1989
at Lavisan-Shian, in Tehran. Iran has stated that the PHRC was created with the pmpose of "preparedness
to combat and neuti·alization of casualties due to nuclear attacks and accidents (nuclear defence) and also
suppo1t and provide scientific advice and se1vices to the Ministiy of Defence". Iran has stated further that
those activities were stopped in 1998.25 In late 2003/early 2004, Iran completely cleared the site. 26
20. According to info1mation provided by Member States, by the late 1990s or early 2000s, the PHRC
activities were consolidated under the "AMAD Plan". Mohsen Fakhrizadeh (Mahabadi) was the Executive
Officer of the AMAD Plan, the executive affairs of which were pe1fo1med by the "Orchid Office".27 Most
of the activities canied out under the AMAD Plan apperu· to have been conducted during 2002 and 2003 .
21. The majority of the details of the work said to have been conducted under the AMAD Plan corne
from the alleged studies documentation which, as indicated in pru·agraph 6 above, refer to studies
conducted in three technical areas: the green salt project; high explosives (including the development of
exploding bridgewire detonators); and re-enginee1ing of the payload chamber of the Shahab 3 missile
re-entiy vehicle.
24

GOV/2004/83; GOV/2003/75, Annex 1.

25
At which tune, according to h'an, the centre was changed to the Biological Studies Centre. h'an aise stated that, in 2002, the
Institute of Applied Physics (IAP) was aise located at that site, and that, although some of the biological activities continued there,
the main objective was to use the capabilities of tmiversities in h'an (in particular at the Malek Ashtar University near Esfahan) for
the education and R&D needs of the Ministry of Defence (GOV/2004/83, paras 100--101) .
26

According to h'an, the site was cleared in 2003/2004 in order to retmn the land to the local mtmicipality (GOV/2004/60,
paras 42-46; GOV/2004/83, paras 96-105) .

27

Possibly so named because one of the locations used by the AMAD Plan was on Orchid Street in Tehran.
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22. According to the Agency’s assessment of the information contained in that documentation, the
green salt project (identified as Project 5.13) was part of a larger project (identified as Project 5) to
provide a source of uranium suitable for use in an undisclosed enrichment programme. The product of this
programme would be converted into metal for use in the new warhead which was the subject of the missile
re-entry vehicle studies (identified as Project 111). As of May 2008, the Agency was not in a position to
demonstrate to Iran the connection between Project 5 and Project 111. However, subsequently, the
Agency was shown documents which established a connection between Project 5 and Project 111, and
hence a link between nuclear material and a new payload development programme.
23. Information the Agency has received from Member States indicates that, owing to growing
concerns about the international security situation in Iraq and neighbouring countries at that time, work on
the AMAD Plan was stopped rather abruptly pursuant to a “halt order” instruction issued in late 2003 by
senior Iranian officials. According to that information, however, staff remained in place to record and
document the achievements of their respective projects. Subsequently, equipment and work places were
either cleaned or disposed of so that there would be little to identify the sensitive nature of the work which
had been undertaken.
24. The Agency has other information from Member States which indicates that some activities
previously carried out under the AMAD Plan were resumed later, and that Mr Fakhrizadeh retained the
principal organizational role, first under a new organization known as the Section for Advanced
Development Applications and Technologies (SADAT) 28, which continued to report to MODAFL, and
later, in mid-2008, as the head of the Malek Ashtar University of Technology (MUT) in Tehran.29 The
Agency has been advised by a Member State that, in February 2011, Mr Fakhrizadeh moved his seat of
operations from MUT to an adjacent location known as the Modjeh Site, and that he now leads the
Organization of Defensive Innovation and Research.30 The Agency is concerned because some of the
activities undertaken after 2003 would be highly relevant to a nuclear weapon programme.

C.2.

Procurement activities

25. Under the AMAD Plan, Iran’s efforts to procure goods and services allegedly involved a number of
ostensibly private companies which were able to provide cover for the real purpose of the procurements.
The Agency has been informed by several Member States that, for instance, Kimia Maadan was a cover
company for chemical engineering operations under the AMAD Plan while also being used to help with
procurement for the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI).31
26. In addition, throughout the entire timeline, instances of procurement and attempted procurement by
individuals associated with the AMAD Plan of equipment, materials and services which, although having
other civilian applications, would be useful in the development of a nuclear explosive device, have either
been uncovered by the Agency itself or been made known to it.32 Among such equipment, materials and
services are: high speed electronic switches and spark gaps (useful for triggering and firing detonators);
high speed cameras (useful in experimental diagnostics); neutron sources (useful for calibrating neutron
measuring equipment); radiation detection and measuring equipment (useful in a nuclear material
production environment); and training courses on topics relevant to nuclear explosives development (such
as neutron cross section calculations and shock wave interactions/hydrodynamics).

__________________________________________________________________________________
28
The information indicates that SADAT consisted of at least seven centres, each responsible for carrying out specific R&D work.
The activities were established as overt work applicable to conventional military activities, some with possible nuclear
applications. The work in the SADAT Centres drew on resources at Iranian universities which had laboratories available to them
and students to do the research.
29
The information indicates that, in his new role, Mr Fakhrizadeh merged the SADAT Centres into complexes within MUT,
known as “Pardis Tehran”.
30

Known from its Farsi initials as “SPND”.
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GOV/2008/4, para. 32; GOV/2006/15, para. 39.

32

GOV/2008/4, para. 40.
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C.3.

Nuclear material acquisition

27. In 2008, the Director General informed the Board that: the Agency had no information at that time
— apart from the uranium metal document — on the actual design or manufacture by Iran of nuclear
material components of a nuclear weapon or of certain other key components, such as initiators, or on
related nuclear physics studies,33 and that it had not detected the actual use of nuclear material in
connection with the alleged studies.34
28. However, as indicated in paragraph 22 above, information contained in the alleged studies
documentation suggests that Iran was working on a project to secure a source of uranium suitable for use
in an undisclosed enrichment programme, the product of which would be converted into metal for use in
the new warhead which was the subject of the missile re-entry vehicle studies. Additional information
provided by Member States indicates that, although uranium was not used, kilogram quantities of natural
uranium metal were available to the AMAD Plan.
29. Information made available to the Agency by a Member State, which the Agency has been able to
examine directly, indicates that Iran made progress with experimentation aimed at the recovery of uranium
from fluoride compounds (using lead oxide as a surrogate material to avoid the possibility of uncontrolled
contamination occurring in the workplace).
30. In addition, although now declared and currently under safeguards, a number of facilities dedicated
to uranium enrichment (the Fuel Enrichment Plant and Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant at Natanz and the
Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant near Qom) were covertly built by Iran and only declared once the Agency
was made aware of their existence by sources other than Iran. This, taken together with the past efforts by
Iran to conceal activities involving nuclear material, create more concern about the possible existence of
undeclared nuclear facilities and material in Iran.

C.4.

Nuclear components for an explosive device

31. For use in a nuclear device, HEU retrieved from the enrichment process is first converted to metal.
The metal is then cast and machined into suitable components for a nuclear core.
32. As indicated in paragraph 5 above, Iran has acknowledged that, along with the handwritten one
page document offering assistance with the development of uranium centrifuge enrichment technology, in
which reference is also made to a reconversion unit with casting equipment, Iran also received the
uranium metal document which describes, inter alia, processes for the conversion of uranium compounds
into uranium metal and the production of hemispherical enriched uranium metallic components.
33. The uranium metal document is known to have been available to the clandestine nuclear supply
network that provided Iran with assistance in developing its centrifuge enrichment capability, and is also
known to be part of a larger package of information which includes elements of a nuclear explosive
design. A similar package of information, which surfaced in 2003, was provided by the same network to
Libya.35 The information in the Libyan package, which was first reviewed by Agency experts in
January 2004, included details on the design and construction of, and the manufacture of components for,
a nuclear explosive device.36
34. In addition, a Member State provided the Agency experts with access to a collection of electronic
files from seized computers belonging to key members of the network at different locations. That
collection included documents seen in Libya, along with more recent versions of those documents,
including an up-dated electronic version of the uranium metal document.
__________________________________________________________________________________
33

GOV/2008/15, para. 24.

34

GOV/2008/38, para. 21.

35
The same network was also the source of an unsolicited offer to Iraq in 1990 for the provision of information dealing with
centrifuge enrichment and nuclear weapon manufacturing (GOV/INF/1998/6, Section B.3).
36

GOV/2004/11, para. 77; GOV/2004/12, paras 30–32.
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35. In an interview in 2007 with a member of the clandestine nuclear supply network, the Agency was
told that Iran had been provided with nuclear explosive design information. From information provided to
the Agency during that interview, the Agency is concerned that Iran may have obtained more advanced
design information than the information identified in 2004 as having been provided to Libya by the
nuclear supply network.
36. Additionally, a Member State provided information indicating that, during the AMAD Plan,
preparatory work, not involving nuclear material, for the fabrication of natural and high enriched uranium
metal components for a nuclear explosive device was carried out.
37. As the conversion of HEU compounds into metal and the fabrication of HEU metal components
suitable in size and quality are steps in the development of an HEU nuclear explosive device, clarification
by Iran is needed in connection with the above.

C.5.

Detonator development

38. The development of safe, fast-acting detonators, and equipment suitable for firing the detonators, is
an integral part of a programme to develop an implosion type nuclear device. Included among the alleged
studies documentation are a number of documents relating to the development by Iran, during the period
2002–2003, of fast functioning detonators, known as “exploding bridgewire detonators” or “EBWs” as
safe alternatives to the type of detonator described for use in the nuclear device design referred to in
paragraph 33 above.
39. In 2008, Iran told the Agency that it had developed EBWs for civil and conventional military
applications and had achieved a simultaneity of about one microsecond when firing two to three
detonators together,37 and provided the Agency with a copy of a paper relating to EBW development work
presented by two Iranian researchers at a conference held in Iran in 2005. A similar paper was published
by the two researchers at an international conference later in 2005.38 Both papers indicate that suitable
high voltage firing equipment had been acquired or developed by Iran. Also in 2008, Iran told the Agency
that, before the period 2002–2004, it had already achieved EBW technology. Iran also provided the
Agency with a short undated document in Farsi, understood to be the specifications for a detonator
development programme, and a document from a foreign source showing an example of a civilian
application in which detonators are fired simultaneously. However, Iran has not explained to the Agency
its own need or application for such detonators.
40. The Agency recognizes that there exist non-nuclear applications, albeit few, for detonators like
EBWs, and of equipment suitable for firing multiple detonators with a high level of simultaneity.
Notwithstanding, given their possible application in a nuclear explosive device, and the fact that there are
limited civilian and conventional military applications for such technology, Iran’s development of such
detonators and equipment is a matter of concern, particularly in connection with the possible use of the
multipoint initiation system referred to below.

C.6.

Initiation of high explosives and associated experiments

41. Detonators provide point source initiation of explosives, generating a naturally diverging detonation
wave. In an implosion type nuclear explosive device, an additional component, known as a multipoint
initiation system, can be used to reshape the detonation wave into a converging smooth implosion to
ensure uniform compression of the core fissile material to supercritical density. 39
42. The Agency has shared with Iran information provided by a Member State which indicates that Iran
has had access to information on the design concept of a multipoint initiation system that can be used to
__________________________________________________________________________________
37

GOV/2008/15, para. 20.

38

The authors of the papers have affiliations to Malek Ashtar University and the Air Defence Industries Group of Tehran.

39

“Supercritical” density is one at which fissionable material is able to sustain a chain reaction in such a manner that the rate of
reaction increases.
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initiate effectively and simultaneously a high explosive charge over its surface.40 The Agency has been
able to confirm independently that such a design concept exists and the country of origin of that design
concept. Furthermore, the Agency has been informed by nuclear-weapon States that the specific
multipoint initiation concept is used in some known nuclear explosive devices. In its 117 page submission
to the Agency in May 2008, Iran stated that the subject was not understandable to Iran and that Iran had
not conducted any activities of the type referred to in the document.
43. Information provided to the Agency by the same Member State referred to in the previous
paragraph describes the multipoint initiation concept referred to above as being used by Iran in at least one
large scale experiment in 2003 to initiate a high explosive charge in the form of a hemispherical shell.
According to that information, during that experiment, the internal hemispherical curved surface of the
high explosive charge was monitored using a large number of optical fibre cables, and the light output of
the explosive upon detonation was recorded with a high speed streak camera. It should be noted that the
dimensions of the initiation system and the explosives used with it were consistent with the dimensions for
the new payload which, according to the alleged studies documentation, were given to the engineers who
were studying how to integrate the new payload into the chamber of the Shahab 3 missile re-entry vehicle
(Project 111) (see Section C.11 below). Further information provided to the Agency by the same Member
State indicates that the large scale high explosive experiments were conducted by Iran in the region of
Marivan.
44. The Agency has strong indications that the development by Iran of the high explosives initiation
system, and its development of the high speed diagnostic configuration used to monitor related
experiments, were assisted by the work of a foreign expert who was not only knowledgeable in these
technologies, but who, a Member State has informed the Agency, worked for much of his career with this
technology in the nuclear weapon programme of the country of his origin. The Agency has reviewed
publications by this foreign expert and has met with him. The Agency has been able to verify through
three separate routes, including the expert himself, that this person was in Iran from about 1996 to about
2002, ostensibly to assist Iran in the development of a facility and techniques for making ultra-dispersed
diamonds (“UDDs” or “nanodiamonds”), where he also lectured on explosion physics and its applications.
45. Furthermore, the Agency has received information from two Member States that, after 2003, Iran
engaged in experimental research involving a scaled down version of the hemispherical initiation system
and high explosive charge referred to in paragraph 43 above, albeit in connection with non-nuclear
applications. This work, together with other studies made known to the Agency in which the same
initiation system is used in cylindrical geometry, could also be relevant to improving and optimizing the
multipoint initiation design concept relevant to nuclear applications.
46. The Agency’s concern about the activities described in this Section derives from the fact that a
multipoint initiation system, such as that described above, can be used in a nuclear explosive device.
However, Iran has not been willing to engage in discussion of this topic with the Agency.

C.7.

Hydrodynamic experiments

47. One necessary step in a nuclear weapon development programme is determining whether a
theoretical design of an implosion device, the behaviour of which can be studied through computer
simulations, will work in practice. To that end, high explosive tests referred to as “hydrodynamic
experiments” are conducted in which fissile and nuclear components may be replaced with surrogate
materials.41
48. Information which the Agency has been provided by Member States, some of which the Agency has
been able to examine directly, indicates that Iran has manufactured simulated nuclear explosive
components using high density materials such as tungsten. These components were said to have
__________________________________________________________________________________
40

GOV/2008/15, Annex, Section A.2, Document 3.

41
Hydrodynamic experiments can be designed to simulate the first stages of a nuclear explosion. In such experiments,
conventional high explosives are detonated to study the effects of the explosion on specific materials. The term “hydrodynamic” is
used because material is compressed and heated with such intensity that it begins to flow and mix like a fluid, and “hydrodynamic
equations” are used to describe the behaviour of fluids.
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incorporated small central cavities suitable for the insertion of capsules such as those described in Section
C.9 below. The end use of such components remains unclear, although they can be linked to other
information received by the Agency concerning experiments involving the use of high speed diagnostic
equipment, including flash X ray, to monitor the symmetry of the compressive shock of the simulated core
of a nuclear device.
49. Other information which the Agency has been provided by Member States indicates that Iran
constructed a large explosives containment vessel in which to conduct hydrodynamic experiments. The
explosives vessel, or chamber, is said to have been put in place at Parchin in 2000. A building was
constructed at that time around a large cylindrical object at a location at the Parchin military complex. A
large earth berm was subsequently constructed between the building containing the cylinder and a
neighbouring building, indicating the probable use of high explosives in the chamber. The Agency has
obtained commercial satellite images that are consistent with this information. From independent
evidence, including a publication by the foreign expert referred to in paragraph 44 above, the Agency has
been able to confirm the date of construction of the cylinder and some of its design features (such as its
dimensions), and that it was designed to contain the detonation of up to 70 kilograms of high explosives,
which would be suitable for carrying out the type of experiments described in paragraph 43 above.
50. As a result of information the Agency obtained from a Member State in the early 2000s alleging
that Iran was conducting high explosive testing, possibly in association with nuclear materials, at the
Parchin military complex, the Agency was permitted by Iran to visit the site twice in 2005. From satellite
imagery available at that time, the Agency identified a number of areas of interest, none of which,
however, included the location now believed to contain the building which houses the explosives chamber
mentioned above; consequently, the Agency’s visits did not uncover anything of relevance.
51. Hydrodynamic experiments such as those described above, which involve high explosives in
conjunction with nuclear material or nuclear material surrogates, are strong indicators of possible weapon
development. In addition, the use of surrogate material, and/or confinement provided by a chamber of the
type indicated above, could be used to prevent contamination of the site with nuclear material. It remains
for Iran to explain the rationale behind these activities.

C.8.

Modelling and calculations

52. Information provided to the Agency by two Member States relating to modelling studies alleged to
have been conducted in 2008 and 2009 by Iran is of particular concern to the Agency. According to that
information, the studies involved the modelling of spherical geometries, consisting of components of the
core of an HEU nuclear device subjected to shock compression, for their neutronic behaviour at high
density, and a determination of the subsequent nuclear explosive yield. The information also identifies
models said to have been used in those studies and the results of these calculations, which the Agency has
seen. The application of such studies to anything other than a nuclear explosive is unclear to the Agency.
It is therefore essential that Iran engage with the Agency and provide an explanation.
53. The Agency obtained information in 2005 from a Member State indicating that, in 1997,
representatives from Iran had met with officials from an institute in a nuclear-weapon State to request
training courses in the fields of neutron cross section calculations using computer codes employing Monte
Carlo methodology, and shock wave interactions with metals. In a letter dated 14 May 2008, Iran advised
the Agency that there was nothing to support this information. The Agency has also been provided with
information by a Member State indicating that, in 2005, arrangements were made in Iran for setting up
projects within SADAT centres (see Section C.1 and Attachment 1), inter alia, to establish a databank for
“equation of state” information42 and a hydrodynamics calculation centre. The Agency has also been
provided with information from a different Member State that, in 2005, a senior official in SADAT
solicited assistance from Shahid Behesti University in connection with complex calculations relating to
the state of criticality of a solid sphere of uranium being compressed by high explosives.
__________________________________________________________________________________
42

An “equation of state” is a thermodynamic equation describing the state of matter under a given set of physical conditions (such
as temperature, pressure, volume or internal energy).
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54. Research by the Agency into scientific literature published over the past decade has revealed that
Iranian workers, in particular groups of researchers at Shahid Behesti University and Amir Kabir
University, have published papers relating to the generation, measurement and modelling of neutron
transport.43 The Agency has also found, through open source research, other Iranian publications which
relate to the application of detonation shock dynamics to the modelling of detonation in high explosives,
and the use of hydrodynamic codes in the modelling of jet formation with shaped (hollow) charges. Such
studies are commonly used in reactor physics or conventional ordnance research44, but also have
applications in the development of nuclear explosives.

C.9.

Neutron initiator

55. The Agency has information from a Member State that Iran has undertaken work to manufacture
small capsules suitable for use as containers of a component containing nuclear material. The Agency was
also informed by a different Member State that Iran may also have experimented with such components in
order to assess their performance in generating neutrons. Such components, if placed in the centre of a
nuclear core of an implosion type nuclear device and compressed, could produce a burst of neutrons
suitable for initiating a fission chain reaction. The location where the experiments were conducted was
said to have been cleaned of contamination after the experiments had taken place. The design of the
capsule, and the material associated with it, are consistent with the device design information which the
clandestine nuclear supply network allegedly provided to Iran.
56. The Agency also has information from a Member State that work in this technical area may have
continued in Iran after 2004, and that Iran embarked on a four year programme, from around 2006
onwards, on the further validation of the design of this neutron source, including through the use of a nonnuclear material to avoid contamination.
57. Given the importance of neutron generation and transport, and their effect on geometries containing
fissile materials in the context of an implosion device, Iran needs to explain to the Agency its objectives
and capabilities in this field.

C.10. Conducting a test
58. The Agency has information provided by a Member State that Iran may have planned and
undertaken preparatory experimentation which would be useful were Iran to carry out a test of a nuclear
explosive device. In particular, the Agency has information that Iran has conducted a number of practical
tests to see whether its EBW firing equipment would function satisfactorily over long distances between a
firing point and a test device located down a deep shaft. Additionally, among the alleged studies
documentation provided by that Member State, is a document, in Farsi, which relates directly to the
logistics and safety arrangements that would be necessary for conducting a nuclear test. The Agency has
been informed by a different Member State that these arrangements directly reflect those which have been
used in nuclear tests conducted by nuclear-weapon States.

C.11. Integration into a missile delivery vehicle
59. The alleged studies documentation contains extensive information regarding work which is alleged
to have been conducted by Iran during the period 2002 to 2003 under what was known as Project 111.
From that information, the project appears to have consisted of a structured and comprehensive
programme of engineering studies to examine how to integrate a new spherical payload into the existing
payload chamber which would be mounted in the re-entry vehicle of the Shahab 3 missile.
__________________________________________________________________________________
43
The modelling of neutron transport refers to the study of the motions and interactions of neutrons with materials which are used
to see where they are and in what direction and at what speed they are going.
44

For example, the shaped (hollow) charge studies said by Member States to have been carried out by the Centre for Research and
Development of Explosion and Shock Technology, also known as “METFAZ”, have conventional military applications (such as
for developing armour piercing projectiles), but can also be used to develop computer codes which can then be adapted to model
nuclear explosives.
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60. According to that documentation, using a number of commercially available computer codes, Iran
conducted computer modelling studies of at least 14 progressive design iterations of the payload chamber
and its contents to examine how they would stand up to the various stresses that would be encountered on
being launched and travelling on a ballistic trajectory to a target. It should be noted that the masses and
dimensions of components identified in information provided to the Agency by Member States that Iran is
alleged to have been developing (see paragraphs 43 and 48 above) correspond to those assessed to have
been used in Project 111 engineering studies on the new payload chamber.
61. During these studies, prototype components were allegedly manufactured at workshops known to
exist in Iran but which Iran refused the Agency permission to visit. The six engineering groups said to
have worked under Project 111 produced many technical reports, which comprise a substantial part of the
alleged studies documentation. The Agency has studied these reports extensively and finds that they are
both internally consistent and consistent with other supporting information related to Project 111.
62. The alleged studies documentation also shows that, as part of the activities undertaken within
Project 111, consideration was being given to subjecting the prototype payload and its chamber to
engineering stress tests to see how well they would stand up in practice to simulated launch and flight
stresses (so-called “environmental testing”). This work would have complemented the engineering
modelling simulation studies referred to in paragraph 60 above. According to the information reflected in
the alleged studies documentation, within Project 111, some, albeit limited, preparations were also being
undertaken to enable the assembly of manufactured components.
63. Iran has denied conducting the engineering studies, claiming that the documentation which the
Agency has is in electronic format and so could have been manipulated, and that it would have been easy
to fabricate.45 However, the quantity of the documentation, and the scope and contents of the work
covered in the documentation, are sufficiently comprehensive and complex that, in the Agency’s view, it
is not likely to have been the result of forgery or fabrication. While the activities described as those of
Project 111 may be relevant to the development of a non-nuclear payload, they are highly relevant to a
nuclear weapon programme.

C.12. Fuzing, arming and firing system
64. The alleged studies documentation indicates that, as part of the studies carried out by the
engineering groups under Project 111 to integrate the new payload into the re-entry vehicle of the
Shahab 3 missile, additional work was conducted on the development of a prototype firing system that
would enable the payload to explode both in the air above a target, or upon impact of the re-entry vehicle
with the ground. Iran was shown this information, which, in its 117 page submission (referred to above in
paragraph 8), it dismissed as being “an animation game”.
65. The Agency, in conjunction with experts from Member States other than those which had provided
the information in question, carried out an assessment of the possible nature of the new payload. As a
result of that assessment, it was concluded that any payload option other than nuclear which could also be
expected to have an airburst option (such as chemical weapons) could be ruled out. Iran was asked to
comment on this assessment and agreed in the course of a meeting with the Agency which took place in
Tehran in May 2008 that, if the information upon which it was based were true, it would constitute a
programme for the development of a nuclear weapon. Attachment 2 to this Annex reproduces the results
of the Agency’s assessment as it was presented by the Secretariat to the Member States in the technical
briefing which took place in February 2008.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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GOV/2008/15, para. 22.
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Attachment 1: List of Departments, Projects and Centres

PHRC Departments

AMAD Plan Projects

SADAT Centres

Department 0 1 Nuclear Physics
Depattment 02 Centrifuge
Enrichment
Department 03 Laser Enrichment
Department 04 Uranium Conversion
Department 05 Geology
Department 06 Health Physics
Department 07 Workshop
Department 08 Heavy Water
Department 09 Analytical
Labo ra tory
Depa1tment 10 Computing
Department 20 Analysis

Project 110 Pay load Design
Project 111 Payload lntegration
Project 3 Manufacture of Components
3.12 Explosives and EBW detonator
3.14 Uranium metallurgy
Project 4 Uranium Enrichment
Project 5 Uranium Mining, Concentration & Conversion
5.13 Green Salt Project
5.15 Gchine Mine Project
Projects 8, 9 and 10
Project Health and Safety
Project 19 Involvement of TAP
Project/Group 117 Procurement and Supply

Centre for Readiness & New Defence
Technologies
Centre for R&D (1) of Explosion & Shock
Technology
Centre for lndustrial Research & Construction
Centre for R&T (2) of Advanced Materials Chemistry
Centre for R&T of Advanced Materials Metallurgy
Centre for R&D of New Aerospace Technology
Centre for Laser & Photonics Applications

(1) R&D = Research & Development
(2) R&T = Research & Technology
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Attachment 2: Analysis of Payload

BIOLOGICAL

CHEMICAL

EMP

SATELLITE

Applicable Mass
and Dimensions
Contains a HV
generator box

Airburst <3000'
Multiple
Detonators
Present
No Capability for Release
of Chamber from Capsule
or Load from Chamber and
no Antenna(s)

Presence of 400m
Shaft in Test
Sketch
Total Package
Taken as a Whole

POSSIBLE

1

1

UNLIKELY

1

1

IMPOSSIBLE
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In paragraph 2 of resolution 1984 (2011), the Security Council requested the
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Final report of the Panel of Experts established pursuant to
resolution 1929 (2010)
Summary
The present final report is submitted pursuant to Security Council resolution
1984 (2011) and in accordance with the mandate set forth in paragraph 29 of
resolution 1929 (2010). It contains the analysis, conclusions and recommendations of
the Panel of Experts established pursuant to resolution 1929 (2010) regarding
compliance by the Islamic Republic of Iran with the provisions of that and related
resolutions, in addition to information provided by Member States regarding their
implementation. The Panel draws on consultations with Member States and experts,
inspections of reported incidents of non-compliance and assessments of
implementation reports submitted by Member States under resolution 1929 (2010).
The report also contains a discussion of other work undertaken by the Panel relevant
to its mandate, including outreach activities to Member States, regional groups and
the private sector and, where appropriate, the provision of technical advice.
The sanctions measures specified in resolution 1929 (2010) and previous
resolutions are part of a coordinated and intensive effort by the international
community to persuade the Islamic Republic of Iran to resolve outstanding questions
about the nature of its nuclear programme and demonstrate that it is for purely
peaceful purposes. Sanctions remain one element of a dual-track approach to the
country, which includes diplomatic efforts by China, France, Germany, the Russian
Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the
United States of America. These sanctions are targeted at specific activities,
institutions, entities and individuals related to the Islamic Republic of Iran’s
prohibited proliferation-sensitive nuclear activities and development of a nuclear
weapon delivery system, in addition to transfers of conventional weapons.
Sanctions are slowing the procurement by the Islamic Republic of Iran of some
critical items required for its prohibited nuclear programme. At the same time,
prohibited activities, including uranium enrichment, are continuing. The Islamic
Republic of Iran has still not complied with the requests of the International Atomic
Energy Agency for information to clarify the possible military dimensions of its
programme. In the present report, the Panel identifies the acquisition of high-grade
carbon fibre as one of a number of critical items that the Islamic Republic of Iran
requires for the development of more advanced centrifuges. The report also contains an
analysis of the country’s requirements for uranium ore in the context of its current and
future planned activities, while noting that no procurement attempts have been reported
to the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1737 (2006).
The Iranian ballistic missile programme continues to develop, as demonstrated
by additional launches, their prohibition under resolution 1929 (2010) notwithstanding.
In the present report, the Panel provides the conclusions of its investigation into the
June 2011 launch of the Rasad satellite, which was reported to the Committee.
The Panel takes note of the recent designations by the Security Council
Committee established pursuant to resolution 1718 (2006) concerning the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea of two Democratic People’s Republic of Korea entities
and their links to the Iranian ballistic missile programme.
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The Islamic Republic of Iran has continued to defy the international community
through illegal arms shipments. Three interdictions of conventional arms or related
materiel are identified in the present report. Two of these involve the Syrian Arab
Republic, as did most of the cases inspected by the Panel during its previous
mandate, underscoring that the Syrian Arab Republic continues to be the central
party to illicit Iranian arms transfers. The Panel recommends the designation of two
entities related to these interdictions.
The Panel also takes note of information received concerning arms shipments
by the Islamic Republic of Iran to other destinations.
The Panel highlights the challenges in identifying specific transactions or
businesses involving Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps entities that could contribute
to the country’s proliferation-sensitive nuclear activities or the development of nuclear
weapon delivery systems. It also describes the involvement of an Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps entity in a transfer of conventional arms reported to the
Committee.
The transportation sector offers unique challenges for sanctions implementation.
The report details the complex structure of the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping
Lines, with its frequent changes in ownership, names or national flags of vessels, and
whose activities are subject to vigilance under paragraph 22 of resolution 1929
(2010). This is illustrated in the case of the Irano Hind Shipping Company, an
Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines entity, which was designated under
resolution 1929 (2010) and whose vessels continue to operate.
The Panel concludes that financial sanctions have been implemented by many
Member States with rigour and welcomes the new Financial Action Task Force
standard on financing of proliferation.
The Panel underscores the growing level of awareness among Member States of
the importance of strong export controls in the implementation of sanctions. The
Panel identified small and medium-sized enterprises as an attractive target of Iranian
illicit procurement attempts, and highlighted the importance of outreach to such
enterprises for effective implementation of export controls.
Interdictions of prohibited shipments are vital for slowing the Islamic Republic
of Iran’s proliferation-sensitive nuclear and ballistic missile activities and preventing
arms transfers from the country. The Panel recognizes the value of sharing
intelligence and cooperation among Member States in successful interdictions.
The Panel is aware of interdictions, of which only a few have been reported to
the Committee. The Panel wishes to underline that this reporting is central to its ability
to analyse patterns of procurement and illicit activity and develop recommendations.
Information regarding denials of export licences for sensitive items, or attempted
transfers identified by vigilant Customs authorities, is equally important.
During consultations with Member States, those that were not members of the
Security Council raised the issue of the availability of the Panel’s 2011 final report,
which they suggested would be useful in having a better understanding of sanctions
implementation and improving national measures.
Although there remain examples of Member States who have yet to implement
United Nations sanctions fully, the Panel is encouraged by the high level of
commitment among most of its interlocutors to the effective implementation of the
sanctions contained in Security Council resolution 1929 (2010).

4
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(SWIFT), the International Group of P&I Clubs, the International Air Transport
Association and Maersk.

C.

Assessment of implementation reports
27. As requested by the Committee in its programme of work, the Panel submitted
four quarterly assessments of implementation reports: on 29 July 2011, 31 October
2011, 31 January 2012 and 30 April 2012. These assessments showed that
approximately 60 per cent of Member States had not reported under resolution 1929
(2010). The Panel concluded that the reports would be more informative and
relevant to its work if they contained details regarding implementation in practice,
albeit on a voluntary basis.
28. The Panel stands ready to assist the Committee to hold a planned open briefing
to inform Member States of the activities of the Panel and the Committee, as agreed
by the Committee on 4 March 2011 and 7 December 2011.

D.

Inspections of reported incidents
29. The Panel investigated four reported incidents of non-compliance during its
current mandate, two of which were reported to the Committee during the Panel’s
previous mandate. The Panel completed three physical inspections and one
investigation. 4 Three of four reported cases concerned violations of paragraph 5 of
resolution 1747 (2007), pertaining to arms and related materiel exports from the
Islamic Republic of Iran, and one of paragraph 9 of resolution 1929 (2010). The
following provides background to and summarizes the Panel’s key findings in each
case.
30. The Panel wishes to highlight the strong cooperation that it has received from
all reporting Member States, in particular Turkey, which has reported several
violations. The Panel wishes to emphasize the positive example set by reporting
Member States.

1.

International Security Assistance Force (Afghanistan)
31. The seizure of a shipment of rockets, fuses and ammunition in southern
Afghanistan on 5 February 2011 was reported to the Committee by the United
Kingdom on 21 April 2011. Following the seizure, the bulk of the shipment was
destroyed. Samples of the rockets and fuses were shipped to the United Kingdom for
forensic examination and, on 26 September 2011, made available to the Panel for
inspection.
32. This inspection was unusual because the Panel was unable to visit the site of
the seizure, only a small part of the original shipment was available for inspection
and no documents were available. The Panel concluded, on the basis of its
investigation and the information provided by the United Kingdom, that there was a

__________________
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high probability that the shipment of the 122-mm rockets constituted a violation by
the Islamic Republic of Iran of paragraph 5 of resolution 1747 (2007). To
substantiate this conclusion, the Panel continues to investigate this incident and
invites Member States to supply further relevant information.
2.

Yas Air (Turkey)
33. On 19 March 2011, the Turkish authorities seized 19 crates containing assault
rifles, machine guns, ammunition and mortar shells from an Ilyushin-76 cargo
aircraft operated by an Iranian cargo airline, Yas Air. The flight originated in the
Islamic Republic of Iran and was bound for the Syrian Arab Republic. This
interdiction was reported by Turkey to the Committee on 28 March 2011 and was
supplemented by a detailed inventory of the cargo transmitted to the Committee on
7 July 2011.
34. The Panel travelled to Diyarbakir on 19 November 2011 to inspect the
shipment. It concluded that the items seized constituted a violation of paragraph 5 of
resolution 1747 (2007).

3.

Safir/Rasad launch
35. Following a communication by four Member States on 15 July 2011, the Panel
investigated a launch by the Islamic Republic of Iran of the Rasad satellite on
15 June 2011 to determine whether the launch constituted a violation of paragraph 9
of resolution 1929 (2010).
36. The Panel noted that the Safir space launch vehicle itself was not designed to
carry a nuclear weapon. The majority of the Panel concluded that the satellite launch
was related to ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons, based on the
space launch vehicle’s derivation from two nuclear-capable missiles (the Shahab-3
and the R-27 submarine-launched ballistic missile in its second stage). Three
members of the Panel concluded that the launch was not an activity related to a
ballistic missile capable of delivering nuclear weapons. The majority of the Panel
also concluded that the Safir space launch vehicle made use of ballistic missile
technology, and therefore constituted a violation of paragraph 9 of resolution 1929
(2010). Two members of the Panel believed that it was difficult to reach such a firm
conclusion.

4.

Kilis (Turkey)
37. On 15 February 2011, the Turkish authorities seized a truck carrying explosives
originating in the Islamic Republic of Iran and bound for the Syrian Arab Republic.
The seizure was reported to the Committee on 12 January 2012. From 4 to 7 March
2012, the Panel physically inspected the seized materials and accompanying
documents at an ammunition depot in Osmaniye Province, southern Turkey.
38. The Panel concluded that the shipment constituted a violation by the Islamic
Republic of Iran of paragraph 5 of resolution 1747 (2007).

E.

Challenges
39. The Panel recalls the need to report promptly to the Committee incidents of
non-compliance. Some Member States have reported that domestic legal proceedings

12-37171
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B.

Ballistic missiles

1.

Introduction
73. In paragraph 9 of resolution 1929 (2010), the Security Council decided that the
Islamic Republic of Iran was not to undertake any activity related to ballistic
missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons, including launches using ballistic
missile technology, and that Member States were to take all measures necessary to
prevent the transfer of technology or technical assistance to the Islamic Republic of
Iran related to such activities. In paragraph 7 of that resolution, the Council decided
that the Islamic Republic of Iran was not to acquire an interest in any commercial
activity in another State involving, among other things, technology related to
ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons.
74. Pursuant to paragraph 3 of resolution 1737 (2006), Member States are obliged
to take the necessary measures to prevent the supply, sale or transfer directly or
indirectly of all items, materials, equipment, goods and technology, referred to in
document S/2006/815 that could contribute to the Islamic Republic of Iran’s
development of nuclear weapon delivery systems. In paragraph 13 of resolution
1929 (2010), the Security Council decided that the list of items contained in
document S/2006/815 was to be superseded by the list of items contained in
document S/2010/263.
75. In the present section, the Panel provides a brief summary of recent
developments related to ballistic missile activity over the past year. These include
information reported by IAEA regarding the potential military dimensions of the
Iranian nuclear programme, including a nuclear payload for a missile, a series of test
launches of ballistic missiles, the introduction of the Qiam missile, the disclosure of
missile silos and the launch by the Islamic Republic of Iran of two satellites using the
Safir space launch vehicle. The Panel also addresses information provided by Member
States concerning continuing procurement efforts related to ballistic missiles.

2.

Background
76. The Iranian arsenal of ballistic missiles is widely recognized as one of the
largest in the region. The table in annex VIII to the present report provides an
overview of the number and type of ballistic missiles. Two in particular are judged
to be potentially nuclear capable: the liquid propelled Shahab-3 and the solid-fuelpropelled Sejil (also referred to as the Sajjil or the Ashura). The Islamic Republic of
Iran is not judged to have an operational intercontinental ballistic missile.
77. While the Islamic Republic of Iran is actively producing its own missiles, it
remains reliant on foreign suppliers for components, materials and equipment.
According to some experts, there is no evidence that the Islamic Republic of Iran
possesses the technology necessary to manufacture the large-diameter, flow-formed
pressure tanks and large, composite pressure vessels necessary to construct larger,
long-range missiles. It also appears that the Islamic Republic of Iran continues to
import whole engines, or at least critical engine components, for its liquid-fuelled
missiles, and requires components for guidance systems. 11

__________________
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78. In November 2011, IAEA stated that, since 2002, it had become increasingly
concerned about the possible existence in the Islamic Republic of Iran of
undisclosed nuclear-related activities involving military-related organizations,
including activities related to the development of a nuclear payload for a missile,
about which it had regularly received new information (see GOV/2011/65, para. 38,
and previous reports).
79. IAEA describes work that took place before 2004 as a structured and
comprehensive programme of engineering studies to examine how to integrate a
new spherical payload into the existing payload chamber which would be mounted
in the re-entry vehicle of the Shahab-3 missile. In addition, according to
documentation provided by a Member State, the Islamic Republic of Iran conducted
computer modelling studies of at least 14 progressive design iterations of the
payload chamber and its contents to examine how they would stand up to the
various stresses that would be encountered on being launched and travelling on a
ballistic trajectory to a target (GOV/2011/65, annex, paras. 59 and 60).
80. IAEA has described the information on which its assessments are based as
coming from a wide variety of independent sources, including from a number of
Member States, from its own efforts and from information provided by the Islamic
Republic of Iran itself (GOV/2011/65, para. 42).
3.

Recent developments
81. Missile launches. In late June 2011, the Islamic Republic of Iran held a
military exercise known as “Great Prophet Six”. On 28 June 2011, the commander
of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps Aerospace Force, Amir Ali Hajizadeh,
announced on Iranian State television that, on the second day of the exercise, the
country had fired Zelzal rockets, the Shahab-1 and -2 and the Ghadr (a modified
version of the Shahab-3 medium-range ballistic missile). 12
82. Qiam missile. The only test of this missile reported in the media took place in
August 2010. The Iranian Minister of Defence, Ahmad Vahidi, highlighted the
missile’s lack of stabilizer fins, which he claimed would increase the missile’s speed
and allow it to be launched from a silo. 13 He also claimed that the liquid-fuelled
ballistic missile was entirely indigenously produced. In May 2011, he announced the
delivery of the missile to the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (see figure II).
One Member State assessed the Qiam to be based on the Shahab-2, with a range of
between 500 and 1,000 km. Some experts have raised questions about the missile’s
lack of apparent testing. Missiles are known to require extensive flight-test
programmes before they can be fully operational.

__________________
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(c)

International Security Assistance Force (Afghanistan)
107. The United Kingdom authorities reported on 21 April 2011 a seizure by the
International Security Assistance Force on 5 February 2011 of a shipment of rockets
and ammunition near Afghanistan’s border with Pakistan. The shipment was reported
to include 48 122-mm rockets, 49 fuses and 1,000 7.62-mm ammunition rounds.
108. Following the seizure, much of the shipment was destroyed in situ and the rest
transferred to the United Kingdom for forensic analysis to provide additional
evidence of its origin. Tests included X-ray examination, metallurgy sampling, and
chemical and comparative analysis. The United Kingdom also possessed
intelligence suggesting that the shipment of rockets originated in the Islamic
Republic of Iran. Many of the characteristics of the rockets matched Iranian rockets
found elsewhere.
109. The Panel inspected some of the remains of the rockets in the United Kingdom
on 26 September 2011. The Panel carried out its investigation on the basis of
evidence provided by the United Kingdom authorities, independent research and
consultations with experts.
110. The Panel concluded that there was a high probability that the rockets had
originated in the Islamic Republic of Iran. The Panel invited relevant Member States
to provide further evidence that would enable confirmation of that finding, and
consulted experts from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Brussels in search of
relevant evidence. The Panel continues its investigation and seeks further information.

3.

Analysis
Nature of the transfers
111. Whereas in previous inspections the Panel had found only ammunition and no
arms, the current cases include a greater diversity of items. In the Yas Air case, arms
and ammunitions were both present; in the Kilis case, detonators and explosives
were identified. The Panel also observed that, previously, systematic attempts had
been made to conceal shipments physically through erased markings or packaging,
but the current cases reflected no such attempts. This may reflect confidence on the
part of the Islamic Republic of Iran that the transfers might proceed undetected, a
greater time pressure for the shipments or operational errors on the part of the
Iranian authorities.
Transportation
112. Although the current cases inspected by the Panel include examples of arms
transfers using ground and air transport, it cannot be excluded that the Islamic
Republic of Iran continues to use maritime avenues to transport shipments of arms and
related materiel. This issue is discussed further in paragraphs 150 to 181. One
Member State alerted the Panel that the Islamic Republic of Iran might be using mixed
passenger-cargo flights to transfer arms illicitly. The Panel has not further
corroborated this information.
Iranian origin of items
113. The Panel found documentary evidence in two of the three cases linking the
shipments to the Islamic Republic of Iran as the sender. Documents found with the
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